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FOREWORD

Each year the Associalion fur Institutional Research holds an Annual
Forum. "Communication in Higher Education was the theme of the Tenth
Annual Forum held in New Orleans. Lousiana on May 13-lb, PM. This
volume contains the resulting papers.

Some of the reasons for the growth and development of Institutional
Research are contained in the papers presented. Indicative Of this growth and
development is the number of papers published in the Proceedings of the
Annual Forums. This year's publication contains 83 papers. in I gb9 there
were 22. in 1968 32 and in 190 there wtre 22 ',dyers published.

Space limitations have resulted from the 111.111Y pages of copy
submitted for publication. Deletion of appendices. introductions and other
aspects of the papers were necessary and the Editor apologies for an
damage resulting from this process.

The promptnes, of this volume is the result of the session chairmen
and individual contributors who prepared their papers tor publication.
Thanks are also due the staff of the (Mkt.. of Institutional Research.
University of California. Berkeley for their work on the manuscript. Anv
errors arc. Of course, the responsibility of the Editor.

Patricia S. Wright
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COMMUNICATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION

THE SEARCH FOR GOALS

John S. lull
State University of New York at Stony Brook

In meeting with the Association of Institutional Re-
search, 1 feel among old friends, for this association was
formed just six years ago during your meeting on the Stony
Brook campus. Since then you have grown greatly and the
importance of your work has been widely recognized. I L'otne
to you tonight to ask, (.1 behalf of myself and my fellow
university presidents, for /our help in our search for agree-
ment on the goals of our universities.

As a nation we now need more than ever before to
reexamine our national goals. We in the universities must
contribute constructively to the national debate and must also
identify much more clearly our own role in society This can
only be done on the basis of sound planning and your group,
as the professional experts in the analysis and planning of
universities, must take the lead in studying the university's
opportunities and in recommending future directions.

My speaking to Oil of you on "the analysis of university
objectives" recalls the tale of the survivor of the Johnstown
flood, who became famous for the rest of his life for his
speeches on how he escaped the innundation. After he died
and went to heaven, St. Peter asked hint what he wanted to
do. The gentleman explained that he would like an audience to
be gathered so he could tell his story of Johnstown's flood.
After the crowd came and just before he began to speak, St.
Peter leaned over and said, "I think I should tell you, Noah is
in the audience".

This is how I feel tonight, for many of you are better
qualified than I ant to discuss the role of our universities. But I
feel this job of analyzing where we are going is so important
that I have taken leave for this semester from my post as
President of the State University of New York at Stony Brook
in order to serve as the first director of our Chancellor's Panel
on University Purposes. This group, of fifty able students,
faculty, university administrators, and leading citizens from
outside the university legislators, labor and business leaders,
diplomats, philanthropists, and public servants is charged
with identifying the goats of our whole state university system,
looking decades ahead. The rapid changes in our society may
require some drastically changed approaches in the future, so
we are considering boldly many alternatives. I come to this
group, as the real experts in the field, to ask for your help. If
you know of any especially helpful studies of the future of our
society or the university's roles, I hope you will let me know.
We need the results of your studies as well as your crystal ball
gazing.

I have always thought such planning was needed. The
past few weeks dramatize how urgent it is.

Our universities today are in turmoil. The anxiety in our
whole society is reflected in and intensified at our universities.
Those of us in the university have the same obligation of all
citizens to participate to the best of our ability in the
development of our national policy and to help in solving the

11.11.11111 ---7,---railelmpamstroraivesstit.ker

problems of our society. But we must find ways for these
activities to occur so that they do not tear apart the university
itself.

On over one hundred campuses most of the students
have already left before the end of the school year, and many
students and faculty on nearly every campus are participating
in the national "strike". Almost all the activity has involved
intensive discussion of our national policies or of university
problems. For most of us, much of the past two weeks has
been consumed with such discussions. I applaud these con-
structive efforts, as I also approve of such plans as the one
Princeton and Stony Brook are making to adjust the academic
calendar next year so that students will be free to participate
ire the political campaigns of their choice next October and
then make up the sturdy time by reduced Thanksgiving and
Christmas vacations, We should welcome any such means of
getting students involved constructively in their roles as citi-
zens.

But I deplore the acts of those who would endeavor to
achieve political ends by stopping or impeding the functioning
of the universities. I oppose such actions strongly for two
reasons:

First, as tactics to influence national policy, they
are worse than ineffective: they are counterproductive.
It is far easier to attack illegal or improper acts on
campus than to defend military policy in Viet-Nam; thus
the extent to which the campus disruptions are noticed,
they detract from the attention that should be given to
the national debate. Violent and disruptive tactics only
discredit the cause for which they are used.

Secondly, the university is being done great
damage by the misguided attempts to stop its function.
In times of conflict and disorientation it is the rational
analysis by members of the university, as the intellectual
conscience of our society, that will be needed. While
present problems are grave, other serious problems will
occur next year and thereafter. Let us not by
thoughtless actions now damage the universities whose
spirit of reason and tolerance will be needed as much in
the future as now.

Of course, the Universities must respond when they are
attacked and must defend their reputation and autonomy. But
we must not ourselves be subject to criticism when we criticize
others. We must recognize how vulnerable to attack the
disruptions make us. Inevitably the destructive acts of arson or
violence by a few students or the refusals by some faculty to
perform their duties will receive far more publicity than the
totally proper actions of the great majority of students and
faculty. Thus the public reaction to university events is more
extreme than justified, and the public backlash makes the
universities the scapegoats for public antagonism when we are
dependent on public support.

10
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One of the most effective ways to avoid such unfair
condemnation of the Universities is to clarify the Universities
role. In the field of political action, the University should not
promote a partisan cause but should fearlessly protect the
rights of minorities in my dispute, helping the right cause to
win by persuasion through the strength of its own arguments.

In general, we need to gain public support for the
Universities' key roles as centers of learning, where all from
the entering student to the distinguished research professor are
laboring to advance their knowledge. In our increasingly
complex society, the role of knowledge becomes ever more
important, and we have to maintain an atmosphere where the
devotion to learning is err phasized.

The purposes of ou,. University must be consistent with
an overall educational philosophy. Nothing should abrogate
our commitment to free ineliiry and free expression.

If you go to Washington, D.C., soon, as so many of our
students are doing now, I urge you to visit the Jefferson
Memorial. For me the best summary of the basic philosophy
of a university is given by the oath of Thomas Jefferson
inscribed there, "I swear eternal hostility to every form of
tyranny over the mind of man '.

Within these broad limitations of commitment to
learning and the free advance of knowledge, there are many
choices as to precisely what the university should do and how
it should organize to do it. The decision as to whether a given
program should be undertaken will mainly depend in the final
analysis on an evaluation of the benefits to society in return
for the required investment in that program. It is extremely
difficult to identify and to quantify these benefits. We clearly
need to consider "benefits" in the largest sense. But we cannot
dodge the requirement of making this analysis. In the past the
value of educational programs was taken for granted.
Universities could count on sympathetic reception of their
budget requests by state legislatures or sponsors and on
increasing grants each year from the federal government. This
is not so anymore. For the past two years, universities
throughout the country are encountering increased resistance
to the funding of their programs, and in every real index the
budgets are getting tighter. The one thing that seems to
continue to grow faster 0- we wish is the demand for
justifications, which each ye. tst be more detailed and are
subjected to more searching analysis than ever before.

To gain and to retain support, universities have to define
their goal, beginning with statements of general purpose and
then gradually refining them into specific objectives. Each
university program may be judged by the extent to which it
achieves these objectives. The program Planning and Budgeting
System that most universities are now using specifically makes
such evaluations. In the final analysis each program grows in
response to its benefits to society as recognized by those who
support the university. This budget reality is expressed at one
university by the rule "Each tub on its own bottom".

Many fear that this requirement of detailed justification
of various programs may lead to a kind of crude numerics in
which the more onantifiable aspects of a program are
overemphasized. Bu: it . up to each of us to see that this does
not happen. For exaz.ple, it is obvious to us that excellence in
teaching is not measured by the ratio of faculty to students;
numerous studies show that the quality of the faculty is much

more important than the precise class size. But how do we
measure quality?

These problems of quantifying features of quality are
not limited to the university. How do we evaluate the
contribution to our lives of a good string quartet? In general, it
is extremely difficult to quantify the benefits of creativity
which the university tries, above all, to encourage. But we can
detail the outcomes expected from various approaches to a
goal and then can evaluate the effectiveness of these
alternatives and compare their costs.

We make our analysis, quantitative or qualitative as
appropriate in each factor, as sound as is practicable without
assigning these evaluations more importance than they deserve.
We should be quantitative only when it is meaningful. The
point I wish to stress is that we can get the support we need in
the future only if we are willing to supply these justifications
to a doubting society.

Perhaps the best job in the evaluation of education has
been done by our colleagues in the health sciences. Beginning
with the outstanding work in the late 1950's of Gus Carroll of
the Association of American Medical Colleges, the health
sciences have been evaluating over the past decade such factors
as the use of faculty time. For example, in one of these major
studies involving seven leading medical centers, the time of
faculty was apportioned among twelve different categories. By
such an analysis of salary and other costs, it was possible to
estimate with common sense the amount of relative effort that
the institution was placing into undergraduate medical
education toward the M.D. degree, graduate education in the
Ph ;D. degree, intern and resident and house staff education,
research under external sponsorship, other university research,
clinical services, advisory help to the community, and etc...

Of course, some of these activities could not be pursued
without others. Nevertheless in trying to compare investment
with benefits, such an approximate and reasonable breakdown
is necessary so that informal judgments can be made in the
guiding of university policy.

Many participants in this study feared that it might
harm, in some way, the programs of medical education. But
most medical schools are now convinced that, in fact, the
studies are extremely beneficial; they have been conducted
every two years over the past ten years, and have provided
reasonable justification for the extensive university
expenditures for the combined operations of health care and
health education. Most important, the analyses have helped to
free us from the shackles of past practices; for example, where
a faculty member's teaching load was measured by contact
hours in class, now more realistic measures of student benefit
are used. Similarly the detailed evaluations of alternative
distributions of staff time and other resources have helped to
improve medical care for patients within the university
environment.

We need much more extensive research on how well a
university is achieving its objectives, so that we can consider
new alternatives. Here is a monumental task before each of
you in this room. Let me illustrate by discussing the
University's objective of aiding the student's learning. For the
most part, we should not care whether the student reaches his
goal by attending lectures, by tutoring, or by independent
study. We now have many new techniques of individually
programmed instruction, T.V. and computer

- 2 -
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assisted instruction. While much research needs to be done,
psychologists have found many new clues about human
learning in recent years, and we can soon apply them. Yet
University procedures in the past have not been sufficiently
flexible to encourage each student to learn at his own rate.

In the future, I think we must emphasize that
"learning", not "teaching" the basic objective and must
make our requirements more flexible, always testing our
criteria to see if they are valid. We must deernphasize grades,
credits, degrees, and honors as the goals of the student and
stress that learning itself is the goal. One way to do this is to
facilitate new tracks, so that, for example, students can attain
a degree without ever registering for a course or attending a
lecture, but just passing an appropriate examination to show
he has learned the material.

We particularly need your help in estimating the major
future changes in our society and the effect that these will
have on the University. We want to develop scenarios of the
way in which the University might change, if, for example,
new technologies would permit much more programmed
learning on an individual basis so that much more of the
education could be donc in the -tudent's own home. Perhaps
cassets will be installed into the individual's TV set, and a
small computer will question the student and then direct him
among alternative paths as is best for him; a telephone hookup
may automatically report his progress to the university
computer, which will identify those who need personal
attention. Maybe future students will choose by dial access
videotapes of the country's best professors. With our rapid
changes in society, continuing education may expand
drastically in the future and education may be much more
intermixed with other parts of the individual's career.
Education may be increasingly performed by museums,
theaters or on the job in business. We must be imaginative in
trying new approaches to learning.

Will the probable increased emphasis on individual
learning reduce the need for faculty? Here I have some doubt,
for the book has been a rather ideal instrument for
individualized instruction for 500 years and yet most students
still need the university for motivation. Depending upon the
charismatic teacher for inspiration and fellow students for
stimulation.

But we should not be afraid of change. We should not
assume something will be true in the future just because it has
been true in the past. The student faculty ratio was given in
the Talmud and is still about that in U.S. school, but it may
change. It is fascinating to realize that U.S. high school
students have spent in their lives, more time watching T.V.
than in the classroom; what was appropriate for their parents
may not be appropriate for them. We need to know more
about our students' attitudes and needs, and more research of
the kind Mr. Astin hag done for the A.C.E. is highly desirable.

The theme of this conference is rightly on
communication. We must not only make these analyses of the
needs of students and the effectiveness of university programs,
but we must convey them to the faculty and students so they
can be used.

Let me turn now from the problems of learning to the
University's goals of direct service to society. Are universities
doing all they should to attack the problems of international

peace, of human misunderstanding, prejudice. poverty, and
poor health?

I suggest that, as one guide for the future, we should
examine where the Universities have in the r 1st been doing
their best in serving society and see if the methods used there
can generalize to our other responsibilities.

Starting with th, Morill Act of 1862, a particularly
outstanding feature of the development of state universities
has been their contribution to agriculture. Here the combined
efforts of farmers, industry, universities, and governments have
generated an unparalleled record. The proportion of our
population involved in agriculture and the land under
cultivatbil per capita have both dropped ten fold in the past
century, yet the production per capita is increasing and
provides enough for ample diets for all Americans. (We still
have oroblems in seeing that this food gets to all citizens who
need it!).

As economist John Kenneth Galbraith has written
recently, ''Far more than most people realize, the United
States owes its eminence in world markets not to its industry
but to its incomparably efficient agriculture".

If one examines the key role of the university in the high
level that American agriculture has attained, one notes the
comprehensive nature of the university services that have been
supplied. The work has been truly interdisciplinary and has
involved persons of many talents. The research has ranged
from basic studies in the sciences related to agriculture to
research directly applied to the developments of such new
crops as hybrid corn and miracle wheat, or to marketing and
distribution. No problem has been too small for attention,
from a new use of cottonseed to recreation for the farm wife.
Universities have provided education at virtually every level in
agriculture, so that almost every farmer has come in contact
with university programs and has kept in touch with its
continuing flow of information and service. Fanners feel that
the universities are part of a total system which will respond
quickly to their problems.

Very important in the system has been an extension
program of the universities, affiliated with the system of
county agents who provide a wide variety of services for every
farm family. If an unknown mold occurs on the v.:teat or if
the milk tastes a little funny, the farmer has access to the
laboratory at the university and knows just how, through the
county agent, to make use of the services available to him.

State universities are not responsible for making major
decisions on agricultural policy, but they do feel responsible
above all to supply a spirit of innovation r..nd of comprehensive
concern so that barriers are surmounted and all important and
practical avenues of progress are explored.

It is not my purpose here to extol the university
contributions in agriculture, but rather to ask: Can we perform
a similar service on the broader problems of society and, if so,
how?

I believe that universities should be contributing, in other
areas of our society in much the same way that we do in
agriculture, although I recognize that there are some limits to
this analogy. The problems of society are so great and
interlocking that a comprehensive and determined attack on
them is necessary. Our approach to many problems now is too
piecemeal; yet the university provides the best mechanism
available fen bringing these pieces together, that is, bringing
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many disciplines to bear on any urgent problem that requires
expert analysis.

An example of the application of a comprehensive
approach to urban problems is given recently by the
experience of New York City. Under a contract with the Rand
Institute, which in total costs New York about three million
dollars per year, a special group was set up under an adjunct
faculty member at Stony Brook to study what could be done
to help the operation of the Fire Department. The frequency
of fires has grown rapidly in major cities and the need for
improved operations at economical costs is very great. This
group analyzed the responses to fires in New York City and
discovered that a major problem was bringing a hose with
water to bear on the fire promptly. A safe stream of water
requited a heavy hose. The group reduced this problem by
developing "slippery water" which was made by the addition
of an ounce of polymer to every 200 gallons of water; this had
a remarkable effect in reducing the pressure required for a
given stream to one third of the pressure needed without the
polymer, Alternatively, with the same pressure, the necessary
stream with polymer could be supplied in a smaller hose; this
led to a reduction in the size of the standard hose which in
turn permitted both increased speed in getting to the fire and
reduction of one man per shift per fire crew. From this
development alone, when it is extended to the full New York
City Fire Department, a savings of 20 million dollars per year
will be realized. Other savings can be achieved just by
allocating men to the various shifts in accordance with the
daily fluctuation and average number of fire calls. This will
save approximately 10 million dollars more per annum. The
amortized cost of these changes amounts to approximately
$100,000 per year, so that there is a return of approximately
300 to 1 on this investment! This does not count the even
more important prevention of fire deaths and damage by
prompt responses:

It may be said that I have picked a particularly fortunate
example and that not all attempts to solve society's problems
will bring such obvious quick return on the investment. This is
certainly true. But overall this New York City effort in a
comprehensive approach to urban problems is already yielding
a 10 to i return on the investment.

Yet we have not done more than scratch the surface.
Only in agriculture and in the national defense effort have we
fully mobilized the intellectual resources that are represented
by universities. Of course, many universities perform key
services to society in other areas, but the effort is certainly
small compared to the need. The question I want to ask you is
"Should we now organize for the problems of society and
attack them as we have attacked those of agriculture?"

Of course there are difficulties for the university in
maintaining its central functions of teaching and research and
still taking on other services. Vice President Agnew recently
warned universities they shot.ld not attempt to undertake too
many social services, because of the danger that they may
detract directly from the university's basic programs.

But we can avoid such diversion of suppol if we we the
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budgetary principle: "Each tub on its own bottom". if the
university budgets clearly for each of the services that it
performs and does get a proper return for the costs involved,
then I think it should on this basis enter a wide variety of
services. Here is where your theme of communication is so
important again. Students property question whether the
outside activities that draw a faculty member away from the
campus are not damaging their educational programs. The
answer is that, if that portion of the faculty member's time is,
in one way or another, alloca;ed to the outside services 1w
performs, then the faculty will be expanded proportionately,
so that the time devoted to the regular university activities is
maintained on a proper basis. Students will then find that they
are getting the attention required for good teaching and
faculty involvement in the direct problems of society often
makes the teaching 111C7C

Of course, not all faculty would be involved in programs
of direct service. One major difference between the
agricultural and the urban areas is the greater complexity of
the problems and correspondingly the greater need for basic
research in the fields affecting the urban crises before practical
approaches car be identified. We must expect to have a major
portion of our faculty involved in these basic researches. But
others will, under this proposal, be involved in applied
research, and still others in extension work. The key feature of
the "agricultural analogy", in my mind, is the recognition of
the complex system required for major progress, with an
orsanization which recognizes and rewards the role of each
contributor properly and which encourages the different
groups to work together flexibly as any given problem
requires.

An involvement in the problems of society by the
faculty and special staff also provides an avenue through which
the students can thernseives work on these problems. We have
many examples of this at the present time, but I think we will
see much more of it in the future. Often field work is required
for professional students who are preparing Tor careers of
service. Of course, students of social welfare work in the slums
as a part of their education, just as the future nurse or medical
student must work on the wards in the hospital. Increasingly
in the future we can expect that the students in the social
sciences will also be involved in practical programs such as
internships with local government agencies. This will
constitute an effective answer to the common student desire
for "relevance".

These remarks were only intended to be suggestive of
the changing and expanding role of our universities. Just now
we are encountering a period of sharply constricted finances,
public backlash, and internal tension. But, in our society of
increasingly complex and urgent needs, knowledge becomes
ever more important. The University will have rapidly
increasing demands placed on it, and the members of MR have
the major role of analyzing these demands and evaluating the
effectiveness of various ways of meeting them. Then you must
communicate your result to calatyze agreement on our
changing goals to meet the future requirements.



COMMUNICATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION:
NOBODY UNDERSTANDS ME

Joh,' ;1. Hunter
Lousiona .State Unkersio. System

I served several "character building" years as registrar
back in the early 1950s, and during that time I had the
opportunity to help develop the first organized program of
institutional research al LSU.

Institutional research in those early days was truly a
pioneer effort, particularly when we compare its tools and
results with the modern I.R. program. In those early days,
of course, we had nothing to compare with today's computer,
a term which at that time had not yet become a household
word.

It was a beginning, however, and many of you have
made vital contributions toward building upon that initial
effort and developing a program that has become absolutely
essential to the operation of the modern college and
university.

The institution I represent offers an excellent example
of why today's typical college or university cannot possibly
plan adequately, expand realistically or serve responsibly
without a sound program of institutional research.

The LSU system enrolls some 31,000 students on eight
campuses throughout the state. Without an effective office for
institutional research to provide the necessary basis for
farsighted decision-making, it might well be said that we were
operating Louisiana's major educational facility by the seat of
our pants.

Since there are not too many Solomons on college
campuses today, and because the problems facing the modern
institution are more complex than ever before, the average
administrator is desperately seeking a source o; valid counsel
that will inspire a reasonable degree of foresight, provide the
framework for the right decisions at the right time and result
in meaningful progress amid the most challenging
circumstances.

Generally speaking, institutional research is the science
of identifying the achievements, problems and nerds of an
institution through the development of various data and
statistical analysis. At your respectiv., institutions, you are in a
position to do just that.

Of course, we all know that on occasion even the most
carefully developed statistics can be misleading. 1 might give
you an example passed along the other day by a colleague of
mine.

The population of this country is approximately 200
million citizens. Let's break that figure down into identifiable
groups.

Among these 200 million citizens there are 75 million
above the age of 62, leaving 125 million to do the work.
Students total another 70 million, leaving 55 million to do the
work.

Then there are some 30 million employed by various
levels of government, leaving 25 million to do the work. Five
million are in the Armed Forces, leaving 20 million to do the
work. From that figure we can deduct 19,800,000 housewives

who labor only at home, and that leaves 200,000 to do the
work.

There are about 126,000 others in hospitals and
institutions, leaving 74,000 to do the work. But 62,000 of
these are said to be people who don't want a job, so that !eaves
12,000.

And it may interest you to know that there are exactly
11,998 people in jail, so that leaves just 2 people to do the
work. l suppose that is you and I, and brother, I'm getting
tired of doing everything myself!

Fortunately, the statistical methods emplcied by most
institutional research offices are somewhat more useful and
reliable than that analysis would indicate. And our institutions
are more responsive to the educational challenges of our time
because of it.

All is not yet roses, however. I might direct your
attention to the title of my remarks "Nobody Understands
Me". Now 1 am aware that such a title sounds like the plaintive
cry of the unhappy spouse or frustrated child. It is a

convenient and ofienused explanation of why certain goals
have not been achieved and certain problems have not been
solved.

Yet, it is a phrase that is perhaps heard most often in
more or less those same words in the modern university
community. Administrators don't understand the faculty,
faculty don't understand students, students don't understand
either of these groups, governing hoards don't understand the
situation, legislators don't understand the university's
problems, and the alumni don't understand any of these
groups or so it is alleged.

It would seem that in this marvelous age of technology,
when we can communicate effectively with men on the surface
of the moon, when we can transmit, live and in color, into our
living rooms an event occurring halfway around the earth,
when more words are printed and published than ever before,
we are confronted in the university community with a

communications problem of major proportions.

The most significant factor in this problem of
communications on the modern campus, it seems to me, is
that it is a two-way street. If we are to believe what we hear
almost daily, apparently none of these groups seems to
understand the other. Part of that complaint, no doubt, can be
attributed to human nature. Throughout the history of
mankind, I daresay that few people have concluded that they
were fully understood, that their points of view received
adequate attention and appropriate action.

But human nature alone cannot account for the
widespread conviction that communication has, indeed,
broken down that my views, or your views, or those of any
member of the groups I have mentioned all too often fall on
deaf ears. The inevitable question is, why? Is this the normal
condition of man? Is this periodic jamming of our
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inter-institutional communications network the best that the
college or university can hope for?

I hope not and I think not. The most basic principle
of communication holds that four elements are essential to
effective communicttion a sender, a receiver, an intelligible
medium and a meaningful message. It sounds easy, doesn't it?

We certainly have an abundance of speakers these days.
We have a substantial audierce of people who at least are
trying to hear. And most of us speak the same language
most of us over 30, that it.

The element we must focus our attention upon, it seems
to me, is the fourth element, the message what we say, how
we say it, whether we have done the homework necessary to
come to grips with a given issue, whether we have the
information at hand to foresee a problem well in advance and
the, deal with it before it explodes like a time bomb.

'What I am suggesting is that perhaps we administrators
have not yet taken the steps necessary to accelerate this
information-gathering process. I can think of a number of
problems of communication that have occurred on LSU's
campuses and on other campuses around the nation that might
well have been resolved handily had we possessed information
that systematic analysis might have produced, information
that could anticipate problems before they emerged.

All too often, the typical institution perhaps because
of its institutional nature tends to react, rather than to act.
There seems to be a widespread feeling that it is easier or
less painful to solve a problem after it rears its ugly head,
rather than to cope with it while it is aborning. The price of
this traditional approach is often an unhappy faculty, a restless
student body and quite a few administrators with Excedrin
headaches.

Institutional research has done a commendable job in
many vital areas to facilitate the communication process
within the university community. Accurate long range
forecasts of enrollment trends and building needs, for instance,
have carried our institutions safely over many potential
hazards. Precise studies of student characteristics, faculty,
costs and salary structures have been valuable assets to
institutions in presenting their cases to those who hold the
purse strings.

In other areas we have achieved considerably less success
in developing information statistical and otherwise that
would facilitate a dialogue conducive to mutual understanding
between the various campus groups. It is possible that some
college and university presidents have not yet fully grasped the
ultimate capabilities of an effective institutional research
program. It has been my experience that such a program can
provide useful information and shed illuminating light on just
about any issue an institution chooses to pursue.

In the matter of student unrest, I am not sure just where
institutional research fits M, but one thing is certain: every
college and university president with whom I am acquainted
agrees that communication between administration and
student body falls considerably short of the ideal, far short
even of what clearly seems to be within reach.

There is one school of thought which contends that
students and college administrators are natural antagonists,
that what is good and desirable and worthwhile from the

viewpoint of one is automatically to be rejected by the other.
Personally I ant unwiling to buy that theory. As a matter of
fact, it appears to me that in most cases perhaps not all, but
most both students and administration seek goals that are
quite similar.

The problem usually emerg .5 when we get down to
deciding just how an objective is to be reached whether due
process will be followed or whether a torch or brick should be
employed, and whether administrations are willing to make
every effort to bypass traditional but painfully slow and
outmoded steps in bringing about change.

Quite frankly, I believe administrators have learned a
great deal about communication from students. Last year on
LSU's Baton Rouge campus, for example, a compulsory ROTC
program of longstanding was made voluntary the direct
result of a calm, thoughtful, impeccably law-abiding campaign
by student leaders. No buildings were burned, no faculty
members were assaulted. No undue pressures were exerted. To
the contrary, student leaders conducted themselves with skill
and integrity in presenting their case. And they were
successful

It was a case of students, the administration and the
governing board communicating effectively and rationally on
an important issue. I like to think that this one project
conducted at all times on a high plane stands as a landmark
in student relations, providing concrete proof that, at least on
one campus, students, the administration and the governing
board can communicate and can reach an accord on an
important issue.

It seems to me that the more effectively we
administrators can anticipate student needs and wishes in the
future, the more firmly established our lines of
communication will remain and the better equipped we shall
be to face squarely the matter of student activism and unrest.

It is apparent that one of the most urgent priorities of
the modern university is to establish an open line of
communication between the various elements of the campus
community a two-way communication to and from the
president's office, to and from the faculty, the student body,
thc governing board and every other institutional entity. We
must do so effectively and within the foreseeable future
or else be prepared to face some serious consequences.

I have cited the role of institutional research in helping
to bridge this communication problem, this apparent
credibility gap on our campuses. But you, too, face this
continuing problem alongside other members of your
administration.

Institutional research is still in its infancy as professions
are measured, not much more than a decade old. You, too,
face the challenge of the new technology, the challenge to
innovate, to develop new concepts, to devise more
sophisticated methodology in dealing with communications
problems of the future.

If we administrators do our job well, and if you do your
job well, hopefully some day in the future we'll reach a point
where the various groups within the campus community can
say, with conviction: "I do understand you. Let's see if we can
agree".
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THE INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCHER AS A COMMUNICATOR

COMMUNICATION IN INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH:
THE PURPOSE OF THE ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

Thomas R. Mason
University of Colorado

The social movement occuring within our colleges and
universities widened and deepened during the spring of 1970
after the Cambodian decision and the Kent State Tragedy. The
wave of strikes, moratoriums, and violence that spread across
many of the nation's campuses overshadowed all other issues.
For a time, the concerns of institutional research with
strengthening rational planning, improving educational
processes, developing more effective resource allocation
systems, building better information basis, and restructuring
the patterns of governance in our institutions seemed to be
futile exercises in the face of threatened disintegration.

Rationality the exercise of that exclusive capability of
the human being called reason seemed to have little power
against the dialect of destruction and the rhetoric both of
rebellion and reaction. I am sure that many of you shared
moments of despair this spring to witness the breakdown of
reason in the very institutions that were conceived by society
to foster it. Fortunately, on the vast majority of campuses that
experienced any kind of movement this spring, reason did
prevail as the academic year drew to a close, and many
institutions reported that a new sense of coherence and a
heightened level of communication between faculty, students,
and administrators had developed during the course of the
widespread reexamination of social values that occurred during
the spring episode.

What appears to be a true reform movement occurring
within our colleges and universities confronts those of us
working in institutional research with the necessity to
reexamine and re-evaluate our role. At the same time, the
Association for Institutional Research must reassess the ways
in which it can respond to the needs of its members as a
medium of communication.

The founders of the Association stated its purposes as
follows:

"The major purposes of the Association for
Institutional Research shall be to benefit, assist,
and advance research leading to improved
understanding, planning and operation of
institutions of higher education. Research focused
on a single institution or on groups of institutions,
fall within these purposes. In keeping with the
dynamic nature of institutions of higher
education, the Association shall encourage the
application of appropriate methodologies and
techniques from many disciplines".

That statement of purpose still holds. Basically, the role
of the association is to serve as a vehicle for communication
among individuals concerned with research on the nature and
processes of higher education. The old debate over whether
institutional research should focus upon more basic research,
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on the processes of education, or upon the administrative
processes is coming back into focus, and the issue merits
reconsideration.

1 say this because I believe that two major forces,
substantially in conflict with each other, are pressing on all
institutions of higher education and bear strongly on
institutional researchers.

One force is the intensified demand for reform of the
educational processes within higher education and a demand
for the reallocation of power in the governance of our colleges
and universities.

The second force, in part an external reaction to the
student rebellion, is the demand for more rigorousjustificat ion
of the use of public resources that support higher education.
The competition for resources for other social purposes and
the reaction against campus unrest have ended the honeymoon
enjoyed by higher education during the past decade. The
phrase "more effective allocation of resources" has become a
catchword, if not a cliche, in higher education. The movement
to develop program budgeting in higher education seems to be
manifested everywhere (in England, Canada, and Europe, as
well as in the United States).

1:ie synthesis of these two forces the campus reform
movement and the imposing restriction of resources focuses
on the solution of the cost-benefit or cost-effectiveness
equation of the economists. Both movements demand
improvement in the effectiveness and in the benefits the
output of higher education.

It seems to me that institutional research is in a crucial
position in the search for better ways of assessing the
effectiveness of higher education. Within the membership of
the Association there are two principal streams of research
emphasis: a) One focuses on the educational and student life
processes, drawing personnel mainly from the fields of
psychology and education, and b) The other stream
emphasizes what we now call "management sciences", the
applied aspects of the social and behavioral sciences,
concerned primarily with the administrative processes in
higher education.

11 is essential that these two streams flow into the same
river, that those of us concerned primarily with the processes
of management and resource allocation establish and maintain
a coherent communication to insure that our work is related
to the primary educational functions of our centers of
learning. Those of us concerned with the administrative
functions are seeking and finding better ways of measuring
costs; we must seek the assistance of those concerned
primarily with the educational processes to find better ways of
measuring their effect iver.ess and benefits.

The Management Information Systems Program centered
at the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education is



currently seeking the resolution of the difficult problems of
measuring educational effectiveness.' A grant from the Ford
Foundation will permit the creation of a basic research group
to pursue the prot lem of assessing the outputs of higher
education and to probe more deeply into the economics of
higher education.

Because of the high degree of coincidence between the
interests and purposes of the Association for Institutional
Research and the objectives of the WICHE MIS Program, I
propose that the Association offer its organization as a
communicator between the WICHE Management Information
Systems Program and its institutional constituencies.

I believe that the Association for Institutional Research,

because of the diversity of its membership, provides a
ready-made and ideal communications medium between those
who seek to know what higher education costs and those who
seek to know what the money buys. I would hope that all of
us, working individually within our institutions anti meeting
collectively in the association, will g ye concentrated attention
to the problems and possibilities of measuring, evaluating, and
describing the benefits of higher education. I propose this as a
mission of the Association for Institutional Resear,:h in the
corning years. It is a mission to further the original purposes of
the Association "to benefit, assist, and advance research
leading to improved understanding, planning, and operation of
institutions of higher education".

I Ben Lawrence, George Weathersby, and Virginia Patterson, editors, Outputs of Higher Education (Boulder, Colo., Western Interstate
Commission for Higher Education, July 1970).
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INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH IN THE PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION:
!IMPLICATIONS FOR COMMUNICATION

Stanley 0. Ikenberry
Pennvirania State Unirersily

Those engaged in the study of colleges and universities,
whether full time institutional researchers or otherwise are in a
very real sense communication specialists. They communicate
with no special effectiveness, but the essence of their mission
is communication. They attempt to define an issue or
problem, to devise tools to gather information, to process this
information, and to attempt to convey to others the substance
of their message.

The institutional researcher may be hurt or angered
when those he intends to serve appear to reject his message. 1 k
may find that college faculty and administrators question not
only his toots and techniques of analysis and therefore
challenge his conclusions but that they reject his definition of
the problem and the basic assumptions on which his study was
based. Devastated, he may retreat to the conduct of research
on less sensitive and probably less relevant issues, sending one
copy of his findings to his immediate superior, and filing
twenty or so additional copies just in case. In order to
understand the communication challenges in the large,
complex university, it is important to understand the nature of
the organization and the environment within which
communication must take place.

The University as a Professional Organization

Two contrasting types of complex organizations are
illustrative in this regard. The first and most familiar of the
two types is the production oriented organization. Max Weber
described it well in his writings on bureaucracy.' The modern
industrial state is sustained by countless numbers of
production oriented organizations, so common place that one
would be hard put to avoid direct daily contact with one or
more of such organizations.

In the production oriented organization, goals can be
and usually are set at the upper levels of the hierarchy,
typically at the level of the governing board and top
management. The goals and the basic means for goal
achievement can be interpreted and reinterpreted to each
successive level in the hierarchy. The message is translated and
made more specific until the actions on the production line
respond accordingly. Efficiency and effectiveness are achieved
through careful task analysis; a high level of predictability is
achieved within the organization both as to means and ends.
Those at the lower levels of the hierarchy on the production
line are not expected to exercise personal judgment as to the
ends to be achieved or the means to be used; indeed, if this
were to happen, the productive effectiveness of the
organization would be severely damaged.

Such a model or theoretical framework may not be
equally useful, however, in understanding all complex
organizations. It is less useful, for example, in understanding
the dynamics of a hospital, a research and development
laboratory, a school, college, or complex university. Etzioni2
argues, for example, that there arc several organizations in

which the standard Weberian assumptions do not hold. This is
the case, he suggests in organizations designed to produce,
apply, preserve or communicate knowledge. Not all such
knowledge organizations are colleges or universities by any
means, but such a description does describe the essential
mission of America's complex universities. Etzioni calls this
nonstandard organizational model a professional organization.

The essential difference between the professional
organization and the standard production organization lies in
an inability of the former to define objectives precisely and a
related inability to specify precisely the means or procedures
to be used in achievement of these objectives. The limitations
stem less from the inherent complexity of the task and more
from an inability to predict the specific nature of the tasksin a
given instance. Because of limitations in the ability to predict
precisely means and ends, the organization must be adaptive
and flexible, continually searching for a best approximation.

Certain special conditions must prevail if the
organization is to achieve this adaptiveness. First and most
obvious perhaps, it is necessary for the organization to employ
highly trained, perhaps overtrained personnel, faculty
members, and to delegate to these individuals much of the
authority and the responsibility for determination of means,
ends, and standards of performance. The faculty member, as
Thompson3 suggests, becomes a "technical generalist" capable
of meeting a wide range of contingencies including the needs
of the atypical student, the unexpected question, the pursuit
of an unpredictable direction in research, or the application of
his knowledge and skills in the solution of a complex social
problem.

A second adaptive mechanism of the complex university
is the tradition of open communication. There is a calculated
structural looseness, a deemphasis of jurisdictional
boundaries, and as a result, a great deal of shared
communication as well as shared power. Faculty members on a
senate committee, for example, may review a question of
curriculum or a promotion re,:ommendation from a

department not even represented on the committee. Faculty
members in one department feel no particular constraint in
commenting on the adequacy of faculty or student
performance in other departments. Both in the fomial
governance structure and outside of it, faculty members are
not hesitant to comment on administrative decisions, and if
they judge appropriate, to call administrators to a public
accounting. And students are becoming increasing vocal in the
same fashion.

The ethic of open communication suggests that it is the
adequacy of tile decision and the quality of the information
on which it is based that is important, with less emphasis on
hierarchy or the formal positions of those who "decide". The
basis for decisions therefore, must be open to inspection,
including the basic assumptions, the information, the tools of
analysis and the conclusions. Both the tradition of the
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university, and its adaptiveness as a professional organization
require this openness and diversity in communication.
Organizational adaptiveness requires an ethic which values the
quality of the solution and not its source.

Still a third mechanism of adaptation in the professional
organization is that members of the organization, in this case
faculty members, maintain a strong professional commitment
to professional values, even if this at times runs contrary to the
goals and values of the organization. Complete commitment to
and dependence on the organization will restrict innovation
and adaptation and thus produce the stifling climate associated
with bureaucracy. Faculty members are socialized in graduate
schools to internalize certain professional values, norms and
ethics to which they hold, even if these on occasion conflict
with the values and norms of a particular university. As a
result, many faculty members appear to be marching to a
different drummer, which indeed they are, and at times of
organizational crisis they may appear down right irresponsible.
But such independence is essential if the university is to retain
the qualities of an adaptive professional organization.

A fourth characteristic of an adaptive professional
organization is that there must be a high level of problem
insecurity, uncertainty or ambiguity. The very quality of
adaptiveness requires a willingness to challenge the status quo,
to re-examine the assumptions. Intangible goals, uncertain
measures of achievement and the attendant dangers of goal
displacement in the complex university require continuing
reexamination and redefinition of the problem. Definition of
the problem or mission at one level or in one sector of the
university does not relieve the necessity of independent
re-examination and redefinition at different levels and sectors.
There are no final, absolute answers.

The question of the goals of an undergraduate
education, the objectives of a praticular course, the use of a
given class period, analysis of a student's problem, the
direction of a research project, the need for service to help
solve the problems of the inner city: these and countless other
questions must be answered, but the answer must be
uncertain, tentative, and frequently reviewed.

Implications for Institutional Research

What are the implications for the institutional researcher
and for his patterns and techniques of communication? First,
the institutional researcher, especially the newly arrived, must
recognize that the complex university is a nonstandard
organization. If he has been properly socialized as a graduate
student or in prior faculty roles he may be aware of many of
these organizational differences and of appropriate responses.

The typical location of the Office of Institutional
Research within the university structure may provide some
confusion along these lines. Attached to a vice president's
office or to the office of the provost or president, the
institutional researcher may be lodged in the most
bureaucratic, production oriented sector of the university. It is
at the level of the academic department that the workings of a
university as a professional organization become most evident.

Secure in his office and with his daily associates, the
uninitiated institutional researcher may gain distorted
impressions and make false assumptions about the nature of
the university. In the interests of communication as well as

effectiveness he should move beyond the administration
building to understand the reality of the complex o ;imitation
of which he is a part.

Second, he should recognize that his research audience
may be sophisticated, or believe themselves to be
sophisticated, in the conduct of rese, rch in general and in the
examination of the university in particular. Failure to
recognize this fact will open the institutional researcher to
criticism, many times valid. To see himself as the authority on
institutional self study is to court both an inflated ego and
disaster. Preferable is a practice of prior consultation, either
formal or informal, with selected members of the faculty or
administration whose professional skills and interests might
have potential relevance to the study in question.

The ethic of open communication in the professional
organization also has important implications for the complex
university, several of which can be spotted immediately. While
there may be many confidential reports, the values of the
university do not give strong support to secrecy or the
withholding of information. Regardless of what the president
or vice president may say about the intended distribution of
the findings of a study and regardless of the practices of the
past, the institutional researcher in the complex university
should assume that the study report will be a public
document The conduct of classified research is suspect,
whether within the president's office or in a defense research
institute. Moreover, it is inevitable that reports earlier assumed
to be confidential will be given wider distribution. Failure to
meet this standard of accountability can damage the
credibility of the institutional researcher, result in suspended
communication between his office and the university
community, and minimize both his usefulness and his impact.

Because the institutional researcher is frequently
attached to administrative offices vitally concerned with the
well-being of the university as an organization, he may fail to
realize that not all members of the academic community will
place the welfare of the institution in this pre-eminent
position. Even in times of apparent institutional crisis, the
faculty may respond first to a system of professional values
and only subsequently to the needs of the organization.

If the institutional research office is continually used by
the administration for the validation of decisions rather than
planning and decision making it risks conflict with the
professional values of faculty. Professional values suggest that
one begin with a question and search for an answer, not an
answer in search of justification.

Research which continually suggests clear cut, clean,
administratively attractive answers will also eventually become
suspect. Although a decisive institutional response may be
required, the institutional researcher should not destroy his
long term effectiveness by allowing himself to be used in short
range crisis solutions.

Finally, there is the issue of "problem uncertainty". As a
professional organization, the quality of suspended judgment
and uncertainty of answers is important. In a sense, the
institutional researcher may see his role as antithetical to these
aims and view himself as the answer man. He may understand
his role as one which reduces rather than increases ambiguity.

To fall into such a trap, however, carries several risks.
First, neither faculty members nor academic administrators are
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necessarily uncomfortable in havint, to adopt a particular
course of action even though the rationale for such a move is
incomplete, inkertain, or ambiguous. The professional prefers
a genuine recognition of uncertainties, even at times to the
point of distortion, rather than over simplification of a
problem or premature judgment.

As an academic man, hopefully a scholar, the
institutional researcher has a unique potential for bridging the
communication and confidence gap which sometimes develops
between the administration and the faculty and students. More
often than not, however, the institutional researcher fails to
play an effective role in this regard, in part because he fails to
understand the nature of the university as a professional
organization and because he allows his office to be consumed
by the "production oriented" forces of the organization.

To open rather than close discussion on these points, 1
would raise the following questions:

I. What research techniques or other mechanisms are
available to the institutional researcher should he
wish to study his communication status and

performance in a complex proi'essional organization
called a university?

2. What is communication? Is it talk, relationships,
values, life styles, behavior, or what? and,

Ilow does an institutional researcher begin to rebuild
communication mechanisms which may have been
impaired or destroyed in the past'?

3.

Max Weber. The Theory of Social and Eeononur Organization. Translated by A.M. Henderson and Talcoit Parsons. Glencoe, Illinois: The
Free Press, 1947,

Anutai limn:, Modern Organizations. Englewood Cliffs. Ness Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.. 1964.

3 Victor A. 1 honipson, "Bureaucracy and Innovaiion",Administratire Science Quarterly. June. 1965. pp. 1-70.
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INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH IN A SMALL COLLEGE

Lee E. Jacokes
Aquinas College

On February 1, 1969, Aquinas College welcomed its new
President, Norbert J. Hruby, he being the college's second
president in thirtyseven years. In his interview held before the
entire college community prior to his appointment as

president, Dr. Hruby had laid down only one condition to
accepting the presidency, namely, that the college would, at
once, undertake a procedure which he called a "Self-Study."
As he outlined this study, a young faculty member of the
psychology department sat listening with fascination as he
began to comprehend the beauty of the design, along with a
recognition of the obvious parallels of the phrase 'set; study'
with psychological counseling, and individual and group
therapy. The faculty member was also filled with zeal
generated from his background in clinical psychology and
from an interest in community organization. And, true to his
profession, if the truth be told, he was overcome by the
characteristic omnipotent and messianic complex often found
in many social reformers. The fact that such a comprehensive
procedure could be designed, and by a Ph.D. in English, was
staggering to his young imagination.

The faculty member left the presidential interview
vowing that if Norbert Hruby became president, he would
somehow arrange to be involved in the execution of the
selfstudy. Dr. Hruby did become president and the
psychology teacher reached his goal also. Upon presentation of
the Master Plan of the Self-Study to the College Community,
three weeks after Dr. Hruby took office, he introduced the
psychology teacher as the Deputy Director of the SelfStudy.
My esteemed colleagues immediately paraphrased the title to
read, " Deputy Dog", after the more famous cartoon star. How
prophetic that paraphrasing was

As the Self-Study went on, I passed through an
unexpected metamorphosis. Starling from the position of a
fairly popular and respected faculty metber, I soon became
aware that many faculty members began to perceive me as one
of "them", (meaning administration) while at the same time,
the administration saw me as one of "them", meaning the
faculty. I went through a personal identity crisis at that point
because I thought I belonged to both groups. After awhile,
however, the issue was solved when various members of the
faculty began to jokingly refer to me as an "administration
fink" and only talked to me on "selected topics." I suppose
the issue of "whom am I" was solved by everyone else at that
lime if not for me personally. As of May 2, the end of the
Self-Study, r became a neophile institutional researcher with
title to so indicate. Having not lived with this new title, I

cannot say "who I am" or at least who I will be perceived.
In retrospect, I am only too aware of the enomiotts gaps

in my formal education especially having had no previous
niilitary or battle experience, where, as I now understand, the
rule "never volunteer" originated. With such military
experience, I might have been wiser and less brash and perhaps
would have followed that prudent directive.

My experience in institutional research has been limited
to the afore-mentioned Self-Study. I have yet to live the life of

an institutional researcher as many of you have. Certainly the
Self-Study was a gigantic institutional research project in
which the entire faculty and administration were involved with
as much as 90 percent of the student body taking part at
various limes. Between 5 to 10 percent of the student body
was actively involved with the faculty and administration in
doing the research. The structure of the Self-Study
organization placed me in a position of coordinating the
research activities of approximately 150 people with the
untiring efforts of five very do:hated group leaders, and the
advice, counsel, encouragement and battle tested support of
our outside experts on the Advisory Board. Even with all this
support, I still am a candidate for several purple hearts.

Attempting to summarize what I have lamed as a result
of my experience with the Self-Study, especially as it relates to
the topic of this forum, is difficult. Several discoveries about
institutional behavior were learned:

I. The existence of massive distrust and suspicion of all
groups for all other groups a type of institutional
paranoia which does, if not attended to, paralyze the
energies of all individuals within the institution.

2. The inertia of the institution toward change this
seems to be a type of institutional conditioned reflex,
as automatic as a protective eye-blink, observed in all
groups and most individuals within the institution. if
there is an instinct for self-survival, it seems to be
most evident in the institutional setting.

3. The proclivity of people to view problems as
dichotomous polarities and an apparent need to hold
on to one of those poles. Whether this need to view
problems dichtomously is just intellectually easier or
less anxiety producing is difficult to decipher. I do
know that there is great resistence on the part of
groups or individuals at either pole to consider the
vast gray areas between them This came out at
Aquinas on many issues, e.g., should the core
curriculum be constructed around a whohstic (inter
or multi-disciplinary courses) or around structural
elements (a basic course in each discipline); or,
should the college strictly emphasize the intellectual
development of the student or is the student's
emotional-social growth more important; or, should
the student have full competence in deciding the
rules of conduct and student life or is this the
responsibility and right of the faculty, etc.

4. The closed mindedness of otherwise highly intelligent
and educated people to ideas with which they do not
immediately agree. This was one of the big surprises
to me: to observe people refusing to even
intellectually entertain views and interpretations of
issues foreign to them, let alone adopt these positions
as their own.

5. The isolation of many people from events happening
out side the institution and a corresponding
unawareness of how they affect the function of the
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college. For example. I noted a surprising lack of
knowledge about the problems of higher education
and the society and the cataclysmic implication of
these problems for the college.

On the positive side. several principles of me;hoslology
seemed to emerge.

I. The necessity of involving the people who will be
affected by change in the actual research and design
of that change.

2. The necessity of approaching people where they are
psycliologicily. people must be panted that their
position on a topic has some validity (and it usually
does). They must he allowed to discover a "flays or
two" in their position. This allows them to sec the
validity of other positions and brings ail sides closer
together. An example of this was seen in two groups
of faculty who v'ewed Aquinas as 1) a desperately
sick institution near the brink of disaster, and 2) an
institution of great strength with no real problems of
significance. The extremity of both views was finally
seen as a result of visits made by teams of SelfStudy
members, faculty, administration and students, to 28
different colleges in the east and midurst. Upon
returning, the "Aquinas is nearly dead" group was
singing the praises of Aquinas and pointing to its
strengths hitherto unseen by them chile the
"Aquinas is heaven" group 1;23 viggesting things we
should fly in order to shore up suddenly discovered
problems.

3. The necessity of giving people time to reflect and
consider ideas. This seemed to be effectively done by
holding open meetings in which "models" of possible
solutions were presented and debated in an

unofficial, non-policy making manner. The use of
external resource people, expert in a given problem.
was Also most lie:pful in promoting the community
to consider new alternatives to problems.

4. The necessity for continuous exposure to other
academic environments on the part of faculty,
administration and even students. The visitations
mentioned above cost less than a year's salary of a
teacher, and provided more ducatkm for the college
community and more stimulation for developing
ideas than anyone could imagine.

S. The necessity of effective communication to and
from all segments and individuals within the
insiitution-

My experience. limited as it rs. suggests that institutional
research is much more than studying problems and
recommending solutions. I suspect that the failure of
institutional research recommendations rests upon the
tendency of many of us to only "study and recommend" and
to ignore the other, and in same ways, more important aspect
of institutional research reality, namely, that.

I. Institutional research is not research In exactly the
same sense as pure research.

2. Institutional research involves political realities.

3. Institutional research is not a process isolated to only
a few individuals in the institution.

Let me elaborate on these three points. First, the term
research is a bit misleading if taken in the sense the term is
used in the physical sciences, or, for that ;natter. the social
sciences. Institutional research is not just the study of sterile
problems. slice by slice, variable by variable. It is action
oriented an applied type of research which results in sonic
kind of needed change or adjustment within the institution.
Because of the actionoricnted nature. the end product is not
just a "report" of results but an implication for change. This
change will affect people and groups within the institution,
and, because it does, it introduces the problems of moving
these people toward the needed change and therefore, the
political realities of the institution must be considered.

Because institutional research results in change or
adjustment, the people potentially affected by this change
must, if the research is to he successful, be involved from the
start of the research. They must know what is brewing, what is
being planned, and participate in the planning, research and
execution of the results. They must have ample time to
discuss, consider. debate. contribute, and prepare for the
results of the study. It is only in this fashion that the
reasonableness of change can he seen and accepted by most. It
is just this involvement in producing change that the
institutional researcher often avoids or neglects. It is
comfortable to sit in one's office, directing study after study,
publishing results and advising one's president about the
cancers need exorcism. It is quite another thing to be
involved in the surgery.

I do not see the institutional researcher "politicing" for
a ratticular position. Rather. i see him acting as a catalyst to
bring the problems to the view of all concerned relying on
their intelligence and good faith to accept and produce a
reasonable solution.

The topic of this entire conference revolves around
communication. Must of us tend to see communication as a
process which occur: after the research is completed and
this is generally true when dealing with research in its usual
sense. However, when the end-product of the research is apt to
affect people in the institution it seems prudent to consider
the communication process as beginning with the start of the
research. If they help contribute to the research effort, they
become egoinvolved. Thcy will he much more inclined to
"hear" the report and act on its recommendation rather than
take it smut of their mail hot, read the title (if you're lucky),
read the summary, (if you're even luckier) and then throw it in
the wastebasket or file it under "miscellaneous reports" in
their desk drawer.

Communication always involves a sender and a receiver.
Very frequently. we, the sender cornmaicate cur pearls of
wisdom in a most beautiful fashion never suspecting that there
is no receiver because those in the receiving position are
"twit.) off to the significance of what we are sending. They
:WI only "turn on" when they are perceptually attracted to
the message. when there is fore-knowledge that the message
has relevance for them or to put it in the term used previously,
when they are ego - involved.

LI.
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THE INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCHER AS COMMUNICATOR:
IMPROVING COMMUNICATION CAPABILITIES

Paul D. Holtzman
Pennsylvania State University

There are many communication problems in IR though
they may not necessarily be labeled as such. For instance,
writing a funding proposal is a communication problem; so is
getting access to university records and to groups of faculty
and students. Frequently, I discover, there is a sense of
frustration surrounding the generation of action based on
research results and their implications. This feeling of
frustration is the feeling of communication breakdown.

This rommunication breakdown results, in part, from an
unrealistic dissociation of science and rhetoric; from a

conception that the research is one thing ':nd the persuasion is
something entirely different; from an operation of designing
and completing the study first and thinking about getting your
recommendations adopted afterwards. Jacokes in this session
has already suggested a solution; but the problem may not yet
be clear!'

In this paper. then. I shall identify what I see as a major
source of the problem simplistic models of communication.
In addition I shall mention a few of the many complexities
that seem to be overlooked by some of the IR's I know;
discuss the old moral problem of researcher as advocate, and.
finally, suggest specific points at which a researcher's audience
must be invobed in the teseatch itself.

Simplistic Molds of Communication

All of us are beset by the need to simplify our
conceptions of the other man's subject matter. This i. natural
because ow invariant means of perception is deciding what
that subject matter is like in our own experiences. Thus. 1
might conceive of the sophisticated budget systems you are
designing and evaluating by invoking memories of my
experiences with fardily finance. That's too simple, you would
insist. There are no doubt aspects never dreamed of. Let
me suggest that 1 am hearing and s.:eing in MR some evidences
of simplistic models of communication of conceptions
which miss some very salient variables.

There are those, for instance, who see a transmission
between a "vender" and a "tetviver" as the communication.
This is an inherited model based on analogy with trucking
with the delivery of goods. It is a deceptive analogy when it
leads us to conceive of communication having taken place
when. simply,' message has'oeen sent.

Others, I note. consider the rnemge to be the
communication. You assemble, arrange and array the data and
sock it to "ma. I once collaborated on a large Scale Cliff kulat
research project. The division of labor Was such that my
collaborator an IR ptofessional assembkd, arranged and
arrayed the data. The data report wens to one of our many
*ice presidents. Dyck came the query. "What does all this
mean?" Ile was sent a culinary that I had prepared earlier and
which, among other things. took into account the questions he
was asking about the 10-section course berg evaluated.

We could have sent the data on computer printout as

some of you report that you do. Perhaps this is as close as you
come to Marshall McLuhan's simplistic model of the medium
as the message (and, therefore, the communication). Of
course, interacting with myriad other variables, the medium
can make a difference. But seldom, if ever. it is the determiner
of communication outcomes such as bottom drawer filing.

My purpose here is to suggest no, to urge that you
work with models of communication at least as complex as
your systems models of institutional realities. I f you need help
in plugging in more realistic conceptions of the jobs you have
of inducing responses in others, then seek consultation. You
have communication researchers in most of your institutions.
Use them. They know the variables that you must consider in
efforts to increase the probabilities of success.

Complexities of the Communication Process

This is not the time nor the place to recount all of the
sources of differential effects. No scientist must deal with nor
account for more variables than the communication
researcher. For instance, I have recently published descriptions
of over forty sets of variabks in listeners alone which can be
salient in determining communication outcomes.:

There are Iwo factors that I think should be called to
your attention here forcefully. Onc is a listenereader
farror, the other is a speakewriter fact The first factor is
probably best known to you as credibility. But this can be a
misleading label for two reasons. First. credibility does not
reside in the communication source in the disseminating IR,
for instance but in the perceptual systems of the receivers
in the deans and sift presidents and trustees who may decide
to understand your research results in 11 c way you think they
should. Credibility is the image of you that the other person
has. Ile has no choke but to respond to that image not to
the corporeal yea. Second, credibility is not simply
believability but a result of the interaction of a number of
subfactors. These include not just perceived trustworthiness
but also perceived authoritativenr,s, often perceived
friendship, and for the institutional researcher the factor
which Rosenberg has isolated and called "evaluation
apprthensioo.-3

Out research shows that credibility as defined here
is a salient set of factors in all communkation. It always plays
a role in determining communication outcomes. It even
determines wt at message is perceived which is not shays
the one sent. Recent research indicates that in addition to
the potency of the creaRidity of the speaktwaiter a

perceived sponsor or the ccarrnunicator of the message
operates similarly .4 Certainly this has implications for
cornmunkations emanating from your offices.

The second important factor selected for discussion here
is not as ckarly substantiated by tApetimental communication
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research as is the case with credibility. But experience
frequently points to persistence as a determiner of
communication outcomes. Persistence is not testable in the
laboratory. Persistence demands repeal of the law of negative
reinforcement. But effective persistence in communication
means more than rmre senseless repetition. Advertisers
increase sales by one or two or three percent, but you have to
do much better than that. Effective persistence comes from
finding new ways to validate your recommendations in the
minds of the important others. Psychological law demands
that you give up trying when you fail. The law of persistence
in persuasion means that you try, try again - but with new
ways of pointing to the same conclusions.

The Model and the Reality

One result of our meeting will be, I hope, that you will
begin to suspect the inbred model of
communication-as-mereransmission. This is not easy.
President Toll may be committed to this conception when he
says, "Get the reports out where the deans and others can read
them," and "show ..." and "tell...." One report at this
conference concluded that more important than the
communication process may be the feedback. This would
suggest that getting out the reports and showing and telling are
one thing and the responses of hearers and viewers are
something else. With all the vehemence I can muster, let me
say that the feedback is as much a part of the process as
anything else. It is at once a communication outcome and the
initiation of further communication is the teal world of human
interaction.

This suggests, then, the need for a more realistic
conception of the process. 1 suggest a conception of
continuous mutual induction; or a conception such as Bauer's
transaction with speakers and listeners or readers and writers
contributing equally and changing equally.s It is the changes
which take place in all who are involved that constitute
communication outcomes. The crucial question is not, "W'hat
do I send out?" but, 'What contributions of everyone involved
will lead to the desired and desirable outcome?"

It is important to remember that the listener-reader is
not just a passive receiver - like a dean's filing cabinet. The
listener-reader is never a receiver of ideas or thoughts or
feelingi, he creates them. According to one philosopher of
science:

"The audiences to 1l-hich scientific publications are
addressed is not passive; by its cheering or booing.
its bouquets or brickbats, it actively contrAs the
substance of the communications that it
receives."6

This partnership in communication has a bearing on the
recurring moral argument about the (social) scientist as

advocate. lacokes in his paper at this session considers pure
science somehow/ above advocacy.? But limn, in his Public
Knowledge points out that:

"The objective of science is not just to acquire
information nor 10 utter all noncontradktory
notions-; its goal is consensus of rational opinion
over the widest possiVe field.",

This is clearly a rhetorical or persuasive goal, gaining
consensus or the acceptance of and aihernce to the scientist's
findings. 1 hus, the research design is only as good as its
persuasive power; the research design itself - not just the
resultant data.

"We use the 'method' of scienceiconsciously or
unconsciously, not only to unravel the secrets of
Nature for ourselves but also to revell them, in full
daylight, to our colleagues.9

Some of the discussion of reports on Da.PIII at this
conference have revealed a fear that the procedure shapes the
consensus.l° But it may be that it only speeds consensus. This
does not refer to what ought to be done, but a charting of the
consequences of what might be done.' The researcher is not
an advocate of what ought to be done. lie is like the
professional parliamentarian who never rules but who advises
the chairman - charts for him - what his alternatives are and
what would be the consequences of each ruling that he might
select. In the parliamentary communication, the chairman
selects a .consequence and makes a decision. In effective
communication between the institutional researcher and the
institutional decisiomaker, the secrets of (human) nature are
the consequences of each available course of action revealed
"in full daylight."

Ikenberry, in his paper at this Forum, calls for
recognition that the intended audience is apt to be
sophisticated in the conduct of research.' 2 This is in part true
and one of the reasons for the rhetorical power of the research
design itself. But also some of the people with whom you must
"transact" are not so sophisticated. What can you do to
involve them in the consensus? In a general way we have an
answer from Jacokes get them involved in the study." Let
me suggest specifically where the audience - sophisticated or
not - must be involved to assure successful post-research
communication.

There are two essential invoh'ement and commitment
points for the audience long before the data are derived: One
is at the point of consensus on the nature and urgency of the
problem or question; the other is at the point of consensus on
the meanings of each of the possible outcomes of the research.

We all resist solutions to problems we have forgotten or
that we never knew about. And we have colleagues who resist
research on problems that they cannot see. The firs1
communicative step, then, is - as lacokes notes bringing the
problems to the view of all concerned." Involvement in
identifying the problem can lead to the essential commiment,
that we want the best solution to this problem, whatever that
solution may be. Or we want the most dependable information
about the offects of this policy, whatever that inky-motion
may be.

The second essential communicative step is that of
securing during the design of the research - consensus on
the significance of each possible outcome. This attempt can
only lead to a tightening of the research design. The
professional researcher rumot afford to find himself in the
position of one master's candidate whose hypothesized
correlation between speaking and listening effectiveness did
not emerge from the data. Asked why, he listed possible errors
in research design: errors in sampling in administration of tests.
in the design of the tests, in processing data, etc., etc. He was



not prepared to deal with outcomes suggesting that the two
skills are not correlated. The time to criticize the research
design both for the :esearcher and for those from whom he
will seek consensus is not after the data are derived. It must
come earlier so the res :archer and his colleagues can agree to
the meanings of the data no matter which of the possible
forms those data lake. Hans Jenny has complained in his
presentation al this conference that "everyone interprets the
data diffeiently."1 s But this is not likely if the prior
commitments to interpretations of outcomes are made, for
Then thc interpretations are programed toward consensus.

Conclusion

Communication research like institutional :esearch
is leading to the discovery of factors formerly unsuspected

or only suspected and moving to,hard a complex theory of
interacting variables, most of which are not always salient in
all situations. This being the case, I suggest that to "improve
communication capabilities" you become attuned to more of
the potential factors in your interactions with others and that
you involve communication theorists and consultants in your
planning. Remember that this calls for you io follow lacokes'
advice to " ... consider the communication process as

beginning with the start of the research."' 6 And remember
especially to involve the potential audience in the Iwo critical
steps of recognition of thc problem and of commitment to the
meanings of all possible research outcomes.

1 (cc I Jacokes. "Institutional Rvicarch in a Small College." 1970 procecdinga.

) Paul I). Holtzman. The Psychology of Speaiers' Audiences. Scott, rorcvnin. 1970.

3 Milton J. Rosenberg. 'When Dissonance 1-ails; on 1 liminating Apprche noon from Attitude Measurement." Journal of Pcrsonolity
and Social Psychology. 1:1 (January, 19651. pp. 2842.

4 Pau. D. Holtzman. "Confirmation of I 'hot as a Confounding 1 ;mem in Communication Research." Speech Monographs. X XXIII:4
November. 1966). pp. 464466.
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THE ROLE OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH
IN HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES

Robert K. Roney
Unirersity of Tennessee

Introduction

Institutional research as a separate and distinct operation
is a relatively new phenomenon in higher education in
America. Although many of the functions now undertaken by
offices of institutional research have been a part of the
responsibilities of other agencies in the institutions for many
years, only in recent years have most universities established
special offices gaffes; with fulltime professionals. Prior to
1955 only ten colleges or universities had offices of
institutional research. By 1964 such offices were reported by
115 institutions, and by 1968 there wete at least 230 since
more than that number of institutions were represented in the
membership of the Association for Institutional Research
(AIR).

As this new specialty developed within the
administrative framework of higher education, a lack of clear
definition and delineation of role became apparent. Two major
points of view as to the proper role of IR soon were advanced.
One group of theorists asserted that the proper function of IR
was lo experiment with innovations designed to improve the
learning process, while another group fsvored studies to
facilitate the solving of operational problems. The former were
concerned with long range academic improvement, while the
latter were more concerned with management and efficient
short range operations. Some men in the field very early began
to advocate a melding of these two areas into a useful
combination of long and short range planning which would
span the spectrum from purely academic to purely
rrunagement investigations.

The 1969 Survey
Since the operation of offices of institutional research

had devekTed largely from nerds of individual institutions and
in accordance with the competencies and interests of the
personnel involved, there was a need to determine the
predominant tole assumed by 1R on various types of campuses
across the land. In planning the development of existrig
offices and the establishment of new ones it would be valuable
to know cutrent practices and the future direction desired for
different types of institutions. These perceptions were needed
not only from the directors of IR but also from the users of
tie output from IR. namely, top administrators.

In ogle, lo investigate this problem a survey was
conducted in the spring of 1969 of all institutions in the U.S.
which, had personnel with full, active membership in AIR.
Quettionnaires were sent to the director of IR. %AO, in
addi'.ion to completing one himself. distributed sit others lo
his president. vice presidents of academic and fiscal affairs. and
deans of education, business administration and liberal stis.
The questionnaires were designed to elicit responses regarding
the relative emphasis placed by ofrwes of IR on academic and
management research both for current projects and as desired

for future undertakings of the office. Descriptive information
was also collected on the directors questionnaires.

Appropriate nonparametric statistics (Chi square,
McNemar and binomial tests) were used to determine
significant associations between major role emphasis and a
number of descriptive variables. Also tested wete associations
between the perceptions of the different groups of
administrators and the existing tole and between the petceived
existing and the ideal roles.

The final sample consisted of officials at 220
institutions. Of this group them were usable responses from
177 of the directors (80.5 pet cent) and from 656 other
administrators for an overall return rate of 6IA per cent.

Results of the Study
Descriptive data were collected on a number of variables

related to the qualifications and status of the directors and to
the opention of offices of IR. Most of the individuals with the
major responsibility for conducting institutional research held
the title "Director". A few had other titles including
"Vice-President". "Dean", "Professor" and "Registrar". The
directors (including those with other titles) usually held the
doctor's degree (60.5 per cent) or the master's degree (29.4
per cent). Education, administration, hununities, social
sciences. psychology and business were the most often
repotted fields of study in the highest degrees hidd by the
directors. Only 1;ve of the respondents reported research as
their major field of interest, but many had studied in fields
*here behavioral science research is often emphasized.

The directors reported directly to the Resident in 463
per cent of the institutions, to the chief academic officer in
17.5 per cent and to the chief fiscal officer in less than 7 par
cent. In small private schools, over 73 per cent of the ditectors
reported ditectly to the president. In 61.6 per cent of the
institutions surveyed the director served only part-time in his
tole in IR, Approximately half the directors in public
institutions devoted all their effort lo IR whik only about
one-sixth of those in private institutions (which tended to be
snuller)gave full time to their circlet.

In the spring of 1969 the mean length of lime the offices
of IR surveyed had been in operation as a centralized function
was kss than five years. The range was from ter° to over 41
years. The type of institution made little difference in how
early the IR function became established. Only the junior
colleges repotted that no offices had been open knget than
nine yens.

As one might anticipate, the size of the staffs. both
professional and suppotting, in the IR office was related
cknely to the size of the institutions. Many of the patt4ime
staff members in Oh! graduate institutions were ?initiate
assistants. a group not available on the four) Of and Iwo) en
campuses. Neveitheless. M of the graduate institutions (51.2
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per cent of the sample) reported no use of part-time
professional staff.

On the questionnaires which were completed by the
directors of IR, 24 types of research projects often undertaken
by acadrmic or administrative offices in institutions of higher
education were listed. One-half of these projects were judged
in advance as primarily academic types while the other half
were primarily management types. Each director indicated the
extent to which his office had participated in each type of
project during the past three years Five alternatives were
available ranging in degree of participation from "None,
probably would not consider ii" to "Undertaken at least once
and will repeal as often as needed". Eight of the first twelve
projects in the ranking (or two.thirds of the lop half) were the
management type. The sanie list of 24 projects was repeated
with instructions for the directors to indicate the emphasis
they thought their offices should place on these topics during
the next few years. Again five alternatives were available,
ranging from "Should not be concerned with this" to 'Should
do studies in this area and complete a series of such studies,
including replications, as the need arises". A Spearman's
rank-difference correlation of .849 was found between these
two rankings, indicating a high degree (a <.005) of agreement
in the order of the ranks. These rankings dealt only with tbe
frequency with which the studies were undertaken and did not
assess the relative effort required or %with gained.

Studies most often undertaken by offices of IR in the
sample were: (I) Enrollmen! projections, (2) coordination of
completion of questionnaires, (3) faculty load, (4) space
utilization, (S) a study at the request of a faculty group, and
(6) development of a data collection system.

In order to get an assessment of the perceptions of the
role of IR from the five basic groups of administrators (IR
directors, presidents, vice presidents of academic and fiscal
affairs and college deans), an estimate was obtained frc n each
respondent of the relative emphasis by his IR office on
academic or management research. According to the response
of the director, each office of IR was assigned to a major
function category of either academic, management or
combination effort. It was then possibk to test fox statistically
significant differences within this taxonomy. Where Chi square
analysis revealed overall significance in contingency tables
larger thin 2 x 2, the data were studied further by partitioning
the degrees of freedom in in attempt to specify the sources of
significant differences.

A number of descriptive factors relatir:g to the
institution and specifically to the office of IR were analyzed
according to the major tole assigned the office of IR by its
director. Significant factors found by Chi square analysis
included: 1) Enrollment of the institutior. 2) public or private
:Altus of the institution, 3) highest level of study at the
Mstitutioft, and 4) the major field of study of the TR director.
The major role of IR was not shown to be related to: I) The
title or major field of study of the person to whom the
director of tit repotted, 2) the number of years the office of
IR had existed, 3) the fun or part-time status of the direcotor,
4) the size of the staff of the office of IR of 5) the highest
degree hell, by the ditectot.

The partitioning procedure accomplished on the
significant Chi 'wares mentioned above revealed the following

associations between the major role of IR as seen by directors
of 1R and the descriptive factors.

I. Institutions with enrollments of 3,00010 9,999 were
more likely than institutions with fewer than 3,000
students to have a combination role for IR than an
academic one.

2. Institutions with more than 9,999 enrollment were
more likely than those with fewer than 9,999 to have
offices of IR which stressed management studies.

3. Private institutions were more likely than public
institutions to consider the major role of institutional
research to be in the academic area.

4. In graduate institutions (offering degrees beyond the
bachelor's the proportion of schools with a

combination role rather than an academic emphasis
in the 111 function was greater than in undergraduate
a! two-year institutions.

5. Ps, '1ology majors an the directors were
assotiated in lesser proportion to the combination
role than to the academic role when they were
compared with directors with majors in
administration, business. education. humanities or
social sciences.

6. Directors with majors in science were connected in
greater proportion with the combination role than
the academic role when they were compared with
directors whose majors were administration, business.
education, humanities, social sciences, psychology or
research.

When all five groups of administrators were compared,
there was a significant difference in their perceptions of the
major role of institutional research. Partitioning the degrees of
freedom revealed that the vice presidents td fiscal affairs
perceived the role of IR to be proportionally less a

combination effort than an academic one more often than did
the directors of IR, presidents and vice presidents of academic
affairs. The deans. however, saw the existing role a IR more
often ass combination function than as an academic one.

In comparirg the perceptions of the existing role of IR
with its proposed, or ideal, role in higher education, the focus
was upon whether or not the administrators surveyed
preferred a change in emphasis. McNemar analysis revealed
that for all groups of administrators there was a desire for
change from both academic and management emphases toward
combination (from in IR. No differences were found when
ideal major role was compared with the type of institution
highest degree offered or private of public status. There was a
significant difference in proposed major role as perceived by
the directors of IR at institutions of varying enrollment size.
When enrollment category 3,000 to 9,999 was compared with
the category of less than 3,000, it was found that the
institutions in the larger category were more often associated
with the perceived need for a combination effort than a totally
academic effort. Other comparisons in connection with the
site of the enrollment and ideal tote were not significant.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The findings of the study were the basis feu the

following conclusions:
1. Institutional research, although &Ilk-Ting at a rapid

pace, was in 1969 still a relatively immature area of
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institutional life at most institutions surveyed.
2. In many instances the function was conducted in

conjunction with other duties by the responsible
individuals. This lack of full-time effort often was the
reflection or a commitment to the concept of
research of institutional life by a small institution
where resource limitations prohibited assigning a

director to the job. On the other hand, it
appeared to reflect a lack of commitment in
institutions where full.time effort was warranted.

3. M many institutions there was a need for better
communication of the role of IR to the institutional
staff, especially at the level of the college dean.

4. There were many different types of studies
undertaken by institutional research. The needs of
the institution and the background of the researchers
were related to the studies done.

5. There was agreement among the groups of
administrators surveyed that the role of institutional
research should become a combination effort into
which would be melded academic and management
studies for the purpose of improving the overall
functioning of the institution.

The findings and conclusions of the study suggested the
following recommendations:

I. Further investigation should be made into the
specific qualifications for various types of research
(behavioral sLience, systems analysis and
organizational) held by directors of institutional
research. This should be done with the ultimate
objective of developing specific training programs for
individuals who desire to pursue a career in this field.

2. Directors of institutional research should be prepared
in several key areas in order to be able to cope
efTectively with the research and administrative
problems they encounter. Programs of preparation

for directors of IR should be developed to include
courses in statistics and research design for the
behavioral sciences, techniques of historical and
survey research, cybernetics, data processing and
systems techniques, public administration, public
finance, business management in higher education
and human relations.

3. An attempt should be made to have the full-lime (or
near full-time) effort of at least one professional in
each office of institutional research. While this may
not be possible in some small institutions, it is a goal
to seek if institutional research is to attain its
potential value.

4. There should be developed among the chief
administrative, academic and fiscal officials, along
with the director of institutional research, a clear
understanding of the role of IR at each individual
institution.

S. A concerted effort should be made, both on a
national scale and at the institutional level, to inform
all elements of the academic community of the role
and value of institutional research in higher
education.

6. Students, especially at the graduate level, should be
utilized to supplement professional staffs in offices of
institutional research. This would serve two primary
purposes: I) It would provide additional talented
manpower for immediate use, and 2) it would serve a
training function for providing for the growing future
need for institutional research personnel.

7. Each office of institutional research should develop a
viable rationale for focusing on both the academic
and management elements of institutional life in
studies instrumental in providing information far
decision-making. This rationale should enable the
office to make a unified, rather than fragmented,
effort.

This report it bated on a dittcrtation entitled. ''the Role of Inttilutional Research in Hither I duation in the United States" completed by
Robert K. Roney at the nircttity of T tnnevre in Mitch 1970,
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COMMUNICATING WITH STATE AGENCIES

THE ROLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION INFORMATION SYSTEM(
IN STATE-WIDE PLANNING

Warren W. Gull,r,
WICYIE

An information system, in the classic sense, is generally
referred to as a system which provides, in a timely fashion, the
information necessary to enhance the decision process.
Rosove, in his book Developing Computer Based Information
Systems, draws a very useful distinction between data and
information:

"A datum is a fact in isolation. Information is an
aggregate of facts so organized. or a datum so
utilized, as to be knowledge or intelligence.
Information is meaningful data. whereas data, as
such, have no intrinsic meaning or significance.- I

Rosove goes on to define an information system as:
"The formal or rationally planned means whereby
managers receive and transmit information.2

For our purposes today. consider a higher education
information system as the technologies and methodologies
which provide sufficient information to describe the state of
the educational system in order to footnote and improve
decision-nuking which influences the system. !laving said that,
what I have in mind is that information has meaning only in
the context of the individual or group of individuals who can
make use of this unique array of data in carrying out their
responsibilities. Further. it must provide information regarding
not only the institutions of higher education but also
information regarding the various Wiled areas such as
secondary school enrollment. state economic status. potential
job markets for graduates. etc.

I propose that we look at higher education information
systems for stale -wide planning in terms of three issues: a)
Whether? b) who? and c) how?

%%Mitt the state-wide planning function for higher
education can he improved by additional quantitative
information, that is shall we do planning by the numtiets.

The second issue is Who. Who are the decision makers in
the planning process? Are they the institutions? the
coordinating agency? the slate budget office? the kgislat me
the public? who are these decision makers'

Thirdly. How do such planning decisions lake place and
in what manner should information systems be developed to
support the decision procevs? Are planning decisions made
independently by the various sect ;Ifs of the ss stem of is higher
education planning coordinated in some fashion' Further.
should the information system be des-eloped in a centralized
manner to uniformly support all decision. nuking? su in a
decentralized manner to support decisionruking at various
levels?

The Ins( issue is: Whether the state-wide planning
function for higher education can be improved by additional
quantitative information. It seems to me that most institutions
of higher education, whether public or private. exist not as
autonomous units but as an integral part of the state system.
Such systems usually operate with limited resources. limited
resources in terms of dollars, facilities, equipment. and staff
available to support the system; and limited resources in terms
of qualified students who, of course, are an integral part of the
institution. To make the most efficient use of these limited
resources, it is necessary to coordinate the efforts of each of
the components of the system in order to maximize the total
effectiveness.

If you accept the concept that planning decisions are
concerned with changing the stale of the system, then ii
follows that decision-making may be Unproved by providing
the decisionmaker with additional information which
describes both the present slate of the system and the
long-range implications of alternative planning decisions. Thus.
it seems to me that we must conchs(' that quantitative
information may be a prerequisite to virtually any effective
state-wide planning process. The large-scale nature of higher
education operations is such that rational planning requites
quantitative descriptions of the state of the system. Theiefore,
we should do our planning by the numbers.

The second issue, Who are the decision makers. depends
in part on the political processes of each stale system and in
Nit on the status of the higher education information system
or the manner in which information is provided to these
decision-makers. By this I mean to surges) that occasi-mally
the situation arises where the responsibility for
decision-making rests with an individual or an office who may
Lock access to the infornution pertinent to the decision. the
man who has the infornution and the man who noels the
information may not communicate. In some areas, the
imbalance that exists betweei, the information available and
the decision process leads one to be grateful that our
educational systems ate not more chaotic than they pre sends
are.

the status of higher education information s)items.
pat Ocular') as they scale to the state-wide planning process. is
perhaps described by the Middle Fast parable of the
'' tarantula and the Camel-. ft seems that an Arab calyxl and
an Israeli tarantula were crossing the Negev ()e'en tog, thee.
When they arrived at the Jordan 121er, the tarantula s. id to
the camel. Pkite kt me ride upon your hack. so that I may



cross the river safely-. The camel thought about this for 3
moment and then said, If 1 let you ride upon my back you
may bite me and I will die -.1 he tarantula replied. "Of course
I won't bite you if I should bite you while we are in the
river you may die, but then I would diown and what purpose
will that serve?" The camel agreed that that was reasonable. so
the tarantula climbed upon the camel's hack and they started
across the river. The Arab camel and the Israeli tarantula were
half way across the river when suddenly the taianitila hit the
camel. As they started to sink. the camel turned to the
tarantula with a puzzled look on his face and asked. "Why did
you bite me?" T1 which the tarantula replied. **Oh. You
didn't know" That the way it is in the lsliddle Fast ".

How many "tarantulas" in your state? !low often does
one bite the camel of information in the middle of the river of
planning and decision-making. The time has come for the
camel and the tarantula to cross the river together. It k
necessary for the institutions and the state agencies to work
together in the development of information. Illus. the
development of higher education information systems.
particularly with regard to state-wide planning. is not the
province of only the institutions. Nor is it the exclusive
responsibility of state agencies. The development of higher
education information system: must be undertaken
cooperatively by both the institutions and the agencies in
order that the resulting information system will serve the
management needs of the institution and yet provide
quantitative data requited by the stale agency.

The third issue, How do such planning decisions take
place and how is the information system developed to support
the decision process. is a compelling question facing many
states and institutions as they embark upon the development
of advanced information systems. With regard to statewide
planning one is immediately faced with the question Of
Whether such a system will be created in a centralized or
decentralized manner. For example. should the state create a
large central information system which collects data from all
of the educational units within the state or shoold such
systems be created in a lectnitalited fashion at the various
insl itut ions?

Lawrence discusses planning by objective and points out
that the information requirements for statewide planning and
evaluation of higher education may he siewed in terms of the
different types of objectives insohed.3

For example. at one extreme are "Nlission objectives"
which de5cr !be, in general team, the purposes of higher
education. These objectives are determined by the political
processes of the slate and require tradeoffs between competing
social and welfare programs at the slate kvel.

Al the other extreme are "Process objectives" which
have to do with the methods by whi : the products or outputs
of hightt education ate protium. The responsibility fo
decisions tegatiling the proses objectives must be in the hand:
of the experts in the field. The nunner in which integral
calculus is taught to freshman students is not a political
quest km but one that depends upon the needs and capabi:ities
of the students and the technology available.

1 awtence concludes that the existence of the various
types of objectives in higher education tequires different
planning and management lolls But whether one liens higher
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education in terms of objectives, or in sonic other framework,
it should be clear that the nature of our higher learning
processes are such that major decision-making does, in fact,
occur at various levels within the state system.Decisions,such
as. Whether to create a new state university are the province of
the legislative and executive branches t f the state. However,
the determination of the classes to he taught at the institution
and %slit, will teach the classes, properly lies with the school
administration. Thus. decisionmaking and. therefore,
information requirements exist at various levels within the
state system.

If we adhere to the general definition of information,
i.e.. that which improves or facilitates the decision process,
then infonnation systems must he designed to provide the
decisionmaker wish the necessary infoinution in a timely
manner. It seems to me that this can best be accomplished by
the cooperative development of decentralized systems.
Systems which are designed to both complement the needs of
the various levels in the state and still serve the detailed, and
perhaps mo re immediate, need of the institution.
Camtunately, the complexity of the higher education
decision process does not lend itself to a clear heirarchial
structure. The various looms of information cannot be
aggregated nicely in a manner which supports higher level
decisions. Thus, if is Often necessary to array the same data in
various Isms fur different levels of decisions. For example,
the date element "Course Unrollnient" is aggregated in one
manner to determine course loadings for departmental
deciskinmaking. and in another manner to determine degree
program entollments for institutional planning. Further. we
may aggregate this particular data element in a third manner to
determine total enrollment for state-wide purposes. Such
alternative uses of similar data may be accomplished by
developing infomution systems on the basis of decentralized
but compatible data bases:* The establishment of common,
uniform data elements throughout the system will permit
institutions and state agencies to exchange Data in a

comparable form, thereby faciluating alternative aggregations
and arrays of data.

The notion of compatability and common, uniform data
ekments is the underlying premise of decentralized
infotmation systems. It permits each subsector of the system
to define its in informat km requirements, i c. aggregate the
data elements in a nunnet which best serves their internal
decision processes. Moreover, each subsystem can provide
cmparabk information for state-level Jecisions by aggregating
the data elements in a unifotm fashion.

The detelopment of decentralized systems which will
improve both institutional management and statewide
planning appears to be I feasible concept provided the patties
concerned ate willing to commit the resources necessary to
provide modern planning technology. Resources in terms of
dollars and facilities. resources in terms of equipment. and
most impotiant. resources in tem% of sophisticated analysts
who can convert the present nuss of data into meaningful
infotmatkv.

In addition to prodding resources, the institutions and
agencies must accept the concept of compatible 'information
systems. 11oreovet. the institutions and agencies must achieve
a high degree of coopetat ion and communication both within
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the various sectors of the state and between these sectors. This
will require not only the cooperation on the part of the
institutions and the state agencies but also some degree of
compromise by each. Fred Balderston, of the University of
California, recently made the comment that all of us in higher
education, regardless of where we fit in the system hierarchy,
have one thing in common: We seek obedience from those
below us, and autonomy from those above us.

At the campus level it must be recognized that the
development of meaningful and descriptive information is in
the best interest of both the institution and state. Further, at
the state level, it is necessary to recognize that certain types of
information and planning decisions are the perogative of the
institutions.

The state should be concerned only with that
information which directly affects the state-level process.
Mayhew, in a recent report to one of the state coordinating
councils, recommended that:

"One of the major contributions which
coordinating agencies can make is to provide
broadly genera., .1 and valid data upon which
state-wide decisions can either be based or made in
the appropriate context of valid information."5

Although I concur with Mayhew's recommendation
would caution that the development of "broadly generated
and valid data" requires the willing participation by all the
sectors of higher education.

The successful development of information systems
requires an atmosphere of mutual trust and respect. It requites
each of the parties to cast aside their suspicions of the other
sectors of the system and, for the moment at least, hide their
aspirations for greater control and authority within the
system. Moreover, it requires full disclosure of information.

As MIT's Jay Forrester commented,
"it appears that we can use computers and
information technology to create either more
confinement or mote freedom. One can say that
the way to get a coordinated organization is to
specify exactly what every person is to do. But
there is another approach that statts by seeking a
structure of boundaries which first insure enough
individual freedom to guard against the oppressive
restraint of initiative, and within this objective,
create coordinating interfaces that help to achieve
a common purpose. I see wry littk effort yet
toward designing organizational structures for the
benefit of the individuals: instead, periik are
trying to refine and strengthen the authoritative
hierarchy, an organizational form which has
probably outlived its time."6

In my opinion, Porrester's comments are as equally
appropriate to higher education as they were to business
management. the advent of information technology for hetet
education can tenth in either greater separation and conflict
between the institutions and the state agencies, of it can result
in a higher level of cooperation and coordination. It is the

responsibility of each of us working in the area of higher
education information systems to insure that the application
of this new technology results in a greater spirit of cooperation
and coordination. We must discard the notion that "no
information is good information" ; nd adopt a doctrine of full
disclosure.

Some educators I talk to are concerned that the doctrine
of full disclosure may lead io significant reductions in the
appropriations for higher education. "My gosh", they say, If
you tell the legislature how much it costs to educate a
graduate student in Neolithic Epistemology they will cut my
appropriation". Chances are they will cut the appropriation
anyhow, at least now you will know why.

Seriously, we in higher education have to decide whether
to permit decision-making to continue on an emotional basis
rather than a rational basis. If we expect rational decisions to
be made regarding higher education, we have to provide the
information necessary for intelligent decision-making. The
premise that information will be used against us in an
"unreasonable manner by unreasonable men" is simply no
longer valid. The lack of information forces unreasonable
decision - making based on irrational criteria, emotional
responses, and arbitrary constraints - management by crisis
rather than orderly planning is the result.

In summary, we have attempted to look at a few of the
issues regarding the role of higher education information
systems. the question of whether statewide planning in higher
education can be rnproved by additional information,
believe, can only be answered by a definitive yes. Planning for
large-scale, complex systems can be significantly improved by
additional information regarding the state of the system and
the long range implications of alternative planning decisions.

The second question of "who are decision-makers in
higher education", has no simple answer. We must recognize
that there are various decision - makers op and down and
throughout the system. Thus, the question must be considered
in terms of the decision structure of each individual state and
the various objectives of the state system.

The third question of "how the information system
should be developed- may be answered in terms of a
cooperative development of decentralized but compatibk
information systems. This will require the determination of
common, uniform data ekments and the willing adoption of
the doctrine of full disclosure.

I have attempted to present to you a broad overview of
the role of higher education information systems in state-witie
planning. Admittedly, this overview has been cast in a

framework that is biased, that of decentralized systems based
on cooperation and coordinated data compatibility. There are
other frameworks to view the tole of higher education
information systems. the most obvious of which is the
centralized system which collects an information at the state
level. Whether you believe in centralized or decentralized
systems, or went combination thereof. I think you will agree
that one of the mote important aspects of any information
system is the manner in which it processes data to aid the
decision-maker.
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TOWARD A CONCEPT OF STATEWIDE PLANNING FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Ben Lawrence
IVICUE

The puipose of this paper is to:
I. Describe in general terms, a conceptual approach for

statewide planning of higher education.
2. Describe in general terms. the information required

by this conceptual approach, and
3. Discuss the implications this conceptual approach

might has e for the organization of statewide planning
activities.

In the discussion that follows. planning and evaluation
ate used in a specific sense.

Planning is used to describe that set of activities required
ro develop a plan to guide operational management
decision-making. Such a plan is a constraint or guide to the
decision-maker with the understanding that regularly
maintained procedures are established for bringing about
necessary (bulges in the plan whenever they are needed.

Evaluation is to describe that set of activities required to
determine: a) The extent to which the plan is being
implemented and h) the degree to which the plan (if
implemented) is having the desired effect.

Unless otherwise specified, the term "planning" shall
mean "planning and evaluation" in the above senses for the
purposes of this discussion.

The concepts that follow are somewhat rigidly
described. Analogies are used to illustrate certain approaches
which would be unacceptable if pressed too far. They are used
for the sake of clarity, with the hope that a useful discussion
of statewide planning concepts will follow.

The Conceptual Approach
One can visualize the approaches to information

collection and analysis for planning purposes on a continuum.
Al one end of the continuum is the collection and structuring
of all possible data for analysis purposes lo meet any-
requitements by the planners the to called ''data bank"
concept. At the opposite extreme is the collection of only that
information necessary to meet the tequirements of the
planners. For planning purposes. of course, it would be ideal
to have all of the necessary information appropriately
structured and availabk for analysis al the whim of the
decision-maker. Limitations upon our technical capacity and
the dollar costs of such a system suggest that., fot the neat
future. this approach is not feasible. The other end of the
spectturn, likewise, has its limitations in that it requites that
we determine in advance the kind of problems that the
decision -raker will fact. Somewhere irs between these two
extremes is the conceptual appioach of "planning by
otitti ive"

"Planning by Objecthe" is an approach to
decision-making that attempts to: 1) Predetermine the
objectives or gas to be scrorriphshed, 21 identify the
alternative nxthods by which the objectives inay be rot. and
31 nuke decisions in light of the objectives sod the
alternatives availabk.

Planning by objective attempts to get a relatively dear
understanding of the goals to be attained and the paths to be
followed in achieving the goals; thus, ruling out a very large
number of possible goals and routes. This action greatly
reduces the amount of information and analysis that must be
available to the decision maker. This brings an information
system, that will meet ninety-five percent of the
decision-makers needs.

Given our present understanding of the processes of the
higher education system, planning by objective appears to be a
good conceptual approach. The following arguments support
this suggestion:

I. It is economically and technically feasible.
2. It is consistent with present levels of understanding

of the higher education processes.
3. The very process of determining objectives provides

greater understanding of the processes of higher
education.

4. The very process of determining objectives helps to
describe the information required for statewide
planning.

S. It enables decentralization of decisiomaking.
6. It facilitates resource acquisition and allocation.
II should he noted that the "data bank" concept has one

very desirable feature, namely that with all conceivable
information available for analysis, highly desirable but
ostrkyoked objectives would be more easily identified which
may result in the allocation of resources to greater total
benefit than using the planning by objective approach.
Downer, these approaches arc not mutually exclusive.
hopefully as technology advances. we may have the benefit of
both.

It is a corollaiy of the planning by objective approach
that the information requires' for planning purposes is directly
related to the objectives of the system. Some people argue that
information is information what does it have to do Willi
objectives?

A survey of stated objectives for higher education reveals
al least twY, significant problems. First, the nature of these
objectives unite from specific and detailed to broad and
general. It soon becomes evident that there are several levels of
objectives. It is not only impoitant to know "where you are
going" but -bon you ate going to get there-. Secondly.
information requirements associated with each kind of
objective ate diffi rent. this suggests the need to classify
objectives for planning and determination of information
requirements. In pail this is needed to assist us in
understanding each other in the disermions of the puiposes
and processes of higher education. Each of in tends to
emphasize that particular aspect of higher education that is
important to us. A categorization of types of objectives may
Wig us in tecvgnizing that our respective views are not
nectmarily mutually exclusive. We may, in fad, pin !Me
appreciation of the "other" point of vie*.



For the purpose of these discussions, the following
classification is suggested.

Mission Objectives Those broad objectives that
describe the purpose of higher education. They answer the
question: "To what end?"

Scope Objectives Those objectives that indicate the
breadth of the application of the objectives. They speak to the
degree of opportunity to function or participate.

Output Objectives Those objectives that describe in
operational terms the products of higher education. They
differ from mission objectives in that they deal only with the
immediate product of the institution rather than the broader
individual and social long-range goals.

Quantitative Objectives -- Those objectives that indicate
how many or how much of eali of the output objectives are
required in order to fulfill the purpose objectives.

Process Objectives Those objectives that place
restrictions on or set desired operating conditions for the
processes by which higher education generates its own
outputs. Process objectives have to do with faculty mixes,
student faculty ratios, class size, physical environment,
instruct ional modes, relationships between research,
community service, instruction, etc.

Some will argue that the above categorizations mix
objectives with target values, constraints and definitions of
variables. I will concede this point, but have chosen to call
them all "objectives" in order to focus attention on the
problem and to communicate effectively with those who do
not draw such distinctions.

What information is required for statewide planning and
evaluation of higher education, using the above conceptual
approach?

One approach to answering this question is to consider
the information requirements associated with each category of
objectives.

Mission Objectives Mission objectives describe in
general terms the purpose of higher education. They are net
concerned with the immediate products of higher education
but the benefits that those immediate products bring to
society and the individual. The immediate product of a
university might be a Ph.D. in environmental studies, but a
mission objective might be to ensure a suitable environment
for man.

The information requirements necessary for determining
mission objectives and evaluating progress toward their
achievement focus on: 1) Societal and individual needs,
2) information that will assist in establishing priorities for
these needs, and 3) information that will help determine
relative importance between societal and individual needs. This
calls for data concerning hunger, shelter, leisure, mental
health, national defense, crime, oppression, etc.

Scope Objectives Scope objectives describe in
operational terms the degree of opportunity to participate in
the processes of higher education. For example, in order to
fulfill the established mission objectives, what percentage of
the population must have access to higher education at what
time or times in life? To what individuals or segments of
society should the research capabilities of the institution be

made available?
The information requirements necessary for determining

scope objectives focus attention on demographic and
curricular program data, admission policies, beneficiaries of
research and public service efforts, etc.

Output Objectives Output objectives il!scribe in
operational terms the products of higher education that
contribute to the achievement of the mission objectives. The
information requirements necessary for determining output
objectives and evaluating progress toward their achievement
focus on the various production functions of the institution.
The specifications need to be described in terms of resources
or inputs.

There is also a need to describe the products of higher
education in output terms. If, for example, a mission objective
of higher education is to ensure a suitable environment for
man and production of Ph.D.'s in environmental studies is
determined to be an output objective of higher education
contributing to that mission objective, the Ph.D. in
environmental studies must be described in performance
terms. Describing the Ph.D. in terms of resources invested in
producing the degree winner does not ensure a capability of
contributing to the mission objective.

The information requirements necessary to developing
and measuring output objectives are as yet totally undefined.
No serious efforts have been undertaken as yet in this
direction. The Western Interstate Commission for Higher
Education in cooperation with the American Council on
Education and the Center for Research and Development in
Higher Education at the University of California at Berkeley
have such an effort currently underway but there is nothing to
report as of this writing.

Quantitative Objectives Quantitative objectives
indicate how many or how much of each of the output
objectives are required in order to fulfill the mission and scope
objectives. When a person feels hungry he can enter a

restaurant to satisfy his hunger his mission objective. He
indicates to the waiter that he desires to eat and the waiter
responds by asking "What will you have to eat?" an output
objective of the restaurant. The person looks over the menu
and selects those items that meet his taste and health
requirements in the quantities that are necessary to satisfy his
hunger.

In the same way, quantitative objectives provide
numerical indicators to the output objectives indicating which
and how many of the possible products of higher education
are necessary to meet the mission objectives. While we have
not yet reached any degree of consensus as to the outputs
higher education and their contribution to the m
objectives of higher education, we do undertake to col
great deal of quantitative information such as:

Manpower needs and degrees produced and
research requirements and dollars spent on ic
etc. While this is useful information, it will b,

more meaningful when it can be related to objectives it
of the above categories.

Process Objectives Process objectives have to d,
the methods by which the products or output object,'
higher education are produced. It is conceivable that
drive to produce an output of a specified quality at a
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cost as is feasible, institutions might forget the humanness of
students. While the quality specifications might be fully met, it
is conceivable that some of the more subtle developments in
the student or the product might be overlooked simply
because they could not be specified in the quality control
specifications.

Some people believe that it is not only necessary that we
produce a B.A. in mathematics with a specified competency
level, but that it is important that he be produced in a
specified environment and over a specified duration of time.
Process objectives for the environment in which the products
of higher education are produced can not, at this point in
time, be empirically shown to effect the outputs of higher
education in every case. However, there is considerable
evidence that students, faculty, and the public believe that
there is a relationship.

The information requirements for process objectives
focus attention on faculty qualifications, physical space
factors, student faculty ratios, equipment, didactic materials,
time schedules, modes of instruction, etc.

Implications for the Organization of Planning Activities

What implications does this conceptual approach have
for the organization of statewide planning activities?

While state legislatures are increasing their involvement
in higher education and many levels of decisionmaking are
involved in planning for higher education, for purposes of
discussing this conceptual approach only two levels of
decision-making will be considered the coordinating agency
level and the institutional level.

There are at least three implications for the organization
of state-wide planning activities given this conceptual
approach. First, the nature of the kinds of objectives
described, suggests groupings which may be related to
decision making levels for planning purposes.

Mission objectives and scope objectives by their nature
are determined by the political process. Trade offs between
individual and social goals must be determined by the
representatives of the people *hat make up society.
Accordingly primary, but not exclusive, responsibility for
information collection, analysis and interpretation and
subsequent development and recommendation of these
planning goals should be vested in an agency that stands close
to the legislative process and removed from the self-interests of
the institutions the coordinating agency. Institutions must
of course be involved in the planning process that determines
mission and scope objectives even though primary
responsibility for ensuring that such planning is done would
rest with the coordinating agency. The planning process in any
case must include inputs from each of the major constituencies
concerned with higher education.

Output objectives and process objectives ale related to
the specification of the feasible products of higher education
and the determination of the processes by which the products
are to be produced. The primary responsibility for determining
these objectives must be vested with those that must produce
the product. The institution knows better than others, the
products it can produce and the processes by which it can
economically and feasibly produce the product. The
institution will, of course, need to do consumer research to

determine its product line and to determine need for new
p ro d uc is. 'A flout adequate consumer research and
modification of the product line, both society as

represented by state legislatures and the individual as

represented by the students may become impatient with the
institution. If this happened within the industrial setting, a
new company would eventually arise to meet consumer
demand, Within higher education, except for private higher
education, it is difficult to create a new institution.
Accordingly the state needs consciously to encourage
innovation and the development of new products by the
institution in keeping with observed individual and social
needs.

Quantitative objectives indicate the quantity of the
output objectives the products of the institutions needed
to meet the mission and scope objectives determined by the
political processes. Accordingly the primary responsibility for
development of quantitative objectives must be vested with
the same agency that recommends the mission and scope
objectives.

A second implication for the levels of decision-making in
statewide planning given this conceptual approach concerns
the need for sensitivity to individual and social needs. Private
higher education represents the only current alternative to the
public institution. This alternative is already limited to the
reasonably affluent. Given a statewide planning approach,
further limitations may be placed on this alternative.
Statewide planning efforts already place one constraint on this
alternative by considering the existing services of the private
sector when determining the services necessary for the state. If
the desired service is available in the private institutions, there
is some tendency not to provide it in the public institution. As
private institutions seek state and federal vpport, the degree
of freedom of choice of an alternative to the publicly
determined trade offs between individual and social goals will
be increasingly limited. It is not likely that tax dollars will
support private education without a substantial measure of
control.

Accord ingly, statewide planners must develop
information collection, analysis and interpretation abilities
that are sensitive to individual and social needs and desires and
have the capability of responding to those needs throughout
the decision-making levels in a reasonable period of time.

A third implication of this conceptual approach for the
organization statewide planning activities is related to
operational or management decision-making. Given mutually
agreed upon, well specified objectives for each level, the
management of the institutions and the system can be highly
decentralized. This encourages innovation within the limits of
objectives. Decentralized decision-making shortens the span of
control making it possible for the decision-maker to evaluate
the effects of his decision rapidly. Since the decision-making
authority can be placed in close proximity to the situation
concerned, he can observe the effects of his decision and make
adjustments as necessary within the limits of the objectives.

It is important to note that the decision-maker also
becomes an important part of the evaluation and information
collection, analysis, and interpretation network. He can
rapidly see the effect of the adopted objectives on the local
situation and suggest improvements.
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This analysis suggests that statewide coordinating
agencies should concern themselves with the collection,
analysis, and interpretation of data related to mission, scope,
and quantitative objectives. They should recommend to the
legislature specific objectives in these areas and evaluate higher
education against these objectives.

Such agencies should also recommend that output and
process objectives be the primary responsibility of institutions
and encourage institutions to develop expertise in the
collection, analysis, and interpretation of data related to those
objectives. Institutions should produce a menu of feasible

products (output objectives) and describe the process (process
objectives) by which Viese products should be produced.

While this approach is highly generalized and requires
considerable thought and clarification, it attempts to provide
those responsible for the direction of our higher education
institutions and systems with a concept for planning. Of
course, this concept is of no value without a knowledge of the
mission of Higher Education. Planning decision number "one"
cannot be made unless we know where we are going. "If we
don't know where we are going, any road will get us there".



DATA REQUIREMENTS OF A STATEWIDE ROM< I) OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Jerry Rust, Jr,
Tennessee Higher 1:V1u-ohm Conunissiln

Data required by a board of regents which acts as a
governing and coordinating board are more comprehensive
than that needed by a boar) which has only a research
function. A board of regents may develop and demand the use
of specific forms for budgeting. and year-end financial
reporting. This work requires a review of the current use of
materials by the institutions and the determination of how
that information is to he used at the state level. Regents may
prescribe methods of inventory control, internal controls of
cash and accounts receivable, audits, etc. The agency with
research responsibility only has neither the authority nor the
responsibility for accumulating specific kinds of financial data
from the institution and may have difficulty in determining
the procedures currently practiced. However, this does not
prohibit the board from conducting research in many areas
and making recommendations based on the available data and
documentation.

The legislative act creating the statewide board sets forth
its authority and responsibility and sets forth legal limitations.
In addition to legal limitations there are functional limitations
at the state level and from the institutions which determine
the kinds of data that the agency will accumulate and how it
may manipulate the data. At the state level the agency may be
limited by funds. This is one of the determinants of the
volume and quality of performance given by the ooard.
Without competent people little can be accomplished within
the agency regardless of its legal authority and responsibility.
There are enough sterile coordinating agencies iu existence to
prove this statement.

Functional limitation on the ability to accumulate data
at the state level may not be within the agency but within the
institution. The proper documentation may be prepared at the
state level, accurate research may be performed, and
communication with the institution may be very clear;
however, if the institution does not have the interest,
equipment, and competent people to respond to the agency's
demands, there is little need for a management information
system because there will be little information flowing from
the institution to the state agency. There is no normal or
average situation to come from the above discussion. The
characteristics discussed are merely yardsticks of performance
and are used to determine degrees of activity by both
institution and agency.

There are areas in which the institution and the agency
need frequent communication. These include: I) Sources of
Funds, II) Budgeting and Financial Reporting, III) Students,
IV) Faculty and Staff, V) Facilities, and VI) Curricula.
I. Source of Funds

A) Sources of Funds
Federal Government
State Government
Local Government
Student Tuition and Fees
Auxiliary Enterprises
Other Sources

Altaar.......

B) Appropriation Requests Procedur es

C) Political and Economic Restraints

A) Sources of Funds ro be aware of the financial
position of all institutions within its jurisdiction the statewide
agency should receive complete financial information. This
information should be comparable and consistent from year to
year. The agency should be aware of and indeed make
recommendations concerning the use of certain funds. For
example, the agency should have information on contracts,
grants, and other sources of funds from foundations,
individuals, or the federal government. Many statewide
agencies receive only information concerning state
appropriated funds and this is inadequate data for a sound
management decision-making process. Complete data is

required concerning the use of federal, state, and local funds,
student tuition and fees, auxiliary enterprises, and funds from
other sources. The re ommendation for an increase or decrease
of student tuition fees should be a part of the agency's
responsibility and authority. With increasing competition for
the appropriation dollar and with the increasing cost in higher
education, student tuition and fees will be viewed as a means
of offsetting the demand for state funds. Profit or loss from
auxiliary enterprises cannot be overlooked in the total
institutional financial review. Most business managers are
aware that whether a profit or loss is incurred in dormitor'es
may del .!nd on accounting procedures such as the allocation
and distribution of plant maintenance and operation
expenditures.

B) Appropriation Requests Procedures The statewide
agency may have the responsibility for determining the
appropriation request procedures, if so, there should be an
objective approach to requesting funds for each institution by
academic area and by course and/or student level. Many
formulae incorporate course level by determining the number
of positions for different course levels of responsibility;
however, this approach does not recognize the difference in
academic program costs. Obviously the -ultimate goal in
appropriation requests would be that of putting money where
you produce the best product. This kind of evaluation assumes
the use of cost benefit analysis which is rarely accomplished
today at the state level.

C) Political and Economical Restraints Higher
education is competing with Medicaid, Welfare, and even
elementary and secondary education for a limited supply of
state dollars. Ultimately this competition will require the
justification of appropriation requests in terms of cost
effectiveness. We should prepare for more and sharper
questions from the legislature concerning the use of all funds
and especially state funds. Many states simply are not
financially able to fund the programs which advocates of
higher education, including the state agency, fees are
necessary. Many taxpayers and parents of college studen.s
have rebelled at an increasing dollar per unit for higher
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education even though more expenditures tor higher education
will result in economic gains for the individual and the nation.

II. Budgeting and Financial Reporting

The state agency should receive from its constituency'
annual budgets and financial reports which will be comparable
among institutions and coi.sistent from year to year. Fund
accounting should be a necessity and may be achieved only if
the agency has enough muscle to so designate. Institutional
budgets should be presented to the agency with information
concerning the following areas: Current FundsUnrestricted,
Current FundsRestricted, and Plant Funds. The agency may
also be interested in Endowment Funds and Annuity and Life
Income Funds. A budgetary review within the academic year
will be helpful in the evaluation of the institution's financial
position. A Chart of Accounts may be prepared by the agency
for all institutions within its realm of authority and if not in
detail the Chart of Accounts should identify organizational
units, programs, functional classification, and budgetary units
or cost centets. Object classification expenditures should also
be defined and should be comparable between institutions.

Students

Comparable student data at the state level is a necessity
for the state agency. The Student Related Data Element
Dictionaries prepared by the WICHE MIS Program can be used
for many purposes including number of FTE students, in and
out-of-state students, foreign students, student age, etc. With
these elementary kinds of information the institution will be
able to conduct research in retention and attrition rates,
project ion of FTE students, and other student related problem
areas.

IV. Faculty and Staff

1 he state agency should receive comprehensive faculty
and staff data from the institutions. The agency and/or the
institution should conclucr comprehensive cost studies,
including the average cost per credit hour and contact hour by
academic area by course and/or student level. One of the
major areas of discussion on the campus today is that of
faculty load requirements and what should the faculty be
doing with thoir time, including professional activities such as
teaching, advising, academic administration, cic.

V. Facilities

For several years higher education has been able to
approach state legislatures with an increasing percentage of
increase in the number of graduate and undergraduate
students. This percentage of increase is now declining and will
continue to do so. The increase in number brought about the
expansion of physical facilities on most public college and

university campuses. From the period 1960.1970 many public
colleges doubled or tripled campus facilities in square footage.
This growth will not continue and a more effective use of
space will be demanded. The state agency should be
instrumental in determining whether or not facilities are
needed and what kinds of facilitie.. are needed. Sound
management procedures require a working knowledge of all
campus and other facilities which may be used for the
educational program, such as off-campus centers, rented space
for off-campus activities, Mc. The agency needs to have
available a perpetual inventory of all facilities with a yearly
space utilization study. There are situations where even the
institution does not know how much space is available or how
space is being used. The WICHE Data Element Dictionary,
Facilities related section may be helpful in determining the
information required for compieltensive facilities planning and
use

VI. Curricula

Defining a course or even an academic area is not always
easy for comparability amcng institutions. The Office of
Education of the Department of HEW has distributed a new
Academic Taxonomy for HEGIS Report T. The use of this
taxonomy will allow for comparability in academic program
evaluation. The statewide board should be involved in defining
course level and program data to be maintained by the
institution and submitted to the agency. Duplication of
academic programs among similar institutions may be a waste
of money and effort and may lead to an ineffective statewide
education program, therefore, the agency should have the
authority for determining what academic programs will be
placed within what institutions. Given the nature of the
program, finances, faculty, facilities, and institutional desire
the statewide board is in a better position to make this
decision than any other single agency. However, the board
must be aware that tmilateral action on its pa:' will most
certail y destroy institutional initiative, and piobably the
agency.

I have attempted :o review the responsibilities and
authorities of a statewide agency toward a management
information system. The agency is faced with legal, political,
and economical restrictions which are realities and which must
be dealt with accordingly. The agency should be concerned
with Finances, Budgeting and Financial Reporting, Students,
Faculty and Staff, Facilities, and Curricula and should at all
times be objective and professional in its communication with
all institutions. Respect rmn t be maintained for the
community college and its place in the educational program as
well as the medical college with its highly complex course
structure, student activities, and very expensive program areas.
The statewide coordinating agency can be a very helpful thrust
for higher education in the state, the region, and the nation.
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GOVERNANCE, COORDINATION, AND COMMUNICATION
IN THE STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA

G. Emerson Tully
State University System of Florida

Scope of Present-day Communication As an integral
part of the operation of the State University System of Florida
for the academic year 1970.71, an estimated 120 meetings
attended by laymen, administrators, faculty, and students
were held. Among the persons attending various meetings and
conferences scheduled throughout the school year were
members of the governing-coordinating board (Florida Board
of Regents), the chancellor and his staff, university presidents,
deans and department heads, faculty members and students
appointed to ad hoc committees and task forces,
representatives of business and industry, and members of the
State Legislature. Many of these persons attended a number of
meetings (the chancellor himself attended at least 75 meetings
during the period September through May). Total attendance
at these meetings exceeded 1,500. This estimate does not
include persons within a single institution who met solely to
consider issues and problems that confronted their institution,
such as a university senate, a student government council, or
special committees appointed by a university president.

Examples of these systemwide groups are: The
go e r n ing-coordinating board (which meets monthly),
subcommittees of the board (curriculum, regional medical
education, building, etc.), Council of Presidents, Council of
Academic Vice Presidents, Council for Student Affairs,
Articulation between Community Colleges and Senior
Universities, Community and Public Affairs, Administrative
and Financial Affairs, Interinstitutional Committees on
Student Health, Institutional Research, Personnel, Purchasing,
Computer Technology, Admissions and Records, International
Education, Continuing Education, Task Force on Law
Enforcement and Training, and Teacher Education Advisory
Council.

The above listing is not all inclusive. Approximately 30
suar groups have been established, most of which meet each
quarter. The average number of persons attending each council
or committee is twelve. In addition, a number of ad hoc
meetings are set up to look into special higher education
problems that exist systemwide. The estimated total cost for
these meetings (travel and per diem alone) approached
$150,000 for the academic year.

Communication of this nature and scope was not
designed and implemented in one fell swoop, but came about
over a period of years. In 1950, a five-member Board of
Control, with an executive secretary as its chief administrator
and a central staff of five persons, constituted the
governing-coordinating board for the three then existing state
colleges and universities. Effective communication among the
universities was not a concern of the board, and very little
interinstitutional communication occurred. Twenty years later
in 1970, a nine-r.ember Board of Regents, with a chancellor as
its chief executive officer and a central staff of 85 persons,
governs and coordinates the operations of seven universities.
(The Board of Control was renamed the Board of Regents by

the 1963 Legislature, a change that became effective upon
ratification of a constitutional amendment in the 1964 general
election.) The planning responsibilities of the board are varied
and complex; two additional upper division institutions are to
open in 1972, raising the number of universities in the system
to nine. The shift in the responsibilities of the board during
this span of two decades from an emphasis on governance to
an emphasis on coordinating and planning can be linked,
directly or indirectly, to heightened communication.

Purpose of Paper The purpose of this paper is to
advance a set of postulates concerning the relationship among
governance, coordination and communications in public higher
education. The postulates are not drawn from a hypothetical
scene, but from the documented interplay among the changing
strateges and prior;;;-.'s followed by the board in meeting its
responsibilities m a time of r.pid increase in the number of
young people of college age in Florida.

The chronicalling of actual events as a basis for deriving
the postulates contributed to the validity of the postulates. On
the other hand, the educational setting was limited to Florida,
a restriction that reduces the applicability of the postulates to
governing-coordinating boards of other state systems. In the
absence of reports in the literature of higher education that
associate evolving avenues of communication to changes in the
relative emphasis given to governance and coordination, the
postulates set forth here are properly supported by the old
adage that when there is no other evidence, then any evidence,
despite its limitations, is "best evidence."

The paper will be developed along the following
approach. First, 2 classification of boards of higher education
will be given to provide 4 framework for describing the nature
and purpose of the Florida board in relationship to the boards
of other states. An attempt will then be made to trace the
origin of communication strategies back to 1950 and even
earlier equating the board's operations and goals to the type of
communication which then existed within the State University
System. Five postulates will be cited following a discussion of
the events and occurrences that support each postulate

The term "communication" os used in this paper refers
to the exchange of facts, ideas, and opinion that tak.:s place in
group discussion, leading to further discussions and transmittal
of information among people. This definition is somewhat
narrower than the concept of communications that is held
generally.

A Classification of Boards of Higher Education Boards
of higher education institutions may be grouped into five
broad classifications on the basis of whether or not the agency
is a governing or coordinating board, or partly both, and
whether or not the agency has a relationship with one
institution or with a system of institutions. Although this
classification is probably familiar to most institutional
researchers, a grouping of boards on these dimensions is
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presented here to establish a perspective for viewing the type
of board that serves the public universities in Florida.

ORGANIZATION PATTERNS IN FIFTY STATES FOR THE
EXERCISE OF STATE RESPONSIBILITIES

IN HIGHER EUUCATION I

Group I: States with institutional governing
boards di: -,ctly responsible to governor or general
assembly: Delaware, Hawaii, Ohio, South Carolina,
Washington, Wyoming (6 states).

Group II: Slates with a single
governingcoordinating board: Alaska, Arizona,
Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Mississippi,
Montana, Nevada, North Dakota, Rhode Island,
South Dakota (13 states).

Group III: States with two
governing-coordinating boards or one such and one
governing board for a single institution:
Connecticut, Louisiana, Nebraska, Minnesota, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Oregon,
Tennessee, Vermont, West Virginia (I I states).

Group IV: States with complex
organizations without a statewide coordinating
board: Alabama, Colorado, Indiana, Maine,
Maryland: Massachusetts, Michigan, Pennsylvania
(8 states).

Group V: St ates with complex
organizations with a statewide coordinating board:
Arkansas, California, Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri,
New Mexico, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Texas,
Utah, Virginia, Wisconsin (12 states).

Martorana and Hollis observe that both the law creating
the governing-coordinating boards and the pract:c,!s of the
boards placed a greater emphasis on governing as or posed to
coordinating.2 The observation of these authors was accurate
and fitting in describing the function of Florida's
governing-coordinating board prior to 1955.

Hungate also finds the governing-coordinating board to
have a severe limitation that a board of this nature has
"neither the lime nor the energy" required for effective
governance and effective planning and coordination.3 He
writes that such a board has difficulty in sharing adequately in
decisions relating to all institutions, that it tends to rely too
much on the advice of the central staff, and that there is a
likelihood that such a board will be preoccupied with matters
of governance, shunting aside cooperative long range plarming.

During the 1950's and 1960's, statewide coordinating
boards were established in eleven states. (Only one state,
Oklahoma, set up a statewide coordinating board prior to
1950.) There is no question but that the criticism of the
governing - coordinating board voiced by students of
institutional government in the 1950's and the early 1960's
was a factor in shaping a trend toward the creation of
statewide coordinating boards with no responsibility for
governance. Despite the indictment of the
governing-coordinring board as an ineffective agency for
planning and not-with-standing the national trend toward
statewide coordinating boards, the capacity of a

governing-coordinating board to restructure its responsibilities

in a way to give heightened attention to planning and
coordination requires assessment. Public higher education in
Florida was in recent years and is today an arena in which the
reordering of board responsibilities can be viewed.

Governance and Coordination in Florida,
1905.1950 The Florida Constitution of 1885 vested control
of all public education in the State Board of Education,
composed of the governor, secretary of state, attorney-general,
state treasurer, and state superintendent of public instruction.
Twenty years later, in 1905, the State Legislature passed an
act that abolished the State's miscellaneous array of colleges,
seminaries, normal schools and institutions, replacing it with a
three - institution system of higher public education: A state
university, a college, and a nomial school (Florida Statutes,
1905). The 1905 Legislature also created a board to govern the
state institutions of higher education, but at the same time,
specified that the "said Board of Control, except as herein
provided, shall act in conjunction with, but at all times under
and subject to the control and supervision of the State Board
of Education" (Florida Statutes, 1905, Chapter 5384). Thus in
1905, dual control of public higher education in Florida was
established by law.

The State Board of Education moved quickly to
establish itself as the body to have the final say-so in fiscal
matters, and during the next half century, subjected the Boay.t
of Control to its supervision. Although the details of
management in higher education shifted somewhat from the
State Board of Education to the Board of Control during the
period 1905.1950, the upper agency never gave up its powers
as the final determining body. In 1941, thirty-six years after
its creation, the Board of Control was overruled by the State
Board of Education in the selection of a university president,
an action that left no doubt whore final authority rested.

The four decades after 1905 marked a period when
Florida experienced a well-managed system of status quo
higher education. No political or policy differences between
the State Board of Control and the Stale Board of Education
were airei, except possibly for the brief clash over the
appointment of a university president. No new institutions
were planned, authorized or established. Institutional role and
purpose remained rigidly fixed. For most of the forty-year
period, one institution provided liberal arts and teacher
training for white women, another offered programs in
engineering, law, pharmacy, teacher education, liberal arts and
agriculture for white men, and the third offered technical
training, teacher education, and liberal arts for Negro men and
women.

In 1947, a citizens' committee recommended to the
Legislature that: I) Coeducation be introduced in public
higher education, 2) that another public higher education unit
to be located in South Florida be planned, and 3) the
ex-officio State Board of Education be replaced with a single
board of education, and 4) that the university system be
established, headed by a chancellor (Education and the Future
of Florida, 1947). Culpepper and Tully in tracing the genesis
of master planning in public higher education in Florida, view
the report of the citizens' committee as marking the end of the
unruffled atmosphere in public higher education in the slate
and the beginning of an era of change.4



From this review of the structure of public higher
duration in Florida during the years 1905.1950, the

following postulate is derived:

Postulate One: A governing board that
emphasizes its governance responsibilities with an
accompanying deemphasis on its planning and
coordination responsibilities delays expansion and
change within the institutions over which it has
purview.

The Board of Control, 1950.1953 The Florida Board
of Control in 1950 was a governing board in every sense of the
word. Nearly all of the professional members of the small
central staff were fiscal control persons. The board approved
faculty appointments, set salaries below a specified level,
approved new curricula, and purchased equipment. In short,
the Board of Control managed the operations of the three
universities in unilateral fashion. Except for introducing
coeducation several years earlier and for providing for the
enrollment growth that was beginning to occur in the state
universities, planning was minimized.

The Board of Control in the early 1950's met once a
month, similarly to the present-day Board of Regents. The
three university presidents attended board meetings to be
heard on matters which the presidents individually wished to
present to the board. The presidents rarely, if ever, met as a
council of presidents. Instead, each president named a
representative to meet periodically with the representatives of
the other two universities. When communication between the
Board and the universities occurred, it revolved about fiscal
affairs. Except for the meetings held by these three university
representatives, there were no supporting avenues for
communication among the universities.

Planning groups and committees established by
statewide governing-coordinating boards generally publish
their findings, conclusions, and recommendations. Often
presented only in mimeographed form, these publications
document both the planning process and the supportive
communication process. The relatively few publications of this
nature that appear in the late 1940's and early 1950's as
revealed by a search of the archives of the Board of Regents is
evidence of the lack of emphasis given to cooperative planning
by the central staff and university representatives. There is no
alternative but to conclude that the Board of Control in 1950
was, as its critics viewed it, a governing board, with no
paramount interest in coordinating and planning.

An analysis of the way in which the Board functioned in
the years immediately prior to and following 1950 led to this
postulate:

Postulate Two: A governing-coordinating
board that extends only narrowly drawn and
rigidly structured lines of communication to its
institutions has limited capacity to bring about
coordination and planning.

A Shift Toward Statewide Coordination In the early
1950's, Florida accelerated its population growth. During the
decade 1950-1960, Florida nearly doubled its population,
jumping from about 2,100,000 in 1950 to over 4,000,000
persons in 1960. This rapid population growth, with its
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implications for the need for additional state universities, was
a factor in sensitizing the Board to its planning role,

In 1954, the Board of Control appointed a poly of
educators, consisting of A. J, Brumbaugh, John E. Ivey, Earl
T. McGrath, and John Dale Russell to initiate "continuing
studies" basic to the development of a system of higher
education in Florida. A preliminary report of this advisory
council (Initial Report of the Council for the Study of Higher
Education in Florida, 1955), gave the following
recommendations: I) The establishment of community
colleges, 2) additional state colleges, 3) close liaison between
the public and private sectors of higher education,
4)development of an overall structure for higher education,
5)a coordinated expansion of the roles of all institutions,
public and private, and 6) the development of an overall long
range plan for public higher education.

A group of laymen was also appointed by the Board of
Control to serve as an advisory council to the board and the
council. This group of laymen, together with the council and
the board, recommended to the Legislature that a new
university be established in the Tampa area.

The State Legislature, however, did not stop with
authorizing the state university recommended by the board
and its advisors, but authorized two additional institutions.
Furthermore, the Legislature specified where the institutions
would be located, one in Palm Beach County and one in
Pensacola. A fourth new institution authorized by the
Legislature in 1963, opened in Orlando in 1968 (Florida
Technological University).

In 1965, the Legislature, in accord with
recommendations of the Board of Regents, authorized the
State Board of Education to open two more state universities,
one in Jacksonville and one in Miami bringing the number of
institutions in the State University System to nine (Florida
Statutes, 1965). The Legislature, reflecting an acceptance of
the role of planning as a proper function of the
governing-coordinating board, directed that studies be
conducted to detennine the feasibility of establishing the two
urban institutions.

A recent study of postjunior college education in
Florida reported that over 85 per cent of the state's
population lives within an hour or less of automobile travel
time to one of the seven existing public universities or the two
institutions scheduled to open in 1972.5 The State University
System, built without recourse to a long-range educational
plan, appears to have its institutions located throughout the
state in a way to be remarkedly accessible to the people.

There was a marked contrast to the approach followed
by the 1955 Legislature in providing for new institutions,
when it r.uthorized three, although the Board had
recommended only one; and the approach followed by the
1965 Legislature, which acted upon the recommendations of
the board, leaving the final determination for opening the
institutions to be guided by the findings of feasibility studies.
It is safe to say that political considerations, not systemwide
educational planning, lay behind the action of the Legislature
in 1955 to a much greater degree than the actions of the
Legislative body a decade later.

Postulate Three: When a governing-
coordinating board does not readily meet its
responsibilities for planning for new institutions in
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the face of a rising need for new institutions,
expansion in higher education will likely be shaped
by forces other than the board.

Increased Autonomy for the Board Beginning in the
mid-1950's the board began to apply sustained efforts to gain
greater autonomy and to ease its subordinate relationship with
the State Board of Education. One of the first steps taken by
the board in this direction was to give addit.onai
responsibilities to its chief administrator, and to reflect this
increased responsibility by changing the title of the chief
administrator from secretary to executive director. Continuing
its efforts to upgrade its central staff, the Board of Regents
later successfully sponsored legislation that placed an

amendment to the State Constitution creating a chancellorship
on the general election ballot. The amendment was approved
in 1965.

At the same time the board was intensifying its effort to
win greater autonomy, it was preparing to exercise a wide
range of decision-making by expanding its central staff. In
1955, the central staff, including secretaries and clerks,
numbered nine persons. Except for the chief administrator of
the board and one of his principal aides, the professional-level
members of the staff were auditors or accountants.

In the next five years or so, the central staff doubled. A
chief academic officer, a director of planning and evaluation
(whose principal assignment was to coordinate budget
preparation among the universities) and a research specialist
were added to the staff. Detailed supervision at the level of the
central Staff of the fiscal affairs of the universities began to
give way to the formulation of broad policies with
institutional management being delegated to the campuses.
But full autonomy still eluded the board, slowing the process
of delegation of functions to the universities. As late as 1963,
the Legislature enacted a statute requiring that the budget
commission (composed of seven cabinet members) approve
faculty salaries over $15,000.

Responding to the board's press for greater freedom in
its policy determination, the 1967 Legislature amended
previous statutes to eliminate the supervision of the State
Board of Education in establishing policies, regulations, and
powers of the Board of Regents. For the first time, a section
of the law was written to set forth the intent of the Legislature
toward broad autonomy for the board:

It is hereby declared to be the intent of the
legislature that the board of regents of Florida be
granted the necessary powers to govern, regulzte,
coordinate, and oversee the institutions and
agencies in the state university system. It is the
further intent of the legislature that the board
shall be primarily a policy-making board,
establishing the policies of the university system
by rules and regulations adopted by it, and shall
delegate sufficient authority both to its staff and
to the heads of the institutions and agencies so
that they shall be fully responsible for the
management of the several institutions and
agencies. However, the board of regents shall select
the heads and programs of the institutions and
agencies, subject to the provisions of existing law,
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review and approve all budgets in the state
university system, review such actions and
decisions as may be appealed to it, and through its
staff conduct studies of the institutions and
agencies as related to the present and future needs
of higher education in Florida. (Florida Statutes,
Ch. 240, 1967)

Areas in which the board now exercised greater
autonomy were budget preparation and review, setting
admission standards, and planning for new institutions. The
same Legislature repealed a 1963 statute requiring budget
commission approval of faculty salaries over $15,000 and
removed the provision that the State Board of Education
concur, the selection of the chancellor and other
administrators in the State University System.

1 he problem of dual control in public higher education
that had existed in Florida for decades has been largely
resolved by the recent legislation expanding the powers of the
Board of Regents. The State Constitution as revised in 1968
still provides for a State Board of Education that "shall be a
body corporate and have such supervision of the system of
public education as provided by law" (Constitution of the
State of Florida as amended in 1968). Existing law, however,
provides that the responsibilities of governance and planning in
public higher education be in the hands of the Board of
Regents thus giving the State Board of Education a role of
general and broad srpervision instead of one of detailed
management and close supervision that it had in years passed.

As the central staff increased, the board set up more and
more channels of communication with the universities.
Problems and issues concerning fee payments, new curricula
offerings, admissions standards, and the calendar were now
referred to interinstitutional councils and committees, which
recommended courses of action to be followed by the board.
In the process, the universities came more into the stream of
decision-making, especially in matters relating to their own
management.

Postulate Four: A governing-coordinating
board must itself attain a high degree of autonomy
before it can effectively increase the autonomy of
its institutions by delegating institutional
management responsibilities to the institutions

Long-Range Educational Planning In the immediate
years following the action of the 1955 Legislature in
authorizing the three new state universities, the Board of
Regents had neither the central staff planning resources nor
communication lines with its institutions to facilitate the
utilization of university resources in planning for the newly
authorized institutions. Planning was accomplished by outside
consultants named by the board to advise it concerning the
educational purpose and function of the new institutions,
projected opening enrollments, educational innovations that
should be implemented, capital outlay needs, and campus
planning.

Perhaps the strategy of bringing in out-of-state
consultants, who were certainly well-known and highly
respected educators on the national scene, to guide the
planning process was well chosen. The existing state
universities had not participated in the decisions to establish



the new institutions, and there was some opposition in the
existing institutions to the strategy of providing for the
expanding college-age population by building new institutions
instead of expanding the universities already in operation.

During the early 1960's, as the three new institutions
came into operation, the number of councils and
interinstitutional committees steadily increased. A casual
observer might be tempted to conclude that the Board of
Regents had deepened its capacity to plan for new institutions
too late; that the critical need for the planning had passed.
This would have been a judgment partially true, partially
erroneous. Certainly the board developed its capacity to plan
using its own in-house resources too late for three institutions.
On the other hand, the need for blending the operation of
these newer institutions with that of the older ones was
intensified. Then too, as the number of state universities
increased from three to seven in the short span of eight years,
the urgency for a long - range comprehensive plan for the state
institutions, with provisions for controlled expansion based on
defined institutional role and scope became increasingly felt.
The capacity for planning did not come too late, but had it
come earlier, state resources used to support public higher
education would, probably, have been used more optimumly.

Currently, the chancellor's staff has three major
divisions, each headed by a vice chancellor. These divisions
are: academic affairs, administration, and medical and health
sciences. Professional members of the staff serve as chairman
of one or more of the institutional councils and committees.
The growth of the central staff to its present dimensions and
organizational structure reveals that the board is developing
the capacity to support fully the planning and coordination
responsibilities once shunted aside by overriding
responsibilities of governance.

A master plan for the public universities, drafted initially
in the early 1960's was expanded to become a document
titled, "Comprehensive Planning for the Development of the
University System of Florida" (CODE). Phase I of the
planning document outlines in broad terms educational goals,
sets forth the role of individual institutions, gives ten-year
enrollment projections, cites criteria for adding new programs,
provides for establishing new institutions, projects operating
needs, and defines space and capital outlay requirements
prerequisite to campus and physical planning. Subsequent
documents will treat in greater detail the issues included in the
Phase I publication.

The planning document is both a guide for future
planning and a product of planning that occurred in the past.
The development of the document gained impetus as
communication grew in scope and depth. By 1967, the board
had won its autonomy from the State Board of Education in
large measure, and also, was receiving the benefit of the
workings of the interinstitutional councils and committees.
The time was now ripe for quick action on the final
development and adoption of the long-range plan by the
board. The planning document, written in 1968 by the central
staff in close cooperation with the university representatives,
was approved by the Council of Presidents and Board of
Regents in 1969, and went to the printer in 1970.

Postulate Five: An increase in avenues of
communication between a governing board and its

institutions, and among the institutions
themselves, heightens the capacity of the board to
meet its coordinating and planning responsibilities.

Management information and Planning Programming
Budgeting Systems The cornmuni :ation process, being given
structure and design by interinstitutional committees and
councils, is strengthened by developments in modern day
technology. In the state universities, an information system is
being planned to provide the universities with the capacity to
report a wide range of information on a systematic and
contirwing basis. When this system becomes operational two or
three years hence, information relating to the day-to-day
operations of the universities will be available to the central
s'taff in a more complete array than was possible under the
traditional method filling out reports and questionnaires.
Equally important as the aspect of coverage is that of easy and
immediate access to information. When information is

appropr;ately assembled and made readily accessible it
immeasurably undergirds decision-making.

The information system will not, of course, replace the
presently-functioning councils and committees. Instead, the
information system will make these communication groups
even more effective by providing them with comparable data
from the institutions for review and evaluation as issues and
problems are being explored. No longer will there be a need for
the interinstitutional groups to expend time and effort to
collect data which are needed to explore a problem in detail.
Information retrieval made possible by the management
information system will have the end result of enabling
interinstitutional groups to deal with a wider range of problems
in greater depth and in less time than before.

Another development that extends the capacity of the
board to ma rshall its resources and to assess the progress being
made toward the realization of established goals is the
implementation of a planning programming budgeting system
(PPBS). The advent of PPBS is taking place at the same time
that the management information system is being made
operational.

PPBS, supported by a management information system,
offers the promise of taking the meandering out of educational
planning. Financial support needed to attain objectives can be
projected, and the process of goal attainment can be planned
systematically. Management capacity Is vastly enhanced by the
organizational and fiscal rationality reflected in PPBS. A
governing-coordinating board, at one time largely immobilized
by the range of its complex responsibilities, becomes equipped
with PPBS to allocate its time equitably between its governing,
planning, and coordinating obligations.

State Governmental Reorganization The successful
efforts of the Board of Regents during the late 1960's to win
autonomy, in the view of some observers, received a setback as
the decade came to a close. The 1969 Legislature approved a
comprehensive reorganization of state government, which
placed the State University System (renamed the Division of
Universities) under a Commissioner of Education, along with
the three other divisions: the Division of Community Colleges,
of Vocational-Technical Training, and Kindergarten through
Grade Twelve. The Division of Universities has as its director
the Board of Regents.
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The Board of Regents is seeking to keep its autonomy
from possible erosion by governmental reorganization by
asking the 1970 Legislature to exclude it from the Legislation
of 1969 that created the reorganization. Although
governmental reorganization is too recent to permit a full
appraisal of its impact on the Board of Regents, there are signs
that the governing-coordinating relationships of the board with
the universities are not seriously impaired. There is, in the eyes
of the board and the central staff, more "red tape" than
before. Even more unfortunately, communication between the
board staff and top administrators in other divisions of the
Department of Education has become tenuous. There have also
been some administrative restrictions placed on the decisions
of the board, but these restrictions may have little educational
significance. For example, the board is now required to
consider faculty and staff as state employees subject to the
same privileges and constraints as other state workers. No
longer may facul4 and staff buy season football tickets at
half-price because this is a benefit not available to state
employees generally. Also, faculty and staff cannot register for
one course each term free of fee payment and with time off to
attend the course as was the policy in the past.

There are some signs that the upward spiraling of public
higher education cost will mean that the Legislature will
propose other constraints on the State University System that
will be of great educational import. For example, the
Legislature has clearly indicated that it will fund lower level
instruction in the public universities on the same basis as in the
community junior colleges. Such a policy is intended to give
support to the community.colleges, and at the same time,
indicate to the state universities that enrollment growth should
take place at the upper division level. Already in effect is a
pack between the State University System and the community
colleges that all students receiving the Associate in Arts degree

from a community college and who have a "C" average, will be
admitted to junior standing.

Faced with having to accommodate ever increasing
numbers of junior college transfer students (in a short time, at
least 50 per cent of the students enroll d in the upper division
of the public universities will have a julior college origin) the
Council of Presidents, upon the recommendation of the
chancellor, set a ceiling on first-timein-college enrollment, an
action that will have the effect of stabilizing lower level
enrollment, as only a relatively few transfer students are
admitted as freshmen or sophomores in the state universities.

There is still another possible area of legislative restraint.
In all likelihood, growth at the graduate level will be pegged to
enrollment growth at the upper level. Although upper level
growth will undoubtedly occur, thereby insuring graduating
level growth, the magnitude of increased enrollments in
graduate study will not be as large as it has been in the past.
The Council of Academic Vice Presidents has proposed criteria
for inaugurating new graduate programs which will enable the
chancellor to implement legislative restraints according to a
cooperative agreement reached by university representatives.6
Without the existing communication network that has been
built up in recent years, there would have been no adequate
channels for effecting a proposal based on discussion and
agreement among university representatives.

Legislative restraints on the board may not mean that the
board is losing, or has lost much of its recently acquired
autonomy. The restraints are being looked upon in some
quarters as a proper attempt of the Legislature to pace
continued expansion in public higher education to avaEable tax
support. The ways in which these restraints are allotted
throughout the State University System remain in the hands of
the board and the chancellor.

1 he author wishes to express his appreciation to David C. McOuat for assisting in the preparation of this paper.
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COMMUNICATION BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL INSTITUTIONS
AND STATE AGENCIES FROM THE STANDPOINT

OF THE PRIVATE INSTITUTION

Clarence Scheps
Tulane University

Dr. Ben Lawrence, in a most contpetent and scholarly
manner, has defined and classified the kinds of information
and the nature of decisions which state agencies require for the
intelligent planning of higher education on a state -wide basis.
Ile has explained, also, how the responsibilities for the
collection of this information and for the making of
determinations should be assigned as between the state agency
and the individual institution. At the same time, either
deliberately or otherwise, he has narrowed our assigned lopic
somewhat in that he has limited his discussion of
communication between institutions and the state to that
communication which is involved in a state -wide planning
process. I heartily concur in this limitation of the subject.
Although there are other facets of communication involved,
planning, after all, is the basic problem in communications
between state bodies and individual institutions which coexist
in the state,

The brief remarks which I shall make will attempt 10
emphasize, first, the transcending importance and even the
urgent necessity of intelligent planning for higher education on
a state-wide basis (I would also say that there is an equally
urgent need for more intelligent planning on a National basis);
and, second, the essentialness of the inclusion of the private
college and university in any process or mechanism which has
stale-wide planning for higher education as its objective. In my
judgment, there can be no intelligent planning for higher
education unless all institutions within the slate are included
in the process.

It is probably an understatement lo say that state-wide
planning for higher education is an extremely difficult process.
Individual institutions simply do not like to be "planned at."
Historically, colleges and universities have vigorously resisted
efforts on the part of the state or the Federal Government to
coordinate and allocate priorities and programs for the
institutions. It is a fact that the great strengths of the
American institution of higher education has been its
autonomy, its diversity, and its independence and this is
true whether the institution is publicly or privately controlled.
I would presume that this, more than any other reason, has
lead to the somewhat disorganized and inefficient situation in
which higher education finds itself today. The present
situation with respect to higher education is quite amazing and
sometimes bewilderiog. Thew has been virtually no planning at
the Federal level fur education; totally inadequate
planning on the state level; and, in many individual
institutions, little or no planning, or at the best ineffective
planning.

We know that there are more than 2,000 institutions of
higher education in the Nation of diverse types and with
varying standaais all fiercely protecting their independence.
Within each state there are coexisting systems of higher
education, frequently more than one in a given territory. For

example, in my own State of Louisiana, there are several
systems of higher education. There is a university system with
branch campuses, operating under a hoard of supervisors, and
there is a state college system, operating under an elected State
Board of Education. There are junior colleges, trade schools,
and some subsystems involving the predominently black
colleges in the State. Finally, there are the private institutions
which operate independently of each other and of the State
and which enroll about 20 per cent of the students.

As I view the present financial status of higher education
in this Nation, both slate-controlled and privately controlled,
it is painfully apparent to me that the economic needs of
higher education have already far outstripped available
resources and will continue to do so, perhaps at a greater rate
in the near term. This leads me to the conclusion that the old
system of "business as usual" on the part of the Federal
Government and the states, as well as the individual
institutions, is no longer valid. We must use our already
inadequate resources more effectively and more wisely if
higher education of quality is to continue. State-wide planning
of all higher education within the confines of the state is

absolutely essential.
For the point of view of the private institution

meaningful interaction with state agencies has been
understandably slow lo evolve. Private institutions have been
reluctant lo share information with the state because of what
might be termed the fierce defense of the independent status
of the private school, and the intense desire to stay clear of
any form of political control. On the other hand, the state
agencies have respected this sensitivity on the part of the
private institutions and have been reluctant to impose
obligations for the sharing of information and planning on
them.

As I slated previously, the realization which has been
slow in coming of the financial crisis facing higher education
in this country is forcing more and more institutions to the
conclusion that intelligent planning both on an institutional
basis and on a state-wide basis is essential. There is another
reason for what seems to he an increasing willingness on the
pail of private and slate institutions to share information
leading to planning programs. I refer to the narrowing of the
differences as between state and private institutions in terms
of respective sources of support. Institutions are becoming
more alike, whether they are state-controlled or privately
controlled, in terms of the sources of their revenue budgets. As
we all know, Federal funds have become more and more an
integral part of the budget structure of both state and private
institutions. Morerf.er, the private institution is seeking in a
variety of ways to obtain state financial assistance. On their
part, state institutions increasingly are seeking funds from
private philanthropy once considered the exclusive domain
of the private institution. This convergence in the nature of
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support between the slate and the publicly controlled
institution has advanced the view that all institutions within
the confines of the state, in some way have to plan together
for the best possible use of available scarce resources.

A recently published study, prepared by the Academy
for Educational Development for the United States
Department of IIEW, entitled "Slate Planning for Higher
Education,- sIieds some light on state agency attempts to
engage the private institution of higher education in its overall
planning processes. The study finds that there are over 300
individual slate agencies scattered throughout the 50 states
with varying degrees of responsibility for communicating with
institutions of higher education within its borders. Either by
statute or by constitution, agencies have been established in 40
states, whose principal objective is to coordinate overall
planning for higher education. in the other 10 state's there are
advisory or voluntary arrangements which are more or less
effective. It is interesting to note, however, that in only 14
states is the official planning agency charged with an
appreciable degree of responsibility for including the private
institution in overall planning for higher education. In IS
additional states there is some degree of recognition of the
private institution in statewide planning intentions but to a
limited extent.

A word or two about my own Slate of Louisi^na
which has lagged far behind in the question of state -wide
planning. Although there were a number of abortive attempts
in earlier years to produce a master plan for higher education,
and although there have been statutes from time to time
calling for coordinating bodies which have never really
functioned, and although there base been statutes from time
to time calling for coordinating bodies which have never really
functioned, and although there have been expensive survey; by
management consulting firms and others that were never
implemented, it was not until 19(18 that a real, live
coordinating body for higher education was created. This
body, known as the Coordinating Council for Higher
Education. was established and became operative in 1%9 The
functions of this Council, in summary, are as follows:
1)Preparation of a coordinated master plan, after analyzing
present and future needs and goals of public institutions.
2) approval of all proposed new degree programs in state
institutions. 3) a bask review of all existing programs of
instructions, research, extension, and public service.
44 examination of the annual operating budgets of public
institutions of higher education, and 5lreciimmendation to
the Executive Branch in the Legislature of complete
construction and improvement budgets in older of priority on
the location and creation of new institutions.

The Coordinating Council, thus, depends largely upon
the voluntary participation of state-supported and r.ivate

institutions, having executive authority over establishment
new degree programs and the construction and location of 1,,
kWh it ions.

I am happy to be able to say that from the very out .h
the private institutions of Louisiana have been encouraged ti
participate in the deliberations and early plans of the
Coordinating Council, and all have indicated their willingne
to cooperate fully in the master planning program for the
State of Louisiana. This is a timely and important
development from the point of view of the private institutions
as well as for the State as a whole. The absence of longrange
plans on the part of State institutions has resulted in sun-
traumatic experiences in the private institutions. For exainple.
dental education in Louisiana, up to several years ago
traditionally had beer, the function of private institutions. Onc
of these private institutions, which had operated a denta'
school for about 10 years, was in the process of planning a
completely new school on a totally new site; had already
obtained a Federal appropriation for construction purposes;
and had acquired expensive land on which to build the facility.
It was suddenly and apparently without forewarning
confronted with the knowledge that the State intended for the
first time in history to go into the dental school business. The
situation created somewhat of a dilemma for the private
institution, which 1 think was subsequently solved with mutual
satisfaction when the Slate assumed some or all of the
commitments of the private institution and proceeded to open
its new dental school. I wish to emphasize that there was no
maliciousness on the part of the State or any intent to harm a
private institution. This is merely an example of what
inevitably happens when the left hand of the State is ignorant
of what the right hand is up to.

My own institution, a private, independent university, is
frequently handicapped in planning for its future because
there is no mechanism at least not yet for permitting us to
know what plans the Stale institutions are making. Here again
I sense no unwillingness on the part of State institutions to
divulge information or any deep-seated plot to keep plans
secret. There simply has been no formal mechanism for
making their plans available to us and our plans available to
them.

In view of the critical financial situation in this State on
the part of both the privatz and publicly supported
institutions. it is imperative that resources be allocated as
efficiently and intelligently as possible in order to serve the
needs of the Stale and its indisidual institutions. Statewide
planning and coordination of higher education including all
components and all systems of higher education in the State,
in my judgment, is one of the essential ingredients in any
attempt to solve the financial plight of higher education.
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COMMUNICATION BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL INSTITUTIONS
AND STATE AGENCIES

Vernon E. Wilson
Unirersii y of Missottri

If this title could be changed perhaps it should read
"The New Sys lent of Governance for Higher Education in the
Public Sphere." While the system itself isn't new, its active use
in higher education would be. In this instance I use governance
in the positive, not the negative, sense. For our discussion may
I suggest that it be defined as "the coordination of multiple
sources of effort or energy in the pursuit of a described and
agreed upon goal." The proposed method of governance will
be the skilled and judicious use of the flow of information
through the system.

Governance in the democratic sense implies
participation. Participation in turn, I would submit, needs
precise elaboration and clear definition, so that each

communicant understands his role and has realistic
expectations of the information he will receive. The range goes
from being purposefully uninformed when being "informed"
to the extreme of the "Town Hall" approach which involves
everyone in the discussion and decision making.

Intermediate levels might be described as: 1) All
members of the group being informed and invited to
comment, b) direct permission sought for a specific proposal
(referendum), c) delegated decision making (legislative or
executive). Policy development is best handled at the Town
Hall end of the spectrum while detailed administrative
operations fit best at the opposite end. Using this mnemonic I
strongly support Dr. Lawrence's plea for decentralized
dedaion making.

Let's now turn our attention to the matter of
communication between individual institutions and their
related state agencies. It may be appropriate to review briefly
the nature of and related challenges to the institutions
themselves.

Cettainly public colkges and universities have many
audiences with whom 'key must communicate. State agencies
are but one of them. if the public institutions are to survive,
communication with state agencies cannot thwart, or
dominate, the institution's natural pattern of communication
with all its audiences.

The foundation upon which any communkat ion system
works is mutual trust or tredkiity. Credibility in turn has a
high correlation with predictability and understanding. Both
are of far greater importance than agreement per se.

Recognizing this aspect of a communication system,we
should be mindful, also that certain unique communication
challenges ate inherent in the nature of public institutions. The
staresuppotted university has a number of audiences which
are similar to those of private colleges and universities. But
they also have some audiences to which private schools are not
frubject.

These special and very important audiences tend to be
mote numerically oriented. They include governing boards
which are politicaPy appointed. They include, also, the state
legislatute, which is the primary source of support; and, they

include essentially all of the public whose tax dollars go into
that support.

Like private institutions, public universities must
communicate with students, faculty, alumni, parents, private
donors, and federal granting agencies. Even these audiences
have sub-groups. Communication with graduate students and
those in the professional programs, for example, may take
place in quite a different context from that directed to young
undergraduates.

Also, like private institutions, but in a much more highly
developed foim, public colleges and universities have
increasingly detailed public fiscal accountability. In many
instances all of their fisca' operations, including personnel
payrolls, are a matter of open Public record. They must be
able to explain explicitly where the money goes. 1 hey must be
able to convince legislative appropriation committees that
specific amounts and kind of funding are necessary. They must
also be able to sell the public on the benefils derived from tax
dollars used for these purposes.

Understanding this set of demands, one other premise
underlies the relationship as I see it between public institutions
and state agencies. TI is is the assumption, based on both
observation and experience, that the chances of effective
communication are best when all patties involved stand to gain
somediing from the interchange.

Perhaps in this discussion l should explain that I am
speaking of state agencies generally of the Bureau of the
Budget, Departments of Education, Welfare, Health and the
like, as well as Councils on Higher Education. Similarly,
universities are simply one kind of slate institution but here I
will be using the term "university" to stand for all institutions.

Certainly we are all cognizant that the University as an
organization is under sharp attack in truly quatters, Full
participatory decision-making is being demanded on all sides.
If we are to adequately respond to the challenges, the roles
of institutions and agencies must be dearly enunciated. A crisp
and mutually acceptable allotmem of responsibilities is

essential. These respective assignments must be dearly
understood, energetically pursued and consistently
implemented.

The structure of the University, and the larger structure
of the convnunity, Or state, requires maximum partkipation in
policy development by afl who will be affected by that policy.
At the same time the system must permit rapid action and
response.

There ate now nibble, yet often unused, methods by
which opinion and teedback can be collected both within the
University and from the broader community. Substantial
study needs to be done of the lily in which these
communication mechanisms can be built into our operating
structure that opinions and suzsestions of those Rely to be
affected by decisions can he heard and recorded and made a
part of the planning process.



If we return then to my earlier assumption, that
communications are likely to be most effective when all
involved can expect to gain from the interchange. then this
suggests that slate ages . ies must provide something which
institutions perceive as being of value. In matters affecting the
university, state agencies must provide the opportunity for
universities to participate in helping to set appropriate agency
goals and priorities. This concept suggests further that agencies
should devote resources people and media to
communication with the educational institutions.

In turn, universities must realize that all institutions
exist by the grace of society. Each must he able to explain
simply and clearly what it Jets for society. If public
institutions take their social mandate seriously, they must
devote resources, again people and funds, to communicating
with all of their partners, including the state agencies.

Universities and colleges must, it seems to nie, realize
that state agencies require public recognition if they are to
continue to survive. Fuithet, institutions must be willing to
assist in giving agencies such credit.

In order to accomplish these ends. pc Mc institutions
must understand their own activities. This is particularly
crucial to them because of their accountability to the public,
to whom they must look for the bulk of their support. It
Implies the need for an unequivocal understanding of purposes
and goals. of operational procedures. and of fiscal matters.

As an illustration may I suggest the generous use of the
item analysis approach to the study of expenditures. We need
to eliminate a practice which pretends there are cost free
byproducts to the educational process. The social arid
community value of health services provided in University
Medical Centers is a case in point, but similar contributions are
made to the stale in schools of engineering, social work,
veterinary clinics, community plaming, and the like.

One illustration of an approach to such a

communication challenges lies in the effective use of data
banks initiated and operated by the institutions but making
their data freely available in a useable form to the agencies.
Operational procedures should provide for the collection of
the maximum amount of information, useful both to the
institution and to the agency. with a minimum of duplication
of effort in gathering that data. To put it another way. systems
should be designed so as to expedite analytical studies, as well
as to organize operations.

For example, by appropriately computerizing the
process of student registration, it is possible to automatically
produce data showing classroom use, class size. faculty
teaching effort, and the like.

With N. Lawrence. I would urge that only information
necessary for institutional operations be included in the
construction of initial data banks. Finally, however, there
certainly will be valiJ reasons for assembling additional
information relating to: a) Students. bl faculty. c) teaching
and research, d l equipment and facilities, and el bask research
for academie endeavors.

I will not dwell further on the basic potential for data
banks, but to me they appear to offer the only hope for
developing sbat might be called the -administration of
creativity." Faculty. as you are well aware. ate Mr* sensitive
to matters of academic freedom and to the opportunity, of

lack of it, for full expression of their creative powers. The
assemblage, arid free display, of basic infomiation encourages
the development of mutually acceptable goals which can be
pursued in a coordinated fashion. The same facts arc there for
all to use and thus their credibility is enhanced. This would
seem to eliminate at least some of the possibility of one group
reacting from one set of supposed "facts" while another group
operates on the basis of different information gathered from
different sources.

Once factual information can be collected and placed in
a data bank. arid that bank tapped whenever and wherever that
information can he useful for decision making purposes, the
char), es of all groups on a campus, or in a state, working
together seems to me to he immeasurably increased.

This process implies question asking and judicious study
and display of the answers. The questions must be minimal in
number. important in scope. coherent in structure, and
answerable. If this Jpproach is to be effective, the answers
must be accurate, specific, and relevant to the questions being
raised. To state it a different way, a few questions well asked
and answered can do more to initiate and to improve mutual
trust than the all too often mysterious "shotgun datatalhering
approach" which continues to exist.

Apart from the establishment of data banks, what else
can he done to facilitate communication between a stage
agency and public institutions? I would suggest to you one
approach which has appeared to function fairly successfully in
a somewhat different milieu. Although the groups differ, the
needs are similar and the concept seems to me to have
application to the general educational setting.

The structural model of communications that I will be
des:obing has been developed and is still operative in the
Missouri Region)! Medical Program. In that program a
twoway flow of communication is encouraged through a
system of councils.

At the top of this structural arrangement is an advisory
council to the agency. This council, which serves as the
governing body, is selected in a publicly responsive process
appointment by the governor. This is the group that makes
recommendations, in this case, to the federal government.

If we were to adapt this system to the educational
situation, and follow Dr. Lawrence's set of objectives, then
this group would make recommendations on institutional
mission, scope and quantities. This Council has a staff group
who assists with the planning and evaluation procedures and
whose findings are then repotted to the Council for their use
in decision-making.

Subordinate to this Council are two other advisory
groups. The first of these, called the Program Review Panel, is
an ex-officio body, composed of the deans of medical and
osteopathic sc:tools in the state. For an educational agency.
their counterparts would C,, the presidents of colleges and
universities. This group provides expert review of proposals for
programs. Thus, it enlists the support and captures the
expertise of the groups who ultimately must do the work
which the agency tecornmends.

The second panel, a liaison group. is composed of
representatives of all statewide groups interested in health
cart. This includes representatives of the volunteer health
organizations, like the heart and cancer aocieties, as well is
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representatives front the health professional groups. Also on
the liaison panel are consumers. members of the public, who
represent those people likely to he affected by the programs
which the Council ultimately accepts or rejects. For an
educational agency, this panel undoubtedly would involve,
also, representatives of student and faculty groups, and various
educational associations, as well as members of the tax-paying
public.

This liaison panel receives program proposals at the same
time as the Program Review Panel and forwards its comments
and suggestions, if any, to the Advisory Council. The
arrangement thus provides for direct communication with
members of special interest groups.

A similar system of councils might, it seems to me, help
to facilitate communication between public institutions, a
state educational agency, and the various publics. When
vacuums exist, problems so often rush in to fill the void. When
we fail to communicate, misunderstandings, suspicion, and
lack of faith can develop. What we need, I expect, are means
of making the communication process easier.

A third suggestion is presented as an hypothesis. We
need to vividly demonstrate that educated minds are an
economic asset for a state, and dui, like oilier assets, they
have the characteristics of quality, obsolesence and cost of
maintenance. A recent article in the Wall Street Journal
suggested this approach and the idta seems worthy of further
attention and thought.

And, finally, we need to concentrate more intensively on
our shared needs and less intensively on the differences which
tend to divide us. it is lime to renew our resolve to cooperate
to the utmost with coordinating agencies, with sister
institutions and with direct publics.

Institutions and agencies alike are now under intense
scrutiny. They are being challenged to prove themselves
responsive to the society which supports them. This may call
for imaginative new methods of communication to meet these
new challenges, both in existence and in development. Past
approaches may no longer have validity. As the visionary
science.ficlion writers are warning us, "The future is not what
it used to be."

y 1.
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COMMUNICATING WITH OTHER INSTITUTIONS

AN EVALUATION OF THE OKLAHOMA CONSORTIUM
ON RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT

Larry A. Hayes
Oklahoma Stale Regents for nigher Education

The Consortium was established in the summer of 1967
to provide the machinery necessary to encourage Oklahoma
institutions of higher education to band together voluntarily
for the purpose of developing their intrainstitutional and
interinstitutional research capabilities, and to enable them to
improve the quality of instruction in Oklahoma. While the
primary emphasis of the Consortium is in applied research,
research is broadly defined to include institutional research
and program development, evaluation, dissemination and

utilization activities.
The Oklahoma State Regents for nigher Education has

the responsibility, under the Oklahoma Constitution, for
coordination and leadership at the state level with emphasis in
the areas of functions and programs of study. The State
Regents as the contracting and coordinating agency for the
Oklahoma Consortium on Research Development was awarded
a grant of approximately S214,000 by the U.S. Commissioner
of Education over a three -year period to accomplish the above
purposes.

The State Regents assigned a person half-time to the
Consortium as the project supervisor. The University of
Oklahoma and Oklahoma State University each assigned a
person parttime to the Consortium as co-directors during the
first two years, and then as coordinating consultants for the
third year of operation.

Membetship was open to all institutions of higher
education in Oklahoma, with a representative from each of the
thirty -three member institutions sening as a delegate to the
Coordinating Council. The Council, operat ing within the broad
policy of the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education,
was the policy-formulating body for the Consortium. A
seven-member Steering Committee was elected annually and in
turn elected from its membership a chairman to pteside over
meetings of the Coordinating found and the Steering
Committee.

The Consortium staff, with consultation from Dr. Paul
L Dressel of Michigan State University, designed and
conducted the evaluation of the Oklahoma Consortium on
Research Development in terms of the stated objectives of the
Connor t ium.

Methodology

The Oklahoma Consortium on Research Development
objectives were developed through the joint efforts of the
Coordinating Courted, the Stetting Committee and the staff,
with consultation from Dr. Nesse' and approved by the
Coordinating Council during the first year of operation.
Evaluation instruments wile developed as follows. a Research
Activity Status Survey designed to determine on a pre- and
post. basis the degree to which the research organization and

activity at member institutions had changed from 1966.67
(prior to the advent of the Oklahoma Consortium on Research
Development) and 1969.70 (the end of federal support for the
Consortium); an opinionnaire designed to determine on a pre.
and post- basis the degree to which student, faculty, and
administrative perceptions as to the effect of faculty research
activity on instruction had changed from 1967.68 to 1969.70
and to make certain comparisons between groups; and an
opinionnaire, statements taken from Oklahoma Consortium on
Research Development objectives modified only to fit a

questionnaire format, designed to determine on a pre and
post. basis the degree to which college presidents and
Coordinating Council members perceptions as to "what is"
and "what should be" the situation at their institution, relative
to research activity, had changed from 1967.68 to 1969.70
and to make certain other comparisons.' Approval was
obtained from the U.S. Office of Education for the use of each
of these instruments.

Procedures were developed to make it mandatory for the
director of each Consortium activity conference, seminar,
pilot research project, etc. to submit a final report for
evaluation purposes. Directors were also asked to indicate
what they considered as the spinoff benefits of each
Consortium activity for which they were responsible.
Information concerning the number of students and type of
student involvement was obtained from these rrports.
Interview sessions were scheduled on several campuses to
obtain the opinions of students concerning their involvement.

A series of visits were scheduled to enable Dr. Dressel,
the ptoject evaluator, to examine Oklahoma Consortium on
Research Development files; to observe various kinds of
activities in operation; and to visit informally with numerous
individuals and groups associated with the Consortium. Dr.
Dressel agreed to provide a brief subjective evaluation paper at
the end of the federal funding period based upon his visits and
his review of project records and tepotts.

Evaluation plans were presented to the Coordinating
Council in the fall of 1968. The plan was explained in detail,
written procedures distributed, and questions answered. The
Coordinating Council members agreed to work with their
research coordinators in administering the instruments on a
pte. and post. basis. The Research Activity Status Survey
insttument was filled out by the research coordinator from
institution records. The Research Activity of Institutions:
What Is What Should Ile instrument was answered by the
college president and the Coordinating Coutxd member. The
Effect of Faculty Research Activity on Instructions
instrument was administered to a stratified tandom sample of
10,000 students, SOO faculty, and 100 administrators_

Instruments wire administered during the peak period in
the same week at each institution, the pre-test in the fall of
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1968 and the posttest in the spring of 1970. The data
collected were analyzed as follows:

The Research Activity Status Survey frequency
and percentages for each question by institution for
both the pre- and post- data and a comparison between
pre- and post- data.

The Research Activity of institutions: What Is
What Should Be frequency, percentages, mean and
standard deviation for each question by classification
and type of institution, and comparisons utilizing the 13
test, Wilcoxson, and Chi square statistics.

The Effect of Faculty Research Activity on
Instruction frequency, percentages, mean and
standard deviation for each question and comparisons
utilizing the U test, Wilcoxson, and Chi square statistics.

Basic Oklahoma Consortium on
Research Development Activities

Pilot Research Grants were made to 134 faculty
members to encourage personnel from member institutions to
develop proposals and undertake research projects and thus
gain experience in research and related activities.

Development Seminar Grants were made to 37
Consortium institutions to enable them to identify problems
and to get faculty together to determine how to work
cooperatively to solve the problems identified.

Research Laboratory Experience Grants were made to
13 faculty to enable them to pin experience in a university
research laboratory situation.

Information and Consultation Service was prn..ded for
any institution interested in developing a proposal, revising a
program, obtaining research information on materials (ERIC,
tic.), training personnel, and/or just keeping up with state
research activities.

Media Task Force was organized to determine how
institutions might work together and with industry via a

statewide commu kations system, beginning with television.
Organizational Seminars were conducted to assist those

institutions interested in establishing ongoing institutional and
faculty research offices and working with other institutions in
the development of compatible information systems.

Major Findings

The project evaluation was focused on ea,-.F. of five
general Oklahoma Consortium on Research Development
object Ives.

Objective I: to develop a nucleus of competent research
faculty at member institutions.

In 1966-67, the number of program development and/or
training proposals deve/oped and submitted for outside
funding was almost nil. In 1969.70 109 proposals were
developed of which 72 were funded and 26 others are still
pending.

In 1966-67, the number of faculty attending
professional meetings was 51 and no faculty member adivtly
participated in such a meeting. In 1969.10, 2M faculty
members attended a professional meeting and 122 took In
active part in a professional meeting.

In 1966-67, only eight institutions had three or more
faculty involved in research. I n 1969.70, 28 institutions had a
nucleus of research faculty (junior colleges three or more,
senior colleges six or more).

Several recipients of Consortium Pilot Research Grants,
of approximately S200 each, use(' the pilot research study
results to develop larger proposals for federal funding:
Southwestern State College NSF, 516,000; Central State
College NIII, S35,000; Oklahoma Military Academy NSF,
120,000. and East Central State College NSF, $32,000.

Following the Consortium Research Workshops in
1967-68, faculty members from Oklahoma institutions
submitted more Small Grant (SI0,000) proposals to the
Regional Research Office, had more proposals funded, and had
a higher percent of their proposals funded than any other state
in Region VII.

Responses from 8,220 students, 336 faculty, and 85
administrators indicated that all three groups perceived the
effect of research activity on instruction in a positive fashion.

In general, students were most positive and faculty were
least positive toward such statements as: Research results in
the introduction of the process of systematic inquiry into a
course.

Faculty indicated that: Research leaves a professor too
little time for clan oom preparation and research makes a
professor unavailable for personal conferences regarding
matters pertaining to a course. The students differed
significantly from faculty.

Administrators were in the middle on every statement,
but differed more with students than with the faculty.

Relative to Oklahoma Consortium on Research
Development Objective I, presidents and Coordinating Council
members stated that a nucleus of competent research faculty
did not exist at their institution, but that it should exist.

Objective 11: to cause institutions to establish institutional
and faculty research operations.

In 1966-67, there were eight institutional research
offices and three faculty research offices in the state. In
1969.70, that number had increased to 19 institutional and 17
faculty research offices.

Since 1966167, the number of institutions with
campus-wide research committees has more than doubled,
written statements of polities and procedures Ewe gone from
zero to 12 and the number of research directors has increased
from 6 to 31.

In 1966-67, the number of dollars budgeted for research
was MI. In 1969.70, $141,000 has been budgeted specifically
for faculty research projects.

Presidents and Coordinating Counca members sere in
agreement concerning this Consortium objective on the
pretest that institutional and faculty research operations
should exist at their institutions, but did not now exist.2

G1ijective III: to cause institutions to cooperate on
interinstitutional projects.

In 1966-67, there was no interest on the part of junior
colleges in Title III of the Higher Eduication Act. In 1969.70,
Oklahoma has two junior carte consortia. one funded in
196869 for S69,000 and the other funded in 1969.70
SI94000 from Title III. Eight Cornett ium institutions will
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receive S989,145 under Title III of the Higher Education Act
next year.

After an initial Oklahoma Consortium on Research
Development organizatio lal meeting. computer directors have
held a series of meeting during the last two years to exchange
ideas and computer applications.

Institutional research directors have also held a series of
meetings during the last two years to develop compatible data
systems, after an initial Consortium organizational seminar.

Oklahoma institutions have developed plans for an
annual research reporting conference, patterned after AERA.
after holding a successful conference in 1969.70 with support
front the Oklahoma Consortium on Research Development.

The Consortium encouraged and arranged for the
University of Oklahoma to obtain the entire ERIC data base
on tape and supported several seminars to demonstrate how
the data base could be queried via computer. The Uhiversity of
Oklahoma has since developed an ERIC retrieval service
available to anyone in Region VII al cost. Retrieval time for
most questions is about six minutes.

Again, presidents and Coordinating Council members
were in agreement as to this Consortium objective on the pre-
test. They indicated that while institutions were not
cooperating on interinstitutional projects, they should do so.

Objectives IV and V: to provide institutions with an ongoing
mechanism for continuous interinstitutional program
development and research opportunities broadened to invoke
noneducational agencies.

On February 3, 1970, the Governor of Oklahoma signed
into law a bill authorizing and directing the Oklahoma State
Regents for Flight; Education to establish and maintain a
system of televised instruction as an integral part of The
Oklahoma State System of Higher Education. Approximately
S1.5 million was available for the capital requirements of the
system (SI million from the state and S500.000 from
industry) and 5200,000 fot operational expenses. at the time
this paper was written. This project was given some support
from an Oklahoma Consortium on Research Development
media conference and a task force position paper.

Committees have been organized to get educatois and
industrial representatives together to develop an educational
program to meet the need of industry.

Present plans call for the expansion of the initial
backbone microwave television system as the need arises.

While the perceptions of "what exists" and "what
should exist" were similar for all presidents and Council
members as to their willingness to provide an ongoing
mechanism for continuous interinstitutional program
development and research opportunities. broadened to involve
noneducational agencies, there were some significant
differences found between junior college presidents and all
other groups as to what exists. The juniot college presidents
agreed with the statement to a far greater degree than did
Cootdinating Courted members from eithet junior and seniot
colleges of senkit college presidents.

Ott niew

In the fall of I 9f1701, Dr. lhcael made his first visit to
the Oklahoma Consortium on Research Development. After

visiting with the staff, attending a development seminar, taking
part in the first Consortium workshop and then reviewing the
Consortium objectives and plans, he wrote the following:

"My initial reaction was that of amazement and
doubt as to whether a program of the magnitude
embraced in the materials which I tead could
possibly be carried out with the staff and financial
resources available. Sonic elements of this
amazement and doubt continue, but observation
of two programs. reading of the materials, and
discussions with the directors result in the addition
of generous measures of admiration and
optimism-.
After three years of activity, all people involved with the

Consortium report that it has been successful, that it has to a
large degree accomplished its objectives.

Dr. Sol Renaldi, U.S. Office of Education, and Dr.
Harold Ilaswell. Director of Educational Research, Region VII,
have expressed the VICW that the Oklahoma Consortium on
Research Development might well serve as a model for othet
states who are interested in the upgrading of the research
capability, of faculty, the stimulation of program development
and evaluation efforts in education, and the promotion of
interinstitutional research cooperation.

The following elements are regarded by the Consortium
staff as the keys to the success of the Consortium:

The Oklahoma State Regents for Higher
Education, the ongoing state agency for state level
coordination and leadership, was the contracting and
coordinating agency for the Consortium.

A Coordinating Council and Steering Committee,
representative of the Consortium membership,
developed policies. objectives and procedures for the
Consortium.

Consonium membership was open to all interested
institutions of higher education in Oklahoma.

the state's two universities were actively involved
with the Consortium in terms of staff, facilities, and
other support.

The Consortium program of activities was flexible
enough to be responsive to the needs of each institution.

Lines of communication between the Consortium
staff and the Coordinating Council member at each
institution were established early and maintained
throughout the project.

A specific statement of objectives was developed
by those people to be involved in the project.

The Consortium asked institutions to accept
specific responsibility for Consottium activities and to
start early to develop plans for the establishment of an
ongoing research operation for their own institution.

The faculty and administration of the developing
institutions of higher education M Oklahoma were open
to suggestions, ready to try out their own ideas, and had
the ability to km how to conduct research.

the facvIty and administration of the developing
institutions of hew education in Oklahoma were
ricer tive to the Ida of interinstitutional cooperation.

An evaluation procedure, which included outside
coc snliants. was bah into the structure of the
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Consortium and provided the feedback needed to Consortium were well documented, and the rules and
constantly revise and improve the program. regulations of the U.S. Office of Lducation were closely

The staff leadership for the Consortium was followed.
continuous throughout the project, the activities of the

Statements taken from an earlier study by Dr. Paul L. Dresscl, used with his permission.

2 Due to factors beyond the author's control and beyond belief, only the pre- test results arc presented for the two opinionnaire instruments.
Hopefully, this paper ail! stimulate enough interest on the part of some readers to cause them to request a copy of the Consortium (valuation when
completed.

.,
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A MODEL FOR IMPROVING RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN JUNIOR AND SENIOR UNITS OF A STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE PROBLEM OF THE TRANSFER STUDENT

M. Frances Kelly
Stale Unirersity of New York a! Buffalo

Many of us are familiar with the attempts made by
people in colleges to communicate with individuals at other
institutions when similar concerns are felt. Typically, one or a
combination of the following is put into effect:

I) An administrator at one institution contacts an
administrator at another institution, and/or

2) a task force group or member of a committee at one
institution is assigned the responsibility of contacting
an individual or group of individuals in another
instifution.

Invariably, people with unassigned responsibility become
involved in the process. In any case, it is the visible allocation
of... "you contact"... that activates the process.

Communication Without

We have become increasingly obsessed with the demands
of external communication in higher education today. There is
good reason for this. But there is also a tendency for less
scrutiny and analysis to be given to the vagaries of
communication within one organization. Much of the linkage
maintained within an educational institution is a function of
the direction and response of a relatively small numbet of
individuals who, except in crises, conduct the business for
their colleagues.' Research indicates that colleges and
universities are rather fragile structures bound by a "social
cement which consists of equal parts of reciprocity and
trust."2 Cooperation among those threatened by the new
confrontation techniques, nurtures small oligarchies of power
within not only the faculty, but also within the
administration, the student bodies, and among the various
constituencies of professional staff.

The Model for Improving Relationships between Junior
and Senicit Units of a State University system is an attempt to
focus on some groups of people and place them into new
juxtapositions of reciprocity.

While the emphasis for this model is on activities within
one institution, external relationships are involved by the
participation of both junior and senior colleges in the area.

The Problem Situation3

Transfer students are coming lo the State University
Center at Buffalo in increasing numbers and already represent
a substantial proportion cf the student body. In the Fall of
1969, for example,93I transfet students, roughly one third of
In new students, were admitted to the Division of
Undergraduate Studies, 425 in the lower division, 506 in the
upper division. The sheer volume of applications from students
hoping to transfer is also impressive some 3,400 in all for
the 931 actual registrations in the Fan of 1969. According to
the Director of Admissions and Records, these Applications
wit probably continue to increase at a rate of 15 to 20 percent

each year. Statewide estimates of future transfer applications
arc equally striking. Within New York State, the number of
junior college graduates seeking transfer will almost double.
within the next five years. In 1969.70, some 8,400 community
college students graduated from transfer programs and of
these, 6,700 sought admission to an institution of higher
education within the state. It is estimated that in 1975.76,
12,000 of the approximately 15,600 transfer graduates will
seek admission to four-year colleges and universities. These
estimates do not include the increasing number of graduates of
junior college career programs who are transferring a

phenomena that argues the point that the line between
transfer and career is vague, unrealistic and almost
meaningless. There is a tendency for four-year colleges and
universities to become dramatically responsive to the input of
students at the junior level.

Though the university presently does rely on certain
understandings regarding transfer students, their educational
career lines and the manner of their admission, there has
been genera! ignorance about two.year colleges and /or their
impact upon both the institution and the State system.
Admissions decisions for example, have been made in the
absence of t imeapanned documentation of student
performance. Rather well calculated assumptions have formed
a his for the admissions decisions made; these decisions have
not been tested. Up to the present time, an admissions policy
for transfer students have not been fully developed nor
formally approved by an appropriate Senate body.4

There are at least three major strategies for energizing an
institution so that it may cc pe with a developing phenomena.

1. One can form work-focus groups which represent the
various but specific constituencies involved in the
situation.

2. One can form collaborative committees or task force
groups which represents various interests.

3. One can form a mix of special groups and
collaborative agents to examine the situation.

The creation of new groups often moves through several
stages. Initially, a group is simply sponsored by an agent
within the institution. In the current situation, the Division of
Undergraduate Studies gave us carte blanche to set up
collaborate. special intetest units.

We are now at a point, however, when the usefulness of
the various groups developed has or has not been confirmed

t tonally. The initial basis of legitimation was
administrative fiat. Now, the initial effort Must be
institutionalized if more than a temporary impact is to be
maintained.

Components of the Model

The model established It the State University of New



York at Buffalo is a combination of group configurations
(special interest and collaborative).

The characteristics of the established groups are a

function of: a) Administrative intuition, b) a working
knowledge of the kinds of publics within the institution, c) a
familiarity with the ambience of the organization, and d) a
feeling for the operational "fit" of certain strategies of group
effort.

There are five subgroups involved in the activiation of
this model: I) Transfer students at the university, 2) faculty
within the undergraduate division of the university,
3) professional staff members, 4) a graduate student research
team, and 5)2 staff coordinator from within the
undergraduate division.

Each group is described according to:
1) The rationale for organizing the sub-group,
2) the major function or objective of the group,
3) an evaluative statement concerning how closely the

unit has approached its objective, and
4) a recommendation for the groups future operation,

activities or modification of function.

Component 1 Transfer Student Advisory Board (TAB)

Rationale -

Preliminary interviews with transfer students at the
university convinced us that transfer students have special
dimensions of campus experience which are unique. Also their
prior educational exposure, in another kind of educational
se:fing provides certain constraints as well as advantages for
institutional adjustment. This conviction suggested the
feasibility of a campus unit organized for them as a distinct
Group.

Major Functions -

The Transfer Advisory Board (TAB) is a strategy for
involving transfer students in the determination of better ways
to assist their peers in making a transition to a new situation.
TAB members:

I) Participate in special summer orientation programs
designed for transfer students,

2) act as transfer advisors for special programs designed
for transfer students, as well as visiting groups on this
campus,

3) explore means of developing closet relationships
between the University Center and those institutions
which provide a !forking input of transfers, and

4) are visibly available and accountable to faculty
pours and professional staff units who with to
utilize transfer students as resoutct people.

Evaluative Statement -

TAB has become increasingly visible as a student
spokesman for transfer affairs on campus. The group has
organized an hecutive Committee, which meets monthly,
held open meetings fot transfers al the university and played
an important kadershig role in the following stets.

11 TAB assisted in the development of special summer
orientation programs during the sk:nrrier of 1969 and
1970. Seven! TAB members serve on the general

university orientation committee. A member of TAB
authored the proposal for the design and operation
of the summer 1970 orientation prograni.5

2) TAB suggested that local two-year college campuses
be visited by transfer student teams. The student
directed teams (includini, faculty and professional
staff observers), discuss with potential transfers, what
it is like to be a student at the university. The
primary aim of the visitation group is to serve as a
source of information for those students wishing to
transfer. Emphasis is placed on the non-academic
aspects of transfer problems (housing, financial aid,
and general social and or institutional adjustment). A
secondary goal is to make the existence of TAB
known to the university candidates.6

3) TAB maintained, through its chairman, a developing
relationship with a faculty committee working on a
transfer admissions policy proposal. TAB% chairman
is an official member of this committee.

4) TAB developed a survey for assessing the financial
needs of transfer students. This survey resulted in a
modification of the packet sent to new transfers so
that earlier knowledge of financial resources is

possible.

Recommendations -

It has been recommended that TAB become an official
student organization on campus. As a special student
organization, TAB will have the benefit of a substantial
budget. It is the intent of the Executive Committee of TAB
that the unit expand its visitation activities, and assume greater
responsibility, for both social and academic orientation on
campus in concert with appropriate professional staff units.

Component 11 Faculty Within the Undergraduate
Division of the University

Rationale -

We assume that it is appropriate for faculty to provide
input for student admission's criteria. Thus, faculty need to be
knowledgeable about who is entering the institution. There are
benefits to be derived from grooming a number of faculty in
the admissions area. Too often, it seems, faculty delegate their
hard won responsibility for crucial input to service units
because they do not have the time not inclination to collect
background information.

Major Function -

An ad hoc Faculty Transfer Articulation Committee was
established within the Division of Undergraduate Studies. the
aft-faculty committee. representative of each unit on campus
was chaired by a member of the undergraduate division's
senior staff.

It was apparent from the beginning, that the committee
tackk a major problem - The absence of any appropriately
designed transfer admissions policy. The majot purpose agreed
upon by the canmittet was thus to develop 'A Proposal for a
Transfer Admissions' Policy at the University."

A by-product of accomplishing this goal was that the
group itself became well educated about many aspects of
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transfer affairs. In actuality, the initial months of committee
meetings were modifications of "Community College 101."

Evaluative Statement

The committee held 14 meetings over a period of 10
months. Many of these meetings lasted up to three hours and
by May of 1970, a transfer admissions proposal was drafted.
The faculty members soon recognized that they could not
consider admissions criteria in isolation. They engaged in
philosophical discussions about the proper uses of university
resources and the reasonable expectations of competency on
the part of their colleagues.

The Faculty Transfer Committee has evolved into a
dependable and knowledgeable work unit. The Division of
Undergraduate Studies will increasingly depend on this
committee's expertise as problems ancillary to the whole issue
of transferability and institutional adjustment emerge.

Recommendation

It has been recommended that the Faculty Transfer
Committee become a standing committee of the Division of
Undergraduate Studies and that it be chaired, from now on, by
a faculty member from the committee.

Component Ill Professional Staff Members

Rationale

Within the university, there are a myriad of people
(often forgotten by some segments of the system), whose job
responsibilities have a tremendous impact upon the adjustment
and personal accommodation of new students. A cross section
of professional staff can be drawn together, and their resources
recognized collectively. The fact that such a group is not
typically formed, says much about the various strategies of
empire building which sunive in campus communities.

Major Function

A professional services staff advisory group was formed
to identify the range of resources available for transfer student
assistance and to generate a cooperative movement among the
staffs represented so that transfer affairs might be given a
priority.

Members of the Executive Committee of TAB were told
that they should consider members of this group as resource
people. This worked espeeilly well in financial aids (a TAB
member worked out a financial assistance survey instrument
with the aids representative) and housing CIAO members net
on several occasions with housing personnel).* A liaison was
established with the undergraduate advisement staff
particularly in the impkmentation of a special summer
transfer orientation program.

Evaluative Statement

This component has not been fully utilized either by the
students or the senior staff office. A dilemma exists ow the
Question of mix between tht professional staff group with
TAB and the Faculty Committee. We affirm the separateness
of TAB as a self directed unit. Further experience supports the
validity of a faculty committee which inchtdes student
representation. Without the critical perception of needed

involvement by either students or faculty, however, the
professional service advisory group exists in limbo. On the
other hand, we can argue for a linkage only when needed of
only when a special situation is to be improved.

Recommendation

That the TAB Advisory Group be dissolved but that
crucial staff personnel be invited to sit with the TAB
Executive Committee and/or the Faculty Transfer Committee
on an open basis.

Component IV Graduate Student Research Team

Rationale

Expediency is sometimes the foster-mother of invention.
Data on transfer students has been desperately lacking at the
university and no operational research arm existed either
centrally or within the undergraduate division which could
immediately undertake a thorough study of transferability.

Major Function

We invited three doctoral students (two in Higher
Education and one in Educational Administration) who had
come to us rot independent study, to consider the possibility
of such a study. The three students agreed to design a study
which could, in effect, assist in the evaluation of the presently
operative transfer admissions procedures at the university.
Their efforts involved:

1) A review of relevant transfer research nationally and
within the Slate system,

2) a tallying of all new transfer registrants as of the fall
of 1969. Items included the college they transferred
from and the transferees admission's grade point
average, and

3) a recording of GPA's after the first and second
semesters completion.

It was necessary for the students to write a computer program
which would consider a number of other variables besides
academic grades, programs, and types of colleges.

The itudents report that ... their suspicion, based on a
preliminary evaluation of first semester grades, indicates that
the present unidisnensional transfer admission's procedure may
be substantially lacking in realistic predictability.

Given this hunch, the continuing purpose of the study
will be to again evaluate the present procedures. The
assumption is that the addition of second semester grades will
again provide evidence of the weak predictability of the
present procedure. Further, the research team hopes to
develop a multidimensional (multipktegression) approach to
transfer admission to SUNYAB.

Evaluative Statement

The student research team has already provided
necessary data to the faculty committee data which might
never host been pulled together had it not been fot their week.
The resourcefulness of the students and the learning benefits
derived by them have been doubly rewatding. It is expected
that their full report will be widely studied on campus.'



Recommendation

It is inexcusable that transfer student research continues
to he given less than top priority on many campuses. II is

totally absent on sortie.
If Institutional Research operates as all informational,

fact finding, self study arm of the central staff, then it
becomes impossible for all priorities to be served.

Inviting graduate students to assist in the documentation
of transfer material is a strategy for heating the system. llw
topic itself is not so sensitive that they need he blocked in
their search.

Component V Staff Coordinator

Rationale

Someone, somewhese has to make all the connections:
there needs to he a multiple thrust in any articulation effort.
We beg'n and end with the proposition that an upper. division
institution must be v.illinf to make a visible full lime
commitment to transfer student affairs. Few people recog.ii/e
the amount of spade work necessitated by the development of
a linkage system which focuses on transferability. Our
cwerience strongly affirms the placement of Ike coordinator
within the academic affairs division of central administration.

Major Function -

The administrative liaison for transfer affairs must
explore all means for facilitating bridges between junior
college and colleges offering upper. division progrens. This
involves:

I) Working as a catalyst with faculty wh wish to learn
More about junior-community colleges.

.1) Collecting and disseminating current material on
junior colleges (their programs and their students).

3) Coordinating and arranging meetings between
depaitinerns at the univers ty and the junior college,

4) Arranging for a regional conference on relationships
be tween junior-community colleges and
upper-division schools in part areas.'0

5) Act as major advisor to the student group (in this
case, the Transfer Advisory Board),

(i) Maintain statewide contacts with transfer counselors
in junior colleges who request information on their
fonner students.

7) Develop linkages nationally with individuals in other
upper-division units who pursue similar concerns,

8 Maintain a visiting relationship with colleagues in
local junior colleges, and

9) Act as a transfer information feeder to administrative
units within the university.

Recommendation

We ate convinced that every college and university
offering upper-division programs will need to house an 011ie
of Transfer Affairs. In California. such a unit is called an
Office of Relations With Schools. Florida and Texas base
similar structures.

While certain pressures and tensions within the
educational community may intercede for the establishment
of other offices. we can only wait.
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COMMUNICATING WITHIN THE INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS

COMMENTS ON INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH:
WHAT ROLE IN ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION MAKING?

Joh,' E. Nun&
Western 3fichigan Unirersity

In the keynote address before those attending the 1969
A.I.R. Forum, Frederick Bo !man of the Esso Education
Foundation said: "My interpretation of Institutional Research
is that it must now more than ever guide us so we may really
see that the problems are, and then, of course, help us to
solutions ....Genuine Institutional Research should be the
nerve center of the institution; it is an early warning system of
impending crises, and it helps to achieve goals" (i.e., define
what a University ought to be; bring about managerial
efficiency and instructional effectiveness.)

In his message on higher education sent to the Congress
on March 19, 1970 President Nixon said, "The turmoil on the
nation's campuses is a symbol of the urgent need for reform in
curriculum, teaching, student participation, discipline and
governance in our postsecondary institutions."

Our own A.I.R. President, Thomas Mason, observed in
the October, 1969 issue of the Newsletter that: "Institutional
Research is not a singular, highly concentrated profession, but
a complex system of roles involved in analysis, planning, and
management in institutions of higher education."

Lastly, in an article describing the Regional Education
Laboratory of the Carolinas and Virginia which appeared in
the March 30 issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education there
was this recommendation for a new kind of administrator:
"This administrator should be a catalyst or change agent for
the purpose of conducting or coordinating institutional
research in the gathering of needed data, and keeping abreast
of current activities and trends in higher education in order to
interject this knowledge into the decision-making process."

Taken together, the message seems clear: There is, first
of all, a consciously recognized need an imperative need
on the part of higher education for solid information which
will help guide and ultimately aid in determining institutional
destinies; secondly that institutional research has perhaps
the most critical role to play in meeting this need; and thirdly

that such a responsibility must in one way or another
impinge directly upon the planning, management and
decision-making functions of the institution.

It is within a background of ferment and change that we
examine some of the issues surrounding and affecting the
delineation of our role. This period is critical not only for the
future direction and form of higher education in this country,
but also for the further shaping of institutional research as an
acknowledged and valued profession.

We share a mutual concern that the products of our
efforts are relevant and have a positive impact upon our
respective institutions. We are addressing ourselves in good
measure to the manner in which we can make our influence
felt in terms of some kind of accommodation at the
staff/administrator interface. This is at a time when faculty
and students alike are working for their share of influence in

decision-making processes. There are potentially a number of
ways in which this accommodation may be achieved, and,
perhaps, there is even an optimum arrangement given a certain
set of circumstances. It is the general task of this special topic
session, then, to explore ways of enhancing and assuring our
effectiveness from a multi-faceted perspective entailing
functional role relationships, inter-communications, power and
influence exchanges, and the maintenance of professional
identification and integrity.

In way of brief summary, then, perhaps it is accurate to
say that what we have been concerned with in its elemental
form, is a process of influence as we attempt to further
delineate a meaningful, yet distinct role for ourselves in this
most dynamic and stressful of periods. Intentionally our topic
has for the purpose of stimulating d;scussion, been drawn in
somewhat dichotomous term. This forcing, of course, may
realistically reflect some points of view and modes of
operation, but, of course, many others range somewhere
between nearly total involvement in the shaping of
institutional policy and participation in honest-to-goodness
decision-making to almost complete confinement to service
entailing the generation of information, per se, which is then
to be consumed and used by others.

We seem to be talking about, at least implicitly, various
possible definitions for effectiveness and the criteria used in
making judgements about the effectiveness of operations for
offices of institutional research. Certainly, an important
segment of this often elusive characteristic is our ability to
communicate the effective transmission of information
which will prove useful. The central issue, it seems to me, must
be viewed along two dimensions. One deals with what really
constitutes "useful", and whose judgement is involved in this
kind of determination? Is it unilaterally decided by the
administrator; is it wisely chosen by the IR man, or is it
perhaps a joint determination between them? Of course, if the
decision-maker and the institutional researcher were in fact
functionally one-in-the-same, then this open loop is closed, but
at the potentially great expense of a loss of objectivity and
confidence. Obviously, a determination of what is "useful" on
solely pragmatic grounds neglects for the moment the basicor
pure research information which is not action-oriented in
terms of immediate applicability in a planning or managing
sense, but nonetheless may prove of value in the future.

The other dimension concerns itself with how this
"useful" data becomes injected into the decision-making
process. Is this to be an operational extension of the
institutional researcher himself? What greater opportunity for
job satisfaction and self-fulfillment? Or is the follow-through
to be left solely up to an administrator whose domain remains
relatively sovereign in this function.
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A high level of involvement may be a natural
consequence in some settings where role ambiguity co-exists
along with a certain measure of freedom for carving out one's
own niche institutionally. The boundaries here are marked by
the initiative of the professional person involved and to some
extent by the traditions and historical antecedents of the
institution.

We are still in the midst of a process of evolution with
respect to the definition of our role or is it roles? Our own
identification with the profession requires us to come to grips
with this question: Am I an in-house consultant, a scientist
whose primary concern is doing "research", a provider and
storehouse of information, a member of the management team
who helps make decisions and shape policy? Which do I do
and in what proportions? Admittedly, in the last analysis a
great deal must rest upon the nature of the personal
relationships which the institutional researcher can develop
and mainta;n, upon the respect he can win for the application
of his professional expertise, and of course, upon the
power-politics of his institution.

There are many ways to define the level and nature of
involvement in decision-making. My own view is that we are
not administrators of the institution. Our job is to provide
useful information interpreted in action-outcome term. To do
this effectively places an obligation upon us as professionals to
bring about a closed communications loop. We must not he
isolated from the management function in the sense that we
have to know the problems and issues, the nature of
contemplated changes, and potential policy modifications. In
short, the administrators must take us into their confidence
for us to be of maximum service and value.

One could say for the sake of argument that the IR man
can, theoretically at least, present this data in such compelling
terms and directed so cogently to specific problems that the
wisest course of action is made practically self-apparent. In
this instance the decision-maker nominally is the
administrator, but functionally it turns out, though indirectly,
to be the institutional researcher who is presumably serving in
a staff capacity in the best traditions of that organizational
concept.
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WORKABLE METHODS OF COMMUNICATING
INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH DATA

Jerry L. Kirks
Wayne State University

"I an reminded of those people who put together gears,
shafts, levers and wheels which convert input energy i- to
absolutely nothing." Colonel Donavan Burton commanding
officer of the Army Research Office in Durham, North
Carolina is discussing data management and efficiency in his
introductory speech at the Office's Operations Research
symposium held in May 1959. However, he could very easily
be discussing many institutional research reports, which after
many gyrations and manipulations of data, end up into
absolutely nothing as far as meaningful management
information is concerned. Colonel Horton continues "We have
so called data banks, unending reports and a veritable deluge
of studies, statistics and operations information. One wonders
if plans exist on how to use this enormous amount of
information collected with so much pain and expense."'

It would seem that Colonel Burton could be describing
the Institutional Research plight in many large univcisities
today. The growth of Institutional Research closely parallels
the growth of computerized data available to decision makers,
which has resulted in volumes of information available. Many
of us don't realize, however, that the decision makers, in some
cases, lack the expertise or the time to do a sufficient analysis
and synthesis of such data. What is needed, rather than data
going directly from the computer to the decision makers and
only passing through Institutional Research, is someone to
synthesize, analyze and bring out the important facets of the
data.

The Office of Institutional Research at Wayne State
Unive:sity for the past several years has undergone the same
growing pains that other offices I'm sure have experienced due
to the computer being able to produce more data, in some
cases, than administrators have been able to absorb or
strategically use. An examination of the early proceedings of
the forums of AIR indicates that the emphasis in the early
stages of the Association and in the development of our field
was primarily on the production of statistical reports. These
reports include crass size studies, projection studies, major
curriculum or crossover studies and many pages of financial
data reporting input-output analysis of the universities. These
reports in some institutions have received high visibility, but in
other institutions have been filed away simply because they
have been on 8% by 14 paper or had computer symbols,
indicating to some, that they were not easily understood.

In an exploration of how Institutional Research reports
were used by Deans at this University, I discussed the reports
with the Deans and their administrative assistants. In most
cases 1 found that statistical reports were routed automatically
to someone in the department in charge of statistics and very
seldom had the attention or the visibility of the Dean himself
or herself as the case might be. One Dean actually indicated
that anything that comes. in on computerlike paper was
actually filed away because he felt it was too difficult for the
average layman to understand.
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Examining the needs for information of central
administration at Wayne State University over a four year
period, the reports produced by this office and their intended
uses compared to their actual uses, has prompted me to share
with other members of the forum the introduction of some
new measures of communicating to executive officers at the
University.

This is not an in depth analysis of the theory of
Institutional Research, such as I delivered two years ago, nor
is it a report on how to develop a management information
system or the hardware necessary to produce the same. These
matters do seem to be a constant topic of discussion as can be
witnessed by our forum this year. However, the primary
purpose and title of the present forum is "Communications in
Higher Education." Therefore it seems appropriate to review,
in a very pragmatic way, the type of management reports that
have worked at our institution. i hope the methods used by
others will also be shared so that we may find out what other
institutions are doing to utilize this massive amount of
computing information, hopefully available at most
institutions.

The management reports which I referred to include:
TrenData which is now going into its sixth edition, a Statistical
Review showing vital statistics of the University over a six year
period, a Statistical Trend Profile summarizing the statistics
necessary for decision making by departments by attempting
to combine the essence of computer printed reports into
meaningful, usable information and a specialized report of one
or two page length covering special topics which arise in the
University and needing the attention cf the executive staff.

TrenData

The Office for Institutional Research in conjunction
with a part of its operation, the Administrative Reference
Center, had since 1961 produced a report called the "Trend
Sheet". This "Trend Sheet" summarized essential information
such as finance, enrollment projections, state allocations, etc.
for Wayne State University and other sister institutions within
the state. This report was circulated primarily to members of
the President's staff and the circulation was stopped at this
point. It was felt, in keeping with the theory which I discussed
two years ago, that Institutional Research was responsible for
producing information that could be used in the adaptive
sub-system functioning of the University. That is, what
information external to the University about changes in
climate, changes in the political arena or changes in higher
education in general should be summarized for the
decisionmakers of the University to enable them to base their
decisions on better founded facts? TrenData was created for
this purpose based on the earlier experience with the "Trend
Sheet". The first issue of TrenData was designed to produce a
national, state and local view of how enrollment projections
were viewed. The report from School and Society summarizing
enrollments in colleges and universities by discipline was used
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along with emollment predictions by state institutions, actual
enrollments in these state institutions. and actual and
predicted enrollments by college for Wayne State University.
Ibis first report entitled "Enrollment Trends" was circulated
to the President's staff, other executive officers and Deans.
Interestingly, the major response came from the Deans of the
University, who had not previously received the "Trend
Sheet". The second edition of TrenData had to do with
financing higher education and was composed of an analysis of
six years of state financing, voluntary financing for Way ne
State University and allocations to other state universities. It
had a special section dealing with a state-wide study of the
impact of federal and non-federal funds on science research
and education in the slate. The second edition was primarily
circulated to the Dean's and the executive officers of the
University. The third issue of TrenData had to do with
Graduate Education and summarized the report from the
National Academy of Sciences, Doctorate Recipients from
United States Universities, 1958 through 1966,3 with
particular emphasis on how Wayne State University compared
to other institutions in the state and nation. In addition to a
summary of this national report, also presented were selected
aspects of the profile of the graduate student at Wayne State
University which had been derived from a computer study
necessary to determine the effect of the selective service
change on the Universities' graduate program. At this time, we
decided that since the report was of general interest to
department chairmen as well as other executive officers in the
University that they should be included in the distribution.
Interestingly enough following the same phenomenon that
occurred with TrenData No, I when we extended distribution
to Deans, it was the department chairmen that responded
affirmatively to receiving the report and indicated it was
useful. The fourth edition of TrenData was a summary of
Wayne's faculty and academic staff and summarized some
national studies in the field of faculty mobility showing
statistics for the average faculty member compared to research
that we have done here at the University. This report has
received widespread use and many additional copies have been
requested. The fifth and last TrenData to date reported on
Doctoral Programs. It was a finer breakdown of tabulations
appearing in Report on Doctoral Programs,4 a publication of
the Office of Scientific Personnel, National Research Council.
This was a study in which Wayne participated along with other
institutions and was provided institutional data as well as
summary data for the entire group. This report has received a
number of additional requests from the academic departments
and the graduate division in particular, which has used the
report for external communications demonstrating the growth
of Wayne's Doctoral Program. Other editions of TrenData are
in process, summarizing the student research done at the
University and other topics which are of immediate interest to
University administrators and the University community in
general.

Overall, Trendata has been a success. It has been a way
of presenting rather complex data in a highly readable format
and placing it in the perspective of what's happening at the
national and state level.

A SixYear Statistical Survey of the University

Every university or at least most universities have a
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statistical CO14704111 which can he affectionately related to;.
the red book, on the blue book or the green book. Ibis usuall
involves college, departmental and university statistical dal:
The attempt in presenting a SixYear Statistical Survey of thi
University was to summarize both graphically and by table!
pert inent data which could be used by people both inside an
outside of the University to see what the sixyears of grown
under the quarter system had produced at this institution. A
you can see from the copies that have been distributed wit
used special kinds of chartmaking materials to graphically
present this picture. Of most use in this report was the nide)
in the front of the report showing sixyear growth by iniajoi
category of data. This report has received widespreat.
distribution and is now in an up-dating stage including sever
years of the University.

A Statistical Trend Profile

The Statistical Trend Profile was an attempt to combine
data from enrollment reports produced by the computer, a
class size study, a major/curriculum study showing the
curriculum of the student and the number of hours taken,
both within his major department and other departments, and
also showing a breakdown of what the teaching toad was by
curriculum of other departments in the University, a scope of
course offering study showing the number of courses offered
by each department, and various financial reports of the
University. The reason behind presenting the Statistical Profile
was to have decision making information readily available at
the department, college and university level. This report has
been useful. However, due to changing over of computing
systems, which I'm sure many of you have experienced, we
have not recently had the computing reports to analyze and
consequently, we have not up-dated this report recently. Of
particular interest here is the fact that we did not simply
circulate these computing reports directly as they came from
the computer. Where the class size study had many pages of
average class size by various sub-course type, average class size
by departments, average class size array and various other
statistics, we took only those things we felt were essential to
the decision making process and included those in the report,
saving many pages of reports being received by the operating
units.

Information from the statistical profile was recently
used in Wayne's legislative budget hearings through using
graphic academic indices, including the number of students,
number of faculty, increase in student faculty ratio and the
increase in cost per strident credit hour over a six year period.
The graphic representation of these figures using overhead
projectors was reported as being one of the most effective
presentations the legislature had seen.

OIR Reports

OIR Reports was a derivative of TrenData. We found
that TrenData where it was originally to he a short report,
because of the complexity of the information being presented
turned out to he an average ten or fifteen page report. The
need arises at times for specific data to be circulated. This kind
of data we present in what we call OIR Reports. The first
report dealt with state appropriations, institutional budget
requests, governor's recommendations for all of the State
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Institutions in Michigan, with particular reference to the
picture at Wayne Stale University over a five year period. The
second OIR Report simply displayed the increase in student
credit hours taught by class level at the institution.

Rensis Likert stated in his book, New Patterns of
Management, "The quality of the decisions of an organization
rest squarely on the adequacy and accuracy of the facts
available to those who make its decisions."5 I feel that
computing reports or research reports high in complexity,
demonstrating a high level competency in research skills, many
times are not read and if read not understood by the people
who make the decisions in an institution. Consequently, the
problem presented to all institutional researchers today is what
interpretation is necessary for the data. After all, we who
produce the data should be most familiar with its implications,
and how can the data best be presented. Some data lend
themselves to being presented in a tabular form; other data can
be more readily seen, appreciated and utilized if presented in
some kind of a graphic presentation. One of the challenges
presented to Institutional Research now is making data useful.
We are reaching a point in performance budgeting where even
our budgets are subject to scrutiny. If we have produced only
five major reports over a period of a year, along with all the
miscellaneous requests received by an Institutional Research
Department and we must not forget the questionnaires which
most of us have responsibilities for, we could, based on a

hundred thousand dollar operating budget, cost out each of
these reports in excess of ten thousand dollars per report. The
question is whether the data in these reports is really worth
the amount of effort and dollars being utilized in producing
them. If the data can be summarized and information, such as
the academic indices which we presented to the State
Legislature this year, can be used for supporting the
universities budget request then most people would agree all
the effort is worthwhile. If on the other hand, the reports, as
meticulously prepared as they may be and as statistically
sound as they may be, simply collect dust J n the shelf, then I
feel we have not performed our function.

Two years ago, I suggested Institutional Research could
contribute to the organizational effectiveness of the
universities by acting as an agency for collecting information
external to the university to assist the university in adaptive
decisions that had to be made to change its operations to meet
a changing environment. Secondly, that Institutional Research
should be viewed as a regulatory mechanism studying the
input in relation to the output thrcugh various cost studies,
program analysis studies, program budgeting etc. Both of these
directions for Institutional Research require that the data be
used. It was with this thought in mind that this brief
presentation of reports we have found useful at Wayne State
University has been prepared for your consideration.

Quoted in "Date Management, Les is More," SDC Magazine, Systems Development Corporation, Santa Monica, California, Feb. 1970, Vol.
13, No. 2. p. I.

2 Jerry L. Kirks "Organizational Effectiveness and Institutional Research" in Cameron pincher, Ed., Institutional Research and Academic
Outcomes, The Association for Institutional Research, 1968.

3 National Academy of Sciences, Doctorate Recipients from United States Universities, 1958.1966, a statistical report prepared in the
Research Division of the Office of Scientific Personnel under the sponsorship of the National Science Foundation, Publication 1489. Washington:
National Academy of Sciences, 1967.

4 National Research Council. Report on Doctoral Programs, Office of Scientific Personnel, National Resource Council, Washington D.C., 1969.

5 Rensis Likert, New Patterns of Management, McGraw Hill, 1961. p. 21 I,
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A TECHNIQUE FOR IMPROVING COMMUNICATION WITHIN AN INSTITUTION

Norman P. Uhl
Educational Testing Service

The purpose of this paper is to describe how the Delphi
technique was used to improve communication among both
on campus and off campus groups concerning the importance
of goals for an institution.

Why is it important to improve communication among
such groups as students, faculty, administrators, trustees,
alumni, and different community groups? According to 'he
Special Committee on Campus Tensions of the American
Council on Education, improvement of communication among
campus groups is a very important factor in easing campus
tensions. Identifying the goals of an institution is an example
of one, important area that depends on more effective
communication among different groups. It is becoming
increasingly clear that higher education is no longer an
enterprise exclusively for the elite. With the rise of
egalitarianism, science, and technology, what was once the
prerogative of a few has become a necessity for many. This
larger and more heterogeneous student group has increased the
problems of goal identification for most institutions. Even in
such well-known general goal areas as teaching, research, and
service, many questions have arisen concerning priorities. It is
important that the academic community identify the goals
common to all its constituents and that each individual
institution select those goals appropriate to its distinctive
purpose.

Why may it be advantageous for single institutions to be
able to articulate their own unique sets of goals? The reasons
are many. Mission articulation is at the heart of an institution's
self-definition. Only after it decides what it wants to do (and
presumably can do well) will an institution be truly able to
preserve its coherence, autonomy and integrity; without
knowing its own mind, how can the institution know how to
respond most effectively to the increasingly varied demands
being made on it? In a time of financial crisis, a college that
regards its aims as uniquely valuable to certain population
groups will need to make its case convincingly if the
institution is to expect support. Goal articulation is also
regarded as essential to system evaluation, to appraisal of the
effectiveness by which institutions are accomplishing their
avowed objectives, again a pressing concern in a time of
weakened taxpayer and alumni confidence in the worth of the
colleges.

During the past five years, many higher education
institutions have felt a crisis of authority on campus where the
younger generation takes nothing for granted, and a crisis of
confidence off campus where politicians and taxpayers
perceive the institution as being unable to manage its affairs.
The college campus has become a battleground. Conservatives
view the higher education institution as an instrument for
sustaining and strengthening our present society, while radicals
view it as a means for forging a new society. The intensity with
which higher education institutions are being pulled and
tugged by these different groups stresses the importance of
assessing what these different groups want from colleges and
universities. The views of such groups as students, faculty,
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administrators, alumni, trustees, as well as specific gra
outside the academic community, should be considered. I
essential to know not only how important goals are preseni
but also how important these groups think they should be.

To obtain these opinions, a procedure is needed t
avoids face-to-face confrontation which, in too m:

instances, may result in a hasty formulation of preconcei
notions, an inclination to close one's mind to novel idea!
tendency to defend a previously taken stand, and/or
tendency to be influenced by persuasively stated opinions
others. A technique is needed that will permit control
interaction among participants in order that they may have I
time necessary to consider independently the opinions
others and, on the basis of this consideration, develop W
may be called an informed opinion. A procedure origins
developed by the RAND Corporation for obtaining grea
consensus of opinion among experts on urgent defe.
problems (and referred to as the Delphi technique) seemed
meet the above criteria and was employed in this study.'

In the Delphi technique experts are consul
individually, usually by questionnaire, in several differ,
sessions, for the purpose of progressively eliciting mi
carefully considered group opinions. Although there
variations, the general procedure is as follows: ( I) The expe
are asked to list their opinions on a specific topic, such
scientific predictions or recommended activities; (2) t
experts are then asked to evaluate the total list by a criteric
such as importance, chance of success, etc.; (3) each expd
receives the list and a summary of responses to the items ar
if in the minority, is asked to revise his opinion or indicate 1
reason for remaining in the minority; and (4) each expert agt
receives the list, an updated summary, minority opinions, a
a final chance to revise his opinions.

Since the philosophical and methodologid
considerations related to this technique are to be covered
another paper in this volume (see Ducanis), these points
be omitted here except as they apply to the specific stu
described.

In this study, the Delphi technique was thought
primarily as a tool for communication and secondarily as
means for obtaining convergence of opinion. It is likely tit:
with certain more general goals convergence of opinion wit
regard to the importance of the goal might be obtained
however, it is less probable that convergence could be obtaine
with goals that are more commonly associated with a specifi
division of the institution. However, any convergence
opinion would certainly be helpful in decisionmaking ar
knowledge of reasons for disagreement can be extreme)
valuable.

Of course, in order to apply this technique, a

instrument is needed that would not only measure tl
importance of different goals as perceived by different group
but which could also be used at different types of institution
Unfortunately, most of the studies examining goals have bee
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aimed at a specific type of institution (e.g., universities only)
and/or specific types of respondents (e.g., deans only).

The Study

With the exception of the development of a goals
inventory, this study was proposed by Educational Testing
Service (ETS) to the Regional Education Laboratory for the
Carolinas and Virginia (RELCV) for possible funding, since it
would fit into their Administrative-Organization System. They
agreed to subcontract the study to ETS and the project started
this past November. There were several purposes for the study:
(1) To investigate in a small number of institutions with
differing characteristics, what on-campus and off-campus
groups perceive the goals of their institution to be, as well as
what they should be; (2) to evaluate the procedure itself in
terms of its worth as a measure of opinion convergence; (3) to
provide participating institutions with the results of the study
for their own purposes of self-evaluation; (4)10 provide
information which would be helpful to RELCV in revising and
augmenting the RELCV Administrative-Organizational System
model. This study will be completed by the end of this coming
November.

To clarify the application of the Delphi technique in this
study, a brief description of the institutions and of the
different groups involved, as well as of the instruments used,
will be given.

Five institutions were selected by ETS and RELCV from
the area of the Carolinas and Virginia to represent a spread on
the following dimensions: Public vs. private, college vs.
university, and predominantly black vs. predominantly white.
The participating institutions are: Furman University,
Lynchburg College, North Carolina Central University, North
Carolina State University, and Old Dominion University.

Representatives of the following on-campus and
off-campus groups were included: Undergraduate students,
graduate students (when applicable) and faculty selected to
represent different departments, administrators, trustees,
alumni, local political groups, community leaders,
occupational groups, religious groups and minority racial
ethnic groups.

The goal instrument was developed by an ETS
committee chaired by the author. Several consultants
representing different areas of higher education assisted this
committee. This was a separate ETS project and was a result of
ETS's continuing developmental work towards an Institutional
Goals Inventory.

The items were developed from a review of empirical
studies such as Gross and Grambsch (1968),2 Sieber et al

(1968),3 Danforth Foundation (1969), etc. and statements
by activists and minority groups, and key "personal
declarations" about purposes in higher education such as
presented by Dobbins and Lee (1968).5 Also, recent
statements of higher education goals by boards of higher
education, inter-university groups, and social philosophers
were studied in an attempt to cover societal goals that
institutions might well aspire to, even though not seeking them
presently. For each goal statement, the respondent checked
the degree of importance for the institution on a five point
scale ("of extremely high importance", "of high importance",
"of medium importance", "of low importance", "of no
importance"). All groups responded to the goal statements

both in terms of perceived existing goats and in terms of
beliefs about what the institution's aims ought to be.

On-campus groups responded with reference to their
institution, while off-campus groups responded with reference
to the local institution being rated. An item asking each
respondent to rate his degree of familiarity with the institution
was included.

Items were selected to represent specific areas. The areas
are as follows: Intellectual development of the student,
personal development of the student, vocational preparation,
religious orientation, training of graduate and professional
students, research, local and regional service, national and
international service, social criticism, freedom, innovation,
governance, self-study and planning, egalitarianism, esprit and
quality of life, concern for projecting good image, financial
soundness, and non-academic activities. Six additional items
were included which could not readily be classified under any
of the above areas making a total of 105 items.

The directions for completing the instrument and
providing feedback to the participants were modified to meet
the specific objectives of each administration of the
questionnaire.

As stated previously, the general procedure for the
Delphi technique is as follows: (1) The participants are asked
to list their opinions on a specific topic, such as scientific
predictions or recommended activities? (2) the participants are
then asked to evaluate the total list by a criterion, such as
importance, chance of success, etc.; (3) each participant
receives the list and a summary of responses to the items and,
if in the minority, is asked to revise his opinion or indicate his
reason for remaining in the minority; and (4) each participant
again receives the list, an updated summary, minority
opinions, and final chance to revise his opinions.

In this study, step I was omitted; the participants were
not asked to list their opinions as to what goal statements
should be included in the study. Instead, the preliminary form
of the Institutional Goals Inventory, previously described, was
used. With almost 1,000 participants, step I was considered
impractical. Step 2 was completed by asking each participant
to check the degree of importance of each goal statement both
in terms of perceived existing goals (How important is the goal
at this institution at the present time? Consider the institution
as a whole in making your judgment.) and in terms of beliefs
about what the institution's goals ought to be (In your
judgment, how important should the goal be at this
institution?). Space for comments was provided for each goal
statement in order that a participant who was having difficulty
with a particular statement could make the problem known to
the researcher. In addition, space was provided at the end of
the instrument for any participant to add and rate goals which
he felt had not been covered. Approximately 1,000 of the first
questionnaires were sent to members of the different groups
described earlier. Eighty-five percent of the questionnaires
were returned completed. The percent return by institution
ranged from 78 percent to 92 percent. The results from each
institution were analyzed separately to determine the two
modal responses per goal statement, one for the "is" rating,
the other for the "should be" rating. These modal responses
were used in the third step of the Delphi technique.

According to the third step of the general Delphi
procedure each participant receives the list of items and a
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Sli111111:11y Or responses to the items and, if in the minority, is
asked to revise his opinion or indicate his leason for runaining
in the minority. Willi one modification, this was the objective
of the second questionnaire. The second questionnaire was
similar to the first except that the response block associated
with the modal category of importance was circuled in red. If
the number of responses to another category of importance
did not differ by more than 10 percent from the number of
responses to the modal category, that category was also circled
in red. However, in contrast to the normal Delphi procedure,
the participant's previous response was not indicated.
Fitiphasizing a participant's previous response, especially when
it differed from the most frequent response, could make some
participants defensive. It was the author's opinion that a
person should not have to defend a position unies(. he felt
strongly about it. Thus, the instructions to participants
indicated that they were not to be concerned with the
responses they made to the previous questionnaire. They were
given an indication of how others responded and, if the
category they now selected differed from the most frequently
selected category, they were to indicate, if possible, one or
two important reasons for their choice. These questionnaires
were sent to the same people who received the first
questionnaire. Eighty percent were completed and returned.
For each institution and each item the modal responses were
again calculated as described for the results from the first
questionnaire. In addition, for each institution reasons
indicating a degree of importance different from the modal
response were summarized. These reasons were not only
summarized for each "is" and "should be" statement, but also
by the categories "more important than most frequent
response" and "less important than most frequent response".
These modal responses and summaries of minority views were
used it the fourth step of the Delphi technique.

In the fourth step of the Delphi procedure, each
participant should again receive the list of items, an updated
summary of minority opinions, and a final chance to revise his
opinions. This was the objective of the third questionnaire.
The modal responses were circled in red as in the second
questionnaire. In addition, accompanying each questionnaire
was a separate summary of minorit; opinions for the specific
institution. These were prepared to line up readily with the
appropriate goal statement. Only minority opinions cited by at
least two people were included in this summary. After reading
the goal statement the participant was to notice the most
frequently checked category of importance (circled in red),
and then read the reasons why some people thought the goal
more important and why some thought it less important. After
considering these reasons, he was to indicate his opinion by
checking one of the categories of importance. For example, a
participant was asked to read a goal statement such as "to help
formulate programs in a number of public policy areas such as
pollution control, urban renewal, and health care". lie would
notice that "of low importance" had been the most frequently
chosen category to represent how important the goal presently
is. Ile would also read that some participants had thought it
should be rated of greater importance because "it was being
done in some curricula, for example, environment and
conservation curricula". Participants who had thought it
should be rated of lesser importance than the most frequent
response gave as their reason, "very little was being done in

this :Ilea'', After noting the most frequently, ,elected categor
and reading the minority views of both sides, the participal
indicated his opinion by checking one of the categories. Th
third questionnaire was mailed in the beginning of May and 6
percent of the questionnaires have been returned one wee
later. Therefore it is not unrealistic to believe that at least 7
percent will be returned.

The above describes how this study employed tl
procedures of the Delphi technique to help identify a

institution's goals. An additional step was included in 0
study which was not part of the Delphi technique. On the las
questionnaire participants were asked to indicate on a highlo
priority continuum those goal statements which they ha
indicated should be "of extremely high importance". Th
object of this step is to provide better discrimination amon
those goals. These goals are of considerable importance an
other researchers (e.g., Cross and Grambsch) have found tha
the standard Likert scale does not always provide adequat
discrimination in this most important category.

The technique could he considered successful from a
least two viewpoints. The percent of completed questionnaire
was very impressive and the number of types of comment
made indicated very high interest on the part of th
participants.

The results of using the Delphi technique in the manse
described can be of significant value to an institution. Fu,
example, with the administration and feedback proces
repeated several times, the president can observe what change
in opinion are taking place per goal statement and identify the
major reasons for minority positions. While the individua
respondents should remain anonymous, each group can be
coded so that the president might identify those groups who
strongly support a goal and those who do not, and the reason
for the minority opinions. This would not only be useful tc
the president, but it would provide each group with a bette,
understanding of the perceptions of other groups who are aisc
concerned with the institution.

By having each participant also respond as to how
important each goal should be, the president obtains the same
information about what these different groups desire; by
comparing the "are" and "should be" responses he can
identify dissatisfactions of various groups. Thus, when he does
need to confront a group, he knows a great deal about what
they feel are important goals, where they differ from the
majority and why, and which goals they perceive as deviating
most from their desires.

The technique also may be of value in several other
ways. For example, what better way is available for a new,
high level administrator to become quickly familiar with the
perceptions and thinking of different groups with which he
will be working? In an afternoon, he can obtain insight into
the interrelationships of groups within his institution by
reviewing the results of several administrations of the
questionnaire. Instead of taking several weeks or months
feeling his way, a profile of each group in terms of importance
of goals is immediately available to him. Thus, this technique
could provide an important tool in the training of
administrators.

One word of caution it is important not to apply a
technique blindly because it has worked in another area. The
Delphi technique has specific advantages for improving
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communication within higher education institution;. rot
example, it eliminates the problems of face-to-face
confrontations and the amount of lint' required is small
compared to the number of conunit tee meetings to 'achieve the
same purpose. llowever, certain modifications were desirable
to make the technique mosl useful in the present situation. It

1962.

1968.

is likely that most situations will not adapt themselves to an
unmodified application of the Delphi technique.
Methodological studies of different phases of the technique
will provide a better understanding of the modifications
necessary fur different applications in higher education.

1 Da !key, Noonan & Ilrinser, Olaf. Au Everimental Application of the Delphi Method to the Use of L'xperls. Thz Rand Corporation July,

2 Gross, kiss ard W. & Grainbsch, Paul V. University Goals and ,tcadcmic Posver.1Va.hingion. American Councit on Education, 1968,

3 Sieber, Sam 1)., et al. A Taxonomy of INher Education. Celuintni trakersity, Bureau of Applied Social Research, March, 1968.

4 Danforth Foundation. "A Report: College Goals and Governanc;"Danfirrilt :Vews and Notes. November, 1969.

5 Dobbins, ('harks G. & Lee, ('alvin 11.T. Whose Goals for American Higher Education? Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education,
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COMMUNICATING THE RESULTS OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH:
THE PRODUCTION AND USES OF THE FACT BOOK

Gerald S. Leischuek
Auburn University

Administration of educational institutions is an
extremely complex process. Effective university management
dictates the existence of more relevant information, and
certainly information organized in such a manner so as to
assist in the ct,mplex tasks of institutional planning,
projecting, and decision-making. College administrators must
have relevant information fast. They generally know the kinds
of information they want if they can only have it available 141
usable form when they need it. Tomorrow, next week, next
month will probably be too late. A major responsibility of the
institutional researcher is to anticipate the management data
needs, then routinely (utilizing the computer and other tools
available) generate them. Generally, it is accurate to report
That the management problem today is not so much one of a
lack of data. With the creation and widespread use of the
computer, vast amounts of data may be rapidly handled. In
fact, the computer can produce data far more rapidly and in
far greater volumes than most college administrators are
capable of assimilating, absorbing and utilizing. The
institutional researcher must perform the service of assuring
that consistent data are produced routinely and that they are
abstracted, organized, and communicated in convenient and
usable form.

You all know of the kinds of basic institutional data
which form the infrastructure of management decisions. These
might include enrollment data broken down by departments,
sex, part- or full-time status; data by student levels; data which
are consistent from term-to-term and yearto-year. These
might include faculty data relating characteristics of sex, age,
length of service, distribution by rank, tenure, and educational
level. Or this might consist of data relating to faculty
productivity, cost of instruction, retention rates, or alumni
characteristics. Whatever the data items, it is imperative that
they be amassed consistently from year to year.

In addition to providing data requested by the
decision-making administrators, the institutional researcher,
out of curiosity or necessity, is constantly assembling,
analyzing, and disseminating information about the institution
in which he works and to some timited degree about all of
higher education. He is constantly making comparisons of
local conditions to normative data on the state, regional, or
national scene. Also, most institutional research offices are
alike in that all the insipid and hard to satisfy data requests
and questionnaires are referred there for completion. It may
take a few minutes, an hour, a day, or perhaps even several
days to pull together an adequate response to a legitimate
request for data about some facet of the institution or
institutional operations. Usually there will be readily available
only a portion of the information requested and assistance will
be needed in assembling the remainder. At any rate, the
request has arrived and becomes the impetus for forcing the
development of a technique for amassing the data. The data
are produced, the request is satisfied, and a copy of the
information is filed in the institutional research office. There
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are two important matters worthy of mention here. First,
the case of most new items of information generated, it
usually the initial request which is hardest to satisfy. That
once the computer program has been developed, me
subsequent data requests can be generated rather routine
But to simply accumulate routinely great masses of data i
rather useless endeavor unless there is some plan for utilizi
the data. A second point relates to the filed copy of t
requested data. There are in files all over every camps b
and pieces of information about the various aspects of t
institution. If the energy is to be expended to develop the dt
about the institution, then as many uses as possible should
made of the data. It is only natural that information which
readily available is going to be used more than that which
heaped obscurely in the files. Furthermore, as the number
requests for specific items of data increases, the institution
researcher could conceivably spend greater portions of his tin
and energy retrieving and sorting from the files informatic
items.

As a result of the rapid growth and increasingly suddl
change in the entire educational enterprise, the increase
interest by the many educational agencies, and of course tl
widespread use of the computer as a tool to create with ea
and speed more accurate information about the vario
components of education, it is natural that the fact book h
appeared on the education horizon. The American Council c
Education publishes, "A Fact Book on Higher Educatio9
The U.S. Office of Education produces an annual "Digest c
Educational Statistics." Regional educational agencies, such
the Southern Regional Educational Board. are creP.ting boos
of regional facts. Several of the state coordinating bodi
compile and release educational statistics on a statewide (
systemwide basis. Colleges and universities have recently begu
to utilize this approach for keeping the data current an
available. College and university administrators are required t
know more about all parts of the institution and to know ho
the various parts interface. They are more than ever befell
required to have readily available more data aboUt all facets c
the institution. In short, in response to the need for organize
and continuing self analysis, higher education institutior
created offices of institutional research. In response t
mounting pressure for consistent data to satisfy the increasin,
number of legitimate consumers of such information, a vehicl
for conveying and communicating the data has emerged. Tha
vehicle is the fact book in higher education.

There are certain basic considerations involved in tit
development of a fact book. Assume that the decision ha
been made to compile and publish a fact book at. you
institution. What are the underlying considerations which mus
be resolved?

I. Early in the development process the decision mus
be made relating to the degree to which the publication is ti

be distributed, and thereby, the nature of the data to b
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included. Perhaps this should not be the case, however, there
exists information relative to most institutions which
administrators would prefer not to circulate widely. If it is the
plan to produce only a dozen or fifteen copies for use by
key campus administrators content would in all likelihood
be different from that planned for widespread distribution of
several thousand volumes.

Normally, criteria used in determining to whom the fact
book would be sent are: Does this individual, or these persons,
have occasion to use the data found here? Do they have a
legitimate interest? Distribution is usually made on cam).us to
the following:

I. Central Administration Officers
2. Deans, Directors, Departments
3. Faculty, upon request only

Off-campus recipients include:
1, The menibers of the board of trustees
2. State legislators
3. Other state officials
4. Presidents of other state-supported institutions
5. Alumni leaders
6. News media
7. Others interested in the institution

2. To a large degree, the institutional research budget
will dictate the copy process to be used: Mimeograph,
photo-offset copy, typeset. If the publication is distributed to
state legislators, influential alumni, and news media personnel,
then eye appeal is c serious consideration and quality, in light
of public relations value, is, of course, a factor.

3. Related to the abcve is the type of binding to use.
Some institutions utilize a "loose leaf' technique which
permits continual updating and probably permits some long
term economizing. Others have continued to use the bound
volume approach. There are merits and limitations in the use
of either alternative. This consideration also relates to the
frequency with which the fact book is to be updated and
reissued. Ideally, of course, to guarantee currency of data the
fact book would be issued annually; some institutions reissue
biennially. While it is recognized that some of the data become
old, others have continual value or do not radically change.
The American Council on Edt'cation originally produced a
loose leaf fact book with perk-lie updating. This organization
has recently begun to produce bound volumes by subject area.
Updated volumes are released annually.

4. Cost per volume will be dependent upon a tot of
other decisions which are made. Cost, of course, will also
relate to the extent of distribution, copy process used,
binding, color, content and size.

5. There is also the matter of who is to be responsible or
who will be given time for keeping current the data included in
the fad book. Assume that a fact book was distributed last
) ear. Some tecipient, upon examining his copy this yea' would
perhaps desire mote current information. Ile will call the
office of institutional research seeking more recent data, and
someone in the office should be in position to reply to this
request ,

This suggests two points which require *mphasts. First,
the development, maintenance, and tekast of a fact hook is a
continual process. The value of most data are enhanced with
continuity tiwt a period of tune. This is especially true of

trend data where the goal is to look at changing enrollment
patterns, changing financial conditions, source of students,
quality of students, cost of instruction, faculty salaries, and so
forth. An example may be pertinent here. Suppose an
instution discovers that 46 percent of the teaching faculty
hold the doctorate. Standing alone this piece of information
has limited value. This fact carries more meaning when it is

known that nationally the percentage of teaching faculty
holding the doctorate is 54 percent, and regionally the statistic
is perhaps 50 percent. For effective internal institutional
management it is necessary to know specifically what has been
happening at this institution over recent years. In short, to be
really useful one should guarantee that data have consistency
and continuity over a period of time. Therefore, someone
should be responsible for routinely assuring that data to be
included in the fact book are always current, and the office of
institutional research is the logical point of control.

A second related point has to do with making your fact
book more lasting or current. There should be in existence
always an up-to-date version. When those who use the data in
the fact book know this, they will not hesitate to ca:' for
current information. If Table 21, fer example, contains data
on faculty salaries. and if some time has elapsed since the last
edition of the fact book was released, then someone should be
maintaining a current Table 21 keeping it ready so that
responses may he made immediately to simple requests.

6. Ma. should be included in the fact book? Mentioned
earlier was the decision about who was to receive the fact
book. There are certain kinds of information and data which
you and administrators in your institution may choose to
distribute on a very limited basis (if at all). II 'he disttibution
is rather widespread, some interesting and important fact,
about your institution of necessity may need to be excluded

Most Fact books are built around those items of
information which were most frequently requested by agencies
and individuals both on and off campus. These generally reIa
to:
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a. Enrollment data:
Current as compared to some previous year
By various schools or acadentic programs and ?civic
For the graduate school
Projections for future years
Sources of students country, state, county
For short touises

b. Characteristics of the student body:
Married students
Ftaternitysworily membership
Place of residency
Whether they tegister automobiles
Grades earned
Test score information
Costs
Scholarship and other financial aid information
Degrees 21%4 rded by level, etc.

c. Faculty information:
Distribution by rank
Sex
Age
Salary
length of service

ducaticn Ievrls



d. The research p:ogram:
Volume
Programs
Sources of funds
Growth over the years

e. Budgetary information:
Sources of funds
Expenditures
Cost of programs

f. Physical plant:
Size of plant
Cost of building program
Capacity
Increase in facilities

g. A general information sectiln:
Historical data on the institution
Accreditation of programs
Outstanding historical events
Former presidents
Dates of establishment of specific programs
Honorary degrees awarded
Major facilities
Administrative officers
Organizational chart

7. Where do the data come from? Naturally, the sources
of various items of data included in the fact book are
dependent upon the specific item of data under consideration.
That is, the office of institutional research generally receives
routinely enrollment and graduation data from the registrar's
office. Financial data arc, of course, generated in the business
office. Data on faculty come front the business office and the
personnel office. Test data on students are received front the
admissions office. This diversity of data location found on
mos, campuses reemphasizes the need for some agency to be
responsihle for assuring that comparable data are routinely
generated. What is everyone's responsibility becomes no one's
responsibility.

8. Like most publications, this one would serve to
benefit the institution. In addition to university administrators
having readily available a handy reference manual containing
general information, the publication might be used in the
following fashion:

a. Ageneres from whom the institution is sesking
outside support inquire about various components of the
institution. This publication makes it possible to present a
good general background about the institution.

h. Evaluation teams and visiting consultants seek
information of the type contained in the publication.

c. The publication is used in recruiting of deans.
department heads, and other administrative officials.

d. The publication seers usefully as a public
relations vehicle. Lven persons who do not particularly use
the inforniarn in Jay.to-dav actnity are irnmsced that
there wises conveniently in one reference volume all of this
information.

e. The publication provides a framework into which
a multitude of diverse information may be organized. In
short, there exists much useful data in the files of offices on
our campus. When a scheme for summarizing and

presenting these is developed, it makes for easier utilization
of information.

f. College administrators are incessantly bombarded
with great volumes of information. The publication forces a
stripping effort, separating that which has frequent and
general use from that which has limited value.

There are obvious merits in the development of a fact
book, It forces the institutional researcher to concentrate into
one publication the results of much of his efforts, potentially
increasing the value of and making more lasting the fruits of
his endeavor. Trend data need to be assembled consistently
over long periods of time. The existence of a fact book has the
tendency to assure that embarrassing and unnecessary gaps in
data do not exist. With a book of current facts on the various
components of the institution, users of the data will have
needed information readily at hand, eliminating many of the
routine requests which otherwise arise. Similarly, a secretary
can often respond to the routine requests which do arise. The
fact book is an avenue through which it is possible to
accumulate and communicate many useful items of
information which already exist, but at diverse locations on
campus. Many of the studies conducted in the office of
institutional research are repotted verbally, in questionnaires,
letters, memoranda, or brief report form. The data which are
produced by such studies have widespread interest and value.
The fact book conveys the information to many who would
not otherwise have access to it. It is an effective vehicle
through w h ic h to communicate information about
institutional operations to those who need or want the data. In
no other document does there exist such an assortment of
accurate and current information.

The fact book has really as many uses as staff, resources.
creativeness and ingenuity will permit. The real task in

compiling a fact book is the initial effort. Someone must make
many basic decisions about what to include, and where to get
the information. To be decided also, is how much historical
type data to include (although frequently this decision will be
made for you by the availability or lack thereof of
continuous data} and what data to release.

After the initial version, many suggestions for
improvement will be fortheomMg, and future editions will
generally be restricted to minor revisions and updating. This
can be done simultaneously with the other tasks performed by
the office.

University administrators are in a precarious position
today. 'They ate pelted by pressures from every quarter. They
do not have the time to wade through and absorb the peat
volumes of data whkh the management information peopk
ate capable of producing it is requisite that the institutional
researcher develop the technique for communicating the
pertinent and salient information to those in position to use it.
The fact hook can help to do this.

f;9
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THE SMALL COLLEGE ADMINISTRATOR LOOKS AT INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH:
HIGHLIGHTS OF A SURVEY

Donald Drains'
Arthur Deegan and Associates

Birmingham. Michigan

Can IR help to solve the problems of college
administrators? Is it a management tool attractive to the
average college administrator? Not by itself, according to a
survey of acceptance of IR among small college administrators.

Instead, the typical college ad.nini..atator tends to prefer
the cracker-barrel approach to decision-making. Ile is satisfied
that things are going well in his college, and that on his own he
possesses adequate information to run his office. His chief
source of information is personal contact with other
admi nistrators.

In short, the college administrators' self-satisfaction
probably controls acceptance of IR as a management style
more than the inherent value of IR and more than the campus
conditions crying loudly for attention.

Sample

The study constructed a purposive sample of typical
colleges and theft chief administrators. Fifty-one colleges were
chosen all of the regionally accredited small colleges in the
state of Indiana, and for comparative purposes, in a geographic
area surrounding Indiana in the states of Illinois, Michigan and
Ohio. A survey instrument was pretested and refined, and sent
by mail to 306 administrators in the top 9 positions in each of
the SI colleges: President, vice president, chief academic
officer, chief financial officer, chief student personnel officer,
registrar, admissions officer, development officer, and directot
of institutional research. After two follow-ups one by mail
and one by personal interview a 60 per cent return was
achieved. By comparisons based on more than 20 items of
census data obtained from published sources, nonrespondents
were found not different from respondents at the usual levels
of statistical significance.

Design and Overview

This study attempted first of all to find, through
literature and observation, the variables which define IR as
practiced today. The study also established a systemic model
of the college organization. This model was intended to act as
a fully adequate framework to study the influence of IR on
the college and the counterinfluence mittd by the college on
IR. But a pioneering empiric study could not use such a model
in its entirety. Too little research has been done on IR as a
variable, on the college organization, and on college
administrators.

Instead of strict hypotheses, therefoie, certain
propositions mere established for testing through survey
research. The first proposition asserted that administrators in
the typical college would be favorable to IR both in theory
and in operation. In general, the study found college
administrators favorable toward IR in theory, but not in
according it operational status, except for the majotity (Alice
presidents and registrars, who appeared as the officers most
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engaged in actual performance of 1R. Academic and
particularly financial officers emerged as characteristically
unfavorable.

A second proposition asserted that administrators in the
typical college would be sensitive to those campus constraints
which organizational scientists have hypothesized as

stimulating the appeal to research for administration in
other words, what might be called IR predictors. The study
employed these predictors: Use of information, administrative
and research expertise, knowledge limits, information limits,
degree of influence, dissatisfactions about agreement and
coordination among administrators, about position and
authority, about chance for initiative, about communication,
about finances and time, about administrative style, and about
the degree of change in the colleges. On each count, college
administrators generally gave themselves and their schools
good marks with the exception of available time. They were
pollyannish, to say the least. The administrators in the study
were generally not aware of campus constraints which might
elicit an appeal to research.

A third proposition supposed that positive relations
would exist between the awareness of predictors and favorable
attitudes toward IR. This proposition proved useless because
of the general absence of awareness and of favorable attitudes.
Even among the few tespondents disaffected with campus
conditions, no pattern appeared which would link them to the
group of respondents expressing favorable attitudes toward IR.

Highlights

This brief sununary perforce omits many aspects of the
study. instead the most interesting highlights were
administrators' perceptions of IR, the information sources
used by administrators, patterns of influence, and
administrators self-image.

Perceptions of IR

Thitty-mo items constituted the core of the
questionnaite instrument. Most of these items wete
statements. A respondent teacted to each statement by
checking the degree to which it teflected his own thouE,ht and
feelings. All responses were collapsed into a uniform 7-point
(OA) scale of agreement. Mean response on this scale is Ow
basic to of analysis used in this repot t (see Table 1).

The 32 items contained four types of statements. Those
concerned with theoretic concepts about IR in general and
those concerned with operational concepts of 1R involved
degree of acceptance accorded to IR whether in theory or in
practice. A third set of items involved administrators'
awareness of those campus constraints hypothesized as IR
predictors, that is reseatcstimuli. A fourth set of items
involved use of infotmition and data. Fot all 32 items,
mean-agreement on the 7-point scale was 3.50.



Six statements concerned the theoretical connection
between Institutional Research and college administration.
These theoretic items fared well, and each ranked above the
mean for all items.

The top ranked item for the entire study involved the
connection between iR and decision-makers, that is, "research
only presents alternatives; administrators make the decisions".
The mean response for this top-ranked item was 4.91, or very
strong agreement. This result emphasizes a problem faced by
many institutional researchers just what force is exerted by
more and better information? Administrators apparently did
not think that a cause-effect relation exists between research
and their own activity in decision making.

The second theoretic concept ranked sixth overall with a
mean of 4.38. Administrators had experienced a connection
between thorough investigation and their own best decisions.

The statement "systematic research is an integral part of
the administrative process" ranked ninth among all 32
statements with a response of 4,15. A fourth theoretic
statement said, "this school should require systematic research
before important decisions". The statement ranked tenth with
a response of 4.03. Another theoretic statement ranked
twelfth at 3.80, that is: "Research must constitute an essential
factor in my administrative plans". The final statement
concerned regular research one might do in pursuit of his
work. This ranked only eighteenth, slightly above the mean for
all statements.

The college administrators in the sample were apparently
quite receptive to the idea of Institutional Research at an
abstract level, even whe-i applied to themselves and to their
schools. Other results in the study showed that administrators
could indeed conceive of ideal purposes for rising IR, but only
for general administration and lot curriculum lueslions. For
their own work, however, they preferred research to ans.vet
immediate problems.

Five statements concerned critical aspects of operational
IR or the status accorded to cnTicial institutional research by
college administrators. Every operational concept fell well
below the mean for all items, that is, was rejected by the
administrators in the sample.

One item held that an IR office should be represented
merely represented on the highest level of administration.
This ranked twenty-fourth with a weak mean agreement of
2.88. Thai administratis: research should be done by
specialists ranked twenty-fifth at 2.82.

Third, the administrators rejected the need for an IR
office. Mean spew At was 2.60 and the relevant item tanked
twenty-sixth. Consequently an IR of(ke should not parikipa it

again merely participate in policy- making. The tank for
this item wxs a mere twenty-eighth out of the 32 statements.
And the agreement, 2.41, fell more than one sigma below the
mean of means.

Finally, the expert-threat was apparently not a factor in
rejection of operational IR. The adminstrators did not agree
(rank 30, Mean 2.24) to the proposition that they feel experts
are biased.

In short, the administrators saw a need for IR, but not
for an IR office. They would not accord stature to such an
office. Many a struggling IR man already knows this. But why
is tt so! Perhaps because administrators tend to go-it-a lont.

trust their own lights, and give themselves credit for being able
to research their own information.

Again, many a struggling IR man would devoutly wish
that studies were being done in and by the various
administrative offices where the rubber meets the road.
Presently we shall see that this is not the case, that
administrators are not stimulated to perform research, that the
information they consider adequate arises from sources other
than research and that consequently the needs for real
research are not perceived by administrators.

For instance, among the 32 statements, a third set

concerned awareness of campus constraints or of research
predictors. The study proposed seventeen such predictors in
seventeen statements.

Results showed that administrators in the sample were
not cognizant of such restraints. Instead they were quite
satisfied with the elements in their environment which might
have stimulated the appeal to research, namely: Their chance
to innovate (rank 2,mean 4.68); the authority to do their jobs
(rank 3, mean 4.58); changes made (rank 5, mean 430);
changes planned (rank 6, mean 4.40); their chance to influence
policy (rank 7, mean 4.37); and their ability to communicate
to oilier administrators (rank 8, mean 4.31). The respective
statements for these six predictors elicited responses which fell
more than one sigma above the mean for all statements.

Reactions to statements about six other predictors fell
above the mean: Satisfaction with coordination (3.90),
possession of needed information for decisions (3.78),
change-readiness in the school (3.70), satisfaction in present
position (3.68), extent of infomiation usage by other offices
(3.61), and satisfaction with financial resources (3.56).

The remaining five statements about constraints fell
below the mean of means. Thus, the administrators did not
agree that either their schools (3.44) or their offices (3.42)
needed further innovation; or that more policies (239) were
needed in their schools.

The single dissatisfaction found in the study involved
adequacy of time for making decisions. Al a rank of 29 and a
response of 2.38, administrators rejected the notiod that they
"get enough time to prepare for decisions adequately". This
perhaps marked the unrealistic attitudes of administrators
since lime by itself is not a cause of difficulty.

Finally the greatest disagreement (1.61) in the entire
study occurred on the statement, "I know little of what is
really going on in this school". Almost to a man, the
administrators gave themselves high marks for knowledge.

1 nforma ion Sources

They thought, however, that their most useful sources of
information were people, particularly other administrators in
their own colleges. Respondents were asked to measure by a
7-point scale (0.6) the extent to which they used each of
eleven sources of information about higher edocation and their
work. The study again analyzed scales of agreement basically
by comparing the mean of responses for each information
source (set Table 2).

Three "people" categories ranked above the one sigma
k tel for means, namely: other administrators in your school
(4.00), professional meetings (1.94), and professional
COntigUti (3.77). In other words. the cAlegt administrators
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talked to one another, and valued these conversations above all
else as sources of needed information.

Only a little better than half of the respondents (53 per
cent) claimed to have had some formal or informal training
relevant to their respective administrative positions. For these
respondents, this training emerged as fourth most useful
source of information (3.76) perhaps an argument for
increased training in college administration.

Journal reading ranked fifth and sixth, professional
journals at 3.59 and journals on higher education at 3.27,
slightly below the mean of means for the eleven items.

The reading of books on higher education ranked last
(2.58) among the eleven information sources.

Otherwise the four research sources were least used:
reports of research on higher education in general (3.23).
research done in one's own office (3.13), selfstudy in one's
own college (3.10), and reports of research done in other
campus offices (2.87). The mean of all research sources fell
more than one sigma below the mean of means. In sum, the
administrators did not value institutional research as a source
of useful information in carrying out their duties. Indeed,
research fared poorly by comparison with peoplesources.

It was perhaps important, nevertheless, that personal
research done in one's own office ranked high among research
sources. This finding coincided with other results in the study,
namely, that administrators preferred doing their own studies
to having a formal IR office, although few respondents could
mention more than one study actually performed. h was
found that registrars and vice presidents were those most
engaged in doing studies and, by the way, most favorable
toward IR. They mainly accounted for the finding (see Table
1) that respondents claimed to be collecting data (3.48, rank
i9) and denied that data was hatdly used. (1.77).

Influence

The study examined influences from several angles. One
involved the relative weight exerted on one's own goals and
objectives by 16 categories of persons and groups both inside
and outside the colleges. Again the study did a basic analysis
of results using means of responses tallied along a 7point scale
of agreement (see Table 3).

The telling point for this study was that IR agents
(where extant, that is, in nine of the 51 schools) ranked a I :re
14th in influence at a mean of 1.76. IR agents barely
outranked church offkials (1.55).

They barely outranked the category of donors,
foundations and government. This category ranked sixteenth
and last, even though some authors have ascribed great weight
to these outside (Acton in influencing the trend toward IR in
colleges. Such influence has also been ascribed to regents; but
administrators rated them only eighth at 2.77 below the
mean for all items.

At the opposite pole, administrators ranked themselves
first in influence on their own work and objectives. The mean
was a very high 4.68, well above the secondranking category,
the college president (407). Focus on personal work was
apparently more important to respondents than any other
factor in the college.

College regulations ranked third in influence (1.0),
prior to chief *cadmic officers 0.43), and rice presidents

(3.22). Respondents thus appeared to put regulations above
everything, except their own influence and that of the
president. Following regulations preceded the academic in
influence, that is, the chief academic officer and the faculty.
The latter ranked oily sixth (3.12) but did outrank all other
influences.

These other influences mainly consisted of the remaining
administrative officers, except for the influence exerted by
students which, perhaps surprisingly, ranked above (2.58) that
of key administrators: student personnel officers (2.45),
admissions officers (2.24), development officers (2.20),
registrars (2.13) and IR agents (1.76).

Registrars and IR agents, the administrators founc to be
most favorable toward and active in IR, were accorded least
influence of all persons and groups within the college.

Conclusion: Administrators' SelfImage

The survey used in this study discovered in the small
colleges what observation had found about IR generally as it
exists in fact, i.e., IR exhibited diverse characteristics and was
subject to organizational behavior. Consequently, it was
difficult to locate and identify, and its function in
administration was not easy to determine.

Moreover, the hope for IR in the future probably will
rest more on the attitudes and competencies of administrators
than on predicted factors pertaining to institutional press. This
is probably accounted for by the peculiar selfimage typical of
the college administrator. lie perceives himself as competent,
as possessing highly adequate knowledge of his institution and
work, and adequate information for the decisions he makes.
lie attributes the same to his colleagues. He identifies with an
academic field and thinks he is current in it He is self-directed
and satisfied in his work, his position, and his opportunity to
make plans and changes. lie thinks of his institution in the
same way. lie usually feels he has been adequately trained for
his position and relies on this training. lie feels adequate in
communicating with his compeers, feels they are in great
agreement, that their work is coordinated, and that he can rely
mainly on them for information. lie is not generally
dissatisfied with the financial resources available to do the
things he plans. He is aware of only one constraint, sufficient
time to make decisions.

He is not threatened by the knowledge expert, but sees
no need to have researchers or an official IR office in his
schoollie feels himself can do whatever research needs to
be done. lie has done a good bit of data collection, but only a
little tesearch either in connection with his work or m
selfstudy. When he does research, it helps him in
decision-making. lie is not generally aware of the tesearch
being done y other administrators or of the institutional
Research in his college. lie is against participation of an 1R
office in policy making. and strongly agrees that research
merely presents alternatives while administrators make the
decisions.

The college administrator perceives and assents to an
administraine hierarchy in knowledge, influence, authority,
and decision making. In operation, this hierarchy is little
affected by the it ernal or external press of the institution, by
faculty and students. and not at all by outside publics such as
government, donors. foundations. and religious groups.
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The college administrator abstractly perceives the
connection between research and administration, but more for
his college as a whole than for his own work. Ile can conceive
of purposes for using IR but more for current information
than for planning and change. He has ideas about studies
needed to improve general operations and academic quality.
Otherwise research ought to help him solve immediate
problems.

Registrars and vice presidents presented the only
consistent exceptions to this description. They favored IR but
not because of the predictors. Rather, their work involved
them in performance of IR. Involvement in Institutional
Research, therefore, may be the best predictor of positive
acceptance of I.R.

This portrait of the college administrator is accurate to
the extent that the data showed respondents agreeing with one
another on the average, showed no patterns where
disagreement and distribution of opinion occurred, and
showed in effect that the typical colleg: administrator is a
stimulus-response creature. That is, a study of the data

indicated that the opinions of respondents were sincere!
recorded, and randomly, or without sub-patterns Mile
contradicted the overall average patterns as portrayed. In oth
words, persons and groups were not consistent in choosir
items indicating acceptance of institutional research; an
acceptance was not related to persons or groups whit
perceived the campus constrain s which ought to elicit ti
appeal to research for administration.

Thus, the stimulusresponse creature was not a f
subject for a study of the hypothesized predictor variabh
which presuppose a rigid model of organizational behavio
The organizational behavior of the typical collet
administrator apparently fits no rigid model.

To the extent that this picture of the collet
administrators' selfsatisfaction is accurate, the key variables c
intervening variables or important organizational factors wer
not the impersonal processes and traits of organizations, bu
the attitudes and mentality characteristic of coileg
administrators. Perhaps future studies would do well to focu
on the administrators themselves.

TABLE

Responses of College Administrators to
Four Types of Statements about IR,

Ranked by Means of Responses

(rum = 3.50, 2 range 4.25 2.75 on a 7 point scale, 0 - 6)

Rank Hems SI

1. RESEARCH CAN PRESENT ONLY ALTERNATIVES. IT IS UP TO THE
ADMINISTRATORS TO MAKE THE DECISIONS. 4.91

2. My position - good chance to develop new programs, my area. 4.68

3. Satisfied, amount of authority to do my job. 4.58

4. Great change has been made in this sOiool. 430
5. School change has been planned 4.40

6. I MAKE MY BEST DECISIONS ONLY AFTER ALL RELEVANT FACTS HAVE
BEEN RESEARCHED AND EVALUATED. 4.38

7. My position - good chance to influence policy in school. 4.37

R. It is easy for me to get my ideas across to other administrators. 4;1
9. SYSTEMATIC RESEARCH IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF ADMINISTRATIVE

PROCESS 4.15
10. THIS SCHOOL SHOULD RI.QUIRE SYSTEMATIC RISFARCII WORE

IMPORTANT DECISIONS d .03

11. Smooth coordination exists here. 190

12. RESEARCH MUST CONSTITUTE AN ESSENTIAL FACTOR IN MY
ADM1NISIRAIIVE PLANS. 3.80

13. I have needed information when I make decisions. 3.78

14. This school readily assents to change. 4.70

15. I am completely satisfied in present position. 3.68

16. Other offices use information for decisions, 3.61

17. Budget allots enough ooney to my office for things! wart to accomplish 3.56
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TABLE I (Continued)

18. IN PRINCIPLE, THE THINGS I WANT TO ACCOMPLISH IN MY POSITION
REQVI RE REGULAR RESEARCH 3.54

19. High office data 3.48

20. This school needs some significant changes 3.44

21. I want to make significant changes. 3.42

22. (Mean, use of information sources, general) 3.38

23. (Mean, use of information sources, research) 3.08

24. Research agency should be represented on highest level of Administration. 2.88

25. Intelligent research on administrative problems is a job for experts, like research aides. 2.82

26. Schools likethis one should have an official agency to perform administrative research. 2.60

27. We need more policies in this school 2.59

28. An 1.R. Office (for schools like this) should participate in all policy-making for the school. 2.41

29. I get enough time to prepare for decisions adequately. 2.38

30. 1 usually feel reports of expert consultants are tinged by personal opinion or bias. 2.24

31. Office data hardly used 1.77

32. I know little of what is really going on in this school. 1.61

Legend: Statements in capital letters - THEORETIC CONCEPTS ABOU1 I.R.
Statements in bold type - Operational concepts about I R.
Statements in gothic - Perceptions of campus constraints.
Statements in small case letters - Use of information.

TABLE 2

Extent of College A Iministeators' Use of 11 Information Sources,
Ranked by Means of Response

(mm = 3.38, 2 range = 3.70 - 2.93) on 7point scale, 0 - 6)
with Alternate Display Based on Collapsed Categories

Rank N Sources of Information Mean

I . 179 Other administrators in your school 4.00

2. 180 Professional meetings 3.94

3. 176 Professional colleagues 3.77

4. 94 Training in administration 3.76

5. 175 Professional journals 339
6. 178 Journals on Higher Education '.27
7. 174 Reports on research on Higher Education 3.23

8. 178 Research done in your office 3.13

9. 176 Selfstudy, your school 3.10

10. 172 Reports, other research in your school 2.87

11. 175 Books on history and theory of Higher Education 238
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

ALTERNATE DISPLAY (Collapsed Categories)

Rank Sources of Information Mean

I. People 3.90

2. Training 3.76

3. Journals 3.39

4. Research 3.08

5. Books 2.58

TABLE 3

Extent to which College Administrators Perceive Themselves and Others
Exerting Weight on Their Own Work Goals,

Ranked by Means of Responses

(mm = 2.84, 2 range = 3.12 - 2.56) on 7point scale, 0 - 6)

Rank Administrators - Others

I. Self 4.68

2. President 4.07

3. Regulations 3.60

4. Chief Academic 3.43

5. Executive Vice President 3.22

6. Faculty 3.12

7. Chief Financial 2.78

8. Regents 2.77

9. Students 2.58

10. Student Personnel 2.45

1 i. Admissions 2.24

12. Development 2.20

13. Registrar 2.13

14. IR Agents 1.76

15. Church Officers 1.55

16. Donors. Government 118
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RESEARCH AND PLANNING VERSUS THE CRISIS-RESPONSE APPROACH
TO ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING

Alurstort ,Vorgart
Lane Community College

One of the requisites of this paper was to relate it to
"communication between college administrative offices and
institutional research and planning". In order to explore such a
topic, one generalizes from specific experience, in this case
from that found in a relatively small and provincial
community college in Oregon. One basic assumption in the
analysis that follows is that many of the problems of
communication found in this environment resemble those at
some of the more formidable and organizationally complex
educational institutions across the country. The difference
would appear to be chiefly one of scale rather than in basic
dynamics. One might even claim for the sake of raising debase
that the more provincial perspective of the community college
research director towards these problems affords a position of
relative objectivity that is often prohibited to those in the
mega-educational systems where large scale bureaucratization
and over-specialization may tend to preclude a comprehensive
approach to administrative problems.

From this comprehensive point of view, the function of
the institutional researcher and planner would be to inform
and advise those parties within the college charged for making
institutional decisions of the consequences of their decisions
so that they would know the full impact of what they do not
only in immediate terms (that they seem to prefer) but in
terms of the total (political, economic, social, etc.) fabric of
the institution and primarily in its relationship to long.range
institutional objectives or philosophy.

The techniques in carrying out this role are largely
classical. in gathering and organizing information, the
researcher-planner strives for the objectivity of the scientific
method to describe events empirically in a climate where
prejudice and intuition is, if not excluded, a! least carefully
accounted for and controlled. The researcher-planner on one
level simply advises those making institutional decisions and
helps assess, adjust, or reconsider those decisions in terms of
the priorities implied in the philosophy and goals of the
institution.

however, as in art, the frontier between design and
ultimate figuration is obscure; the back-up research and
planning for a decision is a process that is often concurrent
with the main fer.ture of the decision itself. Effective research
and planning becomes something more than just a formative
influence on institutional decision making. (hence, the
organizational position of the researcher- planner is frequently
found as a direct appendage of the principal executive office
of the institution usually the president's office).

however, there are several factors that tend to dilute this
theoretical function of the role of institutional research and
planning. Unfortunately, the philosophy that many
institutions appear to aspire to is designed to offend ni one
and is so generalized and vague as to be practically useless in
establi.hing practical guidelines for the growth and direction
of the institution. Such statements as "Our college exists to
sent the educational needs of the people" fall into this
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category. Whose needs? What people? Who defines them?
Which needs are justified? Ilow are conflicting needs sorted
out and priorities established? etc. Typically, many
institutional philosophies offer no clues to suggest answers to
these questions. Under this situation, the planner is usually left
trying to follow a pragmatic institutional philosophy that
emerges by default through practical necessity.

In other cases, an institutional philosophy may contain
gross inconsistencies while isolated goals are clearly identified.
For example, a college may attempt, in terns of its
philosophic guidelines, to become an educational melting pot,
making education avcessible to everyone and especially to
those who ordinarily have not had access to it such as those of
lower incomes, of minority backgrounds, or of retired status,
etc. These goals are clear enough and set objectives that
research and planning can relate to. Yet, within the same
philosophical text, another guiding stipulation might state that
the college will rely almost exclusively on automobile
commuter transportation for physical access to the institution.
No consideration is given to the fact that this stipulation
would tend to exclude those of lower income, of minority
backgrounds, or of retired status, etc. who would find the cost
of private automobile commuting prohibitive and thus their
educational access denied. (When this kind of institutional
inconsistency is related to more emotional issues such as the
war in Viet Nam or student housing, the results can be
volatile.) It is part of the role of the researcher-planner to
point out such inconsistencies in philosophy.

Even when a planner is blessed with a straightforward,
consistent and practical set of institutional goals, these goals
may serve only as a facade (since institutional philosophy and
planning currently is a fashionable subject among educators)
while administrators ignore the goals and pursue their own
fragmented methods of problem solving. There are several
factors that may help explain this phenomenon. One is that
many administrators may be accustomed to dealing with
problems in a very personal and almost subjective manner.
Indeed, this manner is often defended as the most humanistic
approach to problem solving. It probably works well where
institutions are small and administrators can literally know
personally every individual on campus including their
particular positions on routine issues that confront the college.
It also works well when it is taken for granted by the college
community that individual administrative personalities will
unilaterally set the tone and direction of the institution. This
manner of approaching problems tends to work :round
over-all guidelines but has the advantage of being flexible in
nit it can respond quickly and expediently to particular
desires by pressure groups or others who are able to assert
themselves in a coer sive way. This manner can be described as
a kind of crisis-response policy of approaching problems and,
judging from the discussions at the recent Association for
Institutional Research Forum, it seems to dominate in inany
of today's institutions. Its objective is to keep things running



as smoothly as possible while not provoking or raising issues
before they raise themselves. But this is a method that was
more appropriate for administration twenty or thirty years ago
when, in fact, most instituions were small, campus issues were
routine, and no one questioned the decision-making
prerogatives of the administration.

Administrators who subscribe to this crisisresponse
approach often do not understand or are not sympathetic to
the comprehensive philosophical guideline approach to
problem solving of research and planning. The traditional
techniques of planning and research appear to be basically
contrary to the crisisresponse method. But this contradiction
often remains submerged within the everyday routine of
running the institution and the researcherplanner can easily
find himself in the typical bureaucratic position of furiously
turning out reports on everything from faculty loads to
construction programs, can be hiring more people to
manufacture these reports, can be attending conferences and
seminars to improve techniques in report making and may
even be congratulated on the volume of work produced and at
the same time find that this work is of only casual importance
toward influencing decisions that determine the direction of
the institution. (Also, many researcherplanners themselves do
not subscribe to the comprehensive planning approach to
problems and prefer doing research for the sake of research or
ate not too concerned with its consequences, immediate or
long-range).

Current evidence, however, suggests that the pragmatic
crisisresponse approach to problem solving in higher learning
is itself approaching a crisis in alienating students, staff, and
patrons. The complexity and scale of today's educational
institutions preclude any administration from knowing by
direct personal experience and involvement all of the
potentially crisis bound sentiments brewing among
constituents within tht institution, Without this element of
personalism, the crisis end response approach becomes
dangerously autocratic and isolated from students and faculty,
a condition which in itself further precipitates crisis. further,
constituents are becoming more sophisticated in manipulating
the crisisresponse context of approaching problems. Activists
now recognize that due process in resolving alleged inequities
within the institution involves forming pressure groups,
precipating or threatening confrontation (through any means
necessary such as destroying public support, by burning
buildings, rioting, etc.) and then successfully negotiating a
favorable compromise from a position of strength. This kind
of academic btinksmanship is a logical outgrowth of the
crisisresponse approach to administration and one cannot
realistically expect radical constituents to play the game any
other my; they simply play it a little more seriously and
ruthlessly than most administrators find tasteful. The ultimate
breakdown in this approach occurs when there is no way of
appeasing opposing pressure groups bent on extreme measures
(rioting or withholding operating funds) without resorting to
violence (burning buildings or calling in the police) or dosing
the institution.

There are several approaches the researcher-planner
might employ in order to begin to adjust and ultimately
replace the crisisresponse technique. One is to agitate for the
establisIunent or revitalization of a really operational,
consistent, and objective institutional philosophy which can
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actively be used to measure the validity of day to day
decisions in the college. In larger institutions, it may be
advantageous to even establish formally a judiciary type of
agency independent of the administration that could function
to interpret and maintain the applicability of the college's
philosophy and goals. Membership in this group (besides the
researcherplanner) should include upresentatives of all
constituents of the institution and within certain constraints,
should be given the power to veto administrative decisions or
to appeal unilaterally for redress to higher groups such as a
board of directors. At any rate, the researcherplanner should
initiate the development of a nonpragmatic institutional
philosophy. Secondly, a sound system of protecting that
philosophy from the compromise of the crisisresponse policy
should also be developed. Without these conditions, an
institutional philosophy will risk becoming neither relevant
nor respected and may offer no workable protection for either
the administration or the constituents of the institution.
Without this philosophy, the researcherplanner is left without
real objectives and without real objectives planning becomes a
charade.

Another suggestion towards realizing a less arbitrary
approach to problem solving can be developed in a system of
research that is designed to objectively reveal inequities in the
institution (typically within such areas as faculty load, budget
allocations, etc.) while the politymaking environment is still
fluid enough to allow for the resolution of those inequities
without the dislocating confrontation that usually occurs after
that environment has become rigid through formally ratified
decisions or reports. With exhaustive computerized
information systems at his disposal, the researcherplanner has
never been in a better position for doing this. It should be his
responsibility to seek out and challenge those inequities in
proposed policies before they are raised as explosive issues
after their implementation. This is a major distinction between
the symptomatic planning of the crisis-response approach to
problem solving and the comprehensive planning of the
researcher planner.

Also, there is often a tacit secrecy in administrative
decision making provided by the insulation of bureaucratic
structuring surrounding most college agencies. Administrators
often are found attempting to protect themselves after they
have been contested on an issue by implying that their "door
was always open" and it, therefore, was the critic's
responsibility for finding out beforehand about the decision
curtently affecting him. From a comprehensive planner's point
of view, the responsibility is just the reverse; to facilitate this,
the planner should actively pursue making his more formative
research and planning reports aocezible to all as a routine
matter.

The research and planning office that attempts to plan
within the framework of the sentiments outlined above will
probably fin itself, as suggested earlier, either overtly or
covertly in a communications dilemma with those othet
agencies of the institution who still rely on the older
crisisresponse methods of administration. And, it will
probably take considerabk time for the communication
dilemma to be resolved in terms favorable to the tenants of
comprehensive planning.

In the meantime, an immediate resolution to the target
dilemma the breakdown of cris.response administrative



techniques -- may be thrust upon educational institutions. The
nature of this thrust is difficult to chart at this point. One
possibility is to break up the larger institutions into smaller
units that can be managed by the limited techniques of the
crisis- response ministrators. This is superficially costly and
inefficient but it is already occurirg in some secondary school
systems. Although highly reactionary, it may prove to be the
most palatable solution to the current administrative dileirt ma.
However, another possibility is that the traditionalists seeing
their policies attacked from students and faculty below and
state legislatures and boards of directors from above will, from
a conservative position, resort to repressive patterns of
decision making; the immediate success of this policy is

doubtful under curreat activist conditions among students and
faculty and may result in the closure or near closure of
institutions. However, this policy may ultimately prove
successful (if success is gauged by stability and keeping the

institution "running smoothly") through factors exterior to
the institution such as prolonged economic recession (young
faculty tend to rock the boat less when their job options are
closed), the development of strong political intimidation on
campuses (McCarthyism), or a combination of both.

However, even in the light of these possible
developments, the researcher planner is lilt in a stragetic,
although limited, position to bring educational institutions
within a more humanistic management framework. Through
providing necessary data about the impact of proposed actions
and encouraging the development of planning within
longrange goals and philosophy, the researcher-planner can at
least partially mitigate the damage to educational values that
will occur through the polarization and alienation of students,
staff, and patrons resulting from the failures of the

crisisresponse approach to institutional administration.
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INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH BUSINESS OFFICE

John McCarthy
Unirersity of Ottawa

Being mainly concerned with financial administration,
the business officer is very much involv:d with alt areas of
University operations. Areas pertaining to research performed
for the Registrar, the Academic Planner, the Physical Plant
Planner are all closely interrelated and are the subject of
discussion by other panelists. 1 he only comment I wish to
make concerning these areas is that all of the decisions that
result from such research have a profound effect on financial
planning and cannot he overlooked by the business officer. I
shall restrict my comments to the planning of operating
expenditures and the reporting of these expenditurcs. I am
purposely avoiding income planning due to the different
methods used by governments to evaluate needs and to
provide grants for operating purposes. In Ontario it is a
relatively easy matter to estimate levels of operating income
from enrollment forecasts due to the particular formula
arrangement that exist). in other jurisdictions, where a budget
review process is used, )n +me estimating may be a much more
difficult task.

It is in the area of planning expenditures that the fun
begins. The total operatino income pie has to be allocated in
an equitable manner among each of the Depattments,
Faculties, Schools and Services and we know to begin with
that available resources cannot possibly meet the costs of all
aspirations. It is in this area that the institutional researcher
can be of most value to the business officer. The institution
must be subjected to a very critical self-examination to
determine where it has been and where it is going.

I am very much aware of the need for planning
expenditutes and of atc. iating these expenditures with the
functions they set e. In other words the association of
expenditures with programs. One of my main concerns,
however, is that we pr, «J along these tines only to the
extent that it is practicable. My own feeling is that
information to be gainc-i from studies of program budgeted
expenditures of very dc' lcd :IA refined activities is exposed
to extensive subjective jn,1 cnl which may well tender it
invalid. In any budget or ,ccouniing system that is concerned
with activities or functions we tun into the trrditional
sccountins problems pertaining to the allocation of joint costs
and of indirect costs. The more refined the activities become,
the greater is the concern with respect to these costs. I submit
to you that when the activities are refined to the point of
individual years of individual academic programs, the activity
cost will be of limited use. These comments. I do not hesitate
to point out, refer to the input side of the program budgeting
equation - the easier side to quantify in terms of dollars.

I realize that many institutions are committed to this
type of detailed analysis, perhaps as a result of jurisdictional
requirements. So far, this is not the case in Onlatio and I
sincerely hope that it is not forced upon us although pressures
Kern to be building up in this direction. Concerning the formal
budgeting, analyzing and repotting of expenditures along
functional lines I personally would like to see this limited to
the Departmental level.

I wish also to put forth th, view that what are refeire
to as "costs" in an academic operation are very different fro
"costs" as used in a business sense. In Canada, and perhaps
the United States also, the amount expended on any prograi
in a given year is to a very large extent determined by ti
amount of money made available by way csf Governmei
Operating Grants. While it is true that an institution ma) c
its own priosities as to the internal allocation of availat
funds, the so-called costs of educating students in a program i
large measure reflect the amount of money that the Univerit
has been able to place al the disposal of that program. d
University is a spending orgainzatior and program costs coul
increase significantly if more operating dollars were trail
available. Care should be exercised in teportirg prograr
"costs" for fear they may become "tench marks" whic
reflect need in the eyes of granting agencies.

In Universities, I am of the opinion ilia; we should nc
attempt to quantify beyond conunon sense proportions.
University is not a manufactusing organization where hot
input and output can fairly readily be quantified in financi:
terms. Even in mandacturing organizations, I venture to sa
that the tendency is towards direct costing and the making c
priority judgments based on the concept of malina
contribution to overhead. It seems t me that any attempt tt
quantify the worth of Umveisity output in terms of money i
of extremely dubious value.

It would appear leasonable, therefore, to expect that tin
results of any cost/benefit or cost/utility analysis based oi
such quantification would also be of dubious value. If the
results can be validated, and I very muck doubt that they can
I question whether the findings would have much, if any
bearing on a decision to continue or discontinue a particula
academic program.

Notwithstanding my continents thus far, I hasten to sa:
that detailed activities must be thoroughly studied in Ili
budget process. In an institution such as ours, which ha
almost doubled its fulI.lime enrollment in the past five years
we need to look at what we ate ptesently doing wall the
operating funds at our disposal. We need also to determine
how and where improvements can be made and we need to be
able to compare °nisch-es with other similarsited institutions
in our own and perhaps in other jurisdictions. Without going
into too much detail - I should like to puke a few comments
in this regard.

In the academic sphere of thinks, it is a vety difficuli
matter, by reason of tenure, to simply "cut-off' established
programs. Nevertheless, improvements in existing programi
may well be pozibk and this whole area should be studkd by
academic planning and the business officer made aware of any
contemplated changes in either staffing patterns or in any
ether aspect which has budgetary implications.

In the case of new or expanded programs the business
office, tist be provided with information sufficient to enable
him to evaluate totivnitments on future operating budgets and
not just the effect of the program on the budget of the
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forthcoming year. The review should therefore cover an
extended period, say five years, to avoid a one year only
footin-the-door approach to obtaining budget approval.

Research into proposed expenditures cannot be limited
to academic areas alone. Service areas which may account for
as much as 20 per cent to 25 per cent of the total operating
budget must also be scrutinized through a study of methods
and procedures including budget forms design, staffing
patterns, salary administration programs, policies concer.,ing
expenditures such as travel, receptions, etc. The aim of the
University is to achieve operational efficiency at the most
reasonable cost and this objective makes it imperative that a
business administrator not proceed with the preconceived
notion that the present way of doing things is necessarily
satisfactory.

In the atea of Physical Plant Planning, suffice it to say
that the business office requires information that will permit a
meaningful estinia.1 to be made of the effect of any new
budding on future operating expenditures. An institution
should not proceed with any physical plant expansion without
first investigating the impact of maintenance and other
"on-going'. operating expenses of a proposed new building.
These expenditures could be the cause of financial
embarrassment in future years, particularly if the facility is of
the type that does not result in additional enrollment and
operating income.

Once a budget has been approved there is an obvious
need to report actual operating results both internally and
externally. Within the University, both management and those
responsible for individual budgets must be made aware of the
budget versus actual situation at least at monthly intervals. A
computerized accounting system must be so designed as to
produce detailed reports to individual budget centers and a
dear, concise report to management. In this regard it is
extremely useful to have the annual budget allocated to
months on the basis of expenditure patterns experienced over
the past few years. This provides a much better chance of
spotting trouble areas early thereby avoiding the
budget-maker's nightmare of having too much year left at the
end of the money.

Concerning financial reports prepared for the benefit of
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granting agencies and other external users, it is important that
they contain meaningful information. At the same time,
whether the reports show expenditures by function or by
nature of expenditure, or both, it is extremely difficult to
judge the efficiency or effectiveness of any "non-profit"
organization. The only effective way of making such
judgments is through comparison with the operating results of
other simitat-sired universities. In this regard much research
and many changes are necessary, particularly in our own
jurisdiction, before meaningful comparisons are possible.

These examples, l believe, are sufficient to indicate that
the business office needs to be supplied with information from
experts in a variety of areas throughout the University. The
need for coordination in the gathering of this information and
of the studies required to produce it is obvious, It is

important, however, that experts continue to do the work of
their own areas. Planners should plan teachers should teach.
finance men should do the finance work and so on. Whether
the work is coordinated centrally in a totally integrated Office
of Institutional Research or not, I think, has to depend on the
size and complexity of the individual institution and is of
relatively minor importance to the principle involved.

It is already becoming unrealistic and too costly to
expect each institution to solve all problems on an individual
basis. Sonic of these problems of necessity have to be solved
collectively on a systemwide or jurisdictional basis. In
Canadian universities we sadly lack uniform accounting
practices, uniform account classification definitions, uniform
reporting of operating results. As I mentioned earlier much
work remains to be done in this area. In this regard the
university business officers collectively, with the help of the
Research Division of the Committee of Presidents
organization are working on this project.

In my view, a centralized research capacity of this type
is much better able to collect and coordinate vast amounts of
data and to conduct studies from which the entire system can
benefit. I suggest to you, however, that we must be careful not
to produce data for data's sake. Universities must be very
selective in the studies that are made to be certain that they
are designed to produce useful information that will not lead
one to invalid or improper conclusions.

ON,
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COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN THE FINANCIAL OFFICE
AND THE INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH OFFICE

Jerry Lee Jones
Tennessee Department of Education

Communication between the financial office and the
institutional research office will always exist in every
university whether administrative officials like it or not;
whether officials are aware of it or not. The internal lines of
communication in the absence of a planned channel will tend
to be haphazard, disorganized, and riddled with
misinformation. The necessity to insure meaningful and
cooperative communication between these two university
administrative areas is increasingly obvious if the institution's
potential is to be fully achieved.

The kind of activity engaged in by both these offices
varies significantly from institution to institution because of a
variety of factors. The philosophy, interest and institutional
political status of these offices are representative factors
helping to determine the role played in university management
and policy matters at each institution. Therefore, major
variations exist from university to university; however, certain
general observations tend to be generally representative of the
communications dilemma existing in most institutions. These
problems may even exist in the institutions where the
institutional research office placed administratively under
the chief financial offices.

The financial office may have historically and may
currently tend to suspect the institutional research office of
attempting to gain some institutional power base historically
maintained by the financial office by conducting fiscal
administration studies. The institutional research office must
have a relatively free exchange of data with the financial
office, but the financial office may resist this because of its
view of confidentiality of some financial information. There is
a natural tendency to withhold some knowledge because of its
administrative power base on the part of both these offices.
Certain kinds of information should be carefully screened for
internal use only; however, the necessity to recognize this fact
may vary significantly between these two offices. The financial
officer may insist on a policy of restricted circulation of
research findings to the dissatisfaction of the institutional
researcher.

The increased emphasis on program budgeting has
necessitated a meaningful relationship between the financial
and institutional research areas for a successful management
team. The chief financial officer should have the very best
counsel and guidance in the transitional movement to program
budgeting. The historical records maintained by the financial
office include: I) Revenue by source, 2) aggregate
expenditures by departments, and 3) legal records of fiscal
transactions.

The movement toward program budgeting requires data
for 1) Revenue related to programs and sub programs,
2) program costs including marginal cost and opportunity cost,
and 3) levels of academic production.

The financial office must continue to maintain the legal
and administrative records for the institution. Any eventual
transfer in budget and record formal to a program oriented

pattern should insure continuity of information.
Cooperative efforts by the financial and research offices

directed toward establishing these working relationships
include I) comparability between the program budget and the
current budget procedure, 2) common definition of terms and
techniques, 3) correlation of reports by both offices,
4)Iongrange planning procedures, and 5)decision oriented
reports acceptable by both offices without unnecessary
duplication.

The ultimate in management oriented financial records
should be recognized as a continuing partnership.

McKean and Anshen refer to three problem areas
involved in the implementation of a programming oriented
system. These three areas have added significance for the
financial research partnership.

1. Conceptual problems will be magnified if either
partner attempts to unilaterally superimpose a

program budgeting system over the existing record
keeping procedure without appropriate
communications and cooperative effort.

2. Operational problems will continuously plague a
good programming system because of the dynamic
nature inherent in this technique. A continuing
cooperative sharing of data is necessary. Either of the
partners that concludes his department is capable of
presenting the entire programming system
independently will prove the Peter Principle
(Individuals will rise to their level of incompetence).
The academic requirements of an appropriate system
will not normally be available to the financial office.

3. Institutional problems may be necessarily aggravated
if the financial office assumes the I.R. department is
encroaching on sacred decisionmaking areas. A
possible problem is the enthusiastic financial officer
that assures the president of his department's
capability and encourages a hands-off policy for the
institutional research department. The inherent
dangers of this procedure are equal to the opposite
extreme where the financial officer is benevolent in
turning everything over to the research department.

An integral part of this transition to program budgeting
is a tasks matrix to identify the tasks to be completed by the
research and finance offices. A timetable would be included
with the tasks matrix.

The increasing number of major universities with red ink
on their accounting ledgers relicts the critical strain on their
resources. The cost of higher education is increasing at a faster
rate than the revenue. Most financial officers have become
sophisticated al projecting long range budgets and 5 and 10
year budgets are commonplace in financial offices. The
technique has generally been an expansion of the annual
budget in determining the longrange budget. A program
budget in contrast is organized in terms of the explicitly stated
objectives of the institution. The program budget contains
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alternatives in achieving these objectives and attempts to
measure resources used and results or output of the operation.
The program budget cuts across departmental lines and
provides information demonstrating the cost implications of
present decisions. A full analysis of the input and output of
the university is essential in this process and should go beyor
the ability of either the I.R. or Financial Office to unilaterally
determine t he decision factors; therefore, complete
communication between these offices is highly desirable.

Both offices should recognize the difficulties of
program, planning, budgeting, evaluating, systems (PPBES) for
higher education institutions. These difficulties include but are
not limited to the problem of identifying and measuring the
student and research outputs of higher education. Second is
the even more difficult problem of allocation of the output to
the various organizational units. The third problem is that the
production functions of higher education unlike business are
difficult to determine in setting resource requirements for a
unit of output. Fourth is the resistance of the academie man
to reason in terms of input and output much like a factory
producing widget. Fifth is the limited practical experience of
large numbers of higher education institutions in the use of
PPBES. These limitations or difficulties should not become the
central points in a continuous dialogue between the financial
and I.R, offices resulting in a solidification of positions
resulting in bitter internal friction over the topic of program
budgeting.

It is not the intent nor purpose of this paper to review
program budgeting because the implicit assumption has been
made that program budgeting is a part of the new management
process for higher education.

The purpose is to identify some of the factors or
assumptions resulting in curtailment of effective
communication between the I.R. and financial offices.
Program budgeting rather than preventing communication
should be a major reason for meaningful two-way
communication.

Institutional simulation models should provide another
area of cooperation for the partnership. A comprehensive data
system must be developed for the programming system and
the potential simulation models are unlimited if both partners
will promote the continuous use of this management
technique.

The financial office is now at the threshold of major
advancements in the dynamic world of the Management
Information Service, but closing the door on scientific
management techniques will relegate the financial empire in
the administrative organizational pattern to a status of curator
of historical records. Where either partner refuses to include a
Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) view of
the cooperative tasks to be performed in the development of a
management system the inevitable result will be a dissolving of
the partnership with the resultant problems of inadequate
cooperation.

Many institutional research departments consider their
task complete when a report format has been developed and
have no desire to engage in repetitive production of data. This
approach would insure the financial office of the continuing
functions it desires.

A failure in communication may result in the financial
office establishing a research arm outside the research office.

The merits of separate research efforts by each major office in
the administrative structure will not be debated in this
presentation: however, the financial office should not be
permitted to establish a protective research oriented program
that will serve no institutional objective.

Program, planning, budgeting, evaluating systems
(PPBES), Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT),
Management Information System (MIS) and a host of other
systems are relatively new to higher education and we should
review these trends in management with a view ,oward their
affects on the financial and I.R. office's relationship.

A (.12finition of relationships is in order and it might be
considered to be the bonds that link objects and attributes in
the system process. They may be postulated to be among all
system elements, subsystems and between two or more
subsystems.

A relationship of the
necessary to each other. A
would be the cooperative
agencies of the institution
effects greater than the
independently.

It is the second order of relationship between the two
offices or units under consideration in this paper that become
so critical in the systems approach. At its simplest a system is
the device for examining the process of problem solving.

The 40 billion dollar estimated expenditure for higher
education by 1975 representing approximately 3.3 per cent of
the Gross National Product reflects the mammoth management
responsibility. The President's report of January, 1969,
entitled "Toward a LongRange Plan for Federal Financial
Support for Higher Education" reflects the growing financial
dilemma of the American higher education community. The
many charges of inadequate meaningful financial reporting by
colleges and universities reflects the need for major reforms.
The institutional research department could become the
"Knight in shining armor" but if the rescue is to be successful
a channel of continuing communication must be developed.

The College and University Business Administration,
Revised Edition contains the following observation concerning
program budgeting,

"The value of program budgeting depends upon the
establishment of meaningful relationships between
projected program and resources, and is enhanced by
integration with the accounting system to meet the
evolving requirements.

The chief business officer is responsible for estimating
costs and developing a long-range P.' incial plan to
support the academic program. This p ocess should be
carried on in cooperation with the appropriate academic
officers. The plan should include estimates of added
costs arising from expansion, improvements, and new
program provisions, as well as those for increases in
salaries and general rises in price levels.

first order would be functionally
relationship of the second order
action of independent units or
taken together to produce total

sums of their effects taken
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In developing long-range plans, both academic and
business officers should consult the studies produced by
their institutional research offices. Those offices not
only accumulate data basic to long range plans, but they
also engage in continuing analyses and research that are



helpful both in the establishment of objectives and in
periodic review and modification of plans."

The necessity to review the economic cost and present
acct.rate and understandable financial picture of the
institution is obvious when we consider the charge of
McGeorge Bundy concerning our current financial reporting.
tle states;

"The best single illustration of this problem, I have
always thought, is the question of allocating the costs of
a major university library. This is the place that draws
the professors that write the books and lecture the boys
and attract the graduate students who fill the corridors.
This is the place that devours the funds that pay for the
pages that no one reads for a hundred years. This is the
place that attracts the gifts that lower the taxes, and
pamper the pride of the bibliophiles. This is the penance
of presidents. To whom should it be charged?

The example demonstrates that the allocation of
costs is always somewhat arbitrary. There is much force
in the argument that a university is a single institution
and that all its income and all its expenses are best
considered together. Yet, on a proper modern view, the
fact that financial analysis is difficult is no excuse for
avoiding it. Above all and I think this is my central
point complexity is no excuse for obscurity. The
educational meaning of our financial facts and figures
may sometimes be arbitrary or indeterminate, but the
facts and figures do exist and they need to be more
openly and fully reported than they are now".

The charge is clear and the financial officer is not the
singular subject of the criticism. The opportunity for
presenting a more comprehensive view of the institutions
financial-cost areas may be achieved, if we are willing to attack
the problem in a cooperative manner and have complete
cooperation of the I.R. and financial office.

What are the basic steps to encourage effective
communication between the I.R. and financial offices?

1. The I.R. department perceives a situation or
problem that could be jointly attacked. Either the
I.R. or financial officers recognizes a problem with
potential benefit being denied from joint solution.

2. The Institutional Researcher clarifies his own
thinkng regarding the situation or condition
perceived.

3. The Institutional Researcher perceives a situation or
condition for presenting his ideas.

4. The Institutional Researcher clarifies his own
thinking regarding the situation or condition
perceived in view of the objective or purpose.

5. The researcher feels a need to or is motivated to
communicate. This necessity of sharing the problem
is a key factor.

6. The researcher clarifies his purpose or objective in
the proposed communication. A clear understanding
by the I.R. departit:ent of the purpose is essential.

7. The I.R. identifies potential receivers of the
message. A view toward others in the organization
with interest in this problem must be identified.

8. The researcher develops key concepts of the
proposed message.

9. The researcher considers background knowledge,
attitudes and possible reactions etc. of the intended
receivers.

10. The researcher selects working content, etc. that is
compatible with the objective and intended
receivers.

11. The researcher selects the iiedium consistent with
the objective, traditions, and intended receivers'
attitudes, expectancies, etc.

12. The researcher, recognizing the importance of
climate and context, attempts to time his
communication so that the setting, the situation,
and the general mood and climate of receiver will be
optional when receiving the message.

13. The researcher sends his message via the "best"
medium and through the proper and appropriate
channel.

14. The financial officer receives the message, at a

certain time in a certain situation, and with a certain
mental attitude.

15. The financial officer interprets and considers
content of message.

16. The financial officer makes a choice among
alternate actions, etc. based on the message.

17. The financial officer reacts based on position of,
and relationship with the Institutional Research
Department based on the content, time, medium
used, and his own needs and interests.

18. The financial officer responds to the institutional
research department and thus feedback occurs.

These basic steps to effective communication may be
reversed and the financial officer may be the communicator
rather than the conununicatee as I have presented the analysis.
The essential ingredients for these basic steps in
communication, to properly function, must be the willingness
of both the Institutional Researcher and the Financial Officer
to recognize that the institution should have both their
functions properly functioning to achieve maximum benefits.

A continuation of effective communication between
these offices will be enhanced by the following:

1. Clear channels of communication.
2. Current nature of communication to insure that the

problem is under immediate investigation.
3. The consequences of the communication are

recognizable and acknowlee3,ed by both parties.
4. A correct statement mid understanding of the

circumstances necessitates a joint review.
5. A concise statement should be jointly considered by

both staffs.
6. Continuous communication takes place in a

brainstorming or think tank or other acceptable ways
between the two staffs.

7. The cause both offices serve are institutional rather
than office oriented.

8. Complete and open communication is a desirable end
for both offices.

These eight "C's" of communication (clear, current,
consequence, correct, concise, continuous, cause, complete)
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should serve the institutional researchers and the financial
officer welt.

The university is constantly in need of information and
we might view this accoreing to the level of information:
1) Information for daily operation, 2) information for control,
and 3) information for planning and management decisions.

The financial officer constantly works with information for
operation an( control; however, cooperation with the
institutional researcher is desirable with respect to information
for planning. The president must involve both the institutional
researcher and the chief financial officer when planning for the
institution's future.

/...., 0 0..,



THE INTERFACE OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH
WITH THE DIRECTOR OF PHYSICAL PLANT AND PHYSICAL PLANNING

Mel Lasell
Texas AdcM University

Texas A&M University created an Office of Planning and
Analytical Studies in March, 1969. The functions of
institutional research and planning are performed in this one
office. Work is currently underway to develop a Master Plan
for the University and this paper is a result of our work in this
area. For additional information reference should be made to
Guidelines for Planning in Colleges and Universities, a five
volume report by Dr. Charles Pinneli, Director of Manning and
Analytical Studies, Texas A&M University, and Mr. Michael
Wacholder.

There has been a great tendency in the past for
institutional planning to emphasize physical plant planning or
"campus planning" and omit serious considerations of
management and program planning and financial planning and
often produced plans which were neither related to the goals
of an institution nor financially feasible. Thus, the planning
effort often furnished the educational institution with a
"master plan" which stated where the institution should be at
some future lime but unfortunately did not specifically
establish why it wanted to be there, nor how it was going to
get there.

A desired planning process for an educational institution
is comprised of a rather extensive system of interrelated and
interdependent efforts. The total planning effort can logically
be divided into three major phases which are: I) Management
and program planning, 2) physical plant planning, and
3) financial planning. A successful planning system will
contain all these major phases and will finally merge them into
a single product.

The concept to be employed is that of first estimating
the resource needs of each organizational unit of the
institution and then combining these needs to produce total
institutional needs. This permits developing a close
relationship between the program and/or level of activity of a
given unit and its resource requirements.

It is recognized that an organizational unit might have
these program areas: 1) Teaching, 2) research, and public
service and/or extension work. The main goal and r :tive of
most institutions of higher education is the ed ,ion of
students and the advancement of knowledge; thus, it is
extremely important that effective planning take place to
provide the faculty and staff with facilities and financial
resources necessary to meet this objective.

Due to the limited time element, a brief discussion of
projecting the requirements for faculty and staff, facilities, and
financial resources will be presented.

The Director of Physical Plant and Physical Planning
must receive information from the Institutional Research
Office regarding the amount and type of facilities the
institution will require in a given year. This information would
result from the Institutional Research Office's projections of
the number of students, faculty, staff and space.

As was stated earlier, Texas A&M University is
developing a Master Plan for 1978.79. The following
procedures were used in determining the projected number of
students, faculty and staff.

Each academic department was asked to make
enrollment projections for their departments. The departments
took into consideration their existing curricula and proposed
curricula for the period 1969 to 1978. The departments
projected their majors by level. From these projections, future
teaching loads (number of credit hours) of the department can
be established. The department must not only consider
enrollment increases for its own majors but must also concern
itself with the impact of enrollment increases in all academic
departments of the University. For example, the English
department must not only be concerned with teaching its own
majors but must also consider all the other academic
departments' majors that require specific English courses.

A computer technique for estimating future teaching
loads for individual departments makes use of a "distribution
matrix." This matrix describes the input-output characteristics
of all departments relative to Student Credit Hours and
Contact Hours (number of hours spent in theory and practice).
The matrix is defined by the curricula of various departments
which prescribes the various courses to be taken by majors of
the departments. The distribution matrix provides the answer
to the question of how the Student Credit Hours generated by
the majors of a given department will be distributed to the
various academic departm.mts of an institution. A matrix is
required for each student level since the curriculum
requirements are different at the various levels. However, once
a distribution matrix is formed for each student level, then the
projected enrollment data for each department may be utilized
to predict future teaching loads for each department, and
associated contact hours for theory and practice.

Once a projected number of Student Credit Hours has
been developed for each department that will be taught during
the 1978-79 fiscal yell-, we can estimate the number of faculty
positions required per department. The estimating procedure
requires that the department establish a Student Credit Hour
to Full Time Equivalent (FTE) Faculty Ratio. A baseline value
for the SCH/FTE Ratio is !hat specified by the State's
Coordinating Board's Formula Rates. If the institution does
not have a State Board, it should develop acceptable work
standards for its faculty members. A separate SCH/FTE Ratio
is required for Undergraduates, Masters and Doctoral student
credit hours. Once the ratio is established, the estimated
number of faculty members can be derived by dividing the
SCH/ FTE Ratio into the associated projected student credit
hours.

Staff and other support personnel can be estimated for
the department by establishing a ratio of projected faculty
members to support personnel. Future research and public
service and/or extension staff should also be projected after
analysis of past and future trends. Facilities The
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Institutional Research Office must conduct a complete
inventory of all exi ,ng facilities. This task is critical due to
the necessity of knowing what facilities exist before you can
determine what additional facilities will be required. Through
the use of computer programs, space utilization studies can be
made to determine how efficiently these resources are being
used. Many institutions of higher education have discovered
that through effective scheduling, additional classroom space
was not needed, even though the institution experienced
significant enrollment increases.

The desired management of teaching facility space
defines the need for one central office of the university to
have the responsibility for space assignment. This prohibits
departments from "owning" certain teaching spaces that could
be utilized by several departments and provides a total
university approach toward space management and utilization.

In determining the required teaching facilities for a given
department, two types of space must be considered, teaching
space and non-teaching space.

The teaching space or classroom and laboratory space
required for a particular department can be determined by
multiplying the projected number of contact hours times a
space standard or factor. The space factor for classrooms
results from an average of 15 square feet per student station,
30 hours scheduled per week, and 50 percent station
utilization. These conditions would produce a space factor of:

SF = IS
30 I 030 x .50

A space factor of .9 should be used in planning classroom
space which can result through better scheduling techniques.
This space factor is then multiplied by the projected Student
Contact !lours in lecture to determine classroom space.

To determine the amount of laboratory space required
for a particular department the number of Student Contact
Hours in laboratory is multiplied by a space factor. Each
department might have a different space factor due to the area
per student station required. For example, an architectural lab
might requ e a design of 55 square feet per student station
while a biology lab might require 30 square feet per student
station. The space factor for laboratories results from the area
per student station, 20 hours scheduled per week, with 60
percent station utilization. These conditions would produce a
space factor of:

S 304.58 SF (Biol.) = 2.50SF (Arch.) 20 x
S

.6 20 x .6
It may be necessary to develop space factors for specific labs
such as lower level labs versus upper level or graduate labs. In
general, it is recommended that each institution develop space
factors for teaching labs on a department-by-department basis.

There is a need to provide service space for classrooms
and laboratories. This space would provide for projection
rooms, cloak rooms, storage, preparation rooms, animal
rooms, etc. The space factors (classroom and laboratory)
recommended for estimating future teaching space are
adequate to provide sufficient space for both leaching and
service with some exceptions. The exceptions would occur
where departments require extremely large preparation areas
animal holding quarters, cold rooms, etc. This type of space
should be considered as an additional requirement and
estimated separately for each department.

Now that we have determined the department's space
requirements for classrooms and laboratories, we must
determine the non-leaching space. Non-teaching facilities are
defined as those facilities providing the following types of
space: I) Offices, 2) re-earch labs, 3) support space,
4) conference rooms, 5) storage and service areas, and
6) special uses. These types of spaces are NAM to the teaching
function and careful planning for each must be performed.
The basic parameter of non-teaching space is the number of
personnel to be utilized in the program of a given department.
In order to estimate space requirements for personnel, it is

first necessary to establish a few basic categories for personnel
definition.

The personnel categories are as follows:
1) Administrative This will include Deans, Assistant Deans,
and Department (leads. These types of personnel usually
require more space due to the volume of activity associated
with their offices. 2) Professional This would include
instructors through professors. 3) Support Such personnel as
secretaries, clerical, staff, technicians, and other similar
personnel for which work space must be provided. 4) Graduate
Assistants Graduate Assistants employed in teaching,
research, and public service and/or extension. 5) Hourly
Part -time students or staff employed on an hourly basis for
which work space is required.

The personnel of a given department would be

distributed to one of the above five categories. The amount of
space requirements can be determined by multiplying the
number of positions in each category by an associated space
standard. The following space standards could be used:
1) Administrative 240 square feet of assignable space for
Deans, l80 square feet of assignable space for Associate Deans
and Department Heads, 150 square feet of assignable space for
Assistant Deans, 2) professional 120 square feet of
assignable space, 3) support 110 square feet of assignable
space, 4) graduate assistants 60 square feet of assignable
space, and 5) hourly 50 square feet of assignable space.

The Conference space required by a department can be
estimated by using a minimum space standard of 180 square
feet of assignable space, or 20 square feet of assignable space
per faculty position.

In addition to the above space requirements, provisions
must be made for storage, reproduction work, and other office
service needs of an academic department. An estimate of these
needs can be made by multiplying the previously estimated
total assignable space by 5 percent.

There will he some unique requirements for a particular
organizational unit that cannot be adequately estimated by the
previously discussed procedures. These spaces should be listed
and justification made as to the need and amount of space
required.

It should be noted here that the space standards used lit
this presentation were developed by the Office of Planning and
Analytical Studies and pertain to Texas A&M University.
These space standards are currently being reviewed by the
various organizational units of the University, and it is
recommended that each institution develop space standards
applicable to their particular institution.

The major elements in Physical Plant Planning are as
follows: 1) Facilities planning, 2) traffic, parking, and
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circulation planning, 3) utilities planning, and 4) land use
planning.

Each major function, or element, contributes to the
ultimate physical plant plan, and it is necessary that they are
conducted simultaneously in order to insure consistency.
Decisions in each individual process will produce implications
for decisions relating to the other processes and the total plan.
Consistency, based upon a recognition of the interdependency
of these individual processes, must be achieved. This
consistency is based upon a well-coordinated total effort that
is comprised of integrated and cooperative parts. As the
planning process progresses through each phase, it is

dependent upon inputs and interactions between land use,
traffic, facility and utility considerations. This insures that
each significant decision involves all the relevant determinants.

Effective physical planning is by no means an
independent process it is dependent upon interactions and
inputs from the other phases of Management and Program
Planning and Financial Planning.

The Financial Planning phase must test the plans
developed in the Management and Physical Plant phases to see
if they are financially realistic; and, if the plans are not
financially realistic, then a means of resource allocation must

be sought which will bring "dollars required" in line with
"dollars available."

The Financial Planning process demands a thorough
analysis of projected program costs and anticipated income.

There are four basic approaches to achieving a

cost-income balance: 1)Develoment of increased income,
2) modification or elimination of some objectives,
3) utilization of alternate means of obtaining objectives, and
4) combinations of the above. Each approach must be
carefully analyzed as to its effect on the realization of the
total plan.

In conclusion, there should e strong interface between
the Office of Institutional Research and the Director of
Physical Plants and Physical Planning. The Institutional
Research Office can and should provide valuable information
pertaining to the quantity and types of facilities that the
institution will require. These inputs result from analysis of
projections and plans developed in terms of students, facu'ty,
staff, space and financial resources necessary for the
institution to accomplish its stated goals and objectives.
Information must flow freely between the two Offices to
insure a Physical Plant Plan that is both functional :nd
financially feasible.
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THE SUMMER SESSIONS DEAN AND INTRA-CAMPUS COMMUNICATION

William A. Rogers
University of Akron

INTRODUCTION

Deans or directors of summer sessions are frequently in
the position of having to assume the adequacy for
comraun. ..tion that exists between the student and office
staff personnel. Most summer deans or directors are never
completely sure how well staff members in various campus
offices interpret the information found in their summer
sessions catalog, university catalog, and other official
university documents.

Those responsible for summer programs tend to be more
sensitive to "student needs" because they are continuously
building new programs. Administrators responsible for summer
programs feel keenly that office staff members should direct
students to the satisfactory solution of their problems and
questions.

The following research was one attempt to measure the
adequacy of office staff student communication in a given
large, urban, midwest, public university in the summer session.

THE PROBLEM

The purpose of the study was 1) to determine the
accuracy of information given by secretaries to summer
students as measured by a student referral matrix; 2) to
develop a student referral index providing an accurate
reference source; 3) to develop an in-service program of
education designed to insure the accuracy of student related
information at the secretarial level. (Only Item 1 was
explored in this paper.)

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

An increasing number of deans and directors of summer
programs are becoming aware that students have difficulty in
comprehending the complexity of many university procedures
which may or may not serve their needs.

During the past two decades, student growth and
physical plant growth have doubled or tripled on many
campuses. Yet, during this same period, few resources have
been assigned to meet the pressures which result from the
increasing complexity of human interaction on campus.
Generally, it has been much easier to obtain Board approval to
expand the physical aspects of the university. Few universities
have attempted to organize in-service education programs for
staff members on a campus-wide basis to assume greater
understanding between the student and the university.

It is not uncommon for a university staff to rationalize a
confused situation by invoking a number of cliches; i.e., "This
is the price we pay for bigness;" "The computer broke down;"
"poor communication" or "Systems don't know what they are
doing." Unfortunately, people tend to become brainwashed
and accept these cliches as real, meaningful explanations.

The student of the late 1960's at first believed that
because of the university's unique resources, it was a place
intcrested in solving problems rather than rationalizing

problems. These students, however, become confused about
the university when the university responds to them with
indifference. Students expect the university to be one of the
few existing institutions that respect the uniqueness of the
individual and stands for excellence. When a situation arises on
campus where students are treated in an arbitrary manner,
they feel that the university is not fulfilling its mission.

Why does a campus respond to students with
indifference or in an arbitrary manner? It is when the
professional administration and clerical staff fail to understand
the basic role and purpose of the university. Secondly, it is
when the management (administration) of the university does
not provide an opportunity for the staff to learn their role in
relation to the other campus offices, and the unique purposes
of an institution of higher learning.

This study, therefore, was an attempt to measure, very
specifically, the level of knowledge of selected, key staff
personnel regarding the academic process and the
administrative process in relation to students' needs. The study
also attempted to learn how these staff members respond
individually to their responsibility in providing answers to
students' questions.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Student Referral Matrix The Student Referral Matrix
will be referred to by SRM in the remainder of the paper.'
The SRM was the instrument used to collect the basic data
reported in the study. It is a questionnaire developed by
graduate students who attended a seminar on secondary
administration under the guidance of the present author. The
SRM was the result of intense class discussion on topics the
students perceived as possible communication problems.

The questions, as developed by the class, covered many
items of information that a secretary might be asked by a
student during a given work day. Some questions dealt with
specific information on admission, fees, permission for
withdrawal, etc. Other questions were designed to elicit
student referral-type answers.

Secretary University office employees who have the
civil service designation of Clerk II, or the non-civil service
designation of dean's secretary.

Academic Office The following academic offices
participated in the study: all college offices; the Office of
Student Services (Counseling and Advising); Registrar;
Summer Sessions; Evening, College; Admissions, and a random
number of academic departmental offices.

Sufficient Knowledge Measured by responses of
secretaries to employ formal or informal channels of
communication to find adequate answers to students'
questions. Also, measured by secretaries ability or willingness
to find adequate answers to the SRM in official university
documents, or by personal contact.
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Official University Documents University bulletins,
class schedules, catalogs, student handbooks, university
memos, etc.

METHOD

The following two hypotheses were tested:

Hypothesis 1 University secretaries have sufficient
knowledge of the information that is specifically stated in
official university documents to adequately answer students'
random questions.

Hypothesis II University secretaries have sufficient
knowledge of information that exists at the "informal" level
or randomly noted in official university documents to
adequately answer students' random questions or make
appropriate referrals.

The SRM was designed to measure the adequacy of
communication between different job classifications of
secretaries and students. It was sssumed that one could
measure the quality of student secretary communication by
observing and noting the accuracy of student referrals.

The sixty-eight question SRM was administered to
eighteen deans' secretaries, including several chief office clerks,
and twenty-two departmental secretaries. Parts "A" and "B"
of the SRM were designed to measure the referral aspect of the
study: "Where would you send a student for 9" Part "C"
of the SRM was designed to directly measure specific items
found in university source documents. It was not expected
that any one interviewee would be able to answer all of the
specific items in Part "C" without reference to university
source documents.

Approval and support to interview the secretaries was
given by the respective dean prior to the actual interview. All
secretaries and chief office clerks were interviewed in their
respective offices by graduate students from the psychology
department. Those interviewed were informed that the
purpose of the questionnaire was to ulti.nately help develop an
educational program which would add meaning and
understanding to their jobs. The secretaries were assured that
their responses to the questionnaire were not coded in any
way and that all questionnaires and their contents were kept
anonymous.

The present author assumed that each of the secretaries
interviewed had considerable ccntact with all levels of
students. The interviewer asked each secretary to check or fill
in each item in Parts "A", "B", and "C" of the SRM. The
secretaries were instructed that it was an "open book" type
interview situation. The interviewers carefully noted what type
of aids each secretary employed.

The data was collected during July, August, and
September of 1969.

RESULTS

TABLE I
Percentage of Correct Responses lo the Student Referral Matrix2

Percent
PART A Correct

Deans' secretaries 89
Department secretaries 45

TABLE I (Continued)

PART B
Deans' secretaries 68
Department secretaries 45

PART C
Deans' secretaries 62
Department secretaries 29

TOTAL CORRECT RESPONW
Deans' secretaries 70
Department secretaries 44

Hypothesis I, which stated that university secretaries
have sufficient knowledge of the information that is

specifically stated in official university documents to
adequately answer students' random questions, was rejected.

Hypothesis I was tested by Part "C" of the SRM.1 Part
"C" was composed of twenty multiple choice questions taken
from fee schedules as listed in the university bulletins and the
summer catalog. In Part "C" there was only one correct
answer to each of the twenty questions. In spite of the
availability and exactness of the answers, the deans' secretaries
scored correctly sixty-two percent of the time. Departmental
secretaries, on Part "C" of the SRM, scored correctly
twenty-nine percent of the time. It was logical to assume that
the number of correct responses to Part "C" would be very
high, or near perfect. It was not logical to assume that the
percentage of correct responses from Part "C" would be lower
than for Parts "A" and "B" where the correct answers were
comparatively more obscure (see Table I).

Hypothesis 11, which stated that university secretaries
have sufficient knowledge of information that exists at the
informal level or randomly noted in official university
documents to adequately answer students' random questions
or make appropriate referrals, was partially accepted. Data
reported in Table I above indicates that both groups made
more correct responses on Parts "A" and "B" than on Part

The material in Parts "A" and "B" was drawn from a
variety of university source documents. Some material in Parts
"A" and "B" was informal in nature, i.e., not documented
specifically but passed among secretaries as a matter of
practice.

Part "A" contained referral questions related to
admission procedures. Deans' secretaries were correct in
eighty-nine percent of the referral questions while the other
group scored only forty-five percent correctly. Apparently the
secretaries simply did not understand the basic organization of
the admission procedure. The probability was less than chance
that a departmental secretary would make a correct student
referral to obtain information on admission applications.

Part "B" contained multiple choice referral questions
related to the academic process on campus. Deans' secretaries
made sixty-eight percent correct referral responses while the
departmental secretaries made forty-five percent correct
referrals. The generally low percentage indicated that
Hypothesis II should be partially accepted. Both groups of
secretaries did not understand from one-third to one-half of
the basic academic rules and procedures tested in Part "B" of
the SRM.

Overall, the deans' secretaries appeared to understand
significantly more about the academic process than
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departmental secretaries as shown in Table I under 'Total
Correct Responses'.

A comparative item analysis of all SRM questions,
including percent correct, is located in the SRM Raw Data
Tables.2

DISCUSSION

Limitations of Study

1) MI of the deans' secretaries and chief office clerks
were included but only one-third of the department secretaries
were included.

2) The secretaries knowledge of student-related
infomiation and its location was subject to limitations of prior
supervisory instruction. The intensity of supervisory
instruction tended to vary greatly from department to
department.

3) The amount of formal education of the secretary was
not controlled in the selection of secretaries.

4) The frequency of student contact was not taken into
account for the selection of secretaries.

5) Specific selection of secretaries was not made on the
basis of other non-university work experience.

6) Since there was no general orientation program
relating to secretarial responsibility for student information,
all responses were unique or naive.

7) The length of employment at the university was not
considered in the selection of the two secretarial groups.

8) Secretarial response to information that was available
at the "informal level" tended to be as reliable as its source.
Sources for information within the "informal level" were
completely uncontrollable.

The responses to the SRM by two different categories of
university secretaries at an unidentified, large, public,
midwestern university did not auger well for the student
seeking information or referral information.

Based on about fourteen years' experience in higher
education, the present author would suggest that the data
reported in this study is typical of large, public institutions.

The summer dean's or director's performance as an
administrator will inevitably be affected by the quality of
communication between staff personnel and students. How
many students give up, turn off, or do not enroll in a given
course because a secretary did not know where to find the
answer to the student's question? In a broader sense, students
may perceive the inaccuracy of secretarial responses as a
reflection of indifference on the part of university
management. Students today look to the university as a model
of excellence in all of its aspects. Administration, therefore,
cannot ;ely upon inferior performance by their staff members.

Overall, the deans' secretaries appeared to be better
informed on all three parts of the SRM.2 Deans' secretaries
should be expected to perform more adequately than
departmental secretaries because they have greater
responsibility and more complex jobs. Analysis of the present
data, however, raises many questions about the quality of the
deans' secretaries' performance. Deans' secretaries develop a
broader view of the university, probably because of the wider
content of their work. They increase their own awareness by
assuming the responsibility to train other secretaries as office

l-

managers in large college offices. Deans' secretaries, therefore,
should have generally recorded a higher percentage of correct
responses. Their responses to Parts "B" and "C" were not
adequate in relation to the level of their jobs.

Departmental secretaries, because of their special
relationship to a given academic department, may not learn to
have a "global" view of the university. The turnover of
departmental secretaries tends to be more frequent than does
the turnover of deans' secretaries due to status and pay
factors. However, this should indicate the need for greater
in-service education for departmental secretaries.

During data collection, the interviewers noted whether
or not the given secretary used university source documents
and contacted other staff for help. The interviewers reported
that only a few secretaries used a variety of university source
documents and rarely did anyone contact a colleague. This
indicates that there is little communication among secretaries
resulting in compartmentalization of information. This
situation points up a need to encourage secretaries to contact
one another to exchange ideas and share solutions to
problems.

Another unusual behavior characteristic observed by the
author was the frequency of "don't know" responses. Did this
indicate that those staff members were lazy or indifferent? Did
this suggest bewilderment or lack of motivation? The author
concluded that the frequency of "don't know" responses
suggested a lack of information due to insufficient instruction.
Since these staff members have not had any formal type of
orientation or training about the academic process, their
responses are understandable.

A few interviewers reported that some secretaries
appeared hostile or threatened. These responses were not
unexpected since this was the first time the secretaries had
ever been questioned about their knowledge of the academic
process.

Some of the secretaries suggested that the questions
were ambiguous. However, students' questions to staff and
faculty are many times vague. Quite frequently students will
ask the wrong questions because they do not have enough
understanding of the processes to ask the appropriate
question. Staff members should be trained to handle the
students' ambiguous questions. They should be taught how to
question a student to help him property define his need.

There were several acceptable answers to certain
questions. The more experienced secretary or staff member
was able to properly identify the acceptable answers. Younger,
inexperienced secretaries need to be made aware that the
university is a complex organization with overlapping
jurisdictions.

The existence and effectiveness of the "informal"
structure was evidenced by the relatively greater number of
correct responses to Parts "A" and "B" over Part "C".
Generally, the secretaries performed better with the randomly
documented material and non-documented material than with
the specifically documented material. Logic would dictate that
the secretaries should have had a greater command of the
specifically documented material. Reliance upon an "informal
structure" for personnel training is a good example of
impractical management.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The data produced by the SRM clearly indicates That
communication covering the basic academic process (the
functioning of rules, regulations, and procedures, of related
academic matters) between students and select staff personnel
can be improved.

Certain problems that summer deans or directors
experience probably result from misunderstanding betweer,
staff and students. It is recommended that institutions of
higher learning, motivated by the summer deans or directors,
develop continuing in-service education programs for staff
members who have student contact. Summer deans or
directors generally have an overview of the university that only
a few staff members have and, therefore, should play a key roll
in directing a university-wide in-service education program.

Well-defined programs would improve student-staff
relationships by reducing the "run.around" effect or "don't
know" response on campus. The morale of staff members
would be improved as the in-service program made them more
self-reliant in their roles at the university.

It is suggested that the following organizational outline
could be used as a model for campus-wide in-service education
concerning the academic process.

A. Implement a seminar-type in-service education for
deans' secretaries and departmental secretaries entitled: "The
Academic Process and Information Flow Service" ( APIFS)

B. General purpose of APIFS: To implement the
information flow between:

1) Staff and student,
2) staff and staff, and
3) staff and planning staff.

C. The seminar would:

I) Increase staff understanding of the academic
process and general university programming.

2) Expand staff members' attitude toward thr
responsibility for information flow.

3) Expand staff understanding of "the student."
4) Expand understanding of staff members

relation to their job responsibility.
5) Expand staff memb( rs technical s!fills.
6) Expand staff members understanding of tl

administrative process.
7) Provide an immediate and continuous feedbal

mechanism for university operation and plannir
administration.

8) Reduce tension between students an

administration.

D. Longer range outcome of the APIFS:

1) Development of an adequate all-campt
communication system at the staff-student leve

2) Development of a management training prograi
to develop management skills for university offic
supervisory staff.

3) Promote greater personal involvement of all star
personnel in the un; ersity.

Finally, most educators would argue That institutions o
higher learning and business do it have much in commor
However, they do have one important common characteristi
which is, they both share the advantages and disadvantages o
the "bureaucracy." Large corporations and businesses faced (h.
need for in-service training some thirty years ago. It is not
uncommon to find large separate departments whose only
responsibility is to develop and implement training programs
for all ranks in the organization.

Universities have grown to the point where the informa'
organization cannot support or maintain an adequate in-service
training for its expanded staff. The summer sessions dean of
director, because of his unique overview of the university, can
play an important role in this new phase of university
development.

The author wishes to convey his appreciation to The National Association of Summer Schools for their interest and encouragement with this
study.

Appendix A contains the Student Referral Matrix questions.
2 Appendix B contains the answers to the SRM.
3 Appendix D contains graphs of the answers to the SRM. Appendixes have not been included. The author can provide further information.
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THE NON-INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL AS A
COMMUNICATIVE SEGMENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION

IV. Archie Blount
Winston-Salem State University

Introduction and Purpose

The origin of this study lies back several years when the
author was in charge of noninstructional personnel at
Winston-Salem State University. One of the questions that
remained unanswered while working with this group WOS the
extent of the vital link that persons in this category
maintained in communication in higher education. During the
summer of 1969, a trial data-gathering instrument was
developed and used in a pilot study in order to evaluate its
workability. Results indicated that the instrument could be
used to determine some of the non-instructional personnel's
activities in communication in higher education.

The study was conducted with 81 or 65 percent of the
non-instnictional personnel. In this group, 52 percent or 42 of
the respondents were employed one to three years; 20 percent
or 16 persons from six to ten years; 14 percent or -1 from
seven to nine years; 12 percent ot 10 from len to twenty-one
years; .8 percent or one for 2S years; and .8 percent or one for
35 years. A complete sample of the noninstructional personnel
positions and offices was obtained in the survey (see Appendix
B and C).

A few terms which have special meaning in this study
are:

Acadenitc positions directly supporting instructional
areas.

Administrative positions giving direct support to the
general operation of the University.

Auxiliary services positions giving direct support to
services functioning in a subsidiary capacity, such as
doimitories, bookstore, cafeteria, post office, and
laundry.

Community Agencies and teprelentatives government,
businesses, schools, churches, and personnel repre-
senting other social institutions of the community.

Maintenance nositions offering direct support to the
physical environment of the University.

Non-institutional staff members -- personnel assigned to
a work station other than the tepotting office of
employment.

Method

the non-instructional personnel, at any institution,
spend many hours per week ia contact with students and other
persons of the college or university community. this study
was designed to determ'ne the volume and nature of contacts
that the non-instructional personnel have in communication in
higher education. It was conducted by the use of
questionnaires compkted by the nor - instructional staff and
personal inteniews with both noninstructional and
instructional staffs.

Findings

The study revealed the extent to which communication
either provided information about the university and/or
secured information for the university. Further findings
revealed the extent of contacts categorized as

persontoperson, via telephone, and via correspondence. The
noninstructional personnel cooperated willingly and expressed
a desire to be in fomied of the results of the study.

The data found in Tables 1 through V show the specific
findings as related to contacts with students, faculty, other
noninstructional staff members, and community agencies,
represen'atives, and individuals. Further data provides
information concerning communicative activities during
off-job hours.

TABLE 1. 074.3013
AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT WITII STUDENTS PER WEEK

Nature of Contact

Personto-Peison
Tekphone

tiers

N Total Range 51 Hours

81 825 his. 036 10.1
81 111 his. 0-8 1.7
31 513 145 173

N = Number of responses X = Mean of sample data.

The data in Table 1 show the amount of time
non-instructional personnel spend with students per week.
Eight hundred and twenty-five hours were reported by the 81
respondents. The average is 10.1 hours of person-to-person
contacts per week. One and seven-tenths hours of contact per
week were by telephone. Fifty-five percent of the contact tune
was used to provide information and 31 percent to secure
information. Fourteen petcent of the contacts were engaged in
both securing and providing information.

TABLE 11. ONOB
AMOUNT 01= 11ME SPIN? N1111 FACULTY PER IsTLK

Nature of Contact N Total Range X Holm

Person-to-Person 81 313 hrs. 010 3.8
I tic phone. 81 147 Ns, 0.10 1.8
1 titers 30 270 1.25 9.0

N = NurnIsci of roponirs. X = Mean of sample dais

the non-instructional personnel spend, on the average,
3.8 hours in personal contact with the instructions, faculty per
week. Neatly two hours per week is spent in contact by
tekphone. As in the case with students, SS percent of the
contact time is used to provide information and 30 percent is
used to secure infotmation. Fifteen percent of the contacts
were engaged in both providing and securing information
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TABLE III. ONJOB
AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT WITH OTHER

NON-INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF MEMBERS PER WEEK

Nature of Contact N Total Range Tc Hours

Personto-Person
Telephone
Letters

81

69
20

327 hrs.
127 his.

151

N = Number of responses. X = Mean of sample data.

0-29
0-8
2.20

4.0
1.5

7.5

Forty percent of the contacts in Table Ill provided
information. Twenty-six percent secured information.
Thirty-four percent of the contacts were engaged in both
providing and securing information.

TABLE IV. ONJOB
AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT WITII COMMUNITY AGENCIES,

REPRESENTATIVES, ANL INDIVIDUALS

Nature of Contact N Total Range idiom

Personto-Person
1.4ephone
Letters

243
243
49

198 hrs. 0-S
136 hrs 0-5

272 1.25

.81

.S5
5.S

N = Number or responses. X 2 /dean of sampk data.

The data in Table IV show an increase in N. Each
respondent was asked to give the amount of lime spent
separately with each cornmun:ty component agencies,
representatives, and/or individuals thus accounting for the
increased number of responses from 81 to 243. Forty-three
percent of the contacts provided information; 31 percent
secured information; and 26 percent provided and secured
information.

TABLE V.01-F3P
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

Time Spent

Providing Information
about the University

Securing Information
for the University

N Total Hours Range X Hours

62 106 0-7 1.7

61 69 0-6 1.1

N = Number of responses X = Mean of sample data.

The data in Table V show the amount of lime spent
providing information about the University and securing
information for the University during off-job hours.

Probable Value to Educators

The writer feels that the study will be of significant
value to educators. Administrators and instructional personnel
should be able to use the information in appraising the
effectiveness of this segment of communication in higher
education. The data presented may be utilized in assigning
staff and other non-instructional personnel to areas of contact
and production that will obtain the maximum output from
each person. This may be accomplished with the realization
that certain individuals with specific training and experience
are reassigned in an effort to improve communication.

Instructional personnel may use the data in planning the
production of classroom materials by noninstructional
personnel. Where the effectiveness of the learning situation
depends largely upon the preparation of place and materials to
be used, the meaningfulness of the activities is enhanced.

Summary and Conclusions

The study was conducted with 81 noninstructional staff
li,e,abers. The results of the study revealed I) that the
non-instructional personnel were eager to participate in such a
study; 2) that a unity of effort in communication was
expressed by those interviewed; 3) that the faculty also
showed an interest in this area of communication; 4) that the
non-instructional staff spend on the average more than 25
percent of their time in persontoperson contact with
students; 5) that the noninstructional personnel spend 48.2
percent of their time providing information about the
university, 29.5 percent of their time securing information for
the university, and 22.2 percent of the time providing
information about and securing information for the university.

The results of studies of non-instructional personnel in
the area of communication should be made available to all
segments of a university students, faculty, and staff. Further
study in this area is needed in order to appraise the quality as
well as the quantity of communication in higher education.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

i. 011ice of employment

2. hint ion of emptoyrnerit

.. Number of years employed at WinslonSalcm Slate University

I. Onlob

Average amount of lime Ni week spent

A. Students
Posontoerson lus. To provide information
Telephone Inc To secure information
No. of letters its To provide and secure information

B. Faculty
Per conlo.person hrs. To provide information 'f
Telephone hrs to secure information %

No. of letters his to rimy& and secuie information 1

C. Other Non-lnstruct ktnal Staff Members
Persontopcoson his To provide information (1

Telephone Inc To scone information
No. of letters hoc . To provide and scenic informal km

D. Community Agencies. Representatives, and Individuals
Peosonto-peoson fits. in provide information 'I
Telephone his, I 0 secure information
No. of letters hrs. lo provide and secure information

OffJob

I %ening% and Weekends

Average amount of lime spent providing information about tire
Univeosily _ Inc

Average amount of time spent scouting information for the
University his

RETURN 10: IN Office of Vice President
Room 211,111,0 Ilall
Winston-Sakm State Unnetsity
Winston-Salem. North CatAna 2710.

PERSONAL INTERVIEW I DAIS

I. To that extent do you understand your Julies and tespcinsibilities to persons in the other steal
lust cud ioral of noet-ittstom mese?

1. to sisal extent are the materials produced in gout area used in the instructional pcofroaral

.1. in the red...murke of )tut duties atisi tesponsthihties, descithe the degree of rappott that exists
hetsten the non-inia factional and the instructional petsonnel.

I in hat extent do your Julies and tecpcnrcibilities lie in with the preisatation of the ph) sical
envitonment lot learning sit t1J11101IS 9
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APPENDIX B

OFFICES INCLUDED IN THE STUDY

Academic Dean, Office of
Admissions Office
Bookstore
Business Office
Data Processing Center
Development Office
Dining Hall
Education Department
Enrichment Center
Guidance and Counseling Department
Infirmary
Library
Maintenance Department

APPENDIX C

Nursing, School of
Placement Office
Post Office
President's Office
Registrar's Office
Recruitment Office
Scholastic Achievement Office
Student Financial Aid Office
Student Personnel Services
Student Teaching Office
The Switchboard
Vice President's Office

POSITIONS INCLUDED IN THE STUDY

Accounting clerks 2

Administrative assistants 2

Admissions director 1

Bookstore manager I

Bus driver
Business manager and assistant 2

Carpenter
Cashiers and assistant 3

Clerks 2

Data Processing manager I

Dean of Men
Development Officer I

Dining Ilan supervisors 2

Dormitory svervisots 7

Electrician
Fireman I

Ground foreman I

Janitor . I

Janitor foreman
Key punch operators 2

Library assistants 4

Maids 6
Mechanics 4

Nurse I

Painter
Placement director 1

Plant engineer 1

Plumber I

Postmaster 1

Rettpt ion ist 1

Recruiter
Regist rar I

Scholastic Achievement Program Director I

Secretaries 16

Security officer I

Supervisor of Buildings and Grounds . I

Student Financial Aid officer I

Switchboard operators 2

Yardmen 2
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COMMUNICATING WITHIN THE INSTITUTION INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS

COMMUNICATION AND DECISION MAKING IN ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS

F. Craig Johnson
Florida State UnirersIly

Recently I had the opportunity to examine two
different written reports sent to faculty and administrators at
two separa:e universities. The purpose of each report was to
communicate a decision regarding a shift in organizational
patterns of academic departments. The first report read in part
as follows:

"The reorganization was meant to simplify the
university structure for doctoral programs, to
provide for the orderly development and growth
of doctoral programs of excellence, and to create
an atmosphere in these programs conducive to
serious intellectual inquiry. At the same time,
organization was provided for the broadest
possible base for universitywide participation, and
assure the doctoral programs strengthen the
undergraduate programs of the college."

From the second institution the following:

"The chief aim of the proposed restructuring was
to simplify the administrative and budget process,
to encourage more effective use of faculty an'i
other department and college resources, and to
encourage better articulation between
undergraduate and graduate programs."

The interesting thing about the rationale for these
two reports was that each in almost the same 1-nguage
attempted to justify opposite directions taken by two
institutions. The first rationale was used to separ tie graduate
and undergraduate programs in departments, and the second
was used to combine graduate and undergraduate programs in
dvartme Ms.

Anyone who has worked with institutional studies and
rationale used to support faculty and administration policies
will not be surprised to learn that in a study' of over 100
departments at IS different universities the communication
variable was not particutaity significant as something that
could either describe the unique character of a discipline or
predict actions of academic departments.

Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to report findings on the
relationship of communication and the decisionrnaking
process to the operation of university academic departments.

Precedent

rive consultants were sent to 10 major universities
where they conducted interviews with chairmen in the Arts
and Science departments of mathematics. psychology. history.
t riglish, and chemistry. in addition. business and engineering
were selected as representative of professional Schools and,

within those, management and electrical engineering as
representative departments. Consultants interviewed each
department chit-man and appropriate academic deans.
Consultants asked each administrator about communication
and decisionmaking processes within departments.
Specifically, he asked what mans of staff communications
were regularly used (bulletin board, weekly or intermittent
news sheets, regular staff meetings, word of mouth, secretary
or members of the staff)? Flow effective were these? How
frequently were staff meetings held? Who was expected to
attend? What constituted a typical agenda? Flow was the
session conducted? What persons were involved and what
processes were used in making decision. (or departmental
recommendations)? On each of the following points, to what
extent were these decisions subject to review and denial at
other levels?

1) Recruitment and selection of new faculty
2) Promotions and tenure
3) Salary increases
4) Leaves of absence
5) Authorization of expenditures for travel
6) Authorization of expenditures for supply and

equipment
7) Course assignments
S) Teaching load
9) Assignment of office and research space

10) Award of assistantships, fellowships, scholarships
1 ) Adding new courses
12) Requirements for majors and graduate students
13) New equipment

Was the department a closely knit cohesive unit or was it
divided? What was the basis for the division? Which of the
following was most descriptive of the operation of this
depaiimeot?

I) Autocratic- dominated by the chairman with a high
regard for his perogatives of decision-making
authority,

21 Paternalistic- dominated by chairman but with
evident concern for the welfare of each and every
individual,

3) Oligarchic- run by a few influential members of the
department,

41 Bureaucratic- er114perhaps mil organized with
assignments and specific tasks and responsillities
of individuals and committees with elaborate
procedural policies,

S) INtriocratic- aH members of the department involved
in the decisionotaking and formulation of policies
and recommendations, or
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1.1 tte due lutle oil:mated, 11111\10131 treedom of
the inklisrdual.

Consultants Reports

A wide variety of departmental communication and
decisionmaking processes were reported. There was a clear
distinction between nutters relating to the discipline, such as
courses and curricula, and institutional personnel matters, such
as recruitment, appointment, promotion and tenure. Courses
and curriculum were considered a part of the discipline and
people a part of the institution. One coirAtant's description
of all oligarchy illustrates this point:

"While the department head is charged with final
responsibility for all matters having to do with the
department, and while the form of
decision making through departmental commit tees
appears democratic on paper. evidently the
department is run democratically with respect to
courses and curricula but is an oligarchy with
respect to recruitment. appointment, and tenure.
That oligarchy is made up of 4 members of the
personnel committee. Nevertheless, the head
regards hi; role as that of chairman of his faculty
and would rarely go against the recommentiatiohs
of this personnel committee."

Consultants encountered departments which were
judges to be weak by university administrators and college
deans. Often it was found that communication and
decision-making. while not a cause of the probkm. certainly
was a symptom. Consider the following comment:

"Regular means of department communication are
the faculty meeting and departmental memoranda.
Faculty meetings ate held irregularly and only
when sufficient business exists. Individual faculty
members sometimes request department meetings
if they have something they an to bring up.
Attendance at the faculty meetings is rather good
and the discussions animated. Points of sieve are
strongly taken but morak appears to be good and
final decisions :re generally accepted in good spirit
by the opposition.

Recruitment of new faculty is done largely by the
chairman; though he asks others fin suggestions.
few respond. Final selection is made by a

committee appointed by the dean. It includes
several members of the department and a minority
membership from outside the department.
Promotions and tenure are the responsibility of
the dean who acts with the advice of an
administrative committee made up of department
chairmen. The latter evidently do not solicit hens
from their department numbers through
cssMANStets. Salary increases ate determined
etchysivety' by the dean with cot without formal
consthatiou and advice depending on his
farnA'atity with the staff member
convdtvat . 1 he &payment al I met budget and
supplies sni equipment budget art carefuRy
drafted and supervised by the chairman.

Milli:111M ut !Midi lot lualuate J.0.1.4Jiikini1% and
(dims ship% I: nude /73, C11.11(111J11 without

eonsullaliun. New cotuscs JUL! course
requirements are discussed in committees and
recommended by the und!rgraduate and graduate
ett,riculimi committee I the department for
decision. Faculty members of all ranks vote on
curricular course approvals,"

Consultants reported a wide variety of means of
communication within a department.

"Regular means of communication included the
bulletin board, newsletter, minutes, memoranda,
committee repoits, and regular staff meetings."

Communication within the department was sometimes
characterised as informal, especially in those departments that
have a coffee room located in the building or centrally.

Analysis of Reports

In an analysis of these reports the major interest
centered around the feedback provided in the communication
and decision-making process. The mode of communication
gave us very little chic. For example. one department held
many faculty meetings and a wide valety of topics were
discuss;) but then junior faculty members were excused. and
decisions were made by senko faculty members only. In other
departments many committees would meet and communicate
but the department chairman would decide all important
matte's himself. Conversely, some department chairmen met
regularly with their faculty on an individual basis or asked for
advice in written form and communicated to faculty using
memoranda. These departments held very few staff meetings
and yet involved faculty widely in the decision-making
process. It was our conclusion that the complete lack of
communication often indicated that a department was in
trouble. Beyond that the amount of communieat4m did not
necessarily tell us how faculty wete involved in the
decision-making ptocess.

Questionnaires
The second part of the investigation concerned

communication questions or who says hat to whom and with
what effect. Quest kinnaires were sent out to faculty in the 190
departments studied. We asked how are decisions reached in
departments for each of the following!

II Recruitment
21 Selection of new faculty
Al Promotion 3m1 lenute
AI Salary increases
31 l eaves of absence
Fl Travel authoritation
71 Budget for items tor supplies and equipment

Texhinit assignmen,s
Office and research space

101 wds of assistantships, felkisships and scholarships
I 1 1 Recruitment lot majors and graduate students

Possibk answers include I 1 1kepaltrnent chaiimen acting
within establidled 2)1)cpaiiment chairmen M
consultation an advisory group. sole of tenured
faculty. and a i Vole of all members of depattinental staff.



We found most matters were handled by the department
chairmen acting within established policy.

In another que,tion we asked, if one of your colleagues
needed special consideration to solve the following problems
to whom would you recommend he go for assistance?

1) Promotion or tenure action
2) Larger increase in salary
3) A leave of absence
4) Travel expense
S) Change in teaching assignment
6) A change in office or research space
7) Introduction of a new course
8) Money for research and scholarly pursuits
9) Additional graduate students as assistants

The possible chokes included:

I) Your dean
21 Your department chairman
3) Certain faculty members in your department
4) A university administrator
5) President or vice president
6) Faculty in another department or institute
7) Chairmen of another department or institute, and
8) Other.

We found here that among the younger faculty members
most worked directly with the department chairman: the older
faculty members, however, and those who identified
themselves with the university more than with the discipline
tended to go to deans or academic vice presidents much more
often. The young lurks were willing to work with department
chairmen: but, the old guard. who supposedly had the power
M the department. work more directly with the dean. This did
not seem to ease the problems of department chairmen.

Summary

One characteristic of both communication and
decision-making in academic departments was variety.
Department chairmen developed with their dean and faculty
an administrative style which was built on direct experience
with their disciple: and their colleagues at one institution. It
was difficult to generalize or predict how departments would
arrive at decisions.

Communication was not a strong variable to describe
difference or to predict relationships.

Perhaps we expected too much from the data on the
communication process and its relationship to decision.
nuking. We had assumed that faculty wanted to be involved in
departmental decisions. We found that for the most part the
chaimun makes most decisions and faculty are content to be
informed and go about their business. The number or kind of
faculty meetings. the use of memoranda, bulletin boards, etc.,
did not seem to make any observable difference.

There was some tendency for the organization of
departments to be related to the disciplines. Chemistry,
history, and psychology departments tended to be more
loosely organized while departments in professional schools
were more autocratic. One of our consultants offered the
opinion that "social scientists don't seem to be able to gos ern
themselves at all."

One wonders whether our university departments, with
their faded communication patterns and bland
decision-making are not themselves the dated cornerstones of
decaying institutions. If our activist students have taught us
nothing the in the past decade they have shown us how to be
heard. They communicate with bold visual symbols. They
build crowd scenes for TV. They "Get To- the establishment
with flags and fists and four letter words. Confrontation and
protest involve students in real issues, but it is the clash of
symbols that universities find disruptive. Maybe future college
administrations will have to be symbol players, or, in more
academic terms, general semanticists.

1 Dresatil. Paul L ,1 . Craig Johnson. Philip M. Marcus. The Confdenct Critic lostolla Inc orpotatod. San I ranciu-o. 1970. 268 pps.



AN APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF INSTRUCTIONAL - INSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVES

William V. Tucker
Briar Cliff College

Colleges and universities throughout the country regu-
larly conduct studies of their objectives. It is widely
recognized that identity and purpose is a key issue, and
particularly so in church-related higher education. Unlike
public institutions, in the private college students and
academic programs can be more limited so that total resources
and attention can be focused on simple and clearly- defined
objectives. In order to arrive at a precise definition of purpose
colleges will have to go beyond simple statements of objectives
as typically presented in college catalogs and elsewhere.
Recognizing many possible approaches to this goal, it is the
purpose of this paper to report the methodology and
experiences of Briar Cliff College, Sioux City, Iowa.

During 1967-68 the need for study became apparent in
various faculty committees. In the preceding four years the
college had become coeducational, adopted the threeterm
curriculum, joined a consortium, tripled enrollment, doubled
the physical plant, shifted from a faculty comprised primarily
of nuns to over one-half laymen and the students shifted to
more commuters from a primarily residential college.

The Faculty Senate teceived from the newly appointed
Academic Dean a recommendation for a complete study of
instructional objectives. The Senate referred the design of the
study to the Senate Committee on Pcsdemic Policies (SCAP)
with the Academic Dean as Chairman. SCAP detailed the
following reasons for undertaking a study of instructional
object ives:

I) To evaluate the three-term curriculum,
2) to develop plans for academic programming in

consortium,
3) to examine the curriculum for relevance,
4) to provide in-service growth, participation, and

°tient ation of faculty,
5) to determine needed cataktg revisions,
6) to learn any new dimensions in the teaching - learning

process under contemporary coliege conditions, and
7) to provide information to the president and

governing board for total teevatuat ion of institutional
objectives.

Various legitimate approaches to the research were
examined and Dean Allan Pfnister's suggested procedure was
adopted./ Specifically, we attempted to describe what was
actually being done before moving to a statement of what the
college should be doing. The circular nature of curriculum
study was recognized. Objectives were seen as being related to
and a basis for curriculum evaluation. The cutriculutn at the
same time was seen as providing a basis for examination or
objectives. Revived objectives might set new gel% and then the
procedure would repeat itself.

At the kvel of each faculty member, course objectives
were stated using Magat's approach on stating behniotal
outcomes, as well as providing for the statement of objectives
in more genital terms..* At the depattment kvel faculty and
students consolidated these objectives, again in both

behavioral and general terms. At the divisional level
departments further defined their objectives and prepared
complete reports.

While the faculty members in the departments were
going over their course objectives, several other offices were
providing information on student and faculty characteristics.
This information was shared throughout the college. Final
reports were compiled for the total college by the end of the
first year.

At the beginning of the second year selected faculty
members and the Academic Dean verbally presented position
papers in open forum at the faculty institute. All institute
participants were involved in open discbssion and rebuttal of
the positions taken in the light of the composite reports.

Subsequent to the position papers, in order to establish
uniformity among the stated departmental objectives, a
committee provided a taxonomic classification of all repotted
objectives.

The classification followed from the Taxonomy of
Educational Objectives (both in the Cognitive and Affective
Domains).3' 4 The classification schemes suggested in these
Taxonomies are as follows:

AFFECTIVE DOMAIN
Receiving (Attending)
Responding (Willing to attend)
Valuing
Organization
Characterization by a value

or value complex

COGNITIVE DOMAIN
Knowledge
Comprehension
Application
Analysis
Synthesis
Evaluation

The categories of the classification scheme are
heiratchical in nature, i.e., all of the lower categories are
included in higher categories. Therefore, objectives were
classified only once as high as was indicated by the members
of the committee.

Some departments simply compiled the course
objectives and submitted these as the departmental objectives.
It was intended that the departments would rigorously work
over theit course objectives and possibly develop larger and
more comprehensive objectives at a departmental kvel which
would have had Gestaltk characteristics.

Some departments were unrealistic in what was stated as
departmental objectives. Errors were undoubtedly made in
both directions too high and too low.

Departments generally neglected refetence to the
activities of the department which were primarily of service to
other departments.

Stated departmental objectives did not seem to
adequately address themsehes to the function of attracting
students.

Mote objectives were classifiabk in the Cognitive domain
than in the Affective domain. This was not featly surprising
because: I) The design of the study was otiginaily akin, the
lines of stating objectives in behavioral terms; 2) emphasis was
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TABLE 1

CLASSIFICATION OF OBJECTIVES IN THE AFFECTIVE DOMAIN

Departments Rec Res Val Org Char. by Value Score

Art 0 2 2 1 0 5 25%
English 0 0 I 1 0 2 18%
M.F.C.L. 0 1 1 1 0 3 25%
Musk 0 0 0 0 0 o- 0%

Philosophy 0 0 I 1 0 2 33%
Speech & Drama 0 I I 0 0 2 13%

S & B Science 0 0 2 0 0 2 33%
Theology 0 I 1 0 2 4 44%
B iology 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0%
Chemistry 0 0 2 2 0 4 33%
Math 0 0 4 0 0 4 50%
Phy. Edixat ion 0 0 1 0 0 I- 6%
Physics 0 0 2 0 0 2 28%
Business .. 0 0 1 0 0 1 20%
Education 0 I 0 3 0 4 44.5%
Ils & Pol Sci 0 0 0 I 0 1- 12.5%
Psychology 2 0 0 0 0 2 22%
&xiology 0 0 I I I 3 289E

Total 42 2S%

TABLED

CLASSIFICATION Cr OBJECTIVES IN TIIF COGNITIVE DOMAIN

Departments Know Comp A ppl Anal Syn Eva! Score

Art 3 3 2 0 I 3 12 70%

English 2 0 3 2 2 0 9 81%

M.F.C.L. 1 0 6 2 0 0 9 75%
Musk I 4 0 I 0 7 100%
Philosophy . . I I I 0 0 4 66%
Speech & Drama 3 0 6 1 0 3 13 87%

S & B. Science 2 0 1 I 3 0 41 66%

Theology 1 0 I I I 1 5 56%

Biology I 0 0 0 0 2 100%
Chemistry . 0 0 4 2 2 0 8 66%
Math 0 2 0 I 0 4 50%

Phy. Education 2 7 0 I 3 14 93%

Pay*: 1 0 1 I I 1 5 71%
Business 0 2 1 1 0 0 4 80%
Education . 1 2 0 1 0 S 55.5%
11s. & Pol Sci . 2 I I 1 1 7 873%
Psychology . . 1 3 I I 0 7 77%

Sxiology . 0 0 2 2 2 2 8 7 2%

Tot al 126 75%
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typically placed on "knowing" the content of the course;
3) some individuals assumed that a statement of the cognitive
dimensions would include the affective dimension. There
would be serious questions in my mind as to whether or not
this is valid, unless we are aware of our affective objectives.
4) Affective objectives are harder to state and evaluate and
theie might have been a corresponding reluctance to deal with
objectives which were subjective in nature. 5) There were a
variable number of objectives reported from and within the
various departments. Hence, any kind of quantitative
evaluation is hazardous.

The number of departments (18) was a source of
strength in some ways but it also pointed up the need for
attention to common approaches and appreciation of larger
institutional objectives without being primarily true to the
discipline area involved.

There appeared to be more courses, in some
departments, than were needed for the satisfaction of the
objectives stated by the departments.

Generally, the curricular emphasis was on the
"application" level of the Cognitive domain and on the
"valuing" dimension of the Affective domain.

There were obviously other ways of looking at the
data and the classification according to the taxonomic
structure was proposed simply as one of several alternatives.
One faculty member actually classified the objectives by
another useful, but non.rigorous method.

Finally, returning to the stated reasons for undertaking
this study. I) It was concluded that the college would keep
the Three -term curriculum; 2) we were not moving very rapidly
in the area of developing plans for academic programming in
consortium; and, 3) the comprehensive objective of examining
the curriculum for relevance continues.

Certainly, it is an encouraging fact that students and
faculty members have been involved in examining objectives.
Several comes have been changed in content; others have
been dm. .;. d. There has been little tendency to add courses.

the past month the total faculty has initiated
several curriculum changes which include:

1) No specific course requirements,
2) changed distribution requirements to a minimum of

three per division which can be satisfied by
examination,

3) the adoption of a seminir program of problems and
readings which provides ide latitude to students and
faculty members in a portion of the curriculum, and

4) the opportunity to earn advanced college
classification by examination. Continuing with the
stated reasons for undertaking this study, we have
already provided for inservice growth and
participation and orientation of faculty members and
there is hope that we will continue this active
involvement and concern among the faculty.

5) For the present time, needed catalog revisions have
been made. As we continue to look at course and
distribution requirements and make other changes, it
will be necessary to continually revise the college
catalog.

6) Relative to new dimensions in the teaching-learning
process, this topic should be constantly evaluated. it
is difficult to consider this topic without looking
simultaneously to item 3 regarding the relevance of
the curriculum both in content and in methodology.
Clearly, several faculty members have been and
continue to be truly innovative and relevant "fellow
learners".

Academic departments in future annual reporting are
asked to relate their reports to the stated departmental
objectives. It is expected that both the reports and the
objectives will be re-evaluated regularly.

Late this year the President of the college named a
committee of students, faculty members, and administrators
to study all of the data available and, in teams, present
position papers regarding total institutional objectives. The
work of the institutional committee will be completed in
September. Meanwhile, a working position paper is included.
This partially fulfills objective 7.

Pfnister. Alan. North Central A'no Ilaktin. Vol XXV, No. 4.7, len. reb. March. April. 1966. pp. 24.28, 17.26, 23-28. 23.28.

2 Slain, Robert i . hovering Annie-None Ohjectires. Palo Alto, California. F earon Publishers, Inc 1962.

3 Bloom, Benjamin S. (ed) taxonomy of Educitiosol °Mx-rites. (Cognitive Domain) Nar York: Dm*, McKay Co., 1956.
4 Maths ohl, David R., Benjamin S. Bloom, ant Baum B. Macia. Terottoot.e of tdreetiolog Olyeettres, (Affective Domain,. Nes York:

David McXayCo., 1964.
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COLLEGE OBJECTIVES
(A working paper)

I. Academically

To maintain distinctly Catholic character, we should
provide high quality instruction in both theology and
philosophy.

A high quality faculty should be maintained with respect
to mastery of disciplines and in learning management.

We should seek the highest accreditation in all of our
academic programs.

We should maintain a student body respectable as
determined by normative measures with comparable
institutions.

A. We should offer the opportunity for persons late
to acquire achievement motivation.

We should provide for individual choice and freedom.

A. To the students in their courses and in their major
areas of concentration.

B. To all in their methods of learning.

C. By encouraging experimentation and innovation.

We should promote active involvement in the learning
process.

A By a freshman program of studies different from
high school experiences.

B. The provision for top quality teaching especially
for beginning students.

II.

93
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C.

D.

Student responsibility for their own learning in
teachingtutoring, internships, work-study, and in
course development.

The maintenance of small classes to not exceed
enrollments of 40 students ach.

Administratively

All persons in the college community will be actively
involved in decision - making and wherever practicable in
the conduct of college business.

We will seek to keep the costs to the student at a
minimum level and quality of instruction at a maximum
level by way of support from foundations, government
grants, cooperative consortia arrangements and
contributions of services.

As a Catholic Institution

We will seek to provide a rich and stimulating liturgical
experience.

We will seek to provide institutional leadership in:

A. Liturgical innovation
B. Religious instruction
C. Representation of the "People of God" in their

concerns insofar as this activity is intellectually
defensible.

We will seek to maintain a Christian learning
community.



CRITICISM OF THE (TUCKER) RESEARCH

Robert J. Alotrisey
Briar Cliff College

Criticism of this research focuses first on the stated
reasons SCAP gave for the study. All seven reasons have not
been pursued and probably only one (7) regarding total
reevaluation of institutional objectives should have been stated
in this research attempt. This objective then could have been
operationalized by stating what information should be
provided by whom, in what form, and when.

Ideally the information about objectives would have
included divisional objectives and Student Services objectives.
The divisional unit did not summarize in this research
approach. And, the department of Student Services, as a
nonacademic unit, was completely overlooked. Also, course
objectives should have been stated in terms of behaviors and
contents. To the methodologies of Nagar, Bloom and
Krathwohl, might be added the name of Tyler. I 2 3 4 Tyler
suggests useful categories for this purpose.

Many of the course objectives as they have been stated
have not been acceptable. At present, it is not practicable to
begin anew, but this fact will complicate the work of the
institutional objectives committee. To make these past efforts
profitable the cycle we are about to complete the first time
should, In the future, be repeated again, and again. As the
work is continued individual faculty members might be
worked with to identify and correct duplicity in behaviors and
content.

A particularly vexing problem for church-affiliated
schools is the question of objectives relating to this religious
characteristic. Similarly, the Liberal Arts College annot claim
the name by mere exposure to courses. Perhaps this type of
study, properly done, can help to solve part of the current
identity crisis of church related Liberal Atts Colleges.

To acequately conduct this type of study requires much
work with individual faculty members and with groups. The
perennial problem is one of lack of staff and budget. This
research approach has provided a start and has been valuable
to Briar Cliff College. Much information has been gathered and
much more has been recognized. Whatever the report that
comes from the president and the board, it should be a most
useful tool for all aspects of college planning.

Certainly the major problem of this entire study has
been the .ack of the statement of specific behaviors and
content. Faculty members, of course, resist this reduction of
their task to simple statements. To the extent that it would be
possible to so an institution might well take on new or
renewed direction from the statement of such objectives, their
summarization and generalization, and a final ordered priority.

We know that institutional influences are not confined
to the academic. Nonteaching staff should also be dear in
their objectives and contribute to the determinvion of
institutional objectives. A limitation of this study has come
with its initiation in the Dean's office rather than in the
President's office.

A final criticism relates to the problem of faculty
indifference to this activity. This is to be anticipated in such a
study and suggests an assistant for curriculum development or
an outside consultant.

Meanwhile, with limited budgets, the study of objectives
must be pursued. This approach to instructional
institutional objectives, with all of its shortcomings, might be
modified and applied in your institution.

birgy, Robert F., Preparing hatructiortel Obitaire I. Palo Alto. Cablomia: l'eatoo Publishers, Inc , 1962

a Bloom, Benjamin S. (ed). taxonomy of Edwortionel Oblectiret, (Cognitive Domain) New York: David McKay Co , 1956.

3 kratka oh!. David R., Benjamin S. Bloom, and Bertram B. Maria, taxonomy of Educeriorrel Objecting. (Ar(ecthe Domain). New York:
David McKay Co.. 1964.

4 Tykt. Ralph W. Be* Principier of Curricvbrst and Astructim. Chicago: Unfree:Hy of Chicago Press, 1950.
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THE INTERIM TERM AFTER SIX YEARS

Jack E. Rossmanu
Mac.alester College

Colleges and universities within the past ten years have
experimented with a wide variety of academic calendars. The
trimester, 3.3 and 4.14 are among those modifications of the
standard semester or quarter system which have been

introduced to increase opportunities for year around
operatidn, eliminate the "dead period" in January or provide
for greater curricular innovation. Of the new approaches
perhaps the most viable and most widely adopted calendar has
been the 4-1.4 or interim term. Well over one hundred colleges
and universities now have in operation some version of this
plan.'

Soon after its origin at Florida Presbyterian College in
the 1960-61 academic year, the interim term concept was
adopted ot Macalester College. As part of a major curriculum
revision the faculty adopted the 4.14 calendar to commence
during the 1963-64 academic year. From the outset it was
decided that the interim term at Macalester would attempt to
depart in a significant way from the regular fall and spring
terms. Grading would be on an SU basis only; courses offered

Results

during the regular terms could not be taught during the
interim term; and there would be an attempt to provide
opportunities for independent and off-campus study for those
students who desired those options.

Since the interim term was a relatively new phenomenon
on the higher education scene in 1963.64 it was felt that data
should be collected and an attempt made to assess the success
of the interim term as viewed by students and faculty. Thus,
since 1964 questionnaire data have been collected from
students five times and faculty members four times.2 The data
which follow are based primarily upon the results of the most
recent administration of the questionnaires, February of 1969.

Questionnaires were sent to the 130 fultime members
of the faculty and a random sample of 400 (20 percent of the
student body) students. Responses were received from
approximately three-fourths of the faculty and 85 percent of
the students. Roughly the same percentage dif response has
been achieved in each of the years in which questionnaires
have been administered.

TABLE 1
Percentage of Students Choosing Various Interim Term Course Options

1967 1968 1969 1970
Interim Course Options

N=1,800 N=1,769 N=1,897 N=1,877

On-campus faculty-directed group course
On-campus independent study
Off-campus faculty-directed group course
Off-campus independent study
Partially onpartially offcampus course

71%

15

5

6

3

60%
14

7

II
8

66%
12

7

7

7

57%

15

10
12

6

Table 1 indicates the proportion of students who have chosen each of the five basic course options which is
available during the interim term over the past four years. Perhaps the most significant trend which can be noted is
the increasing use of off-campus study with approximately twice as many students spending at ]cast part of their
time off-campus in 1970 as compared with the interim term in 1967.

To what extent do students explore areas outside their major field of interest during the interim term? Tables
2 and 3 present data related to this question based upon the 1969 survey.
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TABLE 2
Area In which Interim Term Course Was Taken By Major Field

MAJOR FIELD
Social/

Area In Which Natural Behavioral
Interim Term Fine Arts Humanities Sciences Sciences

Course Was Taken N=34 N=8I N=64 N=139

Fine Arts 73% 7% 3% 9%

humanities 18 S9 16 23

Natural Sciences 6 59 9

Social /Behavioral Sciences 9 27 22 60

Total 100 99 100 101

Table 2 indicates that approximately 40 percent of the students majoring in humanities, natural sciences and
socialbehavioral sciences took their interim course outside their major area. Of the students majoring in the fine
arts, however, about threefourths took their interim course in the fine arts.

TABLE 3
Major Fields of Students Taking Interim Term Courses In Various Academic Areas

MAJOR FIELD
Area In Which Social/

Interim Term Natural Behavioral

Course Was Taken Fine Arts Humanities Sciences Sciences Total

Fine Arts (N=45) 55% 13% 4% 27% 99%
humanities (N=96) 6 50 10 33 99

Natural Sciences (N=55) 9 69 22 100

Social/Behavioral Sciences (N=122). . 2 18 11 68 99

Table 3 suggests that of those students taking courses in the natural sciences and social-behavioral sciences
during the interim term approximately two-thirds were majors in those areas; whereas, of students taking courses in
the fine arts and humanities only half were fine arts and humanities majors. Combining data from Tables 2 and 3
indicates that departments in the fine arts and humanities tend to gain students; whereas, departments in the natural
sciences and social-behavioral sciences tend to lose students (in comparison with the number of majors) during the
interim term period.
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TABLE 4
Extent to Which Faculty and Students Feel Interim Term Objectives Have Been Mel

Item

Students
N=339

Faculty
N=94

Interim Term
Own Course In General Own Course

Interim Course
in General

1. The student should have a major voice in
determining the manner in which he is to
carry on his study.

Very Adequately .
Somewhat

6 lc'r

30
41%
56

60%

35

37%
62

Not At All 10 3 5

2. Fresh and imaginative approaches to learning
will be designed.

Very Adequately . 41 29 42 25

Somewhat 43 66 55 75

Not At All 15 5 4

3. Student performance expectations will be
rigorous.

Very Adequately . . 35 13 33 10

Somewhat 45 69 56 72

Not At All 20 18 11 18

4. Off-campus learning resources will be
exploited.

Very Adequately . . 40 36 31 37

Somewhat 22 59 27 60

Not At All 38 5 41 3

Four basic objectives were set for the interim term as it was being developed. Table 4 examines the extent to
which members of the faculty and the student body feel that these objectives have been met. One of the striking
aspects of these data is the similarity between the responses of students and the faculty. Apparently there is no great
disagreement between students and faculty as to the effectiveness with which the interim term objectives are being
met. A second and perhaps not surprising observation is the tendency for both members of the faculty and students
to perceive their own courses as being somewhat better than the situation in general. This is particularly true on the
objectives concerned with the extent to which .students will be involved in determining the manner of study and in
the use of fresh and imaginative approaches to learning. It should be noted here that the opportunity for a student
to play a significant role in determining the manner in which he will proceed during the interim term is highly
related to his overall satisfaction with his interim term experience.

TABLE 5
Faculty and Student Perceptions of Student Performance During Interim Term

Student Performance
During Interim Term Faculty

Student
Himself

Students
In General

N=94 N=339 N=339

Percentage of Students "Catching Fire" 43',4* 46% 24%*
Percentage of Students "Performing Adequately" 46 47 46
Percentage of Students "Goofing Off" 11 7 30

*Average of the percentages reported.
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Faculty and student perceptions of student performance are examined in Table 5. Both questionnaires asked
the respondent to put the percentage of students whip' he felt performed in each of three categories ("caught fire,"
"performed adequately," "goofed off"). In addition, the student questionnaire asked that he place himself in one of
these same three categories. Once again there is a striking similarity between faculty perception of student
performance and the way in which the students categorized themselves. When asked about their fellow students,
however, the student respondents tended to be much less positive in their responses. There was at least a tendency
on the part of the students to suggest that "I'm not wasting my time but they are."

TABLE 6
Faculty and Student Satisfactions Regarding The Interim Term

Item
Faculty Students
N=94 N=339

I feel that this year's Interim Term as an educational venture was:
Highly successful 23% 26%
Successful 70 66
Not very successful 7 8
A failure

As compared to a regular term, I find being a student (teacher)
during the Interim Term:

More Enjoyable 58 78

About the Same 34 13

Less Enjoyable 7 9

As compared to a regular term, I find preparation for teaching
during the Interim Term is:

More Difficult 22

About the Same 58

Less Difficult 19

As compared to a regular term, I find motivating students during
the Interim Term is:

More Difficult 44
About the Same 37
Less Difficult 19

Table 6 presents a series of items which were intended to tap general kinds of satisfaction with the interim
term. The first item suggests that both students and faculty members saw the interim term as a very successful
educational venture and the next item would seem to indicate that students, somewhat more than faculty perhaps,
find the interim term to be a very enjoyable experience. Faculty members seem to find preparation for the interim
term no more nor less difficult than preparation for a course in the regular term but do tend to feel that motivating
students is somewhat more difficult during the interim term.
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TABLE 7
Student Responses to Question: "As compared to the Fall Term, did you spend more, less, or approximately

the same amount of lime on the following activities?"
N=339

About the

Activity More Same Less

Never Do
This

1. Talking to other students 62% 26% 10% %
2. Non-courserelated reading 53 28 15 3

3. Sleeping 45 35 19

4. Dating 34 42 14 9

5. Courserelated reading 33 31 35

6. Attending movies 33 43 18 6

7. Playing cards 27 19 10 43

8. Painting, sculpting, playing musical instruments 23 22 13 42

9. Going to the library 23 32 39 5

10. Courserelated writing 23 32 40 5

11. Drinking 22 36 12 29

12. Attending plays 22 40 21 17

13. Attending lectures 21 48 25 6

14. Working out at the gym 21 22 20 37

15. Attending concerts 20 41 17 22

16. Knitting or sewing 17 9 10 64

17. Working (for money) off campus 15 16 13 57

18. Working (for money) on campus 11 15 24 50

19. Volunteer work 10 25 17 48

Table 7 measures the extent to which behaviors engaged in during the interim term may differ from those

behaviors during a regular term. The responses to these items would seem to suggest that the interim term is a time
wit!i considerably less academic pressure than during a regular term. Students find more time for talking, non-course
related reading, sleeping, dating, attending movies, etc. One student summarized his feelings about the interim term
in the following manner, "interim can be anything you want it to be ... best of all, interim is not as heavily
academic as the regular terms. I'd almost forgotten what it is like to have time on your hands. 1 don't think that time
was wasted. I used it to read, go to movies, hear concerts, etc. There was even time to sit and talk and get
acquainted. There probably are a lot of imperfections in interim term, but I'll never call it an ill-used month. I think

it's great."
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TABLE 8
Student Description of the Interim Term Using A Semantic Differential Format

"Please react to the Interim Term by circling the "X" between the adjectives at the point which best
describes your feeling about Interim."

Exciting

X X X X

Boring

X
24%

Bad

52%. 19% 4%, 2%

Good

X X X X X
3 10 37 50

Pleasant Unpleasant

X X X X X
49 33 13 4

Easy , Difficult

X X X X X
6 23 42 23 7

Table 8 uses a semantic differential to arrive at a student description of the interim term. Responses to these
items indicate that students perceive the interim term as being exciting, good, pleasant, and at some midpoint
between being easy and difficult.

TABLE 9
Student Satisfaction With the Interim Tenn By Sex and Class

This year's Interim Term as an intellectual Men Women Fr. So. Jr. Sr.

and educational experience was for me: N=173 N=I65 N=1 11 N=87 N=71 N=69

Extremely rewarding 245 34% 23% 19g. 35% 32%

More than usually rewarding 40 38 45 34 35 41

All right 25 21 23 25 18 23

Not very rewarding 7 5 7 9 6 3

Disappointing and of little value 3 2 I 2 6 1

1969 1967 1966 1965 1964

Total N=338 N=240 N=36I N=363 N=703

Extremely rewarding 29% 31% 34% 20% 39%

More than usually rewarding 39 34 38 42 35

All right 23 27 22 28 19

Not very rewarding 6 6 3 7 4

Disappointing and of little value 2 I 2 3 3

The final table 0} looks at global student satisfaction with the interim term by sex and class for the 1969
respondents, and then compares the 1969 responses to the responses of 1967, 1966, 1965, and 1964. Three
observations may be made from this table. First, women appear to be slightly more satisfied with the interim term
than men are. A possible explanation for this involves academic achievement level. Al Macalester, as at most schools,
women have higher average GPA's than do men and data collected earlier (regarding interim term) indicated that
students with higher CPA's appear to be somewhat more satisfied with the interim term.
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A second observation deals with the trend toward increasing satisfaction as a student moves through his
experience at Macalester. In other words, freshmen are somewhat less satisfied than are juniors and seniors. This may
be related to the greater use of the independent study option by upper class students or the dissatisfied may leave
before they arc upperclassmen.

A final observation deals with the longitudinal satisfaction with the interim term at Macalester. A comparision
of the responses on this item over the six year period in which data have been collected indicates high stability in
overall satisfaction with the interim term period at Macalester.

Has the interim term had any general impact on the college? In an era when rapid change is occurring in the
environment of higher education it is extremely difficult to impute cause and effect. But of the many changes which
have occurred at Macalester during the past three or four years at least three may be related to the interim term
experience.

1. Each student has the option of taking at least one course each term on an SL.1 basis and can also remove
Iron' his official transcript any course (and the associated credit) in which he is not satisfied with his
performance.

2. The faculty, during the 1969.70 academic year, adopted a new curricular program which eliminates all
requirements except minimal course distribution among the three major academic areas of the college and
requirements set by the department in which the student is majoring.

3. Two-thirds of the faculty respondents to the 1969 questionnaire said they have adopted things tried durhg
the interim term in their regular term courses. To quote two responses, "Students assume more
responsibility in planning the course." "Taught me that the student must formulate for himself the
questions to which course readings, lectures, and discussions provide the answers."

As with most new ideas the interim term has proven to be neither all good nor all bad, but at Macalester the
balance appears heavily weighted on the positive side.

Jack L. Armstrong. An interim term digest. St. Paul, Minnesota: Macalester College, 1969.

2 An early evaluation of Macakster's interim term %s ac published in the December, 1967 issue of Liberal Education. pps. 540-547.
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A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO CURRICULUM PLANNING AND REVIEW

Russell C. Koza
University of Colorado

The technique which is discussed in this brief paper is an
approach to curriculum planning and/or review from the
viewpoint of maintaining a perspective or overview of the
curriculum under study to other curricula of a similar nature
while allowing a critical examination of the individual
curriculum elements. Past approaches dealing with curriculum
planning have usually emphasized the "Outward Look"
approach where the curriculum to be designed or reviewed
would take into consideration overall goals and objectives but
did not deal specifically with the curriculum structural
elements. Therefore, the technique developed represents an
attempt to provide an "Inward Look" to a curriculum, the
micro-structure, insuring that the curriculum elements are
consistent with the goals and objectives. Additionally, the
technique described is readily adaptable to computer
manipulation of the data involved which allows for rapid
curriculum design changes for experimental purposes.

The approach to curriculum review/planning to be
discussed was developed in response to a need by the graduate
program in Health Administration at the University of
Colorado School of Medicine for a critical review procedure to
examine a newly developed curriculum. An evaluation of the
curriculum was desired in terms of its relevance to the stated
goals and objectives and its apparent strengths or weaknesses
compared to existing traditional programs in the field. A
preliminary review of the literature dealing with curriculum
review/planning revealed that existing techniques, while
valuable in determining gross characteristics, would not yield
the detailed information required for the study. As a result, a
technique was developed which incorporates a systems
approach to curriculum review. The approach that was
developed is quite basic, logical, and easy to understand, but
also is expandable to more esoteric methods of analysis and
control.

The steps in the systematic way of examining curricula,
whether for review or planning purposes can be described as
follows:

1) The essential topical areas within the curriculum
under study are defined as mutually exclusive subsets
of the curriculum.

2) An assessment of similar curricula from
representative samples of programs making such
offerings is undertaken by obtaining program descrip-
tions and course content descriptions.

3) Each individual program offering the curriculum
under study is analyzed by assigning individual
courses within the program to the pre-determined
topical areas defined in step 1.

4) For each program, the number of credit-hours in
each topical area is aggregated and the total program
credit-hours calculated.

5) The proportion of credithours in each topical area is
calculated as the ratio: (aggregated credithours in
each topical area)/(total program credithours).

6) When steps 3), 4), and 5) are completed for all
programs to be included in the study, the average
percent concentration in each topical area is then
calculated.

Upon completion of steps one through six, one of two
paths play be selected for further analysis depending upon
whether a new curriculum is being planned or an existing one
is being reviewed. In the case of planning and design of a new
curriculum, the new step is to translate the percent concentra-
tion in the various topical areas into the number of credit-
hours desirable consistent with the total number of credit-
hours desired in the entire program. Then the sequence of
courses in each topical area would be constructed including
course outlines describing the elements to be contained in N.:eh
course. Next, the elements contained within each course
would be mapped out relative to all courses and compared for
overlap of content. Once a visual or machine comparison of
the elements in each sequence is made, overlap eliminated, t he
final curriculum plan would be ready for further critical review
and ultimate approval and implementation. The procedure for
review of existing curriculum follows the same steps except
that initially the existing curriculum is analyzed with regard to
course content by topical area and compared with the overall
average of all programs surveyed. The deviation of the
curriculum under review from the average of all similar
programs is then justified in terms of the program's uniqueness
or philosophy or modified to align it more closely with the
general program or accreditation criteria. Then steps one
through six are repeated.

As may easily be observed, there are two factors which
influence the results of the approach to curriculum plan-
ning/review. First, the definition of topical areas is of critical
importance. The combination of topical areas must be
inclusive of all subject matter contained within all programs
while each topical area must be mutually exclusive subsets of
the curriculum. In addition, the number of topical areas
should be large enough to clearly differentiate each-area while
small enough to make the ultimate categorization and com-
parisons meaningful from an analytical point of view. (It is

suggested that the number of topical areas be no less than five
nor more than ten based upon the experience of this study.)
Second, the decision to place individual courses in each topical
area is a subjective judgement which is arrived at by examining
the course content in detail. To insure a realistic alignment of
courses within topical areas, it is recommended that the same
investigator assume the responsibility for all details of this
portion of the analysis. As a result, the bias will then be
somewhat consistent and meaningful comparisons can be
made. It might be noted at this point that appropriate program
accreditation criteria may be used as a guide to determine the
importance of individual curriculum topical areas as well as a
comparative measure.
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The basic results and information which can be expected
from a typical application of this technique is best illustrated
by sample data extracted from an actual application of the
technique. As noted earlier, this technique was utilized in a
study of a graduate level (M.S.) program in Health
Administration. Five topical areas were defined within the
curriculum and steps two through six in the methodology
described were completed. By way of illustration, Figure I
shows the tabulation of this information. To measure the
difference between this particular curriculum and the averages

SCHOOL

2

3

4

of all other similar curricula, a skyline chart was constructed
which appears as Figure 2. The skyline chart is essentially a
presentation of the deviation of the curricult.m under study
from similar curricula, such deviation justified in terms of
uniqueness or philosophy of the particular curriculum
program. Significant departures noted on the skyline chart are
signals which would prompt further investigation in a

particular topical area to justify a difference or might indicate
that changes are required to more closely align the curriculum
to certain goals or objectives.
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In this particular study certain changes in the curriculum
were indicated. To maintain a degree of perspective, the
original curriculum elements were mapped out in a network
diagram as partially shown in Figure 3. Since the divergent
views of faculty members, accreditation standards,
institutional rules and regulations, need to be considered in
any changes in a curriculum, it was found necessary to inspect
the detailed curriculum elements on an interactive basis with
all faculty members of the particular program participating
actively. As a result, a mapping of detailed curriculum
elements beyond the course level dealing with elements of
knowledge to be conveyed during each week of the program

GENERAL
ADMIN.

HEALTH
ADMIN.

SOCIAL
ECONOMIC
POLITICAL
ASPECTS OF
HEALTH
CARE

()DANT.
METI IODS

LI ('IIVIS

was undertaken. Sample results of such an activity are shown
in Figure 4. During this phase of the curriculum review, each
course clement was transformed into a punched card format
and processed by a simple computer program to yield a map of
course elements for the entire program with time represented
as the dependent variable. This precedure resulted in two
major benefits: I ) It displayed overlaps in course content
allowing for significant revisions and savings in terms of
teaching effort, and 2) it allowed faculty members to be more
perceptive in relating their individual areas of responsibility to
the overall curriculum.

Year

0 0

Public Health
&

Medical Science
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The resulting value to educators of the technique
described in this paper is to put the problem of curriculum
planning/review in a framework whidt allows for new insights
into the curriculum at an elemental level in order to gain
overall efficiency in programs. The approach is not so

theoretical that it cannot be implemented, but rather, involves
a logical systematic technique which can be used in its present
form or embellished with sophisticated computer techniques
or management science techniques. For eximple, if a common
taxonomy of academic disciplines were extended to the course
level and beyond to the elemental knowledge level, potentially
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the overlap of curriculum elements could be detenni.
computer techniques. The network diagram
course/curriculum elements could be further analyzed
the Critical Path Method or similar Management S
network technique. The real value of this technique, ht,w,.,
lies in the action of performing the analysis by faculty )0 ,

effort which then leads to a coherent program and pru
perspective. in addition, once the analysis is performed
easily up dated by annual inspection of course outlaw d. 3

can then serve as a control mechanism to avoid an inadvc, 110
change in program direction.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR ACADENIIC STAFF
IN ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES

Bertrand L. Hansen
Commit tee of Presidents of Universities of Ontario

The Unive r sites of Ontario have experienced
considerable growing pains in the past decade. Full-time
student population has grown from about 44.000 in 1961.65
to 100.000 in 1969-70. Graduate student population has
grown from 5,400 to 11.400 during the same period but the
output of students with graduate degrees that would qualify
them for university leaching has been far less than the demand

particularly in the social sciences and humanities. During
this same period, academic staff numbers have grown from
about 3,200 to 7.900. Several new universities were created in
the process of meeting the demands for higher education in
Ontario.

Universities have tapped many foreign as well as

domestic sources of supply for qualified university teachers.
American and British professors have found ready acceptance
of their sen-ices in Ontario universities so that student/staff

1114

ratios and quality would not deteriorate. About 30 percent 01
the total staff in Ontario universities arc citizens of the U. S
or other commonwealth countries.

The situation now is that financing levels are being
squeezed and universities are reacting by not kiting as many
professors as they have in the past several years. Supply is now
outpacing the reduced demand and highly qualified students
with graduate degrees may not find teaching posts. Coincident
with this is an increased desire by Canadian citizens for a
distinct Canadian identity and culture. Some persons most
interested in bringing this about are bringing pressure to bear
on the Canadian universities for the rather substantial numbers
of non-Canadian faculty. The dilemma is how to collect
sensitive data and create an effective information
communication and storage system on supply and demand of
university faculty so that qualified Canadians will find places
in Canadian university posts.



COMMUNICATION CONCERNING STUDENTS

STUDENTS AND THE INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCHER

Jim Sutton. Graduate Student
Urtirersity of Iowa

Harry Allen has posed this question for me: What
infomiation do students need in order to participate
effectively in the decision making process? I am planning to
take him at his word by assuming that he means more by
"participating" than administrators usually mean when they
speak about student input in governance. Administrators
inevitably view "participation" as one of many flavors of
public relations which a university can concoct to assure the
public that all is well within the hoary walk of academia.
"Participation" is a way of insuring that the proper semblence
of democracy has been attached to decisions which have been
nude in a highly autocratic manner. iI is also a way of
suggesting that students are being trained in the mechanics of
democracy so that they will understand the responsibilities of
citizenship.

Students, today. mean something quite different when
they speak about "participating" in governance. Participation
implies real power, including the power to initiate and veto
administrative actions. Students are becoming more and more
inclined to view their interest as a class interest which they
must protect and promote in council and in the streets. The
student interest is obtaining the best possible education at the
least possible cost. Student power 0 merely the power of
students to obtain the best possible education at the lowest
cost. What I would like to develop in this paper h an instance
when the student interest conies into conflict with the
institutional interest of the university. and the role of the
institutional researcher in such a situation.

Let us suppose that the administration of a midwest
multiversity has decided to raise tuition 50 percent. For the
sake of form. it presents its proposal to the appropriate
faculty student committee for ratification. The appropriate
administrators are on hand and the expected data is offered to
the committee: Inflation, cost of labor up, cost of
construction up. cost of money up, etc. The administration
asks that the proposal be approved.

One possibility. of course. is that the proposal will he
approved without detailed discussion. the committee
members simply do not have the data eft the ideas to chalknge
the data which is presented to them or to request information
which has not been presented. II should like to point out that.
when this occurred on one campus. it occasioned a Mecklng
student strike in protest.) ltnfoitunately, thissolf of response
would seem to indicate that the need to develop specialized
data for decision-nuking in complex institutions is opposed to
today's prevailing demand got increased participation in
govetnanct. llow can more persons participate effectively m
luminance when fewer and frost persons control
develorrnent, access, and until/11km of infomiation which it
prerequisite to rational decision-making?

I et me suggest one nIuIion to this problem in an
alternate ktnetto at Iiilwest NItiltneisity's meeting of the
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Tuition and Fees Faculty student Committee. One student on
the committee is savey to institutional research, or at least to
common sense. When the administration asks for its proposal
to be approved. the student poses a few modest questions of
his own.

I) What are university priorities as expressed in actual
(as opposed to stated)allocation of resources?

2) What is the average faculty salary by rank?
3) 1111at is the average faculty teaching load in contact

hours by rank?
4) What percentage of classroom hours by college,

department. and division is taught by teaching
assistants?

5) Are teaching assistants getting a raise as a result of
the increase in tuition? Ilow does this compare with
their increased cost of tuition in dollars? In percent?
How dots the increase compare with the rise in the
cost of living? I low many graduate teaching assistants
are on food stamps?

(1) that is the faculty salary increase by rank in dollars
and percent as a result of the tuition increase? Flow
does this compare with the increase for teaching
assistants?

71 What is the total sum budgeted for student financial
aid! Wilat is the proposed increase in dollars and
percent as a result of the tuition increase? }low does
this compare with other public institutions and
private institutions in dollars per capita?

8) Why is the budget so confusing? Why are "research"
and "Instruction" on one budget line?

ibis is the point where the staff researcher explains that he
doesn't have the information because:

I Ile is partiime.
2 ) 1 k has no budget.
31 No one eSer akked for the data before.
4) The data is too expensive to generate.
5) Ile doesn't know how to go about assembling the

data ti e. he has the data. but is unwilling to divulge
It 1

,11i1 this 0 the point that our student concludes:

I ) The institutional researcher is incompetent. How can
he know a tuition increase is necessary if he hasn't
measured inputs and outputs of questioned internal
allocations and prkuities?

2) 1 lie data man is try ing to help the administration put
one we on the students and the public.

In drsgust, students decide to appropriate a part of their
budget to kite high level graduate students to conduct research

UV) .



on the university. In the course of their research, students
discover:

1) Thal teaching assistants are conducting over 60
percent of all classroom undergraduate hours, 70
percent in the lower division.

2) That teaching assistants are receiving a 5 percent
salary increase while being obliged to pay 100
percent more tuition, not to mention the cost of
inflation.

3) That the university makes money on its
undergraduates by charging them for fullprice labor,
but providing cut-rate labor.

4) That the profit generated in this way is used to
provide full-time faculty with research leisure.

5) That the full professor teaches 5% hours per week in
graduate instruction only.

6) That the administration is asking undergraduates to
pay 50 percent more tuition in order not to be
taught by faculty members.

7) That "preserving faculty quality'. means hiring a man
of national reputation to teach 5% hours of graduate
instruction Of 515.000-25,000 per year so that he will
have the leisure to improve his reputation and
therefore the status of the institution; that
"preserving faculty quality" is not synonymous with
"preserving teaching quality."

8) That the prioriliesof the institution are:
A) Generating information (Research).
B) Providing input to government and state

programs (Service).
C) Producing graduates (Teaching).

9) That in the face of these priori!ies, the student is
evidently not receiving the best possible education at
the least cost.

The student researchers recommend:

1) That the university be sued for violation of a
fiduciary relationship between students and
administrators for the mis-feasance of undergraduate
fees in support of graduate programs.

2) That the deans of the local conference be sued for
conspiracy to violate the Serman Act by meeting to
fix teaching assistant and faculty salaries.

3) That, since $20,000,000 in treble damages are
involved, it shouldn't be too difficult to get a
high-powered Washiroon lawyer on a contingency
basis.

From my little scenario, I believe that you can deduce a
theme: The way to insure that students (and faculty) have
adequate information to participate in decision-making is:

1) Give them the information you have, and are willing
to let them have.

2) Give them information you have, and are unwilling
to share.

3) Develop the information you've refrained from
developing because you knew if you had it someone
would use it.

4) Encourage interested students and faculty to develop
their o vn data, and offer your advice.

How institutional researchers respond to this suggestion
that !hey 'oecome devil's advocates will depend, I suppose. on
what they are and on how they view the university. Those who
conker themselves personnel of a corporate body are far too
likely to be insecure in their positions to allow them to violate
the cannons of bureaucracy on the monopoly of information.
These are likely to claim that "there is too much democracy"
in the university as it is, and there Nobably is too much
democracy at the moment to permit the institution to
conform to their expectations easily.

Others, I suppose, may still believe that business about
the free flow of information being the soul of a community of
scholars. 1 doubt there are many. But, in any case, 1 believe
that there can be no effective participation in the governance
of complex institutions in the future unless those svho develop
information become devil's advocates and are permitted to
play this rol'.. with impunity for the sake of the health of the
corporate body, as well as the community of minds.

'So
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A GRADUATE STUDENT'S VIEW OF CAMPUS UNREST

William F. Lather
Unircrsity of Michigan

Approximately 18 months ago, I was asked to serve on a
panel of students undergraduates and graduate to discuss,
with a group of laymen, what was then happening on
campuses throughout the nation. I reported to them some
findings from research done by Keniston, Peterson, Korn and
others including the statement that activists were in the
minority and the great majority of students were doing what
was expected of them. The laymen were "glad to hear that."

However, after the events of the past few months and
especially the last two weeks, I am not sure that the previous
statement is still correct. The invasion of Cambodia and the
Kent State shootings have aroused many more individuals to
action. As a result we hear of instances, as in New York City,
where student demonstrators and helmeted construction
workers openly battle in the streets. It now seems as if our
entire society is polarized on this great issue and rot people, if
any, remain in the middle.

Students reject what they feel is an outdated foreign
policy which suggests that this country must police the world,
fighting communism at its every point of expansion. They
reject the concept of "America, my country, right or wrong."
Most of all, they are willing to demonstrate, march and even
go to jail, in some cases, to show their feelings.

At present, over 200 colleges and universities are
actually shut down, either as a result of extremely effective
student strikes or by order of college or government officials.
This situation in American higher education is different from
the moratoriums and the more limited strikes which we have
experienced in the recent past. By a moratorium I refer to the
short term stoppage of normal activities which have occurred
on many campuses in order that students, faculty, and staff
members might turn their full attentions to discussions of
certain important issues. This type of activity is, I believe,
completely justifiable. In fact, it is widely held that during
these periods, more education occurs than normal and that
which does occur has greater relevancy for the participants.

More recently the student strike has also come into
vogue. Institutional activity, while not totally curtailed, has

been limited by picket lines, by some disruption, and by the
normative attitudes which accompany strikes. Activists have
continued to use this tactic, I think, for one very important
reason. Success' Psychologists know that if certain behaviors
are reinforced in human beings and other animals, these
behaviors will tend to reoccur. I believe this is what is
happening on a large scale in this instance.

Limited strikes and moratoriums are nevertheless much
less far reaching in their scope than are total shutdowns. As
implied earlier, we have not often experienced this
phenomenon in the history of American higher education. It is
unfortunate that campuses are now rendered inoperative
because of violence and/or threats of violence.

Many fundamental changes in the philosophy of the
university have been called for. Some say the years of great
quantitative growth, which we have been experiencing since
World War II, are over and the university must begin to grow
qualitatively and reform itself internally. Others say the
university must speak out on the important issues of the day
such as Vietnam, increased military spending, and poverty.
Still others say the university must open itself up to the masses
and provide new programs, especially in the areas of Black
enrollments and Black studies.

If we view the academic organization as an open social
system, then it should be able to adapt to internal and external
environmental influences in order to properly maintain itself.
Unfortunately, in many instances at present, change seems to
be resulting from coercion, violence, and irrationality rather
than from a process of rational problem solving.
Administrators who would ordinarily choose to deal with
issues logically find it difficult, if not impossible, to deal with
the extreme pressure of irrationality.

What we have then is an institution based on rational
thought and processes which is being challenged by
irrationality. Since many of the asked for or demanded
changes are legitimate and needed, it is unfortunate that we in
higher education cannot find ways to deal with them through
more logical, flexible, and peaceful means.
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SOME GENERAL VIEWS ON THE UNDERLYING CAUSES
OF STUDENT DISTURBANCES

Jerry L. Kirks
IVayrie State University

The establishment, the silent majority of today, is
leaving a legacy which the young people refuse to accept. This
legacy consists of Iwo parts. First is an emphasis on
materialistic wealth. Second is an emphasis on defense
preparedness. The first of these elements is a natural evolution
growing out of the depression of the thirties. During this
period of time, want and need were the most important
factors governing an individual's life. It's only natural that
those individuals going through this period of time would want
to see to it that these conditions did not exist again and that
there would be no repeat of the conditions existing during the
great depression. Consequently, an emphasis on one's vocation
and an emphasis on goods and materials were formed. This
emphasis is not shared by the young people of today because
they have not-gone through this same set of circumstances. It's
probably only true in the United States that there is such an
emphasis on materialistic wealth and particularly on the
position that an individual holds in his occupation. A person
actually considers himself an engineer or a doctor rather than a
person engaged in these occupations. The young people refuse
to share this need for materialistic wealth. They have not
experienced the conditions producing this need and
consequently cannot he sympathetic with it.

The second major point in history that determines the
defense preparedness which our current generation experiences
was December, 1941, Pearl Harbor. Our generation decided
Thal we would not go through a state of unpreparedness again
its we did at Pearl limbo.. Yet the young people can look
around today and see nothing for the last fifteen or twenty

S.

years from the cessation of the second World War but small
wars, cold wars, and additional conflicts which are taking
America's lives, resources, and a great deal of its moral
fortitude.

It is only natural that students would focus their
dissatisfaction with this legacy on something with which they
are familiar, the college or university. The university has
always mirrored the needs and wants and difficulties of
society. Some authors have indicated that a university must
have a stake in its society for it exists in the society and if the
society is healthy so will be the university. If the society dies,
so will the university. We should give support to the students
who wish to see a change in our society for there are many
things that are wrong. On the other hand, the disturbances
caused by the conditions in society make an excellent
environment for those few rebels, revolutionaries, who would
destroy everything and not know exactly what to substitute in
the place of current institutions.

Perhaps one of the contributions which Institutional
Research can make to this cause is to separate the true
revolutionaries from the concerned students who are looking
for a change in their environment. We could present to the
external world the fact that it is only a very few of these
students who are in fact revolutionary to the point of wishing
to overthrow the government and destroy the sery institutions
of which they are a part. On the other hand we would show
the external world that there are truly a peat number of
concerned students, concetned about this legacy which they
are getting ready to inherit, and concerned about changing the
conditions that produced this legacy.
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CONTRASTS AND SIMILARITIES OF STUDENT
UNREST IN THE U.S. AND JAPAN

James K. Alorbhima
University of Washington

Starting on Monday, May 4, American students have
reacted to the President's decision to send troops into
Cambodia. These reactions were generally loud but peaceful.
The academic community, indeed, the nation and the world
were shocked to learn that four youths became victims of the
anti-war agitation.

Unfortunately, the indicents following the Cambcidia
affair bring the issues presented in this paper closer to home.
With few exceptions, disruption of pre-Cambodia American
campuses had not resulted in fatalities. Explosive violence, as
seen in Latin America and Japan, is no longer something "out
there."

While the May, 1968 Paris convolution represented the
peak of student rebellion on a world-wide scale, it was but a
forerunner of things to come in Japan. To understand some of
the reasons for the student demonstrations in Japan (the
Japanese term is "demo"), one must understand some of the
bases of contention.

Modern Japanese higher education really began in the
late 19th century with the establishment of the University
Tokyo. The Japanese national university system sprang from
these roots and now consists of more than 70 campuses. The
nationa: universities were modeled after the German system
with professorial chairs, sningent entrance requirements,

non-mandatory class attendance, etc. To this day the national
universities retain extremely demanding criteria for entrance.

Prefectural universities have developed relatively
recently. These are similar to state universities in the United
States. There are now approximately two dozen prefectural
institutions. Here again, the entrance requirements tend to be
stringent.

Municipal universities are also Lse-comers to the
Japanese higher education scene. There are about a dozen of
them in full operation and their entrance requirements are
comparable to those of our stronger stale institutions.

Private universities, much like our own, grew out of
missionary schools. Few have retained denominational
affiliation. The number of private universities exceeds the
number of public universities in Japan, numbering more than
ISO. Entrance requirements run the gamut from rigorous to
nominal and tuition is high although the institutions do receive
governmental subsidies. It is in a few of the private institutions
that ore may almost literally "buy a degree."

Table I presents data gleaned from the AACRAO
publication by Vromaill While the data are out of date, they
are sufficient to give a good idea about the relationships
between the enrollment, the rigor of entrance requirements.
and the relative numbers of the four types of institutions.

TABLE I

NUMBER OF UNIVERSITIES AND TOTAL UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENT
BY RIGOR OF ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS AND TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Rigor of Entrance Requirements

Type of
Institution of

Severe

of f of
Moderate

IF of
Nominal

of f of f of
Total

f of
U's S's U's S's U's S's U's S's

Na t ional 42 128000 30 53.000 74 181.000
Prefectual 14 10,500 9 5.000 23 15.500
Municipal 2 6,500 8 7.500 10 14.000
Private II 28.000 88 358,000 48 44.500 147 410.500
total 69 173 111 135 423 c00 48 44,500 2S2 641,000

Translated into teems we can understand, then, the
Japanese university system can be descrAied as follows:

Natktal universities - 'elective American private
Institutions with limited entolknent and high
entrance ctiteria.

Prefectuil universities - highly selective gilt
universities. e.g , Michigan and Rerkeky, wAh
Sifirtfent enrollment controls.

Municipal universities - entrance criteria similar in rigor
to the state coNese system in Calfoinia. but with
stringent enrollment ceilings.

Private universities similar to most American state
colleges and universities.

As one Japanese administrator put it. Our public
tiftlYerSilitS are similar to your lsy I esgue and technical
chools like Nil t aid Caltech. Out Nome universities are more
similat to you public universIties. We are spin backwards in
your eyes.-

nt ry into most institutions is dmermitred by
institutior <1 entrance examinations. Trim is no tecogni,ed
national exam was as the ( 11-11. Recoils ate publicly posted.
I eithermort. most e vans are given on the same Jay.
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effectively preventing multiple applications. Finally, students
apply for admission into specific disciplines, each of which has
a de finite quota.

The foregoing, then, was a thumbnail sketch of Japanese
universities. Stresses within this system have led to numerous
violent confrontations between students and the university
and students and the government. While there are some
ingredients in Japanese student unrest which differ from :hose
found here, there are numerous similarities.

This paper will selectively discuss both the similarities
and the dissimilaritiev between the university systems of Japan
and the U.S. The paper results from a digestion of more than
50 interviews with administrators, faculty, and dissenting and
nondissenting students at six Japanese universities in October,
1969.

Beginning in Summer, 1968 at Tokyo University, the
anti-examination movement began. In 1968 alone, 120 of
Japan's 369 universities were torn by student demonstrations.
Students demanded a halt to the public posting of
examination results. They also agitated for a national
examination which would allow multiple applications. These
issues have not yet been resolved but the faculty are moving
with "all delibe,ate speed" towards an equitable solution.

Parenthetically, it might be noted that some students are
so determined to attend a given university that they remain
near the institution to study for the next examination. Such
students are called "nnin" named after the masterless
samuraii of a bygone era. Every year a few students commit
suicide but this action is becoming increasingly rare. Many
students move on to a second-choice institution and wait to
take the next examination there. Those who come from well
to do families often enroll in a private school where the
demands are not as stringent. Fina7:y, many students just give
up and drift towards industrial positions.

The radical student groups in Japan, having gotten some
student support in the anti-examination movement, escalated
to making demands upon the universities to remove specific
departmental quotas, to allow students greater freedom in
intra and interinstitutional transferring, and to revamp the
entire university system.

The second wave of demands were aimed at the heart of
the feudalistic Japanese academic system. Professorial chairs
some of which had been handed down within the family were
threatened. The quota system was threatened. Students
actually asked for a yoke in departmental matters! Seniority,
the time honored Japanese system, was threatened.

One instructor (equivalent to assistant professor) said,
"The baron is worried. He'll have to give up some of his
authority and stop being omnipotent. People like me will have
a chance for promotion on merit, not on how long we've been
here. We would have a better chance to move between
institutions without the worry of loss of seniority. Research
money will cone to us and not to the baron. Ile gives us the
money only if he feels like it."

A chair hoicks said, "It's all ridiculous. Students
involved with decisions? It's only the freshmen who are
demanding, not the others. What do they know? 1 worked
hard for my position and it was good. You learn discipline,
respect foe rules, and so on, and any one who doesn't
shouldn't be a professor. We may eventually have to make
some concessions but 11 never do it. Why are they attacking

me? Colleagues of mine have committed suicide over this. It's
a shame, a waste."

A dissident student commented, "The system is not
good. You have no set quotas on the nuinner of
undergraduates and their (American students') education
doesn't seem to suffer. You have 'setter teachers and better
research because it's a plus if they (faculty) do it. We have
only 20 percent of our youth in universities because there isn't
any room. You have 50 percent. The public universities have
the least room of all. We cannot improve teaching by sitting
and bowing, we have to strike now."

There is a difference between the dissidents in Japan and
the U. S. Here graduate students provide leadership. In Japan,
the dissidents are almost all freshmen. Very few
upperclassmen and almost no graduate students participate in
universityrelated disturbances.

The universityrelated disturbances have familiar themes.
Curricular relevance, emphasis on teaching, student voice in
decision making, "weed out the dead wood," etc. But it is a
strange commentary to note that freshmen in Japan carry the
burden. On some campuses. yeaterday's freshmen are now
upperclassmen and among those who were dissidents one now
finds conformers. The revolutionary zeal is gone. They no
longer fight the system but accept it as it is.

These disturbances have directly contributed to a

half-dozen suicides by professors. Several thousand students
have been arrested and more than a thousand injured.
Freshmen have occupied university buildings and prevented
instruction. Because all freshmen must complete general
education courses in their first year, prevention of instruction
has been an extremely effective disruptive technique.
Universities studied the problem and decided that instruction
could be disrupted for no more than six months. By teaching
seven days a week, the six month loss could be recouped. This
has led to a policy of nonintervention for six months followed
by police enforced evacuation of buildings.

Needless to say, police have not been able to evacuate
occupied buildings peacefully. Those who saw Reischauer's
special on Japan witnessed the storming of "Yasuda Castle" at
the University of Tokyo. Police battled with students who
threw concrete blocks, Molotov cocktails, etc. Police retaliated
with teargas, clubs, and water sprayed by helicopter.

Police tactics have not always proven successful. This
year at the University of Tokyo, there will be no new
freshmen class. The freshmen from last year will comprise this
year's class. This means, of course, an absence of a sophomore
class.

One alternative being tried at some universities is a
sleep-in by the faculty. As a gesture, faculty members take
turns sleeping at the entrances to buildings on the campuses.
to date, buildings "protected" in this manner have not been
occupied by dissidents.

There is no doubt among many that the system needs
many changes. Curricula do need revision and more reflection
of the real world. Students should have a voice in many of the
dec;siorts which are made. The chair system does stifle
originality by not providing rewards for jobs well done. But
the system is old and bound by tradition and sanctioned by
those in 'Nowt., in academe.

Ike academic system in the U.S. is more amenable to
change. Many institutions now hale students with voting rights
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on departmental, faculty, and university committees.
Curricular change is happening. But we are moving inexorably
toward the quota system. Will our students who have a much
better opportunity to get higher education be more willing to
accept quotas as a necessity than were the Japanese?

The final stage has been student objection to Japanese
foreign policy and the government:and ant i.American feelings.
This stage calls for social reform (equality of sexes, more
equitable sharing of profits, etc.), political reforms (more
concern for the worker and less for the businessman), anti war
movements (against American involvement in Southeast Asia),
ant i-milit arism (opposed to strengthening of Japan's
"Self-defense forces:), and nationalism (return of Japanese
territory, e.g., Okinawa).

It is in this stage that students obtained their highest
level of support. Rallying around their banners came men from
the labor unions, ordinary citizens, etc. Students managed to
attuct a more broadly based following by focusing attention
on issues of more general public concern. In fact, many faculty
joined these demonstrations. Japanese students, just as their
American counterparts, then. were able to present to the
public massive rallies with thousands of participants. These
demonstrations were ably abetted by the mass media which
tended to present distorted pictures to the public. Radical
student groups, e.g., Young Communists, whose activities were
viewed with disgust by other students, drew support from the
middle of the waders on issues of national concern.

I talked with students who were passively watching as
the police tried to clear some university buildings. These
students viewed the radicals in the occupied buildings with
disdain but a few days earlier the obseivets had been quite
active in antiwar demonstrations. It is interesting to note that
the buildings which were being contested were quite empty
during the anti-war rally and the police could have occupied
them quite easily with a dozen men.

Japanese radicals have found, in common with Arnerkan
radicals, that on some issues ideological differences which kept
groups apart were no lontocr operative. One noted this
phenomenon in the U. S. duing the antiwar demonstrations
following the Cambodian expcOilion. Students who were not
concerned enough to actively oppose Viet Nam intervention
became concerned enough to do so when the Viet Nam
situation became an Indo Chins affair. Faculty members who
opposed many of the university reform demands of radical
student groups also have joined forces with students on this
issue. litany members of the general public have also actively
supported these new demonstrations.

This is a strange alliance of bedfellows. The issue of Indo
China is the salient feature and undoubtedly the tathcal
element will gain some support from this issue which can be
carried one into the next confrontation.

Mar

One of the major differences in the methods used to
contain the demonstrations is that in Japan one gets an eerie
feeling that he is watching a gigantic cinerama extravagaza.
The props are real and potentially fatal. There are many
injuries but very, very few fatalities. The Molotov cocktails
don't burn humans and furled missiles don't strike human
flesh. Each side seems to surge backwarcs and forwards as if
on cue. As mentioned before, there even seems to be some
tacit agreement between the police and students that buildings
left unoccupied because of more important issues will not be
taken over in the absence of the occupiers. Virtually everyone
keeps his cool in these demonstrations. However, the injuries
resuli from confrontations between police and students during
demonstrations off campus. These demonstrations involve
such issues as social welfare reform and militarism. They do
not involve matters of more intrinsic ccademic concern.

In the slates, one sees something different. it seems
inevitable that in a massive campus protest someone loses his
cool and out conies tear gas, night stick, mace, a lid lead. There
is no feeling of being in the middle of a scene from some
spectacular. Rather, one gets a feeling of dread and
foreboding.

There are then, similarities in issues and personalities
between Japanese and American student unrest. There are also
differences. The issues are largely the smile in a global sense
but they differ in details, Both nations' students call for
educational reform but while the far eastern students call for
what is in essence a more American system, our students call
for major changes within the s'xial institution called the
university whit'.. go beyond the Japanese demands. This
phenomenon is, perhaps, inevitable since we are at the point
that the Japanese are trying to reach. Our students must
contend with the status quo on different specifics if they ate
to be anti-establishment at all.

So far the American convolutions have not reached the
stage of deep animosity between faculty and students. It is,
perhaps, due partly to out more informal social system. The
roles we play are much more flexible and we are much more
able to diffcentiaie between our roles than ate the Japanese.
Vi can +dew an attack on the university system as just that.
The Japanese, on the other hand, view such attacks as also
being an attack on the individuals involved.

the means of control are different. In Japan, the
situation is by and large one of controlled violence which goes
almost as if set down in some script. We, on the other hand,
are much more likely to improvise on the script.

Perhaps the Japanese have learnt that departure from
the script is fatal and, if so. there ni be hope for us M
America. Since the confrontations are n, kely to stop in the
near future, we can only hope that well olive up with a good
play which satisfies us but isn't fatal. On the other hand,
ma)be we are ahead of the Japanese and they, too, may look
(onward to seeing teal blood shed on their campuses.

I Vromart. Clyde 1,11'.1$1. A S11. D1' Of tilt 1-111( AIR" t SI S1111 I 01 titl'Asi ASD eAIDI IC) 11111- AC AM WC P1 )4( IMINT OF.
SUN NTS FROM JAPAS 1NT UNIT' t) ST AI I $ F Dl'( AtIONtl S11 tUTIONS. Americstt kvociatiogt of Colkliate Regittrati stu1 Adonksiotts
Oaken, 1966.
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SOURCES OF STUDENT SATISFACTION IN THE COLLEGE EXPERIENCE

Robert H. Penske
American College Testing Program

This paper presents the findings of a study on sources of
student satisfaction with their college experiences which was
undertaken as part of an extensive survey of the impact of
college on students.

The sources of inlonnation about students for this study
are the Student Profile Section (SPS) of the regular ACT
Battery and a specially-designed questionnaire. The SPS was
added to the ACT Battery in the fall of 1964 in accord with
ACT's conviction that colleges should also be concerned with
other characteristics of applicants than the typical measures of
academic potential. The SPS is a short inventory which gives
the high school student an opportunity to tell prospective
colleges about his aspirations and goals, his expectations about
his college experience, and his a&evements outside the
classroom in the areas of art, music. science. drama. writing,
and leadership.

The graduating class of 1969 was, thus. the first group
completing their college undergraduate experience for whom
SPS data were available. A special questionnaire was devcliTed
including several items from the SPS plus a number of ethers
pertaining to the students' evaluations of their coltege
experience, post-graduate plans, soul.:.-s and degree of
satisfaction with their colleges' social, academic, and
intellectual ammo. and their estimates of development on
various cognitive and noncognitive dimensions attributable to
the college experience.'

Review of Literature

Despite the lack of generally accepted Oleo:elksl
framework and analytic methods, there has been no IL. of
research on the impact of college on students. Comprthersise
reviews of such studies were published as long ago as 1937
(Slrarg).2 later by Bloom and Webster (1960).' Freedman
(1960)4 Jacob (19571.3 and Sanford (1962),' And more
recently by Chkkering (1969).' and Feldman and Newcomb
(1969).ft In addition to these works which generally
summarized research findings. Feldman (1970) reviewed and
evaluated the research strategies in studying college impact.'

Even in aggregate, empirical research which directly
compared college experiences as sources of student satisfaction
has not been definitive. Much of the work on this topic has
been of an anecdotal or case-study aiiproach (see Sanford.
1962; and Freedman, 1967) i° Of the empirical studies which
have been conducted. very fe k have involved large numbers of
students or interinstitutional comparisons.

Trent and Medsker (1968) found that approximately 90
percent of those students who cotnpkted college and 70
percent of those who did not complete felt satisfied with
intellectual pout?) as a resell of college.' Ilendetson and
Northrup 11961) satnp/eJ students at Pennsylvania State
University and found that a majority 161 percent) "agreed"
that Pennsylvania State is doing a very good job in fulfilling
"the educational goals 1 conc.ider impottant," and that 27
perce;tt disagreed with the statement.' a

Panos and Amin (1968) asked seniors in a large number
of institutions to rate their overall satisfaction with their
college." About 83.1 percent of the students were either
"satisfied" or "very satisfied"; about 10 percent were "on the
fence."

In their study of selected college campuses in the United
States Goldsen, et al. (1960) stated: "College students feel
that college education is important, useful, and of good
caliber." Their morale is high. They like going to c.illege.
They say their colleges and universities ar; doing a good
job."' 3 More recent studies have found less satisfaction anions
students.

Davis (1963) found that: "In terms of individual
characteristics, students' perceptions of value climates are
distorted toward their own value positions, and students with
high grades tend to give lower estimates of the intellectuality
of their campuses than students with poorer grades."r 6 Berdie
(1968) studied changes in perception of the college
environment during the first two years, using the College and
University Environment Scale.' Ile found that students had
-tempered" their "enthusiasm about the university during the
first two years in attendance, but, nevertheless, their attitudes
and reported perceptions paint a favorable picture of the
institution."

Baird. Richards, and Shevel (1969) studied a large
sample of two-year college graduates and found that
"graduates were generally satisfied with their two-year
college."'" In particular, they were satisfied with "most
aspects of their instructors performance ...."

Satisfaction with the collegiate experience may be
regarded as analogous to vocational satisfaction. In
summarizing "the voluminous literature on satisfaction. which
is the largest on any topic in vocational psychology ..." Crites
(1969) found that a) vocational satisfaction is not a clearly
refined and well-understood concept,b)there is no consensus
about how many dimensions of vocational satisfaction there
are. and c) research findings have been inconsistent and even
contradictory."

Betz. Klingensmith. and Menne (forthcoming) however,
have developed a standardized College Student Satisfaction
Questionnaire (CSSQ) drawing "upon principks and methods
which have resulted from years tif research on the satisfaction
of employees in business and industry."" Factor analytic
studies of their preliminary use of the CSSQ indicated "that it
is an internally consistent measure of several dimensions of
college student satisfaction." Their preliminary use of the
CSSQ has yet to "clearly indicate the direction or pattern of
satisfaction changes over the college years: this is a question
which can be clarified only with further study."

Objective I

The purpose of the present study is to determine the
relationship b traten certain social, econornk, and academic
bacliground variables and the extent to which four groups of
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items listing collegiate experiences have been a source ul
satisfaction to sampled students. Prior to analysis, the fifteen
items had been grouped into academic, social. extra -cuiricular
(special interest }, a rid extra-cut ricular ( recreat ional
dimensions. The direction of some of the relationships could
be anticipated logically on an a priori basis. for example
college grade point average and satisfaction with academic
experiences (positive) and distance of residence from campus
and satisfaction with social experiences (negative). However.
the relationships were all conservatively subject:d to
two-tailed tests of statistical significance.

In the absence of a definitive and generally acceptable
theoretical framework of college impact, the objectives of the
study are largely exploratory. The exploratory nature of the
study is viewed in two distinct dimensions: a) By ranging over
a wide variety of topics through analysis of data obtained from
a large and diverse sample, it is anticipated that the study will
generate a number of specific hypotheses to he tested through
subsequent definitive research. b) In view of the extreme and
persistent difficulty in measuring cognitive and noncognitive
change in students over a long period of lime, it is also
anticipated that the data will lend themselves to exploration of
a number of promising research methodologies.

The present study shares in the general limitations of
studies which use data consisting of expressed opinions or
self-evaluations. Thus. we are asking for students* evaluations
with no direct checks on how objectively accurate these
evaluations might be. We justify this procedure on the basis
that this perception. however accurate or inaccurate. is in itself
a social fact, and it is the social fact that we arc interested in
measuring_ Furthermore, some students may see response to
the instrument as an opportunity to either enhance Or degrade
the image of their college, depending on their feeling toward
the institution at the time they responded to the questions.
Clearly. this implies that the same instrument administered at
a different point in time may elicit from the student a quite
different response. Also, please note that we are aggregating
individuals* perceptions of theit own experience. This is

directly opposite from asking for students* perceptions of
aggregate characteristics of cclege expetience. as when
students are asked to evaluate how they thought their class or
any particular group of students felt about the various sources
of satisfaction.

The Sample

In the first two stages of the sampling process. a random
sample totaling 108,203 was drawn from the ACT Class Profile
and Plan A history tapes containing data from 113 coAeges for
those who took the ACT Battety from October 1. 1964.
through August II. 1965, and enrolled in September. 1965.
From this group. student records were sekcted for seniors at
64 four-year colleges and universities. Of these institutions. 47
were publicly-supported and 17 were private. Of the latter, all
but one were nondenominational. The institutions are located
primarily in the midwest, southern and southwestern portions
of the country. Due to a number of administrative protikms.
the questionnaires were administered in Airy and lune. 1969.
in a wide variety' of ways among the +thous colkges: sane
colleges conducted one or mote folkvw-ups. some had no
h4low-ups; sane mailed the questionnaiies to gaiduJilitg
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seniors, others administered the questionnaires in group
settings on campus. Thus. it was not possible to determine the
exact overall number of students in the sample to whom
questionnaires were actually Ldministered, and, consequently,
the exact response rate for the aggregate sample. A total of
8.983 usable questionnaires were received and processed. Data
in this report are presented both fo this total group of
respondents and for the subgroup of 5.623 students for whom
it was possible to merge their questionnaire responses with the
19(14-65 ACT Test Battery and Student Profile Section data
records.

To determine possible biases in the data for the
respondents compared with the population of those who took
the ACT Baum as prospective freshmen the frequency and
percentage distributions on the key background variables for
the larger group of randomly drawn records of 108,203
students were compared with those of the 5,623 students
whose records were merged hack to the information they had
given four years earlier. I The distributions correspond quite
closely between the two groups for sex. level of education to
which the students aspire. family income. college goals. age,
and marital status. The rt twosariablesonwhich
the distribufi...,ns i.zipondents have somewhat
higher ACT ( 179 the respondents are

er.re pr :,.e7-.!!! .7 . : :7 s fields which are
grouped ai :dUCational. Thus. to the

-7 a. 4.7 higher academic aptitude
and 1:1.1.!7"..: i.`J'A of this n N may differ in

. abQut their satisfacrion with
: 77.!7::7;:i. t:q Jill are probably biased to

J7: osiepresented !n the group
of were not deemed severe
erou;'.- : A .r.r.r.*. e;ghing procedures or
diicardir: r!-: small irr,-Jps of students which was
oser represented.

1: 3 further delineation et the findings in this report.
the following description or "profile is offered of the
tespondents. Of the 983 respondents. about 60 percent were
male. 40 percent were female: slightly over 45 percent were
from universities and colleges with over 10.000 enrollment, 30
percent were ftom colleges and universities between 3p00 and
10,000 enrollments. and the remainder were from colleges
smaller than 3.000 enrollment; 78 percent were enrolled in
public colleges and universities and 22 percent were enrolled in
private institutions: slightly over one-half listed social science.
teligkitis or education fields as their major andfor vocational
field; slightly over half had never changed their major, slightly
over one -third had changed it but one 10 percent of the
seniors thought that theit college was only fait, S2 percent
thought that theirs Masa good college. and t7 percent felt that
this was the best possible college for th.ni: all but a very small
percentage of the senkus were single. Their overall college
grade point averages were as follows: 4 petcent had A, 13
percent had H. 24 percent had B. 17 percent had C4, 21
percent had C. and I percent had ID. The grade distributions
1A-etc sismewhat higher for cowries in then major field. The
overwhelming M3i001y indicated that theit most import lint
college pia, was either to secure vocational or professional
training I5lx percent) of to develop theit mind and

134 3 percent) The respondents include
on!) those grAtutirig %enlists Isl.1 percent) or other
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upperclassmen who enrolled as entering freshmen in the same
institution nearly four years earlier. Information was also
available on a number of other factors, most of which will be
described later in relation to responses on sources of
satisfaction with the college experience.

Method

The usable ten-page questionnaires were edited and
machine scored using marksense equipment. The 8983
student records were placed on magnetic tape, and, of these,
5,623 of the seniors' responses were also merged back to the
record of the data they had provided four years earlier. Each
of the 64 participating colleges received a report showing the
frequency and percentage distributions of the responses for
their seniors as compared with the responses of all 8,983
seniors.

In this study, the students' responses to the following
statements arc regarded as the dependent Variable: "Please
indicate the extent to which each of the following has been a
source of satisfaction to you during your college years." To
each of IS items, the student responded by indkating one of
the following responses: "Not a source of satisfaction," "A
minor source of satisfaction," or "A major source of

satisfaction." For the purposes of this study, these responses
were regarded as ordinal thus affording the use of a measure of
ordinal association where this variable was related to a

background variable with an ordinal or interval level of
measurement. The measure selected was gamma since it is

among the best-known and most frequently used of such
measures, and has an intuitively appealing interpretation based
on conditional probahlrlity that can be directly applied to the
set of data on which it is computed. Tests of significance were
applied by computing the standard score of S (the numerator
of gamma) the sampling distribution of which is normally
d istributed .2 2

Results

Over fourfifths of the total pool of responses to items
listing college experiences were indicated as either a minor or
major source of satisfaction. The total number of responses
over all items was 129,020. Of these, 24,944 (193 percent)
were for the first alternative ("Not a source of satisfaction");
47,157 (36.6 percent) were for the second ("A minor source
of satisfaction"); and 56,919 (44.1 percent) were for the last
alternative ("A major source of satisfaction"). Table 1 shows
the responses for each item.

TABLE I

Student Responses (Nr-'8,983) to the Question: Please indicate the extent to which each of the following has been a source
of satisfaction to you during your college years. (Note: The totals for each item vary slightly due to missing data. Percentage
of cases of missing data never exceeded 3.8 per cent.)

Item

I. Taking courses in your major field
2. Taking courses outside your major field
3. Particioating in activities outside the classroom in a

field of special interest to you (Alt, Musk, Science,
Writing, Drama, etc.)

4. Participating in organued extra-cturkulpr act ivities
5. Participating in activities related to social problems

that concern you
6. Associating with faculty members
7. Increasing your skills in a field of special interest

to you (Art, Music, Science, etc.)
8. Attending college athletic events
9. Attending college-sponsored cultural events

(lectures, concerts, art exhibits, etc.)
10. Associating with students in general
11. Associating with students sharing a special

interest with you (Art, Musk, Science. etc.)
12. flaying a dose friendship with an indisidual

student of your own sex
13. flaring a dose relationship with an individual

of the opposite sex
14. Mastering an intellectual discipline (your major

field
15. Mastering major chalknges outside the classroom

in a field of special interest to you (Art, Music,
Sciencettr.)

Not a
Source of

Satisfaction

A Minor
Source c

Satisfaction

A Major
Source of

Satisfaction
N N % N %

255 2.8 2,013 22.4 6,535 72.7

780 8.7 4,830 53.8 3,185 35.5
3,479 38.7 2,634 29.3 2,631 29.3

3,117 34.7 3,015 33.6 2.587 28.3
4,720 52.5 2,783 31.0 1,163 12.9

2,427 27.0 4,408 49.1 1.895 21.1
2,484 27.7 2,656 29.6 3,575 39.8

2,169 24.1 3,688 41.1 2,874 32.0
2,207 24.6 4.616 51.4 1,931 21.5

254 2.8 2.440 27.2 6.054 67.4

885 9.9 3,103 34.5 4,769 53.1

600 6.7 2,900 32.3 5,280 58.8

960 10.7 2.015 22 4 5,772' 6-4.3

480 3.3 2,615 29.1 5,664 63.1

2,296 25.6 3,441 38.3 3.004 33.4
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The proportion of responses for each alternative varies
widely among items. Over half (52.5 percent) of the
respondents found the fifth item, "participating in activites
related to social problems that concern you," not a source of
satisfaction compared with only 2.8 percent of the responses
to the first item, "taking courses in your major field," and the
tenth item, "associating with students in general." the
variance was even greater among items for percentage of
responses to the third alternative, ranging from 72.7 percent
for the first item down to 12.9 percent for the fifth item.
"Participating in activities related to social problems that
concern you" seems to be the !east satisfactory experience as

indicated by these respondents. In interpreting this finding, it
should be emphasized that the responses do not indicate
frequency of participation but the relative satisfaction
reported with the experience. In these terms, it may well be
that of all experiences listed "participating in activities related
to social problems" may have resulted in the least evidence of
progress or impact. That is, poverty, race relations, or other
social problems may nut have improved perceptively despite
the student's efforts.

Prior to editing and scoring of the questionnaires, the
items were grouped into four dimensions of college
experiences as shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Dimensions of College Experiences as Sources of Satisfaction

Dimensions
Not a Source Minor Source Source Total
Responses %

IMajor
Responses % Responses % Responses %

Academic 1,515 5.7 9,458 35.9 15,384 58.4 26,357 100.0
(Items 1, 2, & 14)

Social-Interpersonal 5,126 11.7 14,866 34.0 23,770 54.3 43,762 100.0
(Items 6, 10, 11,12 & 13)

Extra-Curricular Special Interest 10,46f, 29.9 13,347 38.2 11,141 31.9 34,954 100.0
(Items 3, 7, 9, & 15)

Extra-Curricular Recreational 7,837 32.7 9,486 39.6 6,624 27.7 23,947 100.0
(Items 4, 5, & 8)

The academic and social-interpersonal dimensions were Of the 12 variables, only five were associated
:leady a more satisfying source of collegiate experiences than significantly with one or more of the dimensions. Residence of
either of the extra-curricular dimensions. While the
social-interpersonal experiences involving relationships with
other students were a major source of satisfaction for nearly
two-thirds of the respondents, association with faculty
members (item six) was a major source of satisfaction for only
about one-fifth of the respondents. Referring back to Table 1,
it can be seen that the sixth item was a markedly less
satisfactory experience than any of the other items in the
social-interpersonal grouping; removing ;tem six from this
dimension yields a distribution of 2,699 (9.3 percent), 10,458
(36.1 percent), and 15,821 (54.6 percent), respectively.

These groupings suggest the possibility of identifying
discrete factors of satisfaction with collegiate experiences
through determination of their interrelationships. Accordingly,
further plans for analysis of these data include item
inte rcor relations and factor analysis. The results, if
appropriate, will be published in a forthcoming ACT Research
Report.

Final results included in the present paper pertain to the
association between the dimensions of college experiences as
sources of satisfaction and selected background variables. The
association was measured between responses for each
alternative and 12 background variables. For the sake of
brevity, Table 3 shows only the statistically significant results
of these analyses.
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the student was significantly associated with the
social-interpersonal and both of the extra-curricular
dimensions, with particular strength of association with
recreational types of experiences. For these dimensions
frequency of responses for "No source of satisfaction"
increases with social distance from campus as determined by
residence (on campus, off campus, and home). The converse is
true for "Major source of satisfaction."

Following is a description of the background variables
shown in Table 3: "College grade point average" is a

forced-choice grade average for all courses (ranging from "D or
Lower" to "A or Ai-") as self-reported by the respondent;
"High school achievement score" is a total of the positive
respones to three different achievements; "Distance of
residence from campus" is ri forced-choice measure of
commuting time ranging from zero for those who live on
campus to more than two hours both ways; "High school
leadership score" is the total of positive responses to eight
leadership achievements.

Background variables which were not found to be
significantly associated with these dimensions of satisfaction
were: Number of times the respondent changed major, amount
of part-time work, whether or not the respondent indicated
"intellectual or professional" as his goal in college, marital
status, type of college, size of college, and sex.
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TABLE 3

Values of Gamma and Standard Scores for Dimensions of College Experiences as Sources of Satisfaction by Background
Variables (Note: All standard scores shown are significant at the .01 level)

Dimensions
No Source Minor Source Major Source

y z y z

Academic
By college grade point average -.123 -11.38 -.196 12.34 .271 17.56

By high school academic
achievement score

-.270 8.71 -.165 9.94 .244 15.14

Social
By residence (on campus, off campus,

or home)
.125 6.73 .101 6.85 -.151 10.63

By distance of residence from campus .084 5.20 .096 7.47 -.125 -10.08

By high school leadership score -.298 -19.70 -.118 -10.03 .254 22.34

Extra-curricular - Special Interest
By college grade point average -.158 -10.41 .057 3.92 .110 7.45

By residence (on campus. off campus,
or home)

.111 7.20 -.058 3.90 -.058 - 3.83

By high school leadership score -.278 -22.35 .070 5.90 .220 18.50

Extra-curricular -- Recreational
By residence (on campus, off campus,

or home)
.284 20.66 .107 7.49 -269 -18.02

By distance of residence from campus .214 18.21 -.071 5.87 -.218 -16.97

Discussion

The finding of this study are consistent with those of
other studies in that the respondents were generally satisfied
with their college experiences. The satisfaction is, however, far
from uniform, e.g., less than half of the respondents found
satisfaction in participating in activities related to social
problems while 97 percent found either major or minor
satisfaction in taking courses in their major field and
associating with students in general.

This study succeeded in tentatively identifying
"dimensions" of satisfaction in the college experience. The
variance within the groups of items representing dimensions
was much less than the overall variance. A notable exception
in the social-interpersonal dimensions was the expefience of
associating wish faculty members, cited as much less

satisfactory than four other items pertaining to social
relationships with students. In general, tl:e four dimensions
were dichotomized between a) the academic and
socialinterpersonal dimensions which were a major source of
satisfaction for over 55 percent of the respondents and b) the
extra-curricular dimensions which were a major source of
satisfaction for less than 30 percent of the respondents.

The search for relationships identified five background
variables significantly related to these dimensions of
satisfaction. The academic dimension was, as might be
expected, strongly associated with college grade point average
and academic achievements in high school. All other
dimensions were strongly related to only two variables
signifying social distance and by high school leadership
achievements. The principal value of these analyses are to
further specify and describe relationships which are consistent
with logic and prior research.

Implications for university policies follow directly from
these findings. There is much to be done to increase student
satisfaction with many areas of extra-curricular activities and
experiences. These findings also point to the existence of a
"generation r.a p" between students and faculty and the
subsequent opportunity to reduce it. Another general
interpretation is that these students may be telling us that
colleges do rather well in their academic program efforts,
particularly in courses in their major field, but fall far short in
other areas. Further research might try to delineate the
difference in acceptability by students between
college-sponsored extra-curricular activities and those which
are generated by and among the students themselves.

Mitinwomeive-)4"01,;.-
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INTERACTION MODELS l'OR STUDIES OF COLLEGE DROPOUTS

Robert G. Cope
University of Washington

While the issue of college attrition has been extensively
studied, these studies have been too desparate and narrowly
empirical to permit a meaningful general integration of our
knowledge. The conferences and reviews devoted to this issue
(e.g., Summerskill, 1962;1 Waller, 1964;2 Knoell, 1966;3
Cope, 19684) have been mainly expressicns of dissatisfaction
with what has been done in this area.

This does not imply that the data that have emerged
from this research are lacking in significance or value. For
example, a number of studies have provided significant data by
helping delineate the nature and scope of the dropout
problem. They have provided important information on the
rate of dropout (Iffert, 1958;5 Summerskill, 19621) and the
historical trends in these rates (Summerskill, 1962;1 Pervin,
19656).

The studies on the factors related to dropout have also
provided useful data, although somewhat limited by the fact
that they have tended to view these factors in isolation. They
have rarely attempted to analyze complex or even simple
interactions of factors. The studies have been particularly
useful in pointing to generalized predispositions to dropout,
i.e., those individual factors which seem to show a fairly
consistent and constant relationship .;ith dropout across
institutional settings. Academic readiness is one such obvious
characteristic. National studies have shown, as expected, that
the average score on aptitude tests is significantly lower for
dropouts than for graduating students (Wert, 1958;5 Knoell,
1960;7 Trent and Medsker, 19678). Studies at specific
institutions generally support this finding as well; however, a
few investigations have indicated little or no difference
between dropouts and persisters on tests of academic aptitude
(Pervin, 1966;9 Cope, 196810).

Socioeconomic factors have also been found to be
related to attrition in a fairly consistent way. For example,
Eckland (1964)11 found that several indices of social
'class father's occupation, parents' educationare directly
related to final graduation (within ten years after entrance).
Other recent reports support his findings (e.g., Astin, 1964;12
Trent and Medsker, 1967;8 Panos and Astin, 196813).

It might be noted that even in instances where fairly
generalizable findings have been obtained, the meaning of the
relationships are by no means always obvious or clear. With
respect to academic readiness, for example, a number of
researchers (e.g., Iffert, 19585) conclude on the basis of their
results that rank in high school graduating class is a better
predictor of the probability of not dropping out of college
than is one's standing on college placement or scholastic
aptitude tests. This suggests that the relationships between
dropout and measures of academic readiness are a function of
psychological and motivational factors as well as "aptitude" or
"ability."

The relationships with socio-economic background,
when they occur, are also somewhat ambiguous as to meaning.
Part of the relationship is probably due to the fact that a
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student needs money to pay his fees and remain in the
institution. Financial difficulties are quite frequently
mentioned by both sexes as a reason for withdrawal (Astin,
1964;12 Wert, 19585). However, a number of researchers
hold the view that socio-economic status may be a more
important factor in attrition than economic ones and it is the
parents' encouragement of the pursuit of intellectual and
educational values that is the crucial issue (Slocum, 1956;14
Trent and Ruyle, 196515).

On some demographic characteristics there have been no
consistent relationships with attrition across studies. With
respect to sex, for example, findings have consistently
supported tile fact that males and females have different
reasons for withdrawalmen tending to cite internal and
academic reasons while women more frequently mention
external and non-academic ones (Astin, 1964; 2 Iffert, 1958;5
Suczek and Alfert, 1966;16 Lins and Abell, 1966;17 Cope,
1970").

This would suggest that in order to understand the
reasons for attrition among men and women, it would be
critical to view attrition in a way that takes account of the
differences in the needs and values of men and women in our
society and how these are differentially gratified in different
types of institutional settings. It is striking to note, in this
connection, not only that such interactive approaches have
been rare, but that a great many studies of attrition do not
even present the basic data separately for male and female
students.

When we leave t he domain of demographic
characteristics and look at the studies that have related
attrition to motivational-personality dimensions the findings
are not usually comparable because each investigator has
approached the problem front a particular theoretical
orientation and utilized personality measures derived within
that orientation. Thus, Trent and Ruyle (1965),15 following
the orientation of the Berkeley Center for the Study of Higher
Education and the Omibus Personality Inventory (OPt) that
reflects that orientation, found that autonomy was the trait
that most clearly distinguished college dropouts and graduates.
They reported that graduates were more independent in their
thinking, resorted less to stereotyping and dependence upon
authority, were more open and tolerant of other people and
ideas. Astin (1964)12 compared dropouts and nort-dropouts
on the California Psychological Inventory (CPI) and found
that the former tend to over-emphasize personal pleasure and
to be aloof, self-centered and assertive Keniston and
Uelmreich (1965),19 who approached the issue from an
identity framework, describe the person who is considering the
possibility of dropping out as much less self-confident, less
clear about his philosophy of life, and less sure of his capacity
to cope than is the student wl, does not consider the
possibility of dropping out.

A point to be noted with respect to the studies that have
attempted to relate attrition to individual characteristics when
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the concern has been with personality rather than
demographic characteristics is that they arrive at a generalized
concept of the "drop-out personality" without considering the
characteristics of the institution they are leaving. This
approach seems to be inadequate. Dropping out is a

transaction between an individual and an institution. Thus the
student likely to drop out of an unstructured and progressive
liberal arts college may be very different from the dropout
from a traditionalistic religious college. Studies which ignore
the institutional context will rarely generalize from insitution
to institution.

While most of the studies on factors related to attrition
have focused on individual rather than institutional
characteristics, the latter have not been completely neglected
in research. The most systenrtic has been the work of Astin
who has approached the issue of dropout with the model that
he has utilized in his study of other college impacts, that is, a
model which indicates that institutional characteristics add to
the variance once the individual input variables have been
systematically cons..lered (Astin, 1964;12 Panos and Astin,
196813). It might be noted, incidentally, that one of Astin's
studies did indicate that at least with respect to an individual
characteristicthe sex of the studentdropout was a function
of the interaction of institutional and individual
characteristics; he demonstrated that certain institutional
characteristics were related to dropout for women students
but not for men (Astin, 1964'2).

Stern has also been identified with such a model,
beginning with his studies with Stein and Bloom and their
description of the fate of authoritarian students
("stereopatha") at the University of Chicago in the early
1950's (Stern, Stein and Bloom, 195620). Stern's application,
with Pace, of the Murry Need-Press model to the college
situation in their work over the past decade with the Al
(Activities Index) and CCI (College Characteristics Index)
represents the most comprehensive attempt yet undertaken to
translate a congruence model into a program of research on
the impart of college on students.

In addition to the work of Stern, a number of other
programs of research now under way have adopted a
congruence model. Two examples of such research, which vary
greatly in their orientations and the dimensions they study, are
the works of Pervin and Rubin (1967),21 and Keniston and
Helmreich (1965).19 Pervin and Rubin have been mainly
concerned with perceptual congruence, relating probable drop
out for nonacademic reasons to the discrepancies between a
student's perception of his sell' and his college, his self and
other students, his college and the ideal college. Keniston and
Ifelrareich, on the other ;Land, structure the problem around
the identity issues that have been Keniston's concern in much
of his research and writings. They view the congruence or lack
of congruence of a college environment with a student in
terms of the promotion or thwarting of the student's identity
development. Keniston and fielmreich are also interested in
the personality traits that are related to a student's remaining
in college even under a high degree of discordance, traits such
as the tolerance of frustration, the "Protestant Ethic,"
alienation and rebellion against parents.

The congruence model has also occasionally been
applied in relating attrition to different sub-environments
within a given institution. The study by Nasatir (1963)22

represents one of the few systematic, quantitative applications
of this model to a study of attrition. Nasatir characterized
individuals and their dormitories according to their
"academic" or "non-academic" orientation and indicated that
academic failure was greatest where there was a discongruence
between the dominant orientation of the individual and that
of his dormitory.

The influence of studies designed around an interaction
model can be seen increasingly in the interpretation given to
results in studies of dropout even when the research was not
specifically designed around such a model. Thus, Suczek and
Alfert (1966)' in interpreting the unexpected finding that
dropouts (that is, dropouts "in good standing") were more
mature, sophisticated and less narrowly conventional than the
non-dropouts, suggested that these dropouts' maturity may
have made them dissatisfied and uncomfortable with the petty
and restrictive demands of their environment at Berkeley.

Conclusion

Although critics (Knoell, 1960;7 Summerskill, 1962;1
Lavon, 1965;23 Knoell, 1966;3 Williams, 196724) have
suggested the need for it and studies are attempting it, it

should be noted that a congruence model presents serious
problems for research.

Although the basic idea of the model is simple and
self-evident, serious difficulties are presented when one
attempts to conceptualize and operationalize dimensions that
are parallel and significant at both the individual and
institutional level. The difficulties and frustrations experienced
by Stern and Pace in their work with the Al and CCI attest to
the difficulty of the problem with which they have grappled.
For example, factor analyses of the two measures gave
different factor structures at the individual (Al) and
institutional (CCI) levels. Pace has essentially abandoned the
attempt to integrate the individual and institutional levels and
has turned to an institutional focus and the development of an
instrument (CUES), to measure contrasting institutional
environments. Stern, in summary of his work, has noted how
difficult it is to capture in any large-scale quantitative analysis
the effects of discongruence between student and
environment.

As had already been seen in an analysis of the
matrix of Al X CCI correlations across school
means, Al scales interpreted against CCI scores
have press conditions to which specific needs were
relevant and CCI scales interpreted against the Al
as background indicated student characteristics
associated with specific press conditions, but in
neither case did the relationships involve simple
scalefor-scale correspondence of variables of the
same name on both instruments. The original
problem of dimensional congruence still remained
unsolved.2°

The orientation of what is being suggested, then falls
within a tradition that is recognized as important, but where
most of the systematic work is still to be done. An interaction
model (person-environment fit) can serve as an underlying
orientation for the formulation of hypotheses and
interpretations of results relating individual characteristics to
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attrition, given assumptions about the congruence or
disordance of these characteristics with certain characteristics
of a particular institutional environment.

Given this model for the overall design of studies the
data analysis should be taken through several levels of
controls, to the point where the relationships between
individual characteristics and attrition are examined for
population sub-groups. This final suggestion is offered because
studies of attrition have rarely instituted the obvious
coltrolse.g., an ability level and socio-economic statusin

examining relationships with attrition, nor have they assumed
that different types of discongruences and different
implications will occur for different population sub-groups.

What seems to be needed, then, is attrition research that
is related to the impact of the college and that is more
sensitive to the complex interactions of predictive variables.
The impact of an institution on its students is affected not
only by student vatiation on a given characteristic, but by the
differential meaning and relevance of that characteristic in
different subgroups of the population.
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THE STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL RATING SYSTEM

LeRoy /I. Olvtm
Michigan State Ilnirctsity

1 doubt that there is any aspect of communication in
Higher Education that is more crucial to the success of our
efforts than feedback from the student to the instructor. Many
instructors have long been interested in the opinions of their
students, having found this information useful in course
planning. Many universities, including Michigan State, have
long had some type of rating form which instructors have used
to assess student opinion,

I'd like to describe the Student Instructional Rating
System (SIRS). It is designed to allow instructors to determine
what attitudes their students hold toward various aspects of
instruction. SIRS provides a ready-made instrument coupled
with a reporting procedure designed to provide maximum
information with a minimum outlay of instructor and class
time. The use of a standard SIRS FORM by many instructors
also allows individual instructors to compare the ratings they
receive with ratings received by other instructors in their
course, department, and college.

Knowledge of responses to an instrument such as the
SIRS FORM can be valuable to an instructor. First, it provides
a systematic sampling of student opinion rather than the
haphazard sampling that an instructor usually receives in

talking to students informally. Second, it provides a set of
items which have been agreed upon, by faculty and student
groups, as representing significant aspects of the instructional
process. Third, SIRS allows an instructor to compare student
reactions to his teaching with student reactions toward the
teaching of others in the same course, department, and college.
Fourth, and most important of all, should an instructor wish
to change his methods and materials of instruction, SIRS
enables him to compare student reaction to different methods
and materials.

SIRS is not simply a pencil-and-paper rating instrument,
but a system for collecting, analyzing, displaying, and
interpreting student reactions to classroom instruction and
course content. The components of the system are the FORM,
the REPORT, the MANUAL, and the TECITNiCAL
BULLETIN.

The SIRS FORM is an optically scanned sheet
containing twenty-one statements about class instruction.
Students indicate the degree to which they agree or disagree
with each statement. The second section of the FORM
contains four items relating to student background. The
FORM's third section contains three statements concerning
laboratory or recitation section instruction. Response
positions are provided for optional items in each of the three
areas. The back of the FORM may be used for written
comments of either a general nature or directed toward
specific topics.

The SIRS REPORT is a computer printquat which
summarizes student responses to the FORM. The REPORT
first indicates the responses to the items concerning laboratory
or recitation sections. For courses still, no laboraioly or
recitation seetioni, the students would omit these item: and
the RFPOR I. would simply contion the omision.
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The second section of the SIRS REPORT indicates
student respou,es to the twenty-one items pertaining to class
instri.iimi. In addition to the percentage of students selecting
each response, the REPORT shows the mean and the standard
deviation for each item. Low mean values indicate agreement
with a statement and high mean values indicate disagreement.
Low standard deviations indicate considerable unanamity of
opinion. Larger standard deviations, approaching the
niaxiniuun value of 2, indicate widely varying opinions on that
item.

In addition to the above information on student
responses, the SIRS REPORT indicates an instructor's
percentile rank for each item with respect to other instructors
in the same course, department, and college. A percentile rank
of 75 percent may be interpreted to mean that 75 percent of
the other instructors received fess favorable mean ratings on
that particular item. One must be careful to note the number
of instructors who have used SIRS in a course, department, or
college. The percentile ranks must be based on at least several
instructors before they become meaningful. Percentile ranks
will normally be based on all the responses for the previous
year.

The next section of the SIRS REPORT gives an
indication of the previous background of the students. Means,
standard deviation, and percentile ranks are also given in this
sect ion.

The final section of the SIRS REPORT presents a
composite profile. Means, standard deviations, and percentile
ranks are given for five areas: instructor involvement (items
I -4 ), student interest (items 5.8), student-instructor
interaction (items 9-12), course demands (items 13.16), and
course organization (items 17-20). Smaller standard deviations
in this section indicate the variability among item means
rather than among student responses as in the previous sections.

I'd like to describe the development of the SIRS FORM
in some detail. First, a large pool of experimental items was
developed. A sample of 36 instructors and 36 students was
selected to represent is wide range of courses which were
offered during Summer Term, 1967. The students were
selected so as to be typical of their class with respect to
student level, major and sex. The subjects, instructors and
students, were asked to compare and describe their best and
worst student, and best and worst instructor, respectively.
Responses were recorded on code sheets and the responses
were content analyzed.

The content analysis resulted in approximately 1,300
phrases or sentences which were typed on cards. In addition,
existing student instruction rating forms from many
institutions were surveyed. These procedures resulted in 250
experimental items. The items were arranged into categories
which were a priori estimates of the factors underlying student
attitudes toward instruction. The categories represented
instinctor variables (delivery of material, organization and
presentation of material, and preparation and competency),
student vatiablcs (transfer of course material, interest,



courserelated behavior, student evaluation of his own
behavior, and biographical information about students),
instructor-student interaction (classroom questions,
consultations), course variables (organization and objectives,
grading and exams, non-exam evaluations, and visual aids),
laboratory or recitation variables (instructor, student behavior,
exams, and visual or teaching aids), and general student affect
(course value, and instructor attractiveness).

Thz 250 experimental items were divided into six
parallel forms, each containing items on each of the a priori
dimensions. The six forms were presented with equal
frequency to a sample of 556 faculty members and 1,286
students. The faculty were asked to evaluate each item on four
questions: I. Does this item present information which you
could use for course improvement?, 2. If you ,ere to
construct a student course appraisal sheet, would ycu include
this item?, 3. Would you need additional information to
interpret the responses to this item?, and 4. Do you believe
that students have enough information and/or are competent
to accurately respond to this item? Students were asked to
evaluate the items on similar questions: I. Do you believe this
item is relevant for appraising this course?, 2. If you were to
construct a student course appraisal sheet, would you include
this item?, 3. Would you want to qualify your response to this
item?, and 4. Do you believe that you have enough
information and/or are competent to evaluate those aspects of
the course referred to by this item? Students were also asked
to respond to the items with respect to the course from which
they were drawn as subjects. Usable responses were received
from 611 students (48 percent return) and 265 faculty
members (45 percent return).

Each of the experimental, items was subjected to two
criteria. First, it was required that at least 70 percent of the
students and 70 percent of the faculty indicate that item 1.
could be used for course improvement, 2. should be included
in an evaluation form, and 3. could be competently evaluated
by students. Second, the pooled faculty and student response
had to be higher than 80 percent on each of the above three
variables. Application of these criteria resulted in the selection
of 56 items. Eleven biographical items such as class level, age,
sex, and so on, were also included in the preliminary set of
items. The items were cast in a yesno-don't know format and
were presented to 2,841 students in three undergraduate
courses (Mathematics 112, Natural Science 192, and
Psychology 151 and 345). Four items received fifteen percent
or more of their responses in the "don't know" category and
were therefore discarded.

The intercorrelation matrix of the remaining items was
subjected to a principle components analysis and Varimax
rotation. Five rotated factors were selected, accounting for 34
percent of the variance. The factors were: 1. instructor
involvement, 2. student interest and performance, 3.
student instructor interac'ion, 4, course demands, and 5.
course organization.

Of the 52 items, 33 had at least 2/3s of their variance on
the five factor solution accounted for by one of the five
factors. Responses to the 33 items by Natural Science 192
students were subjected to an analysis of variance to see if
each item discriminated among instructors. On the basis of this
analysis, four items were selected for each of the five factors.

The twenty-item scale was administered and factor
analyzed. It was found that a five-choice response format
produced a cleaner factor pattern than did the three-choice
response format. Two items failed to maintain high loadings
on a single factor and were replaced. The twenty-first item
"You generally enjoyed going to lecture" had high loadings on
several factors and was retained as a general affect item. A
replication based on tie responses of 8,000 students has found
the factor structure to be stable.

A similar procedure was carried out for laboratory and
recitation items, resulting in the selection of three items for
inclusion in the final form.

SIRS includes programs to produce REPORTS and also
to update the norms. After the SIRS FORMs administered
during a particular quarter have been processed, the punched
cards are used to update the norm tape. Thus the percentile
norms cited on an instructor's REPORT are based on
responses through the previous quarter. While we are still in
the process of building sizable norms, we wilt probably carry
norms based on the two previous years.

The system I have described has resulted in the
development of a rather general instrument. When items were
rated by faculty and students from a wide range of courses,
items relevant to specific features of courses were eliminated.
The development of supplementary forms has been
encouraged. A number of departments, especially those
offering laboratory instruction, are now regularly using forms
designed by their own faculty and students.

Use of a form for student rating of instruction has long
been encouraged for all faculty, but required for tirstyear
faculty and all teaching assistants. Late in the Fall Term, 1969,
the MSU Academic Council, on recommendation of the
Educational Policies Committee, passed the following
resolution:

I. Use of the Student Instructional Rating Report

The use of the Student Instructional Rating Report
(SIRR) should be adopted with the full realization
that it is but one parameter of instructional
evaluation.
A. T h e regulations for the use of Student

Instructional Rating Reports in effect since
January 20, 1949, will be declared void on
adoption of the new policy.

B. Each of the teaching faculty (including graduate
assistants) at Michigan State University regardless
of rank or tenure is required to use the Student
Instructional Rating Report to evaluate (I) at least
one course in every quarter in which he teaches
and (2) every separate course he teaches at least
once a year.

C. The results generated by the Instruction Rating
Report shall be evaluated at the departmental level
in order to help determine individual effectiveness.
Appropriate procedures for the execution of this
evaluation shall be determined according to
departmental or residential faculty prerogatives.

2. Annual Report of the Department Chairman

A new section of the Annual Report will be explicitly
devoted to describing the steps which have been
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taken by the department or residential college to
improve instruction.

Note that the manner in which SIRS REPORTS are used
is left to the discretion of individual departments; each
department must determine its own criteria for teaching
effectiveness. At present there is a great deal of variation in the
degree to which departments emphasize the use of student
attitude feedback.

Several studies are now under way to evaluate 1 he SIRS.
The responses of approximately 46,000 students from Winter
Term 1970 will be analyzed. Regression analysis will be used
to determine whether responses differ from level to level of
the student background variables (grade point average, and so
on). Winter Term data will also be analyzed to determine the
stability of the factor structure. A study, now in the

conceptual stage, is being planned to examine the correlation
between a student s frame of reference toward various aspects
of instruction and his responses to the SIRS FORM items.

Comments from student and faculty users of SIRS are
being gathered and analyzed. Many of the negative comments
concern the generality of the FORM and the lack of relevance
of certain items to specific courses. Positive comments often
concern the desirability of feedback from student to
instructor.

At this stage in its development, it is difficult to predict
what the shape of SIRS will be in years to come. In any case,
an empirically developed FORM, coupled with an automated
data feedback system, will be available to facilitate
student-instructor communication.
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FRESHMEN COLI_EGE SELECTION EVALUATION

Robert V. Mole
Elkabetlitown College

This h; the second of a series of studies begun in the
summer of 1968 on what factors influenced freshmen and
their parents to choose Elizabethtown College for their college
career.

The same questionnaire used in the I %8 study' was
continued in the 1969 project with few alterations. The form
consisted of a listing of numerous reasons why a student
would select a particular college. Included were such responses
as "proximity to my home, it is a liberal arts college, scholastic
reputation of the College," etc. Nineteen specific reasons were
developed with provision for an open-ended response labeled
"other reasons."

Again, the survey was duplicated for both groups of
respondents, students and parents. Each form was provided
with its own instructions for completing. The responses were
ordered on both sets of questionnaires in the sante manner.
They were not numbered nor alphabetized but placed on the
sheet at random. On both the students' and parents' forms
there was included a rationale for their participation in the
survey.

The instructions for completing the questionnaire were

identical. Each respondent was asked to indicate in the order
of their importance his reasons I, 2, and 3, for choosing or
preferring Elizabethtown. Moreover, the students were asked
to check the appropriate box indicating male or female, and
similarly, parents were requested to mark the appropriate son
or daughter square. This distinction was requested in order to
establish a cot relation factor by sex between parents and
students.

In tabulating the results of the survey, the responses of
1, 2, and 3 were weighted 3, 2, and 1 respectively.
Consequently, the totals of the weighted responses
corresponded to the importance of a particular reason for
choosing flizabethtown College listed on the questionnaire.
The higher the total the more important the reason for
choosing Elizabethtown; the lower the total, the less

important the reason for selecting Elizabethtown. The
weighted totals for each of the 20 responses were then listed in
descending order.

Tables I and 2 compare the rank order of reasons for
preferring Elizabethtown College by the students, men and
women, and by the parents of these men and women

TABLE I

A COMPARISON OF REASONS (IN THE ORDER OF THEIR IMPORTANCE)
FOR CHOOSING ELIZABETHTOWN COLLEGE AS INDICATED BY

ENTERING FRESHMEN MEN AND WOMEN
1969

MEN WOMEN

Points

169

107

97

Item

It is a small college
Proximity to my home
Superiority of studies in my chosen field

Points

186

103

91

Item

It is a small college
Proximity to my home
Appearance 0. f the campus

77 The scholastic reputation of the College 77 Quality of faculty and students impressed me
55 1 he College facilities appealed to me 70 Superiority of studies in my chosen field
54 It is a liberal arts college 69 Friendliness Of admissions personnel
53 Appearance of the campus 64 The scholastic reputation of the College
50 Friendliness of admissions personnel 61 It is a liberal arts college
49 Friends of mine %%ent lot hiabctlitim n College 49 It is a church related college (not necessarily Brethren)
45 1 he athletic program appealed to me 46 I received financial assistance
36 I received financial assistance 35 les a coeducational college
34 Quality of faculty and students impressed me 31 Cost of tuition, room and board
33 Some ;f my relatives attended 1 lit abethtoss n College 28 Other reasons
30 It% a coeducational collefe 27 Some of my relatives attended litabothtown College
27 Other reasons 22 1 he College facilities appealed to me
17 It is a shun:It-related college loin ne.essarib Brethren) 19 Friends of mine %sent to I hiabeiliiimn College
9 Cost of tlritioly, room .Ill.) hoard IS Hie athletic program appealed to me
7 11 is a Churcli th: 14 111..1Cliorir it ilk Bram:it
S I Ill College reglilation appealed to me 12 11r.. Colleg; regulations app...11....1 to me
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respectively. In regard to Table 1 there is very little difference
in the rank order except that women placed a little higher
value upon the "appearance of the campus" than did the men
while the reverse was true with the response "the athletic
program appealed to me." Perhaps the most important
difference between the two rankings worthy of note is the 9th

place ranking "it is a church.related college (n 'sadly
Brethren)" by the women while men ranked it I l all the
3roups (Table 2) compared in the analysis, the l of the
men and women matriculating at Elizabethto,. vu were
most similar in their reasons for preferring I ',Mown
College for their sons or daughters.

TABLE 2

A COMPARISON OF REASONS (INT HE ORDER OF THEIR IMPORTANCE)
FOR PREFERRING EL1ZABETIITOIVN COLLEGE FOR THEIR

SONS OR DAUGHTERS AS INDICATED BY PARENTS OF ENTERING FRFSHN!EN
1969

SONS DAUGHTERS

Points

79

62

38

31

Item

It is a small college
It is t churchrelated college (net necessarily Brzthrenl
Quality of faculty and students impressed me
Proximity to out home

Points

63

51

47

3f-

Item

It is a small college
II is a church-rd4101 college (not necessarih nl

Quality of faculty and s.udents impresd
The scholastic reputation of the College

29 Superiority of stud,:s in his/her chosen field 22 Superiority of studies in his/her chosen fie

26 The scholastic reputation of the College IS It is a liberal art, college

20 tlieneliness of College personnel I s 1 he Colkv regulation, appealed to me

19 The College facilities appealed to me 16 it is a Church of the Brethren College

18 It Is a liberal arts college 14 Proximity to .,ur home

13 The College retaliations appealed to me 11 I riendhness of Cotkge personnel

9 A rclatiy: attended I lizrbethtossn College 10 The Colkge facilities appealed to me

Cost of tuition, room, and board 9 Its a coeducational college

8 I; is a Church of the Brethren College 8 it Ishe received financial assistance

7 Friends of mine aunt to 1 lizabctbrossn College 8 Other rea5c .5

6 Appearance of the campus 4 I. rknds of mine went to tlizabethtoss n

6 Ile/she its-dyed financial assistance 4 Appearance of the campus

6 Other reasons 3 Cost of tuition, room and board

S The athletic program appealed to me 0 I am a former student of tlitabethIonn
S It's a coeducational college 0 A relative attended I lirabethlossn

0 1 am a former student of I litabethtoan College 0 The athletic pro ram appealed to me

In comparing responses between incoming freshmen men
and their parents found in Table 3, there are three which are
ranked s gnificantly different. The young men ranked "it is a
church-telated college (not necessarily Brethren)" very low in
importance (17th) on why they chose Elizabethtown College
compared to their parents who felt this reason for preferring
Elizabethtown was quite important (1nd). Along similar lines,
"the college regulations appealed" more to the parents (101h)
than they did to their sons (20th).

In Table 4 the freshmen women and did
not differ as strongly on the importance of is a

church-relatd college (not necessarily for
preferring Elizabethtown as their oi.posite se heir
parents. the parents and their daughters ranked it second and
ninth respectively. However, they disagreed significantly on
the response "the college regulations appealed to me." The
parents of daughters tanked it seventh while the ylung ladies
unanimously placed it last. As with the men Ind their parents,
the women ranked "the appearance of the campus" higher
(3rd) than their folks did (16th).
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TABLE 3

A COMPARISON OF REASONS (IN THE ORDER OF THEIR IMPORTANCE)
FOR SELECTING ELIZABETFIIOWN COLLEGE AS INDICATED

BY FRESHMEN MEN AND THEIR PARENTS
1969

MEN PARENTS

Points Hem Points Item

169 It Ha small college 79 it Is a small college
107 Proximity to my home 62 It is a church-related college (not necessarily Brethren)

97 Superiority of studies in my chosen field 38 Quality of faculty and students impressed me
77 The scholastic reputation of the College 31 Proximity to our home
SS The College facilities appealed to me 29 Superiority of studies in higher chosen field
54 It is a liberal arts college 26 The scholastic reputation of the College
S3 Appearance of the campus 20 Friendliness of College personnel
SO Friendliness of admiss;ons personnel 19 The College facilities appealed to Inc
49 Friends of mine went to Elizabethtown College 18 It is a liberal arts college
45 The athktic program app:aled to me 13 The College regulations appealed to me
36 I received financial assistance 9 A relative attended Elizabethtown College
34 Quality of faculty and students impressed me 9 Cost of tuition, room, and board
33 Some of my relatives attended Elizabethtown College 8 It is a Church of the Brethren Collite
30 It's a coeducational college 7 Friends of mine went to F R231,01110% n College

27 Witt reasons 6 Appearance of the campus
17 It is a church-related college (not necessarily Brethren) 6 Ile /she received financial assistance
9 Cost of tuition, room and board 6 Other reasons
7 It Is a Church of the Brethren College 5 The athletic program appeak.i to me
S The College regulations appealed to me S It a coeducational college

TABLE 4

A COMPARISON OF REASONS (IN THE ORDER OF THEIR IMPORTANCE)
FOR SELECTING ELIZABETHTOWN COLLEGE AS INDICATED

13Y FRESHMEN WOMEN AND THEIR PARENTS
1969

WOMEN PARENTS

Points Hein Points Item

186 It is a small college 63 H is a small college

103 Proximity to my hoes. SI It is a church-related college (not necessarily Brethren)

91 Appearance of the campus 47 Quality of faculty and students impressed me

77 Quality of faculty and students impressed me 36 The %chola stk. reputation of the College

70 Superiority of studies in my chosen field 22 Superiority of studies m his/her chosen Geld

69 rriendliness of admissions personnel 18 It is a liberal arts college

64 The scholastic reputation of the Colkge 18 The Collett regulations appealed to me

61 If is a liberal Atli colkte 16 11h a Church of the Brethren CoOete

49 It h a church-WHIM coley (not necessarily Brethren) 14 Proximity to out home
46 I received financial assistance II Friendliness of College personnel

35 It a coeducational college 10 The College ()edifies !appealed to me

31 Cost of tuition, toom rnd board 9 It's a coeducational roller
28 other reasons 8 Ilekhe received financial assistance

27 Scott of my tea' r.es attended thathethtovin Collett 8 Other mat Ins
22 The Collett facilities appealed tome 4 Friends of mine went to t hiabethtos n College

19 Friends of mine sent to I inabethtens n College 1 Appearance of the campus

13 The athletic mottos appealed to me 3 Cost of tuition, room and hoard
14 It is a Church of the Brethren Cofer 0 I am a formes student of t tit aP!thtow n Collett
12 The Coe Kral. lions appealed to Me 0 A relative attended Elvabethtown Collett
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It is not surprising to note in Table 5 the total
comparison of rankings by parents and their children that they
disagreed significantly on the relative importance of three
responses. "It is a c:iurch-related college (not necessarily
Brethren)" received a second place by parents but only
achiev,:d a tanking of twelve by the freshmen. Perhaps

somewhat more significantly is the difference of opinion on
the importance of "the college regulations" receiving a rank of
seven and twenty by parents and their offspring respectively.
Finally, "the appearance of the campus" attracted the eye of
the students (41h) more than it did their parents (17th).

TABLE

A COMPARISON OF REASONS (IN ORDER OF THEIR IMPORTANCE)
FOR SELECTING ELIZABETHTOWN COLLEGE AS INDICATED

BY ALL FRESHMEN AND THEIR PARENTS
1969

FRESHMEN PARENTS

Poir.ts Item Points Item

335 It if a small college 142 It is a small colkge
210 Proximity to my home 113 11 is a church-related college (nol necessarily Brethren)
167 Superiority of studies in my chosen tick! is5 Quality of faculty and sladents impressed me
144 Appearance of the campus 62 The scholastic reputation of the College
141 The Khoiastic r7pulation of the College. 31 Superiority of studies in higher chosen fkld
119 Friendliness of admissions personnel 45 Proximity to our home
113 11 is a liberal arts college 36 ti is a liberal arts colkge
111 Quality of faculty and students Impressed me 31 Friendliness of College personnel
82 1 received financial assistance 31 The Colkge regulations appealed to me
77 The College facilities appealed to me 29 The College facilities appealed to me
68 Friends of mine went to ElirabethIoan College. 24 II is a Chursh of the Brethren College
66 11 Is a church-related college (not neemanly Brethren) 14 IIcfs!,e received financial assistance
6S les a coeducational college 14 Ifs a coeducational college
60 Some of my relatives attended 11:rabethloss n Colkge 14 Other remits
60 The athletic program appeakd to me 12 Cost of tuition. room and hoard
33 Other reasons I I 14krids of mine went to Elizaberhtmsn Coliegc
40 Cosl of tuition, room and board 10 Appearance of the campus
21 II is a Church of the Brethren College 9 A relative attended I Itiebetht.A n Colkge
17 The Colkge regulations appeakd to me 0 The athletic program appealed lo me

0 I am a former student of klizabelhims n College

There was unanimous agreement by both students and
parents ott the characteristics "it is a small college,"
"proximity to our home," "it is a liberal arts college, ' etc.
which emerged equally high on the ratings of both groups. In
general, these are the qualities which make Elizabethtown
College attractive in both young people and adults. The
difference between parents and their children emerges among
those items which may be considered as representative of that
contemporary phenomenon known as the "gen ;ration gap."

Secondly, the notion presently expressed by some
students and faculty that the quality of the academic program

11111
al Elizabethlowm is inferiot should be instantly dismissed.
Without forewa:ning all resvindents, students and parents,
invariably rated "scholastic reputation of the college,"
"superiority of studies in my chosen field," etc., as an
important factor in preferring Elizabethtown College.

Finally, the most effective channel for familiarizing
Elizabethtown College to future students are the high school
principals and counselors, and the Colkge's student body. A
coordinated cultivation of high school officials and a relevant
and stimulating educational program for the student shall be
the strongest asset foe the future of this institution.

Robert V. Hanle, Surrey of PreftreRrisi Rettscoit Pm-Amen end Pater Sekt. fed th:ahrtPacnill College. I rif / ill' I jonal Stvdrec Etuabethtown
(-Oft! .1 WIN lh toss ta. Pennsyha ilia, 196$.
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COLLABORATIVE ACTION WITH OUTSIDE RESOURCES

William Hannah
Westmont College

College and universities mostly consist of unrelated parts
where common interests and purposes relating to institutional
research are obscure. Small colleges where segmentation is
smallest and where the parts are more easily related, can
benefit most if data are available, and if significant persons
with administrative power can be identified who are willing to
try to involve the whole college in the examination of findings.

Both small and large institutions are locked into a
system which almost precludes change. In terms of input,
students come to the college conditioned to listening to and
doing what others prescribe. Faculty on the other hand, tend
to perpetuate the procedure by satisfying the students' desire
to listen and to do. We get caught up in the process and
although some students and some professors might at limes
question what they are doing, they cannot hesitate or tarry
because to do so is :o fall behind and this always affects the
standard evaluation techniques.

In such buy lives, how can research begin to have its
ailed, when the consideration of such information takes time
and upsets routines? Oo faculty, even when confronted with
data, which potentially could help them, stop and assess the
information and consider its implication?

The originators of the Project in Student Development
were interested not only in collection of data and ilie
reporting of C:ndings, they envisioned a vigorous action
program, viewing this approach as one which would benefit
our small colleges vost. They aimed at fostering innovation
and experimentation hued upon data deriving from the
institutions themselves. They thought disseminate and surely
implications would be evident, thence change anti outbreak
from the trap would begin.

But, dissemination is an easy task, utilization comes a
little harder. The first task rests with the researcher and this
was carried forward with great enthusiasm. The second task
rested with the potential user and did not develop so readily.

Not far into the program, it was clear that our measure
of success would not raise cheers in the community of higher
education. When the faculties of the colleges were faced with
our data even data dikh was descriptive of their own
situations and institutions, they reacted in limited ways. We
discovered that this reaction is predictabk; their conservatism
is evident, their scepticism large, and their questions generally
meager. Dealt with by themselves they may be immovable.

As we continued to deal almust exclusively with faculty
and administration, we began to reason that if indeed we
wished to put into practice what we knew about learning, we
needed to inject the data into the life space of these
institutions in order to develop first hand experience among
the faculty through use of tools and velikks which might
generate reaction and ultimately understanding.

We began to realize that we needed first to identify the
individual or individuals in the institution who had Teak
intense in research who had, at the same lime, the power to
motivate others within the college to consider change anti

innovation through experimentation. In most cases small
institutions do little research, contain docile faculty and
students, and are followers rather than leaders. Nine chances
out of ten, small institutions have neither the time, the
capacity, or the funds to be concerned about basics. Where
research does take place in small institutions, it is generally
motivated by sonic agency outside the confines of the
particular campus. We looked upon the Project as just such an
agency, one which had the tools to attempt to lead institutions
toward the use of findings derived from data coming from
among the thirteen colleges. Traveling from one institution to
another, questions were asked concerning particular problems
within the cullege3 and these questions were asked of
significant persons, people not only with interest, but also
people with power to inject these findings and data into the
experience of others who also might become interested in
considering the implications for change, innovation and
experiment.

Deans and presidents of institutions were approached,
faculty members were questioned, but in most instances we
recognized that the press of lime and effort and tasks of these
people were such that they were betitanl to take on added
burdens involving open discussion and consequent
responsibility to implement suggestions. Only those
institutions which had a definite need responded. When an
institution reaches that point where it realizes or where
individuals within the inititution realize that they cannot go
on doing what they are doing and be successful that they
must consider new ways, new procedures, new ideas only
then will that institution be motivated to accept proffered
help and tools that are available from an outside source. Our
experience seems to indicate that virtually any consideration
of use of research data needs an adminiktrator's force to set
direction at least in the small college.

As we spoke to deans and presidents and faculty we
looked for that response which would signl our right to
involve the whole institution. One institution which had high
dropout rate, latent student unrest, unhappy faculty attitudes.
chose to pick up the suggestion of a studentfaculty workshop
based upon data that related to the institution. The time was
set. Students and faculty found themselves facing a workshop
whkh administrators had planned. Data was gathered,
information passed to students, and the workshop carried
through. In this particular instance. the individual involved in
making the decision was the dean of the faculty. The president
was interested but was too busy to become involved. The dean
of the faculty was the motivating force, and without his
interest and power the whole effort would have been a failure.

Although we were novices in the development of a
student faculty ve-orkstic.p. we plunged in, hoping that our
consideration of the need to inform students about the Project
was a valid first approach.

Out proposal to the dean contained the suggestion that
such a workshop would increase student interest in the college,
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allow them to see themselves more clearly as students in the
college. and recognize college problems with reference to
cl.issroom conditions as well as bask reasons for student
amnion. We suggested Mat our data allowed students to
compare the college and the student with their counterparts in
the national academic community.

Second, Ogling was of utmost importance; we did not
wish to contaminate further Project study of the college and
decided to use generalities rather than to speak to those
specific elements of the data still not completely analyzed by
our instruments over our four year effort.

Third. we emphasized our desire to he positive in our
presentations rather than pejorative. and to respond to their
concerns, consequently we considered the measure of intensity
of the workshop.

Fourth, we cautioned the dean that he recognize the
risks involved in self-examination and explained the
implications of "opening Pandora's Box" by seeking student
expression.

we asked the question, "Should we require some
-,reiiminary reading on the part of group leaders in order to
allow development of background for earrying out the :mall
group discussions?"

Sixth, what about volumey or involuntary participation
on the part of the students? If attendance were voluntary. how
many students would attend and would our whole effort come
to naught? Possibly we should select eight to ten small groups
with approximately twenty students in each in which Me main
questions would he considered, and require all students to
attend general sessions and a summary session.

In preparation of the final workshop schedule, the
Project representative suggested that comments about
on-campus opinion he sent to the Project office, consequently.
four administrators of the college met and prepared a list of
comments which was then sent to the Project staff as a means
of enlightening them about campus attitudes. This list
contained comments, such as:

1) A two-day workshop was necessary in order to allow
if': development of momentum,

2) The two days should be scheduled at the beginning
or middle of the week to assure greater attendance.
Student release from coutses will not work undue
hardship to faculty plans and the experience may be
more valuable than any one course meeting

4) Relevant data should be used and should be
distributed beforehand in order to allow formulation
of opinion based upon fact.

51 Groups should not exceed fifteen students.
preferably ten. They should be heterogeneous as to
sex. academic classification, and educational goals.
One "spark plug" should he included in each group.
Faculty and students should meet separately.

6) Structure as to topics and problems should be
contained in the %titter) matetial presented to
students. but in language familiar to students.

71 Scheduling should be flexible in anticipation of
modification in response to developments during the
workshop.

8) Dropout data should not be presented specifically; it
may "beg the question." However, when it mists as

3)

Mill.-!JI
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an incidental occurrence, the information should be
available for use.
A positive emphasis is needed to keep the discussions
front leading to paralysis.

10) Questions should he formulated such as:
a) Are the college goals congruent with the

students' goals?
h) Vsliat arc appropriate goals for this college now?
cl Is the faculty's perception of the purposes of the

college congruent with student perceptions?
di How well are these goals achieved?
el Are :kiwi achievemems congruent with the

st;ied purposes?

The staff responded to these suggestions and adjusted
the program

The shift adjustment combined turr proposal and the
college comments in a tentative schedule suggesting two days
of discus.:ion each with the same sequence of meetings.
Opening with a general session the presentation of general
problems in higher edocation and specilic college goals and
data from CUTS describing the college environment as
perceived by students would be nude. This would be followed
by small group sessions in which. theoretically, these facets of
the college were discussed. In tote afternoon the day would end
with a panel session nude tip of four students, two faculty
group leaders and a Project panel chairman. The student
panelists were to he chosen at a noon meeting of the Project
staff one from each grade level.

Groups would be formulated from cacti class level and
would he structured in this way with the end in view that the
panels chosen would reflect attitudes generated frcrn all levels
of the student body. Panelists would he instructed to present
group attitudes not those of individoals this to assure
anonymity.

The second day of the workshop sould follow the same
pattern with a slightly differ .111 objective in view. On this day,
the general presentation would include data deriving from the
F.00 which examined student attitudes concerning the whole
range of their experience at the college. The Project staff
would encourage the students in the small groups to reflect
upon what the relationships and implications these experiences
had upon the previous day's information and discussion, i.e.,
Were the students' experiences congruent with the college's
goals and the students' perception of the college clOate as
measured by CUUS.

What about the results of the general presentations and
the small group discussions? Students were concerned and had
responded in the small groups and the resulting effect was
their willingness to express themselves freely from the floor
during the panel sessions; anonymity he hanged.

The whole range of student cons-ems was aired in an
atmosphere of (let exchange. Curriculum, teaching methods,
attrition. administration, faculty problems. social regulations,
and religious orientation all were within the realm of student
criticism. Remember that specific data presented came from
research earned on within the college and had to do with
college goals. ensiroment, and student experiences, but as
discussion desetoped, student and faculty comment went fat
beyond the consideration of throe data .1Iard data represented
only the top of the iceberg; underlying feelings, latent
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criticisms, misunderstandings, college drift, uncertainty of
students and faculty alike became elements of discussion.

There were comments:

About Cuniculum

1) I find I don't know what is going on in the world. We
don't really know what is going on outside.

2) We need to be able to make choices. There is not
enough freedom in course selection.

3) The curriculum needs to be broadened. The wide
array of required courses leaves little room for
elect ivcs.

4) Why world literature? Merely because it is required?
5) Requirements take tIo much time.

About Teaching Methods

1) OW philosophy needn't change but our methods
must if the college is to continue.

2) We are not being encouraged by our cc'lege's courses
and faculty as a whole. Students should be made to
think for themselves. Teachers skim through a lot of
facts.

3) We are not stimula ed to think through class

discussions and controersial speakers.
4) There is too much of the studylecturetrst system
5) Busy work is obsolete.
6) The lowest form of learning is memorizing facts. The

teachers' effort to give good background would help
students discover the facts.

About Attrition

; ) Half of the students in our group have considered
leaving the college.

2) Of fifteen in our group, nine have thought seriously
about leaving and six already were making plans. We
ate too sheltered here and not prepared to face the
world.

About Administration and Faculty

I) If the college could work harder to meet the needs of
students on campus rather than wotking on
glamorous publicity to attract future students, we,
the students, would become the recruiters.

2) The administration seems to be afraid of change.
3) The college advettisernents often seem hypoctitical

and pharasaical.
4) Are the faculty really open minded? Many of them

overlook student opition.
S) Faculty are insensitive to outside happenings and to

what students think and feel.
6) Teachers don't know how to relate subject to teality.

They are biased.
7) Teachers are too traditional. Methods used do not

relate subjects to practical life.

Faculty also expressed themselves sometimes defensi-..ely:

"There is only so much time for discussion in large
classes. The faculty do not make the students
regurgitate facts in order to make good grades and
to be eligibk to graduate."

In an informal evening session more pointed
remarks developed from students:

i) The students are so busy memorizing minor
points and covering the book that there is no time to
comprehend the whole picture of the course and to
delve into specific areas of interest. Students can
always read the text, we nted discussion.

2) I am tired of, bored with, being talked at.
3) Students want to know faculty members as people.
4) Certain teachers have an egotistical attitude and

continue to use old fashioned teaching and testing
methods. They feel student opinion doesn't matter,
and believe students don't know anything.

5) Student opinions should be respected. We want to be
treated as adults some of us are married and have
families. We want to discuss our ideas.

6) This student workshop is the first time that many
students have really expressed themselves since they
have been at this college. I have been praying for just
such an opportunity on this campus.

--At the final pane! session student comment reached its
height of sophistication (in terms of criticism, yes,but also in
terms of suggestion to change):

"Faculty concern with students is small. There
should be more informal get together% between
faculty and students. Students' ideas should be
respected and considered. Student initiation of
change at this college is an uphill fight all the way.
in literature courses or other courses, the modern
period should be emphasized just as much as any
olhet period of time, because this period is more
relevant."

"There should be a meeting with the Hoard of
Trustees in which students could let them know
the problems of the college and do something
about them. A suggestion box might help. The
administrators need to know what is going on and
that students are really trying to be constructive.
Teacher evaluation sheets would allow
constructive student criticism. Out of this.
students and teachers should get together and
discuss problem areas."

---The administrative reply to this was:

The faculty and administration are happ) to
know that the students are thinking and trying to
be constructive. The Boatd is open to student
affairs through a new three man student affairs
committee, students should contact them. Getting
students and faculty together is difficult because
faculty responsibilities are often very pressing."

04

Other students said:

"On this campus, liberals are rude to more
conservative people. The students ate able to look
at themselves and be objective. We should be
accepting of others and be kind to them. We
should feel worthy of standing up and speaking
our mind and not be afraid or what others think."
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"The problem is two sided and changes need to be
made on both sides. The teachers are more willing
now than ever before to make changes. The
students should start to be more specific. Specific
data should be liven to teachers instead of just
complaining about the courses. Students should go
to the teachers and talk .to them instead of just
complaining about the courses. Students should go
to the teachers and talk to them instead of just
talking to each other. More responsibility should
be given to the students academically. Class
discussions and participation should be used in
order to encourage students to attend."

"We need an outside guidance counselor to deal
with issues and personal problems."

We should use the present as a means of reaching
the goal of the college for the future."

--A faculty member responded:

"Regarding faculty availability, the faculty
members have many responsibilities other than
discussing issues with students. Criticism should be
directed to specific issues. The best opportunity
faculty men bers have in bridging gaps is in the
classroom itself. The class time should be used for
synthesis of ideas that come up in the subject
mat ter."

In summarizing the whole effort in this workshop, it is

clear that as opportunity presents itself, students and faculty
are willing to participate in free expression to the benefit of
all. The principle concern at this college clearly was the whole
process of teaching and curriculum. As the chairman of the
panel suggested in his final summary of the workshop, teacher
evaluation and discussion with students concerning method is
needed, attention should be given to contemporary issues in
class and recognition by all personnel that the classroom is the
place where dews should be shared. Ile also pointed out the
need for greater communication between faculty, students and
administrators in facilitating decision-making especially as it
referred to representation on the Board of Trustees. It was
evident that a climate for change had been developed through
dialogue, interaction, and exchange of ideas in short, the
involvement of everyone so the stage for a willing, cooperative
effort.

Initial enthusiasm cools quickly and the Project staff
ly expected this cooling period to deepen and dissipate. But

not so, the dean responding to the excitement prepared a
printed summary of the workshop for distribution to the
whiole college family. !lit analysis follows in part.

"As a direct result of the comments and
suggestions expressed by students in the student
workshop, an administration-faculty committee
developed a proposal for reviewing the colleges
general education requirements. The committee
reviewed the requirements of many other colleges
and incorporated in its proposal, up-to-dste
curriculum concepts, i.e., flextbaity wfikh
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help meet the educational needs of the largest
number of students.

"It seems obvious from student comments that
our requirements are indeed related to the higher
attrition rate of the college. Therefore, five faculty
meetings have already been devot:d to the matter
with many others planned. The examination
continues and will consider change in the teaching
methods employed by the faculty.

"At student request, the groups formed during the
workshop have continued through the year in
order to continue rational discussions of college
and student concerns."

What can we say about our effort in terms of success
which could be transferred to other institutions? Ow previotA
efforts in dissemination of the Project data had been extensive,
results meager. We had supposed that somehow each
institution in the study would through interested faculty or
administrators see the implications of their own data and act
on them. Their relative disinterest gave us much frustration;
how were we to gain access to the imagination of these people.
With minimal success we continued to probe and question in
efforts to offer our consulting services to willing hearts. in
retrospect we see that in most of our previous efforts we had
generally excluded the important group in the colleges the
students themselves. Although we are not so presumptuous as
to believe that students will always "turn the trick.," in this
instance this body proved to be the expressive force which
stimulated greater consideration, by the faculty, of what the
Project had to offer.

This description of our work is not an example of
planned change; as in the case of all our participating colleges,
changes which occurred were incidental to our efforts. We
hoped we could help, we hoped exposure would be the means
by which change might occur.

We recognized the artificiality of structured
presentations and sought to make that contact with that one
person or group that would make the difference between
apathy toward the data on the one hand, and actual
utilization. even if only in a periforal way on the other. The
presentation of data, even to interested parties is a minimal
approach to utilization, neverthekss, using particular
information as a tool to expose basic institutional problems is
often a most profitable exercise.

Most interesting and probably most worthwhile to those
involved in research efforts is the process by viiiikh we arrived
at our measure of success which we have tried to describe.

But the conditions at the college were important, they
were right.

I) The college had a peat reed probkm awareness.
2) The college had a link to research available tools.
3) The college had an outside resource person interested

in serving change agent.
4) The dean and president had a great deal of anxiety

about problems reflecting administrative stimulation
- key peopk.



In effect, this experience really is only a representation
of the unfreezing stage in the development of utilization. As
suggested by Lippert, Watson, and West ly, this state is a
necessary step toward real use of any data available for

lograNtrogilaktimmam-4---

dissemination. They state three things must be preval;nt
Problem awareness, desire for change, and specific desire fo
help. All three were there, ail three worked together to brim
change to a staid, traditional institution.
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COMMUNICATION OF POLICY

WHEN COMPUTERS NOT STUDENTS TAKE OVER THE UNIVERSITY

Richard ('. Barton
Texas Tech (harersity

In the novel and motion picture, 2001: A Space
Odyssey,' you may recall, the setting for the drama was a
space voyage in a giant space ship with a crew of only four.
Two of the crew lay dormant. but ready to be awakened. in
coffin-like cocoons. The other two crew members occupied
themselves mainly with physical training and watching the
master computer that controlled everything aboard ship. 1 he
name of this computer was IIAL. The conflict in the story
occurred when 11AL attempted to take over decision making
from the two awake crew members.

I lAl.. the computer, would represent the extremes of an
active role for Institutional Research of taking over policy
making and decision functions. On the other hand, the two
crew members lying dormant in their life-sustaining cocoons.
controlled by 11AI.. would represent the extremes of a passive
role for institutional Research, being called upon only when
needed either on schedule or due to unusual circumstances.

Some of the comments in this year's Forum might be
summarized as follows:

I) Keith Smith, who is presently an administrator.
advocated that Institutional Researchers get more
involved in policy and decision making by training
the administrators they deal with and by leading
them through the decision making process.

2) Banks Tally, who is an administrative officer to
whom the IR Office reports. looked on Institutional
Research as the function that ptovides data and
assistance to administrative officers, but it is the
administrative officers themselves who decide what
to do. lie emphasized that these are not only two
different persons, but that the skills and duties
required of each are distinctly different.

3) James Montgomery, who is presently an Institutional
Researcher, could be interpreted as indicating that IR
as a profession has "flunked" the policy making
course, if there ever were such a courselle said now
is not the time for more studies to stack upon the
shelf, but now is the time fox action, the time to
fight, the time to "pass" the policy making course,
the time to participate in making behavioral changes.
He recommended doing this by aggressive
follow-thtough on the part of Institutional
Researchers, toward the goal of implementation of
the implications of their studies.

4) John Stecklein, who has had long experience as an
Institutional R,.:earcher, mirrored the position of
Banks Tally regarding ih- separation, the identity,
the objectivity, the neutrality, and the freedom
required of Institutional Research Offices.

While Smith and Montgomery advocated an active role
in policy making and decision functions for IR although not
a complete takeover of the 11AL-the-computer type - Tally
and Stecklein represented a more passive position, but riot the
extreme of lying down in a computer-maintained cocoon.
These latter two strongly felt that IR was a staff activity in the
organizational structure and not a line ,esponsibility. They
also felt that Institutional Researchers should avoid the
-taint- of university administration.

One :onimenlator took the position that information
was neutral while this co-chairman quoted another source that
information is the capability of data to change us.2 This
highlighted the question whether the purpose of Institutional
Research is to Jamul or to control, :gain reflecting the
dichotomy of the morning panelists. Discussion during both
sessions and 'he positions of the speaker, as well as the
co -chairmen represented a diversity of views ranging from an
information function that retains its independence and
objectivity to degrees of involvement in policy and decision
making activities. These degrees of involvement ranged from
merely interpreting results through such activities as

tecommendinj changes based on the studies to selecting which
studies should be done and then active implementation
following them, hence positively guiding the university as an
institution unto the future.

Some of the questions raised dealt with the pursuit and
dissemination of truth, with how to go about implementation,
with whether IR had a moral obligation to engage in
follow through and implementation, and whether IR is incited
a line, a staff, or a service office within the organizational
structure.

One prediction was that in the future computers may
take over the information functions of IR and that if
Institutional Research as a profession is not involved with
computer developments, the role characterized bete as
"passive" will essentially disappear and the only remaining
functional role for this pour will be as "active" pal ticipants in
policy nuking and decisions.
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Till 120LE. OF TIlL INS.HrurrioNAL tasEARcil Imo:cum?
IN DECISION-MAKING

,le I: Stec
let It

The position I a111 ab0111 III take regaiding the esiein to
which the director of an institutional research office !diouli.1
become involved in the actual process 01 111J1r111C decisions

about institutional pilhOCS m procedures and in the
implementation of such ill sound 111,c

heresy to some of y rm. It will sound like heresy because it
does not promote the slams of the institutional icseaich
officer, it does not gis.! him the iespectability
linerelationship in the administrative hierarchy'. arid. 111 11100
instances. it does not give him the institutional isibility that is
the natural human tinge in any competitive Jllve unsaid
achievement. AS sonic of you already know, for many ycji,, I
have taken, and I $101 lake, the position that the directio of an
institutional research office should do everything possible to
establish and maintain an image ul :1,111piele (+Neal% is) and
neutrality in the studies Mat lie dnecls ,nil that him office
undertakes. 1 his objectivity .110 neutiality should not only be
evident in the design and conduct of his studies hut, more
importantly, in the interpretation of the results. 11 is ill)
position that lie should not take an ripen or sisible role, at
least, in the ttanslaiion of the results of his studies Imo
specific recomiwndations for policy or ocedural change, but
should leave that to the apploplute aJnlirnstrator who has
been appointed 10 eau) Mil that (unction. Ibis is not to t.1)
that lie should not feel tree, if called upon, to evprcss his
personal opinion at 10 111C 1111plICJI1011c or the results of
palliculal study, 01 even to suggest to the applopirate
administrator alimony,' policies on procedures that might he
changed or des eloped. the main point of distinci ton. 'Whip,.
is the visibility of the indiyithial ill Ibis respect. 11 is rin
contention that as ti.1017 as 1110 IC0J111 director becomes
visibly identified with the promulgation of polky , and
especially in the implementa Imo thcleof, lie loco his identity
as a research nun and assumes the suspect identity or a central
administrator. Thus, lie may be identified as the I seciiine
Assisi alll to 1110 P101.10111, 1101 the IR nun. in the Campus
Planning Otlicer, not the IR nun, or the Prows!. not the IR
man. Subsequent reitoests tot data. ins uiiies concerning
attitudes or clialaetelist ol faculty 'umbels, inquiries about
cuiticulum and tither aspects of the program ivt subseqoent
projects are automatically tinged with the c\pestation that
these questions are being asked lot some special reason, 01 that
the study is being slanted in %O M: pliktilAt direction due 10
the special interests of the section of central arlmintst lawn
with whom This individual is most dueoly identified. to tv
state, some suspicion is always present, C1011 in studies
conducted by a unit that has est-blished an linage of
objectisity and neutrality, but I contend 111,11 the suspicion is
much less lot an oftwe thal does not hose the lasill 01
association with policy-making and itupkrocntat ion than in a
Silui1101111htte this 1 Vatheiji 011 11 de.111) evident

Stsems appatent to tik% 100, ihal 11 a person is
concerned about developing policy and implementing it, te

11k01) 10 11.11C a preconception about the type of policy or
procedure that would he most easily implemented and sold.
and this preconception alone, subconsciously, can establish a
111111101 pcispeelive 111 terms of the name of studies or data
that are collected, and/or the samples to be involved in the
study . 111 some insidlICCS, this preconception Lould consciously
affect the design and conduct of a study, but in most
instances, I would guess that the cited would he subconscious.
In any event, it seems to me That there is an innate basis for
bias whenever the office or administrator responsible for
policy development and implementation is also the office or
administrator responsible for determining, the facts, the
altitudes toward, or the effects of, current policies or
piactices.

I should add ihat this position does not preclude, in my
mind, the opponunity for the research director to initiate
studies that he thinks are needed by the institution or by
coma' administration, either to supplement studies requested
by his adminisfiative superiors, or to point up problem areas
that have not come to the attention of central administration.
ho 1'./C1. it would seem to me that a research office that is free
from close identification milli a central administrative office'
is more apt to he flee to follow these leads for new
information and to pinpoint new problem areas than he would
be if lie is closely associated with the decision making process
and implemeniation. Certainly a goes, research office should
not only he permitted, but encouraged to initiate studies Of its
own, as well as to react to requests for service by other
components of the institution.

To espress my posok.n in another way, I see the
institutional resold, director as a resource person available to
the decision-making team. The decision-making team may
nuke use of the resource person in many way s, but his
'unitary responsibility is to morose kinds of data that should
he collected or to design studies that will provide useful
information to the decision-nuking learn in solving a particular
piohlem. I he research duccior does not attempt to usurp the
decisionma king fespsnisibilit !es of the administrators, nor does
be want to be identified as 000 of the administrators who
makes on implements policy. Ile strives to maintain a certain
distance from the administrative team, in order to preserve an
objestive perspective about pioblems being considered by the
administration and to avoid bocomitg bogged &inn with the
day to-day prohkms of impkmenting policy which often fall
upon individuals who have become assr-ciated with the
development of policy .

I el qv give you a concrete evample of a way in which
ow Alice has *mks's, in the past, to illnotre 11,IS. We made
thotongh analysis of factors that influeneed faculty members
10 wrote lo the 1,11nitcily of Minnesota of 10 111111 down offets
to clime to the Unnersity..ic well as factors that influenced
Liculty members to lease the instuntin or not to leave the
intstution In the study we 'hotted with a facility Adsrsoiy
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Committee in the formulation of the study as well as its
conduct and inter pi etation of the findings. When the time
came to write up the results of the study, the research team
formulated a section that it termed, "Implications of the
Study." In this section they identified in broad terms sonic
implications of the findings as they affected the slic:vss or lack
of success of the University in attracting or holding faculty
nienibers. There was sonic discussion among the Faculty
Advisory Committee members as to whether or not the report
should also include sonic specific recommendations for
changes in University policies or procedures as a result of the
study. After considerable discussion, it was agreed that the
proper function of the research office was 10 report the
implications in general terms, and the proper function of the
Faculty Advisory Committee was to translate these
implications into specific recommendations for changes that
could be submitted to nienibers of central administration.
Specifically, one set of findings of the study related to some
rather poor elements in the fringe benefits package that had
been identified as a detracting factor as far as attracting new
faculty to the institution were concerned. Using the
implicatious section, the Advisory Committee wrote up its
own set of specific recommendations for improvement in these
fringe benefits. These recommendations were then transmitted
to cent ral administration where the president and
vice-presidents acted upon the specific recommendations,
accepting most of those that had been proposed, and
implementing the changes that were needed to improve the
fringe benefit situation. in my mind, the three components
the research office, the Faculty Advisory Committee, and the
central administration each functioned in the manner that
was appropriate for its responsibilities. It would have been
improper for the research director to trar.slate the data into
specific suggestions for specific dollar increases in insurance
coverage, in hospitalization protection, sabbatical leave, etc.,
when there was a vitally interested component of the
University the Faculty Advisory Committee involved and
in a position to translate the research findings into meaningful
figures that represented a faculty view-point. i might add that
in the absence of a Faculty Committee of this type, it still
seems appropriate that the actual decision he made by those
who have been hired and paid to assume these responsibilities.

I have said many limes that the way in whkh an
institutional research office will function will be dictated
primarily by the administrative philosophy and personality of
the president of the institution. If a president of an institution
perceives the institutional research officer as a left hand man
who will be expected to perform nvz to as a vkr-president or an
associate vice-president than as a researcher, the research
directot will be involved mere in the administrative tune-
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tit+01111; Of Ole inslilntin and less in the research capacity than
he would he the piesident had :.nothei concepinni of the
illSlit111101131 TCSOTC11 111111iiit+II. Iry many such instances. the
institutional research function is placed in the office of art
administrative or executive assistant, or one of the vice
presidents will he asked to he the institutional research officer.
It is my impression that, in nearly all such instances, the
research function is relegated to a distant second in import-
ance to tine other auxiliary administrative functions that this
individual will be expected to perform. The day-to-day press
of problems, crises, and routine paper work inevitably shunt
aside needed research and lime for careful thought about
important informational and data-gathering needs. In its worst
circumstance, this kind of close tie with the president's office
will resiftt in the institutional research officer spending much
of his lime on speech writing, correspondenceanswering, and
errandrunning for the president. In this respect, it is even
disadvantageous in some situations for the kind of research
director that I have been proposing to he located in too close
proximity to the president's office. If he is too handy, he IF
apt to be called upon to do many kinds of routine tasks that
cut into his time to develop and conduct research studies.

Perhaps I should point out that the need for an objective
identity is critical in an institutional research operation that is
set up to serve the faculty and students as well as central
administration. Obviously, if all of the activities of the
institutional research office are focused upon sets ke to central
administration, with little if any attention paid to the research
needs that student and faculty committees often feel, the lack
of an objective identity is probably not as harmful as in the
other situation where faculty and students look to the research
office as a service agency that can assist them in establishing
the true status quo, identifying attitudes about problems, 0.
collecting facts or information that are relative to their
concerns. the close identificction of the research oftke with
central administrative policy-making and implementation
would be definitely injurious to the acceptance of that office
kit objective studies that the faculty might fed are 'Illyrian!.

In conclusion, I can say that I understand the desire for
increased status of the institutional research officer that comes
front working with and being identified with the top echelon
decisionmakers. However, I truly feel that an institutional
research office can he of greater assistance to such administra-
tors if it is ahk to nuintain sufficient distance between its
operation and the derision-making and implementing process
so that its perspective will not become slanted as a result of
continuous exposure to the preferences and points of %kw of
the central adnunistrators. The director must be free of the
restricting knowledge that he is responsible for iecovrimending
and/or implementing policy changes.

N. 1



AN EFFECTIVE ROLE FOR INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH

James R. Montgomery
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Many indis,,n' have decried the ineffectual status of
the institutional rescar!ll field. Here ate some examples.

After the .o, incorporation of the Association for
Institotional Re, it the time of its first Forum in the
spring of 19(.. is R. Mayhew, in the keynote address
stated:

"Insiltotiur research, although now well
regarded affluent, and wellsupplied
with tech. 11 devices, has yet to make a major
impact n ll, main course of thinking, about
higher c,, urr

Institution search workers should he more
willing n s! ,late and suggest administrative
and pram; ! ,cations of their research rather
than allowm ,thcis In draw these inferences for
them. Instir 'n If research is applied research and
in a very re ose should be one form of political
behavior."'

Mayhew's 'a in thesis in this address was that
institutional researd w ikers have an important role to play
in higher education but that they must he more effective in
their writing and (L A:sirch it they are to artist at it.

Just last yen we beau] this general theme expressed
again by Frederic t1 Bolman from the Esso Education
Foondation who obis d:

intetncr' in of institutional research is that
it must n re than ever guide us so that we
may realty hat the problems are and then
of course h to solutions." 2

Notice th i ir words, ''help us to solutions."

Let me lack of impact is not restricted to
institutional r. ,f,e. The joint statement from the
American Associalic Of State Colleges and Universities and
National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges. dated 1970 and entitled "Reconwnendations for
National Action Affecting Iligher Education," opens with:

"NEEDED: NOT MORE ST UDIES BUT ACT ION

Study after study. recommendation after
recommendation, task force rood upon task
forte report follow each other in confusing
muhiplicity. But the lime caps for action."

Sanford. in his American College published in 1962.
stressed the poverty of real innovations GIs college campuses.)
Certainly. those of us who have been there can attest to the
fact that conditions have not changed in the eight years since
this book was published.

air may recall that Rounke and Brooks. in their lolume
entitled. the Managerial Revolution in Higher tducation,
reported that unkeisity presidents placed a lb wet estimate on

the influence in policy.rnaking of institutional researchers than
did the director.'

Certainly a strong brief can be made for the proposition
that, second to religious institutions, colleges and universities
are extremely traditiobound and slow to undertake
innovation. Therefore, I submit as point one that institutional
research has as yet faded to make a substantial contribution on
or off the campus and one of the major fatties Of !his failure is
the lack of follow.ihrough on studies.

If itti'itu tional research is to be anything but an
academic exercise a waste of paper and desk calculators it
must have an effect beyond that of increasing the budget:to
he effective, research 111U51 he accompanied by development.

As point two, I suggest that of the rilble111 areas
available to institutional research, too much time has been
spent on studies of little significance. We need fewer studies.
more significant studies. and more foll'iw.up on what happens
to the conclusions and findings of those that are made.

It is probably a truism that those studies suggested by
persons or committees with direct authority or power to take
action on the findings have more Lkelthood of receiving
careful review. in this era of self studies, offices of
institutional research might be well advised to keep an
abbreviated record of the action taken on some or all office of
institutional research reports. Just how useful has our
contribution really been? Lack of appropriate data is the muck
of the swamp throogli which an institutional research workfl
must make his way. Let rot him be guilty of contributing to
it.

It is well recognized that the institutional setting in
which the institutional researcher finds himself tends to define
the meaning and nature of institutional ' esearch. An emphasis
on one or another problem areas or the position accorded the
office of institutional research in the organizational scheme
has a strong effect upon what the institutional research office
can do. But I would propose that a common denominator for
all of us lies in a responsibility and a capability to follow
through.

Lei us lake. for example. the fact that either the
institutional researcher or some other person or group has
decided that information is needed on the perceltage of
faculty holding each academic rank. Certain!) this is a

question which most offices of institutional research have been
asked.

The institutional researcher. at this point, has several
options open:

1) He can report the facts, for example, 40 per cent are
full ptofezots. :k0 per cent associate professors and
30 per cent assistant professors.

21 Ile can report the facts and add trends from past
information aril normative data. He might even make
comparisons between past trends. normative data,
and his existing data.
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3) A third option open is to take the information based
on options one and two and make recommendations
or suggestions. For example, he might suggest that
the percentage of full professors is too high. The
faculty is becoming top-heavy. lie might find in the
process that many faculty members are nearing
retirement and that the institution does not have an
even balance which would sustain it in the face of
several retirements at one time.

4) But there is a fourth option to strive to have his
study make an impact by following through on his
recommendations and conclusions.

in reviewing these four options, one can stop several places.
The first place to stop might be after obtaining the basic facts;
after all, another twenty projects have been requested or are
underway, any one of which is potentially more important.

One can stop after the second option that is, getting
the normative and comparative facts and writing them up. One
presents the facts and with some luck or skill the tables and
charts attached will prove readable at least to us and other
researchers. After all, what more should we do? The report is
there and they, whomever they may be, have only to read it in
order to get what infomialion they need.

Another option is to make recommendations. We can
fire them off to our bosses or boss, and then quickly -nove to
other more important reports. If the recommendations get lost
in the pressure of other business, that phenomenon is not too
unusual and is simply a fact of life.

Assuming that all the evidence indicates that the finding
is abnormal or the research points to conclusions or
alternatives, one fourth option, of coutsc, is to expedite
acceptance and action. In this matter, we might keep in mind
the penetrating comment of the Englishman, F. M. Conford,
who, almost fifty years ago, effectively caught the spirit of
change in higher education:

"Nothing is ever done until everyone is convinced
that it ought to be done, and has been convinced
for so long that it is now time to do something
else."5
Perhaps the Utopia for a researcher would be to find

administrator, faculty member or group so enthusiastic over
the report that he or they would immediately drop all else and
seek to act accordingly. But just in case that does not occur,
let us more to point three.

The Third Point is that the effective institutional
researcher can make an impact, but he needs to change some
of his approaches.

In this connection, he selects a study or approaches an
assigned topic carefully. Studies of faculty grading patterns
represent one obvious illustration. It is so simple to make a
descriptive study of grading patterns that few administrators
or institutional researchers have been able to resist. Yet the
paucity of changed behavior, coupled with reports of the
intense suspicion generated, suggest that such studies should
be undertaken with extreme care and only at the request of a
sizable number of faculty, who, for one reason or another,
think such a study would be desirable.

Another rule of thumb before undertaking a study is to
investigate if the administration has preconceived ideas of the
desired outcome. One has a grave problem when the

administration, which has requested a study, already knows
what the results should be. Therefore, call on the
administration for planning guidance to clarify this matter. If a
decision has been made or almost made, the administration
might more appropriately call on another member of the staff
to justify a stand. It must be emphasized that studies are not
always necessary for management to make effective intuitive
moves.

The dictation of results has been illustrated all too
effectively in recent weeks by one of Ralph Nader's
investigating teams. While the complete analyses of findings
have yet to be made and a reply to be received, let us look at
some of the preliminary findings from a study conducted by
this group on the Food and Drug Administration. Nader's
Raiders charge that a "psychological atmosphere" exists which
causes management to "filter out and reject evidence that does
not support the administrative position already taken and to
elevate even the most flimsy information that does support the
administrative position." The study group further claims that
"the FDA regularly tailored its scientific activities to support
already arrived at administrative positions" and "scientific
opinions and memoranda have been distorted, altered,
misrepresented, and ignored, allowing serious potential health
hazards to go unreported or uncorrected for indefensible
periods of time."6 Such findings could be duplicated in many
institutions in which institutional research officers have
worked. Administrators should tell an investigator when
decisions have already been made and when they only want
supporting evidence not a bona floe study.

Now it should be obvious that even though a
preconceived outcome is wanted, one still must report the
facts even if these suggest another conclusion. Give the
administrator all the data whatever they may be. The point I
am stressing is simply to clearly understand the situation. If
one must change the mind of an individual, it will lake much
more evidence and much more persuasive determination upon
your part.

Also in selecting or in accepting studies, one should
recall that the more people involved, especially in the
formulation of a study, the more likely they are to accept in
part or in full the results. An occasional progress report, a
review of research procedures, a discussion of tentative results,
all may prove effective.

Once t he survey, complete with conclusions,
recommendations or alternatives, has been completed, one
should prepare in part the plan for gaining acceptance and
implementation. Ideally, as previously pointed out, one may
have a boss who immediately accepts the study and acts with
such force anl persuasiveness that the entire institution is
swept into line. But just in case this superhuman is missing, it
may be necessary to proceed differently. After all, most
institutions have now entered a new era of senates,
committees, commissions, and what have you, which can
effectively talk any idea to death.

As part of the implementation plan, get clearly in mind
whether one is dealing with philosophical or analytical matters

one may have more justification for a stand on the latter
than of the former. Both types of information may emerge
and be intertwined. If for some reason one ends up with a
survey such as one which compares the quarter system to the
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semester system, then the issue will be resolved on
philosophical grounds or what faculty or students think works
best or upon what they are most familiar. While it might be
possible to design a grandiose study to find out if there are real
differences in learning for students studying under the quarter
or the semester system, such a study has yet to be undertaken,
and the controls necessary for it are such as to preclude one.
The fact that X namber of schools do it one way and Y
another way will have nothing to do with the final decision
unless one likes to argue for the pure enjoyment of it, little
will be accomplished in taking a strong professional stand on
such matters.

Assuming that one has a survey where there are data
which seem to point to a direction for movement, one might
now outline a plan to a) seek the aid of the institutional
research committee and b) strive through the committee or
other group to find acceptance or at least reinforcement for
the conclusions. c) Keep asking what can be done what
should be the next steps; and, d) press, through faculty groups
or in the president's cabinet, the findings of the survey and ask
how the survey findings and results might best be

implemented.
Now it is possible that in the process of raising these

questions, one wilt find disagreement. One may even end up
on one or another side of an issue. If this happens, so be it. It
is time to quit hiding behind the skirt of research
respectability where one may ignore the day to day problems
of life and of implementation.

Many surveys fit the criteria where recommendations
can be made and where they should be made. At the present
time, for example, many campuses face pressures to move
from a five and a half day to a fiveday week. Requests for
such a change will certainly be heard on campuses which still
operate on a five and a half day week. Hard data can be
collected on what is really best for the institution and
projections made of the probability of having sufficient
facilities to teach students in the near and the distant future.

It might also be noted in passing that all too frequently
institutional research has not been a part of the management

team. Without knowledge of the information really needed,
and freonuently needed rapidly, it should not be loo surprising
that institutional research is loo little and loo bite in response
to dayto-day administrative decisionmaking needs. The insti-
tutional researcher working from the sideline then finds his
ideas shelved or disregarded.

The institutional researcher should occupy a staff
position in the institution. But all too frequently one fails to
understand dearly the work of a staff.

This staff role might encompass the following:
a) Studies, b) plans, c) coordinates, d) recommends, and
e) followsup. In follow-up one has the obligation to see that a
decision to act does not fade into oblivion because of
procrastination or the pressures of other affairs. It may be
necessary to write letters or to make requests in the name of
the manager who has given the approval. This does not imply
that one lakes over or becomes a line manager rather that
one follows through and expedit-s in order to prevent the loss
to the institution of the approved procedure.

I have brought out three points in this paper:

l) Institutional research has failed .c, make a substantial
contribution.

2) The field of institutional research needs fewer studies
and more follow-up on findings.

3) The effective researcher makes an impact by
following up on his conclusions and findings.

1 t is entirely possible that one cannot maintain complete
neutrality in the following up and recommending roles. While
one has an obligation to perform as objectively as possible
when making the study, one is also duty bound once he has
arrived at a conclusion firmly based on his findings to drop
such objectivity and pursue the matter relentlessly. Such
follow through may be undertaken with faculty members,
faculty senates, or administrators. In conclusion, one has as
much obligation to make an implementation plan as to make
tIbt original survey. Having pressed forward for the change or
Ow idea as the case may be, the effective worker in
institutional research follows through sufficiently to assure
that action is taken to effectuate this change.
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THE HIGH COST OF NON-INVOLVEMENT
BETWEEN THE RESEARCHER AND THE POLICY-MAKER

F. Parker Fowkr, Jr.
Commission on higher Education, Colorado

Let the institutional researcher be the "developer" of
information upon which decisions are to be made and the
policy maker be the "user" of that information. Our concern
is whether these functions can or should be undertaken
simultaneously by one person, what the alternatives are, and
what they cost.

While carpenters use hammers, it is not critical that
hammers be designed or manufactured by carpenters, although
they exercise some critical judgment in their personal selection
of a tool. We have of course been convinced of the superiority
of the doctrine of specialization of work (over generalization),
and there persist such resulting bromides as "shoemaker, stick
to your last." Thus there are many folk who might insist that
the institutional researcher stick to his adding machine and
tape measure.

It is not at all clear, however, that the rules of the
market or of manufacture apply to administration or any
other primarily information-handling task. For example, it is
difficult to discover a composer of music who is not also a
performer, notwithstanding the spurious counterexample of
computer-generated "music". People who have been charged
with the responsibility for designing modern data processing
systems, i.e., means for providing information by computer,
have succeeded only when they have achieved complete
involvement with their "clients". This fact has been
documented; further evidence is given by the relatively small
share of the business owned by the service bureaus, who
compete primarily with in-house data processing installations
in businesses which do not wish to divorce their information
capability from the business mainstream.

It is thus becoming quite clear that the key to success, if
not success itself, is involvement... an intense and continuing
dialog between the user and the developer. "Debugging"
problems in this relationship has time after time been shown
to be more critical to the success of a data processing system
than any program to be debugged by a programmer. Thus the
technical means for generating garbage are exactly the same as
those required for producing something of value; the
difference, which Tom Mason calls "intelligence", can only be
acquired through the closest of liaison between user and
developer. The 'dormer and the informee, as the teacher and
student, need to be cheek by jowl, belly to belly, and wit to
wit if the desired consequence of their action is to be realized.

Here is one example of what can happen when the
implied organizational imperative is denied or ignored. It is
currently de rigueur to consider the planning problem from

the program budgeting angle, which requires that programs, or
outputs of a particular enterprise be defined. A certain agency
rcc,.ntly provided a classification of programs as a target for its
planning model, holding out the list of activities as a general
statement about the goals of higher education institutions. It
soon became clear that it would be very unlikely that any two
institutions would agree that such a list could (or should)
describe its outputs in any useful way. The effort was
essentially scrapped in favor of a list of what institutional
researchers have called "functions" for quite some time. This
change is not so much a copout as a recognition that some
definitions had already come from user/developer interaction,
regardless of their limited usefulness as attributes of means
rather than ends.

The current rage to employ the systems approach may
have deepened the apparent gulf between the user and
developer unnecessarily, for the former may think the latter
really does have a corner on being "systematic", whatever that
means, and he becomes intimidated. Now the systems
approach (in the Churchman sense) doesn't mean to be
orderly, straightforward, or other iranklinesque things; it is

derived from the Rule: Every System is a Subsystem. The
causes and effects to be considered in the examination of any
problem must be evaluated in the light of their existence
within some larger system, whose state may be changed
unwittingly by a manipulation of the subsystem. The world is
ready for this approach, attest Earth Day, although more
issues are raised than answers provided. Yet the approach can
be adopted by anyone who wishes to think beyond the
confines of his cell.

It is submitted that professionalization of institutional
research tends to separate the activity from the system it is to
serve, i.e., administration. Yet such separation makes no sense
at all if the IR agency freely elects the researches which it
undertakes, since its decisions either do imply that an
important policy issue needs investigation, or denies that any
of the research is important to that larger system of which it is
a part. Thus the issue is not so much whether the IR person
can function as an administrator, but how far he should be
involved in the formulation of those problems which he is to
research. The thesis advanced here, if not defended, is that a
successful prcject, which is one that provides true intelligence
rather than a mere collection of "facts", requires
user/developer involvement. Any costs of such involvement,
such as communications breakdowns, etc., need to be tacked
on to the real cost of information.
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REMARKS ON INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH

Banks C Talky, Jr.
North Carolina State University

I. Trustees and regents select administrative personnel to
lead institutions within a framework of established
objectives and it is therefore the responsibility of the
administrator to establish directions for the institution.

2. Administrative leaders in the past (and even some today)
have operated their institutions as a result of personal
positions arrived at privately or by consultation with
fellow administrators, trustees, faculty, friends, etc.

3. Obviously this has not been sufficient in today's
university. Therefore, most institutions are developing or
have developed institutional research offices to assist in
the decision - making process. This requires administrative
commitment and funding!

4. As confidence grov s in an institutional research office,
administrative leadership turns to this office for
assistance in planning and management. It should turn
there more often than it does. Yet I feel there is a special
role that a research office should pray within the
university context. Five specific points I want to make
are:

a. Priority Research Projects
It is not economically feasible or possible to

conduct all needed research. The research office should
provide us (the administraton) with information
revealing the specific conditions required to carry out a
needed or requested research project. It is the
responsibility of the administration to decide which
projects are more critical for decision-making
responsibilities. This position does not imply that the
research office only conducts administrative directed
research, but it does suggest a priority.

b. Objective Research

If the research office is a direct part of the
policy-making and/or policy-implementing administra-
tive unit, there is a danger that personal opinions would
bias the evaluation of conditions required to carry out a
given research project. Even if a research office could
function with complete objectivity, there would still be

individuals who wouk question the objectivity of
research produced by an "administrative research
fice."

c. Mixed Functions
Energies required for policymaking and/

implementing cannot necessarily be used me
effectively for research. Conflicting roles reduce the tir
available for both.

Competence in one area is no assurance
competence in another area. The capable researcher m
be short on administrative skills or interests, especial,
for dealing with the political world. Similarly, tf
capable administrator may find either ability or interes
lacking for research activities.

d. Interpretations and Evaluations
I, es an administrator, expect research findings

be interpreted or explained particularly in terms
probable outcomes given certain conditions. This shout
be acme without involvement in policy-making c
policy-implementing roles.

e Involvement in the Total University Community
Close identification of the research office as ai

administrative unit limits the effectiveness of researcl
projects that involve direct contact with the faculty any
students. Students are more reluctant to cooperate or be
truthful when the research activities are viewed as one of
the prying arms of the administration. Thus, an identity
somewhat apart from the administration may aid in
developing a more favorable attitude of the faculty and
students toward the administration as a whole.

In summary, an effective administrator will use the
institutional research office in a meaningful way. I can assure
you that the institutional research personnel wilt have an
active and full role in the university, although they may not
make the ultimate policy decisions for the institution.
(Frequently the administrator doesn't either.)

PSI
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COMMUNICATION IN LONG RANGE PLANNING

SETTING INSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR LONG RANGE PLANNING

Robert M. Clark
Unirervity of British Columbia

Introduction

Two years ago when our Association Forum met to
enjoy the famed Sus low hospitality in Berkeley, California, a
man stood up in the question period after a panel of
institutional research professionals had spoken. He told us that
this was his firs' AIR Forum. Recently he had been appointed
president of a new state university in California. The
institution had been given an attractive and spacious campus,
and fairly generous, but not unlimited, money for buildings
and for faculty and staff recruitment. "Now, gentlemen," he
asked, "what is a university for?"

I shall not soon forget the reaction to his question. It
reminded me of the occasion when a new minister was selected
for our church. Ile asked the elders for volunteers to lead the
congregation in prayer next Sunday and on subsequent
Sundays. To members of the board of elders unaccustomed to
such a request, the first reaction was to head for the hills in
droves. So it was on this occasion in San Francisco. "Your
question is unfair", protested several individuals. "You
shouldn't ask us that sort of question". "Why?" queried the
president. "Because", came the replies, "answering that sort of
question is not our responsibility". One or two added: "We do
research on specific problems that are amendable to
quantitative answers".

I felt strongly that our profession should have something
positive to say in ansver to the question: What is your
university for? At the lime, however, I did not appreciate how
difficult it would be to get this question seriously considered
at the University of British Columbia. Ours is an institution of
about 21,000 students enrolled in the current academic year.

The Report of the Senate Committee
on Long Range Objectives

As an elected member of our university Senate, I had
been partly responsible for getting a Senate committee
established in 1968 to make recommendations on the tong
term objectives of the university. The committee, entirely
drawn from the Senate, consisted of 12 members, 8 of whom
were experienced faculty members. The other four were the
Chancellor, an alumnus on the Senate, the Registrar and a
graduate student. Of the faculty members four, including
myself, were elected by the Senate, two appointed by the
President, and two co-opted by the committee itself.

Our terms of reference were "to propose a statement of
objectives to apply to the next ten years".I

11 sow( became apparent that most of the members,
especially the chairman, had an abiding interest in
organization, especially in reorganization of the
administration. There was continuous interest in the
curriculum. but less interest in discussing the long term
objectives of the university. The committee met many times,
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never briefly. It made two major mistakes. First, it completed
its report in a little over a year, which was far too short a time
considering the range of topics with which the committee
chose to deal. Second, in the course of a 120 page report, it
nude loo many recommendations 39 in fact ranging in
importance from the trivial 10 the highly irnporlant and
controversial.

The Senate was unprepared for a meal of such
dimensions, especially since some of the offerings did not seem
very well cooked. The result has been that now, eight months
later, over half of the dishes have yet to be tasted by the
Senators. Some Senators have said that as far as they are
concerned, the rest of the meal should be consigned to the
garbage disposal unit. Much of this feeling arose because of the
opposition engendered by the proposals for administrative
reorganization. These involved the abolition of all faculties,
and the creation of an additional layer of university
government, the academic division, as part of a more complex
and decentralized structure under the jurisdiction of the Board
and Senate. The defeat of these recommendations, I am
thankful to say, was overwhelming.

In the remainder of this paper 1 propose to describe the
main goals of the university as advocated in the Senate Report,
to list the chief positive steps taken by Senate with regard to
the Report, and to speak of the present agenda of the Office
of Academic Planning arising from our concern with these long
term objectives.

The Main Goals of the University as Described in the
Report of the Senate Committee on Long Range Objectives

As I describe these goals you will recognize that there is
lothing new in them and that they are very general. You may
ask, then, why bother formulating broad goals? Can they in
practice be used to create a living identity for your university,
or indeed for any other institution?

My answer is wholeheartedly "yes". A sharp conflict
within most Canadian universities, as I see it, is between a
majority of faculty who think that the main objective of their
university should be to preserve and extend knowledge, and a
growing minority of students who feel that the chief task of
tie universities should be to prepare students to engage in
reforming society, by moderate or drastic measures. In these
mounting controversies I am not a detached dweller on the
Olympian planes of passionless objectivity. 1 am directly
involved in three ways:

I) As an elected member of the Senate and advisor to
the administration;

2) as director of the Office of Academic Planning which
is concerned with practical research relevant to the
objectives of the university:
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3) as a committed Christian trying along with others of
various outlooks to reconcile viewpoints in conflict,
and to help create and maintain a community where
there is often distrust and suspicion.

The chief goals of the University of British Columbia, as
summarized in the Senata Committee Report are: 1) To
preserve and extend knowledge, 2) to develop the individual,
and 3) to serve the needs of society.

On the preservation and extension of knowledge we
readily reached agreement on four points.

1. Knowledge is much broader than the accumulation of
well classified and indexed information. Knowledge
could be defined as the theoretical and practical
understanding of an art or a science.

2. Neither the preservation nor the extension of
knowledge is automatic. Knowledge to be preserved
in the fullest sense has to be alive in the experience of
living individuals. Knowledge is only conserved in an
important yet limited sense when it is merely stored
unused in libraries or on computer tapes. By analogy,
an individual has a living knowledge of certain
musical records when he has accustomed himself to
listening imaginatively to them. But he does nothing
to preserve his knowledge of music if he builds up a
huge record collection to which he never listens.

3. As information in a discipline multiplies, the distance
between the elementary stages and the frontiers is
likely to become ever greater. Scholars of experience
commonly adjust to this situation by specializing
more and more narrowly. In many disciplines this
makes it progressively more difficult for the young
student to advance to the point where he can share
meaningfully the enthusiasm of the scholar in his
highly specialized research. There are two reasons for
this. First, in terms of concepts to understand and
techniques to learn, it is now much farther from the
beginning stages of most disciplines to the frontier.
Second, the work of most scholars at the frontier -
and of those well behind the frontier has become
so specialized that often it is difficult for them as
well as for their students to relate knowledge in their
specialty to the discipline as a whole, or to the needs
of society.

4. We consider that knowledge, like freedom, or
wisdom, is an end in itself. But it can also contribute
enormously to the other two major goals of the
university.

Reaching a consensus on the development of the
individual as one of the university's goals was more difficult.
Opinions on the committee varied as to the extent to which
this was a responsibility of the university. In the Report lie
wrote:

1. A second purpose of university education is to try to
develop and integrate as fully as possible the inherent
intellectual and creative capacity of students. Why is
this regarded as worth attempting? The development
of intellectual and imaginative capacity can lead to a
life that is more meaningful to the individual
concerned. It can extend his range of experience and
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increase his awareness of the intimate yet complex
relationship between ideas, emotions and reality -
his own and those of others. Such understanding can
help the students contribute more realistically to
society,

2. Self development beyond a minimum level is no more
automatic than the neservation and extension of
knowledge, for it is possible for an individual to pile
experience upon experience without growing in
awareness.

3. We who are faculty members can make a

contribution towards the development of students,
but much of this contribution is indirect. We seek to
arouse in students enthusiasm for some discipline or
some interdisciplinary studies in the university. This
we are unlikely to do unless we have such enthusiasm
ourselves, for in this as in other spheres a person
cannot give to others what he himself does not
possess. As an ideal we try to stimulate self-awareness
among sttdents, hoping in the process to achieve
more of this ourselves. We try to arouse in them a
love of Ruth for its own sake... and a love of
wisdom. In these matters trying to set a good
example is not enough. Students, especially in their
years of graduate studies, should have ample scope
for initiative to experience these values for
themselves in individual and joint projects.

4. Apart from the influence of faculty members as
individuals, the university influences the development
of students in many ways. In the very act of
allocating current and capital funds, the Board of
Governors, acting on recommendations from the
President, his senior advisors and the Senate, is
affecting the physical and academic environment of
students. For example, the siting, design and
furnishing of academic buildings, cafeterias and
residences are much more important than is

commonly realized in influencing the total university
sxperience of students.

5 More may be accomplished for most students outside
scheduled instruction periods than within them,
through independent study and discussion in student
residences, seminar rooms, cafeterias, lounges, homes,
car pools, and club activities on and off campus. Our
university is not an extension in time and space of
high school education. Nothing in what we have said
is intended to minimize the responsibility of the
individual for his own development during his time at
our institution. We seek to create an environment on
campus conducive to achieving alt three of our broad
goals.

Of the three major goals, divergence of opinions is

widest on campus on how and to what extent the university
should attempt to serve the needs of society. On the
committee, however, no one represented a far left viewpoint.

1. We recognized that one of the functions of the
university is to help students acquire the skills and
research training useful in society. We expressed
concern on two points under this heading.
i) It is possible to give excessive attention to the
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techniques in any department. If this he done it
will be more the consequence of the high and
increasing degree of specialization already
reached, and the research interests of the faculty
concerned, than an excessive concern by the
Board of Governors and Senate for the demands
of society.

ii) Faced with demands to include more subjects
on the campus than we can afford, we should
continue to devote most of our academic
resources to subjects that requite a substantial
component of theoretical and abstract thought,
and which lie at the basis of the expansion of
knowledge. And in the subjects we include in our
own curriculum we concentrate on theories and
principles, teaching as much of the techniques as
are essential to learning. For example, we teach a
course in the principles of valuation of property,
but not a course on how to sell houses.

2. We rejected the idea that the university as an
institution for example the Board of Governors or
the Senate -- should take a stand on partisan political
controversies. We agreed, however, that a much
higher proportion of university faculty members
should take part in political controversies, They
should do this as citizens, not as spokesmen for the
university.

We quoted with approval from that admirable report,
The Study of Education at Stanford, the statement:

"We prefer to think of the university as a kind of
unbound servant. The universiiy does, indeed,
serve society; it preserves our common intellectual
and cultural tradition and transmits it to future
generations; it is the ground for the creation of
new values, new knowledge and a new culture. In
short, it is the agent of both preservation and
change both necessary to a vital society."2

We felt that some on the campus were conceiving the
quest for contemporary relevance too narrowly. We wrote:

In research in theoretical science the relevance of
certain discoveries may not be evident to those
responsible for them, or to anyone else. In the
humanities and social sciences we can know little
of our society if we know only what exists here
and now. In Canada spiritual and cultural poverty
are probably even more widespread than poverty
occasioned by lack of material goods and services.
The prevalence of an altitude of boredom among
so many adults ... is evidence of this. Relevance is
not necessarily determined by geographic or
chronological factors. Plato, Moses, Jesus Christ,
Michelangelo, William Shakespeare, Johann
Sebastian Bach, John Stuart Mill and Karl Marx
are all relevant today. So in Canada are the terms
of Confederation in 1867 and the social and
economic consequences of the First World War.
Moreover, given the diversity of temperaments,
talents and interests among students and faculty,
... we believe that society gains by allowing the
university to choose for itself what constitutes

relevance, This is a heavy responsibility, and we
need to be as aware as possible of its implications.

We recognized that increasing numbers of students are
asking moral questions, questions many faculty members often
would prefer to avoid. We believe that ours should be the sort
of campus where students feel free to rase such questions with
professors in informal gatherings.

Major Recommendations of the Committee

When the committee's report was presented last fall,
members of the Senate chose not to discuss these goals, but
preferred to concentrate on some of the main
recommendations that followed from them.

1. A most important recommendation adopted by both
the Senate and the Board was to set an upper limit on
the number of graduate and of undergraduate
students to be admitted by 1974/75. The limits are
22,500 undergraduates and 5,500 graduates. The
Senate balked, however, at discussion of
recommendations in the report on how these limits
were to be translated into quotas for particular
programs. The three relevant recommendations were
tabled.

2. The Senate has ju.isdiction over the academic aspects
of curriculum changes. In the past the Senate has
cheerfully approved of most new programs and new
course proposals unless the principle of territoriality
was being challenged in a flagrant way. The
consequence has been that with a chronic, though
hitherto expanding, limitation on funds, the real
decisions un priorities always lay with the Board of
Governors, who acted on advice from the President.
Fortunately the Board members have been public
spirited citizens of extraordinary ability and
judgment. Some of them have expressed the wish
that the Senate would indicate its priorities for new
programs.

The Senate committee came to the conclusion that
the Senate should recommend priorities on proposed
changes in curriculum, and that in order to do so it
would be essential for the Senate to be furnished
with estimates of the initial cost of proposed changes
and their expected cost when they were fully in
operation. This idea was accepted by the Senate after
vigorous debate.

3. The committee also recommended that:

i) Every live years each faculty, school and
department be required to produce a statement
of objectives fur the next live years which would
be forwarded to the President and the Senate;

ii) every five years each faculty, school and
department be required to prepare a statement
comparing its objectives as set out in previous
statements with its achievements in the past five
years: This statement also should be sent to the
President and the Senate;

iii) every five years the performance of each
department, school and faculty should be

reviewed by a committee appointed by the
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Senate in the light of both the statement of five
year objectives and the widei needs of the
university,

Included in the matters under review should be I he
stew adship of heads, &lectors and deans. Normally
at least one person who is widely considered to be an
authority in the area under consideration would he
invited to the campus as a member 'lithe independent
review commit t ee.

The proposed statements of objectives, the internal
five year assessments by each department, school and
faculty, and the outside reviews should provide a
more powerful incentive to lung range planning than
has existed in the past. If they are done with
imagination and care, the departments, schools and
faculties will he, of course, the chief beneficimies,
There is widespread faculty' opposition 10 the
concept of reviews being prepared for consideration
by the Senate. There consequently is a risk that some
of the statements of objectives, internal aSSeSsilleills
and reviews will be expressed in bland generalities
designed to soothe the susceptibilities of suspicious
Senators. If this occurs, such documents will hi, a
waste of lime both for chose who write and those
who read them. A further advantage or the whole
procedure is that it should he helpful to the
President, the Senate and the Hoard in establishing
priorities.

A cromp-a-rri ng the review proposals was a

recommendation from the Committee that the Senate elect a
standing committee to implement these proposals, to consider
the review reports, and to make recommendations on them to
the Senate. While the review concept was endorsed, the latter
recommendation was defeated. The Senate will appoint an ad
hoc committee to make recommendations on the review
procedures.

Work of the Office of Academic Nanning
Related to the Long Term
Objectives of the University.

Traditionally the Office of Academic Planning is

responsible for making enrollment projections on which
budgeting is based. We in the office are also involved in

recommending quotas for enrollment in various programs. a
task that will become more important within the next few
years.

The Senate Committee on Long Range Objectives was
concern: to ensure that more attention would be given to
teaching than had been done by some faculty members, Two
years ago the Chairman of the Board of Governors, Mr. (Wolter
Koerner, offered a Master Teacher Award of $5,000 for the
most outstanding teacher of undergraduates at the University
of British Columbia. Ile offered the same amount for 1%9/70,
to be divided among two winners. The awards are administered
through our office, with the decisions made by a committee
consisting of the Chancellor, an alumni representative. facility
and students. The criteria we have used were based directly on
the excellent wink of Richaid Pen). at the University of

Toledo. My hope is that similar criteria will be used
evaluate teaching of all faculty menthe's. I believe That t

person responsible in the first instance for recommendimf
faculty member for promotion should he required to evalw
his or her teaching according to such criteria. This would he
addition to student evalua' ions, which currently are ben
made in nuns; rues departmet ts.

It is probable that our office will be involved
developing the procedures to be used in connection with tl
five year reviews of departments, schools and faculties. N.
hope is that these procedures will move us with majest
academic speed, that is, slowly, in the direction of progra
budgeting. The existing line by line budgets do not afford,
prictice, an adequate basis for questioning of existing uses!
funds. Any move in this direction will involve our °ill,
winking with faculty members in trying to define the mop
of individual courses and programs. The Finance DTartmer
of the university would be directly involved in maintainin
comparable data tin all departments for budgetary rurposes.

Our office is concerned with the evaluation c

new academic programs, and is prepared to conduct them ;
the request of the Senate or of any faculty. This responsibilit
predates the establishment of the Senate Committee on Lou
Range Objectives, but is likely to increase because of grownr
interest among members of Senate in general eurriculin
questions. We are completing a review of throe year
experience with an experimental program for first yea
students in the Faculty of Arts. This is ;) nondiniplinar:
course that gives more weight to English and other hutuanitie
than to a formal presentation of the social sciences. fl studen
who passes this course receives credit for nine units, 61
percent of the normal load of a first year student. A simila
second year program to continue on from this course will bi
introduced this fall. We have been requested to evaluate Uri
program. In these two cases, and, indeed, wherever possible it

making studies, we prefer to work with a committee
faculty, or faculty and students. Where this is done our office
carries the responsibility for the statistical analysis and usually
for writing the report.

A major concern of ours in the Office of Academic
Planning is to help create an environment on campus
conducive to learning. The Senate Committee on Long Range
Objectives supported the idea that greater efforts should be
made to create a more personalized campus environment for
students and faculty.

1. To enable us to express this concern in a practical
constructive way, the Board of Governors appointed
two environmental psychologists to our office. One,
having been a faculty member in the Colege of
Environmental Design at the Berkeley Campus of the
University of California, teaches half time in our
School of Architecture. The other teaches a course in
the Department of Psychology. They or I, usually
they, serve on planning co-ordinating comitittees
which are established by the President for eath new

2. One of their tasks on these C0111nrillein is to try to
gel the representatives of the prospective t1;erS to
describe at an early stage and as accurately as possible
the ways in %% Ilia each building will be used. This is a

1.IS
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difficult task. There is a natural inclination on the
part of many faculty members to want to do much of
the architect's work for him, for example, to tell him
the dimensions of each room in a proposed structure.
More often thai, not they have failed to take enough
time to think about the precise functions they want
the new building to serve. Statements of detailed
purposes to be served, for example, by a new library
or a gymnasium can be used later in testing how
successful new buildings are. Such information,
largely obtained through questionnaires, is relevant in
considering future modifications of existing
buildings. It also is useful in helping to avoid the
repetition of unimaginative mistakes in the
construction of future buildings.

3. Since 1968 we have been concerned with priorities
for new buildings in a situation where, in relation to
demand, capital resources are even more limited than
current income. The Senate has a committee which is
advisory to the President and the Board to
recommend priorities on new buildings. 1 am an ex
officio member of this committee. Recently the
committee has asked our office to take responsibility
for preparing a statement of the relative merits of the
various arguments for the construction of each new
academic building. The committee has accepted
informally a fist of guidelines we prepared for

evaluating building proposals. The committee, of
course, nuts( be free to make up its own mind about
our recommendations just as the President and the
Board must preserve their freedom of action on
recommendations from the committee.

In this talk the importance 01 three goals the
preservation and extension of knowledge, the development of
the individual, and service to the community has been
emphasized. I have tried to give some content to these general
phrases as the Senate committee at this university understood
them. In considering priorities for current and for capital
spending I invariably refer back to these goals. Just how would
one proposed expenditure as compared with another
contribute to achieving each of these goals? The years ahead
are threatening to the University of British Columbia as well as
to other universities. This is true not only in a financial sense.
More serious is the growing turmoil in society where
contending values clamour for allegiance, a turmoil no
university can or should escape. Yet in the midst of this, I am
confident that these three goals will endure. The art of
academic planning is to have the imagination to pursue these
enduring goals with a sensitivity to changing needs and
demands of the university community and the larger society
beyond it. This is valid in an office such as ours whose role, as
it should be, is only advisory. It is no less true, I believe, for
those %OA) take responsibility in greater or less degree for the
future of the university.

Cyril S. Beishaw. Chairman, Report to the Senate of the University of British Columbia, from the Senate Committee on Long Range
Objectives, 1969, Vancouver, The University of British Coluvbia. p. 1.

2
Herbert L. Packer. Chairman, The Study of Education at Stanford, Vol. 1, "The Study and its Purpose", 1968, Stanford, Stanford

University. p. 11.

3
Richard R. Perry. Criteria of Effective Teaching in an Institution of Higher Education, 1967, and, Criteria of Effective Teaching in Four

Public Universities, 1969. Toledo, Office of Institutional Research, The University of Toledo.
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CONDUCTING LONG RANGE PLANNING IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

John Dale Russell
Indiana University

'The whole topic of this AIR, session on "Long Range
Planning in Public Universities" is based on the assumption
that in the future there will continue to be institutions of the
university type. My faith in that assumption has been shaken
severely in the past two or three years. It is evident that in this
country there are some people who are intent on destroying
universities and colleges completely. Perhaps these forces
expect something better to be contrived to serve the functions
of higher education, but so tar they have provided no very
clear blueprint to indicate what the replacement institution
might be. These forces thus far have not been able to destroy
completely any institution of higher education, though they
have been successful in stopping temporarily the operations of
several, including measurable damage to the physical plant,
considerable embarrassment and some violence to key staff
members, and distinct impairment of the institution's "image"
in the eyes of those who provide its financial support.

So it may not be facetious to suggest today that
the very first consideration in institutional planning, either
long range or short range, might well involve the physical
security of the university, to protect it against take-overs,
violent demonstrations, disruption of normal services,
destruction of vital records and service centers, and crippling
damage to campus structures. Perhaps the entire architecture
of the university campus may have to be changed rather
quickly from the calm and classic models followed in the past.
Will it be necessary to the survival of universities that their
buildings be constructed along the lines of a medieval castle,
with turrets and battlements where armed guardsmen may be
stationed, and the whole surrounded by a deer, wide moat,
crossed only by a single drawbridge? Small steps toward this
concept of suitable provisions for plant and program security
have already been taken by a number of reputable institutions
which feel threatened by forces not easily understood.

Long-range planning is obviously an exercise in futility
unless in the future universities are going to continue in a
reasonable recognizable form. Though one may at times be
pessimistic about the survival of present institutional forms of
higher education, the only sound course is to proceed with the
planning on the assumption of some kind of survival. For
long-range planning perhaps the chief lesson that needs to be
learned from the disruptive circumstances of the present is
that plans for the future should be sufficiently flexible to
admit of modification as unforeseen developments warrant.

In the past so-called long-range plans have commonly
been laid out for at least a ten -year period ahead, and
sometimes for 15 or 20 years. In my observation most such
plans have needed alteration in many details within five years
or less after their adoption. A new "ten-year plan" every k,ui
years is about par for the course and the four-year life-span
of a plan is not necessarily correlated with the length of term
in office of the State's Governor or the President of the United
Slates.

11

One of the first questions to be asked about long-range
planning in public universities is the locus of the responsibility
for this function. In the not too distant past each publicly
controlled university has itself been almost completely
responsible for such planning as was done for its own
development. Within the university encouragement to new
developments came chiefly from faculty members eager to
expand the influence of their own departmental specialties,
with, it may be hoped charitable, some idea of the social,
economic, and political usefulness of a broadened distribution
in the citizenry of those who had been exposed to instruction
in the particular departmental specialty. University
administrators have commonly been alert to needs for
expansion of programs, but they have seldom been successful
in introducing a new development until the power centers in
the faculty have been willing to go along with it. The negative
factors in the planning for new developments in the university
have been chiefly two: (1)The generally conservative tendency
of most faculty members to look askance at any new
development in a departmental field other than their own,
with an intuitive feeling that any expansion elsewhere
constitutes a threat to the relative status of one's own
departmental field in the university family; and (2) lack of
supporting funds. This second source of handicap may be
overcome by the opening of some new source of income and,
possibly more often, by the generally specious argument that
"it won't cost anything."

The control over its own planning has been widely held
to be an essential feature of the university's autonomy.
Changes in this situation have come in the past two decades, as
almost all the states have inslitued central coordinating
agencies for higher education. The pressure for centralized
planning, at least in the area of physical plant development,
has been gem rated to some extent by the policies of the
Federal Government in making grants of funds for building
construction. The Federal agencies have insisted that each
slate set up a central agency to distribute the funds made
available to the state, and that this central agency make its
institutional distribution on the basis of some well considered
analyses and plans. Most of the slates have also set up an
agency for the general coordination (and sometimes conrol)
over the entire system of public insitutions of high education.
Planning on a state-wide basis has been an inherent function of
such agencies.

The central agencies for coordination of higher
education vary considerably from state to state in the extent
of their functions and powers. Even the weaker boards have as
a rule considerable influence over new developments at the
institutional level, and in many states the central agency for
control or coordination has become the chief agency for
state-wide planning of higher education. These central
coordinating agencies have in most instances been introduced
by forces within the state legislature or the executive offices of
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state government, often with support from taxpayer groups.
Seldom have the universities and their spokesmen asked for
such an agency; indeed, the individual universities and their
staff members have in general viewed with considerable alarm
the introduction of a new state-wide coordinating agency in
their state. Their chief fear has been the loss of essential
institutional autonomy in university planning and operations.
In most states this fear by the universities has greatly
diminished with the successful operation of an effective
coordinating agency. The situation, however, has naturally led
to a number of investigations concerning the successes and
failures of these relatively new agencies at the state level in
higher education.

The most recent investigation of state-wide coordinating
agencies that has come to my attention is that by Ernest G.
Palola, of the University of California at Berkeley. Palola's
study, to the best of my knowledge, has not yet been
published, but he has reported his findings in at least two
public meetings, one of which I was privileged to attend. His
conclusions are germane to our topic of long-range planning in
public universities.

Palola cites the following as demonstrated strengths of
the pattern of state-wide coordinating agencies in higher
education.

t. They have been effective in the control over the
establishment of new campuses.

2. They have served to initiate and stimulate
institutional planning.

3. They have served to extend educational opportunities
for an increasingly diverse student body.

4. They have served to justify and increase the operating
and capital outlay budgets of the institution.

5. Differentiation in public colleges and universities has
been made possible.

To these specific strengths mentioned by Palola, I would
add another from my own observations: The statewide
coordinating agencies have served to increase greatly the
confidence with which those who provide supporting funds
receive the data about the developmental needs of the
institutions of higher education.

Palola also cites a number of shortcomings of the
statewide coordinating agencies, which were uncovered in his
investigation, as follows:

I. They have been unable to define and eliminate
duplication of programs or inadequate programs
(perhaps this might be paraphrased by saying they
have been more successful in exercising birth control
over new programs than in killing off unneeded or
unworthy programs.)

2. They have failed to integrate the public and private
sectors of higher education.

3. Their state-wide planning has failed to promote
cooperative efforts among the institutions.

4. They have given insufficient attention to matters of
quality and substance in higher education.

5. They have served to unify the system in some states,
and to fragment it in others.

6. With some notable exceptions, state-wide planning
has been an ad hoc process.

Palola's general conclusion is substantially as follows:
Educational autonomy and the level of performance of higher
educational institutions have improved under state-wide
coordination, in a period of rapid expansion. Institutions have
been able to expand their programs in directions they desired,
and to enhance their educational autonomy.

The preceding discussion has centered on the locus of
responsibility for planning the program of public higher
education in a state, with specific attention to the shift that
has occurred in the past two decades, from a situation in
which each individual university did its own planning without
much regard to the other institutions in the state, to a
situation in which an agency of the state government has been
given responsibility for the state-wide planning and
coordination of all the state-operated programs of higher
education. Now in actual practice a central state agency for
coordination of higher education does not start out de novo to
make an original plan for the state's program of higher
education. First of all there is an existing program to start
with, and as Palola has noted, the central agency generally has
not even tried to eliminate any existing programs (or has
usually been unsuccessful when it did try). For that matter,
even in planning at the institutional level, university
authorities are notoriously reluctant to decapitate any existing
program, except under conditions of severe financial
limitations.

In the second place, the successful development of a
state-wide plan for higher education almost always starts with
a request to the concerned institutions for a sketch of their
own plans. These are then put together at the state level, and
reviewed for: I) Evidence of need for proposed new
developments, 2) duplication and overlapping in the
institutional proposals for new programs, 3) the financial
implications of the proposals, in relation to the best estimate
of the state's future resources for support, and 4)gaps in the
institutional proposals with respect to coverage of the state by
needed services. Although all these sorts of review are vital, the
last mentioned is uniquely a function of a state-wide agency.
The need for studying state-wide gaps in the proposed
long-range plans of individual institutions can be well
illustrated from two studies made in the mid-1950's, and one
made more recently.

In one of the states studied intensively in the 1950's, the
existing institutions, both public and private, were asked to
estimate how many students they would plan to accommodate
ten and fifteen years hence. Independent estimates were made
centrally of the total number of students that would need to
be served in the state. When the returns from the institutions
were tabulated, it became clear that the privately controlled
colleges were planning to accept in the future about the same
share of the total state enrollment as they were currently
serving, but the institutions under public control were not
planning to increase their enrollments at anything like the rate
shown in the projection for the state. Another analysis showed
some significant geological areas in the state where the
population was producing college students in substantially
fewer numbers, proportionately, than the general average. The
conclusion was that two or possibly three new state
institutions needed to be developed, and also a number of
junior or community colleges, to serve these neglected areas
and to help care for the total enrollment that would need to
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be served in the then foreseeable future. Although this
recommended plan was not exactly greeted with enthusiasm
by the existing institutions, the state has gone ahead and
followed the suggested pattern of developing new institutions
and no one seems now to question the wisdom or this plan.

In the other state studied in the I 950's there has been an
even more spectacular development of new universities and a
comprehensive community college system in a planned order
in recommended areas. The state studied more recently is also
following the same pattern, and thus far the plans seem to be
resulting in general improvement in the opportunities of the
state's young people for higher education.

The success of a state-wide planning effort in higher
education depends to a considerable extent on the
involvement of a variety of persons interested and concerned
about the services to be rendered. Certainly at the institutional
level there should be participation by students, faculty,
administrative staff, governing board, alumni and the general
citizenry of the area served. The details of institutional
planning in the academic area should extend down at least to
the departmental level, and every individual on the staff who
has ideas or concerns should have a channel through which to
express them. The organization will vary according to
circumstances in the individual university, but usually the
central direction of the effort is assigned to some
administrative office, such as a bureau of institutional research
and planning; sometimes a small committee of faculty
members, with released lime, can be given the central
responsibility.

The experience with long-range planning for higher
education at the institutional level is much more widely
distributed than that for long-range planning at the state level.
Dr. Palola, in his investigation of statewide agencies for
coordination and planning, came out with some significant
conclusions about state-wide planning for higher education.
These are as follows:

I. We need a new breed of statewide planners for
higher education. Ole does not specify details about
their characteristics.)

2. Planning must receive a much higher level of
responsibility among statewide coordinating agencies
than it has been given in the past.

3. Substantive planning for higher education requires
participation by various kinds of experts, both inside
and outside the universities and colleges.

4. in order that substantive planning occur, state
officials and institutional personnel need to reassess
their orientation to educational planning. State
officials should look upon other specialists as the
chief sources of information on matters of
institutional development.

5. Slatewide planning requires the full support of
institutional personnel faculty administration.
board members, students.

6. There must he a relationship of oust between
educational planners and all other state officials and
members of the higher education family.

7. Palola cautions that slate coordinating agencies

should not get into questions of academic freedom,
Presumably, he would reserve this area for control at
the institutional level.

IV

The areas that should be covered in comprehensive
planning for the development of higher education may be
reviewed briefly. These areas are reasonably familiar to
everybody who has had contact with higher education, so I
shall mention only those features in some of the areas that
currently seem to demand a re-thinking in the planning for
higher education.

I. Almost every plan for higher education starts out
with the students that will be served, their number
and characteristics. Fairly good techniques are now
available for forecasting their number, but there is
less assurance about forecasts of some of the
characteristics. For example, there is widespread
discussion of so-called "open admission" as a policy
to be followed generally in colleges and universities.
A second element in the planning is the needs of the
economy for personnel w h various kinds and levels
of preparation. This is essentially an economic, rather
than an educational investigation. In the American
social order, it is expected that the desires of students
for specific preparation, and the needs of the
economy for personnel with each kind of
preparation, will approach as closely as possible to a
one-to-one relationship.

3. Thirdly, having been given students to educate and an
economy to be served with effectively prepared
personnel, programs must be devised to suit the needs
and desires of students, and to satisfy the
requirements of the economy. This relates
particularly to the instructional programs, but in
many or most institutions there are two other kinds
of programs, which relate more to the needs of the
economy and only secondarily to the needs of
students. These are research and public service. In
general these two program areas are neglected in
institutional and statewide planning and tend to be
performed more or less incidentally, or in an
extraplan organization.

4, In the fourth place, given students and programs,
there must be a staff to operate the programs and to
care for the students. In most planning, central
attention is given to one staff element, the faculty;
but, a comprehensive plan should look at all the
personnel requirements of the university in each of
its operating areas. For example, the unionization of
plant and clerical staff members poses problems that
ought to be considered as a part of the
comprehensive plan.

5. The administrative structure of the university is a
fifth major element to be included in the long-range
plan. Many long-range plans in the past have
neglected the rather obvious fact, that as the scope of
institutional operations increases more students.
more staff members. inure programs. etc. the
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administrative organization needs to undergo
corresponding modifications.

6. The sixth area, and the one on which long-range
planning tends often to be rather exclusively
centered, is the physical plant and equipment. The
basic principle that should be Followed is that
program needs should determine the development of
physical plant and equipment. Often it is the other
way around, and program developments have to be
fitted in somehow into the available plant facilities. A
small, but rather vital question, concerns the
designation of the various units of the physical plant;
personally 1 think we have evidence that a building
should not be named after a fold of study or after a
unit of program operation.

7. The seventh and final area for planning concerns the

supporting funds that will be needed to carry out the
proposed plan. Both current operating and capital
outlay funds have to be considered. The planning is
not complete until it is funded, and an overly
ambitious plan has to be reworked to fit within a
reasonable estimate of the available financial support.

V

By way of summary, I should like to borrow again from
Pa lob's study. fle says that in the past the central imperative
of the university has been "growth"; the problem in the
1970's is academic reform. The imperatives of the 1970's
require a complete reassessment of the planning for most
higher, education in the United States. There must be a
re-study of higher education's role and application in the
solution of curt ent problems in American life.
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THE POSSIBLE USES OF THE DELPHI TEUINIQUE
IN i.R. AND PLANNING IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Alex J. Orionis
University of Pittsourg

The Delphi Technique is a systematic means of soliciting
expert opinion. It has been used extensively in a predictive
mode but may also be used in a status mode. The technique
attempts to reduce the possible negative effects of "personal"
face to face interaction as opposed to "idea" interaction
among the experts who are being interogated. To say it
another way, the method is an attempt to rnaAimire the
cognative response to the problem while minunizing
extraneous affective response to the other experts. It is Posited
that the method produces more valid information than
committee work or similar procedures because the side effect
of inter-personal factors is eliminated.

Characteristics of the Technique

The procedure involves successive written interogations
of a panel of experts with feedback of group responses. The
identity of the panelists is not revealed. Thus the technique
takes on the characteristics of an anonymous debate.
Feedback is generally made in terms of a median and a range,
such as inter-quartile of response. Provision is made for the
defense of widely divergent answers, those falling outside the
range supplied. The rounds of interogation continue until
consensus is reached or no change is occurring. Olaf Helmer,
who along with N.C. Dalkey, developed the technique, used it
in an examination of educational innovation. An excerpt from
that study provides a good exampk of how the technique may
be employed.

"One of the questions addressed to each member
of a panel of experts was to estimate the year
when a machine would become available that
could comprehend standard IQ tests and score
above ISO. The responses, as can be imagined,
consisted of a set of estimates spread over a
siztabk time - interval, from about 1975 to 2100.
In a follow-up questionnaire a surnmary of the
distribution of responses previously obtained was
fed back to the respondents by stating the median
and as an indication of the spread of opinions
the interquartile range (that is, the interval
containing the middle 50% of the responses). Each
respondent was then asked to reconsider ha
previous answer, possibly revise it, and, if his new
response lay outside the interquartile range, to
state briefly why he thought the answer should be
that much lower or that much higher than the
majority opinion.

The effect of placing the onus of justifying relatively
extreme responses on the respondents had the effect of
causing those without strong convictions to move their
estimates closer to the median ,vatile those who felt they
had a gad argument for a "deliationist" opinion tended
to ret:in their original estimate and defend it.
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In the next round, in addition to again summarizing the
previous responses (which were now spread over a
smaller interval), the respondents were given a concise
summary of reasons presented in support of extreme
positions. They were then asked to revise their
secondround responses, taking the proffered reasons
into consideration and giving them whatever weight they
thought was justified. In this case, a respondent whose
answer still remained outside the (new) interquartile
range was required to state why he was unconvinced by
the opposing argument. In the final (fourth) round,
criticisms of the reasons previously offered were
resubmitted to the respondents, and they hid one last
chance to revise their estimates in view of the
counterarguments. The median of these final responses
was tay.en to represent the nearest thing to a group
consensus. In the case of the highIQ machine, this
median turned out to be the year 1990, with a final
interquartile range from 1985 to 2000. In this instance,
the procedure caused the median to move to a much
earlier date presumably under the influence of
convincing arguments and it caused the interquartile
range to shrink considerably."'

In other instances a polarization of opinion has
occurred, splitting the panel in their assessment of the
situation.

The technique has been used in a number of different
situations, most notably in the area of technological
forecasting but also in areas such as educational planning (see
above) prediction of manpower needs, and future
developments in medicine.

Institutional Studies

Two studies are now underway which may be of interest
to institutional research workers. One is a study of faculty
work load (Lyons) which utilized the Delphi Technique to
validate and/or refine the classifications published by the
National Science Foundation.) This resulted in a project
coordinated by R. J. Henle of St. Louis University. A second
study is being conducted of intramural practice variants in
dental schools (Stewart).

in the Lyons study in Round #1 the "experts" were
asked to read the detailed description of the classification
scheme and to a) combine any two (or more) categories or
subcategories which in their opinion did not warrant separate
status and define the combination category: b) redefine any of
the existing categories of subcategories which in their
judgment had been inappropriately defined; and,.) create and
define any new categories or subcategories necessary to
encompass activities which in their estimate were part of the
professional life of faculty members and which were not now
included in the scheme. Round SI yielded 24 Proposed
modifications.
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In Round #2 the "experts" were asked to indicate
hether or not they agreed with each of these proposals by
lecking the appropriate box (i.e., "Agree" or "Disagree" in
it left-hand margin). When disagreeing with a proposal they
ere asked to use. the space provided to state their reasons.
he criterion for inclusion in the "Revised Classification
cheme" was that a majority (i,e., 4 of the 6 experts) had to
prove of the modification. Of the 24 proposals ellicited on

ound #1, 16 were included.
In Round #3 the experts were given both a detailed

escription of each activity category in the "Revised
lassification Scheme" and an outline of it so that they could
e how the various units related to one another. They were
sked to select from this list three categories or subcategories
f activity which in their opinion would place maximum
emands (i.e., a scale value of five) on their capacities and
nergies. Then using these as a reference point, to choose three
ctivities for each successive scale value (i.e., from four to one)
rhich would represent that degree of draw on their
apabitities relative to the maximum. The experts used a total
f 45 different activities to define the various scale values
long the "Engagement of Capabilities" dimension.

In Round #4 they were given a listing of the professional
ctivities selected by Delphi group members to illustrate the
egret of draw on capabilities represented by each scale
iterval from 1 to S. The number of respondents assigning
ach value (i.e., I to 5) to the activity was shown in
arentheses. The experts were asked to review the list and then
o back and put a check mark in the "5" column of those
ctivities which in their estimate would place maximum
emends (i.e., a scale value of 5) on their capacities and
nergies. Then using these as a reference point, to assign each
f the remaining activities to that scale value which
epresented its draw on their capabilit .es and energies relative
o the maximum.

Initial examination of the revised classification and a test
un with faculty indicate that it may indeed be quite
mikable.

Dr. Van Stewart of the University of Pittsburgh Dental
eiciol is utilizing the technique in a slightly different manner

that he is examining the problems and possiblities of the
evelopment of intramural practice organization in dental
chools. The unique aspect of his use of the technique is that
is panel of "experts" represents several different points of

11..

view on the same subject. This approach has been taken
because of the diverse issues involving several groups which
arise from the institution of an intramural practice program.

(An over simplified definition of r'..1
practice is that a dental school arranges for space
and equipment in or near the school for faculty
members to treat private patients. Fees are then
shared between the faculty member and the school
on some predetermined basis.)

In order to fully explore the issues involved in IMP, the
panel composition in this case includes practicing dentists,
faculty, administrators and lawyers all wish some relevant
input concerning the subject. Specifically the panel of experts
is being asked to evaluate the attributes of a model IMP
program. Preliminary results indicate that the technique is
applicable to a problem of this nature.

Methodological Studies

Methodological studies have been conclacted concerning
the technique. Dalkey's3 study evaluated the use of controlled
feedback in the improvement of estimates, it also compared
face to face interaction with the Delphi procedure. Ile
concluded that "face to face discussion tended to make group
estimates less accurate" and that "the anonymous controlled
feedback procedure made the group estimates more arzurate."
Maitino4 reviewed several panel forecasts for consistency of
results where the same of similar predictions were made. His
conclusions indicate that different panels of experts tend to
produce about the same forecasts. This would of course tend
to indicate a degree of reliability in Delphi results. The
question of validity, while approached to some degree by
Dalkey's study in the case of estimating what were (to the
experimenter) known values, is quite another matter in
forecasting. That is to say a forecast might be considered
"valid" if it turns out to be confirmed by events, however, the
forecast itself may lead to intervention which alters the events.
Is the forecast then less valid?

Currently another aspect of the Technique is under
study by the author and Dr. Nomun Mulgrave. This study is
examining the effect of personality variable (specifically
Dogmatizim) upon responses where the subject either is or is
not an expert.

1 Iletnict.Otaf. The Use of the Delphi Technique in Probleoni of Edutrtional Inrecn-etiona P3499. the RAND Corporation, 1966 Opt 2.

National Science I oondation. Systuns For Manuring and Reporting the Rtioutres sod A -chiles of Ctrs and Vrthrnitics, 1967 NM

3 ()allay. N. C. The Delphi Method An Experimented Study of Group Opinion.1 he RAND Corporation. 1969.

4 Martino, I. -the Comittency of Delphi I neecatts- The rursaritt, 1910. Vol. 4.63.
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CRITERIA FOR ESTABLISHMENT OF BRANCH CAMPUSES

Da rid Otto
University obilberta

REASONS FOR BRANCH CAMPUSES

My particular assignment this afternoon is "the critei-ia
for establishing branch campuses". The Literature on higher
education is surprisingly silent on this subject. The one most
fruitful source of information was Sammaitino's Multiple
Campuses.' In his opening chapter, Sammartino presents seven
reasons why there could possibly be a branch campus. They
are:

I) The home campus is too crowded with no room for
expansion. (Witness the urban college. e.g..
Fordham, Temple, ( I. of ('hicago, etc.)

21 There is an altniistic desire to overcome the
geographical harrier to education by sharing one's
educational facilities with other communities.

.11 a less altruistic motive: the desire to achieve prestige
01 SLIMS,

4) a desire by, some odministaotors to stale oat
mciliu it ion,-

51 a 'dole to OVVIC0111C the 01,01es4;e11ie 111. the 110111e

h1 J deSile 10 build r leeder college. ond
7) finolly. Sommoitino Melodies cettom indis idurls Js

eager-beavers. indivishirls who ospire to head a
college or timed-say, but lock the capital necessary
to start one.

ew is Ma)liew adds four mole tannic hvi the cleat km
of a branch comput.1

Si 1 he poilitlition explosion
mitotic' s I mal 2 rhos el

U1 1 lie ambitions ol local business rmd polit leaders
who want to .horse their legion's hosic es- min')
1.1001 ogratian to ind 'got 1 hese krders sosm
teolite that r !kilt necessoi)
ingted,:nt in afflicting Indust:km to their port of
the connti

lilt wish to shorige. to get .1%.11 110111 the 1041klile
0110(4131041 the t r.rdtt tofu! cittortriforn titre
expetintentol college !writer

I I 1.-otilerwh . the %is!! f Nonite lainh anti
adniints11 Molt to reitili,,Iiite tiadilionat ckliseIos
into the citirktitum %ley !dipoles setts wish to
estiblisli blanches who..< tutu klibM1 its
Tonsvet

4.0111 ti solidi! 10

Assn's' like hi Ad 'Wee te1coni of in) own.

121 outright gift. e Moo kolkoted or iiniolwited Iwo
of the major unnolsotkc on Michigan tecened
tuhstantoal gifts frown rhianthropoe foundrtioni ni
the late and eith Mictogon Suite
I 'ilnersity created It campus t(..iUanlI tin

bequeathed Is) .slied Nilson the t nneisity
1,,bigon, the insrituiron 1 ant more farrithar

with, received some six or seven hundred acres from
one of its regents (Frederick Matthaei). In 1958, the
estate of the late Henry Ford (Fair Lane) was
donated to the U. of M. A few years later the Mott
Foundation provided the University with a building
on Flint, Michigan's Community College campus for
a senior college.

1:0 A college and university may expand its plant by
buying out a flagging institution. It seems
paradoxical that some colleges and u3iversities
should be suffering financially when millions of
students are enrolling in higher education every
year. Nevertheless, I ant aware of one such college.
There was a small Roman Catholic Seminary which
could not attract enough students to justify its
existence. This campus was actively considered as a
site for a community college. Instead it became the
home of additional county administrative office,.

14) ills evolution of a branch campus from an

extension center in a fast growing psvpulatkan area is
another reason. One example of this is the
Univetsity of ('algary. which was first an extension
center. then besame a branch campus. and finally
an autoriontons institution .

I would like to !morn to Sarnmarlino once more. Ile
specifically excluded two reasons for establishing branch
campuses (Rim his discussion of multiple campuses.

151 The prolescionot or technical school. Many valleges
bu) package knowledge in the Porn of medical
st hot vls. dental schools. come ivatoi) s of inns's% etc.

101 I null). the most resold)l of hunch campuses in
the United Stites: the statewide system of higher
education. New Yolk. Colifinnia. I-1411kb,

(1klotionto. Illinois. Ohio. Kentucky. Tennessee. aie
Hsi a NA stiles %%here piohlte inNithitiorts of higher
edit:Joon are now owlet the aegn of a state
omit ollin? or cosuilinat agent'

he list presented rhvive is quite hnpressise. but it misses
the point. MI 01 these items are cwenent ex pncl facto
ewtrortiotic of Hindi campuses. rho carrot explain the
tilt lo re,tch .4 &vision III co.Ntsh a Minch

S I X %%Irl. 1 ()) t RII I RI 1 4.Mpt.ol Ill
1$111N I)1( MING 10 Ilk %No!

1 el me illustrate the diffetent-0 between an explanation
and a Jock/on-nuking ciiterion I happen to krrovo a pt esident
of a imall.clnth uppoited liberal arts college located in rural

KJ IL knows that the 1,0111111kn within a lift!. mile
Al ins of tit( campus has no hope of ?tossing any larger in the

1,;.; tom% Ire ems his stlege Joss not b me OR national
Isihilit to 'ma., either Utiatenti or faculty lion% the tit

n 11.: nation. lie knows hit opetatio ."its ate not
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going to diminish. lie also knows that the financial support
from his church is not likely to increase. Faced with the
confluence of these developments, he has little alternative but
to try to move elsewhere. He is seriously considering
establishing a branch campus in 2 nearby metropolitan area. In
effect he has decided to go where the students are. He plans to
eventually shift the administrative offices from the rural
location to the metropolitan one when the branch becomes
larger than its alma mater.

In the example above, the president looked upon his
geographical location, enrollment, operating costs and finances
as the major factors which influenced his decision to build a
branch. One has to search hard to find these factors in the list
of sixteen reasons given above. Obviously our examination so
far has been mainly from an a posteriori rather than an a priori
point of view.

Peter Sammartino.AfultipleCarripuset Faikigh Dickinson University Press: Rutherford, New Jersey, 1964.

2 John Dak Russell commented on this when he wrote:

The development of branches tends to foster a spirit of competitive empire-building among the major institutions, each racing to be
the first to establish another branch of its ow n in a given community." (Final Report: The Survey of Hther Education in Michigan.
Lansing, Michigan. Mkhigan Legislative Study Commission on Higher Education. September, 1958. p. 137.)

3 C. Grey Austin had strong words about these institutions when he wrote:

"Over one-fourth of the colleges in this country, enrolling a milbon students, are educationally obsokte.... these colleges cannot
afford libraries or laboratories adequate for graduateschool preparation or even for a liberal education relevant to the contemporary
world ... The society for which their students are prepared ceased to exist several generations ago. ("Of Size and Quality". Journal
of ',kilt? Education. voi. 38. 17, (October, 19671. pp. 398-400.)

4 Lewis B. Mayhew. "The New Colleges". Chapter 1, in Baskin, Samuel (ed.). tither Education: Some Newer Dertiopmenit. New York,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 1965.
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CRITERIA FOR THE ALLOCATION OF
RESOURCES AND EVALUATION OF RESULTS

Martin L. Zeigler and David L. De t'rie's
University of Illinois

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that billions of dollars are spent each
year on public higher education in this country. With total
expenditures of this magnitude, the question is often raised as
to whether higher education institutions could properly
educate more students simply by absorbing them within
current funding levels. Basically, the pJblic is demanding
greater justification for budget requests before additional
funding is granted solely on the basis of increased enrollments.
Student and faculty activism and general restlessness
contribute to public skepticism. Further, other social needs
(mental health, welfare, primary and secondary education,
etc.) are becoming increasingly competitive in the battle for
slate funds. Public money is needed to provide the resources
necessary to solve problems cited above plus those associated
with the pollution of our environment and the deterioration of
out cities. Programs in these and many other areas are
receiving more favorable hearing from state legislatures than
They hive in the past. Because of these competing demands
and the increasingly skeptical public, higher education
institutions are now required to show greater accountability
and budget justification, not only for new programs but also
for the continued support of existing programs.

Within this general framework our discussion will focus
on two principal areas of concern. First, the hierarchy of
public higher education decision-making will be discussed. As
greater attention Is given to the allocation of tesources and
their effective application, the role of the decision-maker at
each level of the adwinistrative hierarchy becomes more
sensitive. Second, 2 distinction will be dawn between the
terms "criteria" for program evaluation and "measures- of
resource utilization. Too often these terms are used
interchangeably. This misuse may wet! be a factor in some of
the current skepticism directed towards higher education.

HIERARCHY OF DECISION-MAKING

To meet the expanding demands for higher education.
many major Public universities have established branch
campuses. These same institutions have then established
"central" of "university" administrations. In those states with
more than one state university the competition for territorial
rights and the tight to offer the more exotic academi:
programs is often prevalent among the public universities.
especially when they opeta.e undet separate governing bands.
To cope with competing and often unrealistic demands within
the family of public higher education institutions, state
legislatures have frequently established yet another level of
administration, ie.. the state mold M a ing commission. beard
of higher education, or similar agency.

Consequently, a hierarchy of decision-makers in public
higher education ha evohtd, ranging from the head of a
particular academic department to the executive office, of the
statewide agency. The degree and manner in which these

various levels of decision-makers can interrelate effectively will
have marked influence on the success of public higher
education in competing for and utilizing public funds. The
respective levels statewide vs. governing board vs. university
vs. campus vs. college vs. department have too frequently
been ant agonistic rather than complementary. This
antagonism, when it occurs, is due in part to a lack of clarity
and consensus on the criteria which are utilized to evaluate
academic prognms. A second reason for this antipathy is a
disagreement between individuals at different levels in the
hierarchy as to which decisions are their prerogative. This is an
acute problem in higher education with its tradition of
"academic freedom" and low regard for administrators, much
Tess for scientific managers, budgeters, and accountants
precisely those individuals who become important in the
hierarchy and in justifying budgets and providing public
accountability.

The concept of a hierarchy of decision- makers who
complement each other with respect to the types of decisions
they make, is appropriate and necessary for a proper treatment
of criteria utilized to evaluate academic programs.
Decisionenakers at each level must be held accountable at the
next higher level and their performance must be monitored at
the higher levels. However, decision-makers al each kvel must
have clearly defined responsibilities and authorities since their
totes cannot be adequately filled by individuals at other levels.
These principles are ingrained in management theory and
practice and we do not question their applicability within
higher educational systems.

The ;anarchy of decision-making in public higher
education has direct implications for the evaluation of
academic programs. The compkmentary nature of the various
levels of decision-makers requires that somewhat different
questions be asked of the proxram at each level. (Otherwise,
the hietatchial levels are redundant rather than
complementary.) One obvious difference is in the kvel of
aggregation of data. For exarnpk, a department head is most
interested in resource data al the individual faculty member
keel; whereas. systemwide boards must be concerned with
interinstitutional or interCantpuS resource data. A second
difference across the hierarchies is that the criteria utilized at
the several levels ate qualitatively different. These differences
should reflect uniquely defined toles and somewhat separate
interest groups. A systemwide board might ask, for example,
to what degree a pnitam meets some particular need of
society. A university level administrator. on the other hand.
might ask to what degree the pnigram can and does interrelate
with other academic programs within the university. and to
what degree it contributes to the achievement of institutional
goals.

Because each level in the hierarchy requires different
evaluative criteria. it is imperative that these criteria be
communicated to individuals at villa (lower) levels. Each
nunager should be anire of the Criteria on %NA his unit win
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be evaluated. Since criteria are meaningless without reference
to goals, considerable attention must be given to the
clarification and communication of the goals and objectives of
the sate -wide organization, of the separate systems of higher
education, of each university, each campus, and so on. The
goals must not only be communicated, they must be tested for
compatibility or "goal congruence" at each higher level.

Standards of resource input must also be determined and
communicated since operating units should be evaluated and
budgeted on the relationship of input to output.
Communication across levels is facilitated by the use of
common identifiers of resources and outputs. Such a data base
provides a standard frame of reference so necessary for
effective management across all levels.

By way of illustrating the concepts discussed above,
assume that a proposal for an academic program is being
reviewed. What types of criteria might be used at the various
decisionmaking levels of the hierarchy? First, at a state-wide
level, the lack of adequate benchmarks has long plagued those
charged with the responsibility for the allocation of resources
and evaluation of results. For example, degree output might be
considered a valid measure of institutional or campus
performance. However, this measure must be tempered by
consideration of enrollment by level, academic program, and
student quality. Further, before degree output can be used as a
criterion, state-level managers should help set institution!
goals for degrees by level and broad area of study through
demographic and manpower needs studies. Why produce
degrees in an area of study if there are few, if any,
employment opportunities? Manpower studies can provide at
kast crude estimates of future demand. These estimates should
be updated regularly and used as additional criteria against
which campus and university outputs and requests for new
programs can be assessed.

Moving from the state to the institutional or campus
level, long-range goals and more immediate output measures of
such goals have been woefully lacking. Intensive consideration
should be given to the nature of educational programs which
are or will be offered on the campus. Too frequently the
mission of campuses has been conceptualized loosely, if at all.
For this reason the faculty may aspire to offer programs which
are dearly outside the realm of responsibility of a given
campus. The question of the mix of students and the mix of
programs must be fully assessed and communicated so that
campus, college and department managers ate fully aware of
the keel to which they may expand. Within this context,
campus managers have criteria by which to judge new program
requests.

Until such specification of institutional and/or campus
goals occurs, the development of output criteria remains
haphazard at best. The matrix of outputs rekvant to a given
institution or campus and the weighting of each of the outputs
are both ckarly a function of the hierarchy of goals
established for and by the institution_ Moreover, the criteria
utilized in the esaluatien of ongoing or proposed academic
programs are determined by the extent to which valid
quantifiabk measures exist. For instance, while the resources
used for a program may be extensively measured, outputs are
frequently not measured at all, or are poorly measured. Thus,
decisions for continuing or increasing funds (of 3 program will

generally be related to resource input data with little, if any,
reference to the resulting outputs.

Stepping further from the institutional or campus to the
program level raises the concept of program dusters. Certain
programs or areas of study tit together in unique
combinations. These combinations shoidd be fully explored in
order to assure instructional reciprociti among programs. In
too many cases educational programs grow indiscriminately,
partly because of the efforts of an aggressive departmental
head. As a case in point, many flee-standing Ph.D. programs
should be seriously questioned. Students, even at the Ph.D.
level, "crossover" in terms of their direct instructional and
other needs from their "home" departments to supporting
disciplines. Although this observation may seem naive, the
senior 'author has been a member of numerous accrediting
teams where it bec.me readily apparent that while one specific
discipline seems qualified to offer a program at the advanced
graduate level, other areas with which that program would
interrelate were not prepared to give the necessary level of
support required by the primary program. Consequently, the
resources available to a given program should be examined in
light of those available in its related programs.

Finally, at the departmental level emphasis must be
placed on judgment of the performance of particular faculty
members. A pressing problem concerns the relative weights
and measures of direct instruction, applied research, pure
research, public service, student counseling, and other staff
activities. Too often arbitrary staffstudent ratios, or similar
crude measures are used for measures of complicated criteria.

Each level of the hierarchy has its own unique mission to
perform. Regretably, system-wide personnel have often
vigorously pursued tasks inappropriate to their levels of
responsibility. Hence, institutional, college, and department
managers have refused to recognize that there is a proper
function for such officers. Until such time as personnel at each
level recognize and pursue their legitimate roles, confusion will
continue within the hierarchy and potential for confrontation
will exist.

CRITERIA AND MEASURES

As suggested earlier, one possibk source of irritation
may stem from mitapplication of the terms "criteria" and.
"meawres". Because a measure may be less valid in answering
certain questions than others, measures are often misused to
validate administrative policies. To rectify this misuse, a
distinction has to be made between measures as pure statistics
and measures used to support criteria in evaluating programs.

Measures of academic programs are descriptive and
usually quantifiable indicators of program activities. Exampks
of typically used measures ate: studentstaff ratios, enrollment
projections, and costs per credit hour. The afotementioned
examples ate indicators of resources or inputs. Unfortunately,
few quantitative measures exist for program outputs. in
contrast, criteria are evaluative standards which
decisionmakers use in resiewing academic programs. Criteria
are often subjectively formulated and therefore sensitive to
individual bias. A key in tealizing the hierarchy of
decisionmaking concept will he to define the criteria relevant
for an kvels in the hierarchy and develop measures of input
and output to support the criteria.
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Given that measures and criteria of academic programs
are distinct concepts, in what ways do they relate? The
validity or usefulness of measures is both dependent and
independent of the criteria which they support. Measures must
be consistent and reliable. A highly reliable iind consistent
measure may, however, be meaningless if it does not relate to
the criteria being used in a particular program review. This
raises the question of external validity. An example of a
measure with high consistency but no external validity in a
specific program evaluation might be the number of different
counties in which undergraduate majors in a given program
reside. Although such an estimate might be reliably obtained
at a given institution, its usefulness for decisionmakers in
program evaluation may be quite limited. While the above
example may be trivial, there is no doubt that much effort is
being expended on the detailed collection of data and
compilation of measures which have questionable external
validity for program evaluation.

As with measures, criteria also possess consistency and
validity. The consistency of a given criterion is derived from
the nature of the academic program, e.g., the set of unique
program goals. It is important that administrators have some
knowledge of the outputs expected from a program even if no
relevant empirical measures are available. However, the value
of the program review will be reduced considerably if the
criteria applied are nut supported by valid empirical measures.
For example, if the criterion is the contribution of a program

to society-atlarge, the lack of measures of the magnitude of
the contribution would result in reliance upon subjective, mid
perhaps biased, estimates.

Decisionmakers have often equated criteria and meas-
ures. That is, their evaluation of programs has been strictly in
terms of input measures such as costs per credit hour. If
quantitative measures of both inputs and outputs to support a
criterion are not available, the criterion is either disregardcl,
or an implicit (and often untested) assumption is made abort
the program with respect to the criterion. This interchange of
measures with criteria becomes especially critical at the higher
management levels. Personnel at those levels have less intim :e
knowledge of the measures, and of the appropriateness for
their association with various criteria.

SUMMARY

The foregoing discussion has emphasized the need for
greater specification and development of criteria to evaluate
academic programs. Integral to the evaluation process is the
concept of a hierarchy of decisionrnaking in which the various
levels of the administrative hierarchy in public higher educa
lion are viewed as serving complementary roles. Also noted
was the distinction between criteria and empirical measures
and the implications of such a distinction for the hierarchy of
decisionmakers.

The authors gratefully acknowledge construc suggestions offered by P. J. Crajkos ski. University Administrative Dm Processing, and S. I .

Jablonsky, Institutional Studies.



BACK-OF-THE ENVELOPE MODELS FOR
PLANNING IN SMALL INSTITUTIONS

/rot. Thmnirson
Ontunit we of Presider, is of t fitircrsitic's OH rario

The universities in the province of Ontario receive their
operating income from three major sources:

) Operating giants from the provincial government,
2) research grants from federal granting agencies, and
3) income from private industry and municipal govern-

ments.

Of these three sources the most significant portion is
derived 110111 operating giants from the provincial government.
Since I96148 these grants have been allocated to the
universities on the basis of a disitibmiontype formula. Under
this formula the enrollment at each university is weighted
according to a table of categories and weights ranging front
one for undergraduate liberal arts students to six for PhD.
students. The weighted enrollment is then totalled and the
universfy receives the current value of the basic inccrne unit
tIllU) lot each unit weighted enrollment. In 1969.70 the value
of this basic income unit was S1,5-30. Therefore a university
received 51,530 for each undergraduate liberal arts student
enrolled in l9o9.70 and S9.180 for each PhD. student. The
iulluwitg example from a hypotheical institution illustrates
how the formula is applied (Figure

FIGURE I
UNWERSH Y A

Program I nrolimeor Weight
Weighted

1- nrollmen1

1 thrJI )0t. 1.1X0 1 1.000
Honour it.t.ence 510 t 5 )so
1 %in.:cling 500 2 1.000
51.v.ta ei '5i rent v 100 4 41)0

101 SI S 1.100 3.1 c0

1°0133, et 10.,.1 1 nroiltkol .5.15n

N'aloc of 51530

1 MAI Updating ttaril , * 3.130 v 5 1.530
1./1119.500

the weights reflect roughly the relative costs of the
various types of instruction offered. it is felt that exact
relationships are neither possible nor necessary. In November
or Ikcervitier of each year the utthrtutics nuke a presentation
collect stly on the value of the basic income unit through the
Commute of Presidents to the Committee on University
Affairs. a cabinet-appointed poop "illicit acts as an intetmedi
ary between the provincial government and the univetsiiies.
Changes in the value of the basic income unit are usually based
on increases in the cost of goods and services. In 1968-459 the
value was increased by 9.8 percent from S 1 120 and in
1969.70 S 5 percent.

All the pressures for expansion and enrichment that are
normally found iu established universities are experienced by
the small and emerging universities. )Though the upper limit is
still under arbitration emerging universities are currently
classified as those institutions with a weighted enrollment of
less than -OW units.) Beyond this, small enrollments,
inevitable in newer, small universities necessarily lead to higher
unit costs: yet, on the other hand, such newer universities are
naturally eager In broaden their scope of activitiel. Therefore,
the Committee on University Affairs has each year in its
annual recommendations proposed support above that pro-
vided lot in the general operating grants formula for the
emerging universities to sustain reasonable pace of develop.
mem in view of the needs of the province as a whole.

The Committee on University Affairs recommended a
level of support for the 1968-69 fiscal year and tentative
proposals for the next quinquennium. Following notification
of these recommendations the emerging universities claimed
that it would not be possible to operate under the projected
lack of support and maintain any degree of academic quality,

As a result a special study was undertaken to pursue the
problem of supplementary support in more detail. In one area
efforts were nude to model a hypothetical university through
tn emerging period on the basis of certain general assumptions
about class sites, scope of program. leaching loads and cost
parameters".

Subsequently the Committee of Presidents progressed
Nailer with the development of macro-econometric simu-
lation roodels for the emerging universities in order to assess
the implications of the recommendations of this special
subcommittee. A presentation of the planning model which
resulted from this work is the object of this paper.

Results from the model indicated that the emerging
universities in Ontario could not operate within the suggested
guidelines without severely increasing average class site and in
certain cases actually mincing the number of faculty.

the simulation model is essentially a form of breakeven
analysis, The methodology involves comparing the cost of one
%%lion 1st the revenue generated by the students in that
section. For clarification an example will be presented
together with a description of the model.

The first assumption is that all university costs can be
distributed among all faculty members. Recognizing that
faculty salaries consume front 40 to 50 percent of the total
university operating budget and that many other costs are
attributable to faculty. such as !Aviary expenditures. the
rationale for this assumption becomes clearer. Division of the
average faculty salary by the percentage of budget taken by
faculty wlaties results in a figure of total cost per faculty
member. If each faculty member teaches an average of three
}eatking sections then the average cost per section is one-third
of the total cost per faculty member.
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Example I

Average Faculty Salary = S12,000
Salaries as a % of Budget = 40%
Total Cost per Faculty = $12,000/.4

= $30,000

No. of Year Long Sections per Faculty. = 3.0
Cost per Section = 530,000/3.0

= S10,000

IFTE Enrollment = 1,500
Average Number c f Courses

per FTE Student = 5.0
Number of Course Enrollees = 1,500 x 5.0

"el 7,500

The number of course enrollees (sometimes referred to
as subject students) is equal to the fulltime equivalent
enrollment multiplied by the average number of courses per
student. For this simulation it is assumed that each student
tritons in the equivalent of five full courses.

For a selected staffstudent tali) the number of faculty
required is equal to the full-lime equivalent enrollment divided
by the student staff ratio. The average section size is then
equal to the number of course enrollees divided by the total
number of sections (faculty multiplied by the average number
of sections per faculty).

Example 2

Staff: Student Ratio
Faculty Required

Number of Sections

=
=
=

=

1:15
1.500/15
100

100 x 3.0

Average Section Size = 7.500/300
= 25

Value of the BIL1 a 51,500*
Average Weight It 1.2'
Revenue per Course Enrollee . . 1/5x1.2141.500

= S360

Revenue per Section = S360 x 25
= 59,000

*Values assumed for this example

Each full -time equivalent student "generates" for the
university an income. for the Ontario universities, equal to the
product of the current value of the basic income unit ($1,530
in 1969.70) and the average weight of the student under the
operating grant formula. Since it is assumed that each student
enrolls in an average of five courses the revenue per course
enrollee is equal to one -fifth of the revenue generated per
student. For this simulation the weighting factor is assumed to
be equal to the average weight for the university (total income
units divided by the fun-time equivalent enrollment).

Therefore the revenue per section is equal to the revenue
per course enrollee multiplied by the number of course
enrollees per section or the average section size.

The difference between the cost and revenue per section
represents the loss- which must be covered either through

supplementary grants or planning to adjust to some of the
variables introduced in the model. In a similar manner any
profit would allow for changes in the variables such as the
stafistudent ratios.

Example 3

Profit (loss) per Section = 59,000-10,000
= ($1,000)

Algebraically the relationship developed in the discus.
sion can be expressed by the following equation in which
revenue is assumed equal to cost:

(Rs x RAT/W §/(W x P)) x (E x W/RAT = 0 (1))

where Rs x RAT/W - (W x PI

W/RAT
Rs = revenue per student
RAT s staffitudent ratio
S = average faculty salary

L = enrollment

= profit (loss) per section
number of sections

P = salaries as a percent of
budget

C = average number of courses
pet student

W = uorkloaci, average number
of sections pet faculty
member

Equation one, which can be interpreted as "given the
values of six of the seven variables, what value must be given
to the seventh variable to produce total revenue equal to total
cost?", is derived as follows:

Total faculty
Total number of sections .

Asteage section size

= tfRAT
* IL/RAT) x W
= Total course enrollees/

Total number of sections
= It 0/ tiV MAT)
= C RAT/W

Rescnuc per section = Revenue per section
member t Average section
sue

(RS,C) x (C t RATIVil
= Rs It RAT/W

Cost per Section = Cost per faculty/
Sections pet Faculty

Profit (loss) = Profit (Loss) per Section it
Nurnbet of Sections

= (Rs It RAT/W §-/(W Pl)
t 1/RAT)

This equation is a macroeconometrk model which can
be used for rudimentary planning purposes literally by doing
the cakulations on the back of an envelope. Using this model
we can respond to questions such as "What revenue per
student must be generated for income to match the costs
derived from the following values of the other parameters ? ":

Aware I aculty Salary . * $12,000
Salaries as al. of IlsOpet * 401
Sections pet 1 Wait)

nrobeers1 * I coo
cams per %talent * S

StaffStudent Ratio = 115
Rcv:itee per Student I a

IRst RAU* gittl't14) t (11 tli'RAT) * o

13,3 12.000111 t 41) t () t 1300/15) 0

52.000
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Figure 2 is an example of the type of output produced year supplementary grants could be reduced to zero for
specified staff.siudent ratios.for the emerging institutions in Ontario to determine in what

FIGURE 2
UNIVERSITY "A"

ASSUME: Student-staff ratio =

Average student course load =

Number of year-long sections per faculty =

16:1
5.0
3.0

69.70 70.71 71.72 72.73 73.74 74.75

FIE ENROLLMENT 1,834 2,289 2,721 3,116 3,507 3,892
AVERAGE FORMULA WEIGHT 1.23 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.31 1.32

VALUE OF THE BASIC INCOME UNIT 1,530 1430 1,530 1,530 1,530 1,530

AVERAGE FACULTY SALARY 13,150 13,150 13,150 13,150 13,150 13,150

SALARIES AS A PERCENT OF BUDGET 33.7 36.5 39.9 41.8 42.3 43.5

FACULTY REQUIRED 114.6 143.1 170.1 194.7 219.2 243.2

AVERAGE SECTION SIZE 26.7 26.7 26.7 26.7 26.7 26.7

AVERAGE COST PER SECTION 13,001 12,009 10,896 10,486 10,362 10,077

AVERAGE REVENUE PER SECTION 10,049 10,213 10,376 10,540 i0,703 10,785

PROFIT (LOSS) PER SECTION -2,958 -1,796 -520 54 341 708

This simulation model was applied to the four emerging
universities in Ontario. The parameters of average courses per
student and average yearlong Lections per faculty were set at
five and three, respectively. All other variables were set at
values detailed in the individual universities long range
forecasts. A measure of the reliability of the model was
obtained by comparing the output from the simulation model
to the expenses projected in the long range budgets. The
results did not differ by more than S300,000 in budgets
approximating five and six million dollars. This represents an
error of less than 5 percent. The work to achieve these results
involved no more than two hours with a slide rule compared to
the long hours necessary to produce the otiginal five year
projections.

The influx of simulation models to aid in the efficient
allocation of resources in education has been directed almost
entirely to large institutions. This has not been without reason.
These universities generally possess the in-house staff
capability required for the development of simulation models.
Also, the models are often not general in nature but rather are
mkro-rnodets and therefore are structured closely to the
peculiarities of the particular institution. Thus, changes and
modifications ate extremely difficult.

The greatest advantage of macro models with as that
introduced in this paper derives from the fact that the
relationship' expressed ate very simple thereby providing

quick approximation to many of the questions facing financial
and planning officers in universities today. The ease in
performing the calculations circumvents the need for
computing facilities which together with detailed and complex
infomution systems often form the basic requirements for the
simulation models currently in use. Many of the smaller
institutions do not possess either of these tequisites.

We are hopeful that work can be continued in the
development of management tools designed for the smaller
institutions. Already we are planning to expand this model to
incorporate additional decision-making parameters, such as,
the number of propams offered, distribution of students into
years and sectioning policy within years.

Another vital area in the development of a university is
in the allocation of capital funds. We ate currently working on
models to be incorporated into a capital disbursement formula
similar to that of the current operating formula which will
take into consideration the special needs of institutions with
enrollment levels below 5,000. Once again much of the work
cornpkted to date in this area is geared to the larger, more
mature institution. Many of the space factors Currently in
vogue are not applicabk to the smaller institutions since they
often do not generate even minrnum building sizes.

Hopefully these models will become part of the tools
available to financial officers for planning and assessing the
financial impact of future decisions.

-Report of the Committee on University Affairs, 1961149-, The Committee on University Affats, toeonto. 1970.
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A si uDy OF smA LL pRivAn coLLEGE AFFILIATIONS AND mEitcHts:
AN INITIAL REPORT

11 R &WIN
Ihr16.r 1)111'0-A11y

.ltd
(liiii)041 .Stewart

Clarcourtra (iollego

This protect wen hepin J. Jr) C1001,40:I of J Wiles 01
studies conducteI dining comma with the twine
and costs of col yet aloe eltoit of ',mate m a hostel
college setting i.. rh)Nrc-111 colief!c suiting
facilities and/or programs.' lhe studies me about the plight
of the hinulteds of geopaplucalls and to with; e \tent
educationally. 'mall private colleges wit.i 1 economic pf,,blems
and what the esperiences had heel' so tar in niuse few caws
where a daring physical telocanoti had been attempted in
order to overcome this isolation and to .eel, solutions io
economic pit +lents. 11e Ihought doer the results o1 a .11111
Conducted 10 C\atine and slesitibe Ore,' esperienee would
be of interest to nuns people koncerried about tin eeklqg tie
cope with Inct problems of tria!l prifre colleges. I his papei
reports the results of the first stage of time pioteet.

In the Lill of l't,s there %wit.. 7-1.1 plisatels
four-year colleges listed in the I'. (Mice ol 1 duerlitin
Directory, It is Illsth.lb11 a cont.eivatne estimate to cis that
one-fourth to one-third of these institutions ale struggling, foi
survival, and nuny of these are iSs111.11ed from ir111.10%1111111e
mainstream of educational thought and activity m this
country. Another substantial segment of the 74.1 including
many excellent instdritioni IS 11JVIIle SCIKIIIS economic
problems. One of the very strange conditions uncovered
recently in a set unpublished study conducted in 1911s tor the
American Council on I docatoon is the tact that between )t ar,
and 1968, despite the Witte of a sireahle t hut not accuratels
known) number of stud pro ate institutions. no le, than
new four-year pulsate colleges were slatted in this conntis.
The conditions which ColtIlrbille to 1311111te actin to he
growing. Solutions. in addition, 10 public %limo!t for usiriure
higher education, 41011,I eviminedl the maloi 'reason
being that in glow ing numbeis. the stinglitmg 111111111,,,,, are

recognising that educational and geographic rsohlion are
almost as great a probkin as the financial pressures. I hes ate
seeking new organitattonal relations!, pr. s I Ire teoill%
examination of two such sit naliOttc arc repot ed here.

(hiring the smarm sit I 'net we woe fortunate enough
to have the opportunits to evanione m detail the circumstance.
and specific Insloires of Iwo impoitairt eollegute relocations
and affiliations. CouhrJentalli and most consenkints
these two case studies could be concluded in I os 1ligcles.
allowing prolonged inslopth study and usuall pmalsle when
substantial travel it required to reit'', Mod) sires IIre two
cases were: The recently completed mine of lary mount
College from Palos Verdes to the campus of l (Iota t .nn et say
and the planned move of Immaculate heart Colkee from
Hollywood to a new campus :Joining the I humont
Colleges.

In each Case, with the read) coopeiation of the
presidents and other members of the academic conurnioili

the invesliplors had the opportuinlY lo inamine lhe prior
sows, the process. the problems. and the resulting tor
probable) cucumstairce of each of the new affiliations. In
return. the presidents were provided %Oh a report Concerning
any 1110111011S unearthed and specific suggestions for future
planning or administrative adjustments. The procedure
employed was simple and was applied at all four of the
academic communities Nlaryntotint, Loyola. Immaculate
110311, and Clatemont. No (loco ionnaires were used.

humiliation %Sas (+rallied by erS3111iI11.11; records and by
nu el% io Mg. I lie records at each institution included the files
oh outespoudens:e of the presidents, certain hoard members
and other utlicelc. as %Sell as hoard and other commute,:
minutes all peitzining to the campus muses. line interviews
included all chief administrative officers, plus sonic hoard
members, lacully members and students. Newspaper accounts
and news releases both outside and student versions were
used.

Ilre rilltIrlI1J11011 of possible interest to those outside of
the specific academic communities studied can he organited
into Once general categsnies: I) Those items of significance
absint the situations before the respective moves were made,
and why they were nude; 2) what seems to he the result of
each move in terms of successes and failures, and 11%031
generahrations consistent with both situations can he made
about what we think we have teamed from these esperiences.

In each of the eases studied, significant elements
clutactenstic of prohlems, ICals, and potentials which esist on
hundreds of campuses elsewhere were present. I ash case also
had certain unique charasteirslics and these dltferences
rios idea addli torn! mogivi.

Immaculate Item tic a tau sired IWO I iI
rindelgracluatesl. Catholic, women's college noted tot its
mirmative plogiams. It has avenge but glowing economic
IllobiCITS, a lack of space, an a 43 ,alt (levitating enrollment.
this college, is comparison with In WI eds of its sire and tyke
elsiewhele, is not geogiapkieallv Isolated and not strite.gling for

but it was isolated educationally. It needed
association and close Mimi:Non with another educational
institution. It also needes1 a coeducational ensironmeni at
least in the class:glom if enrollment was to he maintained.
hums, then, is not a 11 piCJI. but tattle, a ICA case to study as
far as mu esji on for a mot Is corneetned. I location/1, mote
than economic, survival was the map/ mistilatron. line ease is
,dJiiioonalls interesting because it r:presents the mosement of
J rei roust saicnlcJ ill?111111iOn In 3Sraociare duvet) *1111
grinip of secular Out ions a rare M1t1Jlion m this e' n,ntrs.

laremont Colleges had the motivation that an inteiesting.
apparently evcellent institution could join the Inc
rinslcieladinne colleges and the tlaiemnt tuAriate ..heart.
thereby evransling the compks ittismit having to develop

Its!
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another college of their own. Pomona College was founded in
1887 and the decision was made in the 1920's to develop
additional private, residential colleges on adjacent land. Full
of the colleges Claremont Graduate School, Scripps,
Claremont Men's College, Harvey Mudd, and Pitzer was
started by the colleges existing in Claremont at the lime.

Immaculate Heart, of course, stood a chance of losing
many of its donors by moving away from Hollywood and
joining a secular environment. They were gambling -- and this
is a crucial point that the boldness of the move, the
educatiGnal gains, and the notion of sharing or efficiency
would attract new donors and new continuing interest in the
college. If true, this would be a nationally significant item
discounted only somewhat by the fact that the area involved
(Los Angeles) was a wealthy one.

The Marymount situation was different and perhaps
more typical of many elsewhere. It was a small (about 300
students), Catholic, women's college, isolated (though in a
metropolitan area), and in deep financial trouble, with
enrollment problems. The leadership had recognized the
educational isolation as a problem, but the more compelling
problems were economic insufficiency and the lack of
coeducational opportunities. Maryrnount had one advantage
many other colleges contemplating a move do not have.
Although the Palos Verdes location was a beautiful one,
campus ties of the type buil; up over decades were not present
to any extent. It did not stand to lose many donors since it
was not moving far and chose to move to associate with
another Catholic institution. But there was no assurance that
the move would attract new capital support and interest new
donors in the continuing life of the college. Loyola was in
favor of the Marymount affiliation for a variety of reasons,
including coeducation and the possibility of building a fund
campaign which could stress sharing, efficiency, and increased
educational opportunities.

What can v, a learn from what has happened in each case?
The Immaculate Heart move is still in process. It has been
complicated by a situation which could easily have destroyed
the institution. But because of the strength and determination
of the WC leadership, it has merely slowed the process. We are
referring, of course, to the change in the life style of the
religious community there and the controversy surrounding
disagreements with the religious hierarchy in Los Angeles.
Within a few months, the status of the IHC community will
change from that of a recognized order of nuns to that of a lay
community of women.'

Despite the loss of donors resulting from the
controversy, the viability of the move as an attraction for new
talent and new funds was overwhelmingly proved. Within three
to four years, the 111C board was revitalized, much general
interest was generated, and twoItirds of the 10.4 million
dollars in needed capital for Phase I of the new campus was
raised. Land had aiready been purchased in Claremont, and
currently arrangements are being nude for intercollege course
registration, some joint programs, and the purchase of certain
services from and with the iember colleges at Claremont.
What has been designed and will be initiated in 1971 is a
largely residential, almost completely selfsufficieni campus
adjacent to the six Claremont colleges. Theoretically, of
course, a college affiliating with an established cluster group or
a university with fully developed central services, libraries, and

the full range of programs, could assume a much more
dependent stance and our other case study is an example of
this but ILK' has chosen to be (and is able to be) more
economically independent. Lither stance is viable; more
organizational precautions being necessary in the more
dependent version if the dependent unit is not to lose its
identity.

Both 111C and Claremont wisely chose to associate with
institutions similar enough in academic prowess, as seen by
most objective and reasonable observers, to be able to establish
workable relationships. Although snobbish sounding, a general
level of institutional intellectual parity is important in helping
to overcome the barriers usually encountered between the
faculties of different colleges with respect to association,
acceptance of credits, joint classes and the like.

We found no evidence that the movement of a Catholic
institution to (secular) Claremont is opposed by members of
the Claremont academic community. Most of the initial
fat.ulty skepticism has subsided as viewers realized that
Claremont was getting "one of the better small Catholic
colleges." Some faculty feel that the presence of IHC will
provide a contrast and an element of needed ecumenism; other
faculty members don't seem to care.

It became obvious to the investigators that the
protracted period of planning has attenuated almost
completely any strong positive or negative student opinions on
the matter. In general, it appears that the time needed to plan
and accomplish most campus relocations is sufficiently long
that very few students can sustain an interest or are
sufficiently affected by the move so that they react vigorously
to it. Negative reaction to campus relocation is apparently
dampened somewhat when the students are given an

opportunity to participate in the decision and/or the
subsequent planning. Of course, it helps to have the move
achieve coeducational status for the campus. Most WC and
Claremont students like the idea of distinct but cooperating
colleges.

The final item to mention about the 1HCClaremont
move is the importance of the community decision at 111C to
undertake the move to Claremont. Although the success of the
venture to date is largely due to the courage, boldness, and
judgment of a few gifted leaders, it could not have come this
far without the agreement and support of the entire
community. The possibility that a move to associate with
another or other institutions could provide a better future for
the college was perceived by a faculty and administration with
a realistic, and forward looking philosophy one rarely seen
at what often tend to be inertiabound, selfsatisfic'
communities.

The Maryrnount relocation to Loyola
situation at the start; so too, have the results
The move to Loyola had already been complt
study was conducted. The gamble on financi..
had, as at 111C, been successful. As cont r.
planned 11W 'nove, the Marymount endc
modest in size: the relocation of 300 student
staff to Iwo new buildings on the Loy.
magnitude this relocation is smaller than man'
contemplated at numerous sites all over tt

nearer the average size than is the new care,
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IIIC. The small size physical plant was possible because
Marymounl chose to become quite dependent upon Loyola in
the new setting maintaining very few departments of its
own, purchasing almost every service from, and using the
instructional space of the much larger Loyola. This, of course,
makes financial sense but must be balanced by great political
power and appropriate organizational arrangements if the
identity of the dependent institution is to be preserved
indeed to prevent merger, if it is not desired and it wasn't
and isn't desired at Marymount.

The move has been successful in most respects. Desired
coeducation has been achieved by both institutions. The
Marymount financial picture has improved. Enrollments at
both institutions have risen as hoped. A joint development
program serving the common elements of the institutions
under a common name "Loyola.Marymount, Inc." and with a
new joint board, has met with success. Momentum once
achieved was maintained; the whole endeavor required only
about two years including construction time for the two new
buildings.

Some of the problems encountered by Marymount and
Loyola should be mentioned. The first is something that most
denominational schools will encounter if they consider an
affiliated status and very close cooperation. It is extremely
difficult to bring two (or more) religious communities together
in almost any kind of close organizational relationship. As
difficult as it is to promote cooperation and .autual
confidence among faculties and student bodies in general, it
seems to be more difficult to do the same things within and
among religious groups. Secondly, the decision on the part of
both schools to go ahead with the affiliation was not reached
as a community decision, and at least partly because of this,
the relationship between the schools is not clearly understood
by all concerned. Perceptions differ widely about why the
move was made and whether LoyolaMarymount is a merger or
an affiliation. Finally, the lack of some neutral, truly jointly
controlled services and departments has led many to feel that
Marymount has been assimilated by the larger institution. All
of these problems are being attacked, and the outlook
regarding their solution is optimistic.

What general precepts have we gleaned from these two
case studies which may be of help to others in situations
similar to those which faced Marymount and Immaculate
Heart? As mentioned, these investigators feel that many
institutions are in similar situations and that a move to affiliate
with another institution as traumatic as that might seem
should be considered. Some isolated small colleges will
probably die intellectually if they do not seek effective
partnerships which provide additional academic resdurces.
Unfortunately however, many presidents and board members
are not realistic about the economic situation. Many cling to
the notion that they "can make it financially" in isolation
despite stagnant or falling enrollments, rising costs, and a
situation in which "making it" clearly means cheating the
students relative to the academic resources available for the
same outlay in other combined, shared, merged, coordinated
or what have you collegiate structures.

The major implications from the cases studied seem to
be:

I) For some institutions a complete physical relocation
to associate with another college or group of colleges

is nut only a viable alternative, but a desirable one
from the standpoint of economic survival and
increased educational effectiveness through shared
facilities and programs.

2) if conducted under hold and sensitive leadership,
decisions to relocate, cooperate, and start a new
campus life can substantially stimulate the interest of
private philanthropy and potential of hitherto
uninterested board members.

3) Although it is not absolutely necessary, a move to
relocate a campus should be a decision by the whole
academic community or at least agreed to by most
concerned. To reach such consensus is difficult but
well worth the time invested.

4) Once begun, the process should be moved to
completion as rapidly as possible. Once momentum is
lost, it is difficult to regain. Financial development,
program and facilities planning should proceed
vigorously.

5) Tire faculties and staff members of the intended
collegiate partners should have as much interaction as
possible before the move in order to promote
understanding, build mutual confidence, and
stimulate planning.

6) Institutions seeking possible partners or near neigh-
bors should strive to select institutions of the same
general level of institutional maturity and those
similar enough in academic prowess so that workable
relationships can be readily established.

7) The organizational relationship to be established
should be clearly defined and understood by all
concerned. A collegiate affiliation se:n by many as a
merger may function as something less than an
affiliation with full collegiate identities. An intended
merger in which some officials conduct business
under the previous rules will not achieve the new
goals.

8) The faculty and staff which consider change to be a
way of life will be able to handle the impact of a
complete campus relocation, and virtually any new
organizational relationships. A staff with collective
hardening of the organizational and programmatic
arteries will resist the move and the benefits which
may result.,Bitt, a move made without complete
agreement can still be successful; most apprehensions
and even hostilities fade as people learn to trust and
respect one another's abilities.

9) In the instance where two or more religiously
affiliated or other colleges decide to come together,
not in a merger but in a close collegiate affiliation, it
is most likely that colleges with any academic and
economic promise will seek equal or at least more
than token or sibling status. This must be provided
for in the organizational structure, in the services
vehicle, and in the academic plan. Our investigations
in Southern California and our discussions with those
who have studied similar situations elsewhere, suggest
that even those institutions which are faltering
seriously are fiercely independent and most would
rather die than assume another banner. What is

needed is a neutral sounding :lame for any joint
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venture if there is to be one name such as The 10) Most of all, institutions considering .)ordinate status
Claremont Colleges, and a neutral structure or must learn how to cooperate rather than how to
coordinating mechanism not obviously dominated by compete.
any group or college. The name is often a problem in
mergers as well.
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USES OF A "REFLECTION PAPER" IN SETTING
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF A UNIVERSITY

Hortense W. Dixon and Richard F. Barton
Texas. Tech Unirersity

The purpose of this paper is to describe a recent
experience with the uses of a communication device, i.e., a
reflection paper, entitled "On the Purposes of the University,"
in setting the goals arid objectives of a university. The basis for
our analysis of the impact of such a paper will include
1) perceived purposes of the authors, and 2) evaluative and
action significances as ascertained through the authors'
perception of actions taken by a steering committee assigned
the task of carrying out a goals and objectives project.

Development of the Project

Goals and objectives of Texas Tech University had been
designated as one of the areas for which the Office of Planning
and Analyses was to play a supportive role. However, without
explicit involvement of constituencies, such as the faculty,
only general information had been collected and organized by
that office until the President of the University publicly
announced that definite steps would be taken to develop a
more definitive statement of goals and objectives for the
institution. The development of a "reflection" paper had been
activated before this announcement as an effort to bring about
some positive action. At this time no formal or informal
organization existed to undertake the comprehensive task of
explicitly defining the goals and objectives of Texas Tech
University beyond a short general statement adopted several
years earlier by its governing board.

A parallel development, which undoubtedly influenced
the development of the project, was the retaining of McKinsey
& Company, a management consulting firm, to study the
administrative organization of the University. Recommenda-
lions for organizaing a project to redefine goals and objectives
were presented by their representatives.

Subsequently, an informal discussion group was
organized. This group was chaired by the Executive Vice
President, and included representatives from each college, the
Office of Planning and Analyses, and McKinsey & Company.

Prior to the first meeting of the informal discussion
group, copies of the reflection paper were sent to all members
of the group. Dissemination before the first meeting met the
requirement of providing a common basis for reflection prior
to the active involvement of the group on the assigned task. In
addition to the reflection paper. the Office of Planning and
Analyses later distributed to the committee members selected
documents relevant to the task of the committee as their work
progressed. One of these, for example, was Future of the
University: A Report to the People by the Executive Planning
Committee of the University of Oklahoma.

A series of meetings were held with the informal
discussion group between December, 1969, and May 1,1970.
The analysis of the uses of the reflection paper will be based
upon the judgments made and actions taken during these
meetings that parallel the perceived purposes in the
preparation of the reflection paper.

Before examining perceptions of the uses of the
reflection paper, let us review briefly some of the basic
considerations that entered into its preparation.

Meaning in a Communication

A reflection paper which communicates a cluster of
related ideas on a given topic is subject to the variations in
meaning perceived by the readers. Because communication is a
complex phenomenon that involves references and symbols
that are equally complex, it is difficult to predict the character
of reactions to a given communication.

What occurs in interpreting a symbolic communication is
a series of chain-like decisions. The interpretations may be
made from verbal signs to attitudes, interests and purposes of
the reader, and then to situations or circumstances in which
the reader finds himself, or the sequence may be reversed,
depending upon the perceived meaning of the communica-
tion.'

The specific ideas presented in the reflection paper
would be subject to the meanings imputed by the readers. Not
only would the reader's actions be related to the meanings
they perceived in the communication; but, the extent to which
they would be willing to act would be conditioned by how
they perceived the ideas. Vickers describes the potential for
action involving change as related to the extent to which the
ideas in a communication are regarded as a threat or an
opportunity to the reader.2

Assumptions About This Communication

Several assumptions were made in the preparation of the
reflection paper:

I. Consideration of the goals of a given university must
occur within the context of the purposes of higher
education in general.
The perceptual organization of the recipients would
impute the meanings into the communication.

3. The selection of relevant facts and ...sues were a
matter of the author's judgments. Judgments made
by the recipient group would depend upon their
perceptions of the relevance of the issues.

Perceived Potential Contributions
of the Reflection Paper

1. The paper could achieve in the minds of all
concerned an appreciation of the current general
situation of universities. This could serve to identify
essential features of goal determination and
illuminate mismatch signals of what is and what
appears to be evolving in the future.
The educative effect of the paper would lie in
enlarging, for those readers unfamiliar with the ideas,
their concept of the central piur.esses of broad
involvement of the constituencies, as well as dialogue
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and dialectic in determining specific goals for the
particular university, which all its members must
share in achieving.

Organization of the Reflection Paper

The analysis of the uses of the Reflection Paper in the
perceived purposes for each part.

Organization of Paper

1. Focus on the university as a general institution.

2. Review of historical foundations for currently accepted
ideas about universities in general.

3. Fmphasis on dialogue and dialectic could change the
perceptual setting in which judgments and decisions
are made.

nex t section can be facilitated by a review of its organization and

3. Distinguish between functions and goals of the university.

4. Raise questions about institutional goals versus goals for
the constituencies of the institution.

5. Identify some problems associated with the integration of
purposes.

6. Develop a rationale for a central focus on human beings in
identifying and assessing educational outcomes.

7. Identify process as being significant as product in
redefining institutional goals.

Perceived Purpose

A. Shift attention from Texas Tech University to the
generalized concept of the university.

B. Emphasize purposes as antecedents of other decisions (i.e.,
resource allocation, etc.)

A. To place in proper perspective the evolution of these
ideas.

B. To raise questions in the minds of the readers about the
relevance and validity of unintegrated ideas about the
university.

A. To focus on the need for criteria in defining goals.

B. To clarify issues on evaluation of university goals.

A. To focus attention on questions of "whose" goals and the
priority of these goals.

B. To identify a multi-dimensional approach to redefining
goals of this on any university.

A. Raise issues involving the role of administration, faculty,
and students in goal redefinition.

B. To specify the alternative of planned intervention as
. crucial to goal attainment.

A. Promote the idea of broad involvement of all segments of
the constituency in the processes of goal determination.

A. To focus on open disclosure of intent.

B. To identify dialectic in open discussion as a viable notion
contributing to communication.

C. To postpone action on stating goals of the institution
until a rational basis for investigating alternatives could
be determined.

Analysis of Uses of the Reflection Paper

Discussion of the uses of the reflection paper will focus
on areas in which there appear to be agreements among the
members of the steering committee at this time. This analysis
will be limited to symbolic messages in the reflection paper,
evaluative and action significances that were relevant to the
perceived purposes as outlined in the preceding section. The
numerical and alphabetical subscripts (i.e., 1A) appearing
throughout this section identify a perceived relationship
between the judgments made and perceived purposes of the
reflection paper outlined above.

During the initial meeting of the steering committee,
two major questions were presented to the group: 1)11ow
does a university develop goals? and 2) What are the issues to

be dealt with in redefining the goals of Texas Tech? In
response to the first question, the evaluative significance was
to begin with what an "ideal" university would do, and adjust
the idealized approa h to the realities and constraints of the
situation at Texas Tech. At the same time, a judgment of
action-evaluative significance was made, that each representa-
tive would invite from five to seven other faculty members to
a series of informal unstructured meetings. The purpose of
these meetings would be to broaden the base of involvement in
identifying the issues to be dealt with in redefining the goals of
Texas Tech. To facilitate this task, the group requested that
additional copies of the reflection p,aer be sent to
representatives for distribution to faculty members comprising
the small groups. These three judgments are perceived to be
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related to perceived purposes IA, 5B, 6A, 7B, and 7C and to a
limited extent 7A.

Prior to the report of faculty groups, the discussion
group was polled for their reaction to alternative issues in
developing institutional goals. The results from those
responding indicated agreement on the following:

1. Setting the university goals should include students,
faculty, administration, alumni and to a lesser extent
parents, the business community, and the profes-
sionals (4A, 6A, 5A).

2. A preliminary draft of goals before all constituencies
have participated would foreclose subsequent discus-
sion (7B, 7C).

3. Setting goats should be tempered by potentiality for
innovation (3A).

4. The goals of higher education are pertinent for
setting goals at Texas Tech (IA).

5. The climate for attainment of objectives is as
important as the statement of objectives (8B).

Although the discussion in the informal meeting with
other faculty covered a wide range of issues and probable
approaches, there appeared to be agreement that the
constituencies should be involved in the process of
determining the goals of Texas Tech (6A). As a result, a
judgment of evaluative significance was made to request
members of the committee in consultation with other faculty
members to submit proposals for securing views of the faculty,
administrators, students, alumni, and secondary school
officials on the goals of the university.

At this time, a judgment of action significance was made
to revise the time table for completion of the project, that is,
for publishing the redefined goals of the institution. The
rationale was that the need for involvement to generate
constructive dialogue on the issues was essential to developing
commitment to the goals that might emerge (7C).

The recommendation from the committee on focusing
responses was the use of a series of "white papers", i.e.,
additional reflection papers, on the major issues in defining
goals with implications for Texas Tech University. The
proposed invited papers are to be prepared by seasoned faculty
members in collaboration with youthful faculty members. The
authors were selected to represent disciplines with differing
outlooks on the nature of higher education. This procedure
was agreed to by the steering committee.

We perceive the uses of the invited reflection papers to
be significant because the procedure to be used in focusing
responses agreed to by the steering committee was essentially

the same procedure used M the preparation of the original
reflection paper. Moreover, these invited white papers are to
be used as a basis for a series of seminars involving the faculty.

The anticipated long-range benefit of this procedure is
reflected in the following statement:

"The results of the seminar discussions would then
be used by the committee as indicating issues that
must be resolved, goals and objectives that Tech
might adopt, etc. The seminars should also prove
useful in stirring up general discussion of T'ech's
goals and objectives on the campus and as a pilot
lest of an approach to eliciting responses that
might be used in the project at later stages."4

Other recommendations for faculty involvement include
the integration and continuous revision of the invited white
papers. Provisions are included for feedback and maintenance
of communications through monthly circulation of white
papers with requests for reactions, presentations in open
meetings on the near-final statement of goals, and distribution
of the final goals and objectives document to each faculty
member.

Although there appears to be agreement that other
constituents should be involved, to date the discussions have
been focused on extensive faculty involvement. Situational
influences are perceived to mitigate against a hig,.11 level of
commitment to involvement of the other constituents at this
time.

Summary

The evaluative and action judgments made to date would
seem to indicate that the availability and circulation of the
original reflection paper along with other relevant documents
served to:

I. Set and maintain a tone of high quality in the
deliberations and recommendations relative to this
project.

2. Shift attention from Texas Tech to the broader
concept of the university in general.

3. Raise issues involving the role of constituencies in
goal redefinition, and promote the idea of broad
involvement in these processes, especially faculty
involvement.

4. Influence the high priority given to open disclosure
of intent and dialectic as viable elements contributing
to communications.

5. Suggest a procedure that could be useful in
stimulating faculty participation.s

urfahasibeeeso--.r-44-1.01,61111110111MOU==6421.
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I Tor a detailed discussion of the complex nature of this phenomenon, see C.K. Ogden and I.S. Richards, The Meaning of Meaning (New York:
Ilarcourt, Brace & Co., 1956). pp. 223-226.

2 Sir Geoffrey Vickers argues that to the degree that signals are regarded as threatening to the conceptual organization of the recipient,
potential for change is proportionate. The potential for change is greatest when the change is by differentiation within an established concept, and
least when it involves the dissolution of a concept and distribution of its contents among other concepts. See The Art of Judgment (New York: Basic
Books Inc., 1965). p. 185.

3 In the theory of transactional analysis, William II. Ittelson and Iladley Cantril describe the experiences that occur within a transaction.
Ereluative significances involve selection among alternative courses of action on the basis of the relative probability that each will lead to a desired
sequence and produce desired results. Action-evaluative significances involve the selection of alternative courses of action once the immediate goal
has been decided upon. See Percep:ion: A Transactional Approach (Garden City, N.J.: Doubleday, Inc., 1954). pp. 19-23.

4 Glenn Barnett and John Thornton, White Paper An Approach to Eliciting Responses on Tceli's Goals and Objectives, subcommittee report
submitted to the Committee on Goals and Objectives, Texas Tech University, 1970.

s The Appendix, a reflection paper, entitled "On the Purposes of the University, 1970," has been deleted by the Editor. If the reader wishes a
copy, a limited number of the original papers are available upon request.
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EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION
Versus

TRADITIONAL REPORTING

R. Peter Jackson
Unirersity

Accountability

In the past, institutions of higher learning have assumed
certain intangibles to he the prime products of the educational
systent. Evolution of ideas, development of concepts and
changing values are just a few of the intangibles which many
believe to he at the heart of higher education and the
American public has not seemed to question the leadership of
the university in this province.

Now, colleges and universities students, faculty and
administration --- are particip5ting openly in bringing about
changes to a broader community. These changes affect, and in
some cases appear to threaten the basic tenets of American
society. Hostility towards higher education is increasingly
evident. Consequently, the public is calling higher education to
account in terms of tangibles products which can be more
easily understood. Institutions are king forced to describe
their activities more concretely. Intangible products are not
quite so acceptable to the general public as they once were.

History

Two current trends in higher education may be in danger
of working against each other. The conflict I see is between
the increasing demand for accurate external reporting and the
stewardship of funds, and the move toward greater flexibility
in the internal functioning of institutions, particularly in

leaching. Both forces are purportedly designed to raise the
quality of higher education, yet since they derive from Iwo
separate levels of activity, they may be confounding each
other. One level is necessarily concerned with auditing,
accounting, controlling, and planning while the "grass roots"
level is concerned with innovation in educating the student as
an individual.

Reporting to state and federal agencies as well as to
educational associations has become a standard and time
consuming part of institutional administration. For years, the
U.S. Office of Education and the State Education
Departments have asked for reports of various types but
re,.ently the demand for data has created a greater sense of
urgency for promptness, completeness. and accuracy. Grad-
ually, we have seen certain federal reports adopted or molded
by some state agencies to take en the role nut only of
statistical reports for planning but also as budgetary
instruments. Public institutions have grown accustomed to
reports serving budgetary purposes; however, in recent years
private institutions also have been faced with external
"statistical" reports serving, as a basis for supplementary
income. As "aid to private higher elneation" becomes more
prevalent, the private institutions are finding themselves
caught %sill, methods tit bookkeeping ilnd icporting heretofore
taken lightly ir that data were retlined drid reported in a way
that was luorically convement to the nisi 'onion,

The submission of reports on various activities serves a
worthwhile purpose in management discipline. In this way
colleges and universities are forced to identify some of the
basic elements Of institutional operations. Whether or not they
use these operational elements constructively in educational
planning is another question. There is plenty of evidence that
planning is taking a major place in the administration of higher
education, but I am sure that many planning methods are not
dependent upon the elements used in statistical reporting.

Historically a numter of reporting programs have been
developed on a national scale with extensive involvement and
cooperation of Federal, state, association and institutional
representatives. These early efforts were distinguished by
isolated development according to particular areas of
responsibility. For example, financial data specifications and
definitions wire developed by people working only in the
financial area while student data definitions were developed by
persons working in student oriented areas. These isolated
efforts made the combination of data difficult if not
impossible since common data elements had varying
definitions.

Recently, regional and national efforts have been made
to overcome this isolated approach with programs such as
IIEGIS, CASE, and the tienle report "Systems for Measuring
and Reporting the Resources and Activities of Colleges and
Universities," sponsored by NSF. A current program, WICHE,
represents a concerted effort to develop a broad management
infomution system and space analysis system. In the NSF
report and Willi projects, the stress is on the adoption by
institutions of uniform definitions which may be used

operationally in allocation of resources, comparison of
activities, as well as in reporting and planning, thus serving the
university in internal management as well as in providing
external agencies with needed information.

Conflict
There are, however, trends on campuses which may not

only make reporting activities difficult, in the present or
currently planned mode! of reporting, but may in fact render
the resulting data nonrepresentative of the true movements
taking place. Colleges and universities are exercising more
freedom in some of their internal functions. In an effort to
make the educational experience more relevant, courses are
more flexible than ever before. The privilege of taking a course
with variable credit hours, once extended only to graduate
students, now belongs to undergraduates as well. Course Credit
is awarded for properly supervised practical work in the

community with little or no classroom work. The traditional
method of teaching in quarters or terms may he replaced by
blocks of instruction which start and end at varying points in
time during the academic year. The academic year. itself, is
being questioned. Tied closely to giving credit for community
mvolvement. is the trend toward placing practical experience
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in the liberal arts curriculum. While college-industry programs
have long been accepted in engineering and other professional
colleges, liberal arts students are now seeking similar
experience. More widely, students study at and use facilities of
several institutions white working toward a degree.

In effect, the student is being encouraged to take more
control over his program. Standardized program requirements
are giving way to programs tailored to meet the specific goals
of the individual student. Special honors programs and
inter-disciplinary studies are increasingly common. Grading
systems. which have a history of cyclical trends, also appear to
be loosening. A swing toward the "pass-fail" grading or in
some cases "pass only" is cutting into the traditional numeric
and alphabetic systems. The tradition-time oriented flow of
the student through the system may change to reflect the
revised goals of institutions.

How students and programs are viewed in these new
patterns should have a profound impact on our methods of
reporting and planning. It is possible that external reporting,
necessarily conforming to patterns imposed by the outside
requests for data, may actually reflect an artificial situation.
While academic flexibility is increasing, more exacting reports
on credit hour counts, fields of study and enrollment are being
demanded. Will the data actually reflect the life of the
university? In spite of this question, however, colleges and
universities must anticipate more careful accounting of their
activities for financial and analytical purposes because the
public is requiring that institutions be more business-like in
reporting their achievements.

From another standpoint requests for data by agencies
which have monetary control over institutions could exert a
negative influence on internal structure and organizational
flexibility. This could be particularly true of units of state
systems or less affluent private institutions. Institutional
policy could be formulated on the basis of outside financial
aid. For example, a private institution receiving a government
subsidy based or the number of degrees awarded could
increase its admissions of transfer students to increase its
subsidy and in doing so, change the character and standards of
the institution. This in fact may be the intent of the subsidy
program, and an institution hard pressed for funds may be
forced to go in a direction contrary to its philosophy.
Graduate schools may desire residence credit and level of
achievement approved by the student's graduate committee as
the sole criteria for earning a degree and determine that
number of courses or credit hours mean nothing. However, if
financial support is on the lasis of graduate credit hours, there
is a dilemma.

Standardization
The development of common definitions to describe the

activities of higher education leads to a standardization which
for many purposes is helpful but can create actual or potential
restrictions on individual excellence in academic fields.
Standcrdiation is a process of arriving at a common
denominator, intended to he the highest; however, some
leveling seems bound to occur, particularly since not all
qualities can be described quantitatively. If standardization is
achieved to the detriment of unique possibilities, academic
excellence could be compromised.
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Colleges and universities have an increasing number of
faculty who are action oriented and who believe ;hat involving
the institution in social issues is educationally sound.
Achievements in this area are not necessarily quantifiable. The
increasing amount of social research or research in the
humanities should not be invariably forced into the molds
developed for the physical and biological sciences. An
insistence upon quantified results for financial support may
serve as a constraint on the creativity which faculty and
administration consider vital to teaching and research and
deny the humanities deserved support. The difficulty in
quantifying values, attitudes, and philosophies should not
preclude these areas from financed research which is even
more crucial as the university becomes a visible force in the
community. I would hark back to academic programs which
involve experience in social work or independent study with
minimal classroom exposure.

Challenge
The challenge for those of us involved in reporting and

planning is to devise means for both internal and external
accounting and t the same time foster the individual character
of the institution, avoiding artificial constraints on the
pervasive changes in higher education. Both institutions and
external agencies stand to profit by the development of
methodologies for accurately describing the current campus
scene. The requirements of statistical reporting for external
use must coincide with the formulation of planning elements
for internal use. llne development of the college or university
should not be restricted by obsolete reporting systems.
Without some universal foresight in the design of reporting,
institutions will be developing one type of data for external
reporting while acquiring a different dype of data for internal
institutional planning. This is an exercise institutions do not
need and can ill afford.

Now that management information is receiving attention
in colleges and universities and considerable energy is being
devoted to establishing the mechanics of a management
information system, it is appropriate to establish such a system
on bases which reflect the true changes in educational
programs and approaches.

Recommendations
How can agencies develop reporting techniques which

will enable them to assess accurately the trends in higher
education? How can institutions develop operational and
planning data which also reflect trends to outside agencies?
Here are some possible suggestions.

1. Projects like WICIIE and Stanford should be strongly
supported. Extensive work still needs to be done in
defining elements of higher education and more
clearly identifying inputs and outputs and the
limitations of each. Although the results of these
efforts are needed now, it is more important that
they be thorough and that these groups be given time
to work out the problems.

2. Agencies who need to collect data from institutions
should include on their staffs college personnel who
have been given leaves to serve, to participate actively
in the development and refinement of data collection
methodology and instrumentation. Such persons
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should be from the institution's operational offices,
such as the treasurer, financial aids, admissions,
academic departments and deans' offices. A limit-
ation such as one year should be established for the
participation of individual academicians so that new
ideas and current knowledge contribute to the
establishment of data collection systems.

3. Scholars in schools of public administration and
schools of education who are expert in the fields of
organizational behavior should concentrate on the
problems of articulation, and communication be-
tween governmental agencies and educational institu-
tions.

Summary
Alertness to problem areas in the reporting situation is

essential for people in the field of institutional research since
this group of professionals is most intimately involved with the

quantitative description of the institution. Institutional
research workers need to look very realistically at what is
happening within their institutions, without relying on static
formulae. In turn, it is mandatory that external educational
agencies seek first hand information about "grass roots"
changes in order to understand am' plan at the state and
Federal levels for growth and change in higher education. We
have the avenues for making innovations. Students claim they
have no entre into the inner circle where decisions are made;
therefore they resort to confrontation techniques. I would
maintain that institutional research people have access to the
decision making process and can influence alternatives in
reporting and planning. Although the current trends more
extensive external reporting and more flexibility in internal
educational programs are not necessarily opposed, an
awareness now of the potential conflict can provide the basis
for significant advances in the field of educational planning at
all levels.

The writer wishes to acknowledge the contribution of Nit's. Patricia Mattes ir. developing this paper.
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MODELS, SIMULATION AND THE COMPUTER

H.E.L.P. FOR COLLEGE PLANNING

William D. Satterfield
Park College

There are a number of approaches to planning in higher
education. Several of them, however, follow essentially the
process represented in illustration A. Theoretically, the
institution first identifies its philosophy. This can be thought
of as the "why" of its existence, or its "world view." We
generally have some notions concerning our institutions, but it
is often a difficult task to state on paper with any precision
and clarity just what the institutional philosophy is.

THE PLANNING APPROACH

It IN

L_

11 5 D.A. I ,

The second step is to establish educational objectives;
what is the institution going to do? Will it prepare professional
engineers, or musicians, or ministers, or physicians? Will it
offer subprofessional vocational training, or will it attempt to
develop the "whole man"?

The third step is to design programs to accomplish the
objectives. Programs to prepare lawyers will differ in many
respects from programs to prepare computer operators and
programmers. The "whole man" objective will require a wide
variety of educational experiences, but probably none of them
to the level of specialization found in graduate programs in the
sciences.

The fourth step is to assign resources to the programs.
Resources include personnel, facilities, funds, and lime. We
often overlook time as a resource, but if you plan a new
graduate program in political science, you had better ask your
librarian how much time he needs to be ready for it.

In most cases, the first time we go through this planning
sequence, we will find that the resources required will exceed
the known available resources. When this happens, it is

necessary to rework some of the plans to bring the resources
required and the resources available into better balance. This
process is represented by the review loop at the lop of the
model.

Once we have developed a set of programs to achieve the
objectives of the institution within available resources, we then
conduct the program, and produce a product known as
educated alumni. We can lake a number of readings during the
process of conducting the program and learn something about
the institution. We can also take certain kinds of measures of

the alumni; how many go to graduate school, how many
menticled in Who's Who, what is the quality of their service as
ministers of judges, etc. These measures taken during the
program and after the student has completed it can be fed
back into the planning cycle at the appropriate places to cause
changes in the program design, in the philosophy of the
institution. This process is represented by the lower review
loop in the diagram.

The field of Institutional Research, of course,
contributes to a number of points in this process. The
researcher can help to assess the needs of the area or clientele
served in determining the educational objectives of the
institution. As programs are designed and resources allocated
to them, the IR office can be of help. We can make many
analyses of the progtams in progress to determine costs of
various courses, the level of utilization of space, the grading
patterns of various schools or departments or professors, and
the kinds of student most apt to succeed in each type of
program. At just about any point where there is some kind of
analysis or decision to be made, the IR office has a potential
contribution.

One additional comment about this planning diagram is
in order before we go on to the process of modeling and
simulation. Since most institutions are already in existence and
already have some pretty clear ideas about educational
objectives and programs, not to mention commitment to
personnel and facilities, this approach to planning may appear
to be a somewhat pointless exercise. In some cases this may be
true. However, it does provide a model for a periodic review of
all the institution does and attempts to do. To sit down with a
planning council and attempt to state explicitly what
educational objectives the institution is planning to achieve
can be an enlightening experience, and at times, a little
frustrating!

It is also not absolutely necessary to start at the
beginning; that is, with a well worked-out statement of
philosophy, and feel that it must be done perfectly before
moving on to the next step. it may be that it is easier for a
group to get started on the figures of resource allocation and
supply. As they find it necessary to decide between two or
more programs as to which will be emphasized or
undernourished, it is almost guaranteed that they will
eventually begin discussing objectives and philosophy.

Much more could be said, of course, about who is
responsible for organizing and conducting the planning
activities, about what data should be collected and processed,
and by whom, and about how much involvement of the
various levels of personnel and faculty within an institution,
but those are other topics. The planning approach has been
covered only lightly as an introduction to a discussion of the
process of modeling and simulation.
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Throughout the rest of this presentation, we are
concerned with the review loop shown at the top of the
diagram.

Modeling

Let us first consider the concept of a model. By
definition, a model is a representation of an object or system
which is designed to look like, or act like, the real tiling. There
are many kinds of models around us every day, of course
Physical models such as- model airplanes

model Cars
MOMs of fill

Schematic models suelt blueprints buildings
engineers' dr.o% lugs 4111,1,11mo

electronic Circuits

Mathematical muslcis Mill as- dgcbr.iI formuLl
t[th:stiollilalfe%
budgets

Probably the most common mathematical model in
colleges and universities (with the possible exceptioh of
questionnaires) is the budget. The budget represents in dollar
terms the quantification of the institution's plans for a definite
period of time. The operating budget contains both income
and expense items which, presumably, balance or show a slight
operating surplus.

--------

LeC, ,rEt w eI.J.E0

,E, E ;..4s;

If we start with the budget and, then. attach to both tile
income and expense sides other items which can be quantified,
but not necessarily in dollar terms, we can construct a more
comprehensive mathematical model of all institution. We can
also learn or establish relationships among the valions
descriptive items we have chosen to include. For example, a
certain number of students times tuition should yield total
tuition income, or close to it.
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nurtter of
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friends

COrporat ions

special actieitles
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foundations and en,tror.
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lit far:
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Using the budget as a basis for model design is only one
alternative. Other modeling formats have been designed by
George Weathersby of the University of California, by a
project of the Association of American Colleges, by the

WI('IIE:MIS project, and many other sources. The budget
format is used here because of its universality.

Ni od e s have several useful purposes. For one, a model is
helpful to analyze an institution. If we want to learn
something about an institution, we can talk in terms of the
number of students, professors, a :res of ground, site of
endowment, salaries paid, degrees offered, number of degrees
produced by each program, and on down the line.

Models can also be used for making comparisons among
institutions This is what is done when we fill out our annual
mountain of questionnaires. Somebody or some agency will
use the data to make comparisons. The accrediting agencies
analyze one institution at a time, 1)111 they are also comparing
the institution being examined with certain kinds of normative
data. This also happens when foundations or funding agencies
receive requests for funds.

(0 leje

A

Collece

C 'APIS H";)
. \

College

Colley

College

A third use of models is to review the institution's past
"behavior.- This is similar to the process of ina!i- e,

comparison.; except that the different institulons are really the
same one at different times. By this process we can determine
if the student-faculty ratio is "improving,- whether that means
up or down depends on each institution and its goals. We can
tell if we are making efficient use of our space. or improving
the endowment yield,

8e fore7FaT-1
Previous yr. 1

Last Year I

This year's
budget

and other
information

And by simply flopping that illustration over, we can use
models to simulate the future behavior of an institution, By
analyzing the past behavior of certain items or relationships in
our model, we can project into the future an extension of the
same trends. or can make certain assumptions about changes
which might he brought about by our decisions. This brings us
to the concept of simulation.
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Simulation

For the purposes of our discussion, simulation is defined
as the representation of an organization's functions, based
upon a mathematical model. Simulation depends upon
experience and observation, and the assignment of quantitative
values and relationships to the elements which make up the
organization.

Planning in higher education is frequently cast in a
framework of ten years, although there is no particular reason
to feel locked into this mold. However, for our present
purposes, we will continue to use the decade as our basic time
frame,
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The first step, then, is to identify those items of
description which will be used in our simulation. For the
purposes of demonstrating the planning system. we have
created a new institution known as "Mini Model College'
which i, described in nineteen lines.
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Actual use of this planning system has resulted in models
ranging from a low of about forty lines to a high of over 200.
The only theoretical limit is the complexity one wishes to
build into his model.

The next step is to assign the current value to each of
the various items of desaiption which will t e included in the
model
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Ycu will notice that in the case of Mini Model College.
although there is an operating loss of 5380.000 in the current
year. in the future the budget will be balanced by raising
sufficient gift funds to make it balance. The question to be
considered, then, is how much money will be necessary to
make it balance?

. Once we have gone through the steps of identifying the
items to be included in the model. establishing the base or
current levels of each item, and providing instructions for the
projection of the model. we are ready for simulating the future
behavior of the institution based on the assemptions of
decisions that we have made. This can be done by hand, and 1
would encourage everyone to do it that way at least once.

There is however. a computer program now available for
just this process. and that will he the subject of the rest of 'his
paper.

The Help System

the IIFLP (for Higher Fducation Long-range Planning)
system was developed by the Si itiWt St Research Institute of
Kansas City under contract with the Kansas City Regional
Council for Higher 1 (location, and funded through the Title
III program.

The H1: LP system was designed to make the technokigy
of computers and simulation available to the nontomputer-
type person. It is now in use by oset a dozen institutions in six
states. Its use by colkge presidents. deans, devekopment and
business officers. as wtll as institutional ?twitch officets is
convincing evidence that this objective has been met.

Once the planner has devekped a set of instructions fc4
protections as indicated in the illustration for Mini Model
College, be has all the information he needs to assemble a
model with the 111 LP system.



There are two kinds of instructions which can he given
to use the HELP system: Instructions for independent
variables, and instructions for dependent variables. Let's
consider the independent variables first.

In every case, the user identifies a line by number and
name, and usually a base or current value. Actually. the base
value is necessary in only one type of computation, but it is a
good idea to include it if the information is available.

The most direct method of creating a line is to insert
data for each of the ten years. This is useful if the data are
known, as in the amortization of a loan. or when there will not
be data for one or more periods.

no. nrNe Cast instruction

_
ir,crcase per lea,

acid each year

crane to years

(t.oriaontal calculations)

Indeperder.t. artatics

The second method of creating an independent valiable
is to provide the base loci. then determine that it is to be
increased by a given percentage each year. This is often used
with such items as faculty salines. cost of maintenance pet
square foot. or the cost vet library Nolume.

A third means of handling an independent variah:e is to
add an increment each year. For example. room and board
may be expected to increase by S50.00 each year.

in both the percentage and the incremental changes. a
negative sign may he used to indicate .t decrease.

A fourth form of independent variable is the change to a
goal level. The goal can be achieved in the tenth scar. or can
he reached at an earlier point, then held at the goal level for
the remainder of the decade. If the goal of sixteen students pet
faculty member is reached in, say. six years. then it will he
held at that level for the remainder of the ten) cars.

These, then, are the means h) which a line can be
created and calculated witliont reference to any other line.

The dependent variable instructions permit the inter
relationship of two or more lines in various ways. The most
simple is the addition of several lives into a total. I or example.
Freshmen, Sophomores. Juniors. and Seniors may he added
into Total Enrollment. This is also useful in constructing the
vidgei. It can be used to build sub-totals. then those added
into a grand total.
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Another means of interrelating the lines is the pail
which gives the system its greatest versatility and power. This

lets the user write a formula involving up to four lines or
factors of lines in virtually any combination of addition,
subtraction, multiplication or division. In the case of Mini
Model College. the number of faculty was determined by
dividing the number of students by a studentfaculty ratio.
Total faculty compensation, line 8. is a product of the number
of faculty, line 3. times the average faculty compensation, line
7. Total gift income which balances the budget, is calculated
by subtracting tuition and endowment income from the total
income.

There is also the capacity to select, automatically, the
minimum or the maximum of up to four lines. This might be
used, for example, to tell you when your increasing enrollment
indicates additional dormitory beds will he needed.

There are too many limitations of time and space to try
to list all the ramifications of this method of writing a
formula. However. its use is virtually limited only by the
imagination of the user.

So far, we have discussed independent variables. or
horizontal calcnitions. and dependent variables which
calculate vertically within a column. There is also a voy to
shift data foun one column of one line to the next column of
another line, indicated as "diagonalization. For example.
sophomores of one year may he calculated as a facto; of the
freshmen of the previous year. The model can he constructed
to start with the input of freshmen, and will follow them
through the four year period based on known or assumed rates
of retention. This method can also he used to tell us how
many freshmen will he needed from year to year in order to
meet certain enrollment goals, considering various rates of
retention.

Finally, the values of one line can he accumulated for
the ten years in another line. For example, we can accumulate
the .;mount of gift money needed over the ten year period. 0i
if we calculate annual operating surplus/loss. vve can see the
net effect of Omit periods of loss or surplus. In this way. we
may program short periods of loss if we know there will he a
surplus soon enough to Om it th we may accumulate a fcw
years of surplus to prepare for the introduction of a new
program.

op

. 1.

Vitt the planner has assembled his data and
instructions. the data are entered onto punched cards and
assembled into the basic deck. This is then submitted to the
computes and results in a reference matrix which contains all
the details submitted, as tool as a set of reports containing just
those items requasted in whatever format is needed. For
example, summary reports may he assembled for student data.
faculty data, income budget. expense budget. physical plant
analysis. or whatever is needed. '1 copy of the single page
summary report for Mini Model college follows.
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Notice that the amount of gift money needed in the
next decade, line 20, will exceed nine million dollars.

The alternate model at the bottom of the report assumes
that gifts 2.nd grants may he increased at about ten percent
each year, and calculates what tuition will he needed pc:
student to balance the budget. The formula for this figure was
line 18 less lines 17 and 23., the result divided by line 1.

Once the planner has the opportunity to review the
reports, he may try sonic different assumptions. The buzz
word for this process is to ask "what it questimis. What
would happen if the student faculty ratio were raised to
sixteen? What would happen if the enrollment went to 1,200
instead of gong up to just 1.000? What are the effects of both
these changes.

Pt 04 ift Erf N1NG CYCE
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in the original program des eloped for the regional
council. the planner simply substituted a new data instruction

card for the original. and resubmitted the deck to
computer. This process. of course, could be carried
indefinitely.

The research institute has made souse improvement.
the program. one of which allows the user to set up a mini
of alternatives, and go through several refining cycles in
submission to the computer.

Summary

The !WU' system provides the planning office a v
versatile tool for constructing and exercising simulat
models of his institution or segments of an institution,
provides an economical means for testing out the effects
various proposed changes in decisions without having to I
through the experience of a decision. it pros-ides a salmi
communicative tool for use within the organization. It a

imposes a kind of discipline which forces college officers
take a !kw kind of look at an institution so they will learn
decisions are not made in isolation. but will probably all
other parts of the organitation.

But a word of caution must he offered. The use of
system is only as good as the data and relationships which
into the model. Wilk we can) expect to he working w
information that is 100 percent accurate all the time, we nu
rca+ire that the results are limited by the data available. are
even more critical, by the instructions and the relationships
have put into the model. This will cause us to grow a hit as
team to analyze our institutions for the relationships 11

exist. As a result. we may all beeonw mere me

effective administrators.
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INTEGRATED UNIVERSITY MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

/1(1 11(11(1 S. Sheehan
cof Catszart

the growth of institutional research in the past decade
demonstrates the viability of the systems approach to
management as applied to none' sities. The conceptual
simplicry. consistency and beauty of the systems point of
view has won the enthusiastic support of many academic
Animist wills. 1 his gmovyth of institutional research. both on
uniceisity campuses and in oilier agencies related to higher
cshication, is tieing stimulated by the increased societal
demands for university seivices accompanied by a taxpayers
reluctance to support unnrrsit cs at ii c level tillIWIMIles deem
necessary to meet these demands. Consequently, it is w idely
recognised that tools of a more sophisticated and powerful
nature arc needed to resolve the tough problems of resource
allocation within the university. Institutional researchers on
each campus and as a profession must accept a major shale of
the challenge for meeting this need. In fact, gisen the
analytical nature of our vs oil,, our theoretical and practical
understanding of all unucisity facets, and our fortunate
position within the university organisational suit:fine, we
must accept considerable leadership in the development and
implementation of the best management tools and techniques
at all IOC'S !II the university.

1 lie impelling reason for the establishment of offices of
institutional research on most campuses was the acknowledged
lack of information required for management decision making

policy formulation in all sections and at all levels within
the university. Data that were available were often incomplete,
out obdate. or in a format which greatly reduced their
usefulness, not only for operational and control purposes but
certainly for decision making and planning. On most campuses
the situation has continuously improved. However. the need
fill data and information has been pow ing exponentially while
supply has not kept pace. Institutional research has supplied
infomut ion. new tools, techniques and case studws that base
been useful. but society, through its agencies and governing
bodies. is demanding more evidence that funds allocated to
institutions are being used well. Within the universities,
convtits to the systems' sect, grasping the potential latent in
these approaches and faced with difficult probknis in the
complex political environment in which academic administra-
tors must function. demand a level of informational support
beyond present day capacity. Conceptual solutions which
seem compellingly logical extensions of present methods !Mt.
unfortunately. proved deceptnely dill-knit to italic. Planning

programming budgeting systems and computer simutation
models supported by a totally integrated university data hate
should, theoretically. he the Soil of roots required to p1osude
the university with the fundamental arsenal needed to
successfully sage its internal and external shuttles. With the
advantages of third generation computer hardline considet
able technical progress has been made. However. whether these
sy stems are economically feasible is at best in doubt, and
*fretful ptohticalls the can he implemented renuins a
question.
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Before we consider sonic technical aspects of university
management information systems and the question of their
implementation as univeisity management tools, let us
consider the nature of the management information needs of
universities. For this purpose it is convenient to consider
university management as consisting of so, functions. These
are planning. improving program efficiency. iesoince
eating. management decision making, operating and con.
trolling. The execution of each of these functions requites a
level and type of informational support which
specifies the university management information system.

Policy and Program Phoning

Planning is the management function of relating means
to ends. I bus, in older to strictly conform with this definition
a university's output must be measured and compared with its
goals and objectives. the statement of goals and objectives is
called the university's policy plan. Nest, a means. 01 a ',wpm
plan, must he determined which will mininiiie differences
between the policy plan and the actual output. In order to
supplut this planning procedure, the following is required. 1 lie
outputs must lie measmed in units %Inch permit comparison
with the quantified targets spe...ified by the policy plan. 1 Ile
successful execution of the ',wpm plan implies detailed
knowledge of the stale of the university at any point in time
and the relationship between the state and the output. lhis
knowledge is necessary to determine how university resources
should be allocated to achieve the internal state of the
university which will result in the desired output.

lite present state of the alt of university planning must
be considered to determine what demands will he made on a
unisersity management information system to support those
aspects of the planning process described above which arc
currently practical. I ollouing centuries of discussion and
evolution, no university has developed a policy plan which
totally specifies goals and objectives in quantified items.
Similarly. there is no agteement on all University outputs.
there is general agreement that the traditional objectivicusbi of

iduniversities arc to prove instruction, reearch and
%mice. llouever, no units of measure nisi to provide the
feedback information necessary to compare output with
desired output. Much research in many fields will he required
to improve definitions and tools now available to measure
univeisity output. 1his is an entirely leplinlaie field of
endersour for institutional research and one of immense social
and economic import.

Since it can he shown at least intuitn-el that certain
measwahk characteristics are prosy van:hies indicative of
university output some output measurement is rocsit4e. t here
indicators include the number of degrees awarded, the number
of papers published in Scholarly journals, the number of
nun-homs served by professors on civic committees or in
consultation. 1 he notion of economic tattle added by the



university experience has also been used as an indicator of
university output or benefit.'

Despite poorly defined goals and outputs of the total
institution, university planning goes on and requires massive
informational support. The academic planning of new and
existing programs leading to the development of a total
university academic plan, sets out the parameters for all other
aspects of university planning. Although ideally departmental
academic plans and programs should follow from university
objectives. usually, the two major system wide informational
inputs are student enrollment projection's and estimates of
total operating and capital funds. Itased on these, departments
plan the resources required to achieve their academic program.
These include the number, type v.:I !eyel of classes which,
along with the level, classification and number of students,
gives the weekly student hour loading %%Inch Melds the
requirements for faculty ineniber. With this influmation arid
information oi, research and other programs, calculations 0
support staff, equipment and supply needs are nude. 1 he
detailed resources required by each department or academie
program induces resource requirements on the other
departments and for learning sconces such as pros !Jed by the
library, computer coter, communications media center, and
so on. The total resource requirements of the academic sector
of the university reflect needs Mr space and ',nitric% Moil'
loon the hails of the capital development plan. these data
indicate demands for administrative services. maintenance. and
site development. all of which must he translated into specific
items such as people, equipment and services and finally into
dollars required in a given aiod. I he intoonational need
occurs at the departmental. facility and university levels Since
planning is a continuous and iterative process, the information
system must he capable of supplying information front a data
base which is continuously. maintained.

I he academic plan 0 each department influences the
resource requirements and plans of other derailments and
sectors of the urns ersity. The total unneisity resource
tequiremen1 is the sum of the iequiternents in; the stools.
Therefore, an informational system which permits planners at
all levels to cut and try proposed plans to determine their
suitability is the most desirable. 1 bus. the univeisoy
management information system which meets this requirement
is one which includes a simulation model summed by an
integrated data base of current values of initially all the
non-derivable and measurable parameters which describe
university operations. Such a university management informa-
tion sy stem %%I'M 3lAl base the Iles ibility required to
determine. to the extent currently feasible, university outputs
lot comparison with goals.

Program E. flick ncy

Academic program efficiency is a concern unisersoy
management, arid, therefore, must he csammed to determine
At associated need for managenittl information Mustier..
saws. there is no accepted set of nteasurabk inputs or outputs
for educational programs. notions of efficiency are vague. I los
is another important area of university management tesporing
considet able research. Present knowledge of the learning
peocess is such that quantitative analysis a program efficiency
and how that efficiency can he impulsed cannot y ie/d entirety
satisfactory results. Intuitn-eh. impunity the siirdent

professor ratio. judicial use lit computer assisted learning
piogranis and other fruits of recent educational technology
offer promise of iiimiovement in Many academic program.
llowev.ii. resources spent on these items cannot be used for
alternative purposes and the icut of quantitative results
necessary for a systematic Owlet of alternatives are 110I riots
available. 1 hus. general considerations of this management
function are not likely to lead to insights of the requirements
of a university management information system to support it.
Nonetheless. each person responsible for academie programs is
interested in experimenting wish variations which might
improve his program. Theiefore, discussions between these
usets and the system designers might lead to special design
specifications to meet their need. In general, it seems evident
Heat the system found ideal for planning would have the
capabilities of providing information helpful in experimenting
with was of improving program efticiency.

1 heti: is a danger that piograin cost inhumation supplied
to administrators will be misinterpreted as an indicator of
program elliciency. Costs per weekly student hour or relative
costs per weekly strident hour WC, for example. sometimes
used as important variables in budget discussions. Since thew
data have no quality or benefit component they cannot he
used to imply efficiency. In general. it should he temembered
that bettei decisions depond On better anal:1MS not Only On
'more data.

Some work has been done on determining program
efficiency.. The Ty-mimic Council of Canada study a of I965
related value added to educational Costs and calculated a
national return on iniestment in education which is a measure
of efficiency of sorts. Oilier comparative studies of this tyN
between similar programs in different universities arid among
different programs in the same university have been done but
must he considered entirely esperiniental given the present
methods of gathering and projecting the required data.'

Resource ..11location

Since planning can be thought of as future resource
allos.,tion the infinnutional needs required to support the
annual budgeting process are similar to those required fon
planning. lloweier, annual budgeting requires. beyond
planning data, information relating budget to actual
expenditures. the annual budgeting procedures in an

i',sttution in which a 11115 has been implemented may require
considerable information necessaty to build a "crosswalk" to
the nomul budget format. ibis information would nomully
be available since it would he required for financial control
and operation although much work would he required to
actually build the crosswalk,

Management Decisions

Nlanagensent decisions 31c nude ri the execution of the
management filoction at all keels. 1 he aspect of decision
making which places the greatest demand on the information
sy stem is tiro need to esamine alteinaints Since the manager
himself is often in the best position to suggest iltematives, the
ideal management information system n the one that can
adequately answer the "wihailt question. In a complicated
otraniration such a' a university this answer can only be
provided trineiy and in sofficieni detail by a system which
includes a simulation model.
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Operations

lamination required for operations consists of tire data
required in the day-to-day run---o of most of the university's
academic and administ.ative o..,,es. Besides data, it includes
information on proci7dures needed in routine clerical functions
associated with payroll, accounts payable and receivable,
student records. personnel records, class enrollments and
schedules, space inventory and so on. Data in this category are
for the most part gathered and used by the operat
department concerned. There is a tendency ol the part of 111,.
operating department to view information generated or
collected within the department as a private data bank for use
only by the department. There are several reasons for this. The
originating department critically needs this information to
perform its function and is normally responsible for the
confidentiality of information gathered and for its possible
misinterpretation or misuse. Sometimes the department's
desire to maintain power or status as the sole possessor of
certain information is a factor. From the point of view of the
usefulness of operating data for oilier levels of management
and thus tOr an IMIS there Are social important
considerations. Operating departmi uts maintain data solely
for operating purposes and thus they will not normally he
updated or formatcd suitably for other levels. 2) Definitions
and standards of data elements will not r ecesutily he the same
in all departments. 3) Institutional analysis data may not
al rays he a subset of operations dal a. Opera tions data may
he handled in different media than needed by other levels.
lack institution will represent a special case, hut. in general,
simply because data is used for operations does not imply its
availability for other management purposes. The difference
between the points of view of managers of operating
departments and SIN designers is an important satiable in the
implementation problem.

Control
Generally. data and information required for the

management function control is less the preserse of one
department. it is both basic information and a combination of
bask infonnation and operational information. Since it is

operations dependent it has tire weakness of operations data
from the MIS viewpoint. The nonoperations component of
control information is that relating to management policy. lire
budget of each department, for example, contains necessary
but not sufficient information for the control of expenditures.
Information on both the budget and previous expenditures
are required for control. Uontrol information is necessary for
ail nunagernent functions.

In summary. examination of the six management
functions considered above show that informational needs of
universities can he considered as falling into two categories.
Time first is basic information which comprise an integrated set
of rmitually compatible ear, elements de univetsity
operations. the second is information defiled from the basic
set according to some formula. Ideally the formula is

programmed on a computer as a simulated model of the
university. tOnsidetation of this duality of classification is
more helpful than focusing on Ile specific information needs
of each of the sat mansgerrient functions and kads to a set)
simple model t NHS of all ty pes.
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Model For A University
Management Information System

The range of possible univeristy management informa-
tion systems is a broad spectrum extending from a one I11311
OIR supported by a sharp pencil and the back of an envelope
to a MOD-Million dollar operation stafl:d by Management and
information specialists and supported by tire best computer
hardware programmed to simulate university operations and
drawing on a well cultivated integrated data base. However.
regardless of the sophistication of the information system it is
possible to schematically represent it as shown by the model in
Figure I. The system is embedded in a ital university
environment to emphasize the importance of total system
considerations on the design. implementation and functioning
of an UNi1S. The five subsystems show the essential functions
of an UNIIS.

Figure I.

Management Information System I mbedded in
the Total University l nvironment
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Inputs to the input subsysorm include those for
transmittal to the data base or to the simulator and normal
inquiries. This subsystem can include people. manual and
automated systems and procedures, computer terminals,
telephones and other communications systems. It is worth
recalling that university management information systems have
been called into existence because lire need for management
information at all levels has not been satisfied. the input
subsystem is one of the major interfaces of the t MIS with the
university and the focus of many of the difficulties hindering
implementation. Ile ruse of the nature of the university
management process the design of this subsystem is critical to
successful implementation. Implementation diffktiltte% arc
mainly people problems and their importance may luxe been
overbooked by analysts attracted by the interesting technical
aspects of the other subsystems.

The function of inputting to she data base oclusies data
element definition, costing and maintenance. The function of
inputting to the simulator Melo& n rmal DISMICOINt or
updating of the simulator as well as changes in simulator
Parameters for siNnsidetatnni of planning altematixes or
answers to "0131-if' questions including those invohing
crga n ita I ion a I incii ifiea l ions.



1/ala Base

Ideally. the information filed in the data base subsystem
of the UMIS is that requited to support the sarious
management functicns at all levels in the univeisity. For the
purposes of the conceptual model of Figure I the infoimatiou
is thought of, in the first instance, as the a liptiIn 1:11C salucs of
the basic variables which can he used to descobe the stare of
the system. The values of any parameters derivable from these
basic variables arc considered to be calculated as reunited by
the interaction of the simulator with the basis data. 11111S.
institutional characteristics including procedures and policies
are part of the simulator. lot example, student entollment,
univeosity timetable and space inscittoi) would be stilled in
the data base while wee/sly student bolos of dassloom
urilr/ation would be Jerked 11) the simulatoi. ltistt'i ;Ala
of all types including that iequired for reliospecine
simulations would be hied iii the data base.

['tactical (AlIS design at 311\ p.116011.11 institirion need
not follow this pawns. ['resent es, {1.'6cm:el Ilas S1101111 (11.11
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since it is not possible to predict the information which will be
'requested twin the UMIS, data base shirk:tine should he as
tleslhlc as possible io accommodate unforeseen demands. In
point of fact sonic information is difficult to mechani/e
because of its nature, environmental factors, users peisonal
preference, cost, privacy and secrudy. In radical situations.
one must also considci such things as tile availahle haidwase,
mode of *stem operation, cost and the nature of system
support.

I he model data base is totally integrated si oh each
discrete data element 1131.1111! a unique definition and code. 1 tic
following is a I'VinCSCI113int !1St of C31CginiCS of these data
CIC111CIAS. the SCI's rd catqinies chosen have no special
theoretical of pi:wheal merit c wept that 1110. can be
associated with operating Isoincel departments which are
usual') oigani/aiionall) [elated. this is not to imply that the
data elements sit a SMIC1J1Cd Ca1111111 he 01 kied to permit other
associations such as natured it the data base is to support
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ACADEMIC SUE ?ORT SERVICES INFORMATION

Library
('omputer Center
i'oninyinications Media
Student Services

Collection, Circulation, Retrieval Services
Software Library, Utilization, Cost Data
Software Library, Equipment Inventory/Utilization
Counselling, Loans, Ilealth Records

LNVIRONMI NTAL SUPPORT SERVICES INFORMATION

Food Services
Student Housing
Workshops, Technical Services
University Theatre
Ancillary Enterprises

OTHER INFORMATION NOT PART OF Snit *LATOR

I In tor leaf Planning, Organizational, Control and Opel al:ons
information
Nonuniveisity Data

Simulator

Tile simulator represents the data manipubl ion function
necessity for the calculation of the values of tine non-basic
parameters or the projected values of those elements and the
basic elements under some assumed change in the university, It
has two important inputs. 1 he input from die input subsystem
sets the simulator; that is, it in troducvs the assumptions Whitt
11. iliCh the required calaculations will he nude. The input from
the data base supplies the values of the basic data elements.
The output to the data base is historical information our new
values of basic data elements for retrieval, formaling and
outputting. the output to the retrieval and formating
subsystem includes the values of the cakulated parameters, the
system parameters assumed for the run, and instructions to the
R/1 subsystem. for the conceptual purposes of the model, the
simulator can assume any degree of complexity or
sophistication.

Many adsanced university simulation models have been
devekped riser the past few years.' The Michigan State
University model developed by Herman E. Koenig(' and
colleagues is particularly interesting because the state space
notation used p:rnuts the complex relationships necessary in
describing university operations to be expressed simply. The
general form of the model is expressed by the following two
%veto's.

the freedom to analytically manipulate equations in this
lam is a malot advantage of the state space notation. The
equations can he programmed on a digital computer to provide
a simulation model or used in this general mathematical form
fin analysis.

The ['MIN ;S !nixie's developed by Richard W. Jody
and Jack R. I cline at the t Pis-mit). of Toronto( ate probably'
the most comptehensive and successful global simulation wink
done to date. These models simulate university operation after
accepting a desctiption of the university structure. programs
atvi activities, policy decisions relating to resource allocation
and yield resource allocation requirements. Robed through
five years of research and developnwnt cuttent CAMP1. rS.ty pc
models* are highly integratable modular systems of sub-
tontines. Rectum of this modular structure and the
fundamental nature of inputs accepted CAMP(IS-type models

resemble building blocks which can he used to simulate any
particular university. The flexibility and modularity of the
system for generating CAMPUS-type models has many of the
characteristics of a programming language. However, because
of the generally of the models they must he implemented on
very large computers and to take full advantage of the
generality should he matched to a sophisticated data base.

The Weathersbyg model recently adopted by the
Management Information System Program of the Weston
Interstate Commission for Ifigher hducation Jitters from most
of the other available models in its extensive use of statistical
methods to determine internal relationships. A statistical
package has also been developed for estimating reasonable
sallies for exogenous variables such as student enrollment.

Although they hold significant promise. no global
simulation models base been used in universities except
experimentally. Their devekiptnent. however. has stimulated
well directed research in the area of management of higher
education which is increasing our understanding of the
university management process.

Retrieval/Formating

This subsystem serves the dual purposes of reltiesing
data elements from both the data base and simulator
subsystems, then, famiting the data elements into a suitable
report for transmission to the output subsystem. Normally the
design of tine R/I' subsystem will depend upon the design of
the other saitisystems to ensure an integrated s) stem.

Various types of genetalited software ° packages are
available which will perform a retrieval and format ing function
from any definable data base. Some of these packages have the
capability of manipulating data bases as well as retrieving arcs)
famating. It is thus possible to think of a (MIS as consisting
of the data bases normally available in the university plus a file
management system package. Ilie resultant data management
system fits into the context of the model of figure I and may
represent for 'rinse institutions a practical first step in the
development of an (MIS. Such a first step has the distinct
advantage of potlucks, tangible results quickly which might
be an important factot in convincing the university that funds
sboukl be allocated for further development of an (MIS.
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Output

The output from the R11 function is transmitted to the
other university systems by the output subsystem. Tech
nically, this subsystem is less humming than the input
subsystem since mechanically it consists of a computer
terminal, a telephone. the campus mad, a person to person
conversation or some combination of these. However. together
with the input subsystem the output subsystem forms the
interface of the MIS with the university and thus are critical
factors in implementation problems. People will only use the
system if they have faith in it. Thus the subsystems with which
the user interacts most Ie designed to give him maximum
confidence in the total system. Most academic administrators
and other users are not systems analysts and do nut speak the
"language." The output subsystem must therefore be a

translator which gives the user the answer to his questions
precisely as he wants it. Initially each administrator ui
Professor using the system will compare the system's
with his on intuitive feeling based on his experience. Each
time the system rlsscs the test his confidence is reinforced.
Until the system is fully implemented and regularly used by all
levels of management in the normal sevution of their dimes,
the output subsysteA must be a salesman.

Problems Of implementation

Much research and klesvIcrocnt been dol,e
UNIIS an; related systems i:i horsiness, ..rid yet no elohal
systems are being used as management tools either in
universities or industry. In fact, there is much evidence to
suggest their implementation may not he practical. 1 1 1 hits the
actual situation is less than salutary and demands considerable
reelection on the part of those who see these sy sterns as a
logical extension of present management science techniques
and those who have the professional responsibility to pry st&
management information m11)1.4.11. ti does riot follow Ow
because no global systems are now operative none ever vs ill he.
however, if it can be shown that systems arc not practical
then institutional researchers must accept the dead end nature
of future efforts in this direction and search for another path.

No proof for the impracticality of a proposed sy stem
exists. it is possible however to examine those factors which
contribute to the difficulty of iriplementation and pin some
insight into the nature of the problems I lementary systems
and systems useful for the operations and control functions of
management have been implemented: whereas. global systems
required for the higher levels of management have not. The
question is whether the co itinuovs range of theoretical
systems can be divided into sectors of practical and impiactkat
systems.

In any endeavour success is less Rely as one presses
towards the limits of technical. economic and political
feasibility. Specifically. UNIIS implementation depends on the
following factors:

1. MANACA.SITNI ORIUNTATION 01: 1111.

SYST1- AI: The difficulty of implementation of an
information system increases as emphasis is placed on
it as a management tool. To he a useful tool it must
he understood and appreciated by the user which
implies that system design specifications must he set
by the user. As information systems are intellectual

tools, fruitful interaction can only occur if there is an
intellectual compatability I ctueen the user and the
sy stem. Such compatahility must be built into the
sy stem by the intimate divolvement of the user in
system architecture. University management is

difficult to define let aim e involve in system design.
lniversity administrators are traditionally stewards"

executing policies determined through a complicated
political process vs ithin the university. Policy
formulation is often the responsibility of committees.
Thus. management responsibility at this level is
spread among many groups. Since it is difficult to
involve all the members of these groups in system
design. it is evident the traditional management
process in universities- inherently hinders UMIS
implelitental

lie normal university wide management functions of
planning and program evaluation arc to a large extent
stymied by the lack of definable and measurable
university goals, inputs and outputs. The difficulties
Mc 42111 1110IC related to the 113101e of universities
than to information systems. Finally., there is a fear
that the successful implementation of a Otis would
upset the 1 r aditioual policy formulation methods in
universities. would result in organintional clianges to
the disadvantage of people currently In powerful
positions and would create a pool of management
information which would be misused. This is not
peculiar to universities but is complicated by the
diffuse and poorly defined nature of university
management. The natural consequence of this fear is
a reluctance on the part of many university
professors. administrators and students to enthusias
tically participate in any program whkh might
ptontote the implenwntat ion of an UM'S.

ft/NW' I NM': 'Technical problems of implementa.
t ion intensify as system complexity increases towards
that required for a global system. Conversion to a
new system within a dynamic institution where
requirements and procedures are continuously
evolving. is difficult since operations must continue
through the consetsin retktd. The increased
complexity of the simulator increases the required
capabilities of computer hardware. Data base

specifications become more difficult to meet as the
number of data elements increase. The input and
output subsystems are more difficult to realize as
more aocutate data is required. as the need for more
precisely measured data increases. as the cotripat
ibillis of data element 4 'minors becomes more
rrittic.'t and as the un .e of data elements must be
done simultadecio to emerge that data mantrula
tnon will lirt?.041/011 1 regihs

1( ONOM1CS I oinomic arguments in favour of
inhumation systems become less comincing as the
sy stem becomes more oriented to the higher keels of
management functions. Cost-benefit analysis can
show the superiority of (-eosin automates, informs.
Lion systems for operations and control functions but
it is vety difficult to place a dollar value on
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information needed to support timely decision
making and good planning.

Thus, a relation exists between the position of an
information system on the UNITS spectrum and the
difficulties associated with its implementation and
these difficulties increase as the LIMIS becomes more
global. The questionof whether the spectrum can he
divided into two ranges of practical and impractical
systems remains unanswered. However, two practical
conclusions are possible. No university should
undertake to develop a UMIS until it is possible to
show that all the problems of implementation have
been examined and found solvable for the proposed
system at this time in this particular institution.
Implementation is for UMIS the major explicit
determinate of system specifications. Secondly. much
snore research into the problems of implementation is
needed to answer the "two- ranges" question. The
university management process has been evolving
rapidly during the last decade and must be better
understood before all the elements of implementa-
tion problems can be isolated. These questions should
now be given priority over the technical aspects of
UMIS design.

I he Prospects

One of the most remarkable characteristics of the
management tools that have resulted from the application of
systems science is that their total value is not in their practical
implementation as management tools. The research on UNIIS
has centered the attention of many scholars of higher
education on some pertinent problems and has at the same
lime provided a framework fot their further study. The
sociological, psychological and historical aspects of the
problems of IUMIS implementation are a good example.
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Resource allocatiAns within the university are of significant
importance to all of society because of the proportion of the
tublic treasury spent on higher education and the number of
citizens benefiting, from some form of university services. The
social problems of students within the university are socially
related and. thus, the better universi ies are understood the
better chance there is of spin-off results applicable to the
lager society. Therefore, research into the problems of UMIS
implementation is research into the fundamental nature of the
university management process and as such has broad
implications which also justify its pursuance.

The flexibility of these toots must riot be overlooked in
the search for solutions to their own implementation. An MIS
can he used in at least two ways. The first is the
straightforward use of the system to provide management
data. The user asks the questions, the system provides an
answer, The second service that these systems can provide is
that similar to a skillful assistant or associate. The human user
has remarkable capabilities or perception and judgment while
university management information systems have equally
remarkable capabilities of memory and calculation. Used in
this latter mode, even a very simplified UNITS can convince
those involved in various aspects of university management,
even committees,' a that the benefits obtainable from such
systems outweigh any real or imagined difficulties their
implementation can cause. Future thous at implementation
must therefor: reeogniFe the nature of university management
and provide a MIS to do the required job.

Despite the impressive array of technical, economic and
political problems facing the future implementation of
increasingly more complete IUMIS. the logic from which these
systems spring remains compelling. The approach which has
led to the successful implementation of simpler systems and
the design of larger systems must now be used to seek the
solutions to the many problems inhibiting the implementation
of integrated university management information systems.
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MIS DEVELOPMENT: IMPLICATIONS FOR INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCHERS

Robert
Western InIeishile Commission for Ilight7 Ed/kw/ion

It is always helpful to 10(,,k at the past when one
prepares to forecast future events. Offices of insilutioniil
research were established during the past decade to provide the
kinds of information which shed light on many aspects of
college and university operations and to be of assistance to
those in decision making roles. Historically, institutional
research offices have existed for three major purposes: 1)To
comply with standard, recurring information requests from
external state and national agencies as well as to provide a
standard array of data for those within the institution, 2) to
fill special information requests from the president and faculty
within the institutions, and 3) to famish information which
will be helpful in long-range planning.

If offices of institutional research and the personnel
therein arc to successfully fulfill these purposes, they must
possess a number of attributes. These include: I ) The ability to
anticipate the major information needs and requests, i.e., the
questions that are most likely to be asked; 2) the ability to
work closely and establish good relations with registrars,
business officers, and others who collect and control the data
base which is so essential to institutional research operations;
3) the ability to collect special data and information that may
be required for specific studies; 4) the maintenance of a high
level of competency to process data to derive the needed
informal ion.

More than any other factor, the key to future success for
institutional research offices will be their level of competency
in processing data to derive more meaningful information than
they have been able to make available in the past. Presidents
have tended to ask for such information as they thought they
could get from their institutional research offices. Thus, their
requests were often keyed to the level of expertise that they
perceived in the IR office. Iskre often than not, presidents
have asked for the kinds of information they thought they
could get rather than the kinds of information they most
wished to have.

Currently, there is a great deal of discussion regarding
the development of management information systems within
institutions of higher education. Administrators can be
expected to perceive that the new kinds of information which
may be made available as a result of implementation of
management information systems are essential to their success
as decision makers. Therctore, it is likely that the kinds of
questions which are asked f institutional research offices will
require the use of new management tools in preparing
responses. In the past, we have looked primarily at inputs and
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resources consumed. In the future we will wish more and Inure
often to associate outputs of education programs with
resource inputs. Program related cost data will necessitate the
use of program budgeting and program accounting procedures.
Measures of the quality of the outputs of educational
programs will be requestod as well. Simulation models which
will allow examination of consequences of alternative actions
can be expected to become a part of the standard tools used
during institutional management. Administrators will wish to
engage in contingency analysis and examination of the benefits
which are foregone as a result of the failure to select certain of
the available alternative courses of action. It can be expected
that decisions will be made in die face of less uncertainty and
that there will be a demand for quantification of risks
associated with alternative plans. The total approach to
educational decision making can be expected to change in the
next few years toward a more scientific and systematic
procedure.

An important question is, will the institutional research
offices be found wanting when the new kinds of information
are considered a most and are demanded by college and
university administrators? if the answer to that question is yes,
if IR offices are riot able to provide the new kinds of
information, then it can be expected that new offices of
analytical studies may well be established. These new offices
may overshadow the institutional researchers who will be left
with the routine chores of coping with the maintenance of
standard sets of data, the development of institutional fact
books, tire completion of AEGIS and other reports, etc. It is
hoped that this will not be the case and that institutional
research offices will develop the ability and techniques
required to keep pace with the new information demands.
Institutional research offices seem to be the logical location
for responsibility of implementing and maintaining manage-
ment information systems.

In order to avoid being found wanting in the future, IR
personnel must stay knowledgeable regarding all tested and
proven MIS techniques, implement those techniques judged to
be most beneficial for their institutions, be prepared to
undergo some retraining and updating of their skills, and seek
new staff with such new competencies as may be necessary for
the expanded role of the IR office. The best way to lead is to
be out in front when those around you decide to move. If
institutional research offices hesitate too long, they may find
that they have unintentionally forfeited their proper
leadership role in the area of management information systems
development.
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I Ile: LF(;AL ANI) RLGULATORY
IN PLANNING INFORMATION SYSTEMS

(larva( t II. lIdgit..1
State 1:aircfsitt )'ork t'ollegc at ('ortlaarl

'fire past decade (1960-1970) has seen a Lipid
development of institutional 'research within higher education.
Quantitatively, many 'now institutions 110 NY Kaye an 01 lice or
person by thar title. The institutional reseaisher is one of a
number of comparatively new titles found in the .,mdministra-
live hierarchy. The computer center. boards of higher
education or statewide coordinating agencies. iinalysis and
systems planners are other examples Of ilew llrlletrOils or
Marry of these new titles are concerned with administrative
functioning and in the development of information systems.
either in their preparation, operation or analysis. Institutional
researchers arc and have been involved in infonnation systems.
as a part of their individual campus efforts or, as a pail of the
increasingly bureaucratic statewide mgani/ations. Generally
th?se efforts have been working with the existing systems drat
have developed on an ad hoc basis, but now trying lo fit new
requirements for data and analysis on a more comprehensive
scale. The quality of the present systems varies widely but
their use and function from the viewpoint of analysis and
accessibility has been generally poor.

The more recent advent of a more systematic and
planned information system at several individual institutions,
the MOW MIS Program, and the SRG Program at Toronto,
and increasing state and national agencies concern, signify a
modification of the past ad hoc development to a more
systematic approach. The institutional researcher now faces
these definite emerging concerns as to information systems in
institutions of higher education and will ask as to Iris own part
in that concern. The analysis s and interpretation involved in
information systems development will eclipse the present
institutional research functions in administrative decision.
making. To a rather significant extent the development of
information systems and the subsequent utiliiation of them is
within the present interest of the institutional iesearchei arid
will most definitely' affect his future iesponsibilit', and
probably his job!

We Call then forecast 1) the dellland COI 1I11Utn1atrUli 11111
increase as technology, phIllling and budgetary procedures
require more sophisticated data, 2) that there will be an
emerging personnel group engaged in inhumation systems and
requiring a distinct talent for planning and analysis, 3) that
institutional researchers must invoice Olt:Inset% es in the
development of information systems. 4) that information
systems involve more than computer-0i iented procedures. and
5) the subsequent development of management inhumation
systems will be an el'Ottli 1011d ty process, complete with models
and simulation studies.

The development of information systems will be a long
and continuous process, for there are Many problems in
defini±ion's of the objectives of the institution, Ow structure of
the system and its operation, the development of computer
hardware and software, the classification for data files and,
more important, the analysis and interpretation for manage
ment decisions. One important consideration that may be

-."r5,4111MMINISA..44.0r-4,11 .c.1!

overlooked in the emphasis On input, objectives, hardware and
analysis is the current al'd future Use of irlfolnlatloll ill the

system to legal and regulatory requirements for collecting,
storage and dissemination. The question is raised as 10 what
constitutes the proper control of information? Legal guidelines
include not oply existing legal laws and state or federal
regulations concerning data but the "quasi-legal and perhaps
common sense guidelines necessary to protect data limo
unainhorried use or to maintain data in accessible and low
cost storage.

The [Impose of this paper is to present a number of the
legal and regulatory guidelines in phoning information
systems. Such guidelines are general and not mutually
exclusive but serve the purpose to illusti ate ccrtain
ch,nacteliitics iii infonnatioA comrol. The planning of an
infonnanon system should contain these and other more
detailed guidelines. Costs and methods of storage or
dissemination as well as software procedures will be effected
by the criteria of information control and data accessibility.

An initial definition of information systems should be
made for the purpose of this paper. Presently information
syst eons are SOIlleWil at uncertain in terminology and meaning,
however, an information system is the totality of data for the
college, organized for maximizing the operation and objectives
of the institution. Much of the output would, of course, be in
the form of computer reports, the input in the form of data
elements in combination form. Information systems then
encompasses the broader look at data, computeroriented but
involving all data useful for decision making and analysis as
well as data or procedures used within the institution.

The discussion of an information system is riot restricted
to a computer-oriented system but must to predicated upon
the total data information and its function, a limited concept,
perhaps adequate to design an effective computer system but
lacking the lull comprehension of the total data collection and
pioceildies, does not seem to he valid I"or an information
system in its broadest sense. Thus it is recogniied that
planning an information system may involve time use of all data
but for managemerm; information and in high level decisions
only a NI( Of the data may be used.

Planning Guidelines

Infonnation systems presently exist in all institutions.
Then format and content may vary and most probably differs
from im ideal one, but they do exist. In planning for
infonnation systems on a inore systematic basis. the existing
roust be dealt with as well as any new approach or
modification.

The planning for an lamination system can, it' a

properly conducted survey of existing data elements, storage
and dissemination procedures is made, be revealing as to the
present good or poor procedures. The disposal of old records,
the "s;rstein" of disseininati011 currently, hollowed will usually
reveal a number of potential Of actual problems in handling
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confidential records. ,Storage problems are often present
because thew lias not been a careful application of new
methods and equipment. \s a function of changing over to a
better information system new procedures should be carefully,
done to provide ad:rotate safeguards for storage, An initial
guideline is then to document what is now happening in order
that new "changes" will be iceoinplished with the concept of
protecting confidential data and provide adequate storage
facilities. ,N definite objective is to "upgrade the technological
aspect of data storage oil dissemination so that efficient
procedures ate met and concurrently better procedures for
handling data arc accomplished. One outcome of a new
information system is to eliminate present problems of storage
and to reduce costs. To remedy past of current mismanage-
ment Call be a realistic objective and further prevent pour
handling of data and future legal problems. A survey or
analysis of current procedures is necessary to note just that
feature of how things are done so that the past can be
collected if' necessary but at leas; known.

One of the benefits of establishing new information
systems is the opportutnity or necessity of devising better
disposal procedures for records and data. As an example, 1113111'.
departments maintain tiles on students long after the student
leaves or graduates from school. These academic fifes become
potential hazard for disclosure of confidential or personal
information. 11 planning a better system such records could be
purged entirely for destruction or returned to a central
clearing agency since the information is no longer necessary
after the student graduates. Further storage of these records
can be reduced in the academic departments by such a
procedure.

A second guideline in planning the information system is
that the total system is composed of many sub-systems, sonic
of which need not be incorporated into a computer-based
information system or into management information systems
per se. The input to a general computer-oriented information
system need not include all information: excluded would be
information of a confidential nature, either involving student
or college personnel. These sub-systems can be easily
identified, carefully secured and documented so that they do
not become generally known, and arc maintained in a secure
and private file system. As an example, there arc student
personnel records on civil and police action and student court
cases which should receive no inclusion in any general
management information system; but such sub-systems should
be identified and their existence known. In addition, some
information, while not of a confidential nature, need only be
maintained by those who have the need to know and released
on the same need to know basis. Responsible official action by
the proper college of hcial can constitute a great protection
against libel suits when data is released in an inappropriate
manner. Control of that infmniation through sub-systems of
data is the best preventive measure against improper disclosure
and retaining confidential files.

A third guideline concerns the status of "hard copy"
versus "soft copy." In our haste to determine an efficient,
use ally computerized information system the original
documentation becomes a part of Ihe input and not a part of
the computerized process or output. Most of the procedure
then has information as a secondary source and one becomes
"accustomed" to using this other than the original document,
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Questions May arise as to what data can one maintain in hard
copy Hock up) arid to what extent do states or collies
mandate the maintenance of hind copy rather than soft copy
computer data'? State On university regulations may yaw in

their requirements for original document files. Audits by
outside agencies may require substantial document of financial
records in lord copy, rime pairiculaily in accounts. Primary
emphasis in business records require that documents be
maintained for a certain time period of usually three to five
years or that a legal record does not exist except in six co pies!
Further, micro - filming of certain business on student records
11131' be recommended but not necessarily legal in all cases.
Original transcripts and bills may be tequired by state
regulations, quite aside from their validity in the system.

A fourth guideline is output data or infornotion and
how should this data be made accessible and maintained. It
should be recognized that though better infonnation systems
and model development there will be greater quantity of data,
more complex data and a need to disseminate such
information with sonic plOViCi011 for interpretation and
understanding. Perhaps the most important ractor may he that
those who are not in the management group and not
participating totally in the information system may seriously
resent the vast accumulation of data that will be so readily
available. All the genciahities about the "big brother
computer" and a "secret data bank" will immediately surface
to create problems of misunderstanding.

Output cant be carefully systemized on the basis of
several criteria: Confidential data, need-toknow access.

job-responsibility access and random basis. Thus certain
information may be coded as confidential and limited to
prescribed individuals. The need-to-know category may he
used to determine classification of individuals or offices
relative to their actual function and responsibility. In this way
their requests for data would be limited to certain reports
beyond which they would require special permission to ask for
the data. Much of the data, however, would be accessible to
everyone and the only limitation would he that of
conservation of reports on a SyStelllai1C basis and cost of
productions. Thus the access mechanism, either terminal or
regular requests, can be handled so that regulatory proccdttle,,
are in force relative to accessibility.

Fifth, the computin1, center, as an alminktrarive
function only, would be a closed shop as to actual output of
reports or accessible by terminal. f' this end requests for data
by mail or terminal would he controlled, both in efficient use
of facilities but in actual access to the tlata. However harsh
such a procedure nay appear the single disclosure of
confidential data could be much more severe than tl e normal
exercise of resilaint in access to data. For the more research of
academic use are -open shop would beof the computer the
appropriate, the smaller institution with one shop would have
to devise appropriate measures in access to file tapes or other
storage means.

Sixth, terminology and symbols used in new information
systems and models may become the accepted format of data
input and output. The criteria for establishing future
budgeting procedures and "legalizing" certain definitions may
be taken too hastily from created standardizations. By such a
statement we need not ignore the present need for
standardization of terms and definitions for infonnation
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systems, but there must be an awareness of the sometimes
shallow acceptance of any effort as a means to an end, What is
done in tire name of prediction today may be accepted criteria
tomorrow. What is accepted as a guideline may be a legal
requirement. Caref1,1 consideration should he given to the
development of any system so that it serves decisiomaking
and problermsolving and does not create a pseudoscience of
definitions and standards. Those working in quantifying
objectives and operations should carefully consider the
development of communicative terminology and symbols
knowing their adoption is often made through efficiency' and
expediency.

The seventh guideline is in the inpi storage-output
regulatory scheme. As information systems are designed and
implemented the use of controls are recommended to insure
standardization of agreed upon input, accepted information
storage and retrieval and a control on information released to
outside agencies. The latter can he accomplished by having one
office coordinate or control all releases of data, data for
questionnaires, surveys, or official statistics to any outside
agencies. Inaccurate figures or unauthori/ed disclosures can be
stopped by proper coordination without rigid censureship or
stifling any academic prerogative. Singularly, coordination of
input and storage can he placed so that the function of
auditing and control will furnish accurate data for systems.

Future Concerns

This paper has discussed certain general legal and
regulatory guidelines regarding the planning of information
systems. These guidelines need carefal and far more detailed
attention than presented here. There are also developments
which will have an influence on information systems and upon
the legal and regulatory guidelines.

The role of management in institutions of higher
education is undergoing change. Students are assuming more
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of a responsibility in governance ihan before as will faculty.
fhe university is being asked to substantiate its reason for-
maintidning certain records, particularly those on dndents and
faculty, Concurrently, agencies from outside are asking for
more detailed accounting finances, facility time and space
utilization procedures. The budgetary process is being
surveyed with simulation models and long range cost planning
models. Information systems designed with these emerging
groups and concerns will be asked to perform for the outside
agencies while attempting the act of working under a different
management concept. If one subscribes that information
systems are for management (however denied) ard manage-
ment changes, then will information systems draw? Will
gathering data on students and faculty be refused when these
groups assume that the particular piece of information is no
longer necessary and is confidential? What guidelines will be
followed in restriction or surveys and questionnaires? Will
there be a collision course when an outside agency asks for
data and certain management will not supply such data?

For on one hand there is the increase in data gathering,
storage and dissemination on a national scale and yet a strong
resistance is growing against such a system. An awareness by
the college community is acting against a system which
provides statistical or quantitative descriptions of education,
the gathering of data, questions asked in discussion of strident
rights. law suits and legal problems. The concern is how much
information is necessary to operate an institution of higher
education, what information should be given for what
purpose, what proper safeguards should be used to protect
individual rights, and the provision for valid data to be used in
decision-making within the institution.

The changing collegiate scene, the future of the
university will most definitely affect the operation rationale
for information systems. Management may be very different as
will the methods of education itself. The legal guidelines are in
a state of transition as they reflect education itself.

,. ,..
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SOMF THOUGHTS ON PROGRAM BUDGETING IN A TIME OF CRISIS

(:. It'. Baughman
Ohio State University

Each of us has unique problems, however the events of
the past few weeks have certainly demonstrated what a

tenuous situation most of us are faced with as institutions.
Tomes have been written on the factors, forces, and effects
that arc threatening all institutions of higher education. Who is
reading them? Student and nostudent militants from Peking
to Berkeley have declared war in loud voices. Who is listening?
Administrators are placed in the !ride of faculty who
threaten to leave if order is not restore(' along with the status
quo), students who threaten to strike if their demands are not
immediately' met, legislators and trustees who want "the bad
ones" fired or expelled, alumni who expect an immediate
return to the "good old days," parents that are concerned
about tlet rights of their "children" (even if they are 6 ft, 200
pound, brick throwing men), the escalating costs of the
process, and a general public that is asking "Why can't you
control it all?" The administrative responses have been to
increase security measures, add sonic new 'imparts (with
more concern to mechanics than to fundamentals), put sonic
students on committees and to wail for the next onslaught.

Fact finding commissions study incidents in great detail,
find that all patties are partially to blame and go away
recommending better communications, some new procedures,
and the formation of new committees. If the committees are
footled they draft numerous procedural recommendations,
support new activities and studiously avoid attacking the
serious questions of objectives and long range goals. In this
setting, program budgeting and management information
systems seem, and generally are, irrelevant,

!however, the teal solutions to the current crisis demand
serious questioning and quantification of our objectives and
our goals. Tin, questioning must he done by dedicated faculty
and students working together with "futuristic" administrators
that can provide both analytical and logistical support for
evaluating objectives and iiiplementing plans in consonance
with those objectives. Campus security cannot be maintained
by fences and guards. A commitment to unity of purpose on
the part of students, faculty, and administrators is the
strongest defense we can employ. It becomes painfully clear
that if the options are unity of purpose or no univers ty at all
that very few will opt for the latter.

Flow then do we achieve unity of purpose? First, by
deciding what the purpose is. In the short run the sheer
problem of keeping the institution open may provide a starting
point, However, unless there is a way to provide strong
identification with the accomplishment of objectives and with
the internal structure of the university it is hard to see how
this can be anything but temporary support. It is also
important for the participants we seek to unify to see how
they relate to the external environment.

It is very difficult, in the long run, to relate to a
president. Yet, for the most part, this is where students,
faculty, alumni, trustees, legislators, and the American public
place the responsibility. None of these groups however are
willing to grant him the authority that is needed to exercise

the responsibility so given. For example, closed classes are a
major problem at this university. Students demand solutions
but do not consider the possibility of reducing student free
choice of courses and hours, faculty demand a solution and
focus on new scheduling systems rather than on questions of
curriculum and faculty teaching loads. Legislators look at
space utilization data and can see no reason to have closed
courses. Administrative edicts merely bring on the wrath of all
parties.

We can attribute this to parochial viewpoints, lack of
understanding, conflicting interest, historical conservatism,
and a most of other ills. But if we do we are most likely wrong.
On a one-to-one basis faculty and students are willing to Wake
enormous sacrifice,. What they will not do is to attempt to
represent the sacrifices that other faculty or other students
would be willing to make. "Hub, the demands are for constant
satisfaction of all populations without sacrifice to any.
However, within the population there is great capacity for
sacrifice if the alternatives ate made cleat. For example, how
many programs have been started or been kept going on an ad
hoc basis with faculty winking after how; on a contributed
services basis because budgets were tight? How many student
service organizations have undertaken (rind frequently,
searched for) programs to benefit the campus? I believe that
the commitment and resources are "out there": the problem is
how to capture and unify them in common support of the
institution. In short how car we bring it all together?

There are two aspects to the problem: One is

participation; tale other is communication. Stanley I Liftman in
the Winter 1970 issue of Daedalus presents the best discussion
of the dimensions of pant icipation in a university community'
in an article "Participation in Perspective." I commend it to

your attention. After a thorough discussion of alternative
styles of governance and possible alternatives he concludes
that: 1) An interim participative structure and process should
he instituted for the !impose of establishing, objectives and a
sense of purpose: 2) that this structure should include
analytical and logistical support from experienced "futurists"
drawn from among the university's executives and legislators,
and the 3) the central focus of this interim work should be on
the long range future of tire university.

Since the topic of this conference is communication I
am sure that others have covered a variety of the aspects and
techniques for communication with the various communities,
so I will limit my coverage of this point to an inteilm
participative structure.

What would this interim structure look like and how
would it work? Obviously there are different answers for each
instilLtion and we have certainly not settled on one here. I
would suggest that for a large university that a combination of
traditional college structures and a universitywide structure
might he utilized. For example, consider a University
Committee constituted of equal representation of student,
faculty, and administrators and charged with the responsibility
for developing the dialogue and process for establishing long
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range objectives. Consider further that discussion groups of
faculty and students are created, ['caws by random
assignment of students to faculty. The purpose of these groups
being to study and react to proposals by the University
Committee. .

Further let us assume that comnrmications between this
committee and the discussion groups will flow through college
and departmental channels for purposes of information,
coordination and communication (when Professor Jones leaves
town someone must find another faculty member for this
group). If the University Committee is constituted from
existing representative bodies it can go back to these bodies
with recommendations that are most appropriately the
perogative of those bodies and provide them with substantive
data from the discussion groups in support of those
recommendations.

In addition there should be groups constituted along
normal departmental and college (or in the case of
administrative units division) lines and within student
organizational units. These groups would also communicate
through existing channels with the University ('ommittee.

The first order of business would be establishing both
qualitatively and montitatively what we are, who we arc, how
we relate both internally and externally, what we like and
don't like about what we are, who we are, and about present
internal and external relationships. From a practical
standpoint it would be sensible to institute a rather dramatic
budget moratorium during this interim period. Such things as
holding back on new programs or new program commitments,
putting a temporary freeze on travel, salary raises, major
equipment purchases, etc., would certainly give the process
more creditability and perhaps provide sonic of the resources
needed for the future. The president should be the authority
for variance from these limitations.

Obviously the data requirements for this first step are
fantastic. So are the time demands on the part of participants.
Data would be required from the resource areas of financial,
personnel, equipment, and space as well as from the

input-output areas of students, research, and public service.
The data should support statements such as "we certainly
devote roughly x dollars and y percent of our total current
financial resources to undergraduate instruction. The largest
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part being in the depanments of 0
"sponsored and departmental research represents over
percent of the work of the following departments:
Careful attention should be paid to innovative practices either
in operation or in design phases and some qualitative and
quantitative estimates should be made of their potential
impact. In all of these activities it is wise to he roughly right
today than to he precisely wrong six months from today
Institutional Research would play a special part in this effort
one which many of you are well equipped to do, that is, is
serve as the information harmonizing and analytical support
team. For years you have been combining student, financial
space and personnel data for outsiders. Now there would be
real reason to do it for internal purposes. Coordination of
studies, which has been your Pone would be taxed beyond
belief with this proposal,

Also, a great deal of attention should be given to the
"how things work" aspect of logistical support. If proposals
are developed without a recognition of existing conventions
and procedures they will he ten times more difficult to
evaluate or implement and will make what is probably
reasonably efficient bureaucracy appear to be an impossible
logistic hurdle. This also speaks to the need fur strong contra:
control of the fact providing function. The purpose of OM
control is to assure that participants get consimant data and
riot to withhold data. Quantification of "what is'', is vital to
the process of what should be. But all participants should be
working within the same basic data framework.

Since no university can be all things to all people and
since as a practical matter there are relatively limited new
disgressionaiy resources available to any university the process
should be bounded by the concept of the whole and the parts
that organic functions play in fulfilling the whole.

For example, as a part of a recent statewide analysis of
faculty workload we attempted to describe the current
financial activities of the universities by type of service and by
process served through the use of year-end financial
statements, faculty service reports, and a rather crude analysis.
A threefold classification of type of service based primarily on
organizational units showed that for all 12 state assisted
universities:
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Even gross data, such as, these can serve as a starting
point for describing the whole. As the various groups begin
formulating objectives and quantifying them into specific
programs they can be evaluated in terms of how different is
"what we want to took like" from "what we now look like."
Inherent in this broad approach is the intent to highlight
trade-offs within the context of the current "whole" of
resources as well as to develop specific strategies for increasing
resources within the context of objectives.

Certainly a program budgeting approach would be a
valuable adjunct to this effort. My specific preferences as to
the mechanics for this approach still favor radical incremental-
ism and highly participative management. By this I mean that
decentralized fiscal responsibility for all funds should be
established at department and college levels with accompany-
ing central agreement upon and control of the definition of
"continuation" needs. In our case this has meant last year's
amount, plus or minus centrally calculated workload increases,
plus minimal cost of living or price level increases. All other
resources are allocated based on specific incremental programs
developed within the context of a departmental and college
statement or philosophy and long range goals and translated
into specific new programs or improvements of existing
programs. Tradeoffs between continuation and new or
improved programs are encouraged and have represented as
much as 3 to 4 million per year in "instructional" budgets.
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By taking an incremental approach we have been able to
guarantee long range (six year) funding on new and improved
programs and to break the annual budgeting cycle by having at
all times a list of approved but not funded programs. The
approval process includes a departmental, college and central
university priority assignment. Continuation needs are

calculated and met annually within the restriction of
previously approved and funded segments of new or
improvement programs and the overall restriction of total
resources.

Although the process here has not fully embraced
sponsored programs and restricted funds, it is designed to do
so. In addition, this is the first year that we have developed
six-year plans for all nonacademic units so that loop remains
to be tested. However, the relative success we have had with
using Six-Year Plans for Academic Colleges and Departments
and for the Learning Resources support (library, computing
center, etc.) of these Colleges and Departments over the past
few years has been encouraging. It is my hope that this vehicle
can be expanded to accommodate the needs for greater
participation in the setting of priorities and in developing ways
of meeting these priorities over a long range period. ideally it
would provide a way of translating issues into programs and
assigning priorities to these programs in accordance with
objectives. Further it would enable us to develop a consensus
about where we want to go and focus attention on how we can
best utilize our resources to get there.
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PPBS AND Till SMALL INSIMMON

P. It'. Sire
Regional Education Laboratory fur the (Urania; and rirginia

Historically, competition has not been recognized as a
word in the lexicon of higher education. Competition carries
with it the connotation of cost minimization and output
maximization, the traditional :uncerns of business and
industry. In this denial, the budgetary process is viewed as an
annual affair during which anticipated funds are allocated to
the various organizational components or divisions. 1 he

budget itself serves to establish and enhance inclementalism,
that is, increasing expenditures each year to retain the status
quo.

But the contemporary institution of higher education,
particularly the small liberal arts college, finds itself
confronted with the everyday problems Of a competitive
world: Rising costs and rapid change. To grow, in fact merely
to survive, it is compelled to provide more comprehensive,
sophisticated, and complex programs of instruction, research,
and allied services than ever WOW, lo iinirpete for students
and faculty, to keep abreast of the advance of knowledge and
technology, and to expand and modernise its physical
In the final analysis, the institution moist vie for funds on the
basis of a proven capacity for the attainment ot stated goals.
Success for the poorly endowed is contingent, in part upon the
ability to successfully employ any and all techniques that
promise to aid in the decision-making process. it is in this
context that we will discuss Planning, Programming, and
Budgeting and the small institution.

Planning is one of the functions of the top-level
administrator and as such, involves the selection, from among
alternatives, of institutional goals, policies, procedures, and
programs. It is, thus, decisiormnaking affecting the future
direction of the institution, The basic plan is defined here as
the institution's purpose or goal. An argument can be made
that all higher education institutions have the Sallie goal to
advance knowledge by means of demonstrated scholarship.
But this seems inadequate: it is almost as though one were to
say higher education is higher education. Rather, a basic plan
may be to thoroughly revamp the science curriculum: it may
be to keep the institution small, simple, and personal. Or, it
could be to assume a leadership role in the community.
Programs are a complex of policies and procedure, ordinarily
supported by necessary capital and operating budgets and
designed to put into effect a course of action. Nanning,
Progrsmming, and Budgeting IPPB) is itself a plan, a statement
of expected results or outcomes expressed in numerical terms.
Because of its concentration on achieving the best way and
because of the attempt to secure consistency, PPB tends to
minimize costs. It results in directed effort in the place of
individual and piecemeal activity. It can result in studied
decisiveness and designed action, as against hasty responses to
sudden crises. in short, PPB gives rise to efficient, informed
and coordinated effort.

Even where uncertainty causes program plans to go
awry, there is a better chance for bringing about ecor.omy of
effort by Planning, Programming, and Budgeting than by not
doing so. To the extent that the unforeseen can lie anticipated
or circumvented and plans can be tolerably accurate, it is

certain that the programs engaged in will his StriCeSSfIll at the
leas) cost.

James Farmer, in Why Planning, Programming, Budget-
ing Systems for Higher Education?, states that the components
of PHIS "include an olganization (to perform PPI3 and
evaluation ), the technology, sonic data processing seivice, and
an organization policy of implementation.1 As one method
of implementation, he suggests that a unit be established to
peri-onn discrete planning studies. lie states, however, that:

"iliere is a serious constraint on such studies. Since
no change has been made in the reporting system,
data base, or organization, the necessary data inay
not be available for the specific problems g,veli to
the planning studies unit,"2

But to require change in the institution's reporting system,
data base or organization is to ask for a detailed and
comprehensive systems analysis prior to extensive PPBS
involvement. Here, systems analysis is defined as a study for
the pitrpoe. ot I ) understanding the present struct
operations and goals of the suganizinion and2rdefining the
requirements and constraints which have to he met in the
design of all inlfornlation system which draws upon necessary
data. the need for such an initial approach is emphasized by
the all too frequent confusion, overlapping and even

contradiction that is found in data collectaut and final
reporting. If such problems exist it may be because the
development of information systems (not necessarily cont
puterized) to meet the day-to-day needs of the institution has
itself proceeded Ill an uncoordinated, piecemeal 1113111101% While
the effectiveness of an institution of higher learning will lie
determined ultimately by the quality of its academic
programs, contain academic objectives are realizable if
sufficient, necessary, and reliable information and data are
readily accessible in an interpreted form to provide the basis
for decisions about allocation of resources, curriculum,
staffing. and the like.

The need for a comprehensive system analysis is

magnified when one considers the problems which impair the
successful use of a Planning, Programming, and Budgeting
System. A recent review of relevant doctoral dissertation
research's lists two major difficulties: I) Estimation of costs
and 2) educational activities which are ambiguously defined
and quantified. The first difficulty may arise due to an
inadequate accounting system or because of uncertainty about
the method for distributing general costs. The second
difficulty is encountered when, for exawle, a count of
students ciriatlaii ig from the registrar's office differs from a
count out of the business office. Therefore, for many a small
institution, program planning and budgeting ostensibly for
Ore purpose of better coping with uncertainty is itself
uncertain successful implementation. There is the
matter of a new and unfamiliar technology and, in the absence
of a sound information base, there is this gargantuan concern
as well: Where and how do you begin in the development of a
sound information base?
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The first step is to deiign a study plan which essentially
views the institution as an information system. An outline of
activities for Phases I and II of a three phase study is given in
Append;x A. One such system is depicted in Figure 1.
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In the words of John Hamblen in his recent paper
"Institutional RCSCL,I Ch Today, Systems Analysis T morrow":

"The kind of study which I think is required
would take the institution apart bit by bit (on
paper that is) and reassemble it again with the goal
of creating an organization in which the objective
of having air efficient data system is placed
secondary only to the basic objectives of the
institution4

Phase I of the study should he initiated in terms of a broad
overview of the institution as a whole: History and
background, educational goals and objectives, and major
programs, policies and practices. This can be conducted in a
relatively few man weeks of time. Next, the institution's
information processing should be divided into a series of
goal-oriented activities that is, activities that support the
major goals and objectives of the institution. To accomplish
this definition of goal-oriented activities requires the gathering
of data about the present information processing activities in
terms of program resources or inputs, program outputs, and
sources of income. The upshot of this work is the ability to
view the institution as an integrated system in terms of broad
activities, each of which is related to the basic goals of the
organization. The institution is then in a better position to
decide where to focus further study effort so that it will
correct any data deficiencies.

In Phase II, analysis is directed toward informational
content that is really required, as opposed to that which has
just grown. Phase II deals with an optimization process that is
basic to the institution. Thus, the system being optimized is
not merely educational information processing; it is the total
organization in programmatic terms.

.1.2.0..", ,JX....4,-0441..11.51111p..--,
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Completion of Phases 1 and II (estimated elapsed time
nine niammontlis) will make available:

A broad overview of the institution and its goals
and objective,. in order to achieve an educational
information system design which is oriented to the
institution.

Information about the st moon. and ()mations of
the institution.

Information about the resources (professional and
non-professional personnel, finances, facilities) of
the institution and doom the students.

Phase II specifically will have determined the essential content
of the educational information system for required functions
such as Planning, Programming, and Budgeting. It would be
the task of Phase III to design and develop effective solutions
for defined requirements that are unmet. Note that the
analysis proposed attempts to look upon the institution as an
integrated system. Rather than isolating organizational
components by neglecting their interactions with other parts,
an effort should be made to find what interdependencies are
important. While a systems approach may not of itself be
sufficient, it is certainly necessary for truly viable planning,
programming, and budgeting.

PPBS and the aforementioned prepaiatoly analysis is the
proper responsibility of an ift e of institutional research or
studies. If this office truly serves in a staff capacity to the
chief administrative officer, then a primary task is to assist in
the planning function. But traditionally, the work of
institutional research has centered upon the collection of
statistical series data; hence, the orientation has been more
local than global in a sense, more constrained than
expansive. This is particularly true in respect to PPBS. For a
number of reasons, budgeting and neither planning nor
programming has gained notoriety as the dominant activity. As
a consequence, PPBS is often mistakenly thought to be
synonymous with accounting.

"PPBS, however, is planning, not accounting;
planning is the responsibility of administrators,
not accountants. If accountants are involved
deeply in the process, the purpose of PPBS is
defeated."5

The initiation of PPBS should not rest with the business office
(or any other operating-level component or subsystem); rather,
it should rest with that office which possesses the broadest
institutional perspective.

My purpose in this paper has been to stress the

importance of a comprehensive information systems study
preliminary to involvement with PPBS. In my opinion, this
bottoms-up, as opposed to top-down, approach to the
acquisition of planning and decision-making information will
result in added value. The development of PPBS will be
facilitated; in addition, general institutional operation will be
strengthened. The two,PPB and general operation, are mutually
supportive.



Appendix A

II. Phase 11 Determining, Systems Requifeutents
A. Activities

I. Analysis and definition of future objectives.
2. Modification of existing activities to better

serve future objectives.
3. Analysis of activity requirements in terms

of inputs, outputs, operations and resources.
4. Analysis of measures of effectiveness for

evaluating how well the new system will
meet the goals.

S. Obtain future planning data for the analysis
in this section.

6. Prepare documentation of required systems
functions.

1. Phase 1 Understanding the Present Institution
A. Activities

1. Interviewing personnel.
2. Searching manuals and records.
3. Sampling and estimating data.
4. Documenting messages, files and operations.

a. Message Sheet

(I) From Whom?
(2) To Mom?
(3) What is the information?
(4) What is the data for?
(5) Media

b. File Sheet
(1) File name and location?
(2) Storage medium'?
(3) Access requirements and

sequence'?

(4) Content qualifiers, how current
and retention, where used?

(5) Message list (entries) with
volumes?

c. Operation Sheet
(I) Performed by?
(2) Triggered by?
(3) Input and Output?
(4) Processes performed?

(5) Resources used?
5. Formulating activities and documenting

with crossreference to file, mzssages and
operations.

6. Preparation of a resource usage sheet
a, Organisation chart.
b. Personnel, equipment, materials and

miscellaneous costs by organizational
breakdown and by activity.

7. Evaluation

a.

b.

c.

InputOutput Sheet
Required Operation Sheet
Resource Sheet for Required Operations

(I)
(2)

(3)

Personnel and costs
Files

Office equipment and costs
7, Define the measures of effectiveness as they

may be determined from these areas:
a. Cost
b. Time

c. Accuracy
d. Reliability
e. Flexibility
f. Security
g. Capacity
h. Quality
i. Acceptance
j. Efficiency

8. Evaluation
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PROGRAM BUDGETING AN APPROACH
'TO THE EFFECTIVE ALLOCATION OF AVAILABLE RESOURCES

IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Carwin Y. Niersoil
Utah System of 11 igh er

Minor Program P udgeting Approach

When sp:aking of a "minor" program budgeting
approach. I am making reference to a feasibility analysis of
proposed programs based upon the guidelines provided by the
program budgeting approach. Even though this section is

primarily concerned with a specific program change, some of
the ideas would also be helpfui in the initial stages of
implementing a major program budgeting system.

Organization

The proper functioning of this a?proach requires a
functional 0:sanitation which encourages and provides
direction in initiating new program proposals or changes in
existing programs.

In the program budgeting approach, both the academic
feasibility and financial feasibility must he given equal
consideration. This requires that there exist an interface
between the ecadcmician and the financial management
officer. The logkal location would be the office of
Institutional Pcrearch and Planning. This office might consist
of two major segments administered by an Associate Director
of Planning and an Associate Director of Research. This office
should he staffed by personnel having the respect of both the
academicians and financial officers. the Planning Office may
be organizationally under the president or academic
viceresident, but functionally would be closely allied to the
financial areas of budgeting and audit. the reason for the

organization being set up in Ibis manner is emphasized by ti
following comment by Coombs:

It is an illusion to think that a college can do
its best when responsibilities are divided down the
middle, with "academic affairs" in the hands of
the faculty. to he decided without reference io
economic considerations, and with "financial and
malagemern affairs in the hands of the president
and trustees. 11.e most important economic
decisions the ones which determine how
effectively a college's available resources will he
allocated and utilized are actually made by the
faculty when it decides upon the curriculum, upon
teaching methods and schedules, and upon othAr
aspects of the educational programs. Once ilAsc
decisions are nude, the task of the president and
trustees is to try to find enough money to validate
them. But if no one -- either the faculty or the
administration -- is obliged to evaluate the
educational and economic viability of the
arrangements, the college may be using its
resources very largely to supoort various con
vcritial forms which enclose and obscure relatively
inferior educai;onal substance."

All new program requests would first he analyzeJ
Planning Office and then presented to the governing b,
through the president or adademic viceresident. A pot-
rooting of new program proposals is presented in Figure I

FIGURE I

ROUTING OF NEW PROGRAM PROPOSALS 1N
AN INSTITUTION AND STATE SYSTEM OF HIGHER EDUCATION
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Establish Objectives

The first step in making a proposal is to state explicitly'
the objectives and goals of the new program (ae., educate and
graduate 20 associate degree nurses each year ) and indicate
how these objectives will assist in meeting departmental as well
as institutional objectives. This assumes that the institution
(meaning the faculty and tire administration) has ahead),
established institutional objectives in agreement with the
traditional role of the institution or as assigned by a governing
board.

Before the program objectives can be explicitly staled, a
"market" analysis may he required. A "market- analysis is the
act of determining a need for a specific program. This need
may come from students enrolled at the institution requesting
such a program or possibly the local community is in need of
certain types of trained personnel. On the other hand. the
program may be requited to support existing programs. to
enhance quality education or provide students with a hacic
foundation upon which to build.

Identify Alternatives

l'ach proposal should pros ide alternalise courses or
action which would effectively accomplish previously stated
objectives. the alternatives should include opposing strategies.
policies or specific actions as well as required resources, such
as faculty, staff. equipment, space, etc.

Full alternative should be completely thought through
in terms of effectiveness or comparative tesult... By following a
systematic pakedure. various alternatives can he compared in
respect to results received from increments of resources
spent." By: weighing the results and the resources needed to
achieve those results. the alternative chosen will represent the
most effective allocation of resources achieving the
objectives previously established.

Format of Program Proposal

The following represents a possible format which an
institution or state governing agency might require of a faculty
member, a department. r.r college to follow in submitting new
program proposals. The detail required in the proposal will he
a function of I) existence of a planning office with technical
assistance, 21 the form in which data is available, whether in
files of on computer tape. and 11 the &sue for !ossifying
resource allocation to a new program.

I. Program Objectives.

A. What are the obits: es of the proposed program'!
1. What new degree. certificate or dipkna words'

be offered in the program?
2. In addition to °fitting a specific degree. what

°ther results would be achkved?
3. Vlly is such a program being proposed?

Be explicit in terms of:
a. Meeting needs of students presently en.

roiled;
b. Changing needs of local community. state

and nation (if possible, be specific in terms
of numbers of trained personnel needed,
areas of likely emplsmeni and changes in

the society or economy which require
type of education):

c. What other institutions in the state oiler
similar programs (indicate the degree of

11. Ilow do the objectives of this program relate to the
objectives of tire administrative structure v Ohm
which it will he located? (Be specific in terms of
existing objectives).

C. llow: will the objectives of the new program meet
already established institutional objectives and how
does the program relate to the role of tic institution?

II. Alternatives:
A What possible alternatives are there in achicsinit the

objectives of the proposed program? These alter,
natives may possibly he developed in relation to some
of the follow ing (be innovative).
I. Similar programs illicitly in esistence in the state

and possible cooperative programs:
2. Meeting the needs of the local community:
3. Varying numbers of faculty and alterations in 'he

administrative structure within pro,voirig institin
thin:

4. The approach of the curriculum;
S. The recruitment of students:
(o. Sire of program in terms of enrollment and

con ico1om offerings:
7. Period of time for implementation and etc.

B. Narrow the abeinativcs to two Of three ha ;cd upon
the advantages and disadvantages in achieving
program objectives. (This may he quite subjective.
but could be more objective if the system is

sophisticated enough).

III. Criteria for Evaluation I the following information will be
used where possible, in comparing the alternatives
obtained above and also in comparing this proposed
program with proposals submitted by other areas wirnin
the institution):
A Curriculum Content:

I, Provide a list of courses (and credit hours) now
included in the departmental curriculum which
would be applied tow Its! the new program.

2. I i51 the new courses land credit hours) which
would be added at the time the program is
initiated and each year until the program is in
full operation.
What courses now offered in other departments
will relate to this program?

4. Ilow would new courses (and special equipment)
in the ptc.,soracd program be used by other
programs to enhance their quality'

S. If outside consultants were used in developing or
reviewing the new curriculum and proposed
program, please indicate their qualifications.

IR I ntollments
I. Anticipated trirollments (first live years) both

by head count and I. 1I enrollments by level
Near)
a. how many of these would likely he majoring

in the subject?
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h. Why would other students enroll and what
arras of study would they likely represent?

2. hxplain the most likely source of students who
would be expected to enroll in the program;

3. If courses 'rave been offered in this area, how
marry student credit hours were produced during
each of the last five years? (indicate by areas of
concentration):

4. How Many students would likely complete the
program based upon estimated yearly majors and
attrition rate?

5. How might the proposed program affect
enrollments in other departments or major areas
of study within Me institut;on?

b. What migl t he the effect upon the enrollment in
similar programs at Whet institutions in the
state?

C. Faculty and Staff:
Ilow many FT L faculty would be required when
the program is initialed and during each of the
first five years?
What would he the required qualifications of the
faculty?
Descohe the likely involvement of the faculty in
reseg,tch, administration and other noneaching
functions;

4. Wiwi is the present faculty-student ratio in the
department proposing the new program?

S. How many staff and supportive personnel will he
needed during the first five years?

I). ;:acilit ies:
I. library are present library resources considered

adequate? If not, explain how the library will

need to he strengthened during the next five
(Refer to the need fnr books, periodicals,

primary source materials, special reference
programs).

2. Classroom and laboratory. space what new
physical facilities will he needed in the first year,
and what will he required during the following
four years of operation. (Be specific in terms of
square feet of space required and likely costs).
Equipment what new equipment will be n ceded
in the first year and during the following four
years?

I. Costs:
. The anticipated costs of the proposed program

should be provided in the program budgeting
format (Figure 4) and would he used for
budgeting purposes if the program is approved by
the proper governing board. All costs should be
in terms of an ongoing high quality program.

2. What are the current operating costs for those
departments involved in the planning of the
program? (Should he in terms of total cost as
well as cost per credit hour). Also indicate the
departmental costs by area of concentration for
the past five years and the anticipated costs for
the next five years with aid without the
proposed program.

Funding:
Indicate the likely source of funding, whether it be
local, stale or Federal (specify amount by source fur
each of the first fist years). Indicate specifically the
total amount that would he requested from
institutional funds that would have to he budgeted
during the first five ).cr rs.

Figure 2

Traditional Budget Formata
General Current Funds

Budget Categories

Instructional an4i General
I. Instruction and Departmental Research
2. Organited Activities Related to Instruction
3. Sponsored Research

11. General Administration
12. Cienetal Institutional Epensts

II. Student Aid
I. Scholarships
2. rellow ships

III. AllaialY Enterprises
Total Budget

Actual Budget
1961t/69 1969/70

Estimated
1970/71

a Same budget eategoties for both wens* and expenditures.
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Figure 3

Compatikon of Program Budgeting and the Fiduciary Budget

Program Budget in;

.111-MAIGIIIMErMns

Fiduciary Budgets

Requires the establishment of objectives and general roll
assignments.

Alternative ways of achieving these objectives.

Resource requirements explicitly related to each major
program and program element.

Actual presetst costs for each program element and
projected costs next 5 or 6 years.

Priority listing of new programs in terms of lonrange
planning.

Levels and types of activity produced and specific as
well as general results achieved.

Intettelationships of changes taking place within the
system.

Sources of funds.

Constraints on receipt and expenditure of funds.

Aggregates of expenditures on:
Administration
Teaching and Research
Maintenance
Student Services

Legal and administrative accounting for funds.

Average cost ratios.

Short time periods.

Purely fiscal nutters.

ISOURCE: harry Williams. Planning for Effective Resource Allocation in Universicks.fWashingtort. D.C.: American
Council on Education. 14661. p. IS.
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Categories for
Resource Items &
Results Achieved

Figure 4

Program Budgeting Format For 1970-71
(Core Department or Program [lenient)

Actual Resource Res. Req.,
Requirements, Results, Est. Results
and Costs & Request
67/68 68/69 69/70 Budget 70/71

Estimate I Resource Re.
quirenieLts, Likely Results
& Projected Costs
71/72 72/73 73/74 74/75

Enrollments:
lieu/count (Cumulative)
Number of FTE Students
Number of Student Majors

(unduplicated)

Resource Requirements:
Number Of Comes Taught
Faculty (Actual Count)
Research Faculty (FTE)
Administrative Faculty (11E)
Staff (FIE)
Graduate Students (FTE)
Laboratory Space (sq ft)
Classroom Space (sq ft)

Results:
Ave. No. of Credit !lours

Taught/Faculty
Ave. No. of SC11/Faculty
Faculty Student Ratio (FTE)
Ave. SCH per Class
.%ve. Size per Class

(Classroom Utilization
Percent)

SC11 by External Students
Total SC11 Produced
Number of ()egrets Awarded

Costs.
Cost per SC11 Produced
Cost per Degree A- aded
Cost per Exterrial SC11
Director or Chairman (Admin.1
rktity
Staff
Equipment
Supplies
Benefits

BUIXAT
-1111MIEGOO,

Suminwy

The program budgeting approach provides bask tools and
criteria of measurement for making the best decision based
upon a strong information base. Decisions supported by sound
and well-directed institutional planning and research are much
better than ad hoc decisions based upon little or no
information.
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It would state to say at this point concerning resource
allocation that only by demonstrating exactly why funds are
needed., how they will be spent .wlro will spend them and what
effect these expenditures will have on the attainment of
specified objectives can the governing board of an institution
truly have a basis for approving or disapproving budget
requests.



UNIVERSITY EXPENSE ANALYSIS AND PROJECTION
AN ABSOLUTE DOLLAR APPROACH

Gerald L. Shawharr
Orirersily of itincrIi

INTRODUCTION

The Department of Institutional Studies at the
University of Cincinnati, in attempting to simulate for
planning purposes the shape and structure of the University.
must project the resources required to handle increasing
numbers of students and greater commitments for research
and public service. As the Department surveyed the problem
of projecting total University expenses, the need to have sonic
more valid method than mere extrapolation was felt. Inflation.
salary increases, changes in the MACS of faculty and students,
and services rendered all affect the resources used. thus an
attempt was made to determine a basis for projection
independent of these factors.

EXPENSE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE

A technique was developed which adjusts expenditures
to the level of the Igti I 412 school year. Answers ware supplied
to the question. "If U C paid its employees at the same rate as
in ;9(11412, and if the costs of all other items ware the sank
level as in 19(+I412, what would total expmEtioes be?" In
effect the resources U C provided its students were determined
assuniUrg salary levels and other cost I lies had not changed
since If:(11112. Thus measures of real changes in resources
provide.) to students were found I number of faculty. supplies.

senices. etc.).
To do this, two measures of dollar change were used, the

average faculty compensation figures as reported to the AAUP
by the University, and the Consumer Price Indices as reported
by the U.S. Department of Labor for the geographic region
encompassing Cincinnati. Fist of all expenses were divided
into two categories: Salaries plus staff benefits as one, and all
other expenses as the other category. I pcn5cs for salaries and
staff benefits were adjusted to the 19(4412 level by using the
AMP compensation figures according to the following
formula: AALT6t

Sall x A AUPi

Sat

AAUPF t

AALP * AAUP average compensation for U C
in ) tat j

Adj Salj = Adjusted salaries plus stall benefits

the resulting dollar expenirtures exptessed at Phil 4,2
levels were then divided by the number of students (expressed
in terms of 15 credit hour full-time equivalents) enrolled in the
University in the years encompassed by the study. Thus for
each of the years 19(il-(12 through 1968419 two figures were
produced:

I. The Mil 412 level dollars expended for salaries and

staff benefits per VIE student.
Adj Salj

where Fir = number of El F

students in year j

2. The I9(1I4i2. level dollars expended for all oilier
expense per 1 71 student. Adj Oth:

1.71

The sum of the two figures represents the resources
nude available per student as measured in terms of 19(11-0
level expenses.

This method vvas applied not only to total University
expenses for each year. but tlso to each of the eleven
subcategories of expenses which U C (as well as most
universities) uses in its financial reports: Departmental
Instruction and Research, Instructional Semi:es. Student
Sem ices. Libraries. General Expense, Plant Operation and
Maintenance. General Administration, Student Aid. Organized
Research, Public Service. and Auxiliary Semites.

EXPENSE ANALYSIS RESULTS

1.01 U C, the aryl below describes the relative size of
each of the eleven i:ems.

* Adj Salj, j * 1961162. 190-69 0.1.1111t,N
lAt 11"11V*1

* Salary plus staff benefits in year j 0,14.4

* AAUP average compensation for U1: 11114 IVO,/ ---

1961-0 u.1111111.'

Other exposes
Price indices:

Ctiel
Oth- x CP1.

1 1

Othj

CP161

11
C

1

Adj

in year j

wete adjusted downward using the Consumer

* Adj Oth
* Other expenses in pear j

Consumer Price Index for )eat
Consumer Price Index for year j

* Adjusted other e xpei. in in )'tat j

Imiti %It --

11,111,110"1,1,111N

iirtittlrooU 0111. TO
%4 01

Ile SI , .11 fil%1 am

14
%- p 1011,11% 40,114

14.1. I I %IN I tall di iNt row wt.,/ mitt v..* re

Departmental Instruction and Research, which at-counts
lot about 31 percent of VC's expenses and is the largest of the
eleven subcategoties, points out one benefit of such analysis

1961-62 (See Figure 2). In the six years :herbed. Departmental
Instruction and Research 1961412 kstl dollars spent per 1 Ti
series from a low of Se48 in 1961-62 to a high of 5746 in
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1968-69. and except for one year shows a steady increase. It is
interesting to nose however that Ibis steady increase is

comprised of a decrease in salary dollars (in recent years) and a
sizeable increase in non-salary expend lures. This indicates that
per student expenses for supplies. equipment, travel, and the
like have increased but that per student salaries have
decreased. This implies an increase in the student/faculty ratio
and thus an "economy of scale" as far as faculty are
concerned.

Fipre I tIJISIS nit l It Sttr4M f(4111141M111 tt
Mtn( OM 10.0014 t1K

One can therefore make a case that U C has increas.J
the per student instructional resoutces made available over the
eight -year period while al the same time incre.sing the
student/faculty ratio in other words, fewer faculty but more
supporting items like equipment, labotatory supplies, faculty
travel, etc.

In the other categories similar analysts can be done. But
rather than kngthen this paper by desctking and interpreting
the results of each one, a graph of each is shown in (Figure 3).
Note the definite trends in all of them except Organized
Research and Public Service.

When all of the eleven subcategories are viewed together
as one total, U C pet student 1961-62 kvtl experses have
Increased (Set Figure 4). One notes a recent decrease in the
salary expenses, but a tathet sizeahle increase in the nonsalary
expenses. On a 1961-62 dollar basis the total University
expenses pet student have increased from 12035 in 196162
to S2474 in 196869. The Wary portion of those dollars
increased from S11.387 in 196162 to a high of S1,566 in
196566. From then through 196869, the salary expense
decreased to S1,453. Non-salary dollars, on the °thee hand,
have shown a steady increase from S668 in 196162 to S1P22
en 119(\869. Tte montage Mom* In non-misty dollars fat
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exceeds that of the salary dollars. It appears then that the
inctease has occurred primatily in non-salaried expenses. the
numbet of faculty, staff, and other salaried personnel pet
student has not changed very much.
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In summary one would conclude that expenses have
increased, not only absolutely, but perhaps more significantly
on a per student adjusted dollar basis. In effect this is evidence
that the hypothesis of "economy of scale" is a fake one. I seen
though our student body has greatly expanded since 1116162.
our expense per ;indent, discounting the effects of lime. has
increased. Perhaps this overall increase in absolute expense pct
student is reflective of U SUCCCSSrld efforts at improving
and upgrading the quality of its education.

EXPENSE PROJECTIONS

Using the data developed in the expense analysis as a
guide, one can project future expenses. The effect of changes
in any or all of five factors can he estimated: Average salary
level, inflation, student enrollment. salary resources per
student. and other (nonsalaiy icsistnces per student. As
indicators of these five items, the method uses the AAUP
average compensation figure, the Consumer Price Index, the
number of full-time equivalent students. the adjusted salary
expenses pet Fit, and the adjusted other expenses per I: I U.

Total University expenses, as well as any one or combination
of the eleven fiscal subcategories can he projected using the
following equation:

5,11,1) site sr 11,1

L'i 1111 ( 11 % St1 011 ) s

tst,t CA, r ssIttncs 01 CO 01.1 eft, t

(%31 S.0 )
sapasica saiar tt15114r5 par I tl or, A4., tralpi
f.1 le.,/ rector. r

14,11 \4
tr sIpot ol 415 e5pcn re. rat 111 rt ern ..111.C I

1.4 In r1.1rerrq

To illustrate one use of such foimula, consider this
example. Assume that the University of Cincinnati wants an
estimate of total expenses in 1974.75 under the assumptions
that:

I . AMP average coinpensalion will be .S.?.0.000 1SS
in 19(11412 S.134154 in 190401.

2. Consumer Price index will be 1401103.3 in 19614,2
121.0 in 19(.8401

There will be 30.000 1 I 1 students (21.741 in
1%11419).

4. A,ljtrsted salary expenses ;ier I TI. si tl h. 51.400
(51.453 in 194,91

S. Adjusted oilier expenses pct 1 will be S10110
I SI.022 in 1'15 5611

NIA..Us, -, . Ve100 11101., -.4, 1,., ..',: A[

t Vo. 4,,ispc ,,, - 5,.. ts? , ,

Another use Leas this kind of Proles: lion is the ling
Many schools tend to think of budgeting and planning m feints
of increases over the current year's expenses triliS not
withstanding, . Thus, if (I C wants an estimate of home
expenses in terms of percentage changes in current f194S401
figures. the fon-mita can be modified as follows:

(L I 114. 5 )..IrF
5 11 I% r 11 ( St/ "01 /4 5,1

rte 5 1 11 1 114.

(N115.4/ 1414.4

1 11 111 )4,

al

0
I

1,11 lItth

It.
I VII,

Consider then these assumptions:
It Twenty percent increase in VIE students IS = 1.20).

21 ten percent decrease in per student support !evels
ft 0.90 and 0 = 0.90),

31 ten percent increase in salaries (M = 1.101, and

41 five percent increase in Consumer Price Index (('
1.05).

4115,41
14-01 (515.rws =111'41111 :01 1110110 c1010,0,1 11 101

woziingoi-ON RI
041 SSA/NAN:1

1105 11

Using the same formula. one could answer the question
"What increase in mimics can he planned assuming a total
budget of SI00,000.000. an increase ill the CPI of 8 percent. a
30 percent increase in !'l1. students, and the same level of per
student support?" Solving for M (the salary multiplier) one
gets:

t.44 Ili. . iSa
,44 0 --II

0,
s

I
II

1 tjSra ki
111,04S% ( at s

Ln All tai, 01.'111111 1101110:200 er 111:1011110.1

r. aM

Thus salaries must be only 96 percent of then current
level. 1 percent decrease in salaries is called fot.

One can also answer inquiries rshkli art concerned with
the continuation of past trends. We have programmed fot
computer runs the whetcwithal to project the effects of op to
three kinds of changes in each of the Env sariables.
rmential changes (constant percentage pct year). linear

cluing: (constant dollars lacy yen). and logarithmic changes
(der rasing dollars per y earl can all he handkt1 and toitsclion-c
14 expenses made thrive' I9 S8-89. filirs cutoff year is

-,11'11/4 1 Tie fiumflb used arc in the appendix. lot
purposes of 1111151 tit 1100. six such simulations Ste reflected in
tl igure 51

Run change in support Levels and (11, and 4
percent lust year and then logaittlinsie ins-terse%
in students and &Italics.

Run R \o change in Skirptt levels and (P1. and 2
percent first year and then linear increases in
students and sablies.
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Run C No change in support levels, 2 percent first year
and then linear increase in CPI, and 4 percent
first year and then linear increase in students and
salaries.

Run I) No change in support levels, 2 percent per year
increase in CPI. and 4 percent per year increase
in students and salarks.

Run t No change in support levels. 2 percent per year
increase in CPI. 6 percent. per year increase in
students, and 5 percent per year increase in
slim its.

Run F Two percent first year and then linear increases
in both support levels. 3 percent per year
increase in CPI. am: 7 percent per year increase
in stuJenls and salaries.

Of interest in Run I are the resulting variable satires for
the year 19F1$-N9. S:.002 i II adjusted salary 151.4.53
in IWO)), S1.456/1 TI adjusted other (SIP22 In
190691. X4.130 I II students 121.741 in 196849)
$52,06 awtaee A All' compensation (S13.654 in
196840). and 21A.5 t 11 (121.0 in 1965691.

CONIAIFNTARY ON Tilt R tI)UCIT ION Nit T1101)

In most circles the standard measure of dollar valve
changes is the Consumer Price Index computed monthly by
the I' S. Department of l abot. The increase in the kvel of
salaries at the University had far exceeded the Consumer Price
Index relative increases. I or example. %tit the CM
experienced an average I percent annual increase since
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1961-62. the AAUP average compensation figure for U ('
showed a 6.6 percent average annual increase (both as
measured by a kasysquares exponential fit (So Figures 6
and 71. Thus, it did not seem realistic to apply the CPI to any
salary dollars. For this reason, all expenses were separated into
two parts, salary phis staff benefits, and all other expenses.
The AAUP increases were applied to the former. and the CPI
to the latter. lit must be Imphanted that this study did not
measure the 1961.62 "buying power- of (Milts expended, but
rather attempted to compare the resources made available to
students.)
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Criticisms to those about AAUP data can be made
against the use of the Consumer Price Index to measure the
inflationary effect of the nonsalaly University expenses. The
Department of Labor publishes a number of indices relating to
price changes wholesale price index , durable goods index, and
the like. Because of the popularity of the Consumer Price
Index and without any more professioral guidance, we
decided to use it as the best measure.

OTHER COMMENTS

In any per student resource measurements. the manner
of counting students must be specified. full-tirne. parttime.
day, evening, weighted by level and the like are all possible
indices. rot two reasons. equivalent student counts
were used. Most Schools use it as the best overall index and
data were available. Of some interest is tire fact that (IC has
experienced an average annual growth of 7.2 percent in 1 71
students since 1961-62 (again as measured by a least squares
exponential fit).

One problem encountered in the study involved the
number of past years. Of the eight years spanned from
1961-62 to 1968-69, only six were used. The year 190213
was deleted because financial teports were not avaiiable, and
1966-67 was not used because it was only a ten-month year

tecause of a fiscal year change. Statistically, therefore, the
base does not represent a very solid base for projecting. But
because the results appear useful and realistic. we do fed
justified in using them.

Another problem encountered was the nor
comparability of financial reports from year to year. Changes
in the ('hart of Accounts and in accol sting policies forced the
expenditure of considerable man-hours in converting published
reports to common definitions. The author received
considerable help from U C Business Officers at this juncture.

APPENDIX

Projection Formulae for Trend Continuations

A. Exponential (same percentage each year)

Vj = V68 (1 t AV j 68
) , j = 69, ...

Vj = Value of variable in year j

AV * Percentage increase

B. linear {same amount each year)

Vj = V[i 0 )
t.lk 100

AV = Percentage change in first year

C. logarithmic (decreasing amount per year)

AV loglOk711
f,, IV [

100

AV = Percentage change in first year

NO71 Base 2 logarithms were used. the author recommends
foe future use logarithms to base 1.5. because the kveling off
in the value of V1 is less immediate than for base 2.

OTHER DATA ITEMS

AAUP As (tate
Compensation

I- it
Students

1%1 -62 101 S 8.376 12,962
1962-63 104.4 9,182 11,685

1461-6-4 105 9,294 14,686
064 4,5 107.4 9.941t IS 113
1965-66 109s 10,342 15.842
1966-67 112 1 11.527 17.81.1

19674%8 16.0 13.096 20-127
1968-69 121.0 11.654 21.741

i 1 as published b) U. S I e paitment cvf
t;ttate f t'itwinnati Region. ligote cited is

I abo4 rot
;Awry I rivet.



11I1 USE OF IlltEAKEVEN ANALYSIS IN DIN11.01)ING
AN 01'1.1NIUM INSTITUTIONAL SI/L

1:4)1frett J. l'arden
tif .S.11111t1 Clara

lireakeven analysis applied to the budget of colleges and
universities can help the decision makers evaluate the effect of
various alternates. 1 he technique v.. is developed to assist in the
analysis of manufacturing enteiprises to determine the effect,
on profit. of different lolls of production and sales. Profit is
affected. because, as the activity level increases. lived expenses
arc absorbed by a greater number of units manufactured and
sold. the cost of manufacturing each item therefore.
decreases, and the profit for each item and the total profit
increases. That point at whkli costs and income arc equal is
the "breakev en.' point. 1 his relationship is portrayed in figure
I . 1he entire premise of mass production is the achievement of
higher levels of activity to reduce the irsit cost of each item.
Should not this same premise hold true for institution of

. higher learning"! \That is the nature of the economics to be
teali/ed as enrollment increases? Where should growth stop?
Wliat is an optimum institutional site?

I. 1

1.4I ,31 1111ki$1(41' 1 II ItIv.IM4

Mel 11,1N1 srv.C1

!,!! (TWO

11%1111

egend: the rived expense &t S100,000 is tepretented by a
horiromal
Vatiable expense of SI per unit is represented as an
addition to fixed expense adding an additional dollar
of expense for each unit produced.

Sa/t1, 1110oIlle increases at the fate of S3 for each unit

tr.IA total expenses are 3t1S01-bea, the ram operates
al I low, pmting the breateven point A enters the
profit range.

to pursue this analysis, it it 11ttsitclry /0 kitintrry 1,0*
cad i mom* and expense item will vary with chanties in

enrollment. Those fixed expenses which do not %;t1' ducctly
with changes in level of enrollment will include such items as
the expenses of the resident's office. fire insurance on
buildings. the cost of mowing lawns. 1hey will. of course. be
affected if the enrollment changes arc significant. and the
character of the institution is basically changed. Recognition
of a change in Wildlife of the institution in contrast to
increasing the uliliration of the present structure is an iiitegfil
pat of the analysis. The major expense %% %.1 ics directly
with an enrollment increase is da.ssrooni instruction. Increases
in enrollment of as kw as fifteen students will require 3nollicr
faculty member if a specific faeolty student ratio is to be
maintained.

Income, likew ise. is affected by changes in the enrollment
level. Ifighet enrotlinents mean additional tuition income for
the private Ot ol. increased pct student appropriations for the
public institution. the rived income of most institutions is the
income from endowment, which changes with gifts. not with
changes in entollment. now dots all of this relate to the
breakeven chat of the nianufactuting lion shown in I igure I.
the college or university attempts to reach and stay at or
slightly above the kealkeven point. If its income exceeds its
expenses it expands its services takes in more students. or
strengthens its ',Nary. With these various combinations of
income and expense ekments. its breakecvn point shifts. t low
it shifts is information which will assist in the decisions
concerning the allocation of resources. and their effect in both
the short and the long run,

bias in this paper will probably be totaled in the
author's assumption that the central purpose of the university
is instills-thin the quality of the faculty it attracts. the
amount of time they e'an &vote to students and mho
activities. I-or a faculty nun must juggle nuny pins as he
attempts to balance his tesponsibilitks to the institution. the
students, his career, his discipline. and his family. As a
consequence. the author classifies instruction as a triable
e.,pense, related directly to the output of the institution. lk
therefore places 311 of the other activities in the eategoty of
overhead supportive, but only indirectly related to output.
This assumption will. of necessity, he quest Wined by those who
feel that the environment, not the activity. it increasingly the
name of the tame.

To apply breakeven analysis to a 011Cre tiniltrLity, it
firs( fletstSIAty to classify all income and expense by then
variability M 'Tweet to changes in enrollment. this is moo
easily acconvOished by plotting histotical changes in each
category as a function of changes in enrollment. I figure
includes dais which SA be used to ifuthate how this
procedure is accomplished. Nohap Unnertity is a private
college which has had a SlUdy iltitt3it in enrollment It is
now ,crxwetned with the tiled of fotther tiltRffotil OIC11.3441
00 its financial pWtare.
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Figure 2 NEDRAP UNIVERSII Y
MOW: AND EXPENSES
FIVE YEARS 1963 1968

1963.64 1964.65 1965.66 196667 1967.68

VIE 1 NR01.1.141.N I 2435 2901 3398 35'13 4(8X)
Income
Tuition 52,399"7 53.097.548 53,555,120 54.280,755 54923.852
Lndownient 576.780 486.398 479)91 487,916 439,951
General & Dept. 103,032 77,271 1$9.264 104,734 174,744
Gift 240,376 551.56.1 370.105 490,258 443,765
Organized Activity 52)1 t 68.198 67.102 147,575 175)73

Total Income 53.421,566 S4,288,978 54.660,984 55,511,238 56.157,685

Expenses
Instruction 51,793.545 52 098.659 52 168.759 52.633.030 52.912,911
General Admin. 157.562 196)75 1(14,195 239,948 275.060
General Instil 281,659 423,992 459.c09 487,363 588,710
Public Service 84,076 60.593 83,444 92,853 136297
Student Services 245,156 247,967 345.678 435,9.19 412.776
Fanatics 205.537 280.985 101,662 409,844 417,866
Physical Plant 44,222 638.488 695,295 857,185 858,514
Organized Activity 111,858 125.279 121,632 133.037 154.883
Net Financial Aid 85.145 157,159 201,182 264,839 309,203
Total! pen 53:130.700 54.279,497 5-1.781.756 55,554,048 56.066)20

Balance 5 9,194 S 9.481 St 110372) $( 42.810) S 91)65

Figure 3 it the first e%Jiliplc
data is resdsed into fixed d.
seen that this expense
(11141171'11y athletics) follois
Al zero enrollment, there I.
be the salaries of the c

fie inethi4 by 'is hich histinical
einiipiinents. It can be

i/cd student actixities
inixatiable expense guitein.
ornsr of 5603X70. This might
-toff. Mho are then able to

1 vire 4 is a more classical pattern for colleges and
universities. this example uses the hbrarks' data. There is ni
indication of a fixed expense during the last five years. No
only is the total expenditure increasing %sal enrollment. th
tate of expenditure per each student is also increasing. lion
the library data in Figure 2:

coach all of the J.100', widettaken throughout co
enrollment increase of is hires thousand students. In
addition. there is an cols -!or each student entollcd,
supplies. cquirtnent. pan het the additional coot Yen
ot an expanded program

1963-1
stiattivors-i, 1964.5.41,1wir 411,,

1965.6
1966.7
1967.,

I niii;Irnent

2.435
2.961
3..198
3.63
4.000

Total for
I ibraiy

5205.537
5280.98
5301.662
5409..C-1-1

S-117 .S(6

I ibraty
expenditurr
pet student

entolled

584
S95
589
S114
510-1

Met

II .an be teen that the rate of expentliture is int, reaorg
JS %kill .1; the enrollment. Remember that of this eNN'ilie wets
fixed 31 the 19t.34 live) of 5205.537 11 e expeothinie per
stud, IA 1n 196'' with an tntolinvnl 01 1 1100 u rn41 have
Jtoppt to 551. Ibis haft been 11-:e ce.snom of wale
eniottl h) otgant?..el ton 0131 initexeki its .littrAt AIM
4t... lb. tnell,ead with J greJ1(1 ,1 rtoiit
this ....iggc.15 a tcrion sole colkyct and unnettlilet do rot
net. t ss.tr irnprofe their financial position through expansion

ne,f tuition 10%11 may he det-tded upon lather athitrartb
11rcii e ntont.) rio a4able it asugned to %Aiello(' area
appears to need it. the alixay s needs n/ore. Before
ploc..-eding let me express that 1 have nothing against ittlifti:A,
arPti vk!,.tc%et 1 haft been engaged. I am as anno ed as the next
nun when a paitictilat book. Of ba.A issues (1' a highly
Veil:al/A periodical are mit as allabk. It is for tlas rerion that
clef) mstantitsn sacks to emulate the I, 44 al) of ('o ngles% for
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its American holdings and to approach some other leader in its
foreign holdings. This is why every president anguishes over
the allocation to the library. This is why the allocation process
requires additional supporting information to attempt to place
each allocation in the total perspective of the institution.

Figure 5 includes the income and expense categories in
Figure 2 resolved into their fixed and variable components. As
might be expected, endowment and gift income have large
fixed components. While they have increased as enrollment
increased, it is probably in response to gift campaigns. They
would not be expected to increase with enrollment. Only
public service and organized activities among the expense
categories exhibited any "fixed base" tendency All of the
others increased, not only with enrollment, but also at an
increased rate.

Every year the breakeven point in most institutions is
reached by raising tuition or increasing appropriations and
then spending what money is available. The concern for most
private scnools is what happens if tuition is increased and
enrollment falls off. Or for the public institution, appropria-
tions are not increased yet enrollment increases. Knowing
more about the fixed-variable nature of every expense will
help in knowing the long range impact of each resource
commitment.

How is this historical data used in planning, od in
analyses about how large an institution should become if the
decision were to be based purply on financial considerations
which, of course is only one of several.

Figure 6 is a planning model in which the expenses
shown in 2 and 5 are converted to a fixed level for all
categories except instruction. Under these conditions the
tuition charge could have been $966 instead of $1,200.
Admittedly this posture is severe, does not allow for inflation,
or for pressures for increased services which are going to occur
with increases in enrollment. It does illustrate the amount of
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additional tuition that must be charged if expenses are allowed
to increase at variable rates, that is, as a function of
enrollment.

NEDRAP UNIVERSITY
FIXED AND VARIABLE COMPONENTS
OF INCOME AND EXPENSES 1963.68

Fixed Variable
INCOME

Tu it ion
Endowment
General and Dept.
Gift
Organized Activities

Total Income

EXPENSE

Instruction
General Administration
General Institutional
Public Service
Student Services
Libraries
Physical Plant
Organized Activities
Net Financial Aid

$480,000
60,000

400,000

$940900 plus

$125,000

70,000

60,000

$255,000 plus

Figure 5

$1,200

25

50

$1,275 per
student

$ 660
79

158
4

105
142
240

22
48

$1,458 per
student

Figure 7 retains the fixed expense base and adds a
variable component which allows expenses to increase
somewhat with enrollment, but not at the same rate. The
effect of this difference between a totally fixed expense and a
totally variable expense is part of the planning knowledge
necessary to realize some of the "economies of scale" available
when enrollment is increased. Note that in the calculation of
tuition necessary to breakeven shown in Figure 7 the tuition at
an enrollment level of 4,000 is $1,213. With an enrollment of
5,000, a lower tuition should be charged $1,194.

How is this used to determine the optimum size for an
institution? As an institution grows in size, it encounters
"steps" in its expenditures. If it adds 150 more students, it
must add more faculty, more officers, and classrooms if the
current ones are fully utilized. If the growth can be
accomplished by increasing only variable expenses, greater
utilization of the institution takes place, and the unit cost per
student decreases. If it is necessary to increase the fixed
expenses of the institution, the additional cost of the 150
students may be more than the revenue they generate. At this
point an optimum level has been passed, and the decision to
grow will have to be considered in terms of the income and
expenses necessary to reach the next level at which
optimization can be sought. A mini-example of this is with
class section sizes. If you seek section sizes of 30 as a balance
between instruction cost and student participation, this
optimum is passed when you enroll 31 students in the section.



NEDRAP UNIVERSITY
Planning Model No. 1

Non-Instructional Expenses Fixed at the Enrollment Level
of 2,435.

INCOME Fixed Variable

Tuition
Endowment $ 480,000
Gen. and Dept. 60,000 $ 25
Gift 400,000
Organized Activities 50

EXPENSES

$ 940,000 $75 per
student not
including
tuition

Fixed Variable

Instruction $870
General Admin.
General Instil.
Public Service
Student Services
Libraries
Physical Plant
Organized Activities
Net Financial Aid

Total Expense

$ 160,000
283,000
70,000

245,000
205,000
464,000
112,000
85,000

$1,624,000 $870 per
student

Tuition Calculation at 4,000 students:

$940,000 + $75 x 4,000 + T x 4,000 = $1,624,000+ 5870 x 4,000
T = $966

Figure 6

If you split the section in two, with 15 in one and 16 in the
other, you are then less than optimum in both. A second
"optimum step" is not reached until 60 are enrolled in the
combined sections. These steps occur in every activity. One
dean of students may be able to cope with a thousand
students, an assistant is hired and can aid until the three
thousand level when a third is needed. Between these levels,
there is less than optimum utilization of this single function.
Since the optimum is not at the same enrollment level for each
activity, the overlap may make it appear that growth of the
institution is a continuous function. The development of fixed
and variable compenents for each expense will help identify
these steps.

Figur.: 8 utilizes the data of Figure 7 and poses the
question: With a current tuition charge of $1,250 and an
enrollment of 3,000, and an operating deficit of $285,000,
what are the alternatives of size, and/or tuition charges? One
alternative is to raise the enrollment to 3,280. If the fixed and
variable income and expenses hold the same rates, the
institution would breakeven at that enrollment level. If this
expansion forces a change in the fixedvariable relationships,
then the structure of the institution has changed, utilization of
existing plant and staff is no longer possible, and no economy
can be realized with this growth.

NEDRAP UNIVERSITY

Planning Model No. 2

Selected Non-Instructional Experses allowed
rate 50 percent of a totally variable expense.

INCOME Fixed

Tuition
Endowment $ 480,000
Gen. and Dept. 60,000
Gift 400,000
Organized Activities

Total Income $ 940,000

EXPENSES

Instruction
General Admin.
General Instil.
Public Service
Student Services
Libraries
Physical Plant
Organized Activities
Net Financial Aid

to increase at

Varir.ble

To be computed

$ 25

50

$ 75 per
student not
including
tuition

$ 870
$ 160,000 7

283,000 40
70,000 1

245,000 40
205,000 26
464,000 50
112,000 27
85,000 56

$1,624,000 $1,117

Tuition Calculation of 4,000 students:
$940,000 +75 x 4,000 +T x 4,900 = S1,624,000+ $1,117 x 4,000

= $1,213

Tuition Calculation at 5,000 students:
S940,000+ 75 x 5,090 + T x 5,000 = $1,624,000 + S1,117 x 5,000

T = $1,194

Figure 7

A second alternate, and the one used by most
institutions, is to raise the tuition by $95. If the same student
characteristics are sought, this analysis may have to be
extended further to be certain the scholarship balance is not
lost, in which case an even higher tuition may have to be
charged.

With this kind of data, the impact of alternates becomes
more apparent to the decision maker. If both of the alternates
in Figure 8 are selected, $95 in tuition, and to increase
enrollment by 280, .$328,000 additional funds become
available. Providing that the fixedvariable ratios do not
change, this will allow for an average increase of 6 percent in
all expenses, about what the current inflation rate requires.

Figure 9 compares the profiles of a high fixed-expense
institution with a low fixed- expense institution. Both break-
even at 2000 students. Each has a $1,000,000 fixed income
and a tuition charge of ¶750.00 at the 2,000 enrollment level.

If the high fixed expenses represents primarily
noninstructional overhead, then only $500.00 per student is
available for instruction requiring a facultystudent ratio of
perhaps one to thirty. Econcmies of scale are possible because
the overhead could be absorbed by greater numbers of
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The effect of moving from 4,000 to 5,000 students if fixed-
variable relationship can be maintained.

Figure 8

students. To move to an enrollment of 2500, with the same
expense rate, a tuition of only $700.00 could be charged
(rather than $750). In the low fixed-expense situation, $1,000
is free for variable expense, and a faculty student ratio of 15
to 1 is possible. There would be no advantage in expansion.

3
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2,1:00
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FIXED EXPENSE

1000

ENROLLMENT

Figure 9

2,000

To apply this to an institution, the character of each
account must be studied. Figure 10 is an analysis of the
behavior of General Institutional expense and Instruction
expense from the data in Figure 2. The trendlines produced in
Figures 3 and 4 are based on five year trends. Figure 10
compares incremental changes in enrollment and expense frLat
year to year. These are only the variable portions of the
expense. The fixed portion does not show in the incremental
analysis. Consequently the total unit expense and the
incremental unit expense will not be the same.

GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL EXPENSE

Year Enrollment

Increased
Enrollment

from
previous year

General
Instit.

Expense
year

Increased
Expense

from
previous year

Increased
Expense per

increased enroll-
ment per student

63-64 2,435 $283,659
64-65 2,961 525 $423,992 r;140,333 $267
65-66 3,398 437 $459,909 35,917 $ 82
66-67 3,563 165 $487,363 $ 27,454 $166
67-68 4,000 435 $588,710 $101,347 $232

INSTRUCTION EXPENSE

Year

Increased
Enrollment
from pre-
vious year

Instruction
Expense

Increased
Expense
from pre-
vious year

Increased
Expense

per increased
student

6364 $1,793,545
6465 525 $2,098,659 $305,114 $ 581
65.66 437 S2,368,759 $270,100 $ 618
66-67 165 $2,633,030 $264,271 $1,600
6748 435 $2,912,911 $279,881 $ 643

It can be seen that general institutional expense was not increased.
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SUMMARY

I. The value of breakeven analysis is lo recognize the
impact on allocation decisions of the fixed and variable
characteristics of incline and expense categories.

2. The breakeven point for an institution can be
computed from:

ktreakeven point Total fixed expense fixed into=
(enrollment) Income (per student) expense (per student)

3. If expenses are increasing at a rate directly variable
with enrollment increases, there can be no financial advantage
to enrollment growth. If expenses are fixed relative to changes
in enrollment, enrollment growth will reduce the cost per
staclent. If expenses are semivariable, i.e., partly fixed, partly
variable, economies will occur with enrollment increases. The
greater the tendency towards fixed expenses, the greater the
economies that will be realized.

4. An approach to fiscal optimization of institutional
size (there are other equally important non-financial
considerations) is to recognize when an expansion in
enrollment requires a change in the structure (plant and staff)
of the institution in contrast to greater utilization of the
existing structure. When the change in structure causes an
increase in the fixed expense, or changes the rate of
expenditure, then, an optimization point is being reached.

5. Incremental cost analyses are helpful in identifying
the eficei of enrollment increases. Because they do not include
any fixed portions of the expense, they are not the same as an
average unit expense calculation. A trend line drawn from
previous history will prevent "locking in" of a "one time"
expense.

G. Breakeven analysis underscores the need to analyze
all unit expense figures. An average expense of $28.50 for a
student credit hour must be coupled with a statement of the
enrollment level or the class size for which the average is valid.

7. Optimization of an institution's financial resources
can be approximated by successive trial enrollment increases.
If the unit cost increases forced by expansion of facilities,
increased scholarships to attract the same caliber of student, or
other changes in the fixed variable relationship, a new set of
assumptions will be needed to see if there is a new
optimization opportunity at a higher enrollment level.

8. The advantage of fixed expenses reducing unit costs
as enrollment increases becomes negative if enrollment falls
off, perhaps as a result of increased tuition. The drop in
enrollment means fewer students must share the fixed
expense, increasing the costs per student at the very time when
the reverse is desirable.
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EVALUATION

EVALUATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Alexander W. Asti?,
American Council on Education

Although the role of the institational researcher has
been variously defined in different colleges and universities,
my own view of Ilie ideal role for the Director of Institutional
Research is that of the "evaluator". Although evaluation has
traditionally been defined in many different ways, the most
u:eful form of evaluation produces information which can be
useful in decision making. Thus, evaluative studies are most
likely to produce useful information if they are based on an
understanding of the nature of the educational decision-
making process.

Decision Making in Higher Education

The need for rendering an educational decision in higher
education implies the existence of two fundamental
conditions: Some recognized educational objective or set of
objectives and at least two alternative means for accomplishing
these objectives. Educational decisions involve a choice among
the available alternative means by which the desired objectives
may be achieved. Consequently, every administrative decision
is predicated on a belief in the existence of a causal
relationship between some educational object and the
particular means selected to achieve that objective.

Although these assumptions are often not made explicit,
they underlie every administrative decision. Take, for example,
the question of curricular requirements. If several alternative
sets of requirements have been proposed, a decision must be
made about which one to use. If the faculty chooses set A over
sets B or C, its choice is obviously not a random one (although
some members of the faculty may regard it as such). The
decision to use set A is based on the assumption that, with
respect to some desired student outcome, the consequences of
adopting set A will be superior to the consequences of
adopting either of the other two sets of curricular
requirements.

Rational educational decisions are rendered by consult
ing various kinds of information assumed to be relevant to
both the desired outcomes and to the various means under
consideration by the decision maker. Note that the notion of
cause and effect involves at least three kinds of information:
Student inputs (the talents and achievement level of the
student when lie enters college), student outputs (his level of
achievement or knowledge after exposed to the institution),
and environmental experiences (the nature of the institution's
educational program). The major goal of evaluation is to
provide the administrator with relevant information about the
inputs, outputs, and environmental attributes of his
institution. Clearly, the most useful mode of presentation of
such information :s to show the administrator how his
particular educational practices affect the student outputs that
are of interest to him, and also how various alternative
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educational practices under consideration might produce
different types of outcomes. If the institutional researcher
does not provide such causal information but simply presents
the adfninistrat or with descriptive data on, say, the student
input, then the administrator is forced to supply his own
causal inferences if the information is to be of value in
decision making. In other words, it is not sufficient simply to
provide administrators with ,!,scriptive information as

requested; the institutional researcher has a major responsi-
bility to relate such information to the decision problems
under consideration by attempting to detect causal relation.
ships between alternative means and educational outcomes.

The collection of student input and student output
information is a task that can be assumed by most institutional
researchers. There are, of course, many logistical and political
problems within the institution that must be dealt with if a
systematic data base measuring change in the students over
time is to be developed and maintained. Since there arc a
variety of student outcomes which are relevant to the goals of
institutions, and since faculty, administrators, and students
may assign different values to these outcomes, it is important
for the institutional researcher to develop a data base which
measures changes in a variety of student characteristics. At a
minimum, lie would want to include data on changes in the
student's cognitive development, educational aspirations, and
career plans. Ideally, he would also want to include
information on changes in the student's self-concept, attitudes,
values, and behavior.

Incorporation of data on the student's environment in
general represents a more formidable task than collection of
student input and output data. At a minimum, the
institutional researcher would want to record all specific
educational or environmental events encountered by each
student. These would include such things as his curriculum,
the professors who taught his courses, membership in
organizations, participation in special educational programs,
financial aid received, and place of residence while at college.
Of particular importance is information on special experi-
mental programs or other types of innovative educational
interventions. Knowledge of which students participated in
such programs is essential to any attempt to assess the impact
of such programs in comparison with the traditional programs.

Studies of the impact of more global environmental
attributes of the institution (its size, for example) are normally
impossible to carry out at a single institution. In order to
study the impact of such attributes on the student's
development, it is necessary to study simultaneously several
institutions which vary with respect to the attribute under
investigation. Under these circumstances, it would be

important for the institutional researcher to attempt to engage
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in collaborative research with several other institutions of
varying character, so that comparable input and output data
on students attending the different institutions can be
collected and compared. Again, it is important here to focus
or those institutional ittributes which are likely to be central
to the administrator's decision problems.

The extent to which the results of such evaluative
research can be regarded as relevant to any decision problem is
dependent on a number of considerations, including the
appropriateness of the particular environmental characteristics
and student outputs that are selected for study, as well as the
methodology used to collect and analyze the data. The
confidence that the administrator can place in the causal
interpretations of the resulting findings is dependent on the
extent to which the institutional researcher has been able to
rule out plausible rival interpretations of the data in his
analysis.

In summary, I have argued that the appropriate role of
the institutional researcher is to produce information which
can be used in administrative decisions regarding the adoption
of new educational policies or practices or the modification of
the existing policies and practices. Since such decisions are
ultimately based on assumptions of causal relationships
between particular educational practices and the desired ends
or objectives of the educational program, the institutional
researcher can be most relevant to decision making if his
research is directly concerned with these causal relationships.
Since such information requires data on student inputs and
student outputs as well as information on the environmental
attributes of the institution, institutional researchers need to
be familiar both with techniques of data collection and data
processing and with methods of experimental design and
analysis.
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EVALUATIONS OF INNOVATIONS IN EDUCATION

William II. Clements
WSU-Stevens Point

I write on this subject with great trepidation, for
innovation suggests change, and change invites controversy. If
you do nothing new, you seldom make enemies. But if you try
something new and different, it challenges the existing
structure, so beware! I cannot help recalling that old scientific
law, "To every action there is an equal and contrary reaction".
I have labeled this reaction the "do nothing syndrome".

On the other hand, if you dwell among certain kinds of
people, you must assume change will take place whether it
should or not. They are victims of the "do anything
syndrome". In this environment, one may find it important to
produce evidence why some changes should not take place,
lest something essential in the existing education structure be
destroyed.

Those of us who do research into the problems of higher
education must steer clear of both of the syndromes just
described. We must learn to conduct sound evaluation of the
innovations that are proposed. Innovations should be
encouraged, but they also need to be examined ciitically.
Unless they are so examined, the ever-present weaknesses of
each new proposal cannot he discovered and repaired. Many
potentially good ideas are likely to be eventually cast aside
because of fatal weaknesses detected too late.

Several standards apply to all such evaluations. These
rules apply to all evaluations, not just those concerned with
innovations. The first is that the success of any new idea must
be measured in terms of the stated objectives. It seems to me
that the first question we should ask about any costly or
significant innovation N, what possible important outcomes
might this experiment yield? What are the objectives?

When this standard has been satisfactorily satisfied, we
have another: By what criteria can we determine if, and to
what extent, the defined objectives have been met? I Without a
sound method of comparing what is to what should be, we can
have no idea whether or not an innovation is successful. The
evidence may sometimes be qualitative, but it had often better
be quantitative. It is difficult to describe outcomes solely in
abstract terms. If learning is "better" under a given method,
the word "better" needs to be defined in terms of actual
quantitative measures. Concrete illustrations can do a great
deal to clarify the meaning of abstract terms.

A third point to keep in mind when an innovation is
evaluated is that it may have significant by-products and these
by-products may by nature be either good or bad. A good
illustration comes to mind from the field of chemical research.
When DDT was first developed, its success in destroying pests
and harmful fungi was sensational. Ilowever, it would have
been better if we had all paid more attention to the
by-products DDT: Destruction of useful insects, birds, and
marine life. Those who launch innovations in education must
be aware that there may be many by-products or side effects
of an experiment. These effects need to be assessed. The third
standard, then, concerns the evaluation of by-products.

A fourth standard is relevant if the innovation is
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expected to replace something else. We must then ask if
something essential in the existing practice is to be replaced.
Years ago, an innovator compared learning in a traditional
classroom with that in a classroom in which sound pictures
were used as the teaching process. To his surprise, learning in
the traditional classroom came out far ahead. What was the
rason? Simply, that in using the film he had removed
opportunity for feedback and classroom discussion. 11e had
thrown out the baby with the hathwater, so to speak. lie then
decided to do what he should have done in the first place: Use
the film simply to enrich the learning.

A fifth and final standard is that the innovation must
eventually be made practical. It is too bad to bring up the
matter of cost in an experimental program. But someone will
eventually bring up the subject of cost, and probably other
matters of practicality. Many higher education innovations are
Federally funded, including some that are very expensive. The
question is, can we afford to keep them once the "outside"
funding has ceased? It then becomes necessary to weigh the
anticipated gains against the cost.

Because of the practical considerations of possible bias,
an innovation should be evaluated by someone who has no
prior prejudice for or against the innovation. This means that
whoever initiates an experiment is often NOT the person who
should evaluate it.

Keeping in mind these five basic standards, let us turn to
a specific type of innovation, the often tried pass-fail grading
of college achievement. I choose this type of experiment
because of its widespread adoption, and because it is difficult
to evaluate. In higher education, if you have not tried passfail
grading, and possibly discarded it, you are behind the times.
Surely we all hold strong opinions concerning this
controversial practice, and we are ready to talk about them at
the drop of a hat. Can we also examine them objectively? Let
us put pass-fail to the test that has just been described.

According to a Phi Beta Kappa report, the pass-fail
proponents expect that its adoption will achieve the following
objectives: I) Permit the student to learn without pressure or
emotional strain, 2) remove the repression or inhibition of a
grading system, 3) give students the opportunity to pursue
courses in academically unfamiliar areas without fear of a poor
grade, and 4) encourage students to display greater motivation
and intellectual curiosity than under traditional programs.2

This statement, if it is complete, fulfills the first basic
standard of sound evaluation: Listing of anticipated objectives.
Lei us now turn to the second objective: By what criteria can
we determine how well the objectives are met? I low does one
determine whether or not students are learning without
pressure or emotional strain? Or can we assume that this is
true? To my knowledge there are no objective findings bearing
on this question.

In tike manner, let us examine the second aim, "remove
the pressure or inhibitions of a grading system." Does this
statement imply that passfail is not a grading system? This
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question opens up a whole line of variables among pass-fail
plans. 1) At what level of achievement is the distinction made
between pass and fail? 2) For what kinds of courses, and for
how many courses, do students have the pass fail option? 3)
Are pass-fail courses open to all, or only to those having
certain achievements? 4) Does the professor in a pass-fail
course know who has chosen the pass-fail option? 5) Does the
professor, or the registrar, keep the record of the grades in a
pass-fail course? 6) Are the students ranked? 7) Do the "pass"
credits count toward graduation? A summary of current
practices concerning these variables is contained in the Phi
Beta Kappa report! The point I wish to make here is that
each separate practice needs to be evaluated separately, and
that sonic of the pass-fail experiments are set up in such a way
that they cannot be evaluated at all in relation to the stated
objectives. Concerning pass-fail objective number two, let me
raise this question: Can a pass-fail plan be devised so that it
removes the pressures of grading and still be subject to sound
evaluation?

A crucial test conies when we examine objective number
three. It is not merely a question of, "can students take
academically unfamiliar courses without fear of a poor grade,"
but do they take them? Who takes them? And, what is the
quality of their work? At Stevens Point, sonic departments
designated pass-fail elective courses from the major, and sonic
of these were required courses. This in spite of our adherence
to objective three as the most important. We have no record of
the quality of work in pass-fail. Further, we have riot
determined how to tell when a student has "fear of a poor
grade."

The College of Letters and Science at Dartmouth College
made a three year trial of pass-fail option. Officials there
found that only 3 percent of pass-fail courses chosen were
courses that were academically unfamiliar.4 Dartmouth has
now greatly limited the pass-fail options.

Concerning objectives 2 and 3, the University of
Wisconsin has offered sonic pass-fail options with provision
that the registrar, not the professor who taught the course,
knew which students had chosen the pass fail option. The
professor turned in a letter grade for each strident. There was a
significant tendency for juniors and seniors to earn lower grades
in pass-fail courses than they did in other courses, or than
junior and seniors generally earned.5 These are only sample
findings concerning objective number three. We aced to have
the whole picture.

Concerning pass-fail objective number four, how is it
possible to determine if students display greater motivation
and intellectual curiosity? I do not have the answer. Unless
very carefully defined, evaluations based on this objective are
likely to be very subjective, such as this one: "Students seem
to use the (pass-fail) system less to gamble on a course in
which they might otherwise get a mediocre grade than they do
to relax a little, and devote more lime to their other
Courses.

Let us turn now to my third standard and ask, "What are
the by-products of pass-fail?" I doubt if these have been
studied seriously. But we might find clues in the number of
times classes are cut, the degree of attention during the class
period, the number of reference books checked out, and the
amount of time spent in off-campus social activity. Let us
consider these possible criteria carefully.

We conic to grips with the main problem in standaid
number four: Will anything essential he lost if we change front
traditional grading to pass-fail grading? The answer to this
question depends on whether pass-fail grading is adopted
piecemeal or whether it is to replace all other i!:ade reports. If
only a few pass-fail credits are per-mired, the traditional grade
reports have not been destroyed; their usefulness may simply
be somewhat curtailed. Letter grades have long been used to
distinguish different levels of qualities of achievement. They
are helpful later on to students because they distinguished
better scholarship from poorer scholarship at several levels.
They are used to determine fitness for advanced study,and to
determine academic strengths and weaknesses as they help
determine who should be employed for certain kinds of work.
Georgetown University Law School is now trying pass-fail
grading, and they have inquired of those who employ
Georgetown graduates whether or not pass-fail grading would
handicap law school graduates who sought employment with
the firm. So far the responses to this inquir- are limited in
number. Although 50 percent of the responses indicated
outright that pass-fail grades were likely to cause denial of
employment, numerous others said that in the absence of
relevant law grades they would seek some other evidence of
the candidate's competence.' We might add parenthetically that
they would also seek for, and no doubt employ, candidates
who did have relevant law grades. The point I wish to make is
that if all scholarship is evaluated simply as pass or fail, we
would have only the subjectiveness of a few instill,. tors'
opinions on which to base employment and scholarship
decisions. In this sense, discarding more refined grades in favor
of pass-fail grading would be like throwing the baby away with
the bathwater. At best, all we have done by installing pass-fail
is to substitute one subjective system for another.

The literature on this subject is bedecked with
suggestions that we should adopt pass-fail grading because
many "educators" evaluate and grade so poorly. But this is
like saying that we should abolish automobiles because many
people have accidents. Might it not be better to teach
professors how to evaluate learning fairly and objectively if
they do riot know how?

The fifth standard is that of practicality. Perhaps if we
are practical we will consider where pass-fail grading is most
useful and use it there only. The plan seems useful in

situations in which all we need is an "accept or reject"
decision. When a law candidate takes a bar examination, the
test is one o!. final competence. Further comparisons with
others are not needed or expected. Certainly there are many
such situations in education, and pass-fail grading has long
been used for these occasions.

Let me summarize what I have said so far. I have said
that educational innovation is highly important, but that
innovations should be examined critically and scientifically.
have proposed five standards by which to evaluate these
innovations, and pass-fail grading has been used as an example
of an innovation which can be scientifically appraised, point
by point. I would like to raise the following quest ions for your
careful consideration.

I. Are the five standards for appraising innovations
valid?

2. Are there other standards that should be included?



3. Can passfail grading ho fairly appraised with the use
of those standards?

4. What arc the best methods of reducing subjectively
stated purposes (such as !hose for pass-fail grading) to
objective measures?

5. How can those who carry out educational inuova
Lions he convinced of the need for sound evaluation?

I invite you to consider these and other pertinent
questions as you hear other reports on the pass -fail

experiment. Especially, 1 invite yo r to consider again time
matter of what constitutes sound evalt,ation.

Bloom, Benjamin, ed., Taxonomy of Educational Objectires; Handbook 1, Cognitive Domain, McKay, 1954.

2 Phi Beta Kappa, "Pass-Fail Study Committee Repot t to the Senate," 6 December, 1969, p.1.

3 Ibid.

4 I ducation U.S.A., November 17, 1969. p.68.

s From a University of Wisconsin (Madison) report, "Comments on Second Semester 1967-68 Pass-Fail Grades."

6 Phi Bela Kappa Report, Op. Cit., p. 6.

7 Tuci, Anna M. "Experiences of the Placement Office," Ipso LoQuitar. pp. II+.
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AN EVALUATION OF
WITTENBERG'S PASS-FAIL GRADING SYSTEM

Lynn Willett
Wittenberg Unirersily

In the last five years Wittenberg University has been
involved in two different approaches to limited grading
systems. Prior to Wittenberg University's adoption of its
present passfail grading system, another limited grading
system had been in effect for three and a half years. This
grading scheme was known as the I I-S-F (I lonors, Satisfactory,
and Fail I system and was instigated for the entering freshmen.
All courses taken during the freshman year were graded in the

manner, and full course credit was obtained for courses
in %%hick the student received an Honors or Satisfactory
report. No grade point average was computed during the first
>ear. The underlying philosophy of the II-S-F system was one
of "cushioning" the freshman's transition from high school
and enabling him to study for the sake of learning rather than
for the traditional grade of AB-C-DF. The consensus of both
studies and discussions among faculty, students and
administrators conducted during the II-S-F grading ;irogram
cast serious doubt on the premises on which the system had
been founded.

The complaints against II-S-F were loud and diverse.
Some argued that high school students were accustomed to
A-B-C-D-F grading and the II-S system did not ease

transition. Instead it increased confusion and made it harder
for the student to assume the freedom and responsibility of
college. Most of the freshmen students reported they did not
feel academic pressure during their first year. However, there
were varying interpretations as to how the students unfired
their free time. It seemed a consensus among upperclassmen,
who served as dormitory advisers, that the freshmen spent
most of their time in the student union, in hull sessions. and in
the local bars. Also, the registrar reported no dis,,ernable drop
in attrition in the freshman classes during this period.
However, there was some evidence that attrition was

somewhat higher during the sophomore year than in years
previous to the This indicates that the II-S system
during the freshman year merely delayed the student's
confrontation with the grading realities of academic life. Other
problems of transferring credit, awarding scholarships,
eligibility for athletics and the draft became evident during
this period.

Because of these problems with 11-SF, a faculty
committee began investigation dining the fall of 1968 into
another form of limited grading. In the sluing of 1969 the
Wittenberg faculty adopted the present passfail grading
system, Instead of using limited grades only for freshmen, all
students now may elect up to nine courses under the passfail
option during their college career; nine courses represent 25
percent of the total number of courses required for
graduation. The pass-fail option may not he exercised niore
than once per term cAcept in the first term of the freshman
year the student may elect up to and including three courses
under the pass-fail option. The passfail option must he
declared at the lime of registration, and this decision is final.
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Only the student and the registrar know which courses the
student has elected for the P-F option; the professors still hand
in A-11-C-1) -F grades for all students. The registrar then
converts grades "A" through "D" to a pass and "F" remains
an "F". Also, a student may not elect the pass-fail option in
courses in his major subject area.

The spring term of 1969 was the first term of the
present passfail system. A total of 846 courses were
designated by the students as passfail options. The freshman
class took a total of 346 courses on passfail. However, since
freshmen could lake more than one course P-F, only 286
individual freshmen (45 percent of the class) exercised the P-F
option. In the sophomore class, 127 individual students (22
percent of the sophomore class) used the P-F option. One
hundred seventy-one individual juniors (33 percent of the
junior class) used the PF system and 202 individual seniors
(43 percent of the senior class) exercised the P-F option. A
total of 786 individual students or 36.5 percent of the student
body exercised the PF option during this first term.

An analysis of the courses in which the student opted
for Pi' grading revealed that 84 percent of the courses were
institutional requirements.

An overall P-F grade point average during this first term
was 2.20. The grade point average for courses taken on a
nonpass-fail basis figured out to be 2.97.

A study I performed on a random sample of pass-fail
students compared to a random sample of non-pass-fail
students was conducted using a number of variables. Care was
taken to match the passfail with the non-pass-fail students on
sex and the type of course taken. The research question which
was investigated in this study can be stated in this manner: Do
students who exercise the pass-fail option differ in terms of
academie achievement and aptitude from students who did not
exercise the passfail perogative?

The subjects were compared on the following criterion
variables: Grades in selected courses, term grade point average,
cumulative grade point average, and verbal and math scholastic
aptitude test scores. The analysis of variance was used in an A
x B factorial design. The two factors analyzed were P-F and
non-P1: students and college class (freshmen, sophomore,
etc.). The only statistically significant differences between the
two groups eyisted for course grades. The two groups were not
significantly ditlerent from each other in terms of S.A.T.
scores, term or cumulative grade point averages.

In shot., this investigation into the lust term in the
pass-fail system revealed that passfail students generally
designated institutional requirement courses for the P -F
option, and differed significantly from nonpass-fail students
only in course performance.

Wittenberg has now completed a total of three terms
under the passfail option. At this point two trends appear to
he developing. First, there has been a gradual increase in the
number of courses taken 011 a passfail basis. Second, the
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average grade point for courses taken on a PT basis has ',seen
declining from a 2.20 the first term of P-F, to a 2.13 in the
second, and a 2.04 in the pass term. One could certainly draw
the conclusion that students arc not only achieving at a much
lower grade level compared to their traditionally graded
classmates, but also they are as a group achieving progressively
less well each term the P-F is offered.

The popular departments in which students predomi-
nately chose to exercise the PF option are generally English,
religion, languages, math, biology and chemistry.

A number of questions have been raised at Wittenberg
concerning the passfail system. Students unanimously seem to
think the present system is excellent. This position is
supported by a black student organization on campus which
has championed the pass-fail cause from the point of view of
the culturally deprived student's adjustment to a white, middle
class institution. Faculty at this point appear to be divided
concerning the grading system. Many would like to see the
passfail abolished and a return to the days when a student had
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to "work for a grade". Other faculty see positive advantages to
the present system and express confidence that she pass-fail
system really does achieve its objectives. Some parents have
voiced concern about the PT by inquiring if this credit
would be accepted at another undergraduate or graduate
institution. Studeat personnel workers seem to feel that the
pass-fail system allows the student too much free time with
which he can get into trouble.

In conclusion, it appears that the same weaknesses and
complaints which were apparent in the Honorsatisfactory
Failure system are reoccurring in the present passfail system.
The evidence is strong that P-F students do not achieve
comparably with non-P-F in the same courses. However, does
this mean the P-F system is not good? It could be argued that
an evaluation of a pass-fail system should not use as one of its
criteria the very thing the PF was designed to alleviate: Grade
motivation. Perhaps new techniques and approaches need to
be developed which measure a student's class performance in
terms other than the usual A-B-C-DF criterion.
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THE ('ASS FAIL OPTION AT
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARI3ONDALE

Loren 13. Jung
,S'outhern Minor's University at Carbondale

In the early part of the academic year, David E.
Christensen, Assistant Dean of tilt College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences began thinking seriously about a pass-fail option for
students in the Co liege of LA & S. By February 9,1968, the
LA & S Coundil passed a proposal to implement a limited
pass-fail system for the College of LA & S on a twoyear trial
basis. The proposal was presented as a method:

a. That would induce some juniors and seniors in the
College of LA & S to explore intellectually by taking
elective courses outside of their area of specialiratiou.
It is assumed that by not having to compete with
majors on a graded basis, students will be encouraged
to lake courses in which they may have a real or
presumed interest. The net effect of this proposal will
be toward the broadening of student's education
which is consistent with the goals of the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences.

b. Will provide more flexibility in the instructional
program of the College of LA & S. Many
professionals in the field of higher education have
criti.:ized the highly packaged and structured system
of higher education. The system is based on a set of
courses that go rip a numbered ladder which includes
sets of required courses, sets of credit hour units, and
rewards in the form of fetter grades. In recent years
students have decried this rigid system. The passfail
option with the increased flexibility and the lessening
of competition should result in more student
satisfaction.

The passfail option was to have limitations built into it
to insure its adoption & probability of success.

I. The passfail option pertains only to students,
departments, and courses in the College of 1,A & S.

2. The passfail option will be open to 1.A & S students
with an overall grade point average of 3.25 or higher
at the time they register for the option. This
minimum C.P.A. was chosen because it was
consistent with the minimum C.P.A. required for
students wishing to self-advise in the Co/lege. This
minimum C.P.A. also gives some assurance that
marginal students will not use the system as a crutch.
This minimum G.P.A. may encourage students to
strive for this 1011111111 in order to be able to option
courses on a passfail basis. Furthermore any pass-fail
credits of a student whose grade point average falls
below the 3.25 minimum will he counted toward
graduation.

3. Students may only apply rip to 16 units of passfail
credit toward graduation.

4. No more than 8 units of passfail credit may be
applied from any one department.

S. All 300 & 400 level courses taken as pass-fail and
passed will be accepted toward the senior hour
requirements.

6. Passfail credits are applicable for elective courses
only. They may not be applied toward any major or
minor requirements for a degree from the College of
1,A & S. There is an exception in that if a student
changes his major to one in which he has received
"pass" credit, the credit may be counted for hours
toward the major if the department concurs.

7. A "pass" grade is construed to be the equivalent of at
least a "D" grade in the regular 5 letter grading
system.

8. Any pass credit earned will be added to the total
number of hours passed but will not be counted in
computing the C.P.A.

Any fail credit earned will be shown on the students
record but has no effect on the G.P.A.

10. Each LA & S. department will decide which of its
courses will be offered with the Pass-fail option.

II. A student has up to the fourth week of each term to
change his registration from the Pass-fail option or
viceversa. This deadline is the same as for other
registration matters,

12. All students taking the Pass-fail option are subject to
the same course requirements as regularly enrolled
students.

l)

As part of the Pass -fail innovation, evaluation of the
innovation was included. The evaluation was to be considered
after two years of experimentation. An outside agency such as
an ad hoc committee was to be appointed by the Dean to
gather evidence in order to make recommendations concerning

s continuation with or without modification or its
abandonment. For purposes of evaluation, each instruction
was asked to submit two grades for each Passfail option
student, his Pass or Fail grade along with a regular letter grade.
The Registrar only recorded the P/F grade.

The Office of Institutional Research has been given the
task of evaluating this program. The University Council has
extended the Passfail program through the Fall 1970 quarter
in order to permit the evaluation to be completed on twofull
years of experience. To date our research design is being
designed to answer the following questions:

1. Does the Pass-fail option induce juniors & seniors in
the College of LA & S. to take courses outside of
their area of specialitation?
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2. If the Passail option does induce juniors & seniors
to take courses outside of their area of specialization
is the non competitive aspects of the Passfail option
a factor?

3. Ilas the PasstaA option induced more flexibility in
the instructional program?

4. Is the 3.25 G.P.A. limitation for taking a passfail
option the best cut-off point to insure student
success?

S. is the tacit assumption that nonmarginal students
will not use the passfail option as a clutch valid?

6. Are instructors generally impressed with the attitude
& motivation of Passail students in their courses?

7. Do the students feel that the passfail option is

helping to unstructure the system of Higher
Education?

8. What types of students are taking pass fail courses?

The study will rely heavily on the data presently being
collected by the LA & S. Advisement center, the Registrar's
Student Information System, questionnaires to students who
option for passfail courses, questionnaires to faculty members
who taught classes with passfail students, and interviews with
Deans and department chairmen. The Multiple Regression
Approach will be utilized to answer the questions above.

SUMMARY DATA AVAILABLE TO DATE
ON THE PASS FAIL OPTION AT

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS

TABLE I: Number of Students and Courses !moiled with PassFail Option

Item
IM.M1.41 el/

Fall
68

Number of students taking Passail option
Number of students taking more than one Passail

option in one quartet
Number of courses taken on a Pass'ail basis

IM.11...110M10. i1111.1 O. O...

Winter Spring Summer Fall
69 69 69

4 37 88 47 53

0 11 I 10 ti
2 41 52 29 39

69

TABLE 2: Distribution of students in the Pass -Fail Option Through Fall Quarter 1969

1 student has taken the maximum of lb credit hours allowed
19 students have taken from 9.15 hours of Pasail credit
SI students have taker. from Sot hours of Pass -Lail credit
94 students have taken from 1-4 hours of PassFail credit
19 students have taken the maximum of 8 credit hours in any one department

TABLE 3: Number of Students from each School or College with Pats-Fail Option

Fall Winter Spring Summer Fall
School of College 69 69 69 69

AGRICULTURE 0 0 I 0 1

BUSINESS 0 0 0 0 1

COMMUNICATION 0 3 3 0 3

1 DUCATION 0 0 I 3 I
FINE ARTS 0 I 0 0 0
GINI RM. STUDDS 1 1 2 0 0
GRADUAT1. SC11001, 0 0 0 3 0
IA&S 2 60 81 41 47
11 C11 1 2 0 0 0
IOTA! 4 67 SS 47 53
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TABLE 4: The Regular Grades Distribution for Those Students Taking the PassFail Option

Fall Winter Spring Summer Fall
Grade 68 69 69 69 69

A 0 10 6 3

B 2 23 16 7

C 1 25 28 10

D I 5 S 4

V 0 2 8 2

NOT RECEIVED 0 2 25 21

TOTAL 4 67 88 47

TABLES: Number of Students Taking Courses in Pass-Fail by Major

Fall Winter Spring Summer Fall
In Major Area 68 69 69 49 69

UNDECLARED MAJORS 2 I 4 5 0
TAKING COURSE IN MAJOR AREA 0 36 44 24 32
TAKING COURSES OUTSIDE MAJOR AREA 2 .30 40 i8 21

TOTAL 4 67 88 47 53
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A CONCEPTUAL APPROACH FOR COMPARING GRADES
WITHIN AND AMONG COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

William L. Yellow', Jr.
Unircrsity

American educators have experimented with various
types of evaluation and goading systems for almost two
hundred years. An historical review suggests Thal we have
almost come fullcircle in attempts to symbolize a student's
academic performance and achievement. Proponents for
grading systems argue chiefly in terms of the necessity fur
simplified evaluation measures fot internal and external use.
They also cite benefits of competition and other pedagogical
values, and a reasonable degree of measurement reliability.
Opponents of grades cite lack of validity and uniformity and
claim misdirected motivation. mcchanizatkin of learning,
stilling of creativity, artificiality, and the protection and
encouragement of inadequate leaching. however, attempts to
eliminate the assignment of evaluative symbols or desciiptions
have historically suffered from an inability to withstand
efficacious and impressive pressures favoring grading systems.
Furthernxne, educational research and communication of
information concerning the academic performance of students
has been hampered by the multiplicity and inadequacy of
grading scales presently in use.

THE PROBLEM

there are several deficiencies of existing grading systems
which limit the effectiveness of them as indicators of academic
perfomunce. In addition to the problem of incomplete
validity time are other deficiencies which have hampered
communication and research. Some of these arc:

I. There exist many different types of grading scales
currently in use thus creating problems of interpretation and
communication. According to Smallwood I the idea of definite
grading scales using descriptive adjectives began to appear in
Ametican higher education around 1775 and by 1800 there
were a variety of scales in use. Hy the early I900's many
colleges were using the A-10-l= system or some variant of it.
WW2 noted in 19(07 that the A10-F system. together with
some special grades and a gradepoint average ((;PA) cakulated
on a 4.00 system is largely standardized in American colleges.
However, there ate many institution that use quite variant
schemes. For exampk, Rutgers University employs a "reverse"
(;PA system %JAI! 1.000 is the highest average Mist anguished,
and 5.000 is the krwest (failed). ltsually. colleges with such
at)pical grading tstems encounter deffkuhics in explaining
and interpreting their system 10 others: in some eases. the
students ate al a compelilive disadvantage for fellowships and
graduate school admissktris. Anyone who has had to interpret
grades and (;PA's (torn different colleges is Matt of the
d &Deli It its of comps ab y

2. Mesa attempt: at standsdiration encounter resist.
ance vihich limits their unhttstlity of use. An insistence on
the use of pre.establisbed grading "standards" oc "guidelines"
almost automatically encounters resistance on both philo-
sophical and poetical bases. Attempts to enfoicc tithes an
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absolute or a relative reference are met with resistance on the
grounds of abridgment of academic freedom. Most "post-
facto" compensating systems arc complex, cumbersome
and/or unintelligible to many educators, students, and laymen:
their complexity often negates their positive aspects and
restricts their utility.

3. Present numerical and qualitypoint astragirig
systems fail to take into account substantial grading
differentials existent between the various subcPvisiorts of an
institution. In fact, present averaging and comparison practices
arc based upon an implicit (and almost always unrecognized)
assumption that such differentials do not exist! In a study
involving 38 Minnesota colleges I loodi concluded that, "This
study has shown that the distributkm of ability kvels and the
distribution of academic grades differ considerably among
different colleges and types of colleges:therefore, a particular
gradeointaverage represents differing kvels of academic
achievement al different colleges." 41'hal should be added to
his statement is that this is indeed true even when the colkgcs
ate divisions of a single univetsity. Data I Fast collected from a
broadly representative sample of twenty colleges and
univetsities4 during the last four years revealed substantial
divisional differences in grading distributions within a single
institution. For exampk, quality point averages of 2.70 in the
Liberal Arts College and 2.20 in the College of Architecture al
one institution were the median avetages for those divisions
and thus represented comparable academic achievement
relative to each curriculum. floweret, performance compari.
sons are made and statistical aggregations (e fl. fraternity
chapter averages) arc computed in a fashion which ignores
these differences and treats equally all grades of the same
numerical value. The "university average" in the example cited
was computed as 2.50 and the inference is thus fostered that
the Architecture student is below average in performance
while his compatriot in Liberal Arts is *best average. 1 he
actual situation is that both individuals are performing equally
relative to their respective cutticvls.

4. Rank-ordet academie standings of heterogeneous
%Indent groups when based upon grade-point or quality point
averages often give an incomplete and incorrect index of
student achievement. The relationship between CPA's and
subsequent class rank do not include the amts of standard
degrees of mean value or variabdily. . Thus in knowing only any
given student's rank tot CPA one does OM have a complete
picture of the relative perfonnarst of the student. %lien the
rankings ate based upon getup averages hilkh do net take into
account the divisional differences mentioned prevrout4 they
can actually be substantially in error. Ina continuation of the
previoudy mentkved example, a fraternity comprised
principally of architects will be ranked comidetably below ;it
aPprortia standing while another fraternity- consisting of
liberal ants students will be tanked higher than it should be on
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the basis of the coniculai perf0111311CC of its members
(because of the differences ir, grading diktributions of the two
colleges).

THE STAG APPROACH

Overview

The Standardized Transformation of Academic Grades
(STAG) approach is an attempt to resolve the difficulties of
educational research and effective communication caused by
the aforementioned deficiencies of present grading systems.
The STAG approach is used to convert existing qualitypoint
or numeric averages into a notnialited5 and standardized scale.
Each conversion (regression) equation is based upon actual
grade distribution data for the particular reference group in
question and obtained from class ranking lists. The resultant
transformed grade has the advantage of standard degrees of
mean value and variability thus permitting more valid
comparisons and a greater variety of statistical manipulations.
Since the conversion is accomplished postacto the necessity
to enfec any presei grading standards is avoided. The
institution nerd not change its traditional and familiar goading
system but can use the STAG grades whenever inter- or
intrainstitutkmal coparisons are deemed desirable or
necessary. The standardized grade has the added feature of
providing information about 11 e (CIJII1C academic pciform
an of each individual; relative to his curriculum and relative
to other individuals.

Detail of STAG Approach

The STAG approach is a relatively simpk and
straightforward one consisting of the folhosing four
operations:

1. Determine the appropriate reference subgroups for
comparison or analysis. In most universities each
school. college or major division should comprise a
separate sub-group. further sb-divisions may be
deemed desirable; for example. the I theta' At
colkge students may be sub iliN ACAS i110 1111/113111ITCS.
SOCiit Sciences. 11)9C31 Silent:VS, and Biological
Sciences divisions. Slibiloisions on the basis of scx
are not relevant for moo applications.`

The decision on whethet to use one standardized
distribution for the entire division (es. Agriculture)
of to determine the distribution fot each class within
that division will depend upon the application.
Separate distributions for each class will be more
accurate than one for the entire division but the
latter. if based upon the junior year dal r his
the advantage of being a goal refer ent ./

2. Detetrnint the mean GPA and standard deviation
(S.D.) foe the reference groups. lot example. if yout
referent* group is Ohio, iffiCUtiutt students
determine the mean 4.;PA and S D. for all junior
agricahure students on the basis of the ont t'eat's
grades.

A. Transform the grade to any standardized soak score
by means of the equation:

1.1'1
t. I 11t/for,-1

t 4'1 \ ,

Mfif-11'1.1

For example. using the Sscale (see following chart )
and On mean GM of 2.40 a id a standard deviation
of .60 fur junior agriculture z. udents, a student with
a 3.00 GPA in that division has an Sscore of 70:

SlinJeJ S.,ar';I+a 1100 1n1 , 741

IA

The choice of standard scale will depend upon the
particular application in mind. The "1" and "Clini"
scales are familiar to many researchers but the scale
limits (practically speaking 20S0 or 200-800) are
confusing to many faculty members and students
who are not mathematically inclined. The stanine
scale suffers from the same problem but has the
practical advantage of occupying only one column on
copater punched-card records. The S5C31C uses a
100 point scale and its limits are more undersiand
able ko many people.' For guidance and counseling
students on grade perfotinance. low scores that result
from the Sscale may have valuable "shock" effects.

I gure I

RI I ATIONSHIP OF SINTRAL SCARS
10 A NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
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4. OPTIONAL: Normalize the grading distributions.
Opinions differ regaiding the desirability of the
notinalizing procedure. It is recommended here for
two reasons: a) It compensates for r ossiblc change
variations in the original raw distribution (the curve is
"smoothed") and: h) the resultant distribution is
more likely to remain stable over a period of years
thus avoiding the necessity for frequent re-calcula-
rion.

If this option is exercised a plot of the data points
should be made on either linear or arithmetic probability
graph paper to determine the magnititude of the changes made
by the normalizing procedure. An example of the result of the
above process is shown in the following graph for two divisions
of a single university. The graph also shows the best straight
line approximation (normalized curve) for each of the two
college GPA distributions. The example uses the typical 4.00
quality-point system but the STAG method can be used on

any other t) pc te.g. 100 point, etc.) of numeric scale. The
Liberal Ant student who was at the 50th percentile of his class
(rank = 268/535) had a 2.68 junior ) car CPA. The agriculture
student who was at the 50th percentile of his class (rank
198/395) had a 2.41 junior year GPA. Although both students
ranked in the middle of their respective college classes the
Liberal Arts student had a CPA th. t was .27 qualitypoints
higher than the student in Agriculture. Sir-alar differences
exist at all points of the grading distribution.

Another way to highlight the variations is to see what a
given GPA means in terms of relative achievement in each of
the two colleges. A student obtaining a CPA of 2.00 in liberal
Arts stands at approximately the 7th percentile (Sscore a 20)
of his class which is one and one-half standard deviations
below the mean. On the other hand an Agriculture student
with a GPA of 2.00 stands at approximately the 25th
percentile (Sscore = 37) which is about twoltirds of a
standard deviation below the mean. Thus, the very same CPA
represents two quite damnt achievement records!

APPLICATION OF THE STAG APPROACH

A brief example of the results of the application of the STAG approach and the different and irte omplete information it
conveys is illustrated in the following table.

SAMPLE APPLICATION OF STAG SYSTEM CONVERSION

Name Division

Quality Point
Memo

(0-4.30 Ili)

Standardized
Grade IS-Score)

10-100 III)

Rank
by

Quality Point

Rank
by

S-Scote

Adams Architecture 3.25 92 4

Baker lintel Admin. 3.47 91 3 1

Carey Liberal Arts 3.70 89 1 3

Damon Engineering 336 RS 1 4

Evans Agriculture 2.83 63 5

f=isher COMMet et 3.00 65 5 6

Green Architecture 2.00 41 10 7

I hinter I' ngineering 205 38 S

Irving Liberal Arts 2 31 34 9

lames Commerce 2.10 27 I0

In this sample application no student has lower than a
2.00 (Cl average on the quality-point system and the
conclusion would often be drawn by most students and other
observers that all of the students ate performing at or above
"average ". More sophisticated observers might make a mental
referent of the CPA to what they believe to be "avenge"
performance fot the university. Yet when the averages ate
converted to the standardized scale it can easily be seen that
four individuals have averages below the mean 150) and one
student, lames. has a wore more than one standard deviation
(relief than 20 poiats) below the meats: his average is
sufTicientty low to justify some concern about his future
performance in his curriculum area. Tht standardized score
immediately and readily conveys the information regarding the
student's relative class standing in his division.

The rank order position of the students changes
markedly also; the student with the fourth highest
qual ity-pointavet art (Adams) has the highest Swore attar.

The differences are due to the different CPA distributions for
each one of the university divisions. In this case. Architecture
has a more suppressed distribution than liotel Administration,
Liberal Arts. and Ingineeting. Universityside ranking on the
basis of a standardized grade is more appropriate for many
internal applications such as making awards based upon
scholastic performance.

On the basis of the corn-cited Sscotes Ivan% and I usher
are shown to be equally ranked. Roth students are shown to be
three-quattets of a standard deviation 115 points, above the
mean averages (30 points) in their respective curricular areas.
When ranked by unadjusted quality points the inference is
given that I rslier has achieved in a superior manner to I sans: if
the criterion is performance relative to the curticolat
classmates the inference is inootreci. It is impossible to tell
where each one of them stands in relation to his classmates on
the basis of the quality - point -aver ate.
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THE STAG APPROACH VS. PRESENT SYSTEMS
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The STAG approach transforms quality .point sr
ninnet le avetages of suhslnicions of a college or university into
standardized and normalized geades. The 100-point Swale has
the attributes of a mean of 50 and a standard des iation of 20
points thus permitting case of statistical nunipulation and
meaningful resultant conipatisons.

An insi dm ion can use 11,C STAG approach for inter- and
int laintistiSely comparisons and since the siandardued glade
represents the same relator achievenvent kvel in any oslkye of
curriculum. interpretation and communication can he
enheverd.

The STAG metInsd is applied post -facto and designed to
supplement exisling grading stems; it is not necessary for a
college in university to change its guiding pros-educes lift
system is easy to inkleruand and apply and us adaplahk to
both manual or computer application.

lbffetentials in grading distributions of the %mom
sttbdivisiom of an institution ate compensated for m the

S0 (41 70 90

Sl M. of and similar standardized scores do tepre
sintilat acliiesvment in terms of divisional performance.

A standardized Ante has incotpotated in it infomu
pertaining to the telationship 1+1 the individual Ito pour
the nwan performance level. a more complete picture of
performance of a student relative to his curricular area is I
at folded

Class rankings of group of students is much n
apprptiate for nuny applicatitms then based
standardized scores than when based on CPA's then the gr
is compiled of students from many different college..
sub sln isiont of a university .

1 he STAG method of compensating for disisi
grading variations and for evaluating and comparing wade
petfinnunct should hoof assistance to anyone concetned
evaluating richolatship for purposes of educational rem"'
educational-viscatiorul coinciding. financial aid. admissions
emplos mem. lot of the STAG method should facilitate in
and inn aunivet sit y coenpatisons on either an indnidual
rump basis.
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1 S111211%4(10.1, May 1 . Art Ifr.torical Study of E.tarninaihmt and Grodi»g Systems in Fat& ell»Ctirell i'lleiTtSlittl. Man ard Studies in
I du:anon. Vol 141. Cambiidge. Mass: Ilan and Unit ersily Press. 1435.

2 1111Icr. Stuart. "Measure. Number. and A Polemical Statement of Ilic College (;reeling Problem. IA nn Arbor Center for Reseed!
on I earning arid ica.hirg, I he say of Michigan. 19671.

Dom!. Albert It. "A Nleiliod of Compai Mg Student As hieverneni esels al Dill:rent Colleges. Perim:m.1 and f'ssidarrie Journal. April 1967,
pp. 799-M13.

4 Amherst. Univ. of ('al tHeaeley1. tioudoin. Cornell. Univ. of Georgia. I I amillon. Unit. of Illinois. Univ. of Nlitliigan. Middlebury , of
North Carolina. Noithuestern. Univ. of Oregon. Rutgers. Univ. of South Carolina. Stanford. Union. Univ. of the South. Univ. of Virginia. Univ. of
Washington. Wesleyan.

s 1 he most Montt sritcrion it usually how Ow student compares wile turritulum group not uith his set group. Graduation
requirements arc rot different for the sexes. llit re may be caws. butt :ter.% here sus grouping!s u ould be appropriate.

this thoitc is soma hat arbitrary but based upon the student personnel literature. I reslimen fraJe% are tonsidcred atypical due to
adjustment ptubkms by the student.. many sophomore% fall t ittim Io a' sophomore slump": wniort attention and performance is often Wet led by
future tarect plans junior Ord! )car is generally considered to he the most stable: the resultant distribution will thus be essentially the most
general and realistic.

7 fresliman't grades would consort to a higher wore on a freshman based stale than on a junior bawd scale but If the freshman %Ale to
riatforroin the identioal oterogr the latter wore eouiJ shoe him where he tootikl stand as a junior.

S wale Lange 0.100 Ohl. Mean SO. S D. v 20.

9 ilhOttfh it ewers k's than the full prottahrtity range. in !hit type of applit anon the es Iremitiet (w huh account for only .6 lersent of the
cases on mil end of teak) arc lest important. all scores falling at or abuse the masimum are equated to 10(1 and Kelt iw all falling a; or Molt
the minimum are equated to 0. I bc positive advantages of a familiar 100-point wale outweigh the lost of dkiint Iron at the teak cstremillet

lion that %outs.] imply an accoraty lend that in some appIrt ationt is not w arranted and frequently mix valued i or this same reason finipluA
and urra mantes] atAuraty I d is recommended !hal the SCratle NOT be tarried to any greater distint Iron Than the nearest unit! it furlbsi
refinement is needed some Wiwi attribute of the sh Lilk nit should he 11w basis of the distinction.
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LVALUAT ION OF THE NEW YORK CITY
INTENSIVE TEACHER LDUCA*1 ION PROGRAMS

Mawr( . 1.rthirron
ForA

The City University of New York is among the largest
teacher training institutions in the United States. ('uttently,
neatly 45,000 students arc enrolled in teacher education
programs in eight senior colleges and the graduate center of
the University. During 1969, approximately 6.700 tea:hells
were gladuated from the University 'with 11 JO:Aline ji c arid
advanced depees. f acs year, some 5,000 of these graduates
accept positions as teachers in the New. l'olk City public
schools.

Although exact statistics arc not available, New. Yolk
City, with a staff of (wet 60.000 (cachets, has need lot lions
7,000 to 8,000 new teachers each year. These teachers arc
needed to replace initnial turnover, nwet increasing enroll.
ments and to implement new piopants.Ilic City l'uncrsit of
NOV Vint, has consistently met about 60 pet cent of thi; need.

hi the spring of 196b the Board of I ducal ion became
aware that .1 serious shortage of (faille( t etsomnel sac Ilkdy to
occur the following September unless emergent measures
were taken. With support asailable from the federal
government, plans %tie instituted lot the Intenswe Ica:het
Training Program, a crash training program to meet the
impending tta<lict shortage The Intensive Teacher Training
program, (111P). later tenanted the !memo e teacher
I ducation Program (11 I PI. was a joint enterprise of the Pity
Univeisity of \ew Yolk and New lioik City Board of
I ducation. In the following two scats New York Unnetsity
also participated. In the three-year period of the program,
more than 5.000 qualified college graduates who had few or
none of the professional education comses required of
applicants for New York Pity teaching licenses were gis en the
niVorlunit to pursue an intensive summer program in teacher
education. In the fall, participants held fulirew tea:hint
assignments, aevorripanted by a college seminar in orotskms of
teaching along with a special in-sersice Orientation program.

unds for the fit st year of the program were obtained by
the New l'oik City Rood of I ducation undet I itk I of the
flementary and Secondary 1 ducation As t. public I ass so1.10.
110 second and third y-eals were financed by regular funds
from the Board of I ducat ion. The !Icon, of I (location made a
commitment to offer empkIment in the City schools. in the
following September. lot a pctiod of one year and to continue
a special orientation and training program durig that )-eat In
return. each parti-ipant committed himself to accept the
assigned position. to rattly for the nnc)car polio& and to
tegistet lot the fall seminar.

110 usual college fees and related costs for all
pallicipants who attended 110 sumenet sessions and fall
seminars were paid by the program.

acs applicant was required to rubrnii evidence of the
receipt of the baccalaureate degree. There were no age
Cquitetnents. An applicant was required be a cititen of the
United St ites or a legal declarant of his intent ions to become a
citizen of the United States.

1 Jell applicant was required to successfully pass the
tollow ing City examinations:

I. A test in written English, in which an essay written
by the applicant was rated for written English only

An interview lest to evaluate the applicant's ability to
discuss problems relating to his subject or to the
leaching of his subject. those aspects of personality in
which an intoview afforded a basis of judgment, the
applicant's oral reading ability, and his use of English
in discussions.

An appraisal of his scholastic record.

2.

1.

-1. A physical and medical lest.

Upon suceessful completion of the summer program
each palticipant was issued a conditional Substitute -leacher
I ieciise. %net one year of satisfactory teaching. plus
:simple twit of the minimum academic and professional
requitements piescrbed for the various regular substitute
lkenses. the conditional license could he converted without
fee, to a regular license.

I Cast year of the prevails w as condueted at the City
College of New York foe an enrollment of 2.110 liberal ails
graduates.' 1 he second year ssas conducted at New Yolk
Cnisersitv for art enrollment of 1.249 and al Iluntei College
for 110.1 I he third and final year took place at New York
University for 500 and at the City Uniyetsity of New York:
Ilrookl)n College, 208: City College. 221: Hunter College.
20s, I efiman College and. Queens College. 87.

Table I

nrollicni in111PandITIP

Year

1966
19h7

I

College

V( NY
N111.

Huntet
\NU
(I N1
No n

Hunter
I ehman
Queens

Number

2.110
1.219

110

2:1
208
20$
202

$7

Total 5.0175

1 of the City University. the objectives of the p.ogram
were: III To aid in the it:liniment of from 1500 to IMO
more teachers per year than could be recruited by ordinary
procedures. and 21 to develop nutetials and procedures for
on-the -bsh orientation. training, and support of beginning
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teachcis in programs of education of children from
disadvantaged backgrounds.

The Evaluation

the first year of the project was evaluated by the Office
of Research and Evaluation, now the Office of Institutional
Research and Program Evaluation (IRPE) of the Division of
Teacher Education of the City University of New York. The
second year was evaluated by the Center on Urban Education
and the third year was again evaluated by IRPE.

Information was collected on recruitment procedures,
screening of applicants, choice of faculty, content of courses,
materials used and the reactions of students, faculty,
cooperating teachers and supervisors to the program.

Records were kept on holding power through the
summer and fall semesters, as well as placement or graduates
and future attrition in these positions.

Competence and success in teaching were measured by
principal's ratings, classroom observation and personal
questionnaires.

1 he principal objectives of the evaluation were:
I. To add to our knowledge concerning the recruitment

and selection of teachers in an urban setting, needed
preparation for a beginning teaching position and
inseiv ice growth of new teachers.

2. to explore factors that might influence the
effectiveness of beginning teachers.

3. To detemUne the degree to which the abbreviated
preservice program plus on.the4ob teaching experi
Cute and supervision qualified the participants to
carry out a responsibk teaching assignment.

4. To contribute, through the study of the persistence
of the participants, to an understanding of factors
associated with turnover in the teacher profession.

The Students

%hen the 1111P was first organized in 1966 it was
coriceiv:d of as a way of meeting the teacher shortage by
attracting persons seeking a second career in teaching.
However. even though the first year had an almost equal
division of male and female a. d clotted a wide age range,
forty-three per cent of the trainees had received their
baccalaureate degrees in the month immediately preceding the
program and fifty-three per cent were under 23 years of are.

In the following years. the ratio of male to female
increased from 37 per cent male to 71 percent to 87 per cent.
The per cent of males under 25 years of age increased from 64
percent to 74 percent to 91 pet cent. It was evident that the
consistent pressure of the draft, as well as the fact that the
111.P provided an alternative to more tinveconsuming graduate
training in teacher education, had changed the original
direction of the program.

Table 2

Sex of I T1P and 11EP Students

Year Male female

1966 37% 43'4
1967 71 29
1968 87 1)
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Table 3

Percentage of Students Under 25 Years of Age

Yea Male Female

1%6 (14'; 38(4

19i,7 74 51

1968 91 61

Table 4

Percentage of Students Over 40 Years of Age

Year Male

1966
1967
196 t

14;

Female

31rt
lb

9

As the popularity of the program increased, so did the
competition for enrollment. In the final year there were
approximately twelve applicants for each opening. An attempt
was made to include all applicants from disadvantaged groups,
but few were recruited. In general, the last year students were
selected on a basis of high scholastic achievement.

The Program

Each college planned its own program in relation to how
its administrators and staff felt their resources could best be
utilized to meet the needs of beginning teachers in an urban
setting with no prior training in education. The programs
necessarily had much in common because of the limited time
available for planning and staffing. the restricted availability of
natural practice teaching areas to the summer schools, and the
similarity of traditional programs in teacher education in
general. Credits were not transfetable from one college to
another and students could not under any circumstances
change programs between summer and fall sessions.

The first year program employed no practice teaching,
but relied upon simulated demonstration. In the following two
years. an attempt was made to add a minimal amount of actual
classroom observation and practice.

In general the elementary programs offered a condensed
set of courses dealing with child development. teaching
methods and language arts. the secondary programs included
general and special methods and social and psychological
foundations. All of these courses were centered around a
common urban core. The fall seminars all dealt with problems
of teaching and were generally conducted around actual
problems faced by the beginning teachers. Although the
psychological staff was primarily recruited from the colleges.
the majority of the teaching staff in the programs were
recruited from the public school faculties and administration.

In the fall, the trainees lute assigned to Muriel
Superintendents of the thit6. local districts of the ('ity.*ho
assigned them to individual schools. In the first Sear. 152
trainees were assigned to non public schools as remedial
reading and arithmetic teachers under various Title I programs
of the ESEA. No trainees were required to teach in the three
demonstration districts which were organized during the
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second year of tile program, but a small number of volunteers
were assigned to these schools.

[folding Power

In each group, about 90 per cent of those enrolling in
the program, completed the summer course. Over eighty per
cent of those who graduated and were eligible to teach were
still teaching after one year. This represented about 75 per
cent of all who enrolled in the program. After two years about
(0 per cent of those eligible to teach or 55 per cent of those
originally enrolled were still employed. Of the first year group,
51 per cent of those eligible or 45 per cent of those enrolled
were still employed in the New York City schools four years
after the program. Unfortunately, at this time there arc no
comparable statistics available on the attrition rates of
regularly trained beginning teachers in the system.

Cost

Over the three year period approximately 51.700.000
was spent on the program including a small SUM for evaluation.
Dividing this by the 5.095 trainees enrolled, the cost per
trainee came to S325 per student. If we divide by the 021
trainees who taught for one year. the cost amounts to 5445
per teacher or 5 per cent of a beginning teacher's annual
salary.

Table

1966111? CCNY

Group tnrolkd Outrun! latching latching
Ivo* 1466 /sly 1966 gay 1967 May 1970

1 knicniaty
Secondary

1293

1115

1127

771

1(706 591

577 767

Total 2110 183R 1591 9$3

Table 6

19611 ITEP LUNY

Catnip 1 nni!kd ( ;tscloated leaching leaching
!vote 1967 lily 1%7 May 1969 May 1970

1 len/attar)
Sccondaty

74) 61%

186 169

S76 129
iro

total 921 ASS 7tnt SOS

If the criterion were to be the 2103 teaching for two years.
the cost pet teacher would be $605 of .4 per cent of two ) cars
teaching salary. Assuming that the same tates of attrition hold
for the second and third year groups, at foot years the cost fc4
2,400 teachers would be 5739 or 2 per cent of foot >ear's
salary per teacher.

Competence of trainees

Principal's evaluations indicated that on the average, the
trainees were comparable with beginning teachers from the

2.42

traditional programs. Seventywo per cent were wed as
average. above average or excellent in perfoonance. However,
at all levels of ability. principals rated the regular teachers
slightly higher in reference to methodology and technique.

On selfappraisal instruments. the trainees considered
themselves to he of average or above average competence. The
trainees appraised II1CMSCIVCS as st.ong in motivation and
interpersonal relationships but weak in the area of
methodology of teaching. Most trainees regretted their lack of
practice teaching experience.

When classrooms were observed by trained observers
measuring 14 aspects of teaching competence, there were no
statistically significant differences between the 111P and
regular beginning teachers.

Problems of the Evaluation

Colleges today are hesiqed with requests to undertake
crash programs of various sorts, especially in areas where the
program can result in a decrease of time or unit cost per
student trained. the Intensive Teacher Education Program
eliminated not only various education courses. but student
teaching experiences as well. These field experiences are
largely responsible for the comparatively high cost of
conventional teacher education.

The evaluation permitted us to examine a shortened
teacher education seqcnce with rro regular student teaching
component. The education departments at the various colleges
involved were forced to assign priorities in condensing their
existing programs. The fact .that these priorities and the
tesulting rvitrams differed from college to college enabled us
to examine possible alternatives and innovations for future
regular teacher education programs.

One of the major probltms in the evaluation of crash
projects is that the evaluators are seldom included in the
planning stage. Thus, the evaluation takes on a secondary
rather than a primary role. The evaluation team is always a
step or two behind the administrators of the project and the
possibility for valuable feed-back is lost due to the limited
duration of the project. Ustri the FRP which extended over
three years. was fragmented into three separate protects each
organized late in the spring and beginning immediately after
the spring semester. had the evaluation been built into the
planning of the program, a valuable liaison could have been set
up with predetermined points of feedback to the project.

In a crash program an ex post facto evaluation is of value
only to those who may plan a similar project in the future;
whereas. regularly scheduled feed-back sessions while a project
is in progress can often lead to changes which can mean the
difference between success and failure.

Moreover, too often. half of the evaluator's time is spent
in trying to define the objectives of a project which has been
underway for some time. The evaluator should be present at
the time of the formation of objectives and should aid in
seeing that these objectors are stated in operational or
measuratle terms.

Post ctipt

the project was terminated after the 196S group
completed their first yeat of teaching. In Septembet of 190t
for the first time in many >ears. the New York City public
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schools began the school year with all positions filled. In fact,
many of the I l l .P's were required to take "above quota"
positions arid some were used as daily full time substitutes.

In 1969 the Board of Education dissolved the substitute
license and replaced it with an "Alternate B" license. This
license allows any liberal arts graduate with the equivalent of
12 hours of education credit to take the City examinations
previously given to MP's. On the completion of a year's
satisfactory teaching. he will be awarded a permanent license.
in 190.70 over 3,000 persons base taken these exams to
qualify for positions in the 1970.71 school year.

Discussion

Was the program a success? The program recruited over
5,000 liberal arts students in three years. over half of whom
are still teaching at what has been determined to he an
adequate degree of competence. A majority of these are young
men whose presence is sorely needed in the elementary
schools.

One cannot fail to ask. limner, since most of these
young men received their baccalaureate degrees in the moth
immediately prior to the program. would it not have been
more advisable for them to have entered directly into a
graduate program in education? Nit were not for the draft and
the war would many of these young men have entered the
program even though it offered a short cut into a steady job?
How many will stay on when the draft is no longer a threat?
How many will go on for advanced degrees in teacher
education?

We know that the group was highly motivated to stay on
for at least a year as contracted. The 196768 school year
began and ended with a teachers' strike and the 19M69 year
opened with a long and bitter strike. Beginning ITEP's whost
status was somewhere between a student and a teacher were

not members of the Union and as substitutes were not paid
except for when they taught. In spite of these additional
problems beyond just getting oriented to teaching in the City
system, the attrition rate in those years differed little from the
first year when there were few extra problems.

Is the new "Alternate II" license comparable to the
experience? The 11 LP courses, while con densrd from the
traditional programs, did present what the colleges believed to
be the priority offerings of a teacher education program. The
"Alternate B" accepts any 12 education or related credits. The
II EP students met in Fall seminars where problems
encountered in their classrooms could be discussed and
evaluated by their experienced instructors. The college had
exercised previous selection procedures and the trainees had
demorAtrated their commitment by staying through the
summer program. Mere will he no such evidence of
commitment in the Alternate B.

Lastly, the program developed an esprit de corps.
Throughout the program the participants were treated as part
of a special group engaged in an experiment of interest to both
the colleges and tic New York City Board of Education. Moat
effect this had 01 the program cannot he measured. How
many of the trainees will continue to register for education
courses leading to the master's degree can only he answered by
future longitudinal study.

If a substartial percentage of new teachers are to be
obtained through similar programs or to be recruited on
"Alternate V licenses. what will he the lonierm effects on
the quality of teaching! Unless the trainees are encouraged or
required to continue their professional training, the level of
quality will gradually decline. On the other hand, the fact that
trained observers could not distinguish the ITEP's from those
teachers who had taken the full ISO hours of practice teaching
raises an interesning challenge to present student teaching
programs.

I ohms, Maarirt A ARK rt 1. Ilaftit, tt of. An I rgaration of if OWN*" PION" TO Yining rrorrinn. Office of Rmatth and 1 %abortion.
the DinfOon of Teacher 1 tletalioe, Tax rot) l'Alretvly of Nct liofk.Ncv Yea /woe 1967.
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COMMUNICATING THROUGH STUDIES
STUDENT FOLLOW-UP STUDIES

WIlY FOLLOW-UP STUDIES?

Fletcher P. Carta
Radfiird Collcge

The Council of Deans is meeting and the President of the
College walks in and sits down. The talk settles into the usual
disagreements about curriculum problems. ilie bean of
General Studies is worried about the number of freshmen
dropouts last semester. The Dean of Business Administtation
wants to talk about a recent letter from a colleague on N'all
Sired who has criticited the preparation of the most recent
group of graduates. The Dean of Ails and Sciences shows
concern that the Physics graduates aten'I getting jobs.
Suddenly, out of the gloom, at the far end of the tat;z. the
Dean of Education says, "Lees do a follow -up study, fellows.
It will answer a lot of our questions".

Another follow-up study is On the way. That afternoon
the President calls in his Director of Institutional Research and
tells him about the Council's request The Director accepts the
job and then asks a crucial question. 'Why do you want a
follow-up study?"

The President gluts al him a moment. then answers.
"We nerd to know what is happening to our graduates. What
jobs are they getting? Ate they satisfied with their working
conditions? Why are our freshmen dropping out?"

The Director squirms in his seal and then asks another
crucial question, "Dow are you going to use the results of the
study?" On the answer to that question, bangs the entire
history of follow-up studies.

Follow-up studies are probably as old 35 man himself.
Not the rigorous, disciplined studies which we make today but
the type of teasoning that goes into the study. For wherevet
man has realistically' attacked a probkm concerning his
actions, he has attempted to deduce reasons why certain things
happened as they did. From these reasons. he has attempted to
reform his actions so that they were more successful the next
tine they were used.

Today, follow-up studies are all around us. Just at
week, President Nixon was probably reassured to his
Cambodian decision by a Gallop Pon which showed that 643
percent of the American people b;cked him there. Industries
run follow-ups in order to find out how their products are
selling and what ctiticisms people are making of them. A very
controversial follow -up is the Nielson ratings in the tekvision
industry.

In today's educational woe d, the magic word is

ciatuation. And the magic tool is follow-up. And the magic
question is :fa, the stmt, -What are you going to do with the
results?" Since 1900, the amount of data accumulated in
forlosv.up studies would build a levet on both sides of the
Mirsissippi from here to take Itasca. And yet educational
theory hasn't changed very much since 1900, especially in
hither education.

What are follow-up studies and why arc they needed? To
answer the first part of this question is relatively simple. A
working definition might be that a follow-up study is that
research which attempts to describe the present status of
former students in the light of certain prior experiences for the
purpose of evaluating those experiences.

for higher education, those prior experiences arc the
sum total of college experiences whatever they may be. The
study may be narrow and seek information on only a few
experiences such as the effect of a certain curriculum or the
study may be comprehensive and study the broad spectrum of
all experiences at the College. The study may be short-range
such as finding if graduates do get jobs or if drop-outs
esentually return to college or the study may be king range
such as Terman's study of genius over several decades. There
art "one-shot" studies which seek answers to oressing
problems and there are continuing studies which seek bask
theoretical answers. In short, the follow-up study is one of the
basic techniquet in reseatch.

It is not always basic. Prim to 1900, according to Gilbert
Saxe,' educational administrators based their decisions upon a
priori value judgments- and what passed for common sense.
The comparison between the institution of higher education
and the growing industrial empire brought the need for reform
to .:ollcges and universities. This in turn brought about the
need to study the university empirically.

Business in the United States. because of its materialism,
has always been pragmatic. Under the press of business and
indusitial needs, institutions of higher education began lo
introduce more vocational and professional curricula. This in
turn brought about a need for the evaluation of the curricula to
find out if in truth the curricula was training students to meet
the needs of industry. The follow-up study became an
important technique lot determining the answer to !hie
quest ion.

Educational research came of age is World War I and
following this crisis, follow-up studies begin to multiply.
According to Wrightstone,2 these early studies were concerned
with the solving of immediate probkrns and in many cases
contributed %try littk toward the science of education. fluting
the Twenties and Thitties, many tUfteStilltl5, often without
preplanning, were trihl in American collevs and high schools.
In 1930, the Pmgressive Education Association feh the need
to "encourage progressive high schools" and set about the
Eight Year Study. The follow -up studies resulting from the
Study were the first really comprehe nskit studio.

lust prior to and following World Wet It, the nation's
colleges Artte confronted with a crisis of numbers. Stale
commissions began to study ways of coordevating higher
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education. Two of these, the Minnesota Commission on Higher
Education and the New York Board of Regents instituted
studies of their state colleges and universities. Follow-up
studies contributed to the understanding of the needs of
education in these states.

Despite the growing complexity of these studies,
criticism abounded: Thorndike voiced the opinion in 1957
that because of the difficulty of measuring the products of
education, studies often retreat to appraising the structure of
the school and its processes. Such an appraisal is rarely based
on provable assumptions. Perhaps, Griffiths said it better in
criticising administrative research that the greatest weakness
was a lack of theory.3

With the impact of Federal money in higher education
came the rise of project evaluation. Federal projects
demanded that objectives be outlined. With the publication of
Bloom's Taxonomy and the work of such men as Mager,
Stake, Raths and many others, educational objectives became
behaviorally oriented. Researchers are thinking of college as

1959.

being a set of experiences rather than processes. The
behavioral sciences are providing the theory for this thinking.
Follow-up studies ale profitting by the increasing orientation
to This theory. hi recent years, the large testing companies as
well as the various centers for the study of higher education
and its evaluation have begun formulating follow-up devices
based upon behavioral theory. It is to be hoped that witl the
use of such devices that evaluation research and follow-up
studies will become more theory-oriented.

The use of behavioral theory in colleges will produce a
product which can be measured in terms of the effect of the
college environment upon the student. When accurate
measurements are made, accurate changes in college policies
can be ;nstituted and higher education will become a science.

'to get back to our President who has been studying the
question put to him by the Director. "Why, of course, we will
use this information to study the college environment and
make changes in policies". If he makes such a statement, lie
will have answered the question, "Why FollowUp Studies?"

'Saxe, Gilbert. Empirical Foundations of Educational Research. Englevtood Cliffs, Nov Jersey: Prenticedlall, Inc.. 1968.

2 Wrightstone, J. Wayne. "Evaluation'. Encyclopedia of Educational Rewarch, 2nd Edition. New York: The Macmillan ('o., t950.

3Griffiths, Daniel I. Research in Llhocational Administration. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,

".. "
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FOLLOW UP STUDIES OF
COLLEGE GRADUATES

C. Robert Ptu
Unirersit y of Calif ()mitt lo.v Angeles

One of the current projects in the R & D Center for the
Study of Evaluation is a nationwide study of college alumni.
The data were collected in the winter and spring of 1969 and
we hope to have published reports by winter or spring 1971.

The men and women we are studyipg graduated from
college in June 1950. They are adults, around age 40,
established in their careers, their communities and their
families. Seventy-four colleges and universities provided us
with a random sample of their 1950 graduates. The colleges
and universities were selected so as to provide examples of
different types of environments:

I) Highly selective liberal arts colleges, private, non-
sectarian,

2) Strongly denominat lona! liberal arts colleges,

3) General liberal arts colleges, non-sectarian and
nominally denominational,

4) Highly selective universities,

5) General comprehensive universities,

6) State colleges and other less comprehensive univer-
sities,

7) Colleges and universities with a primary emphasis on
engineering and sciences, and

8) Colleges with a primary emphasis on teacher
education.

The reason for this deliberate selection is that we wished
to examine the diversity of higher institutions.

We obtained questionnaire returns from about 10,000
former students roughly 60 to 65 per cent of those who
received them. The best rate of return, about 70 per cent,
came from graduates of highly selective colleges and
universities, and from engineering and science schools. The
poorest, about 50 per cent, came from state colleges and
teachers colleges. We sent a follow-up postcard a few weeks
after the initial mailing and a letter with a second copy of the
questionnaire several weeks after the postcard.

The printed questionnaire, 20 pages, had an illustrated
cover page, was printed in brown ink, and the response spaces
were arranged for high speed scanning and scoring by
Measurement Research Center.

Despite the apprehension that is often expressed today
about the reluctance of people to answer questionnaires, and
especially long questionnaires, our rate of returns was about
the same as that obtained by the Research Division of Time
magazine in a nationwide survey of college graduates
conducted in 1948. Our view has been, and still is, that most
college graduates will fill out a questionnaire, even if it takes
an hour 10 do it, if they regard the content as important and
interesting, and the purpose a worthy one.

The content of the Alumni Survey questionnaire deals
with a variety of social indicators that we believe are relevant

to broad educational purposes, with various aspects of school
and college experience, and with information related to
personal background, traits, and present status.

The first part of the questionnaire consists of 1) a set of
"activity scales" measuring the extent of interest and

involvement in various aspects of contemporary society the
local community, national and state politics, international
affairs, intercultural affairs, science, religion, art, music,
drama, literature, and education, 2) items regarding awareness
of and views about major social trends and conditions, and 3)
ratings of educational benefits. We regard all these as

"criterion" measures. The particular combination of items that
produces the measurement or score is meant to have

re:,sonably apparent content validity and to be psycho-
metrically defensible with respect to such properties as
scaleability (where appropriate), discrimination, and relia-
bility. The short activity scales, ranging from 9 to 14 items
each, have estimated reliabilities in the 70's. Within each scale
item intercorrelations are all positive, and every item
contributes significantly to the score of which it is a part. In
addition to these scores there are others that cut across several
scales such as the breadth of one's reading. The items
dealing with viewpoints and awareness of social change also
produce not only total scores but scores for various topics
such as education, the labor market, government planning, the
economy, etc. Altogether, there are about 40 scores or
indicators in this first section of the questionnaire.

The second section relates to various school and college
experience major field, residence, grades, faculty contacts,
extracurricular activities, general satisfaction, etc. And the
third section inquires about personal information and

background parents, residence, S2S, politics, religion, race,
nationality, occupation. It also includes a short vocabulary test
and a short adaptation of four traits front the Omnibus
Personality Inventory theoretical orientation, complexity,
autonomy, and anxiety.

In analyzing the results we shall be looking for both
general and differential patterns. The differential patterns one
finds will no doubt be related to post-college experience, and
to personal traits, and background, as well as to broad
differences in the college experience. One can draw lines
between adult interests, activities, and attitudes, and a set of
experiences twenty years previously: The results arc part of a
life history that includes within it four years of experience in a
college environment. There are major differences among
college environments and among the students who inhabit
them and the experiences they are likely to have in them.
Some of these same types of differences will still be observable
in the lives of graduates twenty yurs later. But this is not to
say that the college experience "explains" the results. Indeed,
I would argue that the input-output model typically used in
college impact studies is generally inappropriate. AI any rate, I
do not think of students as raw material that are somehow to
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be processed and turned into a product. The production line
or efficiency model is a poor analogy. I think of colleges and
universities as environments for exploration of self, of
knowledge, of work, of conscience, and of community. With
this broader perspective it is quite relevant to inquire about
the range and depth of interests and activities of college
educated adults in the larger society and about their attitudes,
values, and belief systems. Such data reflect the attainment of
important educational objectives regardless of whether one can
explain the attainment as a consequence of education. In this

sense, perhaps it is more productive to think of one's dats as
providing social indicators of educational values.

My general view is that if one wants to look at the lives
of alumni twenty years after graduation one should do so in
the belief that an understanding of this particular segment of
the adult population is important in its own right. The
understanding to be gained can contribute to informed public
judgments and to educational debate. Providing stimulus for
debate, judgment, and decision is one of the things that
evaluation is all about.
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FOLLOW-UP STUDIES OF NO SHOWS, DROPOUTS,
AND OTHER STUDENT GROUPS

Donald G. Wallace
DraAe thrirer,sio.

To preface my remarks about studies done of no-shows,
dropouts, and other student groups, 1 should define two terms.
I have taken the word "student" to include new students who
have been officially admitted to the University through those
persons who have received a baccalaureate degree within a year
of the time when the study was made. This is not the ordinary
definition of a student, since it includes those who have not
yet reached the campus and those who have already left with a
bachelor's degree. The second term that should be clarified is
"research". The studies that I will be reporting to you are not
intended for journal publication, nor was the impetus for the
studies from any outside source other than the University
itself. The distribution of these studies has been primarily
internal, although a limited number had been circulated to
other institutional research offices. The research is basically of
the applied variety, rather than theoretical, dealing with items
of immediate importance and use to the University.

In each of the studies that I will be repotting on today, I
have used basically the same questionnaire technique. The
questionnaires have been relatively simple, designed first to
acquire sonic background data such as sex, college, age, etc., a
checklist that the student can respond to and lots of space
where the respondent can provide any information that he
feels he wishes to bring to our attention. The questionnaires
are always sent out with a letter of explanation so that those
receiving the questionnaires will know exactly why the study
is being carried on. Within a Nyeek aft.!r the initial mailing of
the questionnaires themselves, a post card is sent to everyone
on the mailing list, asking that they complete and return the
questionnaire as soon as possible, cr if they have already
responded, expressing the thanks of he University for their
participation in the study. Two week! following the Wailing of
the post card we have sent another etter explaining that we
have heard from "X" percentage of the population being
studied but have not heard from the particular person to
whom the second follow-up was sent. The letter suggests that
the person may have mislaid it, or put it aside, or may even
have thrown it in the basket, not thinking that we were really
serious about the study. A duplicate copy of the questionnaire
is included as a part of the second followup. and the persons
addressed are asked Io complete the form and return it to us as
soon as possible. A self addressed stamped envelope is sent
with the original questionnaire and with the second follow-up
to facilitate a high degree of return.

Another distinguishing characteristic of this type of
study that I am going Io describe to you is the absence of
esoteric statistics or complicated tables that might be of
primary importance to a research person, but which (night
"turn off" the administrators or others on campus to whom
the report is sent. My personal experience is that the simpler
the interpretation of the analysis the more apt it is to be read
and acted upon. Basically, statistics are represented only in
terms of percentages and an occasional Chi square.

1. A study was completed in 1967 of a group of 454
students who had applied for admission to Drake for the fall
of 1967, had been admitted, but who had later asked that
their admission be cancelled. A questionnaire such as described
above was sent to each of these persons, with the most
unexpected and astonishing return that 1 have ever had with a
questionnaire study. Out of the 454 questionnaires sent, 442,
or 97.4 per cent were received. What is especially significant is
that none of these "students" had actually taken any work at
Drake and, in fact, had told us that white (hey were
admissible, they were not going to attend the University.

The analysis of these data indicated that most of the
students went to college, typically at a state college or
university or at a school in their home state. We also noted
that 42 per cent of all persons accepted for admission as new
students from the state of Illinois had cancelled before the
beginning of the fall semester. Many indicated that they had
received a grant from the state of Illinois, which could be used
only for a private institution in Illinois.

Perhaps (he most dramatic result of this study was that
my president, knowing that we were surrounded by states that
had tuition grant programs for students wishing to attend
private schools, while Iowa did not, organized a small group of
two or three other presidents who sounded out members of
the State Legislature to see .hat success we might have with
such a bill in Iowa. The responses were very encouraging and a
friendly legislator was persuaded to introduce such a bill in the
1968 Legislative Session. The presidents of all of the private
colleges in Iowa worked for passage of the bill and we also had
the unique situation of an agreement from the presidents of
the three State Universities not to oppose in any way (11e
passage of this bill. To our surprise, the State Legislature
passed the bill and appropriated a modest four and one -half
million dollars for a biennal program effective with the
students entering in the fall of 1969.

hi addition to this legislative result, there were other
gains for the University, for we had an opportunity to
question those applicants who had cancelled regarding our
admissions procedures and public contacts. We were
considerably encouraged by the good-will indicated by this
group and by the favorable reactions they made, both on a
checklist and in written comments about the work of the
admissions counselors of the University.

II. A study was made in the fall of 1969 of applicants
for admission who had been admitted, who had not notified
the University that they were cancelling, or not planning to
attend in the fall of 1969, but who failed to register for that
fall semester. Using the same questionnaire technique as
described above, we received useful returns from 124 of the
original group of 166 "no-shows", or a 75 percent return.
Compared with the first study, this may suggest a possible
hypothesis that the more remote the student is from direct
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study on the campus, the greater the probability that the
student will participate in a questionnaire study". Fortunate-
ly, this had not been the case, for we have had other studies of
enrolled students where we have had as high as an 85 per cent
response.

As was the case with the study of the students who
cancelled, most "tio-shows" enrolls I in another college,
typically again, a state institution or one closer to home. This
fact, plus comments made by a large number of students,
indicated that the primary reason for non-attendance at our
institution was a simple matter of economics. As tuition at
private institutions is forced higher and higher, 1 personally
would expect that this competition from state institutions or
institutions closer to students' homes will accelerate. However,
more than half of those who had initially enrolled in another
institution indicated that they still plan to attend Drake later,
either in their sophomore or junior year, or that they would
attend for graduate study or in our law school.

We did discover several cases of students who had fully
intended to attend Drake but who failed to receive any
confirmation of their admission from the University. The
comments from these students were sent immediately to the
Office of Institutional Development and the Admissions Office
so that correspondence could be initiated to apologize for an
administrative error, and also, so that internal controls could
be set up so that these kinds of mistakes would not be
repeated in future years.

A factor that might be considered as contradictory to
the economic pinch noted above was noted in the answers to a
question designed to evaluate the effect of state tuition grant
programs. Most of this "no-show" group had not applied for a
state grant and of those who had applied, only one out of
eight had received a grant. The same ratio of acceptance noted
for students who lived within the state of Iowa and for
students who lived outside the State. Since state tuition
programs are typically geared to provide assistance to students
from low-income families, the economic pinch may still be a
very real one for middle-income families since students from
such families are typically not eligible for scholarship or loan
assistance in meeting higher education costs.

A final factor of major significance to the University was
the fact that only .six of the 124 students had attended one of
the Summer Orientation Programs for new students during the
summer of 1969. This Program, which was in its thi,d year in
1969, is designed to bring to the campus during the summer,
groups of approximately 100 each to ten identical sessions.
The parents of new students are encouraged to attend and our
experience has been that we have nearly one parent for every
new student attending the Summer Orientation Program. The
fact that this group, which had applied for admission and had
been notified of acceptance before the Summer Orientation
Programs began, had almost universally chosen not to attend
the Summer Orientation Program, suggested a recommenda-
tion to our Admissions Office that a more intensive follow-up
be made of prospective students, especially those who have
indicated that they will not attend the Summer Orientation
Program, or who fail to attend after having made reservations.
Since the University is limited in terms of the number of new
students it can recruit because of limited student housing, the
University in 1970 is pursuing both a better follow-up of
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"no-shows" and is also accepting approximately 100 more new
students than there is available housing, gafflbling that this will
result in 100 per cent capacity use of our housing facilities as
the fall semester 1970 begins. This particular factor had not
been considered when the original study was conceived, but
may turn out to be one of the most financially helpful
consequences of the data received from this 1909 group.

Ill. A study was made in 1908 of freshmen during their
second semester of study, to find out if they felt that what we
had told them Drake was going to be like was actually the case
now that they had experienced a full semester and part of a
second. In addition, we were concerned about the adequacy of
faculty advising and the use students made of various
administrative and student personnel services. A quest ionnaire
was distributed by means of campus mail, with appropriate
follow-ups, as per above. Student assistants in the office made
routine pick-ups at each of the dormitories for questionnaires
and for those from whom questionnaires had not been
received made personal contacts to encourage participation.
The on-campus returns, plus the mail returned from students
living in the community, produced an 85 per cent Nturn.

In addition to rejecting the hypothesis mentioned in II
above, this survey provided a wealth of information about our
freshman courses, and the services offered students. While
there were, of course, some spots where remedial action was
found to be necessary, the vast majority of the students
reported thn't they were quite satisfied with what they had
found at the University and were using services as they saw the
need for them. As might he expected, we did identify a small
number of faculty who did not seem to communicate
effectively with freshmen s'.udents. The deans of the colleges
to whom the basic reports were made adjusted schedules in
some cases so that certain faculty advised only upper-division
students, while sonic others who had good rapport with
freshmen were given additional responsibilities in this area.
Certain changes in the Student Personnel Office were also
suggested, and it has been gratifying to me, personally, to see
that there has been a follow-up with remedial action in these
areas. The survey also pointed up the need of providing new
students with a better description of the various services
available on the campus. It found some students who were not
aware of the fact that certain service functions were available
to assist them. One, for example, was the Office of Student
Placement, which provides assistance in finding part-time jobs
for currently enrolled students, as well as interviews and
assistance in terms of locating full-time jobs for those who are
receiving degrees.

Perhaps the biggest and, again unexpected result of this
particular kind of study, has been a reduction in student
mortality among new freshmen students. The mortality figures
for the University have been remarkably constant for about
the past fifteen years, and 1 am happy to note that the
percentage of students who do not continue to the second
year has been reduced and, I trust will continue to be reduced
in future years.

IV. The Office of Institutional Research has conducted
two recent studies of "dropouts". A major report was
distributed on campus in the fall of 1969, describing those
undergraduate students who were enrolled as full-time
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students in the spring of 1968, who had not graduated, had
not been dismissed, had not been "counselled out" by the
Student Personnel Office, and yet had not returned for the fall
of 1968. We had to learn the hard way that it is necessary in
ibis type of research to canvass any and every source of
information about students before a questionnaire is sent out.
It is embarrassing to send out a questionnaire to a student
asking why he is not enrolled for instruction and then to find
out that he had been expelled by the dean of his college.
Similarly, there is some "distress" within the office when a
"dropout" is found to be pursuing work parttime in our
University College or Evening Class Program.

There are 304 students in the 1968 dropout study,
which was a 78 percent return of all of those contacted. Of the
304 who returned useful questionnaires, 195 were enrolled in
another school or college, with 90 per cent of these enrolled in
a state college or university. The 195 students were enrolled in
80 different colleges, ranging from the New England States to
California, and from Washington to Florida. The largest
number were naturally in the three state institutions in Iowa,
but this was a distinct minority of the total group involved.
The major reasons for students transferring to another
institution could be categorized as falling into the following
areas: I) financial, 2) a need to get away from home and break
family ties, 3) marriage (which included forty women and to
my surprise eight men, who were married and found it
necessary to work to support themselves and their wives), 4) a
small number were serving in the Armed Services. and 5) a
relatively small number who wanted a program of study not
offered at Drake, i.e., engineering, nursing, physical therapy,
etc.

The general reaction of the students who had dropped
out of Drake was a favorable reaction or evaluation of the kind
of education and services that they had received on campus.
There were many who had indicated that they wished they
had been able to continue at Drake. but that tuition costs
forced them to move closer to home. or to a school with a
lower tuition. Such results arc almost inevitable for a private
school with limited endowment that is attempting to be
competitive in terms of faculty salary, administrative services,
and a reduction in student-faculty ratios.

V. The Office of Institutional Research has conducted a
variety of testing programs involving graduating seniors. These
programs are worked out with the Council of Deans and letters
"inviting" students to participate are always mailed to the
students from the deans of their respective colleges, The
participation has been extremely good, averaging about 95 per
cent of all those contacted.

The tests have generally been of two kinds. For the past
two years the office has assisted the College of Liberal Arts in
gathering data on achievement of their students in various
major fields, using the GRE Advanced Tests (until these were
withdrawn from institutional research programs) and the
subsequent Undergraduate Record Exam Field Tests. Students
participating in the program are sent a copy of their Score
Report furnished the University by Educational Testing
Service, together with comparative data so that they
themselves can see how well they did as compared with other
Drake seniors and with seniors in the LTS 1101111 group. Local
norms have been developed and will be expanded as each

successive class participates iii this testing program, using th
subject matter test or Field Test of the URN Program.

The second type of senior testing has involve,
questionnaire instruments. This year's program unthrtonateh
met with disaster because of the outbreaks of student unrest
for we had scheduled the program for May 5th and oth
probably the two worst days for asking seniors to participat
in a questionnaire study. In previous years, however, thes
programs have been extremely valuable in providing a variety
of information for local consumption. We have used the CSQ":
Tests in order to obtain data about student attitudes ancl.
plans. and thus make comparisons with national 01

standardized norms. We have also developed local question
naires, with which we have attempted to /1:111e student
evaluate the student services available to them, the quality of
instruction in their major field and in the University in general
and other aspects of University life that they have

experienced. We included a page on which we have asked the
seniors to name the two instructors they thought were the best
Out they had had during their stay at Drake. In addition tc
naming these two people, we asked them to indicate
specifically why these two stood out above the other
instructors they had studied with at Drake. The page on which
these responses were gathered had only the basic directions
and then space for the naming of the two instructors and for
reasons. These data were then Xeroxed and copies of the
actual comments of the students were sent to the dean of the
college in which each instructor performed his teaching duties.
Tabulations of total responses have been made and reported to
the central administration as well as to the deans of the
colleges. Again, I had to learn the hard way, for I had one dean
who misunderstood completely the nature of the data sent to
him and reduced a promised raise of $1,100 to a certain
professor by 51,000 after finding that he was "ranked" as
sixth out of eight members in one of our smaller ccneges.
After the instructor had descended on my office with blood in
his eyes, having been told that the action had been made
because of data supplied by me, I found it necessary to again
convene a meeting of the deans and explain as carefully as I
could that this was not a ranking per se. I pointed out what
they should have known, and most did, that some professors
meet relatively few students and therefore will probably be
named by relatively few in this kind of questionnaire
approach. A professor teaching an advanced Chemistry course
where he is responsible not only for the lecture but for a lab
would meet fewer students than would a professor of History
responsible for a large lecture section, or an instructor
responsible for the introductory lectures in our freshmen
Biology course. Notwithstanding this crisis which was resolved
successfully, these data have been found to be most useful for
the deans in pointing out to them which of their faculty have
been recognized by students as doing an outstanding job of
teaching. The Office has made no comment about how deans
might evaluate teachers who meet many students and yet are
never mentioned by seniors as being among the best that they
have had during their stay on campus. I have assumed that
they have drawn appropriate conclusions about this group,
although I would stress that I have always phrased the
question to students in a positive manner, asking who they'
would name as the best insoncior. Despite this. I typically get
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a number of comments about the worst instructor that a

particular student had and why. These data again, are sent
directly to the dean for his use in an overall evaluation of
['acuity contributions. I should stress that these kinds of data
are but one of the many that the deans should have in
evaluating the total effectiveness of their faculty.

The typical questionnaire I have used in this area has
included a page on which I have simply asked students to
comment about anything and everything that has not been
covered in one of the checklists or specific questions and
which they think would make Drake a better university. Our
office prepares a summary of the comments, which happily,
fall into rough categories dealing with instruction, facilities,
costs, etc. These are circulated to all deans and other
administrative personnel within the University who have need
for them. In addition, a Xerox copy of the full text of what
the students have submitted to us is sent to the President's
office so that he can read exactly what our graduating seniors
have to say about the University.

VI. We have conducted three follow-up studies of the
last three graduating classes, including all persons receiving
baccalaureate degrees in the January, June and August
commencements of each year. The typical rate of return from
these studies, which are usually begun with the mailing of
questionnaires in mid-October, is approximately 30 per cent.
These graduate follow-up studies are quite different from the
kind of study that you will hear about from Bob PVC and also
are different from the typical follow-up of graduates live or
ten years after graduation. Since these studies are begun in
October immediately following graduation, one important
purpose is to collect data dealing with migration of students,
that is, the number of Iowa students who locate outside of
Iowa, or the number of non-resident students who begin their
first employment or graduate study in Iowa. We gather
information about the types of employment students report as
of October 15th, and also the number and percentage of
baccalaureate graduates who go on for graduate or professional
school study. We also have determined from these annual
surveys the number of graduates who go into elementary or
secondary school teaching, who get married and are not
employed, and those enter the Armed Services. I will not take
time to report on any of the details except to say that these
kinds of data about our most recent graduates have proved to
be of great value for various offices on our campus. No
attempt has been made to "pretty them up" so that they will
be acceptable for publication in a professional journal. The
studies are designed strictly to provide the campus offices with
as much information as possible about the most recent
graduating class. Studies of the type that Bob Pace will be
reporting about when I finish are planned for the future but
have not been done at Drake in recent years.

We have also asked our recent graduates to rate the
administrative and student personnel services available to them
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while they were on the Drake campus and also certain
administrative and academic policies that they have "lived
through". We have also asked them to 11:1111C the two
outstanding instructors they had studied with, knowing full
well that most of those responding to the questionnaire had
done the same kind of evaluation in the waning months of
their senior year. It has been interesting to see sonic changes
that occur as students get a broader perspective of their
academic experiences. Of equal value, however, has been the
constancy of response for outstanding personnel, which might
be even construed to he a measure of reliability of the
instrument, if one were searching for a technical or scientific
rationale for this kind of survey approach. The graduate follow.
up always contains a final page on which I have asked them
to comment freely about any aspect of the University that
they think would make Drake a better university. About 90
percent of the students do take advantage of this opportunity
to discuss their experiences, either positively or negatively, and
to offer suggestions for needed change. These data are

summarized by the office and distributed for the attention of
deans and other academic administrators, and usually are
discussed intensively in summer administrative retreats.

While I would be the first to say that not everybody
loves us, even though they have received a degree from Drake,
most of the comments are very favorable and are reassuring to
those who are concerned about the kinds of educational
experiences that our students wish to have. How these same
students would respond five or ten years later, is an open
question. Again, i would say that the studies we have made of
recent graduates are relatively unsophisticated surveys and
provide immediate response for analysis and discussion among
the University community. There are obvious weaknesses in
this kind of research and I am anxious that we pursue very
soon, the kind of study that Bob Pace has become fatuous for,
and which I was fortunate to conduct under his supervision
while a graduate student at Syracuse University as a part of the
All-University Self -Survey in 194849.

Briefly, what I have described to you, are a variety of
follow-up studies of various publics, or groups of students as I
have defined them, at various stages in their academic careers,
ranging from students who have not yet set foot on the
campus to those who have left with bachelor's degrees. The
questionnaire approach and the method of reporting are not
sophisticated and are intended to provide the University
community with basic data about various student groups. The
kinds of responses we have received and the thoughtful and
careful attention given to these questionnaires by an

overwhelming majority of those contacted prompts me to
recommend this as a most Miportant area of concern for
institutional research offices in helping the campus at large to
get a better picture of how the academic, administrative, and
service functions of the University are received and evaluated
by those who use them, the University student



RESEARCH METHODS FOR CONDUCTING
FOLLOW-UP STUDIES IN HIGHER EDUCATION

;Mott L. TriIrw
thtiveniti. rirginia

INTRODUCTION

The emerging discipline of institutional research is

receiving noticeable attention through reports published in
journals, dissertations, ERIC documents and the like. With the
increased awareness of the discipline and the improved
communication among institutional researchers through
various means of publications, not only is it timely to assess
the state of the art of institutional research methodology, but
also, to place some judgment concerning the quality of
research methods used in conducting institutional research. An
assessment of methods used in institutional research at this
early stage of development may well prove worthwhile in
strengthening the state of the art and in establishing common
bases for comparability and replication of important studies in
higher education. Such a consequence would also enhance the
institutional research reports to administrators for decision-
making purposes.

PROBLEM

This report is based upon the asstuntion that most
institutional research studies are conducted in a provincial
manner directed tcward providing information limited to a
particular institution. This procedure in effect restricts
inferences made and the ability for comparable institutions to
replicate similar studies and expand their frame of inference.
The problem which exists, therefore, is that of established
research methods, such as, those used in the behavioral
sciences which have not been widely applied to tire problems
in institutional research,

OBJECTIVES

The field of institutional research extends to all phases
of activities associated with institutions of higher education.
Traditionally, components of institutional research have

centered around students, faculty, space, fiscal matters. and
physical facilities. The area of concern in this report relates to
student studies and specifically follow-up studies in higher
education. Specific objectives for conducting the analysis
were: 1)To examine strengths and weaknesses of the research
methods used in reports on follow-up studies in higher
education, and 2) to develop a set of guidelines for conducting
follow-up studies to be used by institutional researchers.

PROCEDUR ES

Selection of Reports on Follow-Up Studies in Higher
Education. A careful examination of the Education Index,
ERIC publications from July 1964 to date and card catalogue
files revealed 95 reports with tiles relating to the general
category "Follow-Up Studies in iligher Education. These 95
reports were located in 62 journal articles, 14 dissertations,
and 19 ERIC documents. Eighteen of the references could not
be located. After examining those reports available it was

revealed that only 47 of the reports were actually follow-up
studies in higher education. The 30 reports which were not
directly rerated to follow-up studies in higher education were
concerned with literature surveys, with studies dealing with
high school students, or with surveys of enrollees who were in
active student status. All of these were excluded from the
analysis of this report.

Criteria Used for Analysis. The criteria used to judge the
reports of follow-up studies in higher education were obtained
from Strauss (1969).i Others have presented guidelines for
evaluating educational research reports Dixler, 1928,2 Dvorak,
1956,3 Farquhar aid Krumboltz, 1959,4 Johnson, 1957,5
Stephens, 1967,6 Symonds, 1956,1 and Wandt and others,19678
Strauss, however, presented 20 criteria which can be applied
very easily to judge reports on educational research. The 20
criteria presented by Strauss do not give a "best fit" to
institutional research reports, but the 20 criteria were used
here because they can easily be adapted to institutional
research reports without losing sight of the need for better
methods in conducting institutional research studies. The 20
criteria suggested by Strauss for evaluating educational
research reports arc: Problem raised, previous work cited,
objectives stated, hypotheses formulated, assumptions made,
population studied, sample drawn, instruments used, design
examined, procedure followed, safeguards taken, observations
recorded, findings assembled, statistics interpreted, interpreta-
tions discussed, conclusions reached, limitations recognized,
further work projected, improvements suggested, and clarity
of report. The author of these guidelines, Strauss, recognized
full well that the criteria were developed to evaluate
experimental research reports in education.

The analytical procedures used in this report are limited
to the follow-up studies identified for analysis and the 20
criteria judiciously chosen as a framework for judgment of the
reports.

The actual procedures for evaluating the research
methods reported in the selected follow-up studies in higher
education consisted of careful comparison of the studies with
the 20 criteria and recording whether or not each report met
the criteria. To some degree the accuracy and completeness of
the information reported in each study was judged.

FINDINGS

Applying Strauss's 2t) criteria for evaluating educational
research methods to selected reports of follow-up studies in
higher education the following judgments were reached by this
writer:

I. Nearly all I percent) of the follow-up studies slated
a problem inn their reports; 9 percent did not have a
statement of the problem. Of the 91 percent of the
studies with statements of the problem, nearly half
(46 percent) of the statements were clearly
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identified, but 47 percent of the problem statements
had to be searched for.

2. Citations of previous work in the follow-up studies
were well formulated and related to the current
problem in 22 percent of the reports; 48 percent
gave very brief citations of previous work; 12 percent
gave brief but improper citations; and 18 per cent of
the follow-up studies cited no previous work.

3. Nearly three - fourths (72 percent) of the follow-up
studies contained specific objectives, while 28

percent of the reports contained no statement of
objectives.

4. Only a few of Ike follow-up studies were constructed
in a manner to test research hypotheses (9 percent).

5. Over ohe-half (64 percent) of the follow-up studies
made assumptions concerning their research, and 36
percent reported assumptions which identified
samples, instruments, and the like which could not be
controlled.

6. ..early all of the follow-up studies (99 percent)
described the population used in their studies.

7. Nearly one-fourth of the studies (24 percent) chose
samples to use in follow-up (9 percent random, 15
percent other), while 76 percent chose to follow-up
the entire population.

8. Nearly threefourths (74 percent) of the follow-up
studies used questionnaires to collect data. Of these,
85 percent described the questionnaire in detail, the
other 15 percent only mentioned that a question-
naire was used. Other means for collecting data
included pessonal interviews (6 percent), records and
transcripts (6 percent), standardized tests (3 percent),
and 11 percent of the reports did not mention
how the data were collected in their follow-up

9. Description of the statistical design used in the
follow-up studies was identified in only 21 percent of
the reports; 79 percent did not indicate how the
follow-up data were to be treated.

10. Nearly one-half (44 percent) of the reports indicated
that clear and logical procedures were to be followed;
26 percent of the reports indicated procedures which
could have been better organized; 15 percent of the
reports indicated incomplete procedures; and 15

percent of the reports did not indicate any
procedures to be followed.

I. Over three-fourths (76'perceni) of the follow-up
studies did not report any safeguards taken to control
errors, while 18 percent used statistical methods to
control bias errors, and 6 percent used sampling
techniques to control bias which could enter into the
findings of the follow-up study.

12. Only one-fourth (24 percent) of the follow-up studies
reported primary sources of data or lest scores,
ratings, replies to questionnaires used, etc., and 76
percent of the reports did not report any primary
sources of replies or responses.

13. Nearly all of the reports (97 percent) presented the
findings of the follow-tip studies in clear and well
organized tables, only 3 percent of the reports lacked
a clear presentation of the findings of their follow-up.

14. The types of statistics report i the follow-up
studies were primarily percents r percero) and sum
of responses (36 percent), Other types of statistics
reported included ratio., range, chi-square, correla-
lions, and analysis of covariance statistics.

15. Over one-half (61 percent) of the follow-up studies
presented complete and accurate interpretations of
their findings; 9 percent presented inaccurate
inferences; and 30 percent gave only limited
interpretations of their findings.

16. Almost all of the follow-up siu:lies (90 percent) came
to some type of conclusions, while 10 percent did
not conclude anything from their study.

l7. About one-half (51 percent) of the follow-up studies
recognized limitations of their reports, while 49
percent did not recognize any limitations to their
study.

18. Over one -third (36 percent) of the reports projected
the need for further study, while 64 percent did not
project any need for further study of their problem.

l9. Over three-fourths (88 percent) of the follow-up
studies did not suggest any means for improvement,
while I2 percent of the reports gave stig,;estions on
how to improve their projects or the reporting
procedures.

20. The follow-up studies were grouped into two
categories in regard to the clarity of the
Forty-three percent of the studies were rated good to
excellent, and 57 percent were rated fair to poor in
clarity.

DISCUSSION

The first point which should be revealed al this time is
simply that Strauss' 20 criteria for evaluating educational
research studies can be adapted to assess reports on follow-up
studies in higher education as conducted in an institutional
research context. Even though the nature of institutional
research, as currently practiced, does not require the
sophistication of research methods necessary for conducting
experimental studies in education, most of these criteria were
meaningful lo the ordinary follow-up studies reported in the
literature. The findings of this report, also, indicated that
follow-up studies in higher education can be improved if
certain guidelines are followed. The strengths of research
methods revealed in the reports on follow-up studies in higher
education appeared to be: I) Statement of the problem,
2) previous work cited, 3) statement of objectives, 4) descrip-
tion and selection of the population, 5) assembling the
findings, and 6)conclusions reached. Those criteria which
could have been improved in the reports were: I) Assumptions
under which the follow-up was conducted, 2) field testing and
validating of instruments used, 3) clarification of design used,
4) complete description of procedures followed, 5) safeguards
taken to control error or bias, 6) recording of primary sources
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of data, 7) more refined statistics for strong and accutate
inferences, 8) complete interpretations of findings in relation
to the problems and objectives for conducting the follow-up,
9) recognition of limitations of the study, 10) constructive
criticism of the study for further improvements. and
11) clearness of the writing and sound organization of the
report.

The nature of a follow-up study in an institutional
research setting and for meeting dissertation requirements are
different. In an institutional research setting the need to
conduct follow -up studies has not been comprehensive enough
to require rigid experimental research methods. Usually, the
need to conduct a ft.)Ilow.up study by institutional researchers
has been to describe where graduates of a single institution
have gone and offer simple descriptions of selected
characteristics of these graduates after taking a degree. Also, it
is more desirable to use the entire population in such a setting
than to select a random sample. Academic deans usually, desire
to know where all of their graduates have gone and what they
are doing in contrast to a selected sample.

For institutional researchers who arc desirous of
improving their research skills to strengthen approaches in
conducting follow-up studies most large campuses contain
many courses on statistics. research design, psychometric
testing, and the like. The reports analyzed in this study.
however, indicate that only a knowledge of descriptive
statistics has been used in the past in conducting follow -up
studies. As the discipline of institutional research matures it
will be desirable to strengthen the inferential base of
institutional data and this will require a higher level of
knowledge and research skills. Finally, it is only a matter of
time before a Journal of Institutional Research will be created.
In order to support such a competitive journal it will be
necessary to provide high quality reports.

From the findings of this report the writer would suggest
that the following guidelines can be used to strengthen the
conducting and reporting of follow-up studies in higher
education. The guidelines should be used in preparing or
structuring the follow-up study as well as in reporting
purposes.

GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCTING
FOLLOW-UP STUDIES IN HIGHER EDUCATION

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM. A problem may be
staled in several different ways. A very desirable manner is
to state the problem in question form which clearly'
explains what you ate trying to determine. The question
should be stated in clear and precise terms so that the
remainder of the study will have a logical flow or syntax.

2. JUSTIFICATION FOR THE STUDY. Why is the problem
one of significance? Evidence from previous studies and
recommendations should] be documented to support the
need to study the problem as staled.

3. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY. The objectives should
state the intent for doing the study and for attacking the
problem. The statement of objectives, which originate from
the problem, should be staled in clear, concise terms. Since
follow-up studies are applied research by nature, it is

infrequent that hypotheses are necessary to be staled, and:
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therefore, objectives may be divided into a primary or
general level with specific: or secondary sub-levels.

4. DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY. Follow-up studies
have been delimited by nature of populations surveyed.
questionnaires used, percent returns, type of data recorded,
and the like. Because of the lack of very tight research
controls, it is desirable to explain all the elements in the
study which may bias the findings and restrict inferences of
the interpretations and conclusions such as validation of
the instruments, population defined, sampling procedures,
and statistical designs used. All of these should be made
clear.

5 'PROCEDURES. The procedures for conducting a follow-up
study in higher education should be described completely
in order that others may replicate the study or extend your
research. These procedures should answer the question,
"flow did you do it?" and usually consist of:

a. Population Defined. The population should be

described in complete detail size, year of graduation,
type, sex, and other basic characteristics.

b. Sample Selected. If a sample was selected from the
population, how was it selected? Random, stratified-
random, cluster, incidental, etc. The characteristics of the
sample should also be completely defined.

c. Data Collection and Measurement. The techniques of
how the data were collected and types of measurements
recorded have usually received the most attention in
conducting follow-up studies. Yel, very few persons have
reported any field testing or validation attenpts concerning
questionnaires and interview techniques used Relaxed
approaches to gathering data by means of invalidated
techniques results in data collected with inconsistencies and
Highly restrictive interpretations and inferences. An original
questionnaire or interview technique should be developed
upon sound theories and practices in psychometrics and
field tested to the extent that these means will serve
effeciively to obtain desired information. Procedures
involved to produce a valid questionnaire. interview
technique, or any other means for data collection should be
explained in detail. The nature of the data to be collected
and measures recorded should be included in the
description of the methods used in collecting data.

Occasionally, standardized tests are used in follow-up
studies in higher education. The use of these tests should be
justified, described, and properly acknowledged.

Methods for increasing the number of responses in
follow-up studies in higher education are very important to
describe. Some persons have experienced success in
increasing the number of responses by additional mailings,
phone calls, telegrams. and personal visits to the
respondent's community.

d. Plan of Data Analysis. The plan of data analysis
should be related to the statement of the problem and
objectives. The statistical design should reveal the form in
which the data are recorded and analyzed. Simple and
robust designs are preferable to elaborate designs which
attempt loo much.
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e. Report of Findings. The primary sources of data, such
as replies to questionnaires, interviews, test scores, etc.,
should be recorded. These data sources would fit well into
tables or appendices and provide other institutional research-
ers an opportunity to compare data between institutions.

The findings should also be summarized in table form,
graphs, charts or the like. These presentations should be
complete, well defined, and self-explanatory.

f. Interpretation of the Findings. The findings should be
interpreted in relation to the problem and procedures used
in the study. One might ask, "Is the relationship between
the problem and procedures clear and consistent, so that
the findings are valid?" An occasional inferential error
identified in follow -tip studies is to obtain a 50 percent
return from a population or sample and make inferences
about 100 percent of the population. Another shortcoming
identified occasionally in reports on follow-up studies was
to make judgments regarding significant differences without
appropriate statistical designs. It is desirable to obtain all

meaning possible from the findings within a useful
reference for institutional decision-making and planning.

g. Conclusions of the Study. The conclusions of the
study should be consistent with the findings or obtained
results and in relation to the problem and objectives of the
study. A serious problem arises whet conclusions of the
report are not warranted upon the bases of the findings.

h. Limitations Recognized. Every followup study in
higher education will have limitations or weaknesses which
may or may not be due to the investigator or unexpected
events. Oftentimes unexpected events occur with the
percent of responses, measurements used, design used,
population, and the like. These limitations should be
revealed so that the consumer will be aware.

i. Recommendations for Further Study. A well planned
and executed study will usually arouse interest and
challenge further study. Comments to improve further
studies should be described in constructive criticisms.
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COMMUNICATING THROUGH STUDIES
ADMISSIONS STUDIES

THE UNIVERSITY AND THE SECONDARY SCHOOL:
A STUDY OF ADMISSIONS VISITATIONS

James C. Schwender
State Iluiyersity of New York at Buffalo

Colleges and universities spend an enormous amount of
tune and money on admissions visitations both within
tudiv dual states and throughout the nation. These college
representalives are there for many purposes to recruit
students (kir an institution, Io interpret admissions policies and
requirements to interested individuals, to discuss degree
prograini offered by their institution, or to act as public
relations men for their respective institutions.

While the objectives of the visitation are based on the
goals of the University, the visitation will also be .r function of
the number and kind of students that the institution is seeking
to attract. Whatever the objectives of the visitation arc, the
need to evaluate the visitation adequately is of paramount
importance. In spite of the fact that many oniveisities evaluate
their visitation programs, there is a dearth of puhlished
information regarding the admissions counselor's visitation.

Since the early 1950's the University of Buffalo
maintained a relatively large staff of admissions counsellors lo
visit secondary schools in New York Slate and bordering
regions of Pennsylvania, Massachusetis, New Jersey and the
province of Ontario. Upon joining the State University of New
York in 1962 visitations were reduced to New Turk State
schools only. Although the urns of the State Univeisity
system utilize a common 'application form, each institution
determines its own admissions requirements and its own policy
toward secondary school visitation. The only Irmiting factor
for the visitation program is the size of the admissions office
travel budget. No coordination and practically no cooperation
exist between units of the University'. It was and to some
degree still is possible to see ten to fifteen admissions
counselors from various SONY Units attending college day or
night programs at individual schools, with each representative
traveling independently to the next program iii the state.

Until several years ago 110 real attempt was ever made by
this institution to assess the value of the secondary school visit

either to the institution or to the applieant. Frequently the
visitation schedule was arranged by the admissions office
largely for its own ease travel and not tin the st udents.
same feeder schools were visited yearly with few new schools
scheduled. Attempts were made to visit previously union.
(acted schools or those schools having a large proportion of its
applicants being denied admission. la spite of these changes
there was very little effect in the number' of applications or in
the proportion being rejected.

in an attempt to assess the "iSitation program in a more
objective manner, the admissions 'it the Buffalo ('enter
sent a questionnaire, in ,/h7 to nearly 1,000
secondary schools in the state seeking the attitudes and
opinions of the guidance personnel. Responses to the

questionnaire were received from 67 percent of the secondary
schools. The questionnaire had been sent to the Directors of
Guidance with a cover letter explaining the purpose of the
study and encouraging their cooperation. To facilitate the
return, a prepaid seladdressed envelope was enclosed for the
convenience of the respondent as well as a postcard, which
could be used to request a copy of the completed study. A
followup reminder was sent to each school 30 days following,
the original mailing urging those who did not complete the
questionnaire to do so at their convenience.

The number of visitations in the high schools by colleges
and universities varies considerably. Only thirteen percent of
the secondary schools reported fewer than ten college
visitations while seventeen percent indicated visitations by
more than fitly' institutions. The majority of the high schools
reported visits horn ten to thirty institutions. In terms of lime
went with institutional representatives, [wady two-thirds of
the guidance counselors spent anywheie from one-half to a full
hour with each college representative. For those schools
receiving many visitations, a substantial amount of time is

spent with the counselors and can seriously affect a

counselor's heavy schedule.
Over SO percent of the counselors deemed it necessary

for a college to visit its school each year, while another 40
percent fell every other year would be sufficient.

Table I

Number of Niisitations, Hours Conferring With
Admissions Counselors, Length of Visitation, and Number

Of Visitations Desired by High School Guidance Counselors

Item Number Per Cent

1. Number of Colleges
and Universities
Represented by Admissions
Counselors l'er Year

Less Than 10 83 13.24

10 19 193 30.78
20 29 129 20.57
30 39 64 10.21

40 49 52 8.29
50 or More 106 16.91

Total 627 100.00
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Total Number of !lours
Iligh School Guidance
Staff Spends Conferring
With Admissions Counselors

Less 1 has 19 Hours
20 29 [fouls
30 39 Vows
40 59 !louts
60 - 79 !lours

71

226
122
93
37

11.41
36.33
19.61
14.95
5.95

80 or More !lours 73 11.73

Total 622 100.00

3. Length of Visitation
Less Than 30 Minutes 21 3.35
30 Minutes I llour 450 71.89
I !lour 2 Hours 151 24.12
Over 2 !lours 4 .64

luta! 626 100.00

4. Respondents Preference
As To Dow
Often Visitations Should
lake Place

I very Year 339 54.77
livery Iwo Years 262 42.33
Lvely Three Years 14 2.26
lorry I ie Years 3 .48

Not At MI I .16

Total 619 100.00

Since it is typically fell that college representatives
spend a considerable portion of 0161 year on recruiting trips.
it is interesting to rote that the guidance counselors perceived
the admissions representatives as purveyors of information and
as public telcions men. tallier than recruiters of students.

Table 11

In Which Capacity Do You Primarily
Envision The College Repeerentaint?

Capacity
SUNY Prisate

Institutions Institutions

Purveyor:or Information
Public Relations Men
1 ducatoes
Recruiters
Waste of T not
1111..1.0.11.1.1.11LOF

65% Sri
11 17
11 9
8 15
2 1

Although the guidance counselor reek the visi ta (kin is of
most value to the student. nearly 45 peteent indicated that
they flirted the most in let ing with the representative. This
view is further substantiated by the feet that the counselor's
best source a information about an institution's admissions
policies is from the institutional teprestritalive and not from
colkge catalogs or newsletters.
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Table III

Opinions of Populations With Regard To
The Admissions Visitation

Opinion Number i't < (

I. Most Valuable Aspect
of Admission
Counselors Visitation

Talking with the
Guidance Counselor 227

Talking with the Students 336 5

Distribution of Materials
(Catalogs, Applications. etc.) 0

Other 10 t.
Total 623 100.00

2. High School Guidance
Counselors Rest Source
of Information about
College and University
Admissions Policies

Nmsloters 97 15.71

Admission Counselor, Visitations 398 64.51
Alumni of the College or

Vniversity 3 .49
Former Studerts Attending

a College or University 19 3.08
Your own Records or Files 100 16.21

Total 617 100.00

Should High Schools
Invite the Admissions
Counselor rather than
Admissions Counselor
Invite Himself?

Strongly Favor 78 12.81
Favor 140 22.99
Disfavor 296 48.60
Sttortgly I)isfavot 95 15.60

Total 609 100.00

In an attempt to have the visit mote beneficial to the
students, the guidance counselors and the institutions of
higher education it was suggested that the high schools might
invite specific colleges to the school whet than fey on the
college taking the initiative. The high school counselors
rejected this c.00ctpt by haling neatly two-thirds indicate their
teluctance to this plan. Such a plan would cut down on
inteniews which could be interpreted as a waste of rime for
the schools, students and colleges.

I ach year colleges are invited to mote and more college
day or evening programs whew students and/or patents can
Meet with representatives from many colleges to discuss
admissions requitement% or have their curiosities satisfied.
Apptotimattly one-fifth of the guidance counselors indicated
this type of a program was more valuable than the isolated
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visit of a single college. On the other hand,47 percent felt this
type of a program had little or no value. This makes one
wonder as to why these programs are expanded year after year
if this is the general feeling.

Table IV

Opinions of Populations With Regard to Proposed
Changes in Visitation Policies

Opinion Number Per Cent

I. Is the College Night
(or Day) Type of Program
of More Value Than the
Admissions Counselor's
Visitation?

Of Much More Value 45 7.53
Of Somewhat More Value 87 14.55
About the Same 184 30.77
Of Little Value 237 39.63
Of No Value 45 7.52

Total 598 100.00

2. Value of Admissions
Newsletter

Very Helpful 285 45.67
Somewhat Helpful 277 44.39
Of Little Value 59 9.46
Completely Worthless 3 .43

Tot al 624 100.00

3. To What Extent Could
the Newsletter Replace
The Admissions
Counselor's Visit?

Nest of the Time 45 7.21
Some of the Time 229 36.54
Seldom 226 36.21
None of the Time 94 20.04

Total 624 10000

4. Feasibility of One
Representative from Each
Level in the SUNY System
Visiting the High School

Highly Feasible 152 24.47
Somewhat FeasAtle 141 22.71
Feasible 114 1R

Not Feasible 214 34.46

ToI:2 621 10000

5. Reaction to the
Incorporation of System
Mentioned in
Question 4

Strongly Favor 114 18.60
Favor 199 3'2.46

Disapprove 216 35.24
Strongly Disapprove 84 13.70

Total 613 100.00

6. Reaction to the
Use of a Movie or
Television Tape
Concerning Admissions
Policies for SUNY
System

Very Desirable 271 43.64
Desirable 236 38.00
Undesirable 103 16.59

Highly Undesirable 11 1.77

Tot al 621 100.00

7. Could a Telephone Call
from the Admissions
Counselor Replace the
Admissions Visitation?

Yes 29 4.63
No 409 65.34
In Some Cases 188 30.03

Total 626 100.00

8. Reaction to the
Incorporation of System
Mentioned in Question 7

Strongly Favor 18 2.95
Favot 111 18.20
Disfavor 328 5317
Strongly Disfavor 153 25.08

Total 610 100.00

As an alternative to the actual visit by individual
institutions of higher education, it was suggested that perhaps
expanded newsletters or telephone calls could replace the visit.
Nearly 43 percent of the counselors indicated there was some
merit in relying on the newskiter, but only S percent had
confidence in the telephone call. Another alternative which
fifty percent of the counselors felt wolicable was hying an
admissions counselor represent similar units of the State
University. For example one mart could represent alt the
University fellers since they are similar in admissions
requirements. Another plan which seemed to gain considerable
acceptance 'kith the guidance counselors was to use a movie or
have a television program on the admissions requirements for
the units ht the MAN' system. Over four-fifths, acknowledged
the merit of this plan.

In spite of aft the comments lot and against the concept
of secondary school visitation by the many colleges and
universities, only 2 percent of these objected to the visitations:
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the remaining 98 percent readily approved it. For those
counselors who approved of the admissions counselor's
visitation their primary reasons for approving the visit are
listed in Table V.

Table V

Reasons For Approving The Visitation Policy
(1st Choke Being Valued Highly, 5th Choice Valued Low)

Reasons:
A. The visitation is an educational experience for the

students.

B. The visitation provides a personal touch with a university
for the guidance counselor.

C. The visitation is a way of obtaining infomvation about
individual colleges and universities.

D. The visitation is an educational experience for the guid-
ance counselor.

F. The visitation provides 3 "contact" with a college or
university.

1st 2nd 3rd 4th Sib
Reason Choice Choke Choice (holre Choke

A. 51% 21% 21% 4% 7%
B. 26 22 29 14 12

C. 10 25 26 20 19

D. 6 25 16 27 21

E. 7 7 8 35 41

Tot al 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Nearly 51 percent indicated their chief reason for
approving the visitation was because of the educational
benefits which the students received from the program. The
second most frequent first choke reply was that the visitation
was a major way for the counselor to have a personal touch
with the university. The second choke reply was almost evenly
divided between alternatives A through D. Items C and ID each
received 25 percent of the replies. Evidently the counselors
felt the acquisition of information was valuable and also that
they too learned something from the presentation. The third
choke, and 29 percent indicated it, was that the visitation gave
the counselor a personal touch with the institution. The fourth
and fifth choices both indicated a plurality for the fact that
the visitation gives the counselor a "contact" with the
university. The results clearly show that the counselors are
MOM interested in the welfare of the student, interested in
obtaining information themselves about given institutions and
least concerned with having a contact at a college or
university.

The results of the study indicated that the tradition
Sound visitation program was certainly worth questioning in
view of its ever increasing costs and questionable benefits.
After experimenting with a limited visitation program dining
the 196849 academic year and toctestedineap of oesskttets
and telephone calls as well as cooperative institution program
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with other units of the SUNY system, it was decided to
eliminate all visits during the 1969.70 academic year. When
guidance personnel were notified that the University would
not visit the schools or attend college night programs,
practically no negative responses were received from the high
schools. Thus far more applicants have visited the campus and
applications have increased by nearly 30 percent in the last
two years. As of the first of April the University has received
over 15,000 applications for a freshman class of 1,850
students and a transfer population of 1,100 students.

Next month the Admissions and Records Office at
Buffalo intends to contact every secondary school in New
York State and ask them to evaluate our program of
nonvisitation. While the possibility of ever re-adopting an
extensi,: visitation program appears to be most remote due to
declining budgetary support, this institution will try to assess
its position' and perhaps try different techniques if they appear
to be warranted.

With ever increasing costs for institutions of higher
education there exists an urgent need to assess its financial
position so as to maximise its effectiveness with a minimum of
cost. For years colleges have canned out extensive visitation
programs most for the chief purpose of recruiting students.
The recruiting of students can be extremely expensive for all
institutions those seeking students from a small pool of
applicants or even those seeking students from a huge pool of
exceptionally well qualified applicants. Many colleges have
visited high schools only to arrive and speak with practically
no students or with poorly screened students. At times they
have been baby sitters for study halls. Oftentimes many
schools will not permit their students to leave their classes to
speak with college representatives during the school day.
College nights have expanded to the point of oveila ping and
reducing an effectiveness which they might have had.

In view of the fact that many guidance counselors
readily question the worth of extensive visitation programs
and appear willing to accept different techniques as a
substitute to the visitation it is up to the institutions of higher
education to analyse their position from their vantage point.
All too often the examination will be based on economic
rather than on educational reasons, but colleges are rapidly
approaching the decision point. Certainly as more and more
people in this country demand access to higher education,
expansion of visitation programs cannot be economically
justified when we are currently faced with more limited
budgets and more increased demands on overworked staff. The
whole concept of Open Admissions or Full Opportunity.
Programs win certainly force an assessment of the visitation
program.

I fully recognize that our admissions situation at Buffalo
is not typical of all colleges in this country either pOblic
private but I must submit that each institution must examine
its position on visitation with respect to conditions on its
campus. Many institutions might find it extremely difficult to
justify "recruitment" when it is overwhelmed with qualified
applicants or on the otherhand, extensive recruitment is
mandated in order to fill the student quote. I submit that a
careful evaluation of this type of program is necessary for all
institutions and that the benefits which can be obtained from
this type of self-analysis an be surprising.
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T III. ORSOLSCLNCL AND REPLACLAILNT OF
COLLEGE ADMISSIONS CRITLRIA.

Bwollgh (k1 Mirigral Cortrintirrio. College

Repeated studies of correlation between traditional
college admissions criteria and academic success at the
Borough of Manhattan Community College reveal only weak
and tenuous association. On the average. coefficients of
correlation duster about 0.4 for high school averages and 0.2
for both verbal and mathematical SAT scores.

These results, at a minimum. focus on the need to
re-examine these criteria. They raise significant issues. Ilow
valid arc these criteria in terms of the current educational
scene. the present student body. faculty. adminstration and
social altitudes towards and expectations from ethication**?
Questions are raised about the very system of values inherent
in the traditional standards. Should the college selection
process empliasite the picking of students by scoreboard? Ilas
the grading system. itself. been downgraded under changing
social and educational pressures? ('an non-academic criteria.
building on other values, contribute mote towards a useful
selection process than the present tradition-bound judgments?

A value system based on identifying those students who
can benefit most from a college education Opens the
possibility of developing whet-thantraditional criteria that
may replace or supplement existing admissions considerations.
To test the validity of this approach and to establish a his for
future explotations. the BSIC(' Office of Instituttonal
Research undertook an intensise, statistical longitudinal and
cross-section analysis of over b00 freshmen who entered
BSICC in the fall of 19G8. I ach of these students filled out a
thret.page questionnaire requesting information on personal
and family characteristics. academic goals. work experience,
income and related wiciocconornic data. I *hi hundred and
eleven questionnaires were returned. Their content and the
scholastic record of these students homed the basis of the
statistical research.

Fourteen nen-traditional. objective factors: capabk of
admissions office manipulation. were selected for examination
as possible candidates lot admissions criteria. These included
I } Time lag between high school graduation and first entry
into tolkge. 21 family income level, 3) number of languages
spoken a! home, 41 marital status. 51 age level bl education of
father. 7) education of mother. number of siblings in
school, 9) veteran status. 1010ountty of origin, 111 t) pc of
high school diploma. 121 work experience. Ill family dwell-
ing. and 14) residential area I ads of these charactetistics was
tested for association with academic achievement.

In order to evaluate the applicability of this as well as of
previous research to other campuses. a brief description 01 the
BMCC student may be in order. tiAlti' is a subway college
occupy ing space in two 54 scraper buildings in the heart of the
commercial and theatrical district of Manhattan. ,111 students
constitute. About 40 percent live in the borough of Manhattan
and approximately one-third each of the f (111111(1 eV 60 percent
Ire M the borough of Bronx. Brooklyn and Queer's. At team
half of the students are of minority ethnic of csdsgral origin,

roughly equally divided between blacks and/or Spanish
speaking background. Ilalf of all students live in officially
designated poverty areas. One in six are enrolled in special
programs for disadvantaged students.

Women comprise over half of the entire student body.
I lalf of the matriculated students are in senior college transfer
programs and the other half are either in business or health
career technology programs. Less than three out of five have
academic high school diplomas. The average high school
average for the fall 19(18 entry student. who was not in a
special program was 79.0: the average verbal SAT score was
421 and the average mathematics SAT score was 440. The
average age of all incoming freshmen in this semester was 189
years. The average (mean) annual income of the families of
these students was $6.517. There was a SI.500 difference in
average Monne between families living in poverty areas (mean:
553241 and families from nonpoverty areas (mean S7.22-4.
1 lircefifths of all families had incomes below S7,000 and only
one-eighth had incomes surpassing S 10.000. (!pon graduation,
approximately Iwo- thirds of all graduates go on to four year
colleges (this tuts across all curricula) and one-thitd seek
full time employment (most of these continue education on
pattl mse basis).

Before testing the suggested new criteria and to assess
the salidity of the sampling, correlation ratios were computed
lot' the high school averages and SAT scores of the fall 1968
freshmen and academic achievement upon the completion of
their third semester. The coefficient of correlation lot high
school average and cumulative (rPA at the end of the tall 1969
term was .276. for verbal SAT scores and CPA, and for
mathematical SAT scores and GPA, .171. These AMC between
one-third and one-half less than the association for the average
Mt graduate.

The fall 1968 entrants were also examined for survival
characteristics. Two very distinct patterns emerged. Students
who dropped out at the end of the first semester had higher
high school averages than those who left at the end of the
second. Those who survived to the third term had superior
averages to both. This pattern was compktety teversed for
SAT scores (both verbal and mathematical). Second semester
drop outs had better scores than first semester leavers but
those who sunned to the thin' semester had the lowest scores
of all. Ruth patterns applied equally to mak, female, poverty.
area and nonpoverty area students. These data are summarised
in the Statistical Appendix I. I virlentally, current admissions
criteria art also of indifferent value in predicting length of
student sun ival.

Some of the data developed in the study ran contraty to
ft-ritually accepted viewpoints while others were more in hoe
with a priori reasoning. The findings can be usefully
summonsed in terms of the various factors analysed.

I. Time lag between high school graduation and first
entry into miler: The most productive academic results were
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achieved by students who had beer. out of high school
between two and five years before entering college. Their
scholastic average was equal to or higher than those who went
directly from high school to college. There were Iwo
pronounced curves in tile graph of achievement. The CPA level
for those students with a time lag of 6 months to Iwo years
fell below the level of the immediate entrants followed by a
rise for the two to five year group, winding up with a
precipitious drop for those who waited five years or more.

These averages and the supporting data for the other
factors are included in the Statistical Appendix II.

2. Family Income keel: The highest CPA's were
achieved by students coming from families with annual
incomes between 59,000 and 510.000 and sspoo through
58.000. The student coming from families with incomes of less
than 55,000 a year seemed to have had greater academic
difficulty. What was most interesting was the sharp decline in
academic achievement for those who came from the more
"affluential families with 510.000 per annum or more. There
was a 13 percent drop in GPA level between the S9 10000
group and the S10.000 and over group.

3. Number of languages spoken at home: There was a
direct and positive association between multilingual homes and
academic achievement. The increase in level of CPA seemed to
'is,: almost geometrically as the number of languages spoken at
home increased. There was a 6 percent rise in CPA for the
two-:anguage home over the one-language and a further 6
percent for the threelanguage over the two-language
The rate of increase jumped to 20 percent for the
four-laaguage over the three-language family. The CPA level
for the four-Language home stood 35 percent higher than the
one-la ngu age .

4. Marital status: The married student did substantially
better than the unmarried. Among the regular ;tudents, the
nurried students had an average CPA of 1.59 against 2.22 for
the unmarried. Comparable figures for the student in the
special programs were 1.79 for married and 1.63 for the
unmarried.

5. Age level: The association between age level and GPA
was weak; the coefficient of correlation amounted to .21. The
age distribution, however, showed inters sting variation. The
most productive ages w:rte between 21 and 25 years.
correlating roughly with the most productive lime lag between
high school graduation and college entry. After age 30, decline
in CPA level set in and fell sharply for the 35 and over age
group.

6.7. Education of parents: In the main, there was
positive association between parental education and offspring
achievement. There were, however, a number of claims
results. There was a definite tag in til'A level for students
whose mother and father had only high school education. for
the student whose father had high school training. there was a
I percent decline in CPA level below the student whose father
had only finished grammar school. There was a 14 percent
decline for the student whose mother had completed high
school. What students with college keel patents had the
highest scholar/lc averages, there was a marked decline where
the father had college postgraduate work and a marked
improvement *here the mother trained beyond college.
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S. Number of siblings in school: Three-fourths of the
students had siblings who were still in school. Those with
brothers and sisters also in school had a slight edge over the
ones who did not. There was a sharp cleavage in this regard
between regular and special program students. The regular
students with siblings did not do as we,1 as those without while
the students in special programs did mite( when there were
other family members in schod.

9. Veteran status: Since veterans comprise just over I

percent of total student body, the sample is too small for
significant inference. Whatever data are available indicate that
veterans who are regular students did somewhat better than
non veterans while the veteran in the special programs did not
fire as well as his peers.

10. Country of origin: As a group, the foreign-born
student did not achieve as highly as the native-born. The
foreign-Iv:in in the special program did substantially better
than the other students in these programs; his CPA level was
II percent above the level of this group.

II. Type of high school diploma: Students who
possessed academic diplomas did substantially better than
those without this type of certificate.

12. Work experience: Students who had to work did not
do as well as those who did not. The slippage was greater
among regular students than among the students in special
programs.

13. Family dwelling: Over 90 percent of all students
attending IIMCC live with either parents or guardians. Less
than 5 percent either live alone or with roommates.
Numerically, the sampling was too small to make any
confident inference. For the married student, the results have
been indicated.

14. Residential area characteristics: There was a differen-
tial pattern in the scholastic achievement of poverty area
students. At the end of their first semester, the CPA level of
poverty area residents was approximately 9 percent below the
level of nonpoveity area students. Over one fourth of poverty
residents were subject to academic dismissal and/or probation

,as opposed to one-fifth for nonpoverty. The rate of
withdrawal among these poorer students was roughly
twothitds higher than the nonpoverty area rate. There were
pockets of achievement among specific nonpoverty students
that significantly surpassed the average student performance.

These findings yield encouragement for further study
and exploration. Some of the results challenge the accepted
modes of thinking about academic and student behavior.

Of the fourteen criteria. there seems to be direct and
positive association between scholastic averages achieved and
the number of languages spoken at home, marital status.
siblings attending school and the holding of academic
diplomas.

There is evidence of differentiated association among
four of the more challenging criteria examined. Time lag
between high school graduation and college entty, age level.
family income /evil and the education of patents. Time lag has
two points of high association (immediate entrance and a wait
of two to five y-earsl and two low points (waits of 6 months to
2 yens and, particularly. of five years or motel- Nokia:five age
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levels seem to rise to a high point of 21 to 25 years and then
decline at an accelerated rate. Below the minimum lamas
income level of approximately 55,000 a year, student
performance lags but turns into a steady rise in achievement as
income expands. Another turning point is reached at the
SI0,000 per annum and over level at which a sharp drop in
performance takes place. The failure of students whose parents
had finished their schooling with high school to achieve the
same level of performance as students whose patents had only
completed grade school is interesting. The falling off in
achievement among the children of fathers with postgraduate
training is also worthy of note.

The association among the other criteria is either weak

or negative (working students and foreign boot) or the samples
available are too small for significant inference (veteran status
and family dwelling).

There is nothing really new about tie use of
non-academic standards for admissions purposes. Colleges have
bent their criteria for years in outer to accommodate special
interest groups. Preferences have h:en given to the children of
alumni or on the basis of trustee pressure, religious and/or
social affliation, monetary donations, etc.

The examined criteria are designed to formalize
pertinent and objective conditions for the selection of students
who are in greatest need of higher education and who can
benefit most from a college education.

STATISTICAL APPENDIX I

AVERAGE HUI SCHOOL AVERAGES AND AVERAGE SAT SCORES.
1111CC FALL 1968 ENTRY FRESHMEN, BY SEMESTER OF ATTENDANCE

Type of Student

Semesters of Attendance

total No. of
Student

Respondents

Fall
1968
Only

Fall 1968

Spring 1969

Fall 1968.
Spring 1969.
& Fall 1969

AVI RAUL 111611 SCHOOL AVERAGL
All Students 77.7 77.2 78.7 780

All Male Students 76.6 75.6 77.1 262

All Female Students 78.3 78.1 79.4 518

Poverty Area Students 71.3 77.0 78.7 353

Nenpoverty Area Students 78.1 77.4 78.7 427

AVI RAG: 1'1 RBAL SAT SCORLS
All Students 418 416 398 477

All Male Students 437 442 408 163

All Female Students 403 432 393 314

Poverty Area Students 407 419 371 216

Nonpoverty Area Students 4N 449 421 261

R M .1111111ATICS SAT SCORI S

All Students 414 452 417 477

All Mak Students .470 493 450 163

All temak Students 405 425 401 314

Poverty Area Students . . 415 418 392 216

Nonpoverty Area Students 413 463 438 261
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX II

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE SCHOLASTIC INDEXES ACHIEVED BY BMCC
FALL 1968 ENTRY FRESHMEN, BY SELECTED ACTIVITY AND CHARACTERISTIC

FALL 1968 THROUGH FALL 1969 SEMESTERS

Characteristic

Scholastic Index

Total No. .;!
Student

Respondents

Total
Student

Body
Regular

Students

Special
Program
Students

Time Lag Between H. S. Graduation
and College Entry

3 months 2.13 2.21 1.58 673

3 to 6 months 2.07 2.38 1.04 17

6 months to I year 1.95 2.71 1.81 25

1 to 2 yens 1.60 2.46 1.51 10

2 to 5 years 2.14 2.60 1.91 12

5 years and over 1.49 134 1.53 18

Family Annual Income Lend

Under 53,000 1.81 I98 1.47 76

3,000 4.999 1.81 1.97 1.53 184

5,000 6,999 2.21 2.31 I.78 196

7.000 - 7,999 2.28 2.37 1.77 92
8.000 8,999 2.16 2.17 1.98 73

9,000 9,999 238 2.45 1.95 38

10,000 and over 2 07 2.06 2.55 89

Number of Languages Spoken at How

One language 2.02 2.17 1.60 403

Two languages 2.14 2.23 1.73 353

Three languages 2.27 2.46 0.96 23

Four languages 2.72 2.72 - 6

Marital Status

Married 2.16 339 1.79 33

Not married 2.10 2.22 1.63 750

Age Level

16 to 19 years 2.11 N.C. N.C. 593

19 and 20 years 2.06 N C. N.C. 155

21 to 25 years 2.19 N.C. N.C. 27

25 to 30 years 2.12 N.C. N.C. 6

30 to 35 years 2.06 N.C. N.C. 12

35 years and over

tducation of Father

1.94 N.C. N.C. 10

Up to 6th grade 1.98 2.08 1.69 108

7th of 8th grade 2.08 2.26 1.59 177

lligh khOof 2.06 2.15 1.59 380
Coke 235 2.42 1.94 68
Post gradvate 2.11 2 05 2.32 16

N.C. Not Computed ContinuA on nest pay
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX 11 Continued

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE SCHOLASTIC INDEXES ACHIEVED BY BNICC
FALL 1968 ENTRY FRESHMEN, BY SELECTED ACTIVITY AND CHARACTERISTIC

FALL 1968 THROUGH FALL 1969 SEMESTERS

Characteristic

Scholastic Index

Total No. of
Student

Respondents

Total
Student

Body

Regular
Students

Special

Program

Students

Education or Mother

Up to 6th grade 2.00 2.07 1.75 106

7th or 8th grade 2.06 2.23 1.57 148

High School 1.78 1.81 1.63 551

College 2.14 2.23 1.59 42

Postgraduate 2.25 2.32 2.01 9

Siblings in Schocl

With siblings in school 2.10 2.21 1.69 592

Without siblings in school 2.0S 2.26 1.44 188

Country of Origin
Foreign born 2.03 2.10 1.81 172

Native horn 210 2.22 I.63 580

Type of Diploma

Academic 2.30 2.34 1.91 4S3

Other 1.81 1.96 1.55 328

Work Experience

I fold Mg job while in school 2.04 2.17 1.62 653

Not working while in school 2.37 2.46 1.70 128
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A STOCHASTIC MARGINAL COST ADMISSIONS MODEL

Paul Jedannts
University ofColorado

Introduction

The subject to which this paper is addressed may be
illustrated by the following two examples.

In March of 1970 a qualified non-resident sophomore
majoring in sociology applied to a large state university for
admission in the fall as a transfer student. His request was
denied. In lay of 1970 an equally qualified nonresident
junior majoring in chemical engineering applied to the same
institution for fall admission as a transfer student. lk was
admitted.

Contrary to first appearance, this institution may have
acted quite rationally. While sociology is a low cost program
compared to chemical engineering, the institution may have
realized that the marginal cost of chemical engineering was
lower than that of sociology.

As a second example consider the policy of a small
liberal arts college which accepts any qualified applicants who
seek admission up to and including registration week. While
this institution may have a good non-financial reason for this
policy, it could be inadvertantly precipitating a financial crisis
by admitting nut fibers of students whose marginal cos; exceeds
their marginal revenue.

Purpose and Constraints

The purpose of this paper is to measure the marginal
educational and general cost for students by field and level, to
compare this cost with the marginal revenue generated by the
same students, and to explore the consequences of sequential.
ly admitting students with positive net marginal costs.

In order to explore the methodology of a marginal cost
model, a very constrained institution was hypothesized. This
institution had an initial enrollment of 1,000 undergraduate
students, each taking five courses per term. These course
enrollments were arranged in a crossover matrix showing
enrollment of students by major and level in courses by field
and leve It was assumed that there were only eight fields of
study and that each of these fields offered five courses ranging
from the freshman to the senior kvel. While it was assumed
aim the institution had a 'radiate program and used graduate
assistants for teaching some classes and laboratories, the
simulation was limited to the undergraduate program.

A course schedule was specified, listing the number of
sections of each course together with a minimum enrollment
possible without adding sections. A staffing pattern was then
assumed; courses taught by professorial ranked faculty were
filed in number while courses taught by teaching assistants
were espandabk by adding sections.

Method

The following method was used to identify students
with a positive espected net marginal cost, and to introduce a
sequence of such students into the system.
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On the basis of the crossover matrix, probability
distributions were made of courses taken by majors by level.
These distributions were then scanned to locate programs with
zero marginal costs of direct instruction, that is, programs
where a new student could be accommodated in every course
he was likely to take without necessitating adding a section.
Costs of direct instruction (instructional salary costs) were
considered first because they comprise the largest single
category of educational and general expenditures.

Marginal costs for other instructional categories and for
other educational and general categories were then estimated
by level of student, and the total marginal cost for the
admission of a particular type of student to the term in
question was calculated. For the purposes of this model these
costs were estimated very crudely. The following examples
provide some idea of the guidelines followed.

For categories of instruction other than direct salary
cost, a distinction was made between costs that would be
incurred independent of the presence of the marginal student,
and costs that would be increased by his presence. for
example, salaries of departmental secretaries were not
allocated to the marginal student while hourly office wages
and the costs of instructional supplies were. In these latter
cases average unit costs were assigned to the marginal student.

In the functional area of administration and general, the
marginal costs of administrative salaries were judged to be zero
while costs for other categories such as admissions, tectxds,
and data processing were examined in detail and divided
between assignable and non-assignable expenditures.

For the library, costs of acquisition and cataloging were
not allocated to the marginal student while average unit costs
for operating the undergraduate 1:1Tary were.

The cost of organized research *as not assigned to the
marginal student since funds for research are virtually
completed independent of the number of undergraduates.

Plant maintenance and operating costs were scrutinized
in detail. Heating and lighting expenditures, for exampk, were
not allocated to the marginal student wile the average unit
costs associated with janitorial services were.

The marginal costs for all of the educational and general
categories were added to obtain the total marginal cost to be
assigned the student in question for the term that his
admission was tieing contemplated.

It was assumed that a marginal student in a particular
term would be considered a regular (non-marginal) student in
succeeding terms. Therefore for students at lower Ievth it was
nettssary to cakulate the average unit cost for educational and
general expenditures by pmgram type for succeeding years of
the student's tenure.

For this purpose ordinary methods of co!i proration
were employed. Instructional salary costs per student credit
hour by department by keel were calculated and an expected
instructional Wavy cosi was achieved by weighting costs by



department and level according to the probability distribution
of courses taken by that type of student at that level.

Average unit costs for other categories of educational
and general expenditures WCIT calculated by rotating every
budget code expenditure to an appropriate category of
student. For example. costs of the president's office were
allocated equally to all students, costs of departmental
administration to the students in that department, etc. Since a
complete budget was not formulated for the institution
hypothesized in this model, appropriate figures calculated for
the University of Colorado were used.

The marginal cost for each term was, then, subtracted
from the marginal revenue (net tuition) charged the student to
arrive at the net marginal gain or loss from the admission of
the student in question for each term of his tenure. The net
gain or loss for each term wos then weighted by the
probability of his survival to that term to VINT at an expected
net gain for the admission of that type of student.

The type of marginal student with the greatest gain was,
then, admitted up to the point where his expected direct
instructional marginal cost became positive. fit other words.
students of this type were admitted until, based on their

expected pattern of course registrations, they an into a filled
section in at iCaSf one class.

it was then assumed that admitted students pre-
registered for specific courses, simulated on the basis of the
probability distribution of courses for students from that field
and level. The crossover file was 'hen updated by the
registrations of these students, and continued iterations were
made until the expected net gain for all types of students with
zero marginal direct instructional costs became negative.

At this point students with positive but low marginal
direct instructional costs were considered for admission. If
their marginal net gain was positive they were admitted and
the process was continued until the expected net gain for all
types of students seeking admission became negative (or until
constraints of time or size were violated.)

Exampk

Since it is difficult to visualize the process just described,
we will illustrate it using segments of appropriate summary
tables.

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF REGISTRATIONS

Total
Registrations in

Anthro.
Fresh.

Anthro.
Soph.

Anthro.
Jun.

Anthro.
Senior

_

Soc.
Fresh. etc.

5,000 22.5 125 75 75 400

286 Anthro. 100 40 50
200 Anthro. 200 5 20 10
113 Anthro. 300 5 15 2

SO Anthro. 400 1 I0 15
42 Anthro. 410 S 8

312 Soc. 100 35 70
230 Soc. 200 10 10 10
etc. etc.

Table I summarizes the crossover information. For exampk. there is a total of 286 registrations in Anthropology 100.0f these 40
are by freshmen anthropokigy majors and 50 are b) freshman sociology majors.

TABLE 2

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES

Erste! .
Time 0 Coyne No.

Section%
Maximum Enrollment

1 2 3 4 S 6

Max.
Enrol.
Total

TYPe
of

Instr.
Add

Section?

286 Anthro. (03 6
200 Anthto. 200 6
113 Anttsto. 300 2

80 Anthto. 400 2

42 Anthro. 410 2

312 Soc . 100 6
2:0 Soc. 200 6

etc.

50 SO

40 40

S2 52
40 40

SO 50 300 N'es

40 40 240 Yes
120 PT Yes
100 p No

50 No
52 52 312 T Yes
40 40 24o N'es
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This table summarizes the class schedule, showing the courses offered, the number of sections and the maximum enrollment per
section for each course, the total enrollment, type of instruction (professorial faculty of teaching assistants). whether or not it is
possible to add more sections, and the total enrollment at time zero, the beginning of the simulation.

TABLE 3

INITIAL PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

Anthro. Freshman Anthro. Sophomore Anthro. Junior
Course Prob. Course Prob. Course Prob.

Anthro. 100 .18 Anthro. 200 .16 Anihro. 200 .03

Anthro. 200 .02 Anthro. 300 .04 Anthro. 300 .20
Soc. 100 .16 Soc. 200 .08 Anthro. 400 .13
Soc. 200 .04 Soc. 300 .04 Anthro. 410 .07

Econ. 100 .22 Econ. 100 .02 Soc. 300 14
Biol. 100 .09 Econ. 200 .12 Soc . 400 .07

Biol. 105 .09 Biol. 100 .04 Econ. l'.,0 .08

Chem 100 .02 Biol. 105 .04 Econ. KO OS

Chem. 105 .02 Biol. 200 02 Math. 300 .03

Math. 100 .06 Biol. 205 .02 Engl. 300 .13

Engl. 100 .04 Math. 200 .08 Phil. 300 .05

Engl. 200 .03 Vngl. 200 .08 other .00

Other .03 Engl. 300 .04
1.00 Engl. 400 .04

Phil. 100 .05
Phil. 200 .03

other .10

This table is calculated from the crossover matrix and shows the probib:lit) of a registration by a particular major in a particular
course. The "other" category includes all courses which contain 2 percent or fewer of the students' registrations. The .18 in the
first cell means that eighteen percent of the registrations by freshman anthropology majors are in Anthropology 100. (Since II is
assumed that all students take five courses per term, the maximum percent in this cell would be 20, if all anthropology freshmen
took Anthropology 100.)

TABLE 4

ITERATION RECORD

Add
1 Trial T I

Enrol. Mt . Add
trial T2

Enrol. M.C. elf.Course
Max. I Time 0

Enrol. Enrol. M.C.

Anihro. 100 300 286 0 0 286 0 0 286 0
Anthro. 200 240 200 0 0 200 0 0 200 0
Anthto. 300 120 113 0 0 113 0 2 115 0
Anthro. 400 100 84 0 2 86 0 0 86 0
Anthro. 410 SO 42 0 I 43 0 0 43 0
Soc. 100 312 312 + 0 312 + 0 312 t
Soc. 200 240 230 3 0 230 0 0 230 0
Soc. 300

etc.
130 148 0 0 148 0 2 150

Comparing the maximum enrollment with the enrollment at
tint ttto. one can we from the tabk segment abort that
students can be added to all a the emotes shown except Soc.
100 at tiro marginal cost or direct instruction. rot Soc. 100
one finds by reference to Me last column of Table 2 that
sections can be added, but only by incurring a positive
marginal cost.
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One then titans the probability distributions of Table
to locate potential zero marginal cost students. Anthropology
freshmen. rot example. cannot be added because there is a
high probability (.16) of a registration in Soc. 100, a positive
marg vial cost course.

Upon scanning the entire list of distributions, we found
only six areas out of the total of forty white rero marginal
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costs of direct instruction were likely. For each of these the
expected net gain from the addition of a student could be
calculated, and students from the arca and level showing the
greatest net gain could he admitted. This process could be
continued up to the point where all the students of that type
who applied were admitted or until the filling of classes
created a positive marginal cost of direct instruction.

In the interest of time in the present simulation, all of
the alternatives were not evaluated. Rather, seniors were
considered first and if their net gain was positive they were
admitted without checking to see if a lower class of student
would produce a greater net gain.

When philosophy' seniors. one of the six zero marginal
cost areas, were considered. it was found that the expected
gain from admitting that type of student was 5383. A
summary of these calculations is shown in Table 5.

TABLE S

EXAMPLE OF NET GAIN CALCULATION
(Philosophy Transfer Seniors)

Marginal Revenue, First Semester I mit ion I 5+-42

Marginal Cost. First Semester
Direct Instruction 0
Other Instruction 4'
Organized Research 0
1 ibrary 12

Administiatkm A (;zrteial 34

Plant Maintenance & Operation _21

Total 109

Net Gain. I its! Semester 4513

Marginal Revenue. Second Semester 642
Marginal Cost, Second Sernestee

Net Gain, Second Semester 15s

Uxpected Gain Philosophy Transfer Senior sets;
533(1.00)+(- 153)(951

'Marginal revenues for this table ar; simply tuition rates
per semester. The marginal cost for the first semester is
calculated as mentioned earlier by examining detailed budget
categories for the functional areas and prorating according to
whether not those costs writ utile./ to the marginal
student.

The marginal cost for the second semester was simply
the average unit cost for a philosophy senior. as determined by
a will cost analysis by program area.

The net gain for each semester was then weighted by the
probability of the strident*: survival to that semester. and the
sum o( weighted values was the expected net pin for the
admission of that kind of student.

Aftet N was determined that the addition of a
phi/atrophy senior would produce a positive net pin, the

feasibility of adding a number of such students was
contemplated. It was found that the limiting factor relative to
the admission of philosophy. seniors was the course I con. 410.
which could take only three more registrations below reaching
capacity.. Since the probability of a philosophy senior taking
Leon. 410 was only 04, it was decalid to admit five transfer
philosophy seniors.

For the model being considered it was assumed that
once a student applied for admission and was accepted. he
would pre register soon enough before the semester started to
be able to update the course file and contemplate the addition
of other ty pes of students.

Thus. on the basis of the philosophy senior's probability
distribution of courses, the actual enrollments of five
philosophy students was simulated. Their course registrations
were then used to up-date the enrollment file as summarized in
the iteration record for trial Ts. In the portion a the iteration
record shown in Table 4, one can note that two of these
registrations were in Anthro. 400 and one was in Amino. 410.

When all of the new registrations were recorded it was
possible to identify- a new set of Zero marginal cost courses and
contemplate the addition of another type of student with a
high net gain. In the simulation conducted it was found that it
would he profitable to admit three economics juniors. The
registrations of these students were then used to update the
registration file and the results were summarized in trial I) in
Table 4. Note that because of the registration of two of these
students in Soc. 300. the ab!olute limit for that class was
reached. Since no more sections of that course could be
offered with the staffing pattern specified. no further
enrollments w ith a high probability of a registration in that
course could be admitted.

The process described above could he continued until
there was no mote time to pi-mess registrations or until no
more positive Let gain programs could be identified.

Conclusions

While the model described above is very simplified. the
results seem to indicate that a similar analysis could be made
for a teal institution without great conceptual difficulty.

I1 owever. any real institution would have to have an
evcelleni data base. strong computer capabilities. and a well
devekTed analysi. of program costs and unit costs. A number
of institutions now have iukh capabiity and many more will
soon attain

In order to go through a th.rnber of iterations as done in
the model, a real institution would also have to have a
complete pre-tegistest ion program acooruplished early moue)
to allow for the processing of marginal applicants before the
beginning of the term

in spite of this fact, simply An initial marginal cost
analysis based on Iasi year's pattern of enrollments and next
year% estimate of students and course offerings could be of
great benefit to an institution. Through such an analysis it
serneld be possible to identify areas which could be expanded
p;ofit/My and other areas 14 Mal could be expanded only at
considerable cost. Then when policy decisions had be made.
mown) opt irnizat ion could be one of the inputs.

Aa A.
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AN INNOVATIVE ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT AND COMPUTERIZED
ENROLLMENT PROGRAi.: OPERATIONALIZED AT CENTRAL STATE COLLEGE,

FALL 1969

Barbara J. Ryan
Central State College

Central State College is a liberal aits institution located
in the suburban area just north of Oklahoma City. We have an
enrollment approaching 11,000 students, the majority of
which commute from the metropolitan area.

We began preparing for continuous enrollment in 1967
when the president appointed an ad hoc committee to study
the entire enrollment system. We had been operating with the
old "Gymnasium type" system where nintyfive percent of our
students enrolled within a one week period. The committee
studied enrollment thoroughly, bringing in registrars from
several institutions and making trips to other schools, and as a
result recommended the continuous enrollinert system which
we now have. The director of advisement, (an individual with a
doctor's degree) was employed January 1, 1969. Ten academic
advisors were employed July 1, 1969, went through a three
month training period, and we actually started enrolling
students under the new system October 1, 1969. The advisors
are all professional personnel with a minimum of a master's
degree.

We have ten professional advisors and the director of
advisement located in the Advisement Center where the
student comes in on an appointment basis and enrolls in
approximately a twenty minute session. The advisor spends
most of the time conferring with the student about vocational
choice, graduation requirements, selection of major and
minors, etc., and actually enrolls the student in less than five
minutes by a video display unit (IBM 2260) located on each
advisor's desk. Ile keys in the student's social security number
which causes certain student information to be displayed on
the terminal. lie then keys in the section number for each class
and enters a code to end the transaction. When the transaction
is ended, an automatic typewriter (IBM 1053) types up an
invoice for the student which lists all the courses, in which he
has enrolled and prints out the assessment of his fees. The
student is given this invoice immediately and may then pay his
fees any time up to the deadline shown on the Vprint out".
The student is completely finished when his fees are paid and
need not return to campus until classes begin.

The program was originally written and operated on IBM
360/30 with 64K. We currently are operating on IBM 360/40
with 128K. The entire online system occupies 28K positions
of Ihe computer. The enrollment program for the on-line
system consists of one main program and fifteen overlaying
programs.

GDMN Goodmorning routine, (Establishes all pertinent
variables for that day).
Displays all sections which had closed the previous
day to all advisors.

SSX To call a student's record for enrollment.

PSI: Process students enrollment (initialize all areas).
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ADD

DRP

END

PRNT

FIN

END2

TFC

OFF

To add a section.

To drop a section.

To end an enrollment and update all the files.

To print the student's invoice.

Calculates the student's fees.

To write all updated records to the files.

Test a student's enrollment for conflicting times.

Signal the system that an advisor is finished and is
leaving

CMU To update class schedule file.

FAX } Finance inquiry codes for a student's fee
FDX assessment.

PAG Go from one screen display to the next. (For
students who carry more than eight classes).

CAN Cancel the advisors processing.

RST Restore the screen as it was before a particular
error which had occurred.

The Academic Advisement and Enrollment Center is

concerned only with students eligible to enroll. Until they are
eligible, they will be the concern of the Office of Admissions
and Records.

Beginning freshmen who have been fully admitted will
be advised by mail by the Office of Admissions and Records of
the date, time and place of their first appointment with an
academic advisor. At this first meeting one hundred students
or more will participate in orientation and be broken into
small groups for advisement and enrollment. When they leave
the college after this first meeting they will be completely'
enrolled except for paying the balance of their fees. Fees may
be paid at anytime prior lo, but must be paid in full by the
deadline as designated for that paiticular student. During each
meeting the student will be given an appointment for his next
academic advisement for the next semester.

New transfer students will be advised and enrolled in a
similar way, however, more individual attention may be
necessary.

The academic advisors must be sufficiently acquainted
with degree requirements under the various catalogs.

Although advisors will be mainly concerned with degree
requirements in two of three areas, they must be able to advise
occasionally in all areas.

Evaluation of transfer lianscripts, to determine equiva-
lent and/or acceptable courses which meet Central State
College requirements, are made by the degree check section of
the Office of Admissions and Records. These evaluations,
however, are made according to policy established by the
faculty who has the final authority through Ihe division
chairmen for approval of i'ourse substitutions. The advisor
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working closely with division chairmen and the Office of
Admissions arid Records must be fully aware of transfer
courses considered equivalent to those !Nuked at Central
State College. lie will also he responsible 101 obtaining
substitution forms from division chairmen when they are
needed and forwarding them to Admissions and Records at the
time the degree check is requested.

Two weeks prior to the beginning of the semester the
appointment schedule will be left open for students who will
walk in at the last minute to enroll. Relatively few should
come in at this time, Nevertheless, the Advisement and
Enrollment Center must allow time for many students. A good
estimate will be possible on the basis of the number
pre-enrolled.

After the deadline date all students must pay in full at
the time of enrollment. By showing their receipt from the
Finance Office, their enrollment will be confirmed and their
I.D. card issued or validated.

Students will be allowed to drop and add by returning to
their academic advisor at an alphabetically scheduled time.
The approval for the change will be the decision of the advisor,
providing there is space in the class.

Sectioning is controlled by advsors, assisted by daily
reports and programming from Data Processing. The program
must provide:

I) A balance of sections,

2) a priority to graduating seniors,

3) class size controlled by the division chairman and/or
size of the room, and

4) a reserve space for students who must get in.

Although the academic advisement and enrollment of
graduate students is in general similar to that of under-
graduates, there are some noteworthy differences. The
educational program of the graduate student is: less

structured, at a more advanced academic level, and often
involves dual purposes, such as certification in more than one
area, as well as attainment of a degree.

To meet the differing needs of graduate students, an
advisement committee of one or more faculty members is set
up for the student by the Graduate Office to assist him in the
structuring of his degree program. To propedy -advise"
students at the graduate level the student is entitled to
assistance from graduate faculty members through the
structuring committee. Once the student's degree program is
structured, including certificate checks where applicable, and
the Academic Advisement Office informed of his program, he
can be enrolled semester after semester by the Academic
Advisement and Enrollment Office without periodic checks
with his committee or the Graduate Office. Changes in his
educational objectives due to vocational opportunities,
personal choice, etc. may very well, however. require
additional service from the Graduate Office and/or his
graduate committee.

The following procedure is therefore outlined for
graduate students,

1. The students
appointed and
advance of his

advisement committee should be
his degree program structured well in
first enrollment as a graduate student.

IN/

2. A copy of the structured degree program, certificate
checks and other materials relative to his program
should be sent to the Academic Advisement ,nd
Enrollment Office.

3. MI enrollment can therefore be made in the
Advisement Center.

4. As the student sees a need, he can seek additional
advisement from the Graduate Office and/or his
committee.

S. Changes in the student's structured program could be
communicated to the Academic Advisement and
Enrollment Center by written memorandum carried
by the student or by campus mail as needed.

6. Graduate students walking in, for the first time, at
the last moment wculd be advised by the Graduate
Office, who would in turn inform the Academic
Advisement and Enrollment Center of the student's
program by written memorandum,

7, Any student who has not previously met with the
graduate committee must be advised by Graduate
Office or member of Graduate Faculty prior to
enrollment.

Our enrollment is continuous in that we are enrolling
every day the office is open. For example, Monday, February
16, was the finid day for late enrollment for the Spring
semester and Tuesday, February 17, was the first day for
enrollment for the Summer and Fall semesters. Each time the
student enrolls lie is given an appointment for a subsequent
enrollment.

The system is working very well for us. It was a
tremendous change from our previous system and effected
practically every office on campus. Consequently many
discussions were necessary to work out procedures to be
followed. It is a system that uses no data processing cards
whatso-ever, and all class rolls, term sheets, reports and the
like are printed directly by the computer on continuous forms
and distributed by the Office of Admissions and Records. A
weekly report is given to the departmental chairmen of
allocated, maximum and current enrollment figures for the
upcoming semester(s). The faculty is completely freed from
the advisement process as it effects enrollment. They are still
involved in advisement but on their own terms and for their
own purposes. The academic advisors, though under the
supervision of the dean of admissions and records, are also
considered assistants to the departmental chairman in each of
the areas of the major,

There are several things which are important if such a
system is to work, but the following four are essential.

1. An administrator who will coordinate and control the
total system.

2. Sufficient finance to support it it is expensive.
3. Faculty support.
4. Extremely, capable data processing personnel whose

office operates as a service office.

We would he pleased 10 have you visit our campus and
discuss the system with us. We would,also be willing to make a
limited number of trips 10 other campuses to talk with you
about the system if we may be of assistance.
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INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH
AT PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCHERS
AT PREDOMINANTLY BLACK INSTITUTIONS

Charles 1. Brown
Fayetteville Slate University

Every session has its beginnings, its points of origin. This
Special Session on Institutional Research in Predominantly
Black institutions was prompted into being when a circular
was received from Sidney Sus low that was solicitous of ideas
for presentation at the 1970 AIR FORUM. Following a
reading of the topic suggestions in the Suslow circular a low
growl was emitted when I noted that the most popular word in
the American language BLACK, had no mention and very
little inference, if any at all, among the several topic
suggestions. Note of this omission was swept to a towering
rage by slogans of Black Power and Black Pride and a
how-dare-you letter was dashed off to the Program Chairman.
Satisfied with this bit of derring-do and with having told off
the whole of the AIR, a feeling of contentment remained until
a response written by a very cool character in California was
received that said in essence "0:lay Baby. Tell us all about IR
in predominantly soul institutions". This little story
embellished already to quite extraordinary lengths, and
purporting to recite the origin of this panel could go on and on
but who in these scholarly environs would believe such an
unlikely tale. Furthermore, I was cautioned by the thought
that if I were to come in a jocular mood before a national
body of institutional researchers whose mother tongue is
computerese, and whose mien is at all times suggestive of a
no-nonsense attitude, that I would run the risk of courting the
revocation of my badge of membership. So to remain in the
good graces of AIR FORUM, I have bowed to its protocols by
preparing a second, morenearly-like-it-happened, introduc-
lion.

As did all of the membership and the other persons
chairing general and special sessions at this 1970 AIR FORUM
I too received an invitation to contribute what I thought
would make for an interesting session. Little did I hOpe at the
time that an idea of interest to me would be accepted for
presentation, and as far away as the moon was the idea from

imy mind of me chairing a session. So you can imagine how
bowled over I really was to receive an invitation extending the
chairmanship and task to develop today's presentation. The
details of which will be presented shortly for your judgments,
but first this overview.

METHODOLOGY

Turning riow to the first effort of the panel, when my
mind was no longer at peace with incubating the idea some
would call it dawdling and the truth of my position could
no longer be denied that I needed to know soniething more
about institutional researchers and institutional research
activities at predominantly black institutions than was
provided by my own personal experiences. I naively assumed
that all I needed to do was to turn to one or a combination of

Weer,
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organizations and fit the bits and pieces of information stored
in their computer files into a mosaic for this particular
instance and purpose, a mosaic of the hallmarks or
characteristics of institutional researchers at predominantly
Hack colleges and universities. But I was gradually released of
this notion following the accumulation of "Yes, we have no
bananas", replies from the Regional Education Laboratory of
the Carolinas and Virginia, Wilbur Tincher of MR,
Educational Testing Service's IRPIIE Program, I IEW's National
Center for Educational Statistics, the Center for the Study of
Higher Education, and the Directors of IR at the Universities
of Michigan and Tennessee and what 1 had to do to fill tills
information void became painfully evident.

So during the last week of January a hastily formulated
questionnaire, that leaned heavily upon an already previously
distributed AIR Membership Information Form (1970), was
addressed to institutional research personnel at 121 predomi-
nantly black colleges and universities. The mailing list was
drawn from The College Blue Book 1969.70 and the Directory
of Predominantly Negro Colleges and Universities in the
United States of America, a January 1969 publication of Plans
for Progress.

The original mailing list included public and privately
supported junior and community colleges and professional
schools. But the response from the junior and community
college category was most disappointing and to guarri against
unwarranted findings, this category (28 instituti,ms) was
dropped from the study. Illustrative of this point, ten publicly
supported junior/community colleges were mailed question-
naires, two responded; eighteen privately supported junior/
community colleges were addressed, four responded. Three
mailed and one response was the score for the professional
school category. Of the nation's complement of ninety'
predominantly black senior colleges and universities addressed,
a usable response was received from sixty-one (68 percent).
Twenty-nine, or 48 percent of the respondents were currently
active as institutional researchers and it is upon this group that
the following index of characteristics of IR'ers at black
institutions are based. Attachments that detail the results of
the poll conducted for the purposes of this study are appended
to this report.

CHARALTERISTICS

L Employed principally by small baccalaureate degree
granting institutions Questionnaire items 4 and 5.

2. The IR function, through a person charged with
institutional research, is found with approximate equal
frequency in private black institutions (30 percent), as in
public black institutions (31 percent). The number of
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institutions that do not have an IR or equivalent office
exceeds, by a slight margin, the number of institutions
that do Questionnaire item 6,

3. Among the several institutions which do not have an
office of IR, the intent to establish such an office was
found much more frequently at public black institutions
(60 percent) than at private black institutions (20
percent) Questionnaire item 7.

4. IR personnel at black institutions are more likely to be
titled Director of institutional Research or Dieclor of
Research and Development, while Institutional kesearh
is the name of the office most frequently used
Questionnaire items 8 and 12.

5. IR has been a feature of the private black institution for
a longer period of (line than it has at the public black
institution. But even so, !be office is new to both private
and public institutions as 24 of 29 institutions repo it
their office was established within the last three years.
Questionnaire items 9 and 10.

6. The institutional researcher at these institutions can to
his present position with a background of preparation
that runs the academic and experierual gamut. lilt
academic fields most highly represented :re klathematics
and Psychology Questionnaire items 11 and 28.

7. The institutional researcher reports directly to the
President and spends 50 percent or more of his ume act

IR functions upon the request of outside agencies or
another campus office Questionnaire items 13.17.

8. They are more likely to conduct a oilman strop
operation and need additional professional and WIC-
tarial assistance Questionnaire items 1821.

9. IR personnel at private black institutions inquire into
problems they consider much more 'desalt to thtit
institutions than do IR personnel at public black
institutions Questionnaire items In amt 23.

10. Fifty-five percent of the institutional researchers are
middle.aged, 34 and 21 percents reipeclively are boomd
middle.age and young adults; they are more than hkety
to hold senior faculty rank, a doctorate degree.and hi be
fairly well paid for their labors. Questionnaire 141116
2327.

CONCLUSIONS

Save for the lateness in the eitablidiment of so office for
the institutional research function, the data relied upon IR din
study suggests that for the most part the shit aCt(tislIci of
institutional researchers employ ed by predominantly NM
colleges and universities are not too dissunilat fund thew of
their counterparts in predominantly white institutions-% thud
major conclusion suggested by questionnaire items It. and 2,1
is that institutional researchers at public blrik in111111160116
appear to harbor fewer job frustrations than ditu (440A/frith
at private black institutions as measured by IR 110%110111 Ott)
are now doing compared with IR funittoni they ioulj what

be d°14. A fourth conclusion is aline far loo litany black
institutions of Ilif.her limning, in both the ;nom, and public
wlots are forced to tnakello without ttnco of an office
of institutional rc carsfi. Stiffly that conclusion is fraught with

implications Gil the Asuaciation of Ii stitutiosul Research.
And to begin 4 train of thought in this direction one

implication %IAA comet/ most quiwilY to mind and given but
brief mention belt 4 a Sisigili4C that Anal a MOH than
wasteful dissipation of time, thourlit, and energy in a vain
attempt to reach a W4441/040 teWhe mune the membership
on the proper tole old functisna of tasW istal"41"4"11 white

(he" are b1" atd hunched others, olio du
not even for Institutional geSearCli.
And one can nett towing that the most pernicious

cimtecluerwe or this Lind of theist thinking, is that in thew
institutions of pellet; NAV neither Russell -lily nor

Smiloide studies arc Nino conducted to the benefit of
these institutions. And Oa is 068 *ow, the indicators, as
they come to rue, are that 04 441.14'41.111 of Institutional
KfWaida cares but bilk foe the institution of the fumblins
institutional restos-Ler booed the pall of its membership.
flit inildiCalion I have in wino! would tome the ceder of
tome of AIR concuss, this reters4 of alliourk would in ruin
cause the Associalioat w initiate and itaiSeinesil a P141."4$)
that stouki lend the Well, of inuitultonal research to
ben.iltled Rocis and *kite inuuutions tato do not now know
of its benefits.

I root 04 Kurd points mated in 04 papers of the
special section ors imagilvisawied Iliteitiefil at Predominantly
Ittas (letes avid LInatisitiet the 41404'41/DA Oa 11414060nd
KtKilsii has a Wier tion its present We to play in assisting
the sineksposest of the icittituttoosal tew PO function in these
schools. And to fool loos tIstoloott to the future rok of AIR
along these lases, IN poelisis, rut art woo saoapn

Institutional Kneels* 01 PredoMMiaa)'
offered the ropolid

I, Mai alit iskrosed taws felmaripar effort of IN
Aauciatint s+( 10011#16,00 IdeseNth Sack& a
roorwprigi iirea1 d054fd 10 10#A Institutions Of

itokt I 4voieoloos fir* flat (teem of MbOirical0e1 and
Warn a tut Walt bla4k
tooitotioaal tattoototoo sots we of thato strins
at tolsoces thtff (sir titre teasel'

do twist soh 04 dafforasol of is iosaitoliottat
ttwatok propos it Imaltomatooft MA% tatieholiom,
hat dot igtoto Ooklilloott frentikll a 0411411 it 10
hraossolare a raita40 dos *volt. to.ftlo Olt hitt*. of
Ili per ti these f01140101114, diet the proposal
intim& to oat tot taoi, t pores* tot teary IR
consult/Ala and tealsorara prosirsmos Ito is lotof
16044 is a oito IN Hama sets ohs 111g/01 of an

IN maim WM b4.0 V061110 sot

datae W1400644 Do Olaif01111$ 4140 (IS WA
pi40 1.4014 *di 64 tit ti M ono 01,40444A
pi a OW/40W 040011.11 doe p.61,01104 of a
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INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH ACTIVITIES ON AN OPERATIONAL LEVEL
AT THE SMALL PREDOMINANTLY BLACK UNIVERSITY

Thermal, J. Andrews, Jr.
Elizabeth City State University

and
John 13. Davis

East Carolina University

Organized institutional research is a recent concept in
the public institutions of higher education in North Carolina.
It has only been since 1976 that the state has formally
supported such offices in its fifteen public universities.
Elizabeth City State University, a small predominantly black
institution in the state system had, like most of the others, no
office of institutional research of any kind until that times The
institutional research office at Elizabeth City has made much
progress during this two and oneialf year period, even though
problems have arisen. Most of the problems are common to
any newly created office of institutional research, but many of
them are unique to institutions that serve predominantly black
students. This presentation will include comments on normal
institutional research activities at Elizabeth City State
University, but will stress the institutional research that is seen
to be unique but essential to predominantly black institutions.

Organizational structure and activities in institutional
rnearch vary from institution to institution, but there are
common factors in all offices of institutional research since
most institutional research people are primarily concerned
with relating input, environmental, and process variables to
output variables. Yet, while these four factors are providing a
common framework for- institutional research, they also are
underscoring differences within the individual institutions. The
existence of these differences, especially in predominantly
black institutions, impose both restrictions and opportunities
for institutional researchers at their respective institutions.

Turning first to differences in the area of input variables,
the majority of students at a predominantly black university
are disadvantaged from a socio-economic point-ofview. Most
of them come from a family background where a low annual
income is the rule rather than the exception. Consequently,
the majority of them need and do receive some type of
financial assistance. Seventy percent of the students at
Elizabeth City State University receive some sort of financial
assistance.

More important, however, most black students are
unable to visualize themselves as important individuals who
can exercise a great amount of control over their own destiny.
This inadequate self -image causes many black students to set
their career goals both too low and too narrow. Furthermore,
it has been observed that one important aspect of an
inadequate self-image is a low motivation to succeed in society
at large and at college in particular. This factor has been
operating over their elementary and secondary school
experience, and they come to the university educationally
disadvantaged in terms of their preparation to do college level
work. As a result, because of the self-image, motivational, and
actual level of preparation factors, it has been found that these
students have a greater need for special counseling and
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remedial programs to help them overcome the deficiencies in
their precollege experience.

Turning to the environmental and process variables,
there are many characteristics that would be true of any small
institution, A small enrollment suggests that the institution has
a small number of faculty members. This in turn implies a
limited curriculum. A small enrollment places restrictions on
the size of the administrative staff, the amount of research
activity, and the extent of community services. All of these
factors have implications for institutional research. For
example, the results of institutional studies must be

interpreted with caution in light of these limiting factors.
In addition, however, at the small predominEntly black

institution a high percentage of students live in the
dormitories. At Elizabeth City State, for example, 77 percent
of the student body is housed in the residence halls. Also, the
attrition rate, especially among males, is abnormally high. One
can readily see from this information the additional
dimensions necessary for any institutional research design.

An examination of the normal output variables also
produces additional concerns for the institutional researcher in
the predominantly black institution. In the past the major
outputs were students in the fields of education and the
ministry. Today, career opportunities for black college
graduates have expanded greatly. Major corporations, educa
tional institutions, and the federal government actively recruit
black college graduates. As a result, institutional research that
monitors the educational process and evaluates the quality of
its products becomes extremely important.

Up to this point, the fact has been reflected that much
of the institutional research in predominantly black
institutions is similar to the institutional research that would
be conducted in any small institution. There also has been an
attempt to make the case that there are indeed factors unique
to the predominantly black institution that would cause
institutional research in these institutions to take on greater
dimensions. For example, it is necessary for special attention
to be given to evaluating the effectiveness of remedial work, to
factors which may reduce attrition, and to efficiency within a
small university.

Operationally, the office of institutional research at
Elizabeth City State University functions as most such offices.
The Director of Institutional Research is responsible directly
to the Academic Dean. The Director is charged with the
responsibility for coordinating anus conducting research that
pertains to the institution itself, for bringing together data on
the history and development of the institution, for the
collection and codification of data relative to the current
status of the institution, and for the preparation of various
reports required of the institution from external sources such
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as the State Board of Higher Education, the U.S. Office of
Education, and the various accrediting agencies. In addition,
the Director of Institutional Research is responsible for seeing
that the President, the Dean, the Director of Development, the
Director of Student Personnel Services, and the Business
Manager are supplied with appropriate information and data
analysis that will assist them in their planning and
decision-making functions.

To carry out these assignments the Office of
Institutional Research at Elizabeth City State University
collects or has easy access to the following information:

I. Student admission and enrollment data by sex, home
address, college residence, previous educational
experience, and present educational program.

2. Faculty data by sex, degrees held, field of study, field
of employment, research record, publications record,
academic rank, tenure status, and current salary.

3. Housing data by type, quantity, and usage.

4. Financial data by source, amount, and record of
expend it ums.

5. Library data by quantity, type, and utilization.

6. Facilities data by type, quantity, value, and usage.

7. Student graduation data by sex, program, degree,
academic record, and intended profession.

This information, plus additional ad hoe data, allows the
Office of Institutional Research at Elizabeth City State
University to conduct the normal studies associated with this
type of office. Over the past two years the Office has compiled
statistics or conducted studies in the following areas:

1. Students number, ability, source, sex, levels.
majors, retention, continuance in graduate school.

2. Faculty number, degrees, tenure status, age,
experience, academic rank, salary, turnover, load.

3, Curriculum courses offered, course enrollments,
course content,

4. Instruction number of sections, section size, grade
distributions, failures, credit hours produced, innova-
tive practices.
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5. Facilities classrooms, laboratories, offices, residence
halls, administrative space, instructional space per
student,

6. Finances sources of income, amounts of income,
expenditures by various functions and organizational
units, cost per credit hour produced.

In addition, because of the unique factors affecting
predominantly black institutions that were suggested earlier,
there are other types of institutional research that are
considered essential at Elizabeth City State University. Studies
that deal with the problems of poor selfimage, low
motivation, remedial programs, financial needs, campus
living learning patterns, and educational goals and career
aspirations have either been conducted, are in progress, or are
in the planning stage. It has been found that the data rout inely
collected in the office, supplemented by student attitudinal
and environmental data, can be used to construct student
profiles that provide a great deal of insight into the nature of
these problems. The Regional Education Laboratory for the
Carolinas and Virginia, through its higher education program,
has been most helpful in assisting Elizabeth City State
University in suggesting research designs and identifying
research tools that address these problems. One of the most
effective instruments used has been the College Student
Questionnaires published by Educational Testing Service.
These instruments can be used to measure student change over
lime and address themselves among other things to career
aspirations, motivation for grades, social consciousness, and
peergroup influences. Data from these instruments have been
used to paint profiles of the Elizabeth City State University
student body. On the basis of this information the
administration is considering expanding its remedial offerings,
revising its counseling procedures to emphasize positive
self-image development, and is becoming more aware of the
problems influenced by the livinglearning environment of its
students.

In closing it should be stressed that although the bulk of
the work in the Office of Institutional Research in a small
predominantly black institution will not differ markelly from
that of other small institutions, the institutional researcher in a
predominantly black institution must address himself to the
problems that are unique to his institution or much of his
other research will become meaningless.

/V .
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INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH IN BLACK SCHOOLS
AS A PART OF A TOTAL INFORMATION GATHERING AND REPORTING SYSTEM

George Beatty, Jr.
and

Gloria R. Scott
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University

INTRODUCTION
Institutional Research which attempts to provide total

information about the institution must of necessity involve all
major administrative and academic offices. Such information
must reflect the needs of these offices and must anticipate the
needs of the students served. Information gathering must begin
when the University first contacts the student and should
never end.

The two principal entities involved are students and the
institution. In general, personal and academic information
should be gathered on and about the student at entry and the
University should coMinuously monitor his progress
showing each level of development and achievement.
Information gathered about the institution should reflect its
overall effectiveness as measured by its academic process,
research production and community service.

Once gathered, this information must be analyzed,
synthesized, categorized, and reported to provide an accurate
and informative picture of the institution to those agencies
concerned with the many facets of higher education. Although
this information is needed by external agencies, a far greater
need exists within the institution itself. As with any efficient
business, the University finds itself in need of constant
appraisal and evaluation. Therefore, there is a need for the
University to continuously look at itself internally and
externally, providing an accurate information base upon which
to make decisions.

In previous years, Black institutions have not had benefit
of this type of analysis and have suffered severe consequences
because of this deprivation. They have tacked an accurate
information base upon which to make viable decisions which
would benefit the institution, its faculty, and its students.
Lack of this information base has not been primarily the fault
of administrators but rather due to the perpetual shortage of
operating funds. Human and fiscal resources needed to
perform these functions have been relegated to the
sub-basement level in terms of priorities.

The number of Black students is increasing at a higher
percentage rate than white students and many will go to white
schools. We know that alt education should be at a quality
level and must provide a total academic experience at all
institutions. In order for Black institutions to gain the
information needed to make the kinds of creative, viable, and
progressive decisions requisite to providing quality education,
they must have the physical and human results necessary to
develop the area of institutional research.

At the present time, there are 88 senior predominantly
Black colleges and universities in the United States with an
enrollment of approximately 148,000 students. An additional
226,000 Black students attend the remaining 2,500 senior
colleges and universities in the nation. This equals about 4.8
percent of the nation's total college population. A quick
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calculation will reveal that 40 percent of all Blacks in higher
education are still in Black schools. Many of the Black
students now attending predominantly white institutions have
been recruited in the past few years. Recruiting has been
stepped up because of two primary reasons; 1) Students and
faculties arc demanding it, and/or 2) the Federal Government
is requiring positive steps to insure equal opportunity for all
our citizens.

It has recently come to the attention of many
predominantly white institutions with Black students that
many of them enter college with unique problems. Unique
here meaning that these schools have not in the past been
confronted with these problems on a large scale. Many of you
in the audience understand this situation far better than I do,
however, I shall now get to a situation with which I am more
familiar.

Many of the 148,000 students in the Black schools come
from deprived backgrounds and are poorly prepared for
college work. Administrators of white institutions are finding
this to be true. Administrators of the Black schools have
known this for many years and have had to deal with this
problem and many more, with far fewer human and financial
resources during these years. Much in the way of past successes
(and failures) have been made without the benefit of a great
deal of research and analysis. This is generally known as
seat-ofthe-pants operation. We believe that decisions, made in
the future, which will affect these students, these schools and
ultimately America should be based on accurate, upto-date
information.

PART I. GAINING THE NEEDED INFORMATION

The first question to be answered in o, r efforts to
establish an information system has to do with how one
gathers the needed facts. Secondly, it must be deteimined,
when the information should be gathered. These two questions
are actually complimentary. We believe that most of the
desired information should be gathered when you have the
student as a captive participant in your program. This would
necessarily cause you to gather all possible information when
the student is first accedted. Gathering the information during
early contact Has the added benefit of offering the University a
more complete and accurate picture of the student. This
occurs because the stutleit will use more caution while
completing required forms at this time than at any other
period. 1:,weral reasons explain his caution at this point. The
primary reason is that he wants to make a good impression on
the University. We believe that the University should make a
good impression upon him. This answers when the information
should be gathered.

Let us now take a closer look and see just what kind of
information should be gathered. The same basic kinds of
information should be gathered on all students, not just the
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Blacks; however, on Blacks additional information must be
collected.

Pertinent information should be collected about:
I) Family and background, 2) educational level and achieve-
ments, 3) professional aspirations, and 4) relative measure of
intelligence.

The information on the educational level of the student
has been gathered and analyzed most frequently. Now, since
the world of business, industry and government has opened a
whole new realm of opportunities to Blacks. I feel that one
must gather much more information on the ultimate
aspirations of the students so as to point him into the
non-traditional directions. Here it is not suggested that all
students be pointed in the non-traditional areas, that is

non-traditional as far as Blacks are concerned, but that a
significant number be counseled about professions other than
the teaching and preaching ones. However, in order to steer
students in these directions, one must not only know what his
aspirations are, but one must also know what his relative
intelligence level is. This is to say that the student must have
the desire as well as the ability to succeed in the profession to
which he is sent. Black misfits are no more desirable than
white misfits. So one must design and gather information on
this critical area.

Now we turn to the educational level of the student.
This is ultraimportant here because many of our Black
students still conic from inferior high schools, that is, they
come from schools that are perpetuating a cycle of
mcdiocracy. So one must clearly define what the student's
educational level is. The information collected here will later
be used to help both the student and the University. There is
nothing more frustrating than for a student to come into a
new situation (not only a student, but any person) and find
himself totally overwhelmed before he can get his feet on the
ground, let us say. In order to prevent these situations as often
as possible. the relative educational levels of the students
should be known.

Information of a general nature must he collected on all
students and will not be reviewed here. This information may
have nothing to do with specific academic requirements, but
will assist both the student and the University in a general
manner. This type of information should he collected both
during the initial contact phase and while the student
matriculates at the University.

PART II. UTILIZING INFORMATION FOR THE
BENEFIT OF THE STUDENT

The information thus gathered can be utilized quite
readily for the benefit of the student. The first benefit would
be in the admissions process, the! is, the student could be
admitted or rejected by the University, or he could be
conditionally admitted. Sometimes the rejecting of a student is
not altogether bad. It may even be helpful to reject the
student and have him go to a Community College or to a
Technical Institute or Trade School rather than having hint
conic to a University for which he is not academically
prepared.
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The area of Counseling and testing is a very impo
one and the student should receive all possible benefits
it. To effectively, use it, however, information about
('enter and the student must be available.

While the student is continuing his educat
experiences, the University could and should be gatlr
information to continuously monitor Iris progress. This w
the institution know how Wei:five its program is as

student progresses. Certain milestones may he set, such a!
end of the Fralimen Orientation project, the Fresh
studies program, or at the end of some remedial cour
necessary. The important lining here is, that the Universit
a good knowledge of exactly what the student is doing
what his potentials are. If the University feels that a

potential student is not being treated properly, then here
action would be justified. It may be found that a studer
come to the University in one subject area but would 1)(
suited in another. If his progress is monitored closely
could he detected and corrected. If someone would takt
time to study this information, the student could be advise
his potentialities in a different area oc study,
consequently, could change his area of concentration. TI
not to say that the student would have to follow the advii
his counselors or even his major advisors, but at least

persons with whom the student is associated would
exactly what the student is doing and how welt.

Another very important area where the University 1N
benefit from such information is in student services. I

now there is a rebellious atmosphere on campus and any
of Student Affairs could tell you what a hot scat he has. 1
are several reasons for this and the students are not altog
wrong. That is, some of these student services have not
up to what they should or could do, so this is an area win
great deal of information should be gathered and analyze
the student's benefit. The University would also be
greatly. Some services may be outmoded and could very
be rc)faced, Sonic services may not be living ui

expectations and others may be overtaxed. Data colic
and analysis should point these out and assist all hands it
process.

Other things which could be of use both to
University and the student would be his other non-acad.
achievements, such as, his extra-curricular activities,
participation in the debating team, the student governn
football and basketball, sororities, or some commt
project. Based on what the institution finds as data is colic
and reviewed, it could identify these students as pole
leaders. That is, it could very well be that the Univert
Administration might want to consider utilizing some of I
bright young minds.

Figure I identifies the points of student conlaci
gathering information. Figure II presents a system n
which can be used for gathering information. Inform;
which is gathered about students is a basic part of Hie i
for the total information system of the institution.

1 he second half of the presentation will cover
utilization of tire information for the benefit of
institution.
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PART HI UTILIZING INFORMATION FOR
THE BENEFIT OF INSTITUTIONS

Institutional Research is involved with the gathering,
analysis, and use of information about an institution, its
constituents, and its programs. institutional Research allows
an institution to know about itself, something of its past, its
present status, and allows it to project and chart a path for its
future. Such is important for the perpetuation of an
institution and for its growth. Perhaps the most essential
function of Institutional Research in the University or College
is to provide a mechanism for constant appraisal and
evaluation and to allow for having accurate information, and I
underscore accurate, from which to make decisions about
itself, its role and its publics.

As previously indicated, Black Institutions have not had
the benefit of the use of Institutional Research as an integral
part of the institution. Many inadvertent and indirect severe
consequences have occurred because of this. Had Institutional
Research been present and viable at Black Institutions foi the
last quarter of the century. perhaps many of the erroneous,
biased, "hit and miss," subjective studies or rather "so called
studies" about Black Institutions would not have been
developed and gone unchallenged. These studies perpetuated
myths about Black Institutions and have become a part of the
basic reference materials for higher education.

One such document is the RiesnianJeneksi article
published in the Harvard Educational Review in January,
1967. This article was based largely on conjecture, subjectivity
and at most represented a compilation of secondary and
tertiary sources of data. When the article was released the
reaction among the Black college faculty was one of outrage at
some of the conclusions yet there was no collective
compilation of data to effectively refute the conclusions of
that report. The McGrath report 2 represented a view of Black
Institutions in a one-year study 1963-64, but no in-depth time
period was invested to systematically collect primary data over
a sample of years.

The recent book by LeMelle and LeMelle, Black College:
A Strategy for Relevancy, points out that beginning with the
PhelpsStokes Fund Study of the Traditional Negro College in
1917, many other surveys have been commissioned and
completed, published and accepted as valid, reliable data. This
includes the SREB report on The Negro in Higher Education
in the South.3 One believes that these reports were done in all
sincerity and funded by organizations and people who were
sincerely interested in advancing the cause of higher education
among Black Americans. This does not, however, negate the
fact that much of the information was survey research and was
not based on documented data collected and analyzed by the
colleges or at the college campuses.

Most of these studies have simply been valuable only in
the fact that they gave information and often this value has
been negated by the negative presentation of such data
without documentation of primary data about the institutions.

"In terms of providing a useful critique in pointing
out imaginative direction for the education of
black youths, the much publicized surveys have
contributed only marginally. This fact is quite
obvious since one of the most recent studies on
this subject by Christopher Jencks and David
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Riesman has only again reaffirmed what similar
invest igations have purportedly established
through the years: namely, that the traditional
Negro Collegc still constitutes the "educational
disaster land."4

I must say at this point that I concur with the LeMelle
opinions, that we should declare a moratorium of at least 20
years before the next thorough investigation of the traditional
Black College is launched by persons outside the Institutions
without basic data. Perhaps a moratorium of these 20 years
will allow us to develop Institutional Research at the Black
Colleges so that me can provide accurate data and develop
studies ourselves which will accurately describe our institu
Lions, and the fabric, flavor and input of these institutions into
higher education individually and collectively. At that time
perhaps Mr. Riesman, and Mr. Jencks, a'ong with the modern
day white graduate students still doing "arm chair over the
miles" research should they so desire, will have primary data
available to develop the kind of studies about the mack
Colleges which educators and researchers can consider
scientifically sound, reliable and valid.

It is inherent that the Black College like other colleges or
educational institutions must be evaluated, finally, upon its
own possibilities, programs and resources. Thus, the need for
utilizing information for the benefit of the Black Institution is
great.

Institutions utilize information for internal and external
benefits. Internally, information can be utilized to give the
institution an accurate knowledge of its resources human,
program, fiscal, and physical. Knowledge of resources, allows
for the kind of information that gives direction to the
capabilities of the institution. In the final analysis, the
movement and development of any institution depends upon
its resources.

In to is of its students the institution can utilize
information about their familial, social and educational
origins; about the social factors impinging upon, them prior to
entering the college; and social factors at work which impinge
upon them while they are in college. Knowledge of such
factors and origins of stu lents will allow the institution to
plan academic and co-curr r programs to adequately meet
the needs of these student .:rd move them beyond the mere
level of acceptance of where they are, to the level of
productivity that a college graduate should have.

Knowing what is already deficient, or what is already
enriched in their backgrounds, will allow for guided direction
in establishing programs for students. One example of
knowledge of previous factors which will guide institutions is
that of health care. Any institution doing effective planning
for the decade of the seventies and beyond cannot possibly
escape investigation of the kinds of health habits their students
have brought and will brink, to the institution because this has
direct bearing on the kind of health services that the university
will attempt to provide for students and will influence the
approach to health care services.

The academic origins and career patterns of faculty will
provide the institution with adequate information to best
utilize persons who have specific skills, expertise and have had
specific past experiences. This will allow for the orderly
recruiting of new faculty by strengthening weak areas as well
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as providing a greater distribution of academic preparation.
The other added knowledge is that of personal evriiences
which the institution can tap as resources for providing models
for students and promoting interaction among stud ins and
faculty. Such information about origins will give the university
some idea about the degice, range and quality f input that
the faculty in:mber will provide into the educational program.

Knowledge about the alumni is a very valuable human
resource to give feedback to the institutions, and to represent
the institutions input into their education. Such knowledge
will allow the institution !o modify programs and monitor its
impact on the students that it selves.

Knowledge about its many publics (especially its
Ilnanciahhy suppotting public) is necessary for institutions to
define financial and philosophical support areas.

program resources including the academic 0.0gram and
the co-conieular progiam, make up the heart of the
educational resources at the institution. Knowledge about
corriculiim content can he utiliaed by the institution to
identify its strong areas. Since 1965. most Black Institutions
which arc accredited, have participated in an Institutional Self
Study and evaluated their curriculum :ontent. If such
evaluation of the cuii:ultun is intemali/ed as a pail of
institutional research at the institution, knowledge about
curriculum content will be available on a semester and an
annual basis for use in evaluation.

Informatioo about the instictional methodology in the
academic program can also he a 'vim of the regular evaluating
pmeess. New methods can te tried and evaluated using muds
1.1 make changes whew neeessaty and desired. Student
involvement in evaluation of ;astructional procedures :s the
greatest input and should he included in evaluation.

wcciizum esperiences of an education program
where Bit interface of Oleo's and practice meet, can he used
to determine how well it is preparing sludet:Is and in involving
the University in the merger of education interaction and
social change.

University needs to .knew the quality and quaint.
of research generated and participated in by its faculty,
administrators and students. Internal dissemination of such
information acts as an incentive. provides information so that
-interested persons might be insults,d, and generates a sense of
pride in participation in the discsn'try in of rearrangement of
knowledge.

At the cocumicular-cutticular interface the University
should know and use changing needs identified both by the
students and the University as guidelines for es paneling or
contracting the co,cutriculum.

the University needs 10 know the dollar cost .of
its educational product where the money wines from and
*here it goes. In lad all members of the internal academic
community need to know this information. The University
needs to know:

I) What StniCtS, t/yarns and peopk get fiscal
priotities?

2) Thai programs cost mote and produce fewer
students. yet are viable and needed!

3) Nisat programs cost Mote, product Fewer students,
and ate not needed or viabk?
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4) Where ate the instiii lional I k ,01 1 relics"

5) Where. !low. and by Munn arc 11,k al decisions made?

1,1

6) WitCre are areas of CSINI11(1 nwinagement

7) Whew are time areas of .vosit management'!

MI fiscal dal a relater .o the entire university program and
arc vital inter ratio r. II is especially vital for Iliad Insciiii;ons
because of the limited supply of funds coming to the
University and the great need to make the best use possible of
funds.

1 his has been a brief sketch of the general knowledge c
internal resources human, program and fisealphysical that
Bic institution needs for internal and evteinal use. 1; can he
utili:ed internally in the following ways

I) To accrately describe the present status or they?
areas,

2) to identify the realistic polemist of the institution
within a given segment of time.

3) as a firm research base for lime and shirt range
planning intetbally. (for csampie, school divisions
and/or departments within the onversity can rise the
research base of informainn, attuned about the
genei al university to nioilifs cs rand or contract
Fog; arcs)

d1 toot Jet (rank) intei nal instil pi Jot ;I Jos. and

S to assist in instant ional decision making.

the data can be used esternallt

1) To help the institution clesklio .. project its image
to its many

1) to attract human and plivi.ne

3) to attia,-t funds. and

4) to promote interaction and t,,, mgc.

One of the accepted slereot)l .11, f Black college
students fit cv ample. is that ices NV aspirations in
general. In a meant student quest iol Ainistertd to 36
percent (1,205) of the student North Carolina
Apicuithral and 'technical Slate 73.ti percent
indicated the desire to receive a dc, I the (iaehtkir's
1)egree. 39.2 percent indicated into ung the Masters
Degree. 4.9 percent other dewc .. percent. the
Doctorate. These 11144 students do w aspirations
so this must be pmjesied as a part of Cie image. Anodic!
stereotype is that the fatuities of flack institutions arc tandem
tyrannical tuk. the results of the Institutkinal Functioning
Inventory which was administered to the faculty and
administrators of the institution, showed that the faculty &I
not describe itself as under tyrannical tuk but whet identified
the pieced the academic community of being a demortatie
one. these are just two esampks to show that the sy ste.natic,

regular collection t-f data will help an institution
know itself and ',toted this image to its various publics.
Collet:ise data from several ifitlilutkwIS will help project
coved information.

three the image is accutateIy projected and reflected, it
oral/ assist the University in a second way - mitred human and
program resources.
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I) Attracting staff and faculty Faculty will have valid
dm:: to use in making de,isions about working in the
lila 7Is Institution. II will help the Universit'y in the
competition for good faculty. For example, a strong
program that an institution has might be 1111101 more
attractive to a person looking for a position in that
field than the entire urns etsily. Since the !Faille of the
game in higher education is reputation, and since
most tiniver;ities or colleges have built then
reputations on the total institution in general. many
prospective faculty members do not iro beyond the
" reputation" of 'he institution to investigate the
strength or weaknesses of the programs in which they
wish to fmcli. 1 here for e, an institution could
identify its programs, its resources to these programs
and the quality of Is students to plospco we faculty
and increase chances of aitractoie these persons.

2) Attracting students Information will help the
university to recruit students but would further help
to identify the ono eraty's interest in ihe secondary
schools (especially the (cedes schools I from Mhich
the institution draws its /units. Bridge programs or
cooperative progiams v.ah the secondary Icsel
schools earl be developed valich will insure a supply
of students and w ill also insure raising the quality of
their educational experiences prior to cooling to
college.

A Itracnag special programs %kiwis ail instil Ike has
particular expertise and ptogram resources to operate
special kinds of provarns, making this known will
help in the eompetit101! for attracting such programs.

I) Atli acting guest ler hirers and s;siting professors
1 hese will enrich the expoienees of the college

cmmtirMy.

1 Attracting specialired (hairs for special areas within
the unisersity funded by outside agencies the third
was ti at data can he used externally is in attracting
funds.

lite "des clopment game or the yams of attracting frseal
support for institutional programs is sisal for both publie as1
private Black insti.utions. RIM publicly supported 01st:tu-
t/oils have suffered a discrimination of financial support with
the states continuously funding the WOO instructional
prc grant at a lever level than at compatible A h itc institutions
or in some cases at inferior white institutions. Therefore. the

instonetion needs to have its data mil information
available to help attract additional funds frixn the state and
ether agencies. Private institutions who depend almost entirely
upon the sponsoring group 'for support should be ahk to
identify their propanss and Immitcts to attract (wish.

The established white universities have litel the svnecrit
of, if not the name of Ingituttonsl Research as an intricate
pan of the fabric el the institution sal that esaluatne and
analytical data that can be used to secure more funs's are
always available In other w'on't. institutions which haw
information can do a bet ter public relations lob with the
general public as well as the funding Jimmies. In the game oar
fill11.101111111:11 and requesting funds for pants. it is interesting
to hole that the bull, of the dollars of foundations and federal
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government agencies have gone to white institutions 10 provide
piograms for d'sadvantaged blacks. The Black institutions
ohich base submitted proposals competing for the smile funds
and identify ing the intention of increasing the quality of
programs for disadvantaged youth that they have traditionally
served have been frozen out. These examples point to sonic of
the results produ:ed t y lack of information.

A fouith external use of data by the institution is to
promote interaction and social change. The concept of
"communiversily" is the to of resources of academic
institutions to interact with the cohummity and cause social
change. Ilarold llodgikinson. in his hook Education.
Interaction and Social Change.` points out that edlication
takes place in highly organised social institutions and as such,
that the formats of academic and social roles are bound to
each other arid that institutions are constantly sending out
signal to those around them (which world be rite community I
Indicating how we wish to have them behase, the institution
which has the above data availaMe, can select zmd identify
areas for nits Faction within the community where it can have
sonic success.

thus far, I hire spoken about use of institutional
research internally and externally. All of these things reime to
use of data which is primarily collected intemally.

I would like now to briefly explore some types of studies
and research to proside this dal., 'These studies are Went :fled
in three categories: I 'Routine. 21 comparative intemalt
extewal studies. and .11 generative studies.

1 he routine studies are those which involve routine
collection of basic data sod, as enrollment statistics used
ptimanly by state coordinating or controlling boards. the
United States Office of I Lineation and Regional Accrediting
Associal ions.

The second groups of studies, comparatise studies
internal external would he in the following areas

I1 A comparative stud) of budget allocation to like
institutions,

:11 comparative studies of the academie market place.
what the supply and demand is like for particular
academic areas, and what the dollar tzlue is.

31 anal) tkal studies of legislation about higher edEca
'ion within a state as well as federal government
kgislat ion,

41 the monitotAg of new legislation on a ptimaty data
basis. i.e.. rectising the actual hills and legislaibv
sets. reading and gleaning from these actions of the
legislitot rather than waiting fot sectndaty or
tertiary reprinting services..

St analytical studies about boatds of control. their toles,
their political involvement or non-involvement. and
the degree to which they are addressing thernsehts
the interests and needs of higher education.

hi attitudinal studies about the puhliss whkh affect the
university,

71 community studies which might point directions for
un (vet sti y and community interaction.

A 1 St other 14,c- inst Out Om. and
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9) studies of the general American money market
including patterns of giving by foundations and
support of programs.

This does not exhaust the kinds of studies which overlap
the internal/external areas that would be beneficial to an
institution. It merely highlights sons: of them.

The third group of studies is the generative studies. The
institutional research area can generate studies by exploring
relationships of many elements of the campus.

The use of tire institutional research to help in
institutional decision making and planning erverges as the
central theme of this presentation. in order to implement or
organize for using institutional research in this manner, it
should encompass the following areas with persons who carry
the portfolio for each of these areas: I )Staff and student
development, 2) instructional development, 3)curriculum
development, and 4) fiscal development to support the
institutional program. There should be some system by which
internal routine reporting on a regular basis exists so that
faculty, administrators and students are informed.

The office should provide services to the other agencies
of the university, i.e., administrators, faculty, and student
groups for conducting research studies or reports that would
enhance fuither deveiopinent of particular programs. All of
the information should be used for planning.

summary, appraisal and evaluation with ktuse
planning represents the base line of utilizing information for
the benefit of institutions. Black institutions must for survival
sake develop some degree or expertise and production in the
area of institutional research in order to:

I) Know their institutions and programs,

2) project such image individually and then collectively
as institutions of higher education having a valid and
viable mission, and

3) Develop or intetnalize the concept and practice of
regular analysis and implementations of findings to
improve program

There is much controversy and question being raised
about the future of the Black institution, the proposals of

11.110110111.

merging with the traditionally white institutions, and the
question in general of provision of higher education for blacks.
This controversy is not new, merely revived. An article by
W.E.B. DuBois, published in 1935 in the Journal of Negro
Education and entitled -Does tin' Negro Need Separate
Schools?" illustrates this longstanding controversy. His
statement at that time is extremely pertinent now.

"Theoretically, the Negro needs neither segregated
schools no mixed schools. What he needs is
education. What he most remember is that there is
no magic either in mixed schools or in segregated
schools. A mixed school with poor and unsympa
Oldie teachers, with hostile public opinion, and no
teaching of truth concerning black folk, is bad. A
segregated school with ignorant place holders,
inadequate equipment, poor salaries awl wretched
housing is equally had. Other things being equal,
the mixed school is the broader, more natural basis
for education for all youth. It gives wider contacts;
it inspires greater self confidence: and suppresses
the inferiority complex. But other things seldom
are equal, ans. in that case Sympathy. Knowledge,
and the Truth outweigh all that the mixed school
can offer."

With clear and well defined images which are accurate
and based on systematic data such as that Institutional
Research can provide for the Black institution, coupled with
the dissemination of the unique contribution to Black social
development that Black Institutions have fostered, Black
Institutions can individually and collectively relate to the
relevancy of the future growth and development of the black
college.

institutional Research at Black Institutions can:
1) Provide knowledge for the mainstream which is accurate
about its strength and weaknesses, 2) assist 'n long and shout
range planning, 3) allow institutions to better serve their
purposes. and 4) Nip perpetual,' higher education for Blacks
by validating the programs and documenting them as well as
projecting their potential.

firworhce 1c60.. and barid Rica6111 Tbe A fatrican Nc/to( c4kre." Hermit t itypeetional Review. \ 11. IN mkt. 19671

21 at1MAtaih. lit Predominantly NevoCoSettseft4 t`ttiretsitie t fronsirion 1 eactient:olkte. 1965.

3 SRI R. the Nrrro end lle.e idwrtiott It the Smirk 1%).

4 1 Aka I Ole* n011attett )(Mc le. llt Rime CoOtte. Nitta Ms 1 oti. 1969. p. IR.

t mold I todris intim Idirettion. intentri it, mad Sor4 1 (*mtge. Prentice Ital. Inc.: Ncio, it Ivy. 1967.
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ATTITUDE PROFILES ON THE COLLEGE STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
FOR FRESHMEN ATTENDING FOUR PREDOMINANTLY

BLACK COLLEGES

tdmird Nelsen
Nor/ (ktrofina Central linker-Airy

In former years of institutional iescarch, efforts to
identify educational needs and attitudes of students it been
linitisd, for the most pant, to descriptive studies and surveys
based on non-standardized tests and questionnairts. Recently.
however, with the new emphasis upon research in higher
education and the development of several standardized Mont.
merits, comparative or differe.olial studies of student
characteristics have been facilitated. An institutional research-
er can now readily identify similarities and differences of the
student body at his particular institution. 'dative to the
student bodies at other institutions. by using the norm:tine
reference data provided with most standardized instruments.
rot the institutional researcher in a predominantly black
university, however, the benefits of standardized instruments
cannot he fully realized, because the normative data presents
certain problems when comparisons involve black stvdcois.

In this paper, I will doodle some of our problems and
experiences in the intorno:lion of College Student
Questionnaires ICSQI results lot North Carolina Central
University and several other predominantly black
tions.1

Originally, at WU, we selected the College Student
Questionnaires because they cover a wide satiety of
background experiences. attitudes, and other student char-
acteristics that were of interest to those concerned with the
educational development of students. Most of the items and
scales on the instruments lid seen: of sufficient genctalo to
be relevant for black students.

We administered CSQ I to entering ft:Amen in 1(,,,o.
and CSQ 2 to the same students in spring of I 961:), neat the
end of their freshman )eat. We (mal, upon receiving the
results from 1.1S. that the tabulations of relionse frequencies
and percentages for each item were of general interest to the
faculty and administration, chiefly because the contents of the
items were directly interpretable. On the other hand. the
means of the soaks fot the Went b.stly as a whole could not
be interpreted easily, because the national mimic fot the scales
ritte not fully appropriate fot black students.

In IOW instances the seer scores lot NVUU students did
correspond fait!) closely with the national norms and then a
simple conclusion colliel be drawn: the students at ate
representative of or similar to a national cross section of
college students. There was littk more to be said with respect
to the comparative norms. In othtt instances. Irowtytt, the
scale scores for 1Y Cut diMti'd in one way of /moth(' from the
averages (or the norm group. This presented a dikinma: Did
the performance differences result from the factors that are
specific to the institution. its students, and its educational
program. of did they result front general (men common to
the cultural background of sit. lents at all predominantly black
institutions!

Indeed, both of these questions are of fundamental
impottatice in any anatysis of the ptedominantly black

institution. 7lrere is air urgent need for research to determine
dud understand the cultural background that is common to
black students in order to plan and conduct programs that are
relevant to the students. There is an equally urgent need for
research that objectively assesses the unique characteristics of
students at pail jean colleges and universities.

Appropriate reference norms could contribute to an
understanding of these issues. If a test or a questionnaire is not
narrow ly.ultute.bound, appropriate nonns could help claiify
those ssay in which black students are culturally unique.
Norms from standardized instiumenis could also help to
clarify those ways in which one predominantly black
institution is different from mho predominantly black
instil talons.

t ithottimately, however, in-solar-as Wadk colleges and
universities are d-tmarind, norms that are typically provided
with standardized tests are of limited value in relation to the
ipiestion of general cultural characteristics of black students.
and they arc of alinost no value in relation to the question of
institution evaluation.

1be reason that most norms ate of limited twipclit to
picdominantly black colleges is simply this: General cultural
effects and specific institutional effects are confounded when
one compares the means for a single predominantly black
group of students wills norms that arc based upon
predominantly white groups of students. In other words. as
base suggested, one cannot determine whether the differences
result from factors that ate srcific to the institution and its
educatidnal program. or whether they result from general
factors that are common to the cultural background of
students at all predominantly black institutions.

l'a:eu with this thltmma, an attempt was nude to
procure the vale scores from some outlet predominantly bleck
institutions, and fortunately. (SO I and 2 results were
available lot a number of such institutions its this region.
Indeed. I was delighted to discover that the instrument had
been administered to freshmen at a number of predominantly
black institutions by 1*.t I.CV in the fall of 1967 and the spring
of 14N5. l was then participating in a reseatcli
consortium with a number of black schools, and we were abk
to secure permission from the administrative officers d f these
institutions fot release of the data: We artabsed the results fot
purposes of a compat a ti anal) Os and also to dr. velop tegionul
norms for the predominantly black institutions. It should be
rioted that two of the institutions vette church suppotted, irtd
one, era addition lo MIA/. was state supgxitted. All lout
schools emphasized the liberal arts.

The initial analyses Stre concerned with the foRowing
question: What are the general similarities and differences
among the entering freshmen at tiro lout schools in terms of
the characteristics measured by the I'M) I oaks? I'mtn one
point of 1*(11'. these similarities and differences are indicative
of the cultural background of the students: in other words. the
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data gave some indication of the cumulative effects of the
students' backgrounds prior to thair entrance to college. From
another point of view, these data were also essential to the
question of institutional effects, since the data represented
baselare measures o the student characteristics and attitudes
at the time they entered college.

Figure 1 presents the results of CSQ I for each of the
schools, in relation to the standardized profiling form provided
by EIS. This way of presenting the data allows for comparison
of each of the predominantly black schools with one another
and with the national norms that are based upon a

predominantly white national sample. NCCU is the only
school identified, because the administrators from the schools
that permitted release of the data were given assurances that
the Identity of their schools would remain confidential in any
presentations of the data.
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Examination of Figure I shows that the means for the
four predominantly black schools differ in a systematic way
from the means for the national norming sample. The profiles
for the four schools corresponded much more closely to one
another than to the national norming sample. In fact the
means on the Family Status Scale, representing the average
scciocconomic status of the student; parental families were in
all instances below the third percentile for the norming
schools, and in two instances the actual values were not den
represented on the chart. Of course, it was not terribly
surprising to see this. Everyone knows that the students at
predominantly black institutions come from families which are
poor, although petsons not acquainted with these ins.itutions
may recognize neither the extent of poverty among these
families nor the implications concerning the impact of this
poverty on the educational development of the students.

Figure I

CSQ I Profiks for Entering ereshmen at
Four Predominantly Black Colleges
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1 he Means for the Mk! ;A teaks dal to,' 'Mier av
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means for the hlac.I Institutkins were eights a1 oho* of all
below the norm group merit. MI Mack whoop Sete ohne the
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actuality or potentially an unusually important aspect of the
tote' educational experience at these schools. In view of the
degree of extra-curricular involvement reflected by the scale
;voles, administrators and faculty members at these
institutions would do wt" to analyze closely the relationship
between the campus environment, activities, and educational
program, because significant learning of altitudes, beliefs, and
values presumably takes place when a student participates in
social organizations, student government, athletics, and/or
other activities.

The low Family Independence scores strongly suggest
that the relationship to family members is another very
significant concern of students at these schools. The students
appear to be concerned about their parents' expectations, and
the families seem to be closely united and indeed, growing
closer together rather than apart. The nature of these family
relationships cannot be further delineated within the scope of
this discussion, but the potential educational implications of
this finding make further study of the matter imperative.
Many possibilities are implied. It is the strong family
relationship that led these students to seek a college education
In the first place. Does the suppoitiseness or lack of
supportiveness and encouragenunt from the family play a
strong role in determining whether the student will succeed in
college? Could increased involvement of the total family in the
educational program play a significant role in the motivational
process? These and other questions may hold some clues to
new insights and approaches to education for minority groups,
disadvantaged students, etc.

While it may be urtv.ise to draw definite conclusions
from the study, i might offer several speculative hypotheses
concerning the educational implications that might be drawn
from the overall pattern of the results. To begin with, it is
Important to take into account the economic circumstances
under which the majority of the students have been reared and
their economic needs and concerns as they enter college. Of
course admin;stratots of predominantly black schools are
/Vine of the problem, and programs such as the federally
sponsored work-study program have provided aid for students
who could not have otherwise attended college. However, I
tannest that more needs to be done in terms of enabling
students to plan and inpkment a strategy for financing their
Cortege education. rot example, financial orientation and
counseling programs could assist the students in coping with
the probkms which now discourage a number of s'udents
There is, of course, always need for additional scholarship and
ion funds, as well.

The social needs of the students d .ring their first years
in school are also of critical importance. Consider the close lies
of the students with their families and peers. For many of the
students, the abrupt move from the close-knit family and peer
pour to the relatively complex and strange environment in
co age is awesome, if not trautrutlic. Of course, the students
4o ediust in one way or another to their new situation.
Ikrwevet., this adjustment takes place through experiences ani
activities that are out of the maim of the formal educational
Program of the school, and for the most part out of the realm

of influence of the faculty arid administration.
Semi formal programs %%Inch involve the family in the

initial oriernCion to college, which enable the family to
anticipate arid understand the students' educational expel
ences and problems, %Ilia provide students with suriogate
families if needed, arid which implement close relationships
with individual faculty members :awl; programs could
facilitate positive adjustments to the college environment,
rather than leaving the adjustments to chance

Finally, ire considering the finding that after one year in
college, the students are very much involved in extracurricular
activities, I would suggest again that the most important events
and experiences of the students are occurring out of the realm
of influence of the faculty arid administration. Particularly in
view of the motivational problems that are common to the
transition into the college environment, with its relative
freedom and lack of structure, it would appear that niaikul
academic benefits, as well as personal and social benefits,
could result from a systematic integration of the curriculum
with various extra-curricular activities. While this may sound
far-fetched, it could indeed be accomplished in various ways.
Faculty members could become more integrally involved in
the informal student culture, as well as sponsored activities
and organizations. Independent study programs could be
developed which would enable students to approach subject
matter in an informal, social context. And finally, curriculum
could be designed to be flexible and relevant to the current
world, and responsive to the social interests of the students.

The full significance of the findings concerning the
Family Status, Peer Independence, Family Independence.

racurricular Involveinent, and other CSQ S:ales cannot be
fully realized in this study. Much more analysis and research is
necessary. However, the data does highlight the significance of
the family on the one hand and extracurricular activities on
the other as important aspects of the higher educational
program at these schools. These dimensions must be
considered in any atte,npts to develop educational programs.

In conclusion, I think we can say that the comparative
approach we have followed in this study has been rewarding.
in the sense that the des for a given school are more
interpretable and suggestive in comparison with data from
several sister schools than without the comparative data.
Indeed, I think the findings that came out of these relatively
simple analyses have provided us with a number of insights and
hypotheses concerning the general cultural background of
lock students, on the one hand, and concerning unique
characteristics of each institution on the other.

Perhaps the values of this approach should be recognized
in relation to other special types of institttions, as well as
predominantly black colleges and universities. I think various
colleges and universities could benefit from studies in which a
number of institutions of the same type are compares:. I

propose that each och001 should establish cornparative
standards that are based upon instiiutiot with similar student
input. with similar programs, and with similar educational
goats. I submit that "national norms have been relied upon
too heavi,y and too long.
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CSQ rRESI1MAN ATTITUDES TOWARD BLACK POLITICAL LEADERS
IN THE AMERICAN SOCIETY

Mary Ann .1froser
North Carolina Cell Ira! tInirersity

Had a modern day prophet undertaken ten years ago the
task of describing the problems that would beset the university
today, he would have been labeled a prophet of d3ons and
viewed with disdain and pity. Today we know that it is not the
pessimistic prophet who needs pity but the college and
university administrator. The administrator in a university is
'under constant stress from a variety of sources, not the least of
which is the student body itself. The gap Petween today's
students and administrators seems to be wider than it has been
in the past. Today's college student is an enigma to many
college administrators. For some administrators the reaction of
students to current problems and issues seems bitarre and
incomprehensible.

Progress can be nude toward understanding today's
students by identifying and studying their background
characteristics and their attitudes. The cultural climate from
which students operate 'oday is different from that of twenty
or even ten years ago. The complesity of current problems is
reflected in ti.le multiplicity of forces influencing or
attempting to influence modem man. College students are
caught in the whirlwind of conflicting ideologies. In fact there
are various forces influencing the student body in various
directions. sometimes toward quite opposite ends. Students
are often forced to make chokes and to identify with various
ideologies before they are emotionally and intellectually
mature enough to do so. For instance, the black student quite
eatiy in his college career is caught up in the crimple% and
some times conflicting ideologies of the black revolution.

It is important to study the cultural background of black
college students because the specific factors that influence
black students may be basically different from those
influencing white students. rot exampk, black students will
presumably look toward different leaders, hero figures. ego
ideals, etc. Moreover, identification with different leaders may
reflect the general attitudes of students toward the future
course of the black movement in terms of its goals and
strategies. Thus it is possible that we can gain greater
understanding of various black student subcultures by looking
as the kinds of black leaders with which students identity. This
paper reports the beginning stages of a study of different
leader preNences among students at North Carolina Central
University; it presents some of the tentative conclusions
reached concerning the background and characteristics of
members of two student subgroups.

To determine which black kaders the students looked
toward, we asked the students to indicate which of the
following they felt had done the most for black Americans:
Makolm X. Martin Luther King. Stokley Carmichael. Rap
Browri, -ibitney Young. Roy Wilkins, Dick Gregoey.til lames
Brown. The number of students preferring the various status
kaders are presented in Table I.

-..miNSIWAIII=1..111

TABLE I

Status Leaders Selected by NCCU Freshmen 1969
as Contributing the Most to Black Americans

Status Leader

Number of
Students
Selecting

Percentage of
Group

Malcom X 58 89%
Stokley Carmichael 5 8
Rap Brow n 2 3

Total Group A 65

Martin hither King 660 98
Roy Wilkins,

Total Group II

7

667

James Brow n. Dick Gregory, and Whitney Young were not
selected by any of the students.

Because only a small number of students identified with
Stokley Carmichael, Rap Brown, Roy N'ilkins, we
conducted a preliminary analysis to deeirine whether
s' :lent- who preferred Roy Wilkins were similar to those who
preferred Martin Luther King (who might be considered
"moderate-I and those who prettied Stokley Carmichael and
Rap Brown were similar those preferring Malcom X (who
might be considered These analyses did suggest
that students who preferred the militant leaders were simitat
to one another, and those who preferred the "moderate'
leaders %%ere similar to each other. Hereafter. students who
preferred Malcom X, Stokley Carmichael. and Rap BrerAll
be referred to as Group A and those who preferred Martin
Luther King or Roy Wilkins will be referred to as Group B.11
should be remembered that the majority of those in Group A
(59 percent) preferred Malcom X and those in Group B (93
percent I preferred Martin Luther King.

the net' step in the analysis, involved an effort to
compare the two groups of students who preferred these
different types of kaders. In other wotds we compared Groups
A and 13 to determine whether the leader preference of the
students was associated with different attitudes, beliefs, and
cultural otientations. All of the students in the study had
compkted the College Student Questionnaire Part I (CSQ
This was fortunate because the thoroughness of the
socioeconomic educational background and attitudinal Infos-
mation gathered in this instrument furnished a wealth
of information.

We began by truly/inland cornea:tin, the two groups itt
terms of CSQ I scale scores. Significant differences in the mean
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CSQ Profiles for Group A and Group B

Group A: Malcom X, Rap Brown, or Stokley Carmichael has
done most to help black people

Group B: Martin Luther King, Roy Wilkins, or Whitney
Young has done most to help black people

14 11 r1 t sc tf
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scores were found to exist between the two groups for five of
the seven wales.

Two of the scales, Family Independence and Peer
Independence, measure the autonomy of the student in his
relationship to his parental family and his peer group. The
scores for both of these scales were significantly higher for
Group A than for Group B suggesting that students who
preferred Malcom X were less susceptible to influence by their
family and by other students. Students in Group B typically
came from more closely knit families which seemingly exerted
greater influence over them, and they were more likely to
conform to the prevailing peer group mores. According to the
CSQ I, technical manual students scoring higher Peer

Independence scores, such as those of Group A, indicated a
tendency toward ;nner-dilectedness. The students would be
less influenced by the opinion of others concerning their
personal life and behavior. Students scoring lower on this
wale, as those in Group B did, have a tendency to be more
extroverted ot other-directed.

The Family Social Status Scale is a measure of the
Scnioecononlie status of the respondent's parental family.
Students in the predominantly black schools scored Very low
on this scale for obvious reasons. The use of our own NCCU
norms enabled us to view the sod', status of out students
from a more appropriate baseline. Viewed from this baseline,
students in Group A came from families with higher

TABLE 2

Seketed Items on Whkh the Responses of
Group A Differed From Group B

Charge t e fist Ica

Group A Group 13

Number Permit Number Percent

Sex
Boys 37 57 252 38

Girls 28 43 411 62 8.85

Degree of integration in high school attended
Predominantly black 26 41 381 57

Predominantly white, flurry blacks II 17 126 19

Predominantly *bite, with a few blacks 27 42 156 24 11.13

Site of hometown
Suburb of metropolitan area 8 13 63 10

A city over 500000 13 21 44 7

A city sopoo 500,000 13 21 100 16

A city of town iopoo sopck 17 27 155 24

A (aim undet 10,000 fl 10 144 23

Farm, twit+, ot open count ty S $ 131 20 20.20

Estitnated high school vide ~age
C ot below 4S 69 292 44

ot above 20 31 364 S6 14.56

Ilighest keel of father's formal education
11 igh school ot less 43 67 505 80
Some trade school ot cage 17 27 99 16

Profe-ssional Agree 4 6 28 4 6.68
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socioeconomic status.
This scale is based upon the family's income, education

and occupation of the father and mother with the father's
occupation being given the greatest weight. A closer
examination of the items in this scale led to the conclusion
that the major difference between the two pimps was the
educational level of the parents. The parents of students in
Group A were more likely to have had some formal training
beyond high school, as shown in Table 2.

On the Motivation for Grades Scale students Were asked
to evaluate themselves in terms of their high school
experiences. Students in Group B .cored higher on this scale
viewing themselves as hard workers to whom good grades were
important. Students in Group A scored lower on this scale
indicating less concer 9 in high school fot good grades.

Although it was not included in the computing of the
Motivation for Grades Scale wore, students were ai.Led in
another section of the CSQ 1 to estimate their high school
grade average. The students in Group A estimated their grade
averages as lower than those in Group B (Table 2). One must
ask next aliout the aptitude of the roups. Paradoxically. the
SAT Verbal and SA f Math scolis for Group A were
significantly higher than for Group B i fable 3). The apparent
contradiction here Group A with greater academic ability
but lower grades and Group B with lower academic ability but
higher grades can he partially understood by considering the
scores of the two groups on the Motivation for Grade Scale.
Group A, w ith greater academic ability but lower grades, was
less motivated toward getting good grades while the reverse
was true of Group B.

TABLE 3

SAT Scores for NCCU Freshmen - 1969.1970

TEST

Group A Group B

Mean
Standard
lksiation Mean

Standard
Deviation Difference

SAT Verbal
SAT Math

380.81
390.95

58.72
5899

348.36
375.67

57.24
61.99

32.45
15.28

4.28
2.36

The degree of cultural sophistication possessed by the
students is measured by another wale. Although the difference
in the mean scores for the two groups was not as significant
for this scale, Group A :ernes] to have slightly greater
knowledge and experience with art (sums and ideas and a
greater sensibility in the general area of the humanities.

Two of the scales on the CSQ 'elated to attitudes
and social awareness. On one of these, the liberalism S:ate,
the difference between the two groups was nxire pronounced
than fot any othet scale. The students in Group A scored
much higher on the Liberalism Scale indicating a greater
support of change in the political and social area. These
students were dissatisfied with the status quo and wished to
see changes made. The students in Croup 9 on the other hand
tended to oppose wetfate legislation. and *ere k.s intolerant
of persons who disagree with established American political
institutions.

On the second of the scales related to social awirebew
the Social Conscience Scak. theft was not a significant
difference between the soak scotes of the two groups.
Although the degree of dill-write sr-as not as ?teat fot this
oak Astor the other scales, the direction of the diff etc irce was
tht tsme with the members of Group A retie:tint a treater
mot al concern fot social justice. lowef scores on this scale
such as those tecotded by students in (+tour 13 do twit
necessarily represent active support floe the status quo of I
belief that wicksl justice does trot ewes. They do tepteseni,
however, a lack of concern, det attune n I , or apathy about six+
matters.

S4nificant differences between the Groups A and 8
were also found on three other items not included in the scale
votes (Table 2). The members of Group A were more
frequently miles and those of Group B. females. the members

of Group A were, generally speaking, from larger cities or
towns than those in Group B. Only 17 percent of those in
Group B came from larger cities or their suburbs while 34
percent of those in Group A came from these more populous
areas. Twenty percent of those in Group B came from rural
areas but only 8 percent of those in Group A did.

One of the local items asked the students to indicate the
dc^gret of integration present in the high school they had
attended. l'iftysesen percent of the students in Group 13 carat
from segregated or predominantly black high schools while
foity-two percent of the students in Croup A carte from
predominantly white schools with only a few blacks enrolled.
In other words, thet; is a tendency for rhos students who
identify with Malcom X to some from integral,

Conclusion

As a result of this study some tentative cssnclusions
concerning the students in Group A and B can be nude.

The students who preferred Malcom X. Rap Brown. of
Stokley Carmichael weft more likely to be maks, from
predominantly white high schools at, (I from larger cities.
Although these students have greater academic ability as
measured by the ScholastiC Aptitude Tests. they were less
motivated in high school toward getting good grades. and dd
in fact food their high school grades averages as lower. Theft
family socioeconomic level as measured by the CSQ Seale was
higher than that of other NCCII students. primarily because of
the educational keel of the patents. They showed greater
independence from theit families and kss tendency to
conform to the mites and customs of their peer group. They
showed greater Iketalism than othet black students.

The students who eitefetted Martin lather King were
more Rely to be (maks, from gitedominintly black high
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schools, in smaller towns or rural areas. Although their SAT
scores were lower, their motivation for grades was higher and
they reported higher average high school grades. They tended
to conic from families with lower socioeconomic status, but
these families were more closely united and the students were
more closely united and the students were more likely to seek
their family's advice about problems. They seemed to be more
outer-directed in their relationships with their peer group and
to conform to the prevailing peer norms. Although as a group
they were slightly more liberal than the majority of American
college students, they were not as liberal as the students who
preferred Malcom X.

As often happens with studies of this type, more
questions were raised than were answered. First, question of
cause and effect: The pattern of differences in the scale scores
of the two groups is consistent with the hypothesis that the

leaders with whom the students identified influenced their
ideologies and attiludes. On the other hand, it is equally
possible that students with different attitudes prefer or
identify with different leaders. Be that as it may, certain
differences did occur. Second, there is the long term question
of how these students actually develop, in terms of attitudes,
achievement, and behavior, as they yoceed through college.
At the end of their freshmen yvar these students completed
CSQ II. A study of the students who changed their leader
preferences and/or their attitudes as measured b; the
instrument will be of great intete:t.

Before further study of these problems can be made, it
will be necessary to establish the validity of the CSQ scales for
use with NCCU students. The data from the four other
predominately black North Carolina schools will be extremely
useful in developing local scales for this phase of the study.
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ACCEPTANCE OF HONORARY NIENIRERSHIP

Citarks I:. Howell
Northern Illinois Unhersity

I feel most thankful and any very pleased that this organization has seen fit to include
me s it h John Dale Russell and Dr. Brumbaugh in mating me an honorary member. I am
only sorry that my physical condition makes it ianpossible for me to be with yoo in person
tonight to accept this honor. In puny ways I feel a close identification with this
organization, having been in attendance and participated in programs and 'ne early
organizational meetings of this Association. Many of you will also recall in those early days
the two national conferences on Institutional Res:arch which we sponsored through the

IrCJI1 of University Research at Northern Illinois University. But it is not of this that I
wish to speak at this time in acceptance of this honor.

In a talk before this group in Minneapolis I win ned that we must always consider
ourselves, not as policy makers. but as fact finders. a group which would always lay before
our several administrations (local, stale, and national), the facts and the probable

ni,c,niences of any decisions they might make. We are in the business of providing factual
bases for possible actior and we must do this without fear or favor.

it is. in my opinion, the proper function of institutional research, not to determine
purpo.ses, but certainly to point out the probable results of the adoption of

so.!- pilgrams. Row many of out institutions have adopted programs and started actions,
vs it :tut the slightest vestige of advanced institutional research, which in many cases would
ha, inditAted that these programs were or were not needed, or were hound to fail. Perhaps

of recent campus demonstrations might well have been prevented had institutional
been privet!y conducted and properly presented to the proper persons. That this

rr ,,dion has grown to the extent that it has is indicative of the increasing dependence
for more relevant, factual information.

In closing let me say that I am proud to have been named as an honorary member of
this organization. and am only sorry that it is impossibk for me to be with you this evening.
I would have liked very much to renew (A' friendships and make new ones. thank you Ivry
much.
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